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Today, there are more Apples in
schools than any other computer.

UnfOltunatelv. there are till more
kids in schools tha'n Apples.

So innocent voungstel:i (like your
own) may have to fend off packs of bully
nerds to get some time on a Coillputer.

Which is why it makes good sense
to buy them an ApplllIc Personal
Computer of their very own.

The lIc is just like the leading com
puter in education, the Apple lie. Only
smaller. About the size of a three-ring note
book, to be exact.

Even the price of the Ilc is small
under $1100*

Of COUI:ie. since the Ilc is the legiti
mate offspring of the lIe. it can access the
world's largest libral"!' of educational soft
ware. Evel"!thing 6'om Stic~near Shapes

lM

for preschoolel:i to sAr test preparation
programs for college hopefuls.

In fact, the Ilc can run over 10.000

programs in all. ~lore than a few of which
you might be interested in \'ourself.

For example. 3-in-l integrated busi
ne s software. Home accounting and lax

programs. Diet and fitness programs.
:'-Jot to mention fun programs for the

whole f;1Il1ih'. Like "Genetic [Vlapping" and



"Enzyme Kinetics:'
And the Apple lic comes complete

with everything you need to start computing
in one box.

Including a free 4-diskette course to
teach you how- when your kids get tired
of your questions.

An RF modulator that can tum almost
anylV into a monitor.

As well as a long list of built-in
features that would add about $800 to the
cost of a smaller-minded computer.

128K of intemal memory- twice

the power of the average office computer. So while your children's shoe sizes
Abuilt-in disk drive that would and appetites continue to grow at an

drive up the price In its oplional canying case. Ihe alarming rate, there's
of a less-senior IIc can even ron a/llayjirJl/I bailie. one thing you know
machine. can keep up with them.

And built- Their Apple Ilc.
in electronics To leam more
for adding about it, visit any
accessories like authorized Apple dealer.
a printer, a Or talk to your own
modem, an computer experts. t
AppleMouse or As soon
an extra disk drive when the time comes. orne from school.

• 71J1i fTC i5 collcerned aIJouljmceji,iJlg So IIJi\' is Oll!ll a ~iJf!.J!J!"led Retail Price. lou call pa)' II/OIY! i[youlY!al!l' uri/II 10. © 198-1 Apple COli/pliler IIiC Apple and Ihe AJ!/lIe.~O[ffJ are
lYffJ..islelY!d Iradelllar!"oo; q/Apple COI~ll!lIler IIiC Slid11/;ear Six/pes il' a Iradell/ark q/OPlill/lIlII HesOllrce. For all alilIJorized Apple dealer lIealY!SI you call (800) 538-9696. II/ Cal/ada. call
(1100) 268-7796 or (800) 268-7637.
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AUTONOMOUS WEAPONS AND
HUMAN RESPONSIBILITY

The human desire to avoid responsibility
for difficult decisions probably goes back
to the dawn of time. In their brief period
on this earth, computers have taken the
blame for millions of human mistakes.
Who hasn't heard a computer blamed for
an error in billing or delivery? One typical
case of blaming the computer occurred
in a school system in which a computer
handled scheduling of classes. On the first
day of school. the most vocal complaints
came from· students whose lunch hours
had been assigned at 8:30, 9:30, 10:30,
2:30. and 3:30. That's right-someone had
forgotten to instruct the computer that
lunch has to occur in the middle of the
day. The school's new computer took the
blame. Those who knew little about com
puters hated them more over this incident.
Those in positions of authority found a
versatile new scapegoat.

Anecdotes like this are amusing when
little hangs in the balance. In the presiden
tial debates in the fall. however, one of the
candidates suggested that military deci
sions affecting the fate of the earth might
be irrevocably delegated to computers if
the other candidate's programs were
enacted. The candidate making that claim
either understood nothing of computers
or else he was- acting as a demagogue,
casting himself as the hero to save the
earth from the tyranny of computers. In
either case, the candidate did his coun
try a disservice.

Computers, of course, do as people tell
them. The hard part is for people to
foresee all circumstances and write in
structions to handle all circumstances op
timally. Lack of foresight and poor plan
ning occur in many fields with or without
computers. But computers make wonder
ful scapegoats. When foresight and plan
ning fail. computers take the blame. Con
sequently their image as cold, dehuman
izing villains is perpetuated. Some fictional
and cinematic depictions of computers
also endow them with a villainy that ex
ceeds the capabilities of digital
electronics.

6 BY T E • JANUARY 1985
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1b be sure, computers are cold and in
different. But let's consider a few cases in
which the inhuman properties of com
puters enable them to help people. Com
puter conferencing enables people to ex
change text messages with others who
share their interests. One advantage of
computer conferencing is clear: people
needn't be in the same place at the same
time in order to exchange comments. But
computer conferencing also prevents loud
and aggressive people from dominating
a group as they can in face-to-face con
versation. As Starre Roxanne Hiltz and
Murray 1Uroff point out in their book The
Network Nation: Human Communication via
Computer (Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley,
1978), "... persons who happen to be 'fast
on the draw' in a face-to-face verbal situa
tion, and who may not be particularly in
telligent or correct. tend to dominate the
discussion and decision-making process
in small groups:' In computer conferenc
ing, "one participant making a statement
in no way interferes with the ability of
another person to be making a statement
that overlaps in time." Computer con
ferencing for the BYTE staff has led to
much better discussions with much
broader and more balanced participation
than occurs in face-to-face staff meetings.
In fact. it has been a joy to see some shy
people blossom in our computer
mediated meetings. Who would have sup
posed computers would emancipate the
shy?

Some of the benefits that computers can
bestow on humans are more obvious. In
giving instructions to slow learners, com
puters persist when even the most saint
ly human instructors would lose patience.
In providing simulations of difficult or
dangerous situations. computers reduce
the risks borne by people who must some
times face the real hazards. If we use our
electronic resources reasonably, bomb
disposal will soon become the exclusive
domain of robots. We can make com
puters serve human needs.

People who understand computers
understand how these machines can

serve people. But some people who
understand computers well are letting us

fall victim once again to the myth of com
puters as villains. The phrase that magical
ly shifts blame from humans to computers
is "autonomous weapons:' The issue
skirted is the same one dealt with so poor
ly in the presidential debates.

We can build unmanned tanks that
detect certain kinds of objects and then
destroy them. We can build and program
computers to monitor motion and radia
tion and, upon detection of patterns that
we have specified, to hurl devastation on
targets that we have chosen. But using the
phrase "autonomous weapons" confers
on such devices a higher status than that
of the glorified booby traps that they are.
A concealed pit of sharpened stakes is just
as autonomous a weapon as an un
manned tank. A terrorist's time bomb is
just as autonomous a weapon as an or
bitallaunching pad or beam weapon. But
we have no doubt that the man who digs
the pit and sharpens the stakes bears
responsibility for killing the man who falls
in, or that the man who builds and plants
the time bomb murders its victims, even
if the victims are not those intended.

Humans will build the coming genera
tion of "autonomous" weapons. Humans
will program them, and humans will either
make, delegate, or blunder all decisions
about their control. Humans will bear all
the responsibility for the good or ill these
weapons do.

This is not the place to argue the merits
of such weapons or the likelihood of
events that might justify the manufacture,
deployment. or use of such weapons. But
as one of the world's most widely read
computer magazines, BYTE is the place to
say that computers should never be the
scapegoats for difficult human decisions
affecting the fate of the earth. Computers
follow sequences of human instructions.
People decide. If we forget this, we may
someday find ourselves speechless when
we hear a leader explain a missing conti
nent by saying, "The autonomous weapon
was in a loop."

We must insist that individuals who
decide to deploy autonomous weapons
bear responsibility for everything these
weapons do.

-Phil Lemmons, Editor in Chief
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M·I·C·R·O·B·Y·T·E·S
Staff-written highlights of late developments in the microcomputer industry.

· <?~~~~~~. ~~~~~..~~y~ .'!?~~~~. ~~~~~r.
Information Storage Inc.. Colorado Springs, CO, expects to provide samples of its 525 WC
optical-disk drive (write-once. read-often) in April. with full production later this year. The
drive uses removable lOG-megabyte 5\!.I-inch disk cartridges. 151 hopes to eventually sell the
optical-disk drive to computer makers for about $600 and the disks for about $40 each. Ini
tial prices will be much higher.

Compact Discs as Read-Only Memory for PCs· .
At the fall COMDEX show in Las Vegas, several companies announced products using a
standard compact disc (CD) as a read-only-memory device for computers. Each CD ROM
can store up to 550 megabytes of data (about 275,000 pages of text) using the same
4.72-inch disc format used in CD digital audio recordings. Philips Subsystems and
Peripherals Inc.. Hitachi America Ltd.. Sony, and Denon America Inc. all announced or
showed CD ROM drives at COMDEX. Earlier. 3M announced that it will produce discs for
use in CD ROM drives. Sony and Denon both expect to sell drives to computer makers for
less than $300; with a controller. a CD ROM should retail for substantially less than $1000.

· ~~~ .c;~ip~. ~.i~ .~~':'~ .~.~~~. ~~ .I~.~~~ .':'!:~~~~~~':'~
NEC Electronics announced the J.tPD7281D. which it says is the first non-von Neumann
single-chip image processor. The 7281 executes as many as 5 million instructions per sec
ond. Linking multiple 7281s further increases processing speeds. The chip can also be used
for signal processing and mathematical calculations. NEC plans to produce samples of the
chip late this year.

NCR announced the Geometric Arithmetic Parallel Processor (GAPP). developed jointly
with Martin Marietta Aerospace. The GAPP includes a 6 by 12 array of I-bit processor
elements. each having 128 bits of RAM. Many GAPP chips can be cascaded for use in
image processing. NCR suggests that robot vision, image compression and enhancement.
digital signal processing, and arithmetic array processing are possible applications. NCR is
selling samples of the NCR45CG72 GAPP for $545.

Portable Computers Feature 80 by 25 Displays...................................................................
Mitsubishi's Tredia notebook computer includes an 8G-line by 25-character LCD, 64K bytes
of RAM, a Z80A processor, a microcassette drive, a 30G-bps modem, serial and parallel
ports. a bar-code-reader port. and a ROM cartridge slot. A 64K-byte ROM includes a
spreadsheet. database, graphics, word processing, and communications software. Internal
nicad batteries allow use of the machine for up to 8 hours. The $1200 Tredia weighs 6.6
pounds and measures II % by 8!h by 3!h inches.

Quadram announced DataVue. a 14-pound portable computer with an infrared keyboard
link. The $2195 system includes 128K bytes of RAM. one 5\!.1-inch disk drive, an 8088 pro
cessor, parallel and serial ports, a pivoting 80 by 25 LCD. an AC adapter. and batteries that
will last about l!h hours. It will be available in March.

Sony announced a new multicolor display technology called Currentron. The monitor alters
the shade and color displayed by changing the beam current. Resulting colors include red.
orange, yellow, and yellowish-green. 1\\'0 versions will be available as engineering samples;
one displays 900 by 200 pixels, and the other, 1100 by 864 dots. Monitors using the Curren
tron technology should be sharper but less expensive than full-color monitors.

(continued)
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MICROBYTES

COMDEX: New 2400..bps Modems..................................................
Several companies introduced 240(}-bps modems at the COMDEX show in Las Vegas. Most
of the modems are compatible with the Bell 212A standard at 1200 bps, the Bell 103 stan
dard at 300 bps, and the CCITT V22bis standard at 2400 bps. Most also include auto-dial
capabilities, some phone-number memory, and claim some degree of compatibility with
Hayes "AT" modem commands. Some of the modems are stand-alone units; others are IBM
PC expansion cards. 'TWo use front-panel LCDs instead of the usual LEDs: Penril DataComm's
$895 Datalinx Model 224 and Novation's $795 Professional 2400. Telenetics, Multi-Tech
Systems, and Cermetek announced $795 modems; U.S. Robotics chose an $895 list price.
Neither NEC America nor Microcom had set pricing for their 2400-bps modems.

Team Technology, Taiwan, introduced a line of low-cost modems, available through Chen
Manufacturing, Alhambra, CA The Smar'fEAM 2400 features 2400-, 1200-, 600-, and
0-300-bps capabilities for $450; no availability date was set. The $159 SmarTEAM 103/212A
is a 1200- and 0-300-bps modem. Team's ModemPhone 300 is a $37 300-bps modem.

Users May Find Surprises in Apple Insurance................................................................
Apple has endorsed a computer insurance policy offered by Emett & Chandler Inc., but
neither Apple's letter nor the enclosed brochure explained that only one computer could
be covered under a single policy. Since the application didn't require purchasers to list what
non-Apple equipment they had-only its dollar value-some owners may not realize their
non-Apple computers aren't covered.

NANOBYTES
Volition Systems, Del Mar, CA is now shipping its $295 Modula-2 compiler for the
Macintosh.... Living Videotext, Mountain View, CA, announced a $245 version of
ThinkTank for the 512 K-byte Macintosh.... Advanced Micro Devices introduced the
Am29300 32-bit bipolar microprocessor family. Included are a 32-bit parallel multiplier, a
floating-point processor, a microprogram sequencer, and an ALU.... Digital Research
Japan will adapt CP/M, CP/M-86, Concurrent DOS, and other system software to run on
NEC's recently announced V series of 16-bit CMOS microprocessors.... Sinclair Research
is developing a wafer-scale 512K-byte memory device.... TT&T Corp., Hampton, NH, an
nounced NH-Ada, a $22 5 subset Ada compiler for the IBM Pc. ... AT&T has published the
"System V Interface Definition:' which defines a minimum set of system calls and library
routines that should be included in all operating systems based on its UNIX System V ...
Microsoft is shipping Microsoft Networks 1.0 and MS-DOS 3.1, both of which add network
capabilities to MS-DOS.... The FCC has authorized use of the TV vertical blanking interval
for data transmission, which could mean software delivery by TV The FCC had earlier
cleared the way for broadcast of software over radio.... Versatron Research, Healdsburg,
CA introduced the $225 Footmouse, used to control cursor keys.... Lotus Development
formally announced Jazz, its long-expected Macintosh product. The $595 program includes
word-processing, spreadsheet. database, communications, and graphics functions but re
quires a 512 K-byte Mac. Lotus also announced spelling-checker and text-outlining add-on
products for Symphony.... Tomcat Computer, Los Angeles, CA announced the Tomcat
3200-AT, which includes an 80286 processor, IBM PC AT-compatible expansion slots, 640K
bytes of memory, one 1.2-megabyte floppy disk, a 20-megabyte hard disk, serial and
parallel ports, and a color graphics card for $4529.... Maxell is ready to produce 5Y4-inch
floppy disks with a capacity of 6.5 megabytes for use in drives made by its parent com
pany, Hitachi. Maxell showed two metal floppy disks: a I(}-megabyte 5Y4-inch disk and a
5-megabyte 3Y2-inch disk. Maxell also showed a 5Y4-inch optical disk that stores 250
megabytes per side.... Transtec Technology, Dublin, Ireland, announced its Hydra Pc.
featuring 800- by 512-pixel graphics in four colors or. optionally, 16- or 4-color graphics with
a resolution of 1024 by 1024 pixels. With a I.2-megabyte floppy disk, a 10-megabyte hard
disk, and 512K bytes of memory, the Hydra PC will cost $4900.
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•Some versions of the Vidtex soft\.vare do not implement all features listed

Vidtex is a trademark of CompuServe, Incorporated Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Commodore is a trademark of
Commodore Business Machines. Radio Shack is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

CompuServe's ,new Vidtex™ is compatible
with many personal computers sold today
(including Apple~ Commodore~and
Tandy/Radio Shac~ brands). And it offers
the foll<ming features *-and more-to let
you communicate more economically
with most time-sharing services (including
CompuServe's lnfonnation Service).

Auto-Logon. Lets you log on to a host
simply and quickly by utilizing prompts
and responses defined by you. Also allows
quick transmission ofpredefined responses
to host application programs after
logging on.

can be SIWied tau
from diskfile. all<M'ingmultiple definitions
for multiple applications.

Error-Free Uploading and Down
loading. CompuServe "B' Protocol con
tained in Vidtex lets you transfer from
your computer to CompuServe and from
CompuServe to your computer anywhere
in the country. Also provides error-free
d<mnloading from CompuServe's exten
sive software libraries.

Full Printer Support. Printer buffer
automatically buffers characters until
printer can process; automatically stops
on-line transmission when full; and
automatically resumes transmission
when capacity is re-established. Also, lets
you print contents of textual video screen
or RAM buffer at any time.

toa ~botbonand
off line; loaded from disk; and transmitted
to the host.

On-line Graphics. Integral graphics
protocol displays stock charts, weather
maps and more.

If you are already a CompuServe sub
scriber, you can order Vidtex on line by
using the GO ORDER command. Other
wise, check with your nearest computer
dealer; or to order direct, call or write:

Inquiry 68

ColDpuServe
P.O. Box 20212, 5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43220

1-800-848-8199
In Ohio, call 614-457-0802

An H&R Block Company



Givepeople the tools the1 need,
and there zs no limit to what they achieve~

A nnouncing the first major
breakthrough in wordprocessing
technology since WordStar.

N(JW, state-ofthe-art
comes easy.

Introducing WordStar 2000, a totally new
word processing program from the makers
of WordStar.

WordStar 2000 removes all limits from
word processing. From what you can create.
From what you can achieve.

Because WordStar 2000 lets you do
everything.

Easily.

From windows, to undo,
to spelling correction, WordStar 2000

does it all. And more.

WordStar 2000 gives you the works.
"Windows" allows you to work on different

documents-simultaneously. "Undo" lets you
replace text you mistakenly removed. A built-in
spelling corrector checks and corrects mis
spellings from over 97% of the most commonly
used words.

WordStar 2000 also has a "typewriter
mode" to fill in forms or envelopes easily. Plus
"format sheets;' which give you ready-made
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headings, tabs and margins at the touch of one
key. It can even create and update footnotes.

Finally, a truly integrated
word processing system.

WordStar 2000 goes well beyond words.
It comes with a built-in five function calculator.

A built-in mail merge enables you to mass pro
duce form letters. Get our special Plus package
and you also get a built-in mail list data base that
allows you to create, update and sort your own
mailing lists. Also a built-in indexer. Not to
mention built-in telecommunications capabilities.

All integrated together, so you never have
to leave the program.

The only word processing program
that interacts with you on your level,

whatever your level.

Before we created WordStar 2000, we studied
the way people worked, and thought. We also
drew from our experience with over 1,250,000
WordStar owners.



As a result, the keys you
press are the keys you'd expect to press ("c" for
copy, "p" for print, etc.). You may also use your
computer's function keys. Menus have been
uniquely designed for easy access to all functions.
And MicroPro's exclusive "tutor-in-your
computerN

" makes learning fast and fun.
WordStar 2000 is the easy word processing

program you11 never outgrow. Of course, the
original WordStar and WordStar for PCjr will con
tinue to provide substantial and proven word
processing capability for those with more modest
budgets.

See your local MicroPro dealer today or call
(BOO) 227-6703 [in CA (BOO) 632-7979] for the
dealer nearest you.

So you can remove all limits from what you
can achieve.

CUTTent WordStar owners can upgrade to WordStar 2000 quickly and
easily through their dealer, or by calling MicroPro Customer Update
(800) 227-5609. 9am-3pm P. S. T.

Inquiry 235

III
Now there are no limits':' MlcraPra.
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oxDRAW

In reference to the letter 'A Call for OX-I 0
Support" in the August 1984 issue (page
23)-there is at least one inexpensive pro
gram that is semi-educational for the
Epson OX-IO.

The program I am talking about is
OXDraw. It is available through your local
Epson dealer or directly from American
Small Business Computers.

OXDraw is a graphics design tool that
uses the graphics capabilities of the Epson
OX-IO. It allows someone unfamiliar with
computers to design and draw figures.
charts. schematics. or blueprints in no
time. OXDraw has the capability to store.
retrieve. and print figures drawn on the
screen. In addition. it can fully manipulate
figures and text by changing size. angles.
and dimensions.

PAULA MIBB

American Small Business Computers
Pryor. OK

BENCHMARKING
UNIX SYSTEMS

I have been using the UNIX operating
system on various machines for several
years. I am happy to see it gaining
popularity in the microcomputer world. I
enjoy reading the articles in your
magazine on the C programming language
and on anything dealing with UNIX. and
I hope to see more in the future.

I found the article "Benchmarking UNIX
Systems" by David F Hinnant (August
1984. page 132) interesting and infor
mative. However. I would like to bring to
your attention a few errors I found in that
article.

In the first benchmark (listing I). the
parent process should issue a wail system
call after closing the pipe to wait for the
child process to complete for two reasons.
First. if the parent process terminates
without waiting for the child process to
complete. the reported elapsed (real) time
may be too small. since the child process
may continue reading from the pipe for
a while after the parent has terminated.
Second. unless the parent process issues
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the wail system call. the user and system
times reported will be those of only the
parent process. rather than the sums of
both processes.

In the results of the multitasking UNIX
benchmark (table 3 and figure 1), the in
dicated number of concurrent processes
is misleading. This number is actually the
number of shell processes concurrently
running Isl.sh. Each of these shells may
have up to three child processes running
concurrently (when executing the pipleline
containing grep. lee. and we). The user
performing the benchmark has three ad
ditional processes: the shell running
mulli.sh. the lime utility. and the shell in
terpreting commands from the user's ter
minal. In addition to this. there are at least
three background processes: the swapper.
inil (the system initializer). and update.
Thus. it is not surprising that some micro
computer implementations of UNIX were
not able to concurrently run tsl.sh more
than three times. This would have resulted
ina total of 12 to 18 processes. depend
ing on how many active child processes
each tsl.sh had. Note that the limiting fac
tor here was probably the size of the
system's process table and not an arbitrary
limit of processes per user. as Mr. Hinnant
suggests.

GILBERT DETILLIEUX

Winnipeg. Manitoba. Canada

Mr. Detillieux's letter brought to myat
tention a typographical error I had not
caught. When developing the benchmark
programs. I used two sources for each
benchmark: one with comments and one
without. This was because I usually had
to enter (or have someone else enter) the
benchmark sources by hand. and an un
commented source listing is much easier
to read. Unfortunately. the line

wait((int • )0);

must have been inadvertently deleted
from the commented version of the
sources that I furnished to BYTE in
machine-readable form. That line should
appear immediately after the line

printf("Error in parent closing \ n");

I regret the error and thank Mr. Detillieux
for bringing it to my attention.

The second point Mr. Detillieux raises
deserves some discussion. Upon reflec
tion. perhaps a better label for columns
I through 6 would be "Number of Back
ground Submissions," However. I still con
tend that the inability of some of the
microcomputer systems to complete the
benchmarks is the per-user process limit.
One would expect the process table size
to be at least as large as the per-user pro
cess limit because even on single-user
systems there is commonly more than
one user. Consider the "root"-owned
programs like update. eron, swapper. and
inil. Also. UNIX UUCP communications
programs typically run under their own
user 10. You would expect the implemen
tation to take this into account and to
provide enough process table slots for all
possible normal background processes
as well as enough for every' "real" user.

DAVID HINNANT

Raleigh. NC

ON FORTH

I believe the FORTH standards committee
has a death wish because it continues to
create new dialects with each "standard"
it creates. I am concerned that readers will
be turned off by FORTH when they read
"FORTH-83: Evolution Continues" by C.
Kevin McCabe (August 1984. page 137).
A careful reader will realize that FORTH-83
is more revolution than evolution from
FORTH-79.

If the FORTH standards committee used
new names. new dialects would not have
to be created. For example. the FORTH-83
DO LOOP and DO +LOOP are very dif-

(wntinued)

LEITERS POLICY: 10 be wnsidered for pub
lication. a letter must be typed double-spaced on
one side of the paper and must include your name
and address. Comments and ideas should be ex
pressed as clearly and wncisely as possible.
Listings and tables may be printed along with
a letter if they are short and legible.

Bealuse BYTE receives hundreds of letters each
month. not all of them can be published. Letters
lViI/not be returned to authors. General/y. it tak1!s
four months from the time BYTE receives a let
ter until it is published.......................................



WHO SAYS"YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU"?

When we at Intertec intro
duced our new HeadStart™ com
puter we said "it's the fastest,
smallest, most powerful business
computer in its class:'

What more could we say?
How about "it's also portable:'
Every HeadStart computer

comes with its own easy-carrying
handle. You can choose between
a full size keyboard or a special
compact version that snaps easily
on the front ofthe screen. Either
way, you get all the great features
that make HeadStart unique. A
big twelve inch screen, eight and
sixteen bit processors, upgrad
able to one megabyte and it's
networkable up to 255 users.

We named our new business
computer "HeadStart" because

Inquiry 181

that's exactly what it11 give you.
And because it's also portable,
you can take it anywhere.

Well, almost
For more information call us

at (803) 798-9100 or write:
Intertec, Dept"HeadStart;' 2300
Broad River Road, Columbia, SC
29210.

-ntertecI ~

HeadStart Standard Features:
Size: 15.75'wide, 12.75'deep, 11.30'high.
\\eight: 25 Ibs.
Processors: Z80A (8 bit) and 8086 (16 bit).
Memory: 128K to IMBdependingon model. All models
are expandable to 1MB.
Disk Storage: 500K to 1MB (unformatted) on a 3W
Micro-Disk RAM disk feature emulates second system
drive. Optional3Wor 5Wexternal drives.
Display: 12'(diagonal) P31 phosphor, non1l1are screen,
25 lines x80 or 132 columns.
Keyboard: Detachable with 104 total keys. Aport
able version snaps onto the front screen for easy
transportability.
Disk Operating Software: 'CP/M 80 for 8 bit
•• MS OOS for 16 bit IAN OOS for multi-user 8 or 16
bit operation.
'Concurrent CP/M 86 opti<rnal.
Interfaces: One RS 449/RS 232 compatible serial port
One Centronics compatible parallel printer port
External data bus. Coaxial communications interface.
External disk I/O interface. Optional network print
spooling interface.
Networking: Up to 255 HeadStarts may be connected
via a coaxial, multi-user network into one of2 optional
data storage systems.
Optional Data Storage Systems: 1\ro models are avail
able. A10MB, 5W system is expandable to 20MB. A
50MB, 8' system (25MB fixed, 25MB removable) is
expandable to 545MB in 165MB increments.
·CP/M BOand Concurrent CPIM 86 are registered trademar!ls of Digit.ill Research.

.oMS DOS isa registered trademaril:ofMicralOft.
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LETTERS

(Check local listings for time and channel.)

Produced by KCSM, San Mateo, CA and WITF. Harrisburg, PA with funding from McGraw·Hill's 1J\lII and
POPULAR.....---. .
COMPUnNG magazines.

The Computer Chronicles, a half
hour weekly television series brings
you an in-depth look at the latest
developments in the computer world.

As an information broker and consultant
with 10 years of experience in searching
various on-line information-retrieval
systems. including Dialog. I would like to
comment on the July BYTE West Coast.
"1tends in 'lelecommunications" by John
Markoff (page 341). especially the section
subtitled "In-Search" (page 342).

In-Search purports to make it easier for
both the novice and the experienced user
of Dialog to interact with the system. but
does it? On examination of the package
it appeared to me that the introduction
of this intermediary to the Dialog system
would at most save the user only seconds
of on-line connect time. The 5399 that In
Search costs could be better spent on
some other options available: for exam
ple. the Online 'leaching and Practice

(continued)

ALTERNATIVES TO IN-SEARCH

ferent from the FORTH-78 DO LOOP and
OO+LOOP. I would like to use both ver
sions of FORTH and I would be able to
if the FORTH-83 commands were 0083.
LOOP83. and + LOOP83. More impor
tant. I would use the new keywords only
when their new properties are relevant
and I would continue to use the proven
FORTH-78 keywords as before. In this way
evolution can take place with a minimum
of risk. (Note my use of FORTH-78: the
FORTH-79 standard is incomplete and
thus useless to me.)

As an experienced FORTH programmer.
I find the changes from FORTH-78 listed
in table 3 (on page 412) to be marginal and
mostly unnecessary. For example. having
1 and IMOO leave floored quotients is a
plus. but the FORTH-78 names create a
dialect. The plus is overwhelmed by the
dialect minus. If the standards committee
had used the names 183 and IM0083.
you would be able to use all of the
keywords without any dialect. Further
more. implementations of the new key
words have not yet been fully evaluated:
their practical consequences are not
known.

I think the new definitions in FORTH-83
are not significant improvements over the
old ones-additions to FORTH-78 would
have made more sense.

I suggest that the FORTH standards
committee address new areas such as
graphics. mathematics. and databases in
lieu of massaging yesterday to death.

NICHOLAS L. PAPPAS. PH.D.

Oakland. CA

The Computer Chronicles, every
week on a public television sta
tion near you.

Correspondent Stewart Chefeit and
Gary Kildal" creator of CP/M provide
inteNiews with industry leaders plus
news and information from Silicon

Valley and around the world.

A COMPUTER
PROGRAM

DELIVERED VIA
SATELLITE!
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Micro-Ear and EAR·DOS are trademarks of Arctec Systems, Inc. Apple is the trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
, IBM is the trademark of International Business Machines Corporation

TALK
to your

computer

BASIC09

MARY M. NASH

Ottawa. Ontario, Canada

LETTERS

Wendell Brown's desire for a well-struc
tured BASIC that runs on the Apple II (July
1984 Letters. page 16) would probably be

(wntinued)

(ONTAP) files. These are subsections of
several files available for $IS per connect
hour. plus less than $I0 per connect hour
for telecommunications charges. Another
option. popular with personal computer
users. is a subscription to Knowledge
Index. a subset of the complete Dialog
files. available after 6 p.m. on weekdays
and on weekends for $24 per hour. all
inclusive.

Therefore. for the price of the In-Search
package. you can have about I Shours of
search time. Since a typical search should
take less than 10 minutes. this translates
into a lot of searches. As well. to use the
In-Search package you have to learn more
key functions and commands. all of which
are no less complicated than the few
Dialog commands you have to learn to use
the database. With or without the In
Search package you still must learn and
understand the concepts of Boolean logic
and search building.

One of the beauties of Dialog is that it
is available throughout the world for a
good portion of each week. Once you
have learned some simple commands and
concepts, made more mnemonic and user
friendly in Knowledge Index, you can
search the system wherever you happen
to be and with whatever equipment is
available. How unfortunate then. to intro
duce the In-Search crutch if you cannot
operate Dialog without it.

In addition, there are other telecommu
nications software packages that are
cheaper and are not tied to a particular
information-retrieval system but that.
nevertheless. allow downloading and edit
ing of results.

In conclusion. I believe that this package
is indeed an example of patronizing the
naive user and never giving him a chance
to grow up. Currently In-Search and similar
tools are being reviewed by several pub
lications. It is evident from reading these
reviews that the reviewers have been
unable to intensively test and evaluate the
products. I would suggest that balanced
reviews can only be carried out by infor
mation professionals who know what to
look for.

FREE Voice-Activated Software
You get demonstration software for
the IBM!M PC and Apple ™ II computers
- voice-activated programs for a type
writer, a calculator, and voiGe-command
video games - high quality microphone
- plus communications software for the
IBM PC and compatibles.
Software for the IBM PC includes
EAR-DOS ™ ,for concurrent
voice/keyboard input capability while
running applications software.
And because it plugs into a standard
RS-232 interface port, you can use
MICRO-EAR with just about any
personal computer. MICRO-EAR Voice
Command System - suggested price
$579.00.

It's as Simple as Saying
"On" and "Off"
Plug in the new MICRO-EARTM Voice
Command System, and experience the
incredible thrill of talking with your
personal cQmputer. Become virtually
keyboard-independent, because your
computer will now understand and obey
your vocal commands.
Just Think of the Applications
Speak a single word or phrase and you:
invoke functions ... load and run
programs ... enter data ... perform
practically any keyboard operation.
You Select the Vocabulary 
and Change It at Will
Input up to 256 words or short phrases
you select, define, and train to your
voice. MICRO-EAR achieves 95-98%
recognition accuracy . .. and retains its Act Now -
training even when turned off I Call or write today for more information.

arctectsysterns .
9104 Red Branch Rd. - Columbia, MD 21045 - (301) 730-1237
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• Standard IBM Charac
ter Set

• Compatible With
Pvpular Bit-Mapped
Graphics. 7I!xt and
Windowing Applica
tions Software

• Parallel Printer Port

• SuperPak Utility
Diskette

• Hercules Compatible

iJ4K Screen Memory
• 1Wo Pages ofHigh

Resolution 720 Hori
zontal PELS by 348
Vertical Line Bit
Mapped Monochrome
Graphics

• 80 Character By
25 Line IBM PC
Compatible 7I!xt
Display

ASr:ESEARCH INC.

P'mJieMl! alld SllperlUJr tnuiettfarlts ofA~~rch.
ltu:.lBM trademarif o!I,,1enIatUmaJ Business Ma
chiPJd Corp. Hercuks Gmphia Card tTiukmari: of
HerCllks Compukr Ttch"ology. Lofus 1-2-3 and
Symplumy tnuJe..,,,b ofLooo lmelopmmt O"p.
FrameJOOrlt trademarlt. ofAshkm-'Ta.k. W:mi tnuU-

:.i;:f;"u::;ft. INC. MetAWlNlXM tnulnNzrlt e~!'lI"';:::"

5uperPak™ RAM disk simu
lator and printer spooler
utility diskette. Judged by PC
WORLD readers as a World
Class Winner for the past two
years, it's worth $45 by itself.

The leadership strength that
makes our consistent quality so
affordable is carried throughout
our complete line of PC enhance
ment products. We offer a family of
graphics products which provide
a variety of features from serial ports
to expansion memory; as well as
multifunction boards, micro-to
mainframe communications, local
area networks and disk subsystems.

50 you can settle for the com
mon, ordinary graphics card and
hope for the best. Or you can pay
$100 less and know you have the
best- Preview! only from ASf. For
more information and dealer loca
tions call our Customer Infomlation
Center (714) 863-1333, Ext. 5249.
Or write, ASf Research, Inc., 2121
Alton Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714
TWX: 753699AST DR.

Now you have a choice for bit
mapped graphics. Priced at $399
$100 less than what you'd expect
- ASf's Preview! brings high resolu
tion bit-mapped graphics and clear,
crisp text to your IBM<l!> PC, XT or AT
monochrome screen. And there's
no standard like ASf quality.

Preview! provides all the features
and functions you'd expect, like
bit-map addressing the maximum
supported 720 horizontal pixels
by 348 vertical lines for two pages of
full-screen high resolution graphics,
an IBM PC-compatible parallel printer
port and Hercules'" bit-mapped
graphics card compatibility.

It works with all kinds of soft
ware too, no other card offers more.
New generation integrated business
programs, bit-mapped text process
ing and advanced windowing appli
cations are specialties.

Then there's the nonstandard fea
tures ASf is famous for-consistent
quality, reliability, comprehen-
sive documentation, service, support
and extra value. We include our

Inquiry 3 for Dealers. Inquiry 4 for End-Users.





INTRODUCING THE STANDARD
BYWHICH EVERY OTHER PC

WILL BE MEASURED:
THE DATA GENERAL/One™

PORTABLE.

It has two built-in diskette drives and runs thousands of IBM-PC programs.

720 KB diskette drives, giving you twice the storage
capacity of the leading Pc. And memory is ex
pandable up to 512 KB.

Finally, it's the only
portable to offer

the benefits of
integrated office

automation-by
connecting with
Data General's

CEO® system.
Options include

a built-in modem,
a portable printer,

an 8-hour battery pack, Connects with Data General's
an external 5.25-inch CEO office automation system.

diskette drive, and an external
1200-baud modem.

The DATA GENERAL/One.
It gives you what the lead
ing PC gives you. And
something the leading

PC doesn't.
Your freedom.

Find out more about
the DATA GENERAL/One

portable by contacting your
Data General salesperson or nearest
authorized dealer.

Call 1-800-DATAGEN.

from Lotus'~ Wordstar~ dBase ll~ Multiplan~

pfse file, and Flight Simulator II.
It's the only portable with two built-in

Free yourself
from the

confinement of
your deskbound

computer, with the
first full-function
business system
that lets you work

Fits in a briefcase. anywhere.
The DATA GENERAL/One portable offers

the capability of the leading PC: two built-in
diskette drives, a full-size screen and full-size
characters, even the same programs.

In a size small enough to fit in a
briefcase: 11.7 x 13.7 x 2.8 inches, and
less than 11 pounds.

It's the only portable with a fUll
size 80-column by 25-line screen.

It's compatible with IBM'~-PC soft
ware, so you can run the programs
available to PC users. Software like
1-2-3'M and Symphony'M

t.DataGeneral
a Generationahead.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 1·2·3, Lotus and Symphony are trademarks of Lotus Development Corp. \C 1983. dBase II is a registered trademark of
Ashton-Tate. pfs is a registered trademark of Software Publishing. Wordstar is a U.S. registered trademark of Micro Pro Infl. Multiplan is a U.S. registered trademark of Microsoft Corp. CEO is a

registered trademark, and DATA GENERAL/One is a trademark of Data General Corp. <0 1984 Data General Corporation, Westboro, MA
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satisifed by BASIC09. which runs under
the OS9 operating system and therefore
requires a 6809 card. The card and soft
ware are available from: Stellation 'TWo.
POB 2342. Santa Barbara. CA 93120.

BASIC09 features IF.. .THEN ... (ELSE)
.ENDIF, REPEAT. . UNTIL, WHILE ..

DO .. ENDWHILE, LOOP ENDLOOp,
EXITIF. .THEN ... ENDEXIT, and FOR
. . .TO .. (STEP). .NEXT control struc
tures. IF THEN ... ELSE statements can
be nested The language compiles to an
intermediate code. which is then inter
preted. and. unlike CBASIC the compiler/
decompiler is interactive and flags most
errors immediately.

Stellation 'TWo provides excellent sup
port and has a reasonable update policy.

F KUECHMANN

Vancouver. WA

MODULA-2:
Two DISSENTING VIEWS

David B. Moffat's "UCSD Pascal vs.
Modula-2: A Dissenting View" (August
1984. page 428) was a pleasure to read-a
sort of the-emperor-isn't-wearing-any
clothes type of critique. I agree with Mr.
Moffat's objections to separate input/out
put statements for every variable type and
to the case sensitivity of the language. The
language has one other feature that in my
opinion is a nuisance-the required use of
IMPORT statements to specify the
libraries in which modules exist. Not only
do you have to know the names. purposes.
and acceptable arguments of procedures
that are usually considered "standard:' but
you also have to know where those
modules are located in order to be able
to call them into a program. This is the sort
of bookkeeping task that higher-level lan
guages were invented to avoid.

As an application programmer I fail to
see how Modula-2 is an advance in meet
ing my programming needs. I am far hap
pier with Thrbo Pascal. which lets me set
up libraries (though not precompiled) that
are easily called into programs with an
INCLUDE compiler command.

Thrbo Pascal is case-insensitive and pro
vides convenient low-level capabilities for
bit manipulation and direct access to
memory and MS-DOS interrupts.

Perhaps systems programmers. for
whom Modula-2 was developed. can ap
preciate the virtues of that language-but
I do not think that Modula-2 is a superior
applications language. Every time I read
one of Jerry Pournelle's glowing comments
about Modula-2. I react with the question:
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But has he tried programming in that lan
guage?

JOHN FIGUERAS

Victor. NY

After reading the articles concerning
Modula-2 in the August 1984 BYTE. I feel
compelled to comment. On the whole. I
thought the articles were well written and
gave a good overview of the language.
However. I believe that I detected a cer
tain amount of chauvinism on the part of
those committed to Modula-2. and it is
this point I would like to address.

Engineers have a tendency to fall in love
with certain designs. and software engi
neers are no exception. We put so much
time and energy into the designs we work
with that it is as if we become married to
them and can no longer look at them with
objectivity. I know I have been guilty of
this on many occasions. and I am sure that
others can recognize this capacity in
themselves. However. as software engi
neers we have an obligation to be objec
tive when considering designs and to ad
dress any legitimate concerns that are
raised.

Currently we are confronted with debate
between the proponents of both Modula
2 and Ada. Being in the Ada camp. I would
like to have the Modula-2 devotees ad
dress my legitimate concerns regarding
this language. All too often the debate
degenerates to nit-picking about this or
that feature of Ada being clumsy or inef
ficient or not theoretically pure enough.
I can play this game as well as the next
engineer. but I won't because I feel that
this only results in the chauvinism I speak
of. My single largest concern is one I feel
is carefully avoided in debates of this
nature. and it desperately needs to be ad
dressed in an objective manner by anyone
advocating the use of a new language.

Ada. as a language. has one great ad
vantage over all others. It is rigidly stan
dardized and the standard can be effec
tively enforced. While it may have many
serious drawbacks. which opponents are
quick to point out. lack of standardization
is not one of them. Even a poor standard.
enforced by the entire might of the
Department of Defense. is infinitely
superior to no standard at all. My ques
tion to the Modula-2 people is how do
they propose to ensure that a software
commitment on one machine using one
compiler can be salvaged when migrating
to another machine with a different com
piler? An ANSI standard alone. should one
be produced. is not always enough.

I own a company that has committed

itself to software development in Ada. We
believe that our success will hinge on our
ability to generate software that is reliable.
reusable. and above all else. transportable.
Reliability is dependent only on our
abilities as software engineers and the
quality of the tools we select. Reusability
is provided in both Modula-2 and Ada
through their ability to generate libraries
of general-purpose utility routines. How
ever. only Ada provides a language refer
ence manual so precise and detailed that
it has spawned a new generation of "lan
guage lawyers:' a trademarked name that
guarantees the DOD the ability to enforce
the standards laid down in this manual.
and a validation procedure that will test
every Ada compiler against the standard
before it can bear the name. What does
Modula-2 offer me in this respect as a
businessman to justify a software commit
ment to this language?

Ada has some flaws: complexity. lack of
certain theoretical advantages. the
massive size of its associated compilers.
and others. But because we have an ef
fective standard to work with. I feel that
we can produce software at a lower cost
to our clients. The logic is simple: if we stay
within the standard. and if our clients have
a validated Ada compiler. any software
written on our system should run on their
system. We spend less time making patch
work fixes and adjustments. and we can
bring in software tools developed on other
projects without fear of needing to modify
the tools.

Modula-2 is a good language. It incor
porates some of the best developments
in the field of theoretical computer
science to come along in recent years.
However. I think that it will have some
serious problems in the future if the ques
tion of portability and standardization is
not addressed quickly.

MARIN D. CONDIC. PRESIDENT

Modular Systems Research
Kalamazoo. MI

CALTECH'S
COMPUTER NETWORK

The article "A Computer on Every Desk"
by Donna Osgood (June 1984. page 162)
was interesting but failed to mention the
educational computing activities at the
California Institute of Technology (Cal\ech).
I feel our program has several unique
features A fully functioning campus-wide
network links all our computers. The net
work was completed this summer by a
team of Caltech students that installed
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outlets in the dormitories The following
description of our program is excerpted
from the June 1984 edition of Caltecn News.

Caltech has received major grants from
IBM and from Hewlett-Packard to support
its educational computing project

From IBM. Caltech will receive several
hundred IBM Personal Computer worksta
tions. a hostprocessor. several graphics sub
systems. and technical support. all to be
used in the development of educational
software.

From Hewlett-Packard. Caltech will be re
cipient of 22 color desktop computers and
support equipment for an introductory com
puting course. an introductory solid-state
electronics course. and a solid-state elec
tronics laboratory. In the first course. fresh
men will use the Hewlett-Packard computers
to learn programming. and in the last two.
undergraduates will use the computers to
design electronic devices. The equipment
is worth 5528.694

Along with the IBM equipment will come
a cash grant of 5150.000 to purchase
adapter cards to tie the IBM workstations
to Caltech·s campus-wide high-speed com
puter network. IBM has also assigned a tech
nical support person to the project during
the three years that the company is
involved.

When it is fully implemented over the next
three years. Ithel Caltech educational
computing project will include more than
800 workstations. Linked by the campus
computer network. they will be grouped in
clusters of up to 10 or 20 machines in
classroom ar as. laboratories. the com
puting center. and libraries.

Faculty and teaching assistants will have
individual workstations to prepare course
ware. Students will have network outlets in
their dormitories. enabling them to com
municate with the campus system. using
their personal computers All the individual
units will be tied to campus mainframe
computers.

The Caltech project is aimed primarily at
developing courseware for all the disciplines
at the Institute Educators will emphasize
creation of specialized graphics software
that will enable students to "see" abstract
concepts in visual terms.

Besides IBM and Hewlett-Packard. other
manufacturers contributing to the project in
clude Data General. Digital Equipment Cor
poration. Evans &Sutherland. and Tektronix.

HOWARD RUMSEY JR., PH.D.

California Institute of Technology
Pasadena. CA

SCOUT

I would like to tell BYTE readers about an
IBM PC XT product that has saved me a
great deal of time. money. and frustration

(continued)
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YOUR BEST SOURCE
FOR HIGH QUALITY,
HIGH PERFORMANCE,
DATA COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

PORT NETWORKING

Star network capable of any
port-to-port connection with up
to 18 ports communicating
simultaneously.

PORT MULTIPLEXING

Allows up to 8 computers to use
the same data communication
line simultaneously.

PORT SWITCHING

Expands your single RS232C serial
port to 4 or 8 ports. Even more
ports by cascading.

CALL US TOLL-FREE

1·800·523·2702

Telex: 910-333-1618 (BAYTECH)
EasyLink: 6277·1271

PORT CONTENTION

Adds terminals to your computer.
For example: 12 terminals can
contend for 6 ports on a first
come, first serve basis.

PRINTER SHARING

Enables up to 8 computers to
automatically share a single
printer.

Multipart models with 5 to 18
ports, $279 to $1,750.

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES

P. O. BOX 387
BAY 51 LOUIS. MS 39520
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over the past four months. Scout. a Com
puter Insights product. provides a set of
functions that greatly enhance those pro
vided by DOS 2.x for using subdirectories.

Scout allows you to define "imaginary
drives:' These drives model DOS I.X disk
directories and allow programs that do not
understand DOS 2.X paths to access files
in subdirectories. This makes many older
programs usable and will save you money

LETTERS

by eliminating the need to buy new DOS
2.X versions. The "imaginary drives" can
be defined as read-only and provide pro
tection of valuable data. Scout can be
used to prevent catastrophes such as your
accidentally formatting your hard disk.

Although these capabilities are useful.
Scout's greatest asset is its ability to search
subdirectories for data. profile. help. over
lay. etc.. files in a manner similar to. but

more flexible than. the DOS 2.X PATH
command. This saves a great deal of disk
space because it lets you maintain only
one copy of files used by programs run
in many different subdirectories.

I have yet to find a bug in SCout. I recom
mend this product to anyone who uses
DOS 2.X. especially if you think subdirec
tories are a good idea and ought to be
more useful than they currently are.

If you're interested. you can obtain
Scout from Computer Insights. POB
110097. Pittsburgh. PA 15232.

PAUL CRUMLEY

Monroeville. PA

What do you get when you cross
1200 baud, free on-line time,
and extra features at a price Hayes
can't match?

"GOOD-BYE, TEACHER
EXPLAINED

MultiModem.

MultiTechCf)
Systems

The right answer every time.

Data Rate?
The MultiModem

gives you a choice
either 1200 or 300 bits
per second .. So you can
go on-line with the
information utilities.
Check out bulletin
boards. Dial into corpo
rate mainframes. Swap
files with friends.

On-Line Time?
With the Multi

Modem you get
CompuServe's
DemoPak, a free two
hour demonstration of
their service, and up to
seven more free hours
if you subscribe. You
also get a $50 credit
towards NewsNet's
business newsletter
service.

Features & Price?
Of course, the

MultiModem gives you
automatic dial, answer,
and disconnect. Gives
you the Hayes
compatibility you need
to support popular
communications soft
ware programs like
Crosstalk, Data Cap
ture, our own MultiCom
PC, and dozens of
others. Gives you a
two-year warranty,
tops in the industry.

Inquiry 248

TrademarkS-MultiModem. Mulf/Com
PC Multi-Tech Systems. Inc -Compu
Serve CompuServe Informal/on Services
an H & R Block company-NewsNel
NewsNet,/nc.-Cr05stalk M,cros/uf.
Ine -Data Capture Southeastern Soil·
ware_$marlmodem Hayes Microcom
puter Products, Inc

But Better?
Yes. The Multi

Modem gives you fea
tures the Hayes
Smartmodem 1200'"
can't match. Features
like dial-tone and busy
signal detection for
more accurate dialing
and redialing. Like a
battery-backed mem
ory for six phone num
bers. All at a retail price
of just $549-com
pared to $699 for the
Smartmodem.

What do you get?
The new MultiModem,
from Multi-Tech Sys
tems. Isn't this the
answer you've been
looking for?

For the name of
your local distributor,
write Multi-Tech Sys
tems, Inc., 82 Second
Avenue S.E., New
Brighton, MN 55112.
Or call us at
(612) 631-3550.

-1£

" " G "

Stephan L. Chorover recently referred to
me in "Cautions on Computers in Educa
tion" (June 1984. page 223) as

... a behavioristically inclined psychologist
who was one of the leading developers of
an earlier system of automated instruction
inspired by the work of B. F. Skinner. The
so-called "Keller Plan" is one of the old
theories that has died along with many
other well-intended measures for increas
ing educational productivity through auto
mation.

In the interest of veracity it should be
noted that personalized instruction. to
which Mr. Chorover refers. is not a theory.
but a teaching method: the method is alive
and well and is a frequently used alter
native to the group-instruction-by-Iecture
method: personalized instruction has
nothing whatever to do with automation
(as Mr. Chorover would know if he had
read the paper "Good-bye. Teacher.
to which he makes a reference): and it was
inspired by. but not modeled after. B. F.
Skinner's work on individualized instruc
tion. for which we were all grateful. I am
not just "behavioristically inclined:' I am
a behaviorist and have been one for more
than 50 years.

FRED S. KELLER

Chapel Hill. NC

ONE READER'S
"PERFECT" MICROCOMPUTER

In regard to Richard Knop's concept of the
perfect microcomputer (July 1984 Letters.
page 26): The Olivetti M-20 computer uses
the Z8000 microprocessor and meets

(continued)



Introducing the Hercules
M

Graphics Card
for the technical user.

OK. We confess. The
Hercules Graphics Card in
the picture above isn't a
special version for the tech
nical user.

In fact, it's exactly
the same as the standard
Hercules Graphics Card
running programs like 1-2-3™
and SymphonyTM in more
than 100,000 IBM® PCs.

We just wanted to make
the point that the Hercules
Graphics Card is not only
big with business users-it's
also the most popular high
resolution graphics card for
the technical user.

Why? We run more
software than anyone else.

The Hercules Graphics
Card is supported by more
technical software than any
other hi-res graphics card.

There are word proc
essors that
can produce
publication

quality documents with
mathematical formulas.

There are programs
that enable your PC to
emulate a graphics terminal

and run mainframe graphics
software.

There are toolkits of
graphics utilities that can be
linked to popular program
ming languages.

There are CAD pro
grams that can provide
features normally associated
with $50,000 systems.

And we supply free
iiiil software with

each card to do
hi-res graphics
with the PC's

BASIC. Noone else does.
Hardware that set the

high performance standard.
When we introduced the

Hercules Graphics Card in
August, 1982, it set the
standard for high resolution
graphics on the PC.

But we didn't stop there.
In the past two years, we've
continually refined the
original design.

'Ibday's Graphics Card
gives you two graphics
pages, each with a resolu
tion of 720h x 348v, and a
parallel printer port
standard.

A 2K static RAM buffer
elegantly eliminates scrolling
flicker. And our exclusive
safety switch helps prevent
damage to your monitor.

Convinced? Good. Now,
how about a little color?

Should you want IBM
compatible
color graphics
for your sys
tem, then the

new Hercules Color Card is
the smart way to go.

It gives you a parallel
printer port and a size small
enough to fit in one of the
XT's or Portable's short slots.

And both Hercules
cards are compatible with
the new AT™ and backed by
our two year warranty.

Call 800 255-5550 Ext.
408 for the name of the
Hercules dealer nearest you
and we'll rush you a free info
kit. See why the company
that made the first graphics
card for the IBM PC still
makes the best.

Hercules.
We're strong on graphics.

Inquiry 160

Address: Hercules, 2550 Ninth St., Berkeley, CA 94710 Ph: 4\5 540·6000 Telex: 754063 Trademarks/Owners: Hercules/Hercules Computer Technology, \·2·3,
Symphony/Lotus Development; IBM, ATllnternational Business Machines
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AND KEEP YOUR COSTS DOWN TO EARTH

DISCOVER NEW
HORIZONS IN

!.;l:J!);t}Jtl;fl
~WJtl1L;}Jroll

Achieve laboratory automa
tion at low cost-connect a
DAISITM (Data Acquisition and In
strument Systems Interface) to
your Apple@ /I or /Ie Computer.

DAISI peripheral devices...

• Interface with Apple /I and
Apple /Ie Computers and their
lookalikes

• Work with all popular language
systems

• Come with cable, instructional
diskette and comprehensive
manual

Here's a rundown on the
DAISI Peripherals:
AI13 12-Bit Analog
Input Interface $550
• 16 input channels
.20 microseconds conversion time
0109 Digital Interface
with Timers $330
• timing and interrupt capability
• direct connection to BCD digits,

switches, relays
A003 8·Bit Analog
Output Interface $195-$437
• up to 8 independent channels
• range and offset adjustable
AI02 8-Bit Analog
Input Interface $299
• 16 input channels
.70 microseconds conversion time
Plus the SC14 system for front-
end signal conditioning and
amplification, the UI16 isolation
system for AC or DC power input
or output, and more . ..

(Designed and manufactured in the USA)
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DAISI and Apple work together as
a single system to measure,
monitor, time, analyze, control and
record a wide variety of research
and testing functions.
DAISI peripherals plug easily into
any Apple expansion slot, ready
to be used in chromatography,
environmental data collection,
evoked response, gas analysis,
spectroscopy, signal processing,
solar heating, mechanical mea
surement, structural testing, and
many more functional applications.
The Al13 analog-to-digital con
verter reads instruments and sen
sors and has its own external unit
for easy cable access.

AND NOW ... AMPRIS™
An easy add-on to Applesoft®
BASIC.
With AMPRIS you can:
• Read and store analog and

digital inputs
• Send out analog and digital

outputs
• Set, read and control the DI09

counters
• Set, read and control the Dl09

shift registers
• Make full use of the DI09 inter-

rupt capability

Using AMPRIS is as easy as in
serting an ampersand (&) com
mand where you would normally
insert an Applesoft command. For
more information about the com
plete line of DAISI peripheral
devices and the full spectrum of
their applications, write or phone:

Interactive Structures, Inc.
146 Montgomery Avenue
Bolo Cynwyd, PA 19004
Telephone: (215)667-1713

Inquiry 175
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most of Mr. Knop's other requirements.
I had come' to the conclusion that since

the IBM does not use the Zilog 8000 or
the Motorola MC68000. computers with
these microprocessors must not exist: one
certainly cannot find articles in BYTE in
dicating that there are software programs
that are compatible with the 8000.

It is frustrating, to say the least. to always
have to contact Olivetti to learn of pro
grams I can use with the Z8000.

C. L. NORRIS

West Palm Beach. FL

ICONS VERSUS COMMANDS

In the 1960s it was batch processing. and
I felt so modern sitting at a card punch.
Around 1970. a number of batch systems
introduced timesharing "options:' and I
signed up for a terminal days in advance.
(For a number of years I clung to my card
decks as a backup; then they were phased
out.) In the mid-1970s. minicomputers
were the rage. and operating systems
came out that were designed from the
start to be conversational: henceforth I
never wanted to return to the data-entry
kind of system. Around 1980. microcom
puters became powerful enough to be
useful. and the cathode-ray tube has
become a fact of life.

Now the issue is icons versus com
mands. a trend that BYTE apparently has
not caught on to.

I assert that icons are an advance over
command-driven systems comparable to
the advance from cards to the cathode
ray tube. It is not simply a matter of add
ing a new capability to an old design after
being introduced to icons (you guessed
it: I now own a Macintosh). I am still
curious to see what wonderful software is
available on other systems. but I find that
I have lost the patience to plow through
a manual and gobble up the keywords. the
syntax. the options. and the modes. To
day I want it in dynamic pictures or not
at all. and I don't want to have set up
statements underneath. like punched
cards in a drawer.

FRANCISCO JosE OVARZUN

Los Angeles. CA

MORE MAC FEEDBACK

1\vo letters in BYTE have caused me to
take word processor in hand. The first let
ter was from Robert Lurie ("More Mac
Reactions" May 1984, page 16) concern-

(continued)



We know how easy it is to
become so totally immersed in your
work that you forget all about such
things as 10 o'clock appointments,
luncheon dates, or even (shudder)
Board Meetings. That's why we
designed Macalendar to help you
plan, organize and implement your
busy schedule.

Macalendar is a powerful time
management tool for the Macintosh@}
which uniquely combines a calendar
with an alarm and a notepad - all
designed to keep you on schedule and
up-to-date. Best of all, Macalendar
runs concurrently with all other
programs, so it's always there when you
need it.

Once you've entered important
times and dates into Macalendar, you
can go on to work on other applications.
Macalendar will automatically interrupt
your program with a chime to remind
you of your appointment. There's no
separate disk to insert; Macalendar is
an ever-present, integral part of your
Macintosh.

For detailed reminders or notes,
take advantage of Macalendar's
notepad. Simply enter memoranda for
the appropriate day, and the information
will be waiting for you when you call it
up. Plan weeks - even years! - ahead.
And never again miss another appoint
ment' birthday, class, whatever.

Run out of room on your notepad?
Just "turn the page" and fill unlimited
pages with all your information.
Macalendar lets you document phone

10:18 aM f er1erl Se'"

$ Querterly Sele.

o Btl 9, 1985 5:BO 'M oC»
Boord Meeting
Present new merketlng stretegies

calls, assemble "to-do" lists, plan out a
daily schedule, etc.

Now, finally, losing yourself in your
work doesn't have to mean losing track
of time . . . thanks to Macalendar. *

Macalendar, $89; Lisa Desktop Calendar, $295

1105 NE Circle Blvd.• Corvallis, OR 97330
(503) 758-0521

*Expanded version of Macalendar. the Desktop CaJendar,@ is available for the Lisa. Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. Lisa is a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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BORLAND
INTERNATIONAL

GIFTPACK

II." BORlAnD 41H Scotts Valley Drive
•.1 Scotts Valley. California 9S066_» INTERNATIONAL TBLEX: 172373

ONLY$999S
A SAVINGS OF $30!

what a gift for you and your friends! The extraordinary TURBO PASCAL
compiler. together with the exdting new TURBO TOOLBOX and new TURBO
TUTOR. All 3 manuals with disks for $99.95.

TURBO PASCAL Version 2.0 (reg. $49.95). The now classic program
development environment still includes the FREE MICROCALC SPREAD SHEET.
Commented source code on disk
• Optional 8087 support available for a small additional charge

NEW! TURBO TOOLBOX (reg. $49.95). A set of three fundamental
utilities that work in conjunction with TURBO PASCAL. Includes:
• TURBO-ISAM FILES USING B+ TREES. Commented source code on disk
• QUIKSOlU ON DISK. Commented source code on disk
• GINST (General Installation Program)
Provides those programs written in TURBO PASCAL with a terminal installation module
just like TURBO'S!
• NOW INCLUDES FREE SAMPLE DATABASE ... right on the disk! Just compile

it. and it's ready to go to work for you. It's a great example of how to use TURBO
TOOLBOX and. at the same time. it's a working piece of software you can use
right away! \

NEW! TURBO TUTOR (reg. $29.95). Teaches step by step how to use the TURBO
PASCAL development environment-an ideal introduction (or basic programmers.
Commented source code for all program examples on disk.
30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE These offers good through Feb. 1. 1985

, For VISA and MASTERCARD order call toll free: 1-(8OO)-2SS-8003 1-(800)-742-1133
, (Lines open 24 hrs.. 7 days a week) Dealer and Distributor inquiries welcome (408) 438-8400
, CHOOSE ONE (please add $5.00 for handling and shipping U.S. orders)
, _ All Three-Gift Pack $ 99.95 + 5.00 SPECIALJ _ Thrbo Toolbox $49.95 + 5.00
, _ All Three & 8087 139.95 + 5.00 SPECIALJ _ Thrbo Thtor 29.95 + 5.00
, _ Thrbo Pascal 2.0 49.95 + 5.00 _ Thrbo 8087 89.95 + 5.00
, Check Money Order VISA Mastercard _
, card #: Exp. date: Shipped UPS

My system is: 8 bit _ 16 bit _
, Operating System: cP/M 80 _ cP/M 86 _ MS DOS _ PC DOS _
, Computer: Disk Format: _
, Please be sure model number & format are correct.
, NAME: _
, ADDRESS: _
, CITY/STATE/ZIP: _
, TELEPHONE: _

'

california residents add 6% sales tax. Outside U.S.A. add $15.00 (if outside of U.S.A. payment must be by bank draft payable in
the u.s. and in U.S. dollars). Sorry. no C.O.D. or Purchase Orders. 18,
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• 4 Axis stepper motor controller interface
• 32 digital I/O with (5) interrupts
• 4 channels encoder pulse inputs
• Includes real time interrupt-driven easy to use software
Smart board for Industrial and Robotic motion control that uses only a
small percentage of CPU time. System needs only simple BASIC
commands from application software.
Also Available: Complete ready-to-run 2 or 4 Axis stepper motor control systems
- PCMotion Board, 16 channel optoisolation board, stepper motor driver, power
supply, steppers motors, and cables.

ril ROGERS LABS
2727-E So. Croddy Way, Santa Ana, CA 92704
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(714) 751-0442
(714) 957-3086
TELEX 681393

Inquiry 244

LETTERS

ing Apple's not putting the floating-point
software in the Mac's ROM. He mentioned
that Apple progrqmmen; had exhausted
their ROM space, so they moved the soft
ware to RAM. How can you exhaust ROM
space unless you have reached the cen
tral processor's memory-addressing limits?
The answer is: you cannot. In this case,
they hadn't run out of ROM space-the
fact that a 512 K-byte RAM Mac is possi
ble refutes that remark. You have to freeze
the ROM at a point sometime, however.
and possibly the company forgot to add
the floating-point software before it froze
the final version of the ROM at 64K bytes,
so they put it in RAM. I have to agree with
him, though: if the floating-point will run
25 percent slower out of RAM than ROM,
then Apple's programmers did make a
design mistake. It may be too late to do
anything about it. though, because too
many Macs have been distributed to
change the situation.

The second letter I want to comment on
was from David Nibbelin in the June 1984
issue ("American as Apple Pie:' page 14).
I have seen patriotism before, but this is
ridiculous. I cannot understand why he is
so angry that the Mac uses a Sony disk
drive. If Mr. Nibbelin hasn't noticed, the
computer revolution is not just happen
ing in the United States but all over the
world, and if advanced computers are to
be built. technology must be used from
wherever it is found. If he is really against
non-American technology, then he will
also boycott the Radio Shack Model 100,
the AT&T Pc. and almo:,!! any computer
that uses 256K-byte RAM chips (a great
deal of which are mqde in Japan). A per
son interested in the computer industry
cannot shut out a nation like Japan, which
has so much to offer us and the industry.
To restate and add to a quote by Mr. Nib
belin: I hope the rest of the computer
buying public will recognize this un
American approach and express their
reaction at the computer-store purchase
counter. showing that they are not swayed
by where a product is from-rather, by
what substance it is made of.

DAVID ZIMMERMAN

Elizabeth, NJ

I am a software engineer at a major
defense corporation. Most of my work is
done on Digital Equipment Corporation
(DEC) super-minicomputers, although I
also work with military processors and a
number of different desktop computers
such as the IBM PC and the DEC Pro 350.
I also own an Apple Macintosh, the cute

(continued)



IMSI Presents PC PaintbnasllM

MICE:

JOYSTICKS:
GRAPHICS
CARDS:

With PC Paintbrush, you'll now be
able to do things that you once only
dreamed about.

Because, like your dreams, you'll be
working with a palette of up to 256
vibrant colors and shades, depend
ing on your color card.

And, as you'll notice, you'll also have
drawing tools, drop-down menus, and
a range of brush widths and shapes.
Plus your choice of mouse or joystick.

In addition to freeform drawing, you'll
be able to draw precise triangles,
rectangles, boxes, circles and ellipses.

You'll be able to cut, paste, and move
things around. Even enhance graphs,
text, and images from other programs
like Lotus 1-2-3, Microsoft Word,
and SuperCalc 3.

But don't stop with painting.
PC Paintbrush also gives you an
electronic type shop to work with.
Several fonts, from Olde English to
Computer. Each in seven styles
(boldface, italics, underline, etc.) and
seven sizes.

All of which makes it great for
designing everything from fliers and
report covers to greeting cards and
birthday banners. (For a wall-sized
work of art, just print sideways.)

The possibilities are endless. But the
best way to see for yourself is to see
for yourself. Get a demonstration at
your nearest computer store.

Then, draw your own conclusions.

fI;a k{"o~
SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS Inquiry 374

INTERNATIONAL MICROCOMPUTER SOFTWARE. INC.
633 Fifth Avenue' San Rafael. CA 94901' 415/454-7101

RUNS ON: IBM PC/compatibles,
and Corona PC, 192K
RAM. IBM PCjr., and
Mindset, 256K RAM.
HP 150, 320K RAM.
All require DOS 2.0 and
up and 1 drive.
Summagraphics, Mouse
Systems, Microsoft.
Any IBM compatible.
Amdek, Hercules, IBM,
PCjr., Quadram, Scion,
Tecmar, STB, Paradise.

MONITOR: Color or black and white.
OUTPUT: Printers: IBM/Epson

graphics, Epson FX-80
and 100, MX 80 and 100,
IDS Non-Color, IDS
Prism Color, NEC 8023,
C-Itoh 8510, Okidata 8X
or 9X series, Radio
Shack CGP-220, Xerox
1770, PrintaColor
TC1040, Quadram
Quadjet, Transtar Color,
Diablo C150, Tektronix
4695, HP Thinkjet, Star
Micronics, Epson JX-80,
Data Products 8050,
IBM Color printer.
Plotters: HP 7475A and
7470A.

PC Paintbrush is a registered trademark of 200FT CORP.



LEITERS

Choose from OUI Stand Alone, InteWgent, RS-232 units.
COMPATIBLE WITH ANY COMPlITER OR TERMINAL

suited using a computer that represents
information with pictures. Rather, I am in
trigued by these uncommon techniques.
The concepts alone merit one's attention
whether they are the way of the future or
not. Witness however, DEC's latest prod
uct announcement. the VAXstation 100
workstation, with its bit-mapped graphics.
multiple windows. pop-up menus, use of
icons. and even a mouse.

The Macintosh presents a whole new set
of concepts to the personal computer user
in its man-machine interface. It is a com
puter that people want to try. It is a desk
top productivity tool that anyone can use.
I won't argue that without application soft
ware there is not much you can do with
it. But software will come. There is always
a learning curve associated with doing
something completely new. so it may take
a little longer to develop Macintosh soft
ware than if you were simply porting soft
ware to yet another IBM semicompatible.

I believe. however, that Apple may have
one problem with this wonderful ma
chine-Apple's image. Apple's designers
have always enjoyed the image as the
wonder boys of the personal computer in
dustry. and thiS is true now more than
ever. However, this image will make it dif- .
ficult for Apple and others to convince the
corporate powers of many large and con
servative companies that the Apple
MaCintosh is the desktop computer their
employees really need. After all. the
"three-letter" machines they now have on
their desks have been quite an improve
ment over nothing at all.

If I can find any fault with Apple, I must
say that I don't believe they are giving the
"basement programmer" enough S\lpport.
Surely they are in need of application soft
ware for this new product. Yet by relying
only on the proven vendors. I feel they are
ignoring the history of the personal com
puter software industry. Many of the soft
ware vendors Apple now considers a
good risk started in their basements with
just a computer and a unique idea. Also.
it seems that most small software com
panies are good for only one or two really
innovative products.

I don't fault Apple in its goal of secur
ing a solid base of established software
products for the Macintosh. This is critical
to the Mac's success. However, Apple and
the rest of the pef50nal computer industry
must not forget the yet-unknown software
designers, as these people. unpressured
to produce new products. will continue to
be key innovators in the industry.

I. M. NICHOLSON

St. Louis. MO •

_ Inquiry 206

at home. Oh sure, it could have been
cheaper, and it could use more memory.
And it obviously could use some more
software. But all these criticisms aside, one
must admit that it is without a doubt one
of the most innovative personal com
puters ever introduced. It also has great
mass appeal because it's the first personal
computer that's both fun and easy to use.

Personally, I don't feel the least bit in-

LOCICAL DEVICES, INC.
DEPT 6. 1321·E NW 65th PLACE· IT. LAUDERDALE. FL 33309

DlSTRIB1JfORS INQumv WELCOME

little machine everyone is so curious
about-the one without any documenta
tion or software.

I must admit. Jerry Pournelle hit the nail
on the head when he said that many of
us who no longer consider ourselves "the
rest of us" have been attracted to this lit
tle imp. Certainly the Macintosh is the
closest thing to a Xerox Star workstation
that one might hope to have on one's desk

LOGICRL

UVERASERS
ECONOMYMODELQUV·TS/l .... $49.95

Erases over 15 EPROMS, Plastic case.

INDUSTRIAL QUV·TS/2N $68.95
Metal case. UV indtcator. tray. erases over 15
EPROMS in 15 minutes.

INDUSTRIAL QUV·TS/zr $97.50
With 60 minute timer and safety switch

INDUSTRIALQUV·TS/Z $l24.95
Fasl Eraser, 15 EPROMS in 7 minutes. 30 EPROMS
in 15 minutes.

PRODUCTION UNIT $149.95
Model, ULmAUfE-. Erases 50 EPROMS in
15 minutes.

roll..FREE 1-800-EEI-PROM
BIPOLAR Ir PAL Programmers ...Call! (331-7766)· FLORIDA (305) 974-0967

TELEX 383142 ------:A:'7V:-:AILAB-=-::-:::-LE-;;-;;SO=rrw=ARE=;;-cD;:;:RIVERS==:;-----
llBM PC 2. APPLE n 3. Inlel·MDS 4. CPM
5- TEXTRONlX8002 6. COMMODORE64 7. TRS-80 COLOR 8. FLEX

GANGPR0-8 $995.00
High throughput. Gang 8 EPROMS with !.he
last Algorithm Optional512K buller.
Programs ALL 24 pin & 28 pin EPROMS.
Other units to gang 24 EPROMS.

PROMPR0-8 $689.00
Powertul commands, easy communi
cations.128/256K buller. Alpha Display,
Simulation and Keypad option. Programs
ALLEPROMS&MPU·s.

PROMPROo7 $489.00
32K RAM buller. ideal lor programming
8748.8749. other Intel MPU's and 16K-128K
EPROMS.



F·I·X·E·S A·N·D U·p.D·A·T·E·S

Solution Doesn't Wash

Listing A: Mr. Higgins's solution for the disabling/enabling problem in early 8088
microprocessors uses the sequence lahf/sahf.

; switch back to DOS's stack
lahf ; save flags in AH
eli ; disable interrupts
mov sS,sssav ; restore DOS's stack segment
mov sp,spsav ; ... and stack pointer
sahf ; restore flags to previous status
ret

T. J. Higgins felt that he could improve
upon Martin Janzen's solution to the dif
ficulties that pop up when disabling/en
abling ipterrupts during critical sections of
code on the early versions of the IBM PC
with defective 8088 firmware. (see "Bug
in Early 8088 Arises Later. Reader and
Author Explain Fix:' July 1984 BYTE. page
38.) According to Mr. Janzen. who devised

dey_strategy:
; switch to local stack
lahf
eli
mov spsave,sp
mov sssave,ss
mov bx,cs
mov sS,bx
mov sp,offset stkbot
sahf

the fix. Mr. Higgins's touch-up will not
work.

In the original discussion. Messrs.
Roskos and Janzen concluded that pushf/
cli/popf would work for most applications
and. when using a stack switch. that the
code needed to be analyzed before c1i/sti
could be added to the program.

Mr. Higgins. however. saw another op-

; save flags in register AH
; disable interrupts
; save DOS's stack pointer
; ... and stack segment regs
; set up a local stack in

. . . this code segment
; bottom of local stack
; restore flags to previous status

tion for the stack switch: why not use
lahf/sahf? If another register. perhaps BX.
were available. you could save and restore
the flags without analyzing the code and
inserting c1i/sti instructions. Mr. Higgins's
suggestion is shown here in listing A.

Mr. Janzen reports that. unfortunately.
the lahf and sahf instructions cannot sur
round critical sections of code. temporari
ly disable interrupts. and then restore the
interrupt flag to its previous value.

"The lahf and sahf instructions . . . do
not do this. They appear to have been in
cluded in the 8086 instruction set to make
it easier to convert existing 8080 pro
grams."

Writes Mr. Janzen: "These instructions
transfer the lower 8 bits of the 8086 flags
register to and from an AH register. The
interrupt flag is one of the upper 8 bits
and is not affected by the lahf and sahf
instructions. Therefore. the sequence of in
structions Isuggested bYI Mr. Higgins will
leave interrupts disabled. rather than
restoring the flag."

The pushf/c1i sequence suggested by Mr.
Roskos is endorsed by Mr. Janzen when
it is used for surrounding any critical sec
tions that do not move the stack. If you
have a block of code that you know is a
part of a routine that runs with interrupts
enabled. Mr. Janzen recommends you use
cli/sti. If you don't know which way to go.
he suggests saving and restoring the en
tire flags register with the progralT' in
listing B.

Listing B: Save and restore the entire flags register with this program.
CarroU Thuch Thchnology
Relocates

crilicalsection:
pushf
pop ax
eli

push ax
popf

;push flags register onto stack
;save flags in an unused register
;disable interrupts

;switch to local stack as before

;put the old flags on stack
;restore contents of flags register

Ann Marett. marketing communications
manager for Carroll lbuch 1echnology.
wrote to say that her company has re
located since it was mentioned in a
System Review in the July 1984 BYTE. (see
"The Sage II and Sage IV Computers:' by
Allen Munro. page 235.)

The correct address for Carroll lbuch
1echnology is POB 1309. Round Rock. TX
78680. The telephone number is (512)
244-3500.

(continued)
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$755

.... C.II

Justifies Model 100 'JYpe:') Add the lines
in listing C to the program.

Our thanks to Frederick Crane of Iowa
City, Iowa, for catching this bug.

single quotation marks).
On page 272, change MOV AL,' to MOV

AL,' , (one space between the single
quotation marks). Substitute CMPAL,'.' for
CMP,AL,".

On page 270, replace the lines around
the label PERlO with listing D.

Patch Now Quilt

Bugs in Real-Time Graphics

Listing c: A patch to the Model 100 type-justification program.

302 FOR 0 =VTOR - L + 1:IF LEN(PR$) > =R- L + 1 THEN 314
314 IF RIGHT$(PR$, 1) =" "THENPR$ = LEFT$(PR$,LEN(PR$) -1 GOT0302
315 IF LEN(PR$»R - L + 1THENPR$ =RIGHT$(PR$,LEN(PR$) -1) GOT0315

FIXES AND UPDATES

Marcus Newton found a few bugs in listing
I in his "Real-Time 3-D Graphics for Micro
computers'· (September 1984, page 251)

Make the following changes on page
256: delete the comma after POP OS and
change MOV AX: to MOV AX,' '(note
that there are two spaces between the

A trio of program lines were inadvertent
ly omitted from listing I, the type
justification patch, in the September 1984
Fixes and Updates (page 33). (See ··Patch

.................................................................................

$288
2211
480

$4ell
405

$235
. c.lI

C.II

MINORITY
HI·TECH
INDUSTRIES

CALL TOLL FREE
1·800·428·7979

Call on Other Items Not Listed

PRINTERS/MODEMS/PLOTTERS
Epson
All Models .....

Enter
Sweet-P 6 Pen Plotter . .

Inforunner
Riteman Blue Plus 140 CPS IBM.
Riteman Plus 120 CPS _ .
Rileman 15 160 CPS .

Juki
6100. . ......••.......••......... $400
6300 ................••••.......•••........... C.II
Silver Reed
500............... . $303
550 paR S ....•••.... 31111
770 paR S 71111

Anchor
Mark XII .
Express (100% Hayes) .

Legend .
Hayes
Smartmodem 1200 .
Smartmodem 12008 .

Novation
Smart Cat Plus 2400 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .. ..... $e1l5
Smart Cat Plus 1200 W/Mite . . . .••. . . . . 21111
Apple Cat II • . . • . • • . . . • 11111
103/212 Smart Cat .....•••..... 357

MINORITY HI·TECH INDUSTRIES
5021 N. 20th Street, #10261

Phoenix, Arizona 85064

Other Information: (602) 890·0596

*WEBUV* ~1m! SURPLUS GOODS ~
Prices reflect 3-5% Cash Discount. Shipping on most items
$3.00, Prices and availability subject to change without
notice. Send cashier's check or money order. All
other checks delay shipping 2 weeks. ADD .'85

Book Gets Wrong Name

Symbolic Changes

In the August Fixes and Updates section,
we inadvertently misstated the name of
one of Scot Kamins's books (on page 40).
The correct name is Apple Backpack.•

Dr. Michael W. Ecker found a bug in the
sample animation program that accom
panies Bill Sudbrink's review of the Sanyo
MBC 550 microcomputer (August 1984.
page 270).

In listing I (page 282), change the
greater-than symbol (» in line 150 to a
less-than symbol «), otherwise the down
arrow key will not function as intended.

ADD H,AX ;H = ZX·X + ZY·Y +ZZ·Z
MOV AX,H
CALL INORM ;BX STILL = SORT 0
CMP AX,CCLIP
JLE PER90 ;POINT NOT IN FRONT OF CAMERA

PER70 TEST P,OFH
JZ PER80 ;TRUE PERSPECTIVE

PERl5 MOV BX,H
PER80 MOV, AX,I

CALL INORM
MOV I,AX ;1 NORM·I/BX
MOV AX,J
CALL INORM
MOV J,AX ;J = NORM· J/BX
CALL PLOT ;PLOT PIXEL OR DRAW VECTOR

PROC bang (CHAN send) =

DEF bang,word = "WHAM! ":
SEO i = [1 FOR bang.word[BYTE all

send I bang.word[BYTE i]:

Listing E: Corrections to the process bang.

Listing D: Apply this patch around the label PERlO in Marcus Newton's program in
the September 1984 BYTE.

Bang Is Dud

Pat McHargue wrote to tell us that an error
mars Dick Pountain's listing in the August
1984 BYTE U.K. (See "Microcomputer
Design:' page 361.) The process bang, as
defined in listing I on page 364, is incor
rect. At present. it does not print
"WHAM!" on the screen; rather it outputs
··HM:' The correct definition is presented
here in listing E.

C.II

$UlI
1811
425
54e

$ 811

$271
52e
33e
4eO

$175
220

$2411
.. C.II

$1111
131
415

.. C.II

. .... C.II

.. C.II

....... C.II

SOFTWARE
Enable .
Lotus .
Micropro
WSPro .
WS 2000 .

Practicorp
(IBM) ..

MONITORS
Amdek .
Taxan
12" Amber (Composite) .
12" A (IBM) 122 .
12" RGB W/Grn Switch (IBM)

NEC ....
Special
12" Amber (Composite) .

DISKETTES Qty 100
Maxell
MD-1 ...
MD-2.

Fuji
MD-1... . ....•••....
MD-2..... . ....•••......••........
MF1 3'h (MAG-HP) . .
MD2HD (IBM-AT). . .

COMPUTERS/CARDS
NEC
PC-7401A Computer. .. . . .. . .. C.II
PC-8201 A Computer. . .. .........•.•••..... $21111
PC-8201 A-90 Battery Pack . .......••••..... 17
PC-8206A 32K Ram ...............••..... 215
PC-8271A AC Adapler 17

Paradise
Modular Graphics Card. . . .
MGC Plus A & B Module .
A Module .
B Module .
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\\lha~ thebestreconunendation
youcan111akewhenyou're asked

aboutbusinessgraphics?

1101404

Name Title _

Address _

F/iOW HEWLETT
~~ PACKARD

Another choice:
HP's low-cost,

high performance
Personal Computer

Plotter

YESI I want to make the most informed business graphics
recommendation I can. Please send me your FREE "Better
Presentation Package~ so I can learn more about the HP 7475A
Business Professional Plotter and the HP 7470A Personal
Computer. Plotter. I understand I will receive this valuable
package without cost or obligation.

Company' _

For the "business on a budget;' you
may also want a look at our 2-pen

Personal Computer Plotter, the HP
7470A. Its low-cost (only $1095) is as

remarkable as the quality of its plots. With
many of the same features as the HP 7475A,

the HP 7470A plots on media up to 8Y2 x 11!' It
stores and caps two-pens, and you can easily change

the pens for multi-color plotting.

Send for your FREE "Better Presentations
Package" today!

For a FREE sample plot, overhead transparency, and more details,
mail the coupon below. We'll also enclose a list of graphics software
packages you can use right "off-the-shelf:'

For the name of your nearest
Hewlett-Packard dealer, call
toll-free 800-FOR-HPPC.

r----------------------~

The Business
Professional Plotter
fromHewlett-Packard
-The 6-Pen HP 7475A

Standards unsurpassed in the plotter business
The technical standards of the HP 7475A have no equal for produc
ing quality graphics. With a resolution of one-thousandth-of-an
inch, curved lines are smooth, not jagged, and straight lines are
consistently straight. Its exceptional repeatability (the ability of a
pen to return precisely to a given point) assures that intersecting
lines and circular shapes will meet exactly.

Today, business professionals are
more aware of the vital importance
of business graphics to their success.
Tomorrow, they may ask for your recom
mendation. Here's some important information
that will help. Tell them ...

Make a first impression that lasts
Truly impressive graphic presentations can create a first
impression of quality and professionalism that lasts and
lasts. The way you present your information can be equally
as important as the information you're presenting. And that's
where the HP 7475A Business Professional Plotter lets your pro
fessionalism shine through.

Compatible with almost any personal computer
in your office and supported on today's most
popular graphics software packages

The HP 7475A quickly "makes friends" with most of the personal
computers you may already have in your office, including IBMill>,
ApplelM, and CompaqlM_ as well as a host of HP computers. You
even have a choice of many off-the-shelf software packages, such
as Lotus 1-2-3 lM and SymphonylM, that give you "first-day" produc
tivity with the HP 7475A.

Your Choice: 2 media sizes

While most professional business applications will be satisfied
with standard 8Y2 x 11" paper or transparencies, the HP 7475A
adds the capability of plotting on larger 11 x 17" media, too.

The cost? Surprisingly affordable

The HP 7475A Business Professional Plotter is an amazingly afford
able $1895. When you consider the high cost of having your graphics
prepared by an outside service, you'll find the return on your invest
ment is almost immediate.

/-2-3 and Symphony are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation

Inquiry 389

City, State & Zip, _

Phone Number (

My computer is _

Send to: Hewlett-Packard, 16399 W. Bernardo Drive,
San Diego, CA 92127-1899
Attn: Marketing Communications 11404 BT1

L ~
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AND NOW FOR SOMETHING
INCOMPLETELY DIFFERENT!

In SUSPECT:" our newest
mystery thriller, you're a
reporter who gets the scoop
on the society event of the
year-the murder of a
Maryland Blue Blood at a
fancy costume ball. Great!
Except you're the prime
suspect. And if you can't
find the real killer, your
next by-tine could be in the
obituaries.

you have hundreds, even
thousands of alternatives
at every step. In fact, an
Infocom interactive story
is roughly the length of
a short novel in content,
but because you're
actively engaged in the
plot, your adventure
can last for weeks and
months.

In other words, only
you can complete the
works of Infocom, Inc.
Because they're stories

that grow out of your irrlfigination.
Find out what it's like to get

inside a story. Get one from
Infocom. Because with Infocom's
interactive fiction, there's room
for you on every disk.

InflOC::Om
Infocom, Inc., 55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, MA 02138

For your: Apple II, Atan, Commodore 64, CP/MS", DECmate,
DEC Rainbow, DEC RT-ll, IBM PC· and PCjr, KAYPRO II,
MS-DOS 2.0: NEC APC, NEC PC-SOOO, Osborne, Tandy 2000,
TI Professional, T199/4A, TRS-SO Models I and III.

'Use the IBM PC version for your Compaq, and the MS-DOS 2.0
version for your Wang or Mindset.
CUTTHROATS and SUSPECTare trademarks of In/ocom, Inc.
THE HITCHHIKER'S GUIDE TO THE GALAXY is a trademark
of Douglas Adams.

THE HITCHHIKER'S
GUIDE TO THE GALAXYh

by Douglas Adams is the
most mind-boggling story
we've ever published. In the
person of Arthur Dent, you 'U
chortle as your planet is
demolished. You 'U yelp with
laughter as your life is
threatened by a galaxy of
horrors. Vour sides will
positively split as you search
the universe for ... well,
you 'U find out. Maybe.

with Surprising twists, unique
characters (many of whom
possess extraordinarily developed
personalities), and original, logical,
often hilarious puzzles. Communi
cation is carried on in the same
way as it is in a novel- in prose.
And interaction is easy-you type
in full English sentences.

But there is this key differ-
ence between our tales and
conventional novels: Infocom's
interactive fiction is active, not
passive. The course of events is
shaped by the actions you choose
to take. And you enjoy enormous
freedom in your choice of actions-

In CUTTHROATS:" the plot
involves a motley band of
hardbitten salts who get wind
of a shipwreck laden with
sunken treasure near the
remote island where you live.
In exchange (or your diving
skills, they offer you a piece
of the action. Your challenge:
survive them, the perils of
the deep, and escape with
the treasure and your life.
Good luck!

Incomplete, yes.
But it's not just because
we're always bringing
out new stories in the
Infocom interactive fic
tion collection. Nor is it
simply due to the fact
that with all the writing
and re-writing, honing
and perfecting that we
put into every one of
our stories, our work is
seemingly never done.

The real reason is: an
Infocom work of fiction
can never be complete until you
become a part of it.

You see, as hard as we work at
perfecting our stories, we always
leave out one essential element
the main character. And that's
where you enter in.

Once you've got Infocom's
interactive fiction in your
computer, you experience
something akin to waking up
inside a novel. You find yourself
at the center of an exciting plot
that continually challenges you

Inquiry 169 JANUARY 1985 • BY T E 37



Dig Out
With Mallei 70 PC

cartridge Tape System
Digi-Data's Model 70 PC cartridge tape system lets you back-up your
PC's Winchester drive without getting buried in floppies. One cartridge
holds 16.5 Mbytes of data, more than you can put on 51 floppy disks!
And you can back-up your 10 Mbyte PC XT~ drive in less than 15 min
utes of unattended operation. That is asmall fraction of the time it
would take with the PC's floppy, with you standing there changing
disks.

Our file-oriented structure makes it possible for you to back-up
only what has to be changed on your disk. That saves still more time
and storage capacity.

70 PC comes ready to run on your IBM PC XT and most compati
bles like Compaq, Columbia Data Products and Eagle. Complete with
controller board, driver software and cables.

Digi-Data's products also include 1/2 inch and 1/4 inch start/stop
and streaming drives and systems.

Inquiry 105

III DIGI-DATA
~~ CORPORATION
--- ® ••• First In Value

8580 Dorsey Run Road
Jessup. MD 20794
(301) 498·0200 Telex 87580

In Europe contact:

DIGI-DATA LTD
Unil4
Kings Grove
Maidenhead, Berkshire
England SL6 4DP
Tel. 0628-29555-6
Telex 847720

'" PC Xl is a registered trademark
of IBM Corporation



W·H·A·T'S

Texas Instruments Adds Briefcase Portable

N·E·W

Rolm Unveils Computer/Telephone Systems

T he briefcase-size Pro
Lite portable computer

is compatible with 'Texas In
struments' Professional Com
puter. Pro-Lite includes one
720K-byte 3VI-inch f1oppy
disk drive. an 80C88 micro
processor, an 80-column by
25-line liquid-crystal display,
and 256K bytes of memory,
expandable to 768K.

1\vo internal expansion
slots can be used for a
300-bps modem. an external
color monitor interface, an
RS-232C interface, or a
"solid-state software" ROM
card. A second 3VI-inch disk
drive and an eight-hour bat
tery pack are available as
external expansion options
and attach to the rear of the
Pro-Lite. An optional inter-

face cable allows the Pro
Lite to be linked to any MS
DOS computer to transfer
files; the Pro-Lite can
emulate an external disk
drive to simplify file
transfers.

Without the battery pack,
the Pro-Lite weighs 10.5
pounds with one disk drive
or 13.5 pounds with both
drives. The Pro-Lite will be
available this month through
national account direct sales
and value-added resellers
for 52995: TI will make it
available through retail chan
nels at a later date. Contact
Texas Instruments Inc.. Data
Systems Group, POB
809063. Dallas, TX 75380
9063, (800) 527-3500.
Inquiry 540.

R olm has introduced two
new systems combining

personal computers with
Rolm telephone systems.
Cedar is a complete IBM
PC-compatible computer
and multiline digital
telephone. and juniper is a
telephone attachment for
the IBM Pc. Both systems
can only be used by com
panies that have Rolm's CBX
private branch exchange
(PBX). Both can emulate
DEC or IBM terminals to ac
cess mainframes.

Cedar includes a multiline
digital telephone, a speaker
phone, an IBM-compatible
personal computer. and
communications hardware
and software allowing com
munications over internal
phone lines at up to 19,200
bps Cedar and juniper can
also access modems at-

tached to the CBX system to
communicate with the out
side world. The system in
cludes 512 K bytes of
memory, two 5!4-inch disk
drives, a 9-inch monitor, and
MS-DOS 2.11.

juniper consists of an

adapter board for the IBM
Pc. software, and a multiline
digital telephone with a two
way speakerphone. It re
quires an IBM PC with 256K
bytes of memory.

Cedar is priced at 54995,
and juniper is 51495. In

quantities of 100, the prices
are 54245 and 51360. re
spectively. Contact Rolm
Corp.. 4900 Old Ironsides
Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95054,
(408) 986-1000
Inquiry 541.

(continued)
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WHAT'S NEW

Okidata Introduces $268 Color Printer

O kimate 20 from Okidata
combines thermal

transfer and dot-matrix tech
nologies in a $268 full-color
printer. Its 24-pin square-dot
print head can produce a
resolution of up to 144 by
144 dots per inch. Okidata
says the Okimate 20 can
print more than 100 dif
ferent shades by mixing the
four ribbon colors. The
thermal-transfer technology
doesn't require special ther
mal paper-it can print on
plain paper, letterhead, or
overhead transparencies.

The Okimate 20 also in
cludes either a parallel or
serial "Plug' Print" inter
face. which means the
printer can be used with
most personal computers. It
can print 80 characters per
second (Cps) in draft mode,
or 40 cps in letter-quality
mode.

For more information, con
tact Okidata, 532 Fellowship
Rd, Mt. Laurel. N) 08054,
(609) 235-2600
Inquiry 542.

Video for the Mac

M entaur Technologies
has introduced a solid

state, compressed-circuitry,
video-output device for the
Macintosh. The Mentaur
Composite Video Adaptor
provides a composite video
signal of the Macintosh
screen through a built-in,
standard BNC connector.
This lets the operator use
the Macintosh with large
screen video projectors and
monitors for business or
educational applications.

The Mentaur CVA installs
with no soldering, wire
splicing, or mounting
hardware. Illustrated
instructions are included.
This device eliminates the
need for hard-wire modifi
cations and interface units.

Documentation includes
projector and monitor
manufacturer information.
The Mentaur CVA lists for
$199.95. Contact Mentaur
Technologies. POB 1467, San
Marcos, TX 78666, (512)
396-1565
Inquiry 543.

...........................................................................................PC-Compatible Seequa Cobra Features 16-bit Expansion Bus

T he Seequa Cobra is an
IBM PC-compatible

computer with an extended
PC AT-compatible 16-bit ex-
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pansion bus. The Cobra
uses an 8086 processor with
a clock speed of 8 MHz,
switchable to the standard

IBM PC rate of 4.77 MHz.
Seequa says another func
tion of the 16-bit hardware
bus is to produce a flicker
free image for the Cobra's
color-graphics display.

In addition to the 8086,
the Cobra features a Z80
processor. 256K bytes of
memory, one 5!I.i-inch floppy
disk, a 10-megabyte hard
disk, a clock/calendar. and
parallel and serial ports.
Seequa bundles WordStar,
SuperCalc. and a number of
other programs with the
Cobra.

Seequa plans to release
the Cobra in March for
$4995 without a monitor.
Contact Seequa Computer
Corp.. 8305 Telegraph Rd.
Odenton, MD 21113, (3011
672-3600
Inquiry 544.

Juki Announces $299
Daisy-Wheel Printer

T he Juki 6000 is a
portable letter-quality

printer that uses standard
daisy-wheel print elements
and ribbons. The printer
weighs about 13 pounds
and measures 16 by 9!1.i by
5V2 inches. It prints at a
speed of 10 characters per
second on paper up to 9
inches wide.

The Juki 6000 is available
with either serial or parallel
interfaces and can print at
10, 12, or 15 characters per
inch using any Diablo-type
daisy wheel.

List price of the Juki 6000
is $299. Contact luki
Industries of America, 299
Market St. Saddle Brook.
07662.12011368-3666
Inquiry 545.

(continued)



Available for the IBM pc, AI; XI; jr.7 " and tnte compatibles

GOTYO
SIDEKICK'· YET?

YOU CAN ORDER YOUR COPY OF SIDEIUCJrM TODAY!
For VISA and MasterCard orders call Toll Free 1-SGO-Z55-800S in California 1-800-74Z-1133

(lines open 24 hours, 7 days a week) Dealer Distributor Inquiries Welcome 408-438-8400 Inquiry 42

California residents add 6% sales tax. Outside U.S.A. add $15.00. (II outside of
U.S.A. payment must be by bank draft payable in the U.S. and in U.S. dollars.)
Sorry. no C.O.D. or Purchase Orders. 815

(I
-BORLAnD
III» INTERNATIONAL
Borland International
4113 Scotts Valley Drive
Scotts Valley, California 95066
TELEX: 172373

• AN Auro DIALER
• A PHONE DIIU!CI'ORY

• AN ASCII TABLE

or jot down a note,
then you need Sidekick, too.
"0nIy witb Hayes .5nJartmo<Iem and rompatIbIes.

• A fALCULATOR
• A NOTEPAD
• AN APPOINTMENT CALENDAR

WImI1IER. YOU'RE RUNNING
W1tJS, \WRDSTAR, dBASE OR WHATEVER •••
JUST A Km'STROKE
AND A SIDEKICK WINDOW
OPENS •••

t'S LotUS 1-2-3
in action. 11la .ck Notepad

aere's Sideldckeath. 1n the .Side~edfrom the
running undern that'S been \mp.~t that'S the
yOU can see da~n the upper n '

S screen.
Lotu . k Calculator.
Sidekic

Please be sure your computer is an IBM PC, AT, XT, jr., or
true compatible!
NAME _

ADDRESS
CITY/STATE/ZIP __......"... --'-;-__

TELEPHONE _

Whenever you're using your
computer ... from start to finish of
your session SidekickTIl will be there
... ready to serve. And it's as lightning
fast and compact as only Borland know.;
how to make it

There's a notepad that has a full
screen editor that can time and date
stamp your notes, and then save them to
disk. You can even pull information into
the notepad directly from the screen of
your "underlying" softw.ue.

Suppose you're \Wlrking in Lotus and
the phone suddenly rings. Give your Sidekick
a call and it pops right up over Lotus with
the notepad you need. Or an appointment
calendar ... one you can never misplace.

What if you need to do a quick calcula
tion? Akeystroke instantly brings up the cal
culator. And the results of your calculations
can even be transferred to your "underlying"
softw.ue.

Need to make a phone call? Up pops your
personal phone directory. 1yPe in the name you
want ... and Sidekick jumps right to the phone
number. Another keystroke, and the phone is
automatically dialed for you.· •

There's lots more, too. You can move the Sidekick
window.; anywhere on the screen you like. And you can have
as many on screen at a time as you need. There's even an
on-line help window for each of Sidekick's features.

We designed it because we needed it If you've
ever been writing a report and needed

to do a quick calculation,

The Super Organizer

S1DWCl" $49.95
Non-copy protected
Version: $79.95
(Plus $5.00 shipping and handling.)

Check 0 Money Order 0
VISA 0 MasterCard 0
Card # _

Expiration Date _
'1C;..-~~,._~

.It-n~ Puunlt-lIt,. In TIo:

"IF rOlf USE A PC.
GET SIDEKICK. ),()lJ'LL S{){).\'
IJECOJIE IJEPEMJE1\,T U\' 17:"



WHAT'S NEW

Thesys Offers 5-Megabyte RAM Expansion System for $3495

Device for Macintosh Uses Removable 5-Megabyte Cartridges

I omega has introduced a
5-megabyte version of its

Bernoulli Box for the Apple
Macintosh. The Bernoulli
Box uses removable car-

F astfile stores up to 5
megabytes of data in a

stand-alone device with an
access time of less than 250
nanoseconds. Fastfile uses
256K-byte RAMs and fea
tures an uninterruptible
power supply to prevent
loss of data. Also included
are an expansion card for
the IBM PC and software for

tridges that contain
floppy-disk-like media with
an average access time of
50 milliseconds

Iomega also makes 10-

print spooling and disk
caching. While Fastfile will
speed up ordinary PC ap
plications. the company
stresses that it can also be
used to improve the perfor
mance of a local-area net
work.

Fastfile will be available
for the IBM PC in January.
according to the manufac-

and 20-megabyte versions of
the Bernoulli Box for the
IBM PC and compatibles:
the Mac Bernoulli Box is not
compatible with the IBM
version. Mac Bernoulli Box
cartridges can be exchanged
with any other Macintosh.
however. allowing transfer of
large quantities of data on a
single disk. The 5-megabyte
cartridges are physically
smaller than the 10- and
20-megabyte cartridges.

The Mac Bernoulli Box
costs 51895: cartridges are
565 each. For further infor
mation. contact Iomega
Corp.. 4646 South 1500 W.
Ogden. UT 84404. (801)
399-2171.
Inquiry 546.

turer. It measures 5.3 by 9.7
by 12.4 inches. Fastfile will
cost 5179 5 with I. 5 mega
bytes. 52795 with 3 mega
bytes. and 53495 with 5
megabytes. Contact Thesys
Memory Products Corp..
7345 East Acoma Dr..
Scottsdale. AZ 85260. (602)
991-7356.
Inquiry 547.

HyperDrive
Internal Hard Disk
for the Macintosh

G eneral Computer Com
pany has introduced

HyperDrive, a hardware ex
pansion for Apple's Macin
tosh computer combining a
512 K-byte memory upgrade
and an internal 10-megabyte
hard-disk drive. The com
pany connects the Hyper
Drive's logic board directly
to the Macintosh's main cir
cuit board and fits the disk
drive inside the computer.
Users can boot from either
the floppy or the hard disk.
Both Macintosh serial ports
remain free for modems,
printers, or network use.
Software is included to par
tition the hard disk into
many virtual disks, which are
automatically resized to ac
commodate the user's files.

Hyperdrive will be avail
able this month for 52795:
for Macintoshes already
equipped with 512K bytes of
RAM, the price is 52195. For
more information, contact
General Computer Corp..
21 5 First St.. Cambridge, MA
02142, (800) 422-0101: in
Massachusetts, (617)
492-5500
Inquiry 548.

Whitechapel Workstation Displays 1024 by 800 Pixels

Gifford MC·186 Expands to Multiuser MS·DOS System

W hitechapel Computer
Works' graphics work

station has a resolution of
1024 by 800 using the a
tional Semiconductor 32016
processor. The MG-! in
cludes 512K bytes of mem
ory. a 10-. 22-. or
45-megabyte hard disk. an
800K-byte 5~-inch f1oppy
disk drive. a high-resolution
display. a mouse. and the
Genix operating system.
Main memory can be ex
panded to 4 megabytes.

Its U IX-based operating
system and optional
Ethernet link are designed
to enhance the system's
usefulness in computer-
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aided design and engineer
ing and scientific
applications.

The MG-I is about 56975
with a 10- megabyte hard

G ifford Computer Sys
tems' MC-186 uses both

80186 and Z80H processors
to support up to eight users.
The MCI86 uses Multiuser
Concurrent DOS, based on
Digital Research's Concurrent
DOS, which enables each
user to run four applications
concurrently The MC-186
can be attached to an ARC-

disk. 58250 with a 22-mega
byte hard disk. and 59500
with a 45- megabyte hard
disk. Contact Whitechapel
Computer Works Ltd. 75

ET-compatible DR et net
work to link with up to 255
other MC-DOS computers.

The MC-186 includes one
megabyte of RAM. a 23-,
44-, or 62-megabyte hard
disk. a 12-megabyte f1oppy
disk drive, 10 serial ports.
and a single parallel port.
Other features are a clock/
calendar, a diagnostic

Whitechapel Rd.. London EI
1DU, England, tel:
01-377-8680: from the U.s..
011-44-1-377-8680
Inquiry 549.

EPROM, and an optional
network controller board.
With a 44-megabyte hard
disk, the system costs
513.700

Contact Gifford Computer
Systems, 2446 Verna Court.
San Leandro, CA 94577,
(415) 895-0798
Inquiry 550.

(continued)



NEW PRODUCT NEWS
FROM TELETEK

18

Name -----
Company_-:- _

Address :-- _

Teletek Z-150 MB. Teletek is
the first to offer a RAM expansion
board designed specifically for the
Z-150/Z-160 from Zenith. The
Teletek Z-150 MB is expandable
from 64K to 384K. Bring your
Z-150 up to its full potential by
adding 320K of parity checked
RAM (or your IBM PC, Columbia,
Compaq, Corona, Eagle, or Seequa
to their full potential). The Teletek
Z-150 MB optionally provides
a game port for use when your
portable goes home or a clock/
calendar with battery backup!
Evaluate the Systemaster II, SBC

86/87 or Teletek Z-150 MB for
30 days under Teletek's Eval

uation Program. A
money-back guarantee
is provided if not com

pletely satisfied! All
Teletek products carry
a 3-year warranty.
(Specifications subject to

change without
notice.)

SBC 86/87. As the name indi
cates, Teletek's new 16-bit slave
board has an Intel 8086 CPU with
an 8087 math co-processor op
tion. This new board will provide
either 128K or 512K of parity
checked RAM. Two serial ports
are provided with individually
programmable baud rates. One
Centronics-compatible parallel
port is provided. When teamed up
with Systemaster II under TurboDOS
1.3, this 5MHz or 8MHz multi
user, multi-processing, combina
tion cannot be beat in speed or
feature flexibility!

4600 Pell Drive
Sacramento, CA 95838
(916) 920-4600
Telex #4991834
Answer back - Teletek

Inquiry 349

Systemaster II. Respondillg to
market demand for speed and in
creased'versatility, Teletek is proud
to announce the availability of the
next generation in 8-bit technology
- the new Systemaster II! The
Systemaster II will offer two CPU
options, either a Z80B running
at 6 MHz or a Z80H running at
8 MHz, 128K of parity checked
RAM, two RS232 serial ports with
on-board drivers (no paddle
boards required), two parallel
ports, or optional SCSI or IEEE-488
port. The WD floppy disk control
ler will simultaneously handle
8" and 51/4" drives. A Zilog Z-80
DMA controller will provide in-
stant communications over the bus
between master
and slave. Add
to the DMA II TEL
capability a true ~ ETEK TIMES .1
~~~ti~~~~~~~~r- NEW! SIDt' 01:: /oz il
for both on- Dti OU/O,
board and r~uJl~ll Il'I!
bus functions, ~''''CirlH"'I:J
and the re- 128K.6ISMHz'
suit is un- AN!' '7 ..,rn lUI.
~~~~~~~~~~. - .:=:U=.~6.~·_~:L~''IfI~~!I~rl~B~_
Systemaster II will run under
CP/M 3.0 or TurboDOS 1.3, and
fully utilize the bank switching
features of these operating systems.

TELETEK



WHAT'S NEW

Networking Operating System for IBM PC...........................................................................................................................
W aterloo Port is a net

working operating sys
tem for IBM personal com
puters and compatibles. Ac
cording to the manufacturer.
Port users can run such ap
plications as LDtus 1-2-3.
WordStar. MultiMate. dBASE
II. and Advanced BASIC
using PC-DOS 21 as a
"guest operating system"
under Port. Port also in
cludes a built-in Text Editor
and Text Formatter. Port
allows several tasks to ex
ecute concurrently: they can
be displayed as separate on
screen windows or can be
hidden from view until
selected.

Port uses icons and "of
fices" for each application
function: selections can be
made using the keyboard or

an optional mouse. With
Port. network users can
share printers and other pe
ripherals. Diskless work
stations can download soft-

ware, including the operat
ing system, through the
network.

Waterloo Port also allows
users to access mainframe

computers through the net
work. Port includes its own
development system and
programming language to
develop network-based soft
ware. Processes can pass
messages to each other
through the network. en
abling real-time multiuser
applications to be devel
oped.

Software and hardware to
convert an IBM PC into a
Waterloo Port software
server is $I 540. Workstations
can be added to the net
work with a $920 software/
hardware package. For more
information. contact Water
loo Microsystems Inc. 175
Columbia St. W. Waterloo,
Ontario N2L 525, Canada.
(519) 884-314 I
Inquiry 551.

MicroPro Enhances WordStar

M icroPro's WordStar
2000 adds a number

of features to its popular
WordStar word-processing
program. Some of the en
hancements are an Undo
command to restore deleted
text. use of windows to view
up to three documents si
multaneously. user-definable
function keys. a "keystroke
glossary" for frequently
typed text or command se
quences. footnoting. spelling

correction. proportional
spacing. and on-screen bold
facing. underlining. center
ing. and pagination.

WordStar 2000 also in
cludes some spreadsheet
and database features. It
can perform calculations
within a document. sort lists
of text or numbers, and
merge data into letters for
customized mailings.

A separate version. called
WordStar 2000 Plus. adds

telecommunications. a mail
ing list database program.
and indeXing and table of
contents capabilities.

WordStar 2000 requires an
IBM PC or compatible with
PC-DOS 2.0 or later, 256K
bytes of memory. and two
double-sided disk drives: a
hard disk is recommended.
WordStar 2000 Plus requires
a Hayes Smartmodem or
compatible modem to use
the telecommunications

features.
WordStar 2000 is $495:

WordStar 2000 Plus is $595.
Current WordStar owners
can upgrade to WordStar
2000 for $250 or WordStar
2000 Plus for $350 For
more information. contact
MicroPro International Corp..
33 San Pablo Ave. San
Rafael. CA 94903. (415)
499-1200.
Inquiry 552.

lcontinued on page 440)
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add.a

Inquiry 357
® IIfOTORCX.A INC.

~SystwnsGroI.f)

A little outside intelligence can tum your dumb terminal into a data
communications genius. And the intelligence you need is built .into UDS' new
212 AID, a smart 30011200 bps modem with an integral automatic calling unit.

With the 212 AID you can dial from keyboard or, with a single
keystroke, from memory. Five 3O-digit numbers in memory
are battery backed for 3-5 year retention after shutdown.
Built-in test functions allow fast, reliable verification
of system operation.

Before you invest in more microcomputers, check
the advantages of add~n intelligence. Call
800/633-2252, ext. 353. Universal Data Systems, II Universal Data Systems
5000 Bradford Drive, Huntsville, AL 35805.
Telephone 205/837-8100; TWX 810-726-2100.

UDS modems are offered nationally by leading distributors. Call the nearest UDS office for distributor listings in your area.
DISTRICT OFFICES: Atlllnta, GA, 4041998-2715 • Aurcn, co. 303l368-900O • BeIIewue, WA, 20614554429 • Blue Bell, PA, 2151643-2336 • Boston, MA, 617/875-8868
Columbus, OH, 6141895-3025 • East BrunawIck, NJ, 201123&-1515 • Glenview, Ilo 3121998-8180 • Houston, TX, 7131988-5506 • Huntsville, Alo 205/83HI100
Mess, AZ, 8021~11 • Minnetonka, MN, 6121938-9230. Mountain '"-w, CA, 4151969-3323. RIch.rdson, TX, 214168().()()()2· Silver Spring, MD, 3011942-8558
T.mpII, Flo 8131684-0615. T1louuncl 0.1Is, CA, 8051496-3777 ~ 1\Istln, CA, 7141669-8001 • W111owU1e, Ont, Can, 4161495-0008. Ypsll.ntl, MI, 313/483-2682

Created by Dayner/Hall, Inc .. Winter Park, Florida



• REMEMBER WHEN THEY SAID,
"ALL INFORMATION SHALT BE 80
COLUMNS BY 25 ROWS?"
NEITHER DO WE!

• ALL INFORMATION ISN'T CREATED EQUAL ...
AT LEAST NOT IN SHAPE OR SIZE.
Whoever said information is always 80 columns by 25 rows? Check the directory on your PC sometime. long and skinny.
Got any ideas on what to do wifh the other half of the screen?
Or suppose your information needs to be contained in screens bigger than your monitor, as is the case with the average
spreadsheet. How would you handle it? Sure, you can spend the hours and miles of code to work it out ... but why
bother? We've already done it for you!
But, let's get a little more interesting. Suppose you were writing a program that used a combination of dilfering shapes of
information? You might need to combine various help screens, menus, forms and vast "plains" of information. All kinds of
windows on-screen at once.
Now, it's easy to do!
And how about putting some time into thinking up new shapes of information? The boys who put together those first
spreadsheets sure made a couple of dollars doing that!
With VSI-THE WINDOW MACHINE you can design and test new ideas effortlessly. Then, when you're ready, VSI-THE
WINDOW MACHINE lets you build your ideas into your code. Very, very easily!

• WHO IS VSI-THE WINDOW MACHINE MADE FOR?
We built it for you. Whether you're a Sunday programmer or a round-the-clock professional, we've built a tool for everybody
who writes code.
"you program in Pascal, C, Basic, Cobol, Fortran or even Pl1, there's a version ofVSI-THE WINDOW MACHINE for you.
We've even recently completed an interface for Turbo Pasca'" so that true, full-teatured windowing can now be utilized
with this fine compiler. (Turbo's own "windowing" procedure is extremely limited.)

• WHAT ABOUT TOPVIEWTM ... AND THE ELUSIVE MICROSOFT WINDOWSTM ...
WHERE DO WE FIT IN?
VSI-THE WINDOW MACHINE is a racy, compact engine (about 12K) that allows you to put windows into your programs
instead of putting your programs into somebody else's windows. So your end-user doesn't have to buy other software in
order to run your code.
And we haven't tied ourselves (or your programs) to big-memory machines, graphics cards or the "IBM only" syndrome.
We also run on the compatibles and some of the not-so-compatibles.

• HERE'S THE BIG SURPRISE ... VSI-THE WINDOW MACHINE WILL FIT
RIGHT INTO TOPVIEW, TOO!
Your code will never become obsolete. VSI-THE WINDOW MACHINE can add virtual screens and all of the rest of Its
power to IBM's Topview. You can rest assured that the software you develop now will have the broadest possible market
today and tomorrow.

~~:;,c;,ssc~Ufc~~~s:'~o~~:~~rki~:e=~~~~~~7~~6:d:~~~d T0fa,V:; are registered trademarks oIlntematlonal Business



• WHAT DOES THE VSI IN OUR NAME STAND FOR? VIRTUAL SCREEN INTERFACE!
Windowing is only hall of the picture. Behind each window there's a much bigger picture. And that picture is what we call
the Virtual Screen. VSI defines virtual screens rather than just windows. Each window relales to its own private virtual screen.
The window then displays on your monitor whatever portion of its virtual screen you wish to exhibit at any given point in
your program. Each screen can be up to 128 x 255 (either columns x rows or rows x columns). And you can have up to
255 of them at a lime!!!

• VSI-THE WINDOW MACHINE INCWDES:
• Multi-mode Exerciser (Great lor rapid design 01 screens. You can type in commands and watch them happen or you

can make a whole file 01 commands and then stand back and watch the magic. You can even design using just
cursor keys and menu selections.)

• Zoom Windows (Windows that grow open as you watch them.)
• Choice 01 Borders (including nashing barders)
• SUpport For All Color and Monochrome Video AIlributes (no graphics card required)
• Built-in Diagnostics
• Your choice 01 Language Intertoces (Lattice C, Turbo Pascal, Microsoft/IBM Pascal, Microsoft Basic Compiler, Microsoft

Fortran, Digital Research PL1, Realia Cobal)
• Multiple Virtual SCreens (up to 255)
• And much, much more!

YOU CAN ORDER YOUR WINDOW MACHINE TODAY!!
(and save hundreds of hours of coding from now on!) Inquiry 17

City Slate Zip _

Work Phone ( ) Home Phone ( ) _

_ Check _ Money Order _ Visa _ MasterCard __ American Express

Card # Expiration Date _

MAIL TO: Amber Systems, Inc., 1171 S. Saratoga-SUnnyvale Rood, San Jose, CA 95129

30 Day Money Bock Guarantee!
. 'Caillamia residents: tax included. Orders outside the U.S.: please add $5 tar shipping and handling. (K outside 01 U.S., payment musl_
be by credrt card Of bank draft payable in the U.S. In U.S. dollars.) Sorry, no C.O.D. Of PUrchase Orders.

AMBER SYSTEMS, Inc.
1171 S. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road
San Jose, CA 95129

(lines are open 24 hrs. a day, 7 days a week.)

- Turbo Pascal
-Realia Cobal

- Microsoll Fortran
- Microsoll/IBM Pascal

Title

FOR VISA, MASTERCARD AND AMERICAN EXPRESS ORDERS, CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-227-3800 ext. 986
r----------------~-----
I Fordealerinquiries ... callour800number. $59.95percopy .1l'~:12

Language Interface: Shipping, handling and tax inclUded ,.. , ~_
-lallice CI - Digrtal Research Pl1
- Microsall Basic Compiler

I Computer (please check the list)
(VSI-THE WINDOW MACHINE-IBM PC, XT, AT, PC 3270,IBM Compatibles, and Wang, TI Professional, HP 150 and Tandy 2000.)

I Name ----------------------------------
__________________ Compony _

I Address

I

I
I

I



A·S·K B·Y·T·E

Conducted by Steve Ciarcia
80-COWMN IN SLOT 3

Dear Steve.
Your August 1984 Ask BYTE column

stated that an 80-column card cannot be
used in slot 3 of the Apple lie when an
other card is installed in the auxiliary slot.
While this is generally the rule. there is an
exception.

Videx's Ultra1erm is the only 80-column
card that will work in slot 3-even if there
is another card in the auxiliary slot. With
compatible software. such as Word Juggler
lie and Multiplan 1.07. the Ultra1erm's
I28-eolumn by 32-line display can be used
in conjunction with the extra memory of
the Apple extended 80-column card. For
programs that exclusively use the Apple
80-<:olumn card (PFS series for the lie). an
optional switch plate is available to toggle
between the Ultra1erm and the Apple text
card's display.

For a list of spreadsheets. word pro
cessors. and databases that utilize the ex
panded display features of the UltraTerm
on the Apple lie. BYTE readers should call
Videx at (503) 758-0521.

WILLIAM LEINEWEBER

Videx
Corvallis. OR

HIGH-RESOWTION CONFUSION

Dear Steve.
As a new subscriber to BYTE. I was

delighted to find your Ask BYTE column
as a help for the perplexed (me).

I'm hoping you can offer some
desperately needed information on a
most confusing subject. namely. how are
high-resolution graphics created? Are they
the product of hardware. software. or
both?

In looking through BYTE ads. I've seen
monitors. processors. software. and
printers all described as possessing high
resolution. For example. Ouadram's
OuadScreen monitor features "bit
mapped graphics (that) allow dot
addressable resolution of 960 horizontal
by 512 vertical (pixels)." Wang recently
introduced a desktop scanner for its Pro
fessional Computer that digitizes images
at a resolution of 200 dots per inch (1728
by 2200 pixels for the maximum 11- by

14-inch image). Yet the Wang Professional
Computer monitor has an advertised res
olution of only 800 by 300 pixels. Many
microcomputers have add-on graphics
boards and image processors offering
enhanced resolution; e.g.. the PC Com
ponents Bi-Graphix board for the IBM PC
offers 720- by 700-pixel resolution with
"software support for higher resolution."
Similarly. printers are rated at dots per
inch with varied high-density settings for
high-resolution graphics.

Just how does one go about creating
high-resolution (say. 150 to 200 dots per
inch horizontally and vertically) graphics
hard copy? Must one have a high-resolu
tion graphics-board-equipped computer
with graphics-support software outputting
through a high-resolution monitor to a
high-resolution printer? Help!

BETSY MCCLOSKEY

Los Angeles. CA

Producing a high-resolution graphics
display with a microcomputer depends
primarily on features built into the hard
ware, but software is required to drive
the hardware to achieve the desired dis
play characteristics. This is usually in
ROM when it is included as a standard
feature of a personal computer.

First. a microcomputer that can pro
duce graphics has a video-display con
troller with graphics capability and
enough screen memory to produce a bit
mapped image with the desired resolu
tion built into it. The controllers used
these days are usually one-chip inte
grated circuits that can produce either
graphics or text displays. Motorola ap
plication note AN-834 (Motorola Semi
conductor Products Inc., POB 20912,
Phoenix, AZ 85036) shows how the
MC6845 can be used to produce a 256
by 256-pixel or 512- by 512-pixel graph
ics display. This chip is also used in the
IBM PC to produce 320 by 200 color
graphics or 640 by 200 monochrome
graphics. The actual bit map produced
depends on the memory allocated and
the software (or firmware) driving the
display.

You can also see how another chip, the
Texas Instruments TMS9918A, can be
used to produce graphics with sprites in

my article "High-Resolution Sprite
Oriented Color Graphics" in the August
1982 issue on page 57.

To display the high-resolution graphics
requires a high-resolution monitor. The
QuadScreen monitor you mentioned is
a high-resolution monitor with its own
graphics vide<X1river card, which is made
to replace the display driver card in the
IBM Pc. This system can produce a 960
by 512-pixel display. but the usual IBM
PC commercial software requires special
interface routines to use this resolution.
and the PC's BASICA is still limited to 640
by 200 by its own structure. More con
ventional 12- or 13-inch color (RGB) or
monochrome monitors with 15- to
2a-MHz video bandwidths are available
that can make full use of the standard
or second-source video cards for the IBM
PC and compatible computers. as well as
many other computers with graphics
built in.

Creating high-resolution graphics on
paper with a printer or plotter is a dif
ferent story. This doesn't even require
graphics capability in the computer. All
you have to do is set up an array ofpoints
to be plotted and send the points to a
printer with dot-graphics capability. The
programming is a little complicated
because you must first define the dot
array you want printed and then sort it
into a form the printer can use. This
usually means that you must arrange the
data to be plotted in a top-down, line
by-line array. Since the print head has
seven or eight print wires in a vertical col
umn that can be used in graphics mode.
the graphics lines are taken seven or
eight at a time and read as columns of
dots. These are coded into I-byte char
acters and sent to the printer one at a
time. For example, if a given position on
the line needs only the top dot printed.
the character sent (in BASIC) would be
CHR$(I). Similarly. if all eight dots are to
be printed, the character would be
CHR$(255). The coding system estab
lishes a correspondence between the
wire positions and bit positions in the
data byte. so that wire I has the same
value as bit I, wire 2 with bit 2. etc. This
allows easy calculation of the character

(continued)
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A BUREAUCRAT'S
GUIDE TO WORD PROCESSING

Now, if it were you or I and we
wanted a word processing program
for our IBM~type PC, we'd probably
stop off at our local computer
store and simply diddle with a few.

You and I. however. are not
the u.s. Department of Agriculture.

(Nor any of its permutations
of subsystems like the Economic
Research Service, National Re~
sources Economics Division, Data
Services Center, etc., etc.)

So when the USDA told
ERS to ten NRED and DSC to look
into a truckload of W.p. programs
for aD their Pes, the last thing they
wanted was simple diddling. Their
dedicated Wangs and Lexitrons
were far too few to handle their
needs, their IBM· Pes weren't

.......,.MCK ...
,.COIIIIIIDIIY........

compatible with them anyway, and
nobody reaDy, quantifiably, knew
from word processing with a per
sonal computer

Definitely not a diddling-mode
condition.

As they put it in The Exch~,
an intemaUy distributed publication
of the Department of Agriculture:
·A needs assessment showed that,
in the long-term, a word processing
system is needed that can increase
word processing capability and
also be compatible with ERS' Long

. Range Information Management
goals~

Wen, ·Needs assessment" led
swiftly to ·procurement action~
which ~aDoped into an ·objective
review of the eight top-rated PC
programs on the market (as com
piled by The Ratings Book pub~

lished by Software Digest, along
with wordsta? and Disp y Write 2,
because they had some around.

Thus armed with the names,
the final evaluators (a team of secre
taries from NRED who would be the
primary users of the PC software)
became armed with each of the
programs, along with checklists to
record such things as ease of use,
advanced features, and similarity to
their existing dedicated equipment.

Since NRED has some hard
disk base systems, any packages
that were copy~protected could....._,......,...

not be transferred to the hard disks,
and were eliminated on that basis
alone. OfficeWriter" and SAMNA
WORD" II were the first to go.

Next, IBM's Diplay Write 2:
because it's ·not compatible with
other software used in ERS (like
Lotus" 1-2-3:" dBase II~ etc.l: and
it's ·fuU of confusing menu options
and cryptic error messages~ Au
revoir IBM.
---.:rFien, three more, for a variety
of reasons. Which left:

Volkswriter~ Deluxe'"
MuitiMate'"
Leading Edge~

Volkswriter" Deluxe? ·Too
complicated and confusing." Not
·easy to learn or use~

MultiMate? Not bad. It aetuaUy
tied the winner in a few categories.

The winner being the one that
won 82% of the votes in the Ease
of Use/Ease of Learning categories.
The one about which they said,
·The ability to store deleted text and
automatic document backup fea~

tures were both highly desirable~

The one they thought they'd quickly
·be able to use ... for their day~to
day word processing tasks~

The whole process took some
three months of work by people
in DSC to support the NRED in
its work with the ERS and DSC
to make the world a better place
for the USDA.

But the results were wen
worth the wait. Because at last
they've solved their word- A
processing problems. . . ..

·With Leading Edger , ..

!HIS WAS 'l1li ..__:
u..-...

u..-IDOI WOaD MOa"_'.

LEADING EDGE PRODUClS.INC.
LEADING EDGE SOFIWAkE DIVISION. 21 HIGHv.ND ORQ.E. NEEDHAM. MA 02194-0009 fEL 800-343-3436. (611] 449-4655

HELP H01lJNE 800-523-HElP

IBM is a "'llistered trademark oIlntemational Business Machines. WordStar is a rqistered trademark 01 MicroPro International Corporation. OlIiceWrker is a trademark 01 Office Solutions Inc.
SAMNA WORD illS a trademark 01 SAMNA Corporation. Lotus and I-2-3 are lradeinarks 01 Lotus~mentCorporation. dBase II is a registered trademark 01 Ashton-Tate. Volkswriter is a

fe8istered trademark and Deluxe is a trademark 01 Liletree Soltwall! Inc. MultiMate is a trademark 01 MultlMale International Corporation. Leading Edge is a trademark 01 Leading Edge ProdU<ts.Inc.
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Inquiry 70

COMPUTER
BROKERAGE

SERVICES
ASK BYTE

PRINTERS

COMPUTERS

Before screen mode 5 or 6 can be used
on the PCjr, it is necessary to allocate
some memory for it. The CLEAR com
mand does this. among other things. The
simplest way to use it is as follows:

10 CLEAR, . ,32768
20 SCREEN 5

or

10 CLEAR, . ,32768
20 SCREEN 6
-Steve

SONS OF 8086

Dear Steve.
I have been reading a lot of articles and

ads in BYTE featuring computers based on
the Intel 80186 microprocessor. Now In
tel has introduced a new processor. the
80286. An ad in BYTE says "the 80286 is
capable of supporting up to 16 megabytes
of physical memory and up to I gigabyte
of virtual memory when utilized in virtual
address mode:' What are the differences
between the 8086.80186. and the 80286.
and how are the 80286's large memory
capabilities accomplished?

l'lMOTHY RUSSELL

Bellevue. NE

use these modes (and others) only if you
have 128K bytes and Cartridge BASIC. I
have these. and I still get an illegal func
tion call when I attempt to use these
modes. I have also experienced the same
problem on another PCjr with the same
specifications. Can you offer an explana
tion or a remedy for the problem?

CHRIS NEWBOLD

Lexington. MA

The 8086 is the first processor in the
Intel16-bit line. The 80186 and 80286 are
enhancements on the 8086 and will run
most or maybe all 8086 software.

The 80186 is a more integrated system
than the 8086 in that it includes. on the
chip. most of the "glue" parts that are
added externally in 8086 applications.
such as timers. interrupt controller, and
DMA controller. It also includes a few
new instructions like PUSHA and POPA,
which push and pop all registers at once.
and INS and OUTS for strings. Instruc
tion execution times are the same as the
8086. and clock speeds up to 8 MHz are
available. Addressing capability is the
same as the 8086.

The 80286 represents evolution of the
8086 family in a different direction. This
processor is designed for multiuser sys

(wntinued)

No NEED TO MODIFY SA-400s

SA-400-ApPLE INTERFACE

J. CYGMAN

Montreal. Ouebec. Canada

value to produce a given pattern: simply
add the values of the wires to be printed.
Since the wires are in the binary se
quence 1.2. 4. 8. 16. 32. 64. and 128.
the arithmetic is easy.

Printers with 150 to 200 dots per inch
in both directions are available. but most
of the low-cost graphics printers are in
the 72- to 12o-dot-per-inch range.-Steve

Dear Steve.
Regarding an Apple II interface to a

Shugart SA-400 disk drive. I have been
selling the plans for one such interface for
the past two years. It's a highly simplified
circuit. consisting of five common TTL
chips. The SA-400 PCB requires only two
cuts. a resistor substitution. and a chip
replacement.

For interested readers. I will supply the
schematic for this interface. a parts list.
complete instructions. and diagrams for
$16 U.S. or $20 Canadian. Please send it
to J. Cygman. 158 Leslie St.. DDO. Mon
treal. Ouebec H9A 1X3. Canada. Money
orders only. please. Or call (514) 683-9392
for information.

JIM MEANS

Lompoc. CA

Dear Steve.
In regard to your response to Claudio

Pugliese's letter in the June 1984 issue
(page 70) concerning Shugart SA-400s for
Apples. I think there is a better solution
than the one you proposed. which was to
modify the SA-400s. I use the Suntronics
(1262 I Crenshaw Blvd.. Hawthorne. CA
90250) AFDC-I floppy-disk controller to
connect two SA-400 drives to slot 6 of my
Apple 11+. Interfacing is as simple as plug
ging in the drives: at $55.95 you can't beat
it. Furthermore. the drives sound like they
did on the Radio Shack instead of the way
the Apple drives sound when they seek
track zero. The only disadvantage is that
the AFDC-I doesn't support half-tracking.
I've never had a problem reading. writing.
or copying regular Apple II +-created
disks.

PC,R SCREEN MODES

Dear Steve.
I have an expanded IBM PCjr. and I have

not been able to use screen modes 5 and
6. The BASIC manual states that you can

DISK DRIVES
TANDOM TM100-2 165.00
TEAC HALF HEIGHT FLOPPY 175.00
I'INTERFACE Internal 10 Meg CALL

External 10 Meg/Will boot from Disk SAVE$$$

"We do the Shopping for You"

800/233-1147
•

TX Residents \IIt!P1
. . 713/240-5515~

4242 BLUEBONNET· STAFFORD, TX 77477
ft·

reen m er .
Direct IBM Plug In

115 Green/116 Amber 125/130
411 RGB-IBM Look Alike 365

High Res/With mono switch
425 RGB-IBM Look Alike 465

Super High Res/With mono switch
AMDEK New Color Monitors CALL

310 Direct IBM Plug In CALL
300 Amber/Green CALL

THE VERY BEST PRICES
IBM PC All Configurations CALL
COLUMBIA SAVE$$$
COMPAQ CALL

f •

TECMAR All Boards SAVE$$$
TAXAN Monocard with Parallel Port 199

Color Graphics Card 165
PERSYST CALL
APSTEK HandiOne Plus/1 yr. warranty 195

Same features as Six Pac Plus But Much Low
er Priced Bare Memory Board 256K .... 120

ANCHOR MARK XII 245
MARKX 105
MARKVII 89

HAyES CALL

BOARDS

MODEMS

SWITCH BOXES Parallel 2/3 Position .. 96/109
Serial 2/3 Position 66/84

DESK TOP PRINTER STANDS Lg. ISm 29/24
DUST COVERS CALL
DlSKBANK MEDIA MATE 5 12

Holds 50 Diskettes
CABLES IBM PARALLEL 19
PRINTER BUFFERS CALL
DISKETTES Nasua DSDD 17
SURGE SUPPRESSORS/All Types .BEST PRICE

TERMS. We guarantee our products against
Manufacturer's defects. • Add 3% for shipping
charges. $5.00 minimum. • Checks: Allow two
weeks for clearance. • Texas orders +6% Sales
Tax.• C.O.D.'s payable w/certified check,
money order or cash.

Availability and prices subject to change.
IBM is a registered trademark.

APPROVED CORPORATE ACCOUNTS WELCOME.

OKIDATA All Models SAVE$$$
EPSON All Models BEST PRICE
PANASONIC 1090 LOWEST PRICE

1091 CALL
TOSHIBA P1351 /p1340 SAVE$$$
Tl855 CALL
NEC LQ PRINTERS CALL
DIABLO LQ PRINTERS CALL
TTX LQ PRINTER w/pin Feed Guide 370
m PRINTER - same as Diablo 630 API 390
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Maxell Gold.
The floppy disk that

lets PC xrmspeed ahead,
makes PC/XT"
Xtraordinar~

and helps IBMiPC"
capitalize:

on its powers. __-/~~co~~~\\\
~-~ v- 0 0 0I ~ ...........-..-

maxell®
IT'S WORTH IT

For your Big Blue, only the Gold
Standard will do. Maxell. The floppy disk
chosen by many disk drive manufac- ~ai;;;5=iii~~1'
turers to test their new equipment. 1=
Each Gold Standard is backed by a
lifetime warranty. And each ~)1~~

is a perfect match for your IBM.
In fact, there's a Gold Standard
for virtually any computer made.
Even if it's the new IBM PC AT!

PC AT, PC/XT and PC are trademarks of IBM Corp.

Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N.]. 07074
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Inquiry 247

A DUCOMMUN SUBSIDIARY

Computer & Data Communications Equipment
Sales / Leasing / Service / Systems Integration
DEC, Intel, Texas Instruments, Hewlett-Packard, Dataproducts, Diablo,
Lear Siegler, Esprit, C.ltoh, RacaI-Vadic, MICOM, Vefl'oTel, Develcon, PCI,
U.S.Design, Digital Eng., Cipher, MicroPro, Microsoft, Polygon & Select.

ASK BYTE

tems and has direct addressing for up to
16 megabytes ofmemory. This is accom
plished with a 24-line address bus. This
chip also has an enhanced instruction set
and protection features to prevent ac
tions by one user from interfering with
another or to prevent unauthorized ac
cess to specific files (memory areasl. Up
to 16,383 memory areas can be defined
with lengths between I K and 64K bytes.
Calls and jumps within and across pro
tection boundaries and between tasks in
multitask applications are included in the
instruction set.

The virtual-memory addressing range
is up to I gigabyte for each user. This is
accomplished by providing most of the
required capacity on hard disks and
transferring blocks in and out ofphysical
memory under control of the processor's
memory-management program. This is
transparent to the user. so that it appears
to be the same as "real" memory. al
though each user gets only as much
physical memory as is needed.

Virtual memory can be done in a
limited fashion with the 8086 and other
processors, but the 80286 's architecture
and instruction-set enhancements are
optimized for this application. -Steve

Interfacing between the operating
system and the hardware was discussed
briefly in my article "Build the Circuit
Cellar MPX-16 Computer System, Part 3"
in the January 1983 BYTE (page 54). As
mentioned in that article, the CP/M-86
manuals from Digital Research give the
details of writing the BIOS, which is
basically a set of device drivers that pro
vides the interface between the operat
ing system and your specific hardware.

The IBM PC Technical Reference
Manual gives a good example ofa BIOS
for 8088/8086-based systems in Appen
dix A. This contains ,many of the inter
rupt-service routines used by the PC for
I/O to the keyboard. printer, serial ports,
disk drives, and screen as well as the
bootstrap loader.

A few books on operating systems are
(wntinued)

Dear Steve,
I am an engineer who specializes in

digital hardware. I intend to build a home
computer. My problem is that I do not
know how to interface my hardware to an
operating system. Can you help?

RICHARD GOODRICH

Richardson, TX

HARDWARE-OS INTERFACING

California:
818/883-7633
Outside N.Y.:
800/645-6530

Ohio:
216/464-6688
513/891-7050

New Jersey:
201/227-5552
Pennsylvania:
412/931-9351

NewYork:
516/621-6200
718/767-0677.
518/449-5959

Fill your IBM XT or Portable's half-size expansion slot
with the only1200 baud internal modem designed for it:

The Ven-Tel Half Card:" Under $500 from MTI.
The Half Card~includes the most popular communications software,

Crosstalk XVI from Microstuf.
This same modem also works in the ffiM PC, the Compaq, and the
Panasonic Senior Partner.
MTI is an authorized distributor for Ven-Tel. And we honor Visa and
MasterCard. Whether you buy, lease or rent, MTI is the one source
for all the computer and data communications equipment, applica
tions expertise and service you'll ever need. At great prices. Call us.

GIl
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Color Graphics Mode: 640 dots x 200 lines

l~rEl.LIGE~r 8-450
Mono/Color' Display Card

TIL Monochrome Mode: 640 dots x 350 lines Interlace Mode: 640 dots x 400 lines

ook no further, the INTELLIGENT
B-450 has it all. Designed to work
with the IBM PC, PC XT, and PC AT,
the INTELLIGENT B-450 is also suitable

for IBM PC look-alikes. In addition to a
parallel printer port, the B-450 has fourteen
different screen modes which cover everything
from medium-resolution monochrome text to
high-resolution color graphics with interlace.

Everyone from the ordinary user to the CAD/CAM
specialist will find the B-450 is just right.

Sound good? With a suggested retail price
of only $294, it's nothing less than great!

IBM and IBM PC are registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation.

INrELLIGENr
D\TA S\SIEM

Inquiry 174

Intelligent Data System, Inc.
14932 Gwenchris Ct., Paramount, CA 90723

Toll Free Tel: (BOO)325-2455 Calif, Tel: (213)633-5504 Telex: 509098
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ASK BYTE

available. Three you might check out are
Microcomputer Operating Systems by
Mark Dahmke. Operating Systems by
Harold Lorin and Harvey Deitel (both
from McGraw-HiI/), and The Design of
Operating Systems for Small Computer
Systems by Stephen H. Kaisler (John
Wiley & Sons).-Steve

T APE-DRIVE CONTROLLERS

Dear Steve.
I plan to buy an IBM PC or an MPX-16.

I want to have two floppy-disk drives and
two IBM 9-track tape drives. I want to be
able to format the tapes. not just use them
as streaming backup. I do not care
whether a mainframe can read my tapes
or vice versa.

Where can I get a controller for these
drives. or can it be done by software? I
know a manufacturer who makes a nice
system. but I am thinking of used drives
for 5500 each.

ROGER CAIN

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

You definitely need a controller to hook
9-track drives onto a Pc. Luckily, several
manufacturers make such controllers and
the software to go with them. I have not
used these products, so I can't tell you
how well they perform. These controllers
are in the $500 to $1000 price range.
Contact the manufacturers directly to get
current information.

Ibex Computer Corp.
2074/ Marilla St.
Chatsworth. CA 9/3/1
(8/8) 709-8/00

Innovative Data Technology
4060 Morena Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92/17
(6/9) 270-3990

Good luck with your project. -Steve •
.......................................

I ASK BYTE. Steve Ciarcia answers questions
on any area of microcomputing. The most rep
resentative questions received each month will be
answered and publiShed. Do you have a nag
ging problem? Send your inquiry to

Ask BYTE
c/o Steve Ciarcia
POB 582
Glastonbury. CT 06033

Due to the high volume of inquiries. personal
• replies cannol be given. All letters and photo

graphS became the property of Steve Ciarcia and
cannot be returned. Be sure to include "Ask
BYTE" in the address.

The Ask BYTE staff includes manager Harv
Weiner and researchers Bill Curlew. Larry
Bregoli. Dick Sawyer, and Jeannette Dojan .......................................
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AZTEC C65

"C" compiler for APPLE DOS 3.3, ProDOS or COMMODORE 64
VED editor, SHELL, UNIX &math libraries

/PRO-Iibrary source, ROM, overlays

CROSS COMPILERS
Compile & link on HOST-test on TARGET machine

HOSTS: UNIX, PC DOS, CP/M-86, CP/M-80, VENIX, PCIX, APPLE
TARGETS: PC DOS, CP/M-86, CP/M-80, APPLE, RADIO SHACK,

COMMODORE 64, other hosts and targets available

C COMPILERS FOR
PC DOS MS DOS CP/M-86 CP/M-80 APPLE II, lie, lie
COMMODORE 64 RADIO SHACK and MACINTOSH

AZTECC86~
Optimized "C" compiler for PC DOS, MS DOS & CP / M-86

PC DOS, UNIX I/O, math, screen, graphics libraries
8086 assembler, linker & librarian, overlays

/PRO-library source, debug, ROM, MASM & RMAC, 8087, large model ~

AZTECCII~
NEW C COMPILERS Optimized "C" compiler for CP /M, TRSDOS & LDOS

AZTEC C68K for MACINTOSH assembler, linker & librarian, overlays, utilities
VAX cross compilers UNIX I/O, math & compact libraries

/PRO-library source, ROM, M80 & RMAC
C TOOLS & AIDS

Z editor (like Vi), C TUTOR compiler, PHACT database,
C GRAFX, UNI-TOOLS I, QUICK C, BABY BLUE for PC

to CP / M cross, QUADLINK for PC to APPLE cross

MANX SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
Box 55

Shrewsbury, NJ 07701
TELEX: 4995812

TRS 80 RADIO SHACK TRS DOS is a trademark of TANDY.
APPLE DOS MACINTOSH is a trademark of APPLE.

TO ORDER OR FOR INFORMATION:
CALL: 800-221-0440 (outside NJ)

201-780-4004 (NJ)

TARGETS
PC DOS
CP/M-86
CP/M-80
APPLE
RADIO SHACK
COMMODORE 64
MACINTOSH

AZTEC C CROSS COMPILERS
PDP-11 HOST 2000
PC DOS HOST 750
CP/M-86 HOST 750
CP/M-80 HOST 750
APPLE HOST 750
VAX HOST CALL
MACINTOSH CALL

PRICES
AZTEC C II C COMPILER

CP/M 199
CII/PRO 349
I PRO_ UPGRADE 150
TRS 80 MODEL 3 149
TRS 80 MODEL 4 199
TRS 80 PRO (3 & 4) 299

AZTEC C6S C COMPILER
APPLE DOS 3.3 199
PRODOS CALL
E EDITOR 99

AZTEC C86 C COMPILER
PC DOS MSDOS 249
CP/M-86 249
BOTH 399
C86/PRO 499
/ PRO UPGRADE 250
Z (VI EDITOR) 125
C TUTOR COMPILER 99
PHACT DATABASE 299
C GRAFX 99
SUPERDRAW 299
UNI-TOOLS I 99
QUICK C 125

Australia: Blue Sky Industries - 2A Blakesley Sf. - Chatswood NSW 2067 - Australia 61-2419-5579
England: TAMSYS LTD - Pilgrim House - 2-6 William Sf. - Windsor, Ber1<shire SL4 1BA - England - Telephone Windsor 56747

Shipping: per compiler next day USA $20,2 days USA $6,2 days worldwide $75, Canada $10, airmail outside USA & Canada $20
UNIX is a trademar1< of Bell Labs. CP I M, CP I M-80 and CP I M-86 are trademarks of DRI. PC DOS is a trademar1< of IBM. MS DOS is a trademar1< of MICROSOFT.

N.J. residents add 6% sales tax.
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Tylenol-is a regi.t~ trademark of McNElLAB, INC. Visine-and
Ben-Gay- are regill~ trademarks of lemming Division, Pfizer Inc.



Do you ever get the feeling
that computers are treated with
more respect than people?

Everyone talks about
technology.

But what about the people
who have to use it?

Quite clearly, they're having
problems.

Industry publications like
PC Magazine have written about
those problems.

And now, more than twenty
states are currently preparing
special computer legislation
to force some changes.

You are not a machine.
Computers are designed by

engineers.
They usually know a lot

about technology but very little
about people.

Which is why so many com
puters often are technically im
pressive yet strangely unnatural
to use.

~~~~r:~ The resultp ~) has been a whole
Eye strain 55% range of com-
Back pain 43% puter-induced
Headaches 30% problems rang-
Shoulder 25%
Hand/wrist 18% ing from stress
Neck pain 15% and fatigue to
(Source: "Ergonomic blurred vision.
Principles in Office In Sweden,
Automation" Pub.
1983 by E.I.S. AB, they have an
Sweden.) attitude the

world is just catching up with.
It's this:
That the machine is the

servant of man.
Not the other way around.
That excellent ergonomic

design isn't a privilege.
It's a right.
That ergonomics isn't just a

noble gesture.
It's good business.
Because computers are only as

fast and as accurate as the people
who operate them.

If they suffer, so does business.
This attitude has made Ericsson

No.1 in Europe twice over:
First, as the giant of European

telecommunications.
Then again as Europe's biggest

workstation company by far.

(You couldn't ask for a
better marriage of technology for
the future.)

Here is one example of how
Ericsson got there.

It's the first of a range of
computers being introduced in
the U.S.A.

The Ericsson PC.
It's Ergo-Intelligent:'"

Ericsson has spent $300
million finding ways to make
people and computers work better
together.

Here are some of the results.

Ergo-Screen:'"
Aspirin gets rid of a headache.
Ergonomics gets rid of

the cause.
The Ericsson PC has a non

glare screen with restful amber
characters on a specially devel
oped, low-fatigue background
color.

Even the shape of the charac
ters was specially developed to
allow easier recognition of difficult
letters like 0 and Q.

On the monochrome monitor,
the resolution is double that of
IBM's, so clarity is remarkable.

You can even have text and
graphics on the same screen.

Ergo-Arm:'"
Thousands of

people get neck
and back pain from

inadequate screen height
and angle adjustment.

The Ericsson Ergo
Arm lets you
move your
screen exactly

where you want it.

Ergo-Touch:'"
Ericsson keys are full-size, and

the layout is ergonomically planned
for greater speed and accuracy.

Yet the keyboard is 20% more
compact and less than half the
weight of IBM's.

Even the cord is adjustable to
suit left- or right-handers.

Ergo-Color:'"
Even the color of the case is

ergonomically selected to be restful
on the eye over many hours.

Ergo-Space:'"
The system unit is

one-third smaller than
IBM's.

It even fits under your
desk in a special verti
cal rack.

~_ilIb!!!!IS So your desktop is
your own again.

IBM Compatible.
Many companies claim to be

compatible.
Some are. Some are stretching

the truth.
The Ericsson PC boasts the

highest compatibility rating
there is.

It's operationally compatible.
You can take advantage of

thousands of PC-compatible pro
grams already available.

In fact, with the best-selling
software, program and data disks
are interchangeable with those
of the IBM Pc.

Service. Not excuses.
Ericsson wouldn't give you

anything less than on-site or carry
in service. The.choice is yours.

3 Free Offers.
Ericsson will send you reveal

ing literature on ergonomics.
Also a detailed brochure on

the Ericsson Pc.
And arrange a hands-on test

if you ask for it.
Call toll-free 1-800-FOR-ERGO.

ERICSSON
IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp. Inquiry 128



MasterPiece.
The 100%
compatible
accessory:

I1IIIII1IIIII1I111111111111111111111111111

Master Piece is the most versatile
accessory ever made for IBM Per
sonal Computers Master Piece
combines the four most popular
IBM® accessories into one elegan
accessory offering the most con
venience and best value availablE

A SWIVEL BASE
The Master Piece has a swivel so
you can adjust the viewing angle
your monitor with just the touch,
a finger. Since the Master Piece
swivels with your monitor, its
switches and static control are in
front of you at all times.

FIVE SWITCHED OUTLETS
Stop searching for outlets to plu€
in your peripherals. Master Piece'
five outlets put your entire syster
at your fingertips Power up with
the "Master" switch, then use the
individual switches to control yOI
peripherals. Touch the "Master"
switch to shut down and you'll
never accidentally leave your pe
ripherals running overnight.

SURGE SUPPRESSION
CIRCUITRY
Power surges, spikes and line noi
are responsible for 70-90% of all
PC malfunctions. They can wipe (
memory in your Pc. taking hours
hard work with them. They can za
your delicate chips, sending your
PC in for costly repairs Master
Piece clips surges and spikes at a
safe level. You end up with an IBI
that's more accurate and reliable

STATIC PROTECTION
Even you are a threat to your IBN
During the day you build up stati
charges-as much a threat to yo
PC as surges and spikes. Master
Piece offers an elegant alternativ
to expensive and unsightly static
mats. Just touch its nameplate b,
fore you begin work and static
charges are grounded.

If you bought these accessories
separately, you could spend mor,
than $200 Master Piece's recom
mended retail price is under $15(
Available now from IBM dealers
everywhere.
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C·L·U·B·S & N·E·W·S·L·E·T·T·E·R·S

CWBS & NEWSLETTERS is a forum for letting BYTE readers know what
is happening in the microcomputing community. Emphasis is given to elec
tronic bulletin-board services. club-sponsored classes. community-help projects.
field trips. and other activities outside of routine meetings. Of course. we will
continue to list new clubs. their addresses and contact persons. and other in
formation of interest. To list events on schedule. we must receive your infor
mation at least four months in advance. Send information to BYTE. Clubs
& Newsletters. POB 372. Hancock. NH 03449.

• C-PRO IN VIRGINIA
The bulletin board of the
CompuPro Users Group is
up and running at (703)
491-1852. operable via
modem at 300 or 1200 bps.
A remote CP/M system is
also available. Members of
the group produce a news
letter regularly that contains
software reviews. hardware
help. and tips. Annual
membership is $20. Call
Don Kelley at (703) 690
3312. or write Toni Bennett.
C-PRO Users Group. 14057
Jefferson Davis Highway.
POB 1474. Woodbridge. VA
22193.

• ADAM ON THE HUDSON
Members of the Metropoli
tan Adam Users Group from
the New York-New Jersey
area meet in New York City
at 7 p.m. on the second and
fourth Thursdays of every
month. Information and ex
periences with the hardware.
software. and related litera
ture are shared. At present.
no dues have been set; a
newsletter is in the early
stages of production. Con
tact Russell Williams. 414
West 149th St.. New York.
NY 10031. (212) 208-0645.

• BUGS ON THE WEST
COAST-The Basis Users
Group Sacramento (BUGS)
meets at 7 p.m. on the first
Sunday of every month at
the Shoreline Software
Center in Sacramento. Cali
fornia. A magnetic news
letter allows members to ex
change technical notes for a
$5 fee. A membership is
$20. Contact Ms. Leslie
Carroll. BUGS. 125 Faro
Ave.. Davis. CA 95616.

• THE MAC IN L.A.
The Los Angeles Macintosh

Group promotes the ex
change of information.
offers help to all levels of
users. and provides a forum
for people to hear about
new products from company
representatives. Details are
available from Eric Ander
son. 12021 Wilshire Blvd ..
#405. West Los Angeles. CA
90025. (213) 392-5697.

• LOGO NEWS OFFERS
PEN PAL5-The National Logo
Exchange (NLX) is a news
letter for teachers that
covers techniques and philo
sophies from successful
Logo teaching programs.
The subscription is $25 in
the U.S.. Canada. and
Mexico for the eight-month
school year. The newsletter
also provides a Logo Class
Penpal Network. which
enables both students and
teachers to exchange ideas
and projects during the
school year. 1b receive an
application. send a legal
sized. self-addressed.
stamped envelope to the
Logo Class Penpal Network
at the address below. For
details about the newsletter.
contact the National Logo
Exchange. POB 5341. Char
lottesville. VA 22905.

• PHOENIX SENDS
TELEGRAM-The National
Phoenix User Group News
letter. CBTelegram. contains
technical support. news from
Goal Systems. details about
the formation of regional

groups. and notes about
past conferences. Efforts
have been made to raise
funds at national events to
provide members with bi
annual meetings. The Na
tional Phoenix User Group
is funded and operated by
users. Goal Systems pro
vides free advertisements.
the cost of producing the
newsletter. and support for
user groups associated with
the Phoenix. Send inquiries
to the National Phoenix
User Group. POB 14623.
Cleveland. OH 44114.

• DEC DRIVE
The Association of DEC Pro
fessionals (ADP) welcomes
interested DEC programmers
and system managers as
new members for 1985. For
information. send your title.
model. and operating sys
tem for your DEC system
along with a self-addressed.
stamped envelope to ADP.
POB 81045. Atlanta. GA
30366.

• ROBOTIC CONSUMER
A monthly newsletter de
signed for manufacturing
managers. Robotics Forum:
Management Issues in Manufac
turing. addresses issues on
manufacturing and industrial
robots. Nontechnical. user
oriented articles. covering
such topics as fiscal justifica
tion and the myth of turnkey
systems. assist managers in
making informed decisions.
The annual subscription fee

is $125. For information.
contact the editor. Jay
Goldstein. Robotics Forum:
Management Issues in Manufac
turing. POB 123. Lorane. OR
97451. (503) 683-4445.

• SLUG IN PULLMAN
The Sanyo Lovers' Users
Group (SWG) is an MS-DOS
group designed to provide
technical support for users
of the Sanyo MBC series in
the Moscow. Idaho/Pullman.
Washington area. Members
can benefit from regular
meetings and access to a
public-domain software
library. Contact Michael
Russell. POB 2084 CS.
Pullman. WA 99163.. (509)
878-1714.

• NEWS FOR MEDICAL
SCIENTISTS-The New York
University Medical Center
Personal Computer Users
Group maintains a public- .
domain software library that
specializes in programs of
interest to medical scientists.
Information on how to ac
cess the group's bulletin
board service and library
can be obtained by contact
ing Dr. James Mihalcik.
Department of Anesthe
siology. University Hospital.
550 First Ave.. New York. NY
10016.

• A PAL IN HAL
The Houston Area League
of PC Users (HALrPC) is a
group for users of the IBM
PC and its compatibles.
Benefits include a public
domain software library. a
monthly newsletter that in
cludes software reviews. and
more than a dozen special
interest groups. Members of
the club are in the process
of setting up a bulletin-

(continued)
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CJIU. POI O'lBJlIllUJlDtID nsrmrs

GET SERIOUS. STOP PAYING HIGH PRICES NOW!

IJIM PC
2561<, Two 360KB Disk DrMs. Color
GraphicsIMonochrome Graphics board.
ParaDel Printer Port. Monochrome Display
<Amber/Green). DOS 2.1.
UST PlICII $lI5O.00 - ONlY $2Oll5.00

• 3000 FILES ON LINE
New releases. communica
tions, and utilities for Apple,
Osborne, IBM Pc. Compu
Pro. and 16-bit computers
are available on a nonprofit
public-domain, 24-hour
remote CP/M system, The
SiMMS (Silicon Multiple
Message System) Network
Headquarters runs on a
CompuPro 816 with a
40-megabyte hard-disk drive.
To register. send a six-digit
password and 525 to SiMMS
Headquarters, Silicon Valley
Interchange RCP/M Registra
tion, POB 532. Cupertino.
CA95015.

• A ROOM WITH
TERMINALS-The Stanford/
Palo Alto Users Group for
the IBM PC meets at 7 p,m
on the last Wednesday of
each month in Polya Hall.
the computer science
auditorium of Stanford Uni
versity. Members can see
demonstrations on the ter
minals at each desk. The
club maintains a public
domain software library. pro
duces a monthly newsletter,
and opens its membership
to the community. The an
nual fee is 525. Write to the
Stanford/Palo Alto Users
Group for the IBM Pc. POB
3738, Stanford. CA 94305.
(415) 326-7006.

stantly updated public
domain software library of
DOS and CP/M disks. and a
monthly newsletter. The $12
annual dues also include ac
cess to a 24-hour bulletin
board service at (217)
359-9577. Contact Jim
Mullen. 1004 Kinch. Urbana.
IL 61801. (217) 344-2178.

• SPECIAL SIG
The Gila Valley Apple
Growers Association
operates a free voice help
line for users of the Apple
writer lie at (602) 428-4073.
For information. write to the
Gila Valley Apple Growers
Association. POB 809.
Thatcher. AZ 85552,

board service. Meetings are
held at 7:30 p.m. on the first
Thesday of every month at
the Radisson Inn in
Houston. 1has. The annual
dues are 525. For details.
write the Houston Area
League of PC Users. POB
610001. Houston. TX 77208

• OSBORNE IN BOULDER
The Boulder Osborne Users
Group (BUG). affiliated with
the Denver Osborne Group
(DOG). offers support to
owners of the Osborne
through monthly meetings
and DOG's monthly news
letter. People interested in
portable computers or the
CP/M disk operating system
are welcome. Meetings are
held at 7 p.m. on the sec
ond Wednesday of every
month in Room 224 of the
University of Colorado's
Business School Building in
Boulder. Contact Bruce
Keith. Boulder Osborne
Users Group. 715 South
45th St., Boulder. CO 80303

• ILLINOIS USERS HELP
The Champaign County
Computer Club (Cccq
meets at 7:30 p.m. on the
first Wednesday of every
month to support new or
experienced users with com
puters ranging from Apple
to Zenith. Members benefit
from special-interest groups.
computer classes, a con-

• PROS ORGANIZE
The Association of Com
puter Professionals (ACP) is
a nonprofit. educational
organization designed for
the mutual benefit of pro
grammers. software devel
opers. hardware designers.
consultants. and other pro
fessionals in the microcom
puter field. The newsletter.
ACP NEWSS. contains an ex
change of information to
promote members' effec
tiveness and career interests.
Contact Sy Bosworth. ACP,
Suite 460, 230 Park Ave..
New York. NY 10169. (212)
599-3019

IBM SOPTWAJtE
lOTUS 1·2·3 $ZIlI.OO
lOTUS Symphony 448.
MJaoPIO Wordstar 241.00
lISCD I!IqlnM For IBM 125.00
Wordstar Professional 3511.00
Infostar Ul.00
Multimate . _ _.00

MJa050PT Word UlI.OO
Word W/Mouse 2".00
Multiplan 138.00
Project 151.00

ASHTON TAtE Friday 1".00
dBASE II 280.00
dBASE ill 3511.00
Framework 381.00
LIPETaIIIl SOP'1WAlll Volkswriter .. 1111
Volkswriter Deluxe 1418.00
JlO][ • GIlUJlI Quickcode 138.00
dUliI 58.00
dGraph 1•.00
MJaoatM Rbase,4000 ZlI5.00

PPS Write 811.00
Ale 811.00
Report 811.00
Proof ".00
Access ".00
I!N1!IIGIIIPII1CS 218.00
NOnoN tJ11tITD!S 51.00

IBM HAltDWAJtE
AST Six Pack Plus 64K 251.00
MegaPIus II 251.00
PC Net I Starter Kit 830.00
QUADIIIM Quadboard ()'K 2111.00
Quadcolor I or Microfazer 64K 205.00
Quad1ink 4".00
MJCIOSCD!NCII
10MB Wmchester 858.00
IIJ!JtCUU!S Mono Graphics 3ZlI.00
Color Card '.' It1l1.00
PUINTIONlCS Colotplus 381.00
S1B Rio plus 64K ZU.OO
Super Rio 251.00
Graphix +II NEW 3011.00
11lIIC 55B 135.00
55F 180.00
TJINDON lMIQ().2 1".00
TlW.GIASS
12MB External WlTape Z7ltlI.OO
RAM 64K upgrade 35.00
IlOUSS nsrmrs Optical Mouse 1811
AlSO· ZCOIIP. PIlIS1ST.OICllDl.
TITAN AND 0I1IJlItS

PItINTBRS LEITER QUAIJTY
BaOI1ID HR·15 375.00
HR·25 1ZlI.00
HR·35 858.00
]U1a 6100 428.00
NBC 2030 858.00
2050 7ltlI.00
3530 lUl1.00
3550 153l1.00

THOUSANDS OF AVAIlABLE ITEMS, CAll FOR COMPlETE PRICING.

SYSTEMS PItINTBRS DOT MATJtD[
STJII MJaoNlCS Gemini lOX 251.00
Gemini 15X , . , . , 381.00
EPSON RX-80 FIT , . , .. , . ,3ZlI.00
FX-80 , , , •• ' 3511.00
FX·loo .. , oo
0lmlATA 92A 38lI.00
93A 00
84A 1148.00
PANASONlC 1091 CJIU.

SUPIlIlln' , . , , ., $Z7lI5.00 T05IIDIll3SO-P .. , . , . , ,. 13l1l1.00
EPSON LQI500 , lZl1l1.00

MONIrOa
AllDIIJt3OO ,., .. ,., .. 1.00
300A , .. , .. , , , 145.00
310A . , . ,. , , .. , , . , . , 1•.00
COlor!+ ".,.,.,., .. _.00
Color II ,.,., 458.00
TADN Composite Amber ,., .111.00
121/122 141.00
420 (RGB) .. , 438.00
415 (RGB) , , 48lI.00
PIINCIITON GIIIPII1CS 1iX·12 _.00
SR-12,.,., , , 611I.00
MAJ(·12 ,1811.00
ZIINJ11I ZVM·122 Amber aoo
ZVM·I23 Green .,., .... ,., 115.00
NBC 1201 Hi Res Green .,.,., 138.00
1205 Hi Res Amber 138.00
1206 Green lIlI.OO
JCI216COlor,.,., ,., .. , ,3511.00

MODEMS
IIlmlS 1200 .. ,., ,.,., 48lI.00
1200B 381.00
300 , It1l1.00
Micromodem lie, . , .•.. , . : 2111.00
JINCIIOI Marl< X ... , .... , . , . , .. 1011.00
Marl< XII, .,.,., .. ,., .. ,.,., 251.00
Volksmodem , 51.00

- NOVAnON Smart Cat Plus CJIU.
Access 1·2·3 4111.00
Apple Cat II .. ,.,., ,., 238.00
j-Cat , , , ,tIlI.OO
U.s. IOIIOT1CS PC Modem 315.00
Password.,.".,., .. ,., , _.00
PIOIIJl1'BIIUS Promodem 1200, . 3ZlI.00

APPLE PIlODUCTS
MJC20 sa AZ drives 1".00
_EllIE 1. 2111.00
11lIIC dIM 1811.00
JIPPUl Compatible dIM , , 1•.00
WIlSPIlIl Interlace .,., 00
IIIJJlIlIlIIlI) 16K 138.00
SYSTIlII SAVIll Fan 00
MJa050PT Premium lie , Z7lt.00
Softcard CP/M ., , ,., ZlI.OO
Multiplan lZl1.00
IIlIC Mulliplan (MacIntosh) lZl1.00
Basic (Macintosh) 10l1.00
APIlCOIN Seria1 Card , ....••00
z.8O Card 51.00
lISCD Express Professional , 811.00
IIADU. SIS 111.00
DiS 27.00
~0lWl Touch Tablet. , , . , ".00
IIlmlS Mach ill JoyStick 38.00
IBUNDIlIIC1OCK 1111.00
lloaaNGJIOAID CJIU.
APPUIIIClOSB D .. , . , , . , .. , lZl1.00
vmUUltraterm.,., ,.,., .. ,., .. 1".00
80 COlDllN/64K Interface IIe only tIlI.OO
80 COlDllN Card II+ only 51.00

All pnxtuc\s~ lnCllc1ory5oEaled~. Wt lZUoMant« all il:~nubr30days Within thb penod.ddEaiYl! machllndisot ~musl~

~~~S5~~OO:~Ml~~~:'::~~~~C:~~~
C.uhorCasNasch«k 1$~ onCOD ookrs CaIilOmia rtSIderllS add 6% 5llIa IU. PricuSUt:;ectlOchanQewithoutnocioE.

•~ 1984 COMP!.1lEJUW«: AI flWtu P.aaYed

TELEX #550757IANSWER BAC5-COMPtJTEItBNR un

O tJ( ~. 714/841·6160
COMPUTERBANC

16783 Beach Blvd., HUIlttDgtoIl Beach, CA 92647
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SHE'S TEMPORAR~
THE DAMAGE IS PERMANENT.

One wrong key.
The slightest slip.
And your accounts receivable

are accounts irretrievable.
It can happen to you-because

a leading cause of data loss is
human error. If you employ people
and computers, you're vulnerable.

Unless you backup your data.
Everyday.
No matter what.
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The smartest way to do that
is with a Tallgrass HardFile'·
Mass Storage System.

Shown above, the 20 megabyte HardFile
with 20 megabyte tapeJor $2.995.

TALLGRASS SELLS MORE
HARD DISK STORAGE wnH
CARTRIDGE TAPE BACKUP
'IIIAN ANYONE IN THE WORLD.

Tallgrass took the industry's
most reliable medium-magnetic
tape-and perfected a format
that's become the standard for
personal computers.

We used a removable tape
cartridge to store data out of



harm's way. And made two ver
sions. Our 3000 Series HardFiles
combine tape's accuracy with
the enormous capacities of hard
disk, providing 12,20, 35 or 70
megabytes storage with a remov
able cartridge tape for backup.
Our 4060 tape storage system,
for personal computers with
hard disks built in, supplies 60
megabytes of backup capacity.

Result: the world's best selling
mass storage systems with the
most reliable data protection.

The only kind to have when
facing a permanent problem.

For a free brochure, your
nearest dealer, and more
good reasons to backup,
call1-800-228-DISK. And
solve your problems
permanently.

TALLGRASS·
TECHNOLOGIES
COMMITIED TO MEMORY

Inquiry 344

HardFile"· and Tallgrasse are trademarks of
Tallgrass Technologies Corporation. C 1984 TallgT3ss Technologies.
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THE SECOND SELF:
COMPUTERS AND THE
HUMAN SPIRIT
Sherry Thrkle
Simon & Schuster
New York: 1984
362 pages. 517.95

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
SECURITY
Royal P. Fisher
Prentice-Hall
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: 1984
240 pages. S24.95

MICROPROCESSORS:
HARDWARE. SOFTWARE.
A D DESIGN
APPLICATIONS
Wunnava v. Subbarao
Reston publishing
Reston. VA: 1984
500 pages. S29.95

THE SECOND SELF
Reviewed by
Anthony lbwnsend

T he press has focused
lately on the novelty of

computers. telling us what they are. and will be. capable
of doing. We are told that we will see them with increas
ing frequency in everyday life. and that they will become
a greater presence in our work and play. Rare. though. is
the article or study of how computers are changing our
definition of society. While sociological studies obvious
ly take longer to research and compile than feature ar
ticles. they are no less important to the public's under
standing of computers as a social force.

In The Second Self: Computers and the Human Spirit. Sherry
Thrkle. a sociologist and psychologist at the Massachusetts
Institute of Te!=hnology. attempts to chronicle the impact
of computers on humanity. Using six years of data and
observations. she portrays the computer as an unprece
dented influence on civilization. a tool that can simulate.
the, process of the human mind.

ILLUSTRATED BY JAMES STEINBERG

Thrkle begins by discuss
ing the relationships that
children form with micro
processor-controlled toys.
Her discussions of how
children interact with even
the most rudimehtary elec
tronic toys show insight into
how the computer is now
commonplace. as television
was to a previous genera
tion.

Using children as an initial
study group. Thrkle ex
plored their concepts of
whether or not machines
are alive. What is it about
computers and electronic
toys that gives them that
added dimension of life?
This theme is carried
through the book as the
author explores what it
means for a person to
"think" and whether a
machine can be expected
to perform the same pro
cess or merely mimic it.

Thrkle chronicles the ex
periences of children at a
private school where they
have almost unlimited ac

cess to computers. As part of a research project. the
children learned to uSe computers as a method of express
ing themselves. Using these children as case studies. Thrkle
begins to develol1l her theory of how people interact with
computers. classifying how children and adolescents use
the computer. A distinction is made between "soft" and
"hard" masters. a description dependent on whether the
child uses the computer as an artistic tool or as a tech
nological shortcut to play and fantasy.

In the second part of the book. Thrkle focuses on how
people who interact daily with computers view them. She
writes about personal computer owners. hackers. and peo
ple involved in artificial-intelligence research. Although all
three groups have diverse reasons for their attachment
to computers. Thrkle draws parallels among all three. She

(continued)
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Apple II, lie, III and Apple compatible.
Universal for virtually alllandard parallel
printers.
Famous for Graphics (loRes, HIRes, SuperRes)
(logo Compatible) I

Terrific tor text (even rotates spreadsheets to
print sidewards)

One set of commands for all printers. One
command changes character sizes. Create
your own printing fonts, alphabets and sym
bois . .. bold face, underline, Italics, subscript
and superscript, HiRes Zooming.

PLUS:
FREE Utility and Demon
stration Software Disk.
CLEAR, comprehensive
user documentation.
PKASO/U . .. for all the
reasons you need an
tnterface.

Contact UI tor a list of Authorlzea Dealers near you.

g Interactive structures, Inc.
146 Montgomery Avenue
Bola Cynwyd. PA 19004
Telephone: (215) 667·1713

BOOK REVIEWS

postulates that computers in general have the capacity
to make human beings think about themselves in a dif
ferent light. This implies a more introspective process
where the faculty of thought becomes the vehicle for com
paring human reason to the analytical process of a think
ing machine. If a machine can think (and Thrkle does not
imply that this is likely or probable-simply possible). then
it is logical that the human race may no longer be at the
top of the evolutionary ladder. Humans could boast the
dubious distinction of spawning their own successors.

In the book's final section, "Into a New Age:' the author
ties together the research and hypotheses of the previous
sections. She looks at what it may mean to think of a
human being as a machine, and how this affects the human
soul. psyche, and spirit in a culture where machines are
quite often taken' for granted. This idea dates from the
Industrial Revolution, but Tne Second Self delves into the
rationale of such an assumption. The advent of psycho
analysis is compared to research in artificial intelligence.
Thrkle implies that today's computers and tomorrow's ar
tificial intelligence will beget a new science of the mind.

STUDY IN STYLE
Thrkle employs a literary style quite different from the style
of other sociological volumes. Ouotations from her
research subjects are used extensively. and case studies
are predominant. She calls her research methods ethno
graphic. or employing descriptive anthropology. In this
context the word means that her research consisted of
exploring the culture she was studying by being present
in those groups germane to her work. She uses this par
ticular technique effectively. conveying a real sense of what
computers mean to those people involved in their use.

NEW INTERPRETATIONS
The second part of the title, Computers and tne Human Spirit.
perhaps tells the most about what Sherry Thrkle is trying
to accomplish. Using a unique blend of sociological
research and psychological insight she makes you think
about what it means to think. Is the human thought pro
cess merely a multilevel collection of chemical processors
and instructions? Can something as complex as emotion
be reduced to a set series of equations, however complex?
Thrkle demonstrates that even the abstract activity of think
ing about how we think sets us a step beyond a strictly
logical perception of consciousness. She hints that com
puters may have been created prior to a clear understand
ing of the possible implications.

Thrkle frequently refers to Douglas R. Hofstadter's Code/.
Escner, Bacn: An Eternal Colden Braid (Random House, 1980)
in formulating her hypotheses on how computers in
fluence and interact with humans. Hofstadter's explana
tions of esoteric logic have met with wide acceptance
among artificial-intelligence experimenters as a kind of
symbol that even the most logical proof can be clouded
in illogical ramifications. Using the culture of computers
and the people involved with them as vignettes of a larger
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QUALITY PARTS AT DISCOUNT PRICES!

BOOK REVIEWS SOLID STATE

R~~:S~ft~
RATED.

CONTROL- 2. 8-18VDC
lOAD-120VAC 2 AMPS

TT.L. COMPATIBLE.
SIZE: III/If. x .J\ x l~ HIGH
$3.50 EACH 10 FOR $32.00

SAME AS ABOVE. EXCEPT
EACH SWITCH OPERATES

INDEPENDENTLY.
$2.50 EACH

5STATlON
NON-INTERLOCKING

TOLL FREE ORDERS -1 -800-826-5432
(IN CALIFORNIA: 1-800-258-6666)

AK, HI, OR INFORMATION. (213) 380 a 8000

'
~O~~A~TRsEpL::
10 AMP @ 120 VAG
ENERGIZE COIL TO
OPEN CONTACT.

COIL: 13 VDC 650 OHMS
SPECIAL $1.00 EACH

FREE' FREE! FREE!

MINIATURE TOGGLE
SWITCHES

ALL ARE RATED 5 AMPS @ 125
S.P.D.T. S.P.D.T. VAC""".v~--,,

(on-on) ~(on-on)
P.C. STYLE, ~~~~~:At~~
NON-THREADED $1.00 EACH
BUSHING. TIt" 10 FOR $9.00

~~F~~CS~OO "'." '00 FOR S80. 120V INDICATOR 5 STATlON

S P D T S.P.D.T. .'.~ INTERLOCKING.... i (on-on) ~~
(on-all-on) P.C. LUGS. NEON INOICATOR. MADE BY ALPS._
NON.THAEAOEO THREADED,....." RATED 120 V 1/3 w. 3 - 2POT AND
BUSHING. BUSHING. ==-~. MOUNTS IN 5/16" HOLE 2 - 6PDT
P.C. STYLE Il~'; $1.00 EACH 75C: EACH RED LENS. SWITCHES ON FULLY
754 EACH - 10 FOR $9.00 10 FOR $7.00 INTERLOCKING ASSEMBLY.

ra='O~FO..R::S7~.00~~::-':.:00=F=OR::S~80~.00~=-=:-=:='00;.F~OfR::6:::5=.OO~:1 MO~~~I~~T;E~~~~RS.

ILla.Oft.CS (ORR $2.50 EACH

INFORMATION SYSTEMS SECURITY
Reviewed .by Annette Hinshaw

A NEW DISCIPLINE
The Second Self: Computers and the Human Spirit is a book with
out boundaries. Combining her expertise as sociologist
and psychologist. 1l.1rkle has created an excursion into
thought. a fundamental function of the human race.
Authors who use such abstract and undefined parameters
in writing usually end up with readers as lost as they were
at the start. But 1l.1rkle·s skill makes it otherwise. Although
dealing with subjects as hard to quantify as computers
and the human spirit. she does not allow herself to lose
sight of the fact that without rational. progressive thought.
nebulous concepts become just so much babble.

Because 1l.1rkle is a professor in the Science. 1echnology.
and Society Program at MIT this work may well be the
vanguard of a growing branch of science. This young
discipline is vital for perspective as computers become
more a part of the fabric of human culture. A better
understanding of what it means to be human is only one
result of further research into this area. Sociologists.
psychologists. and philosophers can benefit from examina
tion of the principles put forth by 1l.1rkle.

The Second Self is not a book to be read lightly. It requires
you to think and respond to its concepts. to postulate what
it is that your mind does and how that process is changed
by. and is similar to. the electronic parts of machine in
telligence. I recommend 1l.1rkle·s book to anyone who
wants a better understanding of themselves and the
culture in which they live.

picture. 1l.1rkle attempts to reconcile the image of the com
puter as bound by rules with a freewheeling image of the
mind that knows no boundaries. She uses paradox. as
Hofstadter does. to stimulate the reader to think that just
because an item can be taken for granted does not mean
that item is without deeper meaning.

Anthony Townsend (Box 7603. Charlottesville. VA 22906) is an
independent microcomputer consultant and software evaluator.

Royal Fisher in Information Systems Security outlines pro
cedures for managers to discover potential danger

spots (exposures) in information systems. develop
numerical values for each exposure. and decide which
security actions are most cost-beneficial. Examples. work
sheets. and charts support straightforward. easy-to-under
stand explanations of data-security principles. While Fisher
uses a mainframe environment as the matrix for his discus
sion. his techniques can be profitably used by anyone who
has information to secure.

Fisher sets out to show managers that data security is
a basic business concern. and one that belongs to man
agement as a whole rather than just to managers of data

(wntinued)
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100% FLAWLESS
COPIES ...
. . . FAST!

No need to tie up your valuable computer to duplicate
diskettes ... when VICTORY can provide you with a
duplicator that will do the job flawlessly, and much
faster. One button operation automatically formats,
duplicates and verifies up to 8 diskette copies at the
same time.

VICTORY can supply you with literally dozens of
standardized formats to match the protocol of virtually
any current computer. In addi
tion, built-in utilities enable
you to read or devise any for
mat you may require. If that's
not enough, VICTORY can
help you with unusual or
unique formatting, serializing
or copy-protecting problems.

VICTORY duplicators are
designed to be reliable. Each
of the copy drives has a
separate controller to increase
copying throughput and
ensure maximum uptime.
VICTORY Duplicators use
industry proven drives com
bined with 100% digital tech
nology ... there are no
analog circuits to slowly drift
out of tolerance.

Let us help free you from
your disk-duplicating bottle
neck at a surprisingly
attractive price. Write or call:
VICTORY ENTERPRISES
TECHNOLOGY, INC., 8910
Research Blvd., Suite B2,
Austin, Texas 78758
(512) 450-0801.

Victory Enterprises
Technology, Inc.

BOOK REVIEWS

processing. The author broadens the field of concern. In
addition to data theft or modification by intruders,
managers should also consider data corruption by error
a breach of information security. Fisher also emphasizes
a need for tested plans to recover vital data that could
be lost in disasters such as fire and flood.

Computer security is only one of the information
security issues the author addresses. A businessperson
whose vital data is mostly on paper can utilize the systems
proposed in this book as readily as someone working in
a large data-processing center.

Fisher defines data security as "the protection of data
from unauthorized disclosure, modification and/or destruction
whether accidental or intentional:' He develops this defini
tion into a classification system for types of exposures.
This classification is the first of many practical tools sug
gested by the author for analYZing potential data-security
problems.

THE PROCEDURE
The first step in developing an effective information
security system is to draw a flowchart of the data life cy
cle. In a payroll application, for example, data is generated
from workers' time cards, which are physically moved,
checked. and entered into the data system. The data com
pletes the cycle when the workers receive their paychecks.
Every data-transfer point from time card to paycheck is
a potential source of disclosure of privileged information,
error. or fraud.

With a complete flowchart. a manager can divide infor
mation security into manageable chunks called control
points. which can then be handled as separate entities.
Fisher's systems are not precise because they do not at
tempt to map real-world interactions between the
modules. However, the complexity of such interactions can
easily obscure system analysis. What Fisher's procedures
lose in precision they make up for in manageability. The
author points out this and other limits in his procedures.
which are meant to guide decisions rather than dictate
action.

Building information security begins with an analysis of
the risks at each control point in the data life cycle, the
author says. Considering each type of security exposure
(accidental or intentional data disclosure, change. or loss).
the analyst identifies the specific exposures for each data
transfer area. He completes a worksheet for each control
point and summarizes the risks on another form that maps
the data-security system and highlights the greatest risks
to information security. Fisher has designed formats for
these worksheets.

In a brief chapter. "Limiting Risk:' the author reviews
a few commonsense, inexpensive ways to improve data
security. Fisher shows that careful data-handling pro
cedures in the hands of cooperative employees can
eliminate as many potential risks as can elaborate. expen
sive security designs. Fisher places this chapter between

(wntinued)
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You don't need a computer
to talk to another computer.

DISPLAY (VP3012D). High
performance, 12" diagonal, .
non-glare, green phosphorous___
screen.

RESIDENT MENUS. User-friendly
terminal set-up and
phone directory maintenance.

DIRECT CONNECT MODEM.
Built-in, 1200 or 300 baud,
originate/answer/auto answer.

AUTO DIAL. Too"~ pulood;au~
of up to 26 stored phone numbers, .i~E~~!~~voice or data base calls. ~~M"

AUTO LOG·ON. Enters information
automatically after auto dialing. ~.-,-

APT VP5801 , 1200 baud modem
APT VP4801 , 300 baud modem

VIDEO OUTPUT. Selectable 80
or 40 characters x 24 lines
on standard monitor.

TV OUTPUT. Displays
40 characters x 24 lines
on Ch. 3/Ch. 4 of standard TV set.

MEMORY BACKUP. Minimum
48-hour storage of directory, log
on and other parameters without
plug-in power. No batteries
required.

/
, ............FUNCTION KEYS. User
!..--"""' programmable or

downloadable
from host computer.

The RCA APT (All-Purpose Terminal).
Now with built-in 1200 baud modem for greatly
expanded data communications capabilities.
For business, professional and personal

data communications, you'll find more user
friendly features and greater communications
capabilities in the RCA APT than in other termi
nals selling for up to three times the price.

The new APT terminals are ideally suited
to multi-data base time sharing by telephone
line, and dedicated, direct computer-connected
applications. They feature menu-controlled
operation and a programmable "personality" to
match specific communications requirements
for your data bases.

A single keypress can dial a stored
number, send the log-on sequence to the host
computer, and return terminal control to the
user. Password protection prevents unauthor-

OTHER FEATURES
RS232C port for direct computer connections at
data rates to 9600 baud, or for connecting high
speed modems and other accessories. Parallel
printer port for hard copy. Numeric keypad can dial
phone numbers not in terminal directory. Built·in
speaker with adjustable volume control for audio
monitoring of phone line. Automatic screen blank·
ing to reduce possibility of bum. Briefcase size: 17"
x T' x Z'. Weight: under 4 Ibs.

Inquiry 299

ized access to designated numbers. APT
can also be used as an autodialer for voice
communications.

The APT VP5801 terminal with 1200 baud
modem lists for $798. The APT VP4801 termi
nal with 300 baud modem lists for $498. The
data display monitor alone (VP3012D) is
$199 list.

Quite simply, matching features with price,
there are no other professional quality terminals
available today that can do as much at such
low cost.

For more information-or to order-call
800-722-0094. In Penna., call 717-295-6922.
Or write for fully descriptive brochure to RCA
Data Communications Products, New Holland
Avenue, Lancaster, PA 17604. OEM and dealer
pricing available.

The RCA APT. Expansive. Not expensive.

nell
Data Communications
Products
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High performance to cost ratio...
"r' .!__ ~L:_~')

•
lCrOS.

___ ., r'tor"'" 'Jr'lTC

•Ice.

Atlanta, New Orleans, Nashville, Miami, Tampa, Orlando

When you can't stop by your local Micro Mart Store, call us direct.
ORDERS ONLY

1-800-241-8149
MAYNARD Complete line. _

Graphic Cards

Accounting
SORCIM/IUS Complete line including windows._

BPI ACCOUNTI G Complete line.---, _
Spreadsheets & Integrated Packages

ASHTON-TATE Framework. $345
LOTUS Symphony and LOIUS. _

MICROSOFT MulliPlan, w/templates._
MOBS Knowledge Man.---,---,--_--,.__

SORCIM SuperCalc3, Vm·.2.0__
SPI Open Access. _

Enhancements & Utilities
SOFTCRAFT Fancy Font.__

FOX & GELLER Complete line
of enhancements for dBase II,

III & Rbase 4000.
NORTON Utilities.__$65

ROSESOFT ProKey
3.0. $89

STH Graphics Plus II, color & mono, wipar. port
& software. $369
HERCU LES Mono & color graphics cards support
Lotus ..==--;:-::::::-::::-:---:::-;-_----;-;c:;:;-_-;----;-;-_
PLANTRONICS ColorPlus + , HiRes color bd.,
par. port w/software .. _
TECMAR Graphics MOSler, HiRes color & mono
supports Lotus. $459
QUADRAM QUA DCOLOR 1& II, colorcards._
PARADISE SYSTEM Mulli-display or Modular
Graphics Cards, color & mono, par.
port. Starting@ $299

Software

INTEL 8087 High speed
coproc. $169
64K RAMCHIPS.__$35/64K
256K RAMCHI Ps.---=:=-_--=-_
Multifunction Boards

Micro Mart carries all the major brands.
If you don't see it-ask for it.
PEACHTREE PERIPHERALS
P-IO, 20&50, auto boot, int. &
ext. Start @ $845
SYSGEN 10&20Meg
w/streamer tape ..$2395/$2795
SYSGE Image & Quickfile,
streamer tape back-up for
yourIBMXT&AT.__
BER OULLI
TECHNOLOGY Hard Disc
Subsystems. $2895
MAYNARD Complete
line of hard disc
subsystems.
EMERALD:-:HC':'a-rC':'dC':'d:-isc-
drives w/back-up.__

Chips

We have a complete line of multifunction
bds. compatible with the Portable, AT, XT, &Jr.
SIX PAK 64-384K, multifunc.,---,--- _
MEGAPLUS64-512K, max. 8 func._------,::---;-_
1/0 PLUS Ser., Clk., Splr., Ramdisk, opt. 2nd
Ser., Par. & Game ..-=-=:--::--=-=-=-::-:-:~::- _
QUA DRAM QUADBOARD, 64-384K,
multifunc. $259
TECMAR CAPTAIN, 64-384K, multifunc._$249
TALLTREEJ-RAM II, 0-512K, w/software.__
TALLTREEJ-RAM IIX, 0-512K,
w/software. $129
MICROLOG BABY BLUE II, 64-256K, Z80
coproc., + software .._--,..-------,----,------,--:-----,_----=-=-_
ORCHID PC Blossom, 64-384K, wiopt. PCnel
Piggy-Back. $259

TANDON TM 100-2, OOIDS, 360K.__$185
1/2 HEIGHT DISK DRIVES From SHUGART,
TEAC. PC, XT & AT compatible. $119

Hard Discs

Dot Matrix
EPSON FX801Ioo.__
EPSON RX801Ioo.__
EPSO LQI5oo.,-----,---_
EPSO JX80,colorprintel:.
OKIDATA 92& 93, ML84,
(200cps.), w/opt. IBM
PROMS, Pacemark 2410,
(350 cps).---:;:c:-=-=-:;;;=

TOSHIBA P-1351 & 1340. $1295/$799
DATAPRODUCTS
PRISM 8050 COIOf;
132col.,200
cps. $1295
STAR MICRONICS
Complete line. _
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
855. $729
N EC Pimvrilers, P2 & P3, 180
cps.:---=-::-:::--=-=----,;::-:-~_:;::_;
DIABLO C-SeriesC-150. Color
inkjet, IBM colorcompatible..$985

Letter Quality
NEC Spinwrilers 2050, 3550, 8850._
DIABLO 6301630ECS._$1395/$1795
C-ITOH Slarwriler, (40 cps), Printmasler,
(55 cps). $950/$1299
We carry a full range of form handling options.

Floppy Disk DrivesAT&T PersonalCompuleI: Innovative
hardware for a wide range of business
applicat ions.

fiiimiiiiim;;;;;mm;m;;;;;mm;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;"

LEADING EDGE Color PC, 256K, 2-360K
DS/DD Disk Drives, Amdek Color 600._$1995
MINDSET Personal Computer, 256K, 2-360K
DS/DD Disk Drives, WIMindset Mouse._$1795

Networking/Protocol
Conversion
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Thousands in stock.
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS Plotters and
Digitizers.

128 K expandable to 640K, 2-360K,
DS/DD Disk Drives, Monochrome
Display, IBM Compatible Special

imrod uctory price.

At Micro Mart, we've got our
finger on the pulse of the microcomputer
industry. And, from our retail stores to
our telemarketing divisions, we're in
touch with the very latest developments,
the newest products and the cutting edge
of expert advice.

When you need the right product at
the right price, remember the sales,
service and support our local store
experts and national distribution center
can give you.

So if you can't drop by your local
Micro Mart Store, let us point you in the
right direction. Ask for your best price
and expert advice.

SNA & BISYNC 3780,5251,3274,3278. _
PC TU RBO 186 by ORCHID, 80186 coprocessor
board. $829
IRMA/IRMALINE Replaces 3278's
w/PC's. $899/$1099
IRMAGRAPH Upgrades IRMA to 3278 graphics
capability._--,.__---,,.,,...,----,_---,---, _
IRMAPRlNT Enhances IRMA graphics. _
PCnet By ORCHID, complete line._Starl @ $299
BLUE LYNX 5251 Mod 12 & 3276 Emulators by
TECH LAND .-:-::=-=-=::--,------, _
SANTACLARA PC Terminal.. _

Printers & Plotters
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449·8089

~~

Service & Repairs
*On-Site-We have hundreds of service

locations nationally.
*Depot-Our ational Service Center is

one of the fastest in the US.
*We have-A wide variety of services

available. ] ust call us.

©Copyright Micro Mart 1984.
Technology Corporate Campus
3159 Campus Drive
Norcross, Georgia 30071

-- ---- -----
-~-----~.~~~~...- ------

----
- America's PC Specialist.

Micro Mart has financing options
available. Ask for a Micro Mart
Blue Chip Credit Card application
today.

HAYESSmar/modem3oo, 1200, &
12ooB. $199/$4691$329
RlXON 1200-4800 BAUD sync. & async. models._
ANCHOR AUTOMATIO Signalman Mark
XII. $259
VEN-TEL 1200 BAUD Half Card for the IBM
Portable & XT.__,-----_-,-__,..--,,----:-:,---_
POPCOM Popcom, int. and ext. w/voice & data
comm.-:;.,....- _

Miscellaneous
Hardware
& Accessories For information or the store location nearest you, call

~~~~::p~;~~~.tes, PC, XT & (404)
MICRO MART Diskettes
DS/DD, 7 yr. war._$19/10
KEYTRONICS5150&5151. I

Keyboards.=-====-=-_
LQ SHEET FEEDERS Sheet feeders. _
CURTIS Accessories.----=---,-.,.,.-_-,- _
HAYES Mach II & Mach III joysticks._-----,-__
PE CEPT Penpad, software avail.__$775
TOUCHSTONETECH OLOGY
Touchstone I. Ten key pad wi cursor
control. -,--,-:-:c-=-::----:---:--::::_
QUADRAM MICROFAZER, print buffer,
8-128K.=-==-=--=-- ---;__
TRlPPELlTE Back up power supply
2ClO-lOOOwatts, and ISOBAR surge
protectors, 4 & 8 plug.
Monitors & CRT's

YOUR PERSONAL BLUE CHIP CARD

MICRO
MART

PGSMAX /2, amber, nOhx35Ov._--:-__
PGS SR-12, 690h x 48Ov, widual scan cd .__
PGSHX-12, 69000l RGB.,.--..".......,..,....,....,.--__
QUADRAM QUADCHROME, 690 Dot
RGB. $439
AMDEK COLOR 300,500,600,700,710,725,
new complete line of HiRes RGB's wInew low
prices. _
AMDEK3OOAI3OOG, composite
monitors.-:-:-:-,-_-:-_--,-:- $1391$129
AMDEK310A, amber w/3 yr. war.-,-.....,-_.....,-_
WYSE Terminals, 100,75,50, entire line in stock._

GMS SYSTEMS Power-base..,----,-----_-,- _
WAR ER SOFTWARE The desk organizer.__
ASHTON-TATE dBase II & 111. _
MICROSTUF Injoscope. _

Modems
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PC Mouse,Jrom Mouse Systems. Serial
optical3-button mouse with Pop-Up'"
Menus and PC Paint software.
Preconfigured for all the most popular
software. $159

MICROSO....T Chart.
DIGITAL RESEARC:::H-:-:P::-r-es-e-n-ta"""Cti:-o-n-:-M-:-a-s-te-r-.~-=

Communications
MICROSTUF CROSSTALK XVI. $99
HAYESSMARTCOM 11. _

Word Processors
MULTlMATE w/Spelling checker & tutorial.$259
SAMNA III, wd. processor.-,- _
MICROSOFT Word, w/orw/outmouse. _
LlFETREE Volkswri/er Deluxe. _
MICROPRO WordStar Pro Pack &
Series2000. $245
SSI WordPerject.-:---:- _
WORDMARC Wordmarc. _

Office & Project Planning
Call for our Tax and Tax Planning packages.
HARVARD Harvard Project Manager.__$249
IUS Easy SalesPro.,--- _
MICROSOFT Project.----::-,- _

Data Base Managers
MICRORlM 4000 or 6000, Report Writer & Clout
options. _

Microsoft Mouse. Bus or serial
mechanical mouse, comes with Mouse
Menu software. Works with WORD and
other popular software $159

CE TRALPOI TSOFTWARE
Copy II PC. $35
ATI Training. $55
SOFTSTYLESet FX + and Prin/works. Printer
control packages. ----:::-c::

SIDEWAYS Inverts printout. $45
BORLA D Sidekick. $39
LIVI GVIDEOTEXTThinkTank.-,- _

Compilers & Language Tools
LATTICE C-Compilers. $299
MICROSOFT Complete line.--;: _
WORDTECH The dBase compiler.,,--- _
DIGITAL RFSEARCH Complete line. _
BORLAND Turbo Pascal, Turbo Toolbox
and more. $39/each

Graphics & CAD
Zsoft PC Paint Brush, mouse driven graphics._$95
DECISION RESOURCES
ChartMasterISign-Masterpkgs._--,-_-,-__
AUTODESKAu/oCAD. Complete line. Start@

$745
ENERTRONICS Energraphics,graphics & CAD
package.=-::-c=c-----:::-- _
MICROPRO ChartS/ar.
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HARMONY VIDEO & COMPUTERS
2357 CONEY ISLAND AVE. BROOKLYN NY 11223

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE
800 VIDE084 OR 718 6271000 OR 800 441 1144

BOOK REVIEWS

IBM PC W/DRIVE
$1299.95

OKIDATA92
$356.95

APPLE2C
$869.95

GEMINI10X
$229.95

Call for pricing on our complete line
of fine computing products

YOU CAN'T BUY COMPUTERS FOR LESS
(619) 579-2730 (800) 782-4242 leA only)

3855 A"ocado .I"d., Suite 1400 117 La Mesa, California fl041

•

. . Prices subject to change without notice. a:::::::I
Prices reflect 2 1/20J'o cosh discount. Quantities limitedE:::::::I

MICROPROCESSORS
HARDWARE. SOFTWARE. AND DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Reviewed by Alan Finger

sheets and evaluates the degree of control for that ex
posure on a 0-4 scale. A summary sheet uses these
grades to map strong and weak points in the system and
to average a grade for security control in the system as
a whole.

Almost half of Information Systems Security is appendix. The
author reprints questionnaires and guidelines on
information-system security from IBM and other com
panies. The appendixes demonstr,ate that Fisher's ideas
are not original. His contribution is that he gives managers
practical methods for assessing risk. evaluating controls.
and making decisions on new controls for data security.
The appendixes are valuable in light of Fisher's methodical
approach to dealing with security systems. Once a
manager absorbs Fisher's methods. these appendixes
become intermediate readings for further study.

Information Systems Security is not exciting or original. but
it is competent and readable for managers who are not
computer people. Fisher presents a ··can-do" framework
for a comprehensive introduction to the principles of
developing information security. Managers will still have
to determine specific control solutions for their informa
tion systems. but they can do so from solid points of
departure and with methods they can translate into ef
fective data-security decisions.

Annette Hinshaw (POB 580635. Thlsa. OK 74158) is a freelance
technical writer.

Given the importance of microprocessor courses in
today's engineering curriculum. it is natural that many

textbooks have been written on the subject. Microprocessors:
Hardware. Software. and Design Applications is one example. Its
intent is to introduce junior and senior engineering
students to the fundamentals of modern microprocessors
and the microcomputer systems and software built around
them. Wunnava Subbarao is an associate professor at
Florida International University and has based this text
on his courses there. He examines five well-known micro
processors and illustrates their applications with student
projects. This practical approach is well suited to
motivating students as well as giving them a hint as to
what awaits them in the Real World.

Subbarao begins with an introduction to the general
concepts of microprocessors. Other chapters are split into
two sections on each device: Intel's 8085. Motorola·s 6800.
MOS Technology·s 6502. Zilog·s Z80. and RCA's 1802. The
first section on each chip describes the processor and.
except for the Z80. a commercial single-board ··training"
microcomputer using the device. In the second section.
the author details several practical applications developed

(continued)

44.
389
lB9
214
314
95

"'169
159
279

259
20'
389
292
759

1334
659
319

1674
1674
646
57.
389

B59
1689
869

•••from $99

800 XL
1027 Printer
1050 Drive
Indus. Drive

MODEMS
Hayes 1200
Hayes 1200B
Hayes 300
Micromodem 2E
Access 123
Novation J·cat

APPLE
2E wlOlsk Onve
Macintosh
Apple 2C
Imagewriler
Add!. Drives

ATARI

Panasonic KXP 1091
Panasonic KXP 1090
Sliver Reed EXP 550
SilYer Reed EXP 500
Silyer Reed EXP 770
Nee 3550
Nee 2050
Olympia RO
Nee 7730
Nee 7715
OKI84
Panasonic KXP 1093
Panasonic KXP 1092

--- ------ ----- ---- - ---== ::::::: :: ';' == I!)

IBM P.C.
256K Ram, '2-Floppy drive5,

10 Meg. hard drive,
Mono card, Monitor, DOS

$2795
call for complete detail5

Modems
Hayes 1200 5445.00
Hayes 1200B 369.00
Pro-Modem 310.00
Acce5sories
AST Six Pak Plus 249.00
Teac 55B. . 179.00
10 Meg. Internal drive 750.00

SANYO
550 S.S 648
550 D.S. 659
555D.S 949
CRT 30 99

MONITORS
Amdek300Green 114
Amdek 300 Amber 124
310 Amber 139
Color 300 229
Color 500 324
Color 600 384
Color 700 489
Color 710 529
Zenith Green 74
Tallan 210 209

Radix 15 575
Aadbc 10 489
Powerlype 296
DalsywrHer 789
Brother HA15 345
Brother HA25 579
Brother HA35 794
Keyboard 129
Alleman Blue + 279
Diablo 620 API 699
Mannesman Spirit 80 237
Mannesman 160l 539
Juki 6100 364

800·441·1144

"PRINTER SPECIALS"

.399.00
.84.00

.. 299.00

.5365.00
.399.00

.... 399.00

lB9
20'
20B
179
215

356
559
291
237
395
399
598

1118
1229
338
'64
229
339

329
279
239

2399
22'
254
16'
159

1299
2'99
1799
'59
169
244

COMMODORE
Commodore 64
1541 Disk Drtve
1702 Monitor
MPS801 Printer
1526 Prtnter

IBM
PCw/Drive
PC Xl
Portable
PCJr
Color Card
IBM Monilor (GRN)
Hercules Graphic
Master

Tecmar Captain 64K
AST SIll Pack
Tallgrass 20 Meg
Quad Board
Paradise
Hercules
Keytronics

Okidata92
Qkidala 93
Epson RX80 FT
Epson Axeo
Epson AX100
Epson FIlBO
Epson FX100
Epson LQl500
Toshiba 1351
Delta 10
Delfa 15
Gemini lOX
Gemini 1SX

--- ------ ----- ---- - ---== :::::::::';' == I!)

IBM P.C.
256K Ram, Color card,
Monitor, Parallel Port,

DOS

$1995
call for other configurations

Printers
Brother HR-15
Ep50n FX-80
Juki 6100.
Software
dBa5e III.
PFS: Write . ,
LotU51-2-3
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Company
Creative Solutions
Media CybernetiCs
PHACT ASSOCiates

Greenleaf Software
SoftCraft

Mark Williams Company
1430 W. Wrightwood Ave.
Chicago, IL 60614

The C Programming System
from Mark Williams now supports

the following libraries:
Library
Windows for C
Halo
PHACT
The Greenleaf Functions
Btrieve

ing the program under test; and evalu
ation, source, program and history

indows.
csd eases the most difficult part of

development - debugging. Because
csd debugs in C, not assembler, a pro
grammer no longer has to rely on old
fashioned assembler tools, but can
work as if using a C interpreter - in
real time.

The C Programming System
from Mark Williams

The C Programming System from
Mark Williams delivers not only the
best C compiler for the 8086 but also
the only C source level debugger. That's
why it does for C programming what C
did for programming. The Mark Wil
liams C Programming System gives the
programmer the MWC86 C compiler
and the csd C Source Debugger for
only $495. Order today by calling
1-800-MWC-1700. Major credit cards
accepted.

Technical support for The Mark Wil
liams C Programming System is pro
vided free of charge by the team that
developed it.

•

750

MSCl

1.51750

L

1.05

MWC86 DRI

SIEVE
Time in Seconds
C1J Large Model
• Small Model
Size in Bytes
o Large Model
• Small Model

1.29

s not content to
write the best C compiler on the mar
ket. To advance the state of the art in
software development, Mark Williams
wrote csd.

csd C Source Debugger serves as a
microscope on the program. Any C
expression can be entered and evalu
ated. With csd a programmer can set
tracepoints on variables and expressions
with full history capability and can
single step a program to find bugs. The
debugger does not affect either code
size or execution time. csd features
online help instructions; the ability to
walk through the stack; the debugging
of graphics programs without disturb-

"Ofall the compilers reviewed, MWC86
would be my first choice for product
development. It compiles quickly, pro
duces superior error messages, and

enerates quick, compact object
library is small and fast

the industry st

;........1Cdid for Programming
s has done for CProgramming

MWC86

MWC86 is the most highly optimized
C compiler available anywhere for the
DOS and 8086 environment. The bench
marks prove it! They show MWC86 is
unmatched in speed and code density.

MWC86 supports large and small
models of compilation, the 8087 math
coprocessor and DOS 2.0 pathnames.
The compiler features common code
elimination, peephole optimization and
register variables. It includes the most
complete libraries. Unlike its competi
tion, MWC86 supports the full C lan
guage including recent extensions such
as the Berkeley structure rules, voids,
enumerated data types, UNIX* I/O calls
and structure assignments.

Quality is why Intel, DEC and Wang
chose to distribute MWC86. These in
dustry leaders looked and compared
and found Mark Williams to be best.

User Friendly

MWC86 is the easiest to use of all
compilers. One command runs all
phases from pre-processor to assembler
and linker. MWC86 eliminates the need
to search for error messages in the back
of a manual. All error mes.sages appear
on the screen in English.

A recent review of MWC86 in
PC l#Jrld, June, 1984, summed it up:

MWC86 gets y
ning faster and use
than any other comp
Then csd, Mark Willia
C Source Debugger, help
faster. That's The C Progra
tem from Mark Williams Compa

·Unix is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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Inquiry 101 for Dealers. Inquiry 102 for End-Users.

BEFORE YOU BUY
CABLE ASSEMBLIES,

BOOK REVIEWS

Inquiry 31 for Dealers. Inquiry 32 for End-Users.

Two POINTS OF VIEW
To review this book. I approached it from two perspec
tives. First. I put myself in the position of an engineering
student with a limited knowledge of the subject matter.
I would have had courses in digital design and probably
an introduction to programming by way of one or two
high-level languages. A good textbook should lead me,
step by step. through the concepts involved in the design
of microcomputer systems and software with appropriate
problems to verify my understanding of the materiaL

I also examined the book as an expert. checking the
quality and accuracy of the text and illustrations. Unfor
tunately, from both viewpoints, Microprocessors fails.

AN INTRODUCTION?
For students, the trouble starts right in chapter I. The
author plunges into a discussion of the internal contents
of a "typical" microprocessor and then goes on to a
description of address, data, and control buses. and in
struction formats. Only after all this are we treated to one
diagram and a half page of text as an overview of micro
computer-system organization.

The remainder of the book continues similarly. The
chapters discussing the 8085 and its cousin, the Z80. are
illogically separated by the very different 6800 and 6502,
which are somewhat related to each other. Subbarao
makes only a vague attempt to relate any processor to
the others. Instruction sets are presented as poor
reproductions of the manufacturer's summary sheets
usually pasted to the wall by an experienced programmer
as a memory jogger.

The book creates an overall impression of topics strewn
haphazardly. What organization there is is counter
productive because it lacks purpose. General system con
cepts such as system clocks, bus cycles. design rules. and
assembly-language programming procedures are ignored
in favor of more specialized information on such topics
as commercial interconnection schemes (S-IOO bus and
Multibus) and rarely used components. It seems to this
reviewer that the author paraphrased manufacturers' data
sheets and student reports.

The material is oriented toward hardware; software
design concepts are not discussed. The software portions
of the design examples are presented in a "pseudoassem
bly language" used to hand-assemble code, something I
haven't seen in 10 years. The explanations relate only to
the hardware "bit-tWiddling" aspects of the programs.

by students. Although I might quibble with the timeliness
of the author's choices of processors and examples, which
seem to be governed by what was on hand, they are cer
tainly adequate for an introduction.

ADDING TO THE CONFUSION
If a student does absorb information from this book, much
of it will be wrong. Although it hardly seems necessary,

[continued)

Patent PND.

New Items:
• MSOQS Coplocessor
• 6aXlO CoprOte~'>Of

• BOXl4 (CD D"wr
·i!.lrUIRAMD,Sk
·3'/,- "'''£Ill' Bo,;lfIj

22 AWG
twisted
conductors

MountaIn Side Oomputer

Video. 128Kb. CP/M PJusTl"". and more

TwoRS232CPOMS
MSC-ICO communKatl'S with p"mers. mcxIems, plOI
lers. and othl'r stilndilrd J?S231( devl{t>s through ,ts
twO serroll ports lhl'St' poru are Indepl.'ndl'ntly pro
grammabll' fo< OOud rdtt'S, stop bitS, ddtd tormilt i1'ld
p,UJ1y Synth,onous (ommur1lCalron on Port A IS
Jumpl.'ISt'lectable

Centronics Parallel PoM
A stilnrJilfd (I'ntronKs parallel pon allows MSC-lCO to
cornrnunKilte w,t', prrnters and Ol:ner parililel deVICes

Par;ollel Keyboard Pori
MSC·ICO connects to any ASCII p,"rallt>1 keyt:>o.l,rJ 01
poSitive 0< flI.'9'I!lve polarrty w,!n ol rW'giltlVf' StIObf' A
lype-dheild buffer i1nd programmable function kl'Ys ilre
provlde<l t:ly MSC-ICO's custom BIOS

16 Bit TTL 110 POM
I hiS port allows you to .i!tCI'SS pflntl'fS, relays. LED's.
DACs. AOCs, swrtChe~. EPROM progrilmmt>'s and
many01llt>r devj(t>~

Clock Cal<!ndar
The battl'ry b.tl:ked up {lOCk Cdk"ndilr provldt<s t,mf' olnd
dale InfO/matlon to CPIM tor t,11' stamping TIlt' clock
(an also De d{Cessed Irom <lpplKatlOflS programs

E.lernalBus
MSC-ICO"~ 50 pin bu~ conne(\O/ prOVideS expamron fo<

a hilrd disk conuolll'r. RAM dIsk. gfapl1lts 01 d 68CW
~y~!ern PledSt' Cilll or WillI' for more ,nlo'matron on
thl.''>I.'C>plPons

MSC-ICO S;oves Time and Money
With MSC-lCO's low (OS! dnd qUillrty wo,ksm.lnshlp.
why spend lIme. energy and ntOfll'y 10 dl'slgn. dl'OOg
and tl'st your own sy~tem W~,,~thl.', you rt'CltHfe SIngle
tJrlrts or lar9f' volume quanuul's WI.' can fTII.'t.'t your
nt<l'd~ Order your eVdlu<ltlon unit tOO"yl

. -,
Southern Padf'c: limited

AT. , .. _'j"'.(\',1

-:i' :::~~) 'l«~ ,~, ~ ,C''''. f

ARTISOFT Inc,
r' ) Be. ~ ~ J" ,"'. "c .... () ,,~

5599
~.Il'Stl'd

1fl{~CP/M]Oondl'il<

Powerful Single Board Computer
Includes CP/M Plus'" on Disk

P.D.T.
unclerhood

Heavy guage
underhood

shield

Z80CPU
MSC ICO u'lL"~ the mo~t popular mICroprocessor. the
lBO. as ITS m,lIn CPU MSC-ICO funs <It .. MH7 WIthout
imy Wilrl \.I<1leS 1he whole system,s Incorporated Into a

h,ghQu<lllty fOUllayt'r PC bo<!'d me<lsur'ngonly 145mm
X 250mm per x 61 The system Il"qulfes only 1 2 Amps
.:II + 5 VoltsandO I Amps at :±12Volts

Bank.d CP/M Plus Included
CP/M Plus (30 bilnked) IS ,ncluded on disk With all

m.lnu••b CP/M Plus IS upw....dly tor"pdt'ble wl(h CP/M

22 and Includes the SID debugger, tht>MAC and RMAC
m¥ro as.semblers and the LINK 00 toader MSC·lCO's
custom BIOS proVides support for mul!lple disk formau
and I/O deVICe tonlfol System spe.:.,flt sollwilre for disk
form,m,ng. disk copYing, defining funcllon kl'Ys <lnd
rno::lIIylngsul'l'ndtlflbutl'sls<llsolllduded

128KbRAM
One b4K bank of rnl.'mory 's deVOlI'd to CPIM and Its
dl~k c<M:fw blocks, whlll' the other 641< bank IS devOII.'d
to applicatiOns progr<lffiS TIllS ilrrilngl.'rlll.'nl not only
provIdes more memory lor programs, but II slgn!/lCantly
,ncreasesthespet:>dofdlskJlO

Intern;ol Floppy Disk Controller
MSC-ICO hilndles ShugilrtlANSI stilrldilrd floppy disk
drrves In iI varrl'tyol Sill'S and formats

·8" SSSD. 243Kb
·8" OSOO. 1.2Mb
·5-114" DSDD. 320Kb
·5-114" osao. 800Kb
·5-114" QHD. 1.2Mb

Up to tour dllvl's of any dl'mlty or Sill.' can bI.' con
nected 10 MSC-ICO Both 5 1/4 ilnd 8111Ch connf"Crors arf'
on-tJO<lrd to make disk drive tonnl'{\lons I'asy

HIgh Speed CRT Controller
MSC-lCOcontalnsanOO" 24 hnl'ml'mory rndppl.'dCRT
controllf" Vldf'o oUrpUI IS romposile or <.<:'p.'lfalf' to
matchanymonrtor AU[lbules such as ,nserl.lnd delete

hne, rt>Vl'r'>(" Video, "nd semI9'aph,o dre suppo'ted
Cur so, I'scape sequences are an exlenSlCln of DECs
VT52 "nd can De I'ilslly fl'proqr;.mml.'d to emuliltl' most
stilfldilfdtt>ffmnolls

CHECK UNDER THE HOOD!
DATA SPEC'· cable assemblies are the very best. Each
cable is fully shielded to exceed FCC EMI/RFI emission
requirements. The unique P.D.T. technique, introduced by
DATA SPEC'· and employed beneath the hood shield,
insures maximum integrity under the most adverse
conditions. DATA SPEC· has interface cables for all your
requirements: Printers, Modems, Monitors, Disk Drives,
and much more. And all DATA SPEC'· cable assemblies
carry a lifetime warranty. Insist on DATA SPEC'· cables in
the bright orange package. Available at better computer
dealers everywhere. For more information, call or write:

ADivision of Alliance Research Corporation

20120 Plummer Street· Chatsworth. CA 91311 • (818) 993-1202
Copyright © 1964 by Alliance ResearCh Corporation
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o Kaypro Double Density (NCR)
o Micropolls Mod II
o NECPC8001
o North Star Double Density
o North Star Single Density
o Osborne Single Density
o Sanyo 1000, 1050
o Superbraln DO DOS 3.X

(512 byte sec)
o Televldeo
o TRS-80 Modell (Base 0 Mapper)
o Xerox 820 Single Density

®

NEVADA

COBOLTM
DISKETTE & MANUAL

$29.95

NEVADA

EDlTM
DISKETTE & MANUAL

NEVADA

PASCAL
DISKETTE & MANUAL

l$29.95

Nevada COBOL, based upon the
ANSI-74 standards, has all the
popular features. Powerful level 2
features include: compound conditionals and full CALL CANCEL.
This software package Includes a diskette, 165-page manual, plenty
of examples and 16 complete COBOL source code programs.

Advanced features Include:
14-Digit precision; BCD math (no
round-off errors); Floating point
+ 63 -64; TRACE debugging; Arrays up to 8 dimensions; 84K strings;
External procedures; and Dynamic Module loading. You get a
diskette and a 184-page manual. Requires 60K RAM and one disk
drive with at least 90K storage.

\...

,

,

Nevada EDIT, a full-screen, l $29 95
video-dlsplay text editor, is •
designed specifically for computer ~
program text preparation. Nevada EDIT is completely user-change
able, can be configured to almost any terminal and takes up only
12K of disk space. This package includes a diskette and 59-page
manual.
ALSO AVAILABLE:* EXTRA MANUALS ..............•...........•............ $14.95
* COBOL Application Packages, Book 1 $ 9.95
* BIG PRINT-Diskette $19.95
The CP/M Operating System, an 8080, 8085, or Z-80 (8-Bit) micropro
cessor, and 32K RAM are required, unless otherwise stated above.

WHEN YOU ORDER, PLEASE SPECIFY ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING DISKETTE FORMATS:
o 8" SSSD (Standard CP/M IBM 3740)
5V. " Diskettes for.
o Access/Actrlx
o AppleCP/M
o DECVTl80
o DEC Rainbow
o Epson aX-l0
o Heath Hard sector (2-89)
o Heath Soft sector

(2-90, Z·loo)
o IBM-PC (Requires Z-80,

Baby Blue II Card)
CP/M is a regiSlered 1I1M1emark 01 Digital Research. Inc, "'lerose" is a registered trademark of Microsoft
Corp. TA8-80 is a registered trademark 0' Tandy Corp. Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
Osborne is a registered trademark of Osbofne Computer Corp. Xerolll 820 is. trademark of xerox Corp.

::=:::=",,~~~=~=~t.h~:a.~.~~='''~ed
TRAN.NevadaPllOT,NevadaEDIT.NevadaPASCAl.andEllisComputingarolradomorksofEmsCom
PUling, Inc. Q '984 Ellis Computing. Inc.

.~
(415) 753.Q186
ELLIS COMPUTING,INC.
3817 Norlega StrHt
Sen Fnlllcisco, CA 84122

WE WELCOME C.O.D.'s

NEVADA

BASICTM
DISKETTE & MANUAL

NEVADA

FORTRANTM
DISKETTE & MANUAL

$29.95

A I IS COMPUTING no

Nevada FORTRAN is based upon
the ANSI-66 standards
(FORTRAN IV) with some
1977 level features. Advanced features Include: IF ... THEN ... ELSE
statement; COPY (Include); CHAINing with COMMON; and TRACE
debugging. Package Includes a diskette, 214-page manual and 5
sample programs. Included also Is an 8080 assembler. Requires 48K
RAM.

NEVADA

PILOT.
DISKETTE & MANUAL

With the bullt·in, full-screen l $29 95
text editor, you can easily •
develop. programs for 1/10 the cost ~
of a comparable BASIC interpreter. What's more, Nevada BASIC has
full Matrix operations, Single- and Multi-Line functions, and BCD
math (no round-off errors). You get a diskette and a 22O-page manual.
Requires 48K RAM.

Nevada PILOT, written by Prof. l $29 95
John Starkweather, the language's •
creator, meets and exceeds all
PILOT-73 standards. See the review in January 1983 MICROCOMPU
TING. This package includes a diskette, 131-page manual, and 10
useful sample programs.

WHY WAIT? ORDER YOURS TODAY!
Satisfaction guaranteed-or your money back. If for any reason
you're not completely satisfied, just return the package-in good
condition-with the sealed diskette unopened, within 15 days and
we'll refund your money.

Checks must be in U.S. Dollars
and drawn on a U.S. Bank.

California deliveries add 6% or
6.5% sales tax.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING FEES: Add $4.00 for the first package or
manual and $2.00 each additional. OVERSEAS: Add $15.00 for the
first package or manual and $5.00 each additional. COD's: Add
$4.00.

,
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Call or write for a free catalog on Z-80 or 6809 Single Board
Computers, 55-50 Boaras, and other 5-100 products.

BOOK REVIEWS

GOOD PROBLEMS
If the book has one saving grace. it is the abundance of
examples and problems, many of which are accompanied
by answers that provide better information than the body
text. After reading the chapters on the 1802 processor.
with which I am not very familiar. I was still in the dark
about many aspects of its operation. I then worked
through some of the problems with an RCA data book
at hand and felt much more comfortable about the pos
sibility of dealing with one of these rather arcane devices.
Perhaps this is what this book is all about: providing prob
lems to be solved using other sources of information.

Subbarao wisely suggests that readers consult the ap
propriate manufacturer's literature. This book will not pro
vide the student with enough information to use a micro
processor or write software for it. Although the idea
behind Microprocessors is a good one. the book is too flawed
with organizational and conceptual errors for me to
recommend it to anyone. _

a number of pages on single-chip microcomputers are
thrown in at the end of several chapters. In one such case.
Intel's 8048 is incorrectly described as a modified version
of the 8085 They do not even belong to the same family.
Another error exists in the description of how the 8085
responds to its interrupt input INTR. According to the
author's description, the 8085 responds to INTR by issu
ing an interrupt-acknowledge signal INTA to a requester.
which. in turn, places the vector address on the data bus.
In reality. the 8085 will accept the next complete instruc
tion. usually a I-byte restart (RST) or 3-byte CALL from
the requester. Trying to bring up an interrupt-driven system
with information like this would certainly prove interesting.

Much of the misinformation is more subtle. Subbarao
uses microcomputer jargon. usually with little or no ex
planation. He uses much of it incorrectly. The term "bus:'
for example. has two meanings. It can be used in reference
to a collection of related signals connecting different com
ponents within a microcomputer system. It can also refer
to any of a number of industry-standard arrangements for
interconnecting function boards in a larger system. The
second type generally contains several of the first type
along with other signals. In several instances. the author
discusses them as if they were the same. The IEEE-488
(CPIB) bus somehow finds its way into one of these discus
sions, even though it is actually a data-communications
standard generally used to connect a computer to in
struments (and occasionally intelligent peripherals such
as disk systems and plotters). I would presume its inclu
sion is due to the presence of the word "bus:' The author
uses another term, "I/O linput/outputl bound:' to refer to
something "bound for input or output" as opposed to its
normal usage as a reference to a program with its speed
limited by I/O operations.

BLANK PCB WITH 2716
CHAR. ROM, 2732 MON. ROM

SOURCE DISKETTE - ADD $10

SET OF 2 CRYSTALS - ADD $7.50

U\g95 (COMPLETE KIT,
....::1 # ZRT-80 2K VIDEO RAM)

WITH 81N.
SOURCE DISK!

(CP/M COMPATIBLE)

LOW POWER!

150 NS ADD $10

64K 5100 STATIC RAM
$179~?T
NEW!

Digital Research Computers
P.O. BOX 461565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75046 • (214) 225-2309

BLANK PC BOARD
WITH DOCUMENTATION

'--_----'$~49"".9.::...5__.....I FEATURES: PRICE CUT!
SUPPORT IC. + CAPS • Uses new 2K x 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAMs.

$17.50 • ~~I~~e.~~~:.orts IEEE 696 24 BIT Extended

FULL SOCKET SET • 64K draws only approximately 500 MA.

$14.50 • ~C:MNi01~:~: I':S~ ::ato'l,a~ds.l,J"g:~g'~R~~~e~

FULLY SUPPORTS THE • ~~~~~~::L~~~T~~~~) (BOTH LOWER 32K
NEW IEEE 696 S100 AND ENTIRE BOARD).

STANDARD • 2716 EPROMs may be Installed in any ollop 48K.

(AS PROPOSED) • ~;yd?:a~~:dtOt~ 8:rJ~~~0 ~n~~~sAt~O~~I::':':
FOR 56K KIT $165 ~?:k ~~st'r~~e~~~:~CIswith your system monllor,

ASSEMBLED AND • ~:~~~t:.~~~~::i~~e:,st~i;~:~~~~.~d~M and
TESTED ADD S50 • BOARD may be partially populated as 56K.

>=
I-

~ BLANK PCB
a:: (WITH CPIM' 2.2
a:: PATCHES AND INSTALL
~ PROGRAM ON DISKETTE)

fil $6995

I- (8203-1 INTEL 529.95) #LS-l00 (FULL 256K KIT)

:ii L ------------------------1::::;r
~ THE NEW ZRT-80

~ CRT TERMINAL BOARD!
0> A LOW COST Z-BO BASED SINGLE BOARD THAT ONLY NEEDS AN
a:: ASCII KEYBOARD, POWER SUPPL Y, AND VIDEO MONITOR TO MAKE A
::::l COMPLETE CRT TERMINAL. USE AS A COMPUTER CONSOLE, OR
o WITH A MODEM FOR USE WITH ANY OF THE PHONE-LINE COMPUTER
::> SERVICES.

In ~EC:e~RaE~~OAand 6845 CRT
~ Controller lor powerful videoffi capabilities.
~ .. RS232 at 16 BAUD Rates Irom 75
W to 19,200.
J: .. 24 x 80 standard format (60 Hz).
~ * Optional formats from 24 • 80
o (50 Hz) to 64 lines x 96 characters
I- (60 Hz).
~ * Higher density formats require up to

~ • ~:::~i.~n~~~K8~:06~~t~AR~~~
.., Gen. and USART combo IC.
m * 3 Terminal Emulation Modes which
=> are Dip Switch selectable. These
(/) include the LSI-ADM3A. the Heath
(/) H-19. and the Beehive.
~ * Composite or Split Video.
c:( * Any polarity of video or sync.
(/) * Inverse Video Capability.
..J .. Small Size: 6.5 x 9 inches.

~ : ~~~~~~~:c~~~:::t;:~~h descenders.

.. Requires Par. ASCII keyboard.

256K S-100 SOLID STATE DISK SIMULATOR!
t-= WE CALL THIS BOARD THE "L1GHT-SPEED-100" BECAUSE IT OFFERS
:3 AN ASTOUNDING INCREASE IN YOUR COMPUTER'S PERFORMANCE
::::l WHEN COMPARED TO A MECHANICAL FLOPPY DISK DRIVE.
e FEATURES:
~ PRICE CUT! • 256K on board. using + 5V 64K

Z • ~~e~":,~;' Intel 8203-1 LSI Memory
o Controller.
D.. '* Requires only 4 Dip Switch
::::l Selectable 1/0 Ports.
~ .. Runs on 8080 or zao 5100 machines.
o ~1 '* Up to 8 LS-l00 boards can be run
U ~'iI' together for 2 Meg. 01 On Line Solid

~ '* ~~~~~s?~~~ ~~~~~t~~ry back· up.
a: * Software to mate the LS·l00 to your
LL CP/M· 2.2 DOS is supplied.

.. The LS·100 provides an increase in
speed of up to 7 to 10 times on Disk
Intensive Software.

... Compare our price! You could pay
up to 3 times as much lor similar
boards.

TERMS: Add $3.00 postage. We pay balance. Orders under 515 add 75C handling. No
C.O.D. We accept Visa and MasterCard. Texas Res. add 5-1/8% Tax. Foreign orders
(except Canada) add 20% P & H. Orders over $50 add 85C lor Insurance.

Alan Finger is a vice president at Comprehensive Computer Con
sultants (270 Littleton Rd.. Building 14. Westford. MA 01886).
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Inquiry 147

Personal computers have become a valuable asset in busi- models give you a full 136 column width, and offer color
ness. The problem is that most personal computer systems printing as well.
are originally sold with "personal printers': .. printers built for Each printer is easy to use, lightweight, functionally
home use, not for heavier business work. styled and attractive. And you can choose options from

These "personal printers" are too slow for many busi- pedestals and paper racks to document inserters, sheet
ness needs. They can tie-up your computer for extended feeders and 8K character buffer expansion, plus more.
periods of time ... time you could be using to do other work. Genicom 3000 PC printers feature switch selectable

Another problem is durability. In business, you need a hardware, dual connectors and dual parallel or serial inter-
printer that can produce high volume output over a long faces. Plus the 3014 and 3024 emulate popular protocols for
duty cycle. The common "personal printer" will often just both Epson'MXwifh GRAFTRAX-PLUS fM and Okidata Micro-
quit under such continuous operation. line 84 Step 2f~ while the 3304 and 3404 emulate popular

That's why Genicom has created the 3014, 3024, protocols for Epson MX with GRAFTRAX-PLUS™. So your
3304 and 3404 ... professional printers built for personal current system is most likely already capable of working
computers. . with these Genicom printers without modification.

Price/performance matched for small business sys- .
tems, the Genicom 3000 PC printers are designed to in- Most important, the Genicom 3000 PC pnnters are
crease productivity and maximize the value of your personal quality-built, highly durable printers designed for rapid, con-
computer. tinuous duty cycle printing. So take some personal adVice.

The 3000 PC printers provide 160-400 cps draft, 80-200 Get a Genicom professional printer for your personal com-
cps memo, and 32-100 cps NLQ pnntlng ... performance for puter today.
both high productivity and high quality printing. Genicom Corporation, One General Electric Drive, Dept.

The 3014/3024 models print ~M C421 , Waynesboro, VA 22980. In
132 columns The 3304 and 3404 ,l:ii .Nir U I I Virginia, call 1-703-949-1170

The New PrinterCompany.
For the solution to your printing needs call

TOLL FREE 1-800-437-7468
In Virginia. call 1-703-949-1170.

Epson MX with GRAFTRAX-PLUS is a trademark of Epson America. Inc.
Okidata Microline 84 Step 2 is a trademark of Okidata Corporation



Great Ideas
look even better

on a Princeton monitor

Your Great Ideas deserve the best image you can give them. But,
just as a music system's performance depends on the speakers, your
computer system is limited by the quality of your monitor.

Monitor performance can be measured. That's something you
should know about.

In other words, your Great Ideas should be seen, not blurred.

w. Shakespeare composing Great Ideas on a Princeton Monitor
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Things you should know about monitors

Resolution The quality of
a color monitor's image is
directly related to its resolution.
The greater the number of dots
available within a given area for
displaying an image the greater
the resolution.

• The PRINCETON SR-12
monitor features an extra
ordinary 640x480 (non-inter
laced) resolution. The result is
an extremely high quality, flick
erless image with text that ap
proaches monochrome quality.
When used in conjunction with
the PRINCETON Scan-Doubler
card, the SR- 12 runs from a
standard IBM or equivalent color
card, maintaining complete com
patibility with all IBM software.

Dot pitch The image on an
RGB color monitor is made up of
a series of tiny dots. Dot pitch
measures the distance between
those dots. Anything finer than
.38mm is considered high
resolution.

• The PRINCETON HX-12
RGB color monitor, with a dot
pitch of .31 mm, offers the finest
resolution in its class. The HX- 12
delivers 16 crisp, sharp colors
including clean whites without
color bleed-a not-sa-easy
accomplishment in an RGB
monitor.

Price All Princeton monitors
set the price/performance stand
ard in their class. The SR-12
at 5799 compares favorably
with monitors costing hundreds
more. The HX- 12 is in a class by
itself at 5695 .

• The PRINCETON MAX-Il,
with easy-on-the-eyes amber
phosphor, sets the standard for
monochrome monitors at 5249.
The MAX- 12's dynamic focusing
circuitry ensures sharpness not
only in the center but also in
the edges and corners. And it
runs off the IBM PC mono
card-no special card is
required.

All three monitors feature a non-glare screen and an IBM
compatible cable. A PCjr adapter cable is also available for the HX- 12.
And to see your Great Ideas from the best possible angle, you can put
your Princeton monitor on the Princeton Undergraduate Tilt and
Swivel Base for only 539.95. Or, while supplies last, get the
Undergraduate FREE with the purchase of a MAX-12 monitor.

Image The ultimate test of any monitor is how the image looks
to your own eyes. Compare the Princeton monitors side-by-side with
the competition at Computerland, Entre or your local independent
dealer.

Do it soon. You and your Great Ideas deserve the best.

Inquiry 281

For more information call
toll-free:
800-221-1490 Ext. 804

P INCETON'·
GRAPHIC SVSTEMS

J 70 Wall Street
Princeton NJ 08540
TLX 82 J402 PGS Prin

Technologically tuned for excellence
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SMARTEAM IS a trademark of Persoft. Inc • DEC. VT and
ReGIS are trademarks 01 Dlgltal Equipment Corp • Dasher IS a
trademark 01 Data General Corp • IBM IS a registered
trademark 01 InternatIonal BuSIness MachInes Corp

Call today for more information.

Available through your local
software dealer, or
Persoft, Inc.,
2740 Ski Lane,
Madison, WI 53713.
Phone (608) 273-6000.
TELEX 759491.

More than 15,000 cus
tomers have discovered
just how smart their PCs
can be with SmarTerm.
We think you'll agree.
Try it for 30 days with
full refund privilege.

any special host software.
SmarTerm also features
automatic file transfer and two
different "error-free" protocols,
including XMODEM.

There's a SmarTerm emulator
that matches your needs:
SmarTerm 100 for emulation
of DEC VT100, VT102 and
VT52. This program now
features 132-column display
mode support, using either
horizontal scrolling or special
132-column video display
boards. SmarTerm 125
includes all the features of

SmarTerm 100, plus
VT125 ReGIS graphic
support. SmarTerm 400
for emulation of Data
General Dasher 0100,
0200 and 0400

YOUR PC CAN BE YOUR
NEXT SMART TERMINAL.
SmarTerm software can make
your personal computer a lot
more intelligent than it really is

Our terminal emulators have the
features that do the job: Full
keyboard emulation. Multiple
setups. TTY mode. "Smart"
softkeys. Printer support.
Help screens. And a friendly
user manual.

Built-in text and binary file
transfer is powerful and simple
to use, and does not require

IN A WORLD
OF CHANGE,
THE SMART
GET SMARTERM'"

perSD/r
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IF YOU WANT your organization's public activities listed in BYTE's Event
Queue. we need to know about them at least four months in advance. Send
information about computer conferences. seminars. workshops. and courses
to BYTE. Event Queue. POB 372. Hancock. NH 03449.

January 1985

• DEVELOPMENT SEMI
NARS-Professional Devel
opment Seminars. various
sites throughout the u.s.
The Institute for Advanced
1echnology presents semi
nars in a variety of areas.
including data communi
cations. database manage
ment. software engineering.
CAD/CAM. personal com
puters. office automation.
and personnel management.
A catalog is available. Con
tact Institute for Advanced
Technology. 6003 Executive
Blvd .. RockVille. MD 20852.
(800) 638-6590: in Maryland.
(301) 468-8576.
January-February

• NETWORK TROUBLE
SHOOfING-A 1rouble
shooting Guide to Support
ing and Maintaining the
Data Communications Net
work. various sites through
out the u.s. This seminar
outlines a systematic ap
proach to network mainte
nance methods and proce
dures. presents specific
troubleshooting techniques.
and explains software tools.
For more information. con
tact Data-1ech Institute.
Lakeview Plaza. POB 2429.
Clifton. NJ 07015. (201)
478-5400. lanuary-February

• PROCESSING FUNDA
MENTALS-Fundamentals of
Data Processing for Adminis
trative Assistants and
Secretaries and Fundamen
tals of Information Process
ing for Nontechnical Ex
ecutives. various sites
throughout the u.S. 1\vo-day
seminars. Contact New York
University. School of Con
tinuing Education. Seminar
Center. 575 Madison Ave..
New York. NY 10022. (212)
580-5200. January-Mardi

E·V·E·N·T

• TECH. MANAGEMENT
SEMINARS-Technical and
Management Seminars for
Professionals. various sites
throughout the u.S. Major
topic areas include network
ing. system performance and
data management. and real
time applications design. A
catalog is available. Contact
Digital Equipment Corp..
Educational Services.
Seminar Programs BUO/E58.
12 Crosby Dr.. Bedford. MA
01730. (617) 276-4949
January-March

• INTENSIVE SEMINARS
Intensive Seminars for Pro
fessional Development. vari
ous locations in the Boston
metropolitan area. Syracuse.
NY. and Saddle Brook. NJ.
Computer. management. and
manufacturing seminars are
offered. A catalog is
available. Contact Kathy
Shaw. Office of Continuing
Education. Worcester Poly
technic Institute. Higgins
House. Worcester. MA
01609. (617) 793-5517.
January-june

• SME CONFERENCES,
EXPOS-Conferences and
Expositions from the Society
of Manufacturing Engineers.
various sites throughout the
U.S. For a calendar. contact
the Society of Manufacturing
Engineers. Public Relations
Department. One SME Dr..
POB 930. Dearborn. MI
48121. (313) 271-0777.
January-November

• BUSINESS COMMUNICA
TIONS-The Second Annual
Business Telecommunica-

Q·U·E·U·E

tions Exposition: BiifelCom
Northeast. Aspen Hotel
Manor. Parsippany. N/.
Seminars and product dis
plays. Preregistration is com
plimentary: SIO at the door.
Contact Michael C /.
Houston. T. E. G. Inc.. The
Exposition Group. 83
Barnegat Blvd., Barnegat. NJ
08005. (609) 698-7020.
January 16-18

• MEASUREMENT SCIENCE
Measurement Science Con
ference. Marriott Hotel.
Santa Clara. CA- 1echnical
sessions will explore such
topics as laser and optical
fiber metrology. time and
frequency measurements.
and the effects of data net
works on calibration. Ex
hibits and formal addresses
highlight this event. Registra
tion details are available
from Darlene Diven. Mea
surement Science Con
ference. POB 61344. Sunny
vale. CA 94088-1344. (408)
756-0270. January 17-18

• C WORKSHOP
C Programming Workshop.
Raleigh. NC Contact
Suzanne B. Battista. Plum
Hall Inc.. I Spruce Ave.. Car
diff. NJ 08232. (609)
927-3770. January 21-25

• IN-FLIGHT COMPUTING
EXPLORED-Meeting of the
Radio 1echnical Commission
for Aeronautics. Washington.
DC An industry committee
will look into the possible
effects that battery-operated
portable computers may
have on an airplane's naviga
tional equipment. The com-

mittee. called SC-156. meets
at 9:30 a.m. Contact the
Radio 1echnical Commission
for Aeronautics. Suite 500.
1425 K St. NW Washington.
DC 20005. January 22-23

• MICROS, COMMUNICA
TIONS, AND BUSINESS
Microspeak '85. San Fran
cisco. CA- This conference
will focus on ways to set up
a cost-effective microcom
puter communications sys
tem. The fee is S695. Con
tact Stephen ]. Schneider
man. Micro Communica
tions. 500 Howard St.. San
Francisco. CA 94105. (415)
397-1881. January 22-24

• SEMICONDUCTOR
EQUIPMENT, CONFERENCE
Advanced Semiconductor
Equipment Exposition and
Technical Conference. Con
vention Center. San Jose.
CA- Admission to the show
is free with preregistration.
Contact Joyce Estill. ASEE
'85 Show Manager. Cartlidge
& Associates Inc.. 1101
South Winchester Blvd.
#M259. San Jose. CA 95128.
(408) 554-6644.
January 22-24

• TECH CONFERENCE.
TUTORIALS-USENIX Asso
ciation Technical Conference
and Thtorials, Fairmont
Hotel. Dallas. TX. Contact
USENIX Conference Office.
POB 385. Sunset Beach. CA
90742. (213) 592-1381.
lal1uary 23-25

• COURSEWARE TIPS
Selecting and Evaluating In
structional Courseware.
Princeton. N/. This seminar
shows teachers how to iden
tify sources and the effec
tiveness of educational

(continued)
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"lbere's no magic to usiQg
yourpersonalcomputer for
data acquisition:' Fred Molinari, President

EVENT QUEUE

DATA TRANSLATION

• ADVANCED C TOPICS
Advanced C Topics Seminar.
Raleigh, NC. Contact
Suzanne B. Battista, Plum
Hall Inc.. I Spruce Ave..
Cardiff, Nj 08232, (609)
927-3770.
january 28-February I

instructional and administra
tive computing as well as
general conference sessions.
More than 130 companies
will exhibit. Contact the
Florida Department of Edu
cation. Educational Tech
nology Section. Knott
Building, Thllahassee, FL
32301. (904) 487-3104.
january 28-31

• LANGUAGE COURSES
Courses from The Micro-

• COMPUTER COURSES
Courses from Integrated
Computer Systems, various
sites throughout the U.S.
Among the courses to be
offered are "Digital Image
Processing" and "Modern
Pattern Recognition Sys
tems:' Course fees are 5945.
Contact Ruth Dordick. Inte
grated Computer Systems,
6305 Arizona Place. POB
45405. Los Angeles, CA
90045, (800) 421-8166: in
California. (800) 352-8251 or
(213) 417-8888: in Canada,
(800) 228-6788.
February-March

• GERMAN TRADE SHOW
Micro-Computer '85, Hall #4,
Fairgrounds, Frankfurt. West
Germany. More than 200
exhibitors of hardware, soft
ware, accessories. and ser
vices will display their
wares. Other features in
clude seminars, workshops,
and discussions. Contact Mr.
Philippe Hans, German
American Chamber of Com
merce, 21 st Floor. 666 Fifth
Ave.. New York, Y 10103.
(212) 974-8856
january 29-February 3

February 1985

courseware, how to evaluate
courseware. and how to
select and use courseware
directories, clearinghouses.
databases. and published re
views. Hands-on experience
is provided. The fee is 5125.
Contact Educational Testing
Service. Princeton, Nj 08541.
(609) 734-1108. january 24

• INSTRUCTIONAL COM
PUTING CONFERENCE
The 1985 Florida Instruc
tional Computing Con
ference, Sheraton 1\vin
Towers Convention Center
and Howard Johnson's
Florida Center Hotel.
Orlando. FL ThiS fifth an
nual conference will feature
more than 100 sessions on

• INFO ON TELECOMM
Finding Telecommunications
Information. AMFAC Hotel.
Burlingame, CA. This semi
nar explains how to find and
stay up-to-date with informa
tion on the telecommunica
tions industry. For seminar
details, contact Christopher
Sterling at (202) 676-8243.
For registration details. con
tact Phillips Publishing Inc..
Suite 1200 N. 7315 Wiscon
sin Ave.. Bethesda. MD
20814, (301) 986-0666
january 28-29

• FAULT-TOLERANT
DESIGN-Introduction to
Fault-Tolerant Microcom
puter Systems, Sheraton
Mockingbird Hotel. Dallas,
TX. This course introduces
attendees to various topics
in fault-tolerant computing.
including fault classification,
detection, diagnosis, and
recovery; error correction
and detection; micropro
cessor testing: and redun
dancy techniques. The fee is
5650. Contact William C.
Dries, University of Wis
consin-Extension, Depart
ment of Engineering & Ap
plied Science, 432 North
Lake St.. Madison. WI
53706, (800) 362-3020: in
Wisconsin, (608) 262-2061.
january 28-30
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X
APPLE II'"
TI PROFESSIONAL '"
OEC RAINBOW'"
COMPAQ '" Portable

IBM PC'"

Wortd Headquarters: Data Translation Inc., 100 locke Dr, Marlboro. MA 01752(617) 481·3700 TIl( 951·646
European Headquarters: Data TranslaliOn, lid ,430 Bath Rd , Slough, Berkshire S1I66B England (06286)
3412 Tile 849862.
In Canada: (416) 625 1907
IBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM. Apple It IS a registered trademark of Apple Computer Corp. TI Prafes
Sionalis a registered trademark of Texas Instruments. Inc, DEC Rainbow IS a registered trademark of Digital
EQUipment Corp COMPAQ IS a regIstered trademark of COMPAQ Computer Corp

There's no trick to it.
Just take your choice of our new

single board plug-ins and bring com
plete analog and digital I/O capabilities
to your personal
computer.

Whether you're
working in laboratory
research or indus
trial process con
trol, our single
boards can give you
measurement and
control capabilities
without having to
spend big bucks.

And who
knows that better
than the leading sup-
plier of low cost
data acquisition
boards, systems,
and software?

Our boards
include AID with programmable gain, DIA, digital I/O,
clock and direct memory access capabilities. With power
and performance to match your PC, our analog interfaces
provide 12 or 16-bit AID resolution and direct connection
for high or low level signal inputs.

And these boards just plug into the PC's backplane.
o messy external boxes or cables. User input connec

tions are simple with our compatible line of screw
terminal panels. Comprehensive

DATA ACQUISITION FOR PC'S user manuals wi~h
many prograrnrrung

examples get you
up and running fast.

So why look
any further? No other
analog I/O systems
can offer PC users
such quality, power
and performance for

such a reason
able price.

After all,
making data
acquisition easy
is what we're
all about.

And that's
no illusion.

Call
Data Translation is the leading supplier 0 (617) 481-3700,
personal computer hardware and software
for data acquisition and control.
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lnteracIIve Slructu'es Inc.
1~ Montgomery Avenue
IlaIa Cynwyd, PA 19004
Telephone: 12151667·1713

•
-text
-graphics

In any order'
0-,ShuffleBuffer™
- Has Random Access Printing . .. an IntellI

gent processor which stores phrases, pas
sages, entire letters, spreadsheets, graphics
and commands, then prints the Information
In whatever order you want, as many times as
you want.

• Has FIFO printing (first-In, flrst~ut) ... acts as a
reservoir, accepts data at computer speed,
prints on Its own, freeing the computer for
further tasks.

• Has BYPASS Printing . .. permits interruption of
long-term buffer operations for stralght-thru
short-term printing.

PWS
Data compression . .. expands memory stor
age to 4 times. Infinite copy capability. Slm·
pie erase feature to clear buffer. Compatible
with virtually any serial or parallel computer,
serial or parallel printer (letter quality or dot
matriX) as well as plotters and modems.

WRAP it all up with SHUFFLE/BUFFER!
Call or write for the dealer nearest you:

• SIMULATION AND
MODELING-Simulation and
Modeling with SIMSCRIPT
11.5. Westpark Hotel. Arling
ton. VA. This COl,Jrse serves
as an introduction to the
concepts of simulation and
model bUilding uS,ing SIM
SCRIPT 11.5. a programming
language tailored for simu
lation analysts. model
builders. engineers. and
computer scientists. The fee
is $850. Contact Ed Russell.
CAC!. 12011 San Vicente
Blvd .. Los Angeles. CA
90049. (213) 476-6511; on
the eastern seaboard. call
Carl Jaeckel. (215) 628-3701.
FebruariJ 4-8

Preston White Dr.. Reston.
VA 22091. (703) 620-8952
FebruariJ 4-6

• PROLOG INSTRUCTIONS
Prolog Workshop. New York
City. A hands-on program in
Prolog. running under UNIX.
Subjects covered include the
fundamentals of logic pro
gramming with Prolog. arti
ficial intelligence representa
tion techniques. and expert
system design. Participants
should be familiar with a
high-level language. Contact
Keith Eisenstark. Structured
Methods Inc.. 7 West 18th
St.. New York. NY 10011.
(212) 741-7720.
FebruariJ 4-7

• STRIDE TO FAIRE
Stride Faire '85. MGM Grand
Hotel/Casino. Reno. NV This
is the second annual tech
nical trade fair sponsored by
Stride Micro. formerly

(continued)

• MANUFACTURING EXPO
Florida Computer Manufac
turing Expo. Centroplex
Expo Center. Orlando. FL.
Hardware. software. periph
erals. and accessories will
be displayed. A seminar
program is planned. Contact
Great Southern Computer
Shows. POB 655. Jackson
ville. FL 32201. (904)
356-1044. FebruariJ 5-8

• AUTOMATED FACTORY
EXPLORED-Automated
Manufacturing. Don CeSar
Hotel. St. Petersburg. FL.
Contact Eleanor Bernet.
Frost & Sullivan Inc.. 106
Fulton St.. New York. NY
10038. (212) 233-1080
FebruariJ 4-5

• TECHNOLOGY AND THE
OFFICE-The 1985 Office
Automation Conference.
Georgia World Congress
Center. Atlanta. GA. The
theme for the sixth annual
Office Automation Con
ference is "Today's Partner
ship: People and Tech
nology:' More than 45
technical sessions are
planned. Full-conference
preregistration fees are
$100. which includes admis
sion to the exhibit area. Stu
dent. one-day. and exhibit
only rates are $10. $40. and
$30. respectively. Full
conference registration at
the door is $125. Contact
OAC '85. American Federa
tion of Information Process
ing Societies Inc.. 1899

Engine Company. Johannes
burg. Republic of South
Africa. Courses in UNIX. C.
and Pascal are offered. Con
tact Laurie Butgereit. The
MicroEngine Co. (Pty) Ltd..
POB 78992. Sandton. 2146.
Republic of South Africa.
(011) 789-1736.
FebruariJ-March

• SPECIAL EDUCATORS
Computers & Reading/Learn
ing Difficulties. Third Annual
Western States Conference.
Los Angeles. CA. Sixty pre
sentations and hands-on
workshops will explore the
use of computers in reading.
language arts. and learning
difficulties. Educational
materials will be exhibited.
Workshop fees are $55. and
conference fees are $55 and
$95. Contact Educational
Computer Conferences. 1070
Crows Nest Way. Richmond.
CA 94803. (415) 222-1249.
FebruariJ 1-2
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COMPETITIVE EDGE
P.O. BOX 556· PLYMOUTH, MI 48170. (313) 451-0665

LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS INC.
Thunder™ 186, 256K, 2-5" DRS, CCP/M-86 .
Thunder™ 186, 256K, 2-5", 10MB HD, CCP/M-86 .
Thunder™ 186, 512K, 2-5", 10MB HD, MCCP/M-86 .

ABOVE THUNDER SYSTEMS INCLUDE 8080 EMULATOR

LOP S-IOO-PC $2395. LOP S-IOO-PCTM 5495.
CompliPro@ and/or Macrotech Components

MT286/Z80H, 256K, 4 SERIAL, 2-8" DRS CCP/MTM 5095.
MT286/Z80H, 512K, 9 SERIAL, 1-8", 40MB HD, CCPM 7895.
2861287,8080 EM, 9 SERIAL, 1-8", 40MB HD, CCPM 8095.

TELETEK COMPONENTS CE INTEGRATED
Master/Slave Systems Single & Multi-User
Systemaster<!l II, 8M HZ Z80, Single Turbo 2-8" 2695.
Sysmas II, 8MHHZ Z80, Multi Turbo™ 10MB 1-8"
Two 6MHZ, 128K Slaves. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5595.
Systemaster<!l ,SBC-2™ Dual Slave, 1-8" 10MB TO 4595.

CIRCUIT BOARDS
CompuPf~@ TM TM
RAM 22 $995. RAM 23 -64K 308. RAM 23 -128K.539.
DISKIA™ 459. 2861287 1229. DISK3™ 525.
Jan. Only Special 2861287 CPU™ . . . 1229.

LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS
286 .... 1116. Hi-Speed DRAM 512K .... 876. 8086-1 .... 520.
LOP 72 .. 220. Thunder™ 186 CCP/M .. 1195. CCPMTM .. 280.

TELETEK
Systeml~ter<!l II .... 899. Systemaster@ 557. HDCTC™ 525.
SBC-I 6MHZ 128K 736.SBC-I-4-64K 525.SBC-2™ 837.
SBC 8086 8MHZ 1035. SBC 86/87 1195. CP/M@ 135.

Many Terminals, Printers & Software Packages Available
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE ON STOCK ON HAND

ALL PRICES ABOVE CASH PREPAID PRICES
Turbodos is a trademark of Software 2000 Inc. 286/287 CPU, RAM 22, RAM 23, Disk 1a. Disk
3 are either trademarks or registered trademarks of CompuPro\!l a Godbout Company. CP/M,
CCP/M 3fC either trademarks or registered trademarks of Digital Research Inc.
Thunder 186. Color Magic. LOP 72. are trademarks of LDP Inc. Syslemaster, Syslemasler II.
SBC-I, SBC-2 HDCTC are either trademarks or registered trademaeks of Tclctek Enterprises
Inc.

Inlroducing USER-PORTABILITY wilh lhe

lJir-tuillllJolumeIMiioilger-™ 1.0
The user's common link lo:

[MST':!DOS,PCTt:!DOS

(UNIX;N Xenix TN VVM ™ UCSD p-System® J
I

(CP/M® 2.2,3.0,86,68K J

VVM. the Virtual/Volume/Manager, 15 a screen-oriented directory
maintenance utility and working environment. Even If you don·t
need to De USER-PORTABLE, you'll st.lIlove ItS features:

• use IlS Il utility or visulll shell
• sprelldsheet-like file cursor
• full set of single-key directory commllnds

includes file viewing or directory chllnges
• multi-column or single column extended info
• simple mllcro commllnds
• full color support with user-defined schemes
• Microsoft®mouse support for PC-DOS version

AVllilllble PC-DOS, MS-DOS. $ 44. 95 *
NOW for: CP/M 86, UCSD p-System

Coming CP/M 2.2, 3.0, 68K
SOON for: UNIX, Xenix. UNIX work-Illikes

For
MicroT ASK. Inc. (919) 851-9045 MCIVISA
SUite 345, 6040-A SIX Forks Road, Raleigh, NC 27609
• Add $5.00 Shipping InSide USA. $15.00 outside USA ( payment Dy Dank

draft payaDle In the U.s. l. North Carolina reSIdents add 4.5% sales tax.
Payment Dy MClVISAfcheck/money order only. Dealers and OEM's call.

Tr8dem&rk~: VVM,Vlrtuel/Volume/Men&qer, MlcroTASK - MtcroTASK, tnc.;
MS,Xemx - Mlcro~oft CorporetJon; UNIX - Bell leboretone9;
PC - DOS - tote r net lonlll Bu:n ne" Meehl ne~ Cor paretlon.

Registered CPIM - 01g1tlll Research, Inc.; Mlcro:mft - Mlcro,oft Corporation;
Trademerks: UCSD p-Sy,tem - The Regenb of the University of (ellformll.

known as Sage Computer.
Contact Laura Smith. Stride
Micro. 4905 Energy Way.
Reno. NV 89502. (702)
322-6868 February 8-10

• SOFTWARE MANAGE
MENT CONTROL-Con
figuration Management of
Software Programs. San
Diego. CA. Intended to show
those working in software
management how to control
development. maintenance.
and operational costs.
Familiarity with MILrSTD
480. 483. and 490 is helpful.
but there is no prerequisite
for thiS course. The cost
is $730 Contact Stod
Cortelyou. Continuing Engi
neering Education. George
Washington University. Wash
ington. DC 20052. (800)
424-9773: in the District of
Columbia. (202) 676-8520
February 11-13

• NETWORK COM
PONENTS EXPLAINED
Data Communications Net
work Components. Atlanta.
GA. This course provides a
thorough overview of the
use. operation. applications.
and acquisition procedures
of 25 major communications
components. The fee is
$795. Contact Elaine Had
den Nicholas. Department of
Continuing Education.
Georgia Institute of 1ech
nology. Atlanta. GA 30332
0385. (404) 894-2547
February 12-14

• INTERACTIVE
INSTRUCTION-The Third
Conference on Interactive In
struction Delivery. Sheraton
Towers Hotel. Orlando. FL.
Contact the Society for Ap
plied Learning Technology.
50 Culpeper St.. Warrenton.
VA 22186. (703) 347-0055
February 13-15

• COMPUTERS FILL
EDUCATORS' TALL ORDER
The Fifth Annual Conference
of the Texas Computer Edu
cation Association. Hyatt
Regency Hotel. Austin. TX.

The theme for this con
ference is "New Directions
for Education Using Modern
Day Technology:' Contact
TCEA Conference. POB
2573. Austin. TX 78768
February 13-16

• PC SYMPOSIUM
The 1984 UNM Personal
Computer Symposium. Uni
versity of New Mexico. Albu
querque. The second annual
Personal Computer Sym
posium will feature exhibits.
seminars. and demonstra
tions of personal computer
systems of interest to
businesspeople. educators.
and professionals. Contact
the lau Beta Pi Honor Soci
ety. c/o Dr. Randy Truman.
Department of Mechanical
Engineering. University of.
New Mexico. Albuquerque.
NM 87131. (505) 277-6296.
February 15-16

• COCO CONVOCATION
Rainbowfest. Irvine Marriott.
Irvine. CA. A show for users
of the Radio Shack TRS-80
Color Computer. More than
50 exhibitors are expected.
Contact Falsoft Inc.. POB
385. Prospect. KY 40059,
(502) 228-4492
February J 5-17

• SOFTWARE UPDATE
The Second Annual Interna
tional Software Update.
Waiohai Resort Hotel. Kauai.
HI. An international lineup
of speakers will focus on
domestic and international
marketing concerns and
future trends in microcom
puter software. Attendance
is limited. Contact Raging
Bear Productions Inc.. Suite
175. 21 lamal Vista Dr.,
Corte Madera. CA 94925.
(800) 732-2300: in California.
(415) 924-1194 Februal] 16-20

• MICROS FOR
EDUCATORS-Association of
1eacher Educators National
Conference. Riviera Conven
tion and Resort Hotel. Las
Vegas. NY. Exhibits and

(continued)
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Softline Corporation
PO Box 729. Brooklyn. NY 11230

TELEX 421047 ATLN UI

THE PROFESSIONAL'S CHOICE

LOWEST PRICE GUARANTEEII
We will match current nationally
advertised prices on most products.
Call and compare.

TERMS:
Checks-allow 14 days loclear. Credit processing-add 3%. COD orders-cash, M.a. orcerlified
check-add $3.00. Shipping and handling UPS surface-add $3.00 per item (UPS Blue $6.00
per item). NY Slate Residents-add applicable sales la'. All prices subject 10 change.

FREE!
Diskette Library Case
... with your order. This attractive
case protects, indexes and stores
10 diskettes for quick retrieval.
Normally a $10 value, it is now
available FREE to Softline customers

WORD PROCESSING/ DATABASE SYSTEMS GRAPHICS/STATISTICS
EDITORS Alpha Data Base Abstat rEasywrlter II System 219 CO~daO~al~rr II r BPS Business Graphics 229

fancy font 159 299 Chartmaster 259
Final Word IB9 dBase II 279 DR Draw 199
Microsoft Word 239 dBase III 369 Energraphics w/Plotter 319
Microsoft Word/Mouse 299 DBplus 89 Execuvision 279
Multlmate 269 Friday 179 Fast Graphs 219
PeachTe,15000 199 InfoStar+ 289 Graphwrlter Combo

1
399

PfS: Write 95 ~?~~~n~,~~£nReport 1299 MS Chart 169
Samna Word III SCali

1
m PC Draw 279

Volkswrlter Delu,e r69 Powerbase PfS: Graph S 95
The Word Plus (OaSlsj 109 2uickCode 159 Sign master

r

99
Word Perfect (SSI) 249 :base 4000 269 Statpak-NWA 329
WordPlus-PC With The Boss pl9 TIM IV 249 Statpac-Walonlck 299
WordStar 219 Versaform 249 PROFESSIONALWordStar ProfeSSional

IWS/MMISS/S~ S279 lANGUAGES~UTll/T1ES DEVELOPMENT
WordStar Options ak Concurrent windows S219 Managemenf Edge SI69

IMMISS/SI) S189 Dlgllal Research Think Tank S129
XYWrite 11+ S229 CCompiler S219

DR Fortran 77 S219 HOME/PERSONAl FINANCE
SPREADSHEETS/ Lattice 'C' S299 Dollars and Sense SI19
INTEGRATED PACKAGES Microsoft CCompiler S309 finanCier II SI19

Aura 5 r29 MS BaSIC Compiler S249 Home Accountant Plus S 99
Eleclrlc Desk 229 MS fortran S239 Sunde,-CPA SI09
Framework 369 Norton Utrht,es S 59
Integrated 7 S339 HARDWARE'
Jack 2 S329 PROJEa MANAGEMENT PERIPHERAlS'
Lolus 1·2·3 p09 Harvard Prolect AST SIX Pack Plus 164kl S269
Muiliplan 135 Mananer S239 Quadboard (Okj SCali
Open Access F99 M,croso Prolect $169 Hayes 12DDB wllh
Smart Syslem 579 SCllor Prolect 5000 f99 Smartcom S399
SuperCalc 3 $219 VlSiSchedule 199 Hayes Smartmodem 1200 S489
~~r~~~~r r29 Keytronrc 5151 DLX S209269 ACCOUNTING MODULES
VISICalc IV 159 BPI Accountrng r IRMA S995

Hercules Graphics Board S349
COMMUNICATIONS/ IUS EasyBuSiness System 319 Epson FX-IOO Prlnler SCali

~~eAn ASCYCS~~~I;nfccounling 369PRODUalVlTY TOOLS 429 Comre, II Printer SCali
Crosslalk S119 Peachr,ak 4 (GL/AP/ARI 239 C Iloh Prowrlter SCali
Memory Shift S 79 Peach ree Accounting 299 Okidata 93A S689
Move It S109 Real World Accounting 469 Toshiba P1351 Printer SCali
Prokey 3.0 S 95 Star Accounti'f'l. Partner 64K Memory S 55
Relay S 99 (GLI API AR AYj 1249
Smarlcom II S109 Star Accounting Partner II 699 •Call for shrpprng.





Nowlast minutepresentations
canbemaGe from

yourpersonalcomputer:
Incolor. Inhouse. Inminutes.

Introducing Polaroid Palette.
Whether your presentation is in 30

minutes or 30 days, the new Polaroid
Palette Computer Image Recorder will
make it easier. Priced at under $1800'; it
lets you make Polaroid instant 35mm
slides or prints from personal
computer-generated data. Right at your
desk. So now you can create a presen
tation in minutes. Without sending out
for processing, paying premiums for
rush service or risking the security of
your confidential information.

Works with the graphics
packages ofthe mM PC or Xl;

DEC Rainbow, Apple lIe and 11+
as well as other pes.

The Polaroid Palette is designed to

work with many graphiCS software
packages. In fact, when using such
popular programs as Graphwriter,
Chart-Master, Sign-Master, DR Draw
and DR Graph, Palette can Virtually
double both the horizontal and vertical
resolution of your monitor. Plus, a
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"backfill" feature reduces raster lines
for a smoother, more finished appear
ance. The result-presentation quality
slides. On-the-spot.
Color 35mm slides, even from a

black and white CR'I
Think of it as an artist's palette. Be

cause Palette "paints" your graphs,
charts and text. You're choosing from
up to 72 colors. If you don't want red,
press a few keYS-it's green. And if
you're not the artistic-type, Polaroid
has developed a menu of color sets:
combinations of colors that have been
specially coordinated to complement
your presentations. And all of this is
yours, even ifyou have a black and
white monitor.

Lets you make last minute
changes or add

up-to-the-minute information.
The Polaroid Palette is the fast, con

venient, low-cost way to prepare slides
for your presentation. And perhaps

even more important, Palette allows
you to keep confidential information
confidential. You won't have to send
your work out to anyone again.

So why wait until the last minute to
find out about Polaroid Palette? Call
this roll-free number or return this
coupon. Because with Palette you'll
make your deadlines, in no time.
,----------------1
I For a demonstration, call loll-free, or mail the I

coupon to Polaroid Corp., E.1. Marketing, Dept. I
I 604, 5751echnologv Sq., Cambridge, MA 02139.

: CALL 1-800-225-1618 :
I 0 Send information. 0 Have represemative call. I
I~rn I
I Name Title I

I Company I

I Address :
II City Stme__ Zip__ I

I -Ielephone ( I

I PC make and model I
I I

:IiPolaroid :
L J

·Suggesled lisl price. Polaroid"
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~'''E''Ol' CO"I'IJTER
S""'.c"o~G".'.~'··

':~~;,:~rl;·.;~::~~~t~i~';"
CO"OI::~~~~p~~~~I~.o."

FR....DLY SERVICE AT A FRIENDLY PRICE

Friendly Computer Center, Inc...
1381 Coney Island Avenue Brooklyn New York 11230 EVENT QUEUE

fOR MAil OROfRS Sen(] Money Qreler Cerlrtred Check Mastercar(] VISA gladly accep1ed Mel eSllma1eel prrce lor
shrpprng handling andlr15urance Wf Will SHIP OROfRSAT THEADYfRTISfO PRICfS GUARANTEEOUNTI. JAN. 31. 1985

Apple '$ OJ u~g,sre'e<l rraaema'~ ot Apple CompuUH, rnc IBM tS a 'eg,sle,e<llradomark of Intern't,onal Business Milthrnes

• MAC IN SPOTLIGHT
MacWorld Exposition,
Brooks Hall. San Francisco.
CA. A hands-on festival of
Macintosh hardware. soft
ware, and peripherals. Con
tact World Expositions,
Mitch Hall Associates. POB
860, Westwood. MA 02090,
(617) 329-7466
February 21~23

• COMPUTING IN
AN ESTHESIA-Computing
in Anesthesia '85. The Third
International Seminar.

• BUSINESS GRAPHICS
Computer Business Graph
ics, Bonaventure Intercon
tinental Hotel. Fort lauder
dale, FL. Contact Carol
Every, Frost & Sullivan Inc.
106 Fulton St. New York.
NY 10038. (212) 233-1080.
February 20-23

• COMPUTER FAIRE
The Fourth Annual IEEE
Computer Faire. Huntsville,
AL. Sponsored by the In
stitute of Electrical and Elec
tronics Engineers Inc. For
complete information, con
tact Terry Mizell. POB 5188,
Huntsville, AL 35805, (205)
532-2036 February 22-23

• FARM AUTOMATION
Agri-Mation, Palmer House
Hotel. Chicago, IL. This con
ference and exposition will
focus on the role of automa
tion in agriculture. Contact
the Society of Manufacturing
Engineers, One SME Dr.
POB 930, Dearborn, MI
4812L (313) 271-1500
February 25-28

• COMPUTERS IN
EDUCATION-The Role of
the Computer in Education
5, Arlington Park Hilton,
Arlington Heights, IL. A
range of topics of interest to
educators will be presented.
Contact Rick Nelson, The
Role of the Computer in
Education 5, Micro-Ideas,
2701 Central Rd .. Glenview.
IL 60025, (312) 998-5065
February 20-22

• COMMUNICATIONS FOR
EXECS-Info/Central. O'Hare
Exposition Center, Chicago.
IL. ThiS show and con
ference on computers and
communications is tailored
to the needs of executives
and data-processing mana
gers. Mainframes. microcom
puters. telecommunications
systems, and micrographics
are a few of the areas to be
addressed. Contact the
Show Manager, Info/Central.
999 Summer St.. Stamford,
CT 06905, (203) 964-8287.
February 20-22

• MANAGE YOUR
COMPUTER-Managing
Computer Resources, Winter
green Learning Institute,
Wintergreen, VA. Focuses on
networking, system design,
performance evaluation, and
operational difficulties en
countered by managers and
executives. Rates include
lodging and ski-lift tickets
and vary from 5570 to 5769'
depending on accommoda
tions. Contact Dr. M. D.
Corcoran, Wintergreen
Learning Institute. POB 7.
Wintergreen, VA 22958,
(800) 325-2200: in Virginia,
(804) 325-1107
February 18-22

demonstrations of micro
computers, microcomputer
products, and communica
tions equipment will be
featured. Contact Peter C.
West. Learning Center. Col
lege of Education, Gabel
Hall 8, Northern Illinois
University, DeKalb. IL 60115,
(815) 753-1241
February 18-19

• DIGITAL USERS MEET
DECUS Canada Spring Sym
posium, L:HoteL Toronto,
Ontario, Canada. This sym
posium covers a variety of
topics of interest to Digital
computer users. Contact
Jeanne McNeish. DECUS,
100 Herzbug Rd, POB
13000, Kanata, Ontario K2K
2A6. Canada, (613) 592-511 I.
ext. 2782 February 19-22

3119
.. SS9
.11115

IBM

RX 100
FX 100
LO 1500

MONOCHROME PRO
PACKAG' $2249
• IHM" PC &4K
• 2-1lOK DS/DO DRI\I'>
• MONQ(TtROf\\! 1)1'

PLAY (AR[)

• 'v\()J'.,O(ljRO\.\1
MO/'.l lOR

lEIOING EDGE PC _ GILL

MONITORS
Princeton HX-12 Graphrcs 459.00
New Amdek Color 300 269.00
New Amdek Color 700-Ultra Hires
RGB 499.00
Amdek 310A 175.00
Com rex 5650 Hires 12
Green 89.00
GOfllia 12 Green 89.00

PRINTERS
Jukl-6100 369.00
Jukl-6300 CAll
Jukl-Tractor 6100 99DO
New Toshrba 1340 789DO
ToshIba 1351 1295.00

MOOEMS
Hayes 12006 16M 319.00
Hayes 1200 RS232 459DO
Ha yes 300 RS132 195.00

Mlcromoden liE wI
Soltware 235.00
New Hayes 2400 CAli
Racal-Vadtc 1200 EXT·RS·
232 41ll.00
Raca·Vadlc Inlernal wi George
Sottware 419,00
Compuselve Slanel Kit 28.95
The Soulce Staltel Kit 28.95
Grappler Buflerd Plus 16K
w/cable 149.00

FLOPPY OISCS
Verbatim Dataille w/Free Head
Cleaner and Storage Case
5 51 D Dbox 01 10 22_9~

DS /D D box of 10 29.95

AOD ON BOARDS
fOR IBM
AST SIX Pack Plus 249.00
Quadram Expanded Quadboard
w/64K 259.00
Hercules Graphics Board 319.00
He/cules Color Card w Parallel
PorI 179.00
Koala Speed Key System 149.00
Mouse Syslerns House w/Mouse
wfP C Paml and Menue 159.00
Hayden Saragon III Chess 34.90

Microsoft Flight Simulator 1137.90
Hayden Saragon III for Mac 39.90
De Base III 389.00
Framework 419.00
SYMPHONY Gill

A Software Implementation
within Your Product Hardware

DISK DRIVES-FOR IBM
Teac 1/1 ht DS/DD 149
Rana 2000 IBM 149

1\.1.\\ AI'PLI DUODlSII.
DRIVf W ~ XTFNDED 60
COLUMN CARD IN
STOCK-MACINTOSH (Al.l

NEWAPPLE lie $895

APPLE 11£' Entry System

Systems Strategies/Advanced Technology Division
Specialists in Data Communications Software

@
Systems Strategies Inc.

225 West 34th Street
New York, New York 10001

(212) 279-8400

APPLE

• 3270 SNA SDLC Emulation
• 3270 BSC Emulation
• 2780 3780 HASP Emulation
• X.25 Levels 1. 2. 3 Communication

You can purchase these "C Language packages with source code
and license to distribute In your hardware product. Each package is
available either "Port It YourseW With Instruction manual and training or
ported to your hardware by Systems Strategies' communications staff.

If you manufacture a computer system or a computer based product.
allow it to EMULATE COMMUNICATE by installing one or more of
Systems Strategies "C" Language based communication packages.

RX 80 219
RX 80 It 279
FX 80 359
JX 80 color 59Q
Titan 2 Board lor aX-l0

TOORn'ReALL (800) 258-5805 I 'OR 'N'ORMA"ON eALL

TOll;;;;o"o,o.," •.W'" .... - ••• ", I (718) 252-9737
~EJ Friendly Computer Center, Inc.

1381 Coney Island Avenue Brooklyn New York 11230
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EVENT QUEUE

were none.

.,..u IIfI'IUI "
Cuts Square Notch and '14 inch round

~ndex hole." For use with computers other
than those shown for-...-rgL

only $21.90* each

The list of already extinct animals
grows ... the great auk, the Texas gray
wolf, the Badlands bighorn, the sea mink,
the passenger pigeon ...

What happens if civilization
continues to slowly choke out wildlife
species by species?

Man cannot live on a planet unfit for
animals.

Joi~ an organization that's doing
something about preserving our
endangered species. Get involved. Write

the National Wildlife Federation,
Department 105, 1412 16th
Street, NW. Washington,
OC 20036.

It's not too late.

.'.IIUI IIfITf:II ,
Cuts Square Notch tor

Apple, II, II +, lie. lie, III,
, ;:: Franklin &Commodore.r 5)onl

Y~14.95: :ach

I • Certifies your "new" Disk 100% Error Free
• 469% FASTER THAN SIMILAR PROGRAMSI

• Removes Bad Sectors • Adds 36th Track
• Performs Disk Drive Speed Check
• Adds DOS and More only $24.95*

- SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE 
."••LE H'l'€11 I and DISK OPTIMIZER

* only $29.95 for BOTH *
On all orders add $2.00 for each ijem Postage &Handling ($5.00 each foreign P&H)

·Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

ORDER TODAY!
~ Toll Free 1-800-642-2536 EE
~ Florida 305-493-8355 (~~

• or send Check or Money Order to: V

."II'II£B ."'n'CII® CII;IU",TB,t ,..t"""CTS
4211 NW 75th TERRACE' DEPT. 86 • LAUDERHILL, FL 33319

And then
there

DOUBLES DISKETTE STORAGE SPACE!
REDUCES DISKETTE COST 50%!

Now! The back of sW' Diskettes can be used for
data storage even with single head disk drives.
• -.u 1ItfI'a@ Tools make it easy.
• Adds the Precise notch where it's needed.
• Doubles Diskette Space or Money Back!

• MICRO-AIDED MANAGE
MENT-Microcomputer
aided Maintenance Manage
ment System, Ramada Inn,
Airport. Milwaukee. WI. This
course is designed to show
how computers can help im
prove the maintenance func
tions of any organization.
The fee is $60 Contact Unik
Associates. 12545 West
Burleigh. Brookfield. WI
53005, {414j 782-5030.
February 27

March 1985

• MINI/MICRO
Mini/Micro Southeast-85.
Georgia World Conference
Center. Atlanta. A con
ference and exposition. Con
tact Electronic Conventions
Management. 8110 Airport
Blvd.. Los Angeles. CA
90045. (213) 772-2965
March 5-7

• COMPUTER. COMMUNI
CATIONS SECURITY
SECURICOM '85 The Third
World Congress on Com
puter and Communications
Security and Protection,
Palais des Festivals et des
Congres. Cannes, France.
Topic areas include elec
tronic banking security.
security implications of new
media. security within micro
computers and distributed
systems. Contact SEDEP, Ex
positions Department. 8.
Rue de la Michodiere.
75002. Paris. France: tel:
742 41 00: 1elex: 250303

(continued)

• FOSE SOFTWARE SHOW
Federal Office Systems Ex
position (FOSE) Software
'85. Convention Center.
Washington. DC. Four days
of workshops. symposia. and
exhibits of software. Contact
Rosalind Boesch. National
1rade Productions Inc.. Suite
400. 2111 Eisenhower Ave..
Alexandria. VA 22314. (800)
638-8510: in Virginia. (703)
683-8500. March 4-7

• AUTOMATION FOR
ELECTRON ICS-Automated
Design and Engineering for
Electronics. Anaheim Hilton
and Towers. Anaheim. CA.
This conference and exposi
tion covers the use of auto
mation in the design of elec
tronic circuitry. For further
details. contact Michael In
dovina. Cahners Exposition
Group. Cahners Plaza. 1350
East Touhy Ave.. POB 5060.
Des Plaines. IL 60018. (312)
299-9311.
February 26-28

• SHORT COURSE FOR
ENGINEERS-Dynamics on
Microcomputers. University
of Michigan-Dearborn. For
information. contact R. E.
Little. University of
Michigan. 4901 Evergreen
Rd .. Dearborn. MI 48128,
(313) 593-5241.
February 25-March I

• HIGH-TECH IN FOCUS
High.:Jech '85 Exhibit and
Seminar. Thunderbird Motel.
Bloomington. MN. More
than 100 manufacturers will
exhibit computer terminals.
peripherals. data-communi
cations equipment. and
digital test instruments. Ad
mission is free. Contact John
Bastys or Barb Mueller.
Countryman Associates Co..
1821 University Ave.. St.
Paul. MN 55104. (612)
645-91 51. February 26-27

Miramar-Sheraton. Santa
Monica. CA. Medical and
computer specialists will
describe their research and
use of computers in data ac
quisition and display. com
puterizeU monitoring. in
struction. education. data
base management. and
knowledge-based systems.
The registration fee is $300.
Contact Program Chairman.
Computing in Anesthesia
'85. Anesthesiology Educa
tional Foundation. Federal
Building. POB 24230. Los
Angeles. CA 90024. (213)
825-7561.
February 25-March I
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peripheral Networking Now
EVENT QUEUE

5520 Cherokee Avenue. Alexandria, VA 22312
(703) 642-9300 Telex 90-1860

-CP E) SYSTEMS, INC.--

" ~ ~ - ,-~._ ...
t-..-.ao .!,.!..!.~. _

•••••.........s- ... _ _ _ _ _

• EDUCATIONAL CON
FERENCE-The 1985 Micro
computers in Education
Conference, Arizona State
University. Tempe. The
theme is "Tomorrow's
Technology" Emphasis will
be placed on integrating
computer technology and
languages into the educa
tional environment. Contact
Donna Craighead, Payne
B47, Arizona State Universi
ty, College of Education,
Tempe AZ 85287. (602)
965-7363 March 13-15

• SIMULATION IN SUN
SHINE-The Eighteenth An
nual Simulation Symposium.
Tampa, FL. A forum for in
terchange of ideas, tech
niques, and applications
among those working in this
field Contact Alexander
Kran, IBM Corp.. East Fish
kill Facility, Hopewell Junc
tion, NY 12533
March 13-15

• COMPUTERS AND TELE
COMMUN ICATIONS
COMTEL '85 International
Computer and 1elecommuni
cations Conference, In
fomart, Dallas, TX. Contact
COMTEL '85, Suite 600,
13740 Midway Rd, Dallas.
TX 75244, (214) 458-7011.
March 18-20

• TECHNOLOGY AND
EDUCATION-The First An

Iwntinued)

• SCSI SEMINARS
Small Computer Systems
Interface (SCSI) Forum,
Houston, TX. Seminars and
exhibits of SCSI controllers
and related peripherals.
Contact Mr. J Molina, SCSI
Forum Ltd" POB 2625,
Pomona, CA 91768-2625.
March 12

ponent companies will ex
hibit products. Contact the
Show Manager, National
Design Engineering Show,
999 Summer St" Stamford,
CT 06905. (203) 964-0000
March 11-14

• SUGI CONFERENCE
The 1enth Annual SAS Users
Group International (SUGI)
Conference, Reno, NY.
Topics include capacity plan
ning and evaluation, systems
software. education, graph
ics, information systems, and
microcomputers, Contact
SAS Institute Inc" SAS Cir
cle, POB 8000, Cary, NC
27511. (919) 467-8000
March 10-13

PUBLIC X PARIS
March 6-8

• DESIGN SHOW
The 1985 National Design
Engineering Show, McCor
mick Place, Chicago, IL.
More than 600 CAD/CAM
system and electronic com-

• INDUSTRIAL AUTO
MATION-AUTOfECH Hong
Kong '85, Hong Kong. An
international conference on
industrial automation held
in conjunction with the First
Exhibition on Automation
Technology. The theme is
"Micros in Affordable Auto
mation-Creating New In
dustrial Opportunities for
All." Contact Hong Kong
Productivity Centre, 12th
Floor, World Commerce Cen
tre, Harbour City, II Canton
Rd .. 1Simshatsui, Kowloon,
Hong Kong: tel: 3-7235656
March 7-8

• CONFERENCE ON
SCIENCE-ACM Computer
Science Conference. Marriott
Hotel. New Orleans, LA. This
conference, sponsored by
the Association for Com
puting Machinery and a
number of college and uni
versity computer science
departments, features an
employment register, where
by job seekers can meet
prospective employers. Con
tact ACM Computer Science
Employment Register,
Department of Computer
Science, University of Pitts
burgh, POB 13526, Pitts
burgh. PA 15234
March 11-14ONLY $499

GliVE YOUR PC
T~liE PRIVACY
liT DESERVES
ENABLE YOUR
PERSONAL COMPUTER
TO PROTECT YOUR
SE SITlVE RECORDS
ELECTRONICALLY.
THE TED 551
DES CRYPTO MODULE
PLUGS INTO ANY
PERIPHERAL EXPANSION
BOARD.

Buy ASCI Intelligent Port Expanders

• Eliminate Manual Switching by Hemote
Control

• Improve Productivity and Heliability
• Share Printers. Modems or Plotters
• Expand Computers or Terminals
• Use Matrix Switching for Multiple Trans

mission or Security
• Supports Polling and Queing

INSTAl'.'T COMPATIBILny with new computer devices
and MAJOR OEM PRODUCrs:

Altos - Burroughs - Data General - DEC
H.P. - IBM - NCR - Northstar - Victor

and other key manufacturers.

Call 213-793-8979 to EXPAND YOUR SYSTEMS
TODAY.

k-Advanced Systems Concepts Inc.
435 N. Lake Ave.. Dept. BI

Pasadena. CA 9 I I 0 1
800-824-7080 Telex: 70 I 2 I 5
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Uersaform's new XL database isn't just promises-it's here now!
And it offers-YES, FOR ONLY $99-all the features you'd expect in
a database costing 4 times as much.

Accounting applications are Xl:s strength. Invoicing, purchasing, receiv
ables, and shipping almost create themselves as you design the forms
and XL transfers data between them. There's an Invoicing, AIR and Inven
tory application-source code included-in the package that shows how
it's done. The power's there. And unlike packaged accounting programs,
you can do them YOUR way.

VersaForm XL dBASE III' R·BASE 4000'

PRICE 99 695 495
STRUCTURED
LANGUAGE Y Y Y
MULTI·FILE Y Y Y
COLUMNS WITHIN
DATA RECORD Y N N
DATA ENTRY CHECKING BUILT·IN MUST WRITE PROGRAM BUILT·IN

ON·SCREEN CALC BUILT-IN MUST WRITE PROGRAM MUST WRITE PROGRAM

FORMS OUTPUT BUILT·IN MUST WRITE PROGRAM MUST WRITE PROGRAM
DATE ARITHMETIC Y N N
DATA TYPES DYNAMIC FIXED FIXED

COLUMN TOTAL OPERATOR Y N N

QUERY BY EXAMPLE Y N EXTRA

MAX FILE SIZE 4 MB OPEN OPEN

MAX RECORD SIZE 4000 4000 1530

"dBASE III IS a registered trademark. of Asrllon·Tate R BASE 4000 IS a trade:na r ", Of Mlcronm Ole

• Xl:s structured language can access multiple files. 48 built-in
functions give control of file access, printing, and user dialogues. You'll
develop transaction-based applications with an ease you've never
experienced before. And all at this unheard-of low price.

• VersaForm Xl:s unique form-oriented data structures let you easily set
up forms and ledgers-even those with columns! Application develop
ment is FAST, FAST, FAST. And since forms are the way that businesses
already store their data, the transition is smooth. That's why VersaForm
XL is so easy to operate even for high-turnover clerical people-it starts
from where they are now.

• Automatic data entry checking and on-screen calculation make trans
actions error-free. Stored print formats make output formatting a
snap-you can quickly match existing paper forms. VersaForm Xl:s
report generator is clear and intuitive. Designers can pre-install reports,

Inquiry 27

users can set up their own.
• Query-by-forms (at no extra cost) lets users go right to the data they

need. No query language to learn-forms are the natural language of
business.

Ironclad Money-Back Guarantee
Try VersaForm XL for 30 days. If you're not fully satisfied, return it. We'll
gladly refund your money.
Order now, and have the pleasure of using the right tool at the right price.
You can't lose!
VersaForm XL runs on IBM PC, Xl, AT and compatibles. Requires 192K,
two 360KB drives, DOS 2.0 or later. Hard disk recommended.
Standard VersaForm (single file, no language) available for 64K, 2-drive
Apple II or 128K IBM PC. $69.

VersaForm 'M~!
-=-=

Applied Sollware Technology 170 Knowles Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 370-2662

Yesl Rush me Versaform XL for the IBM PC ($99) _
Standard Versaform (Single file, no language) for the IBM PC ($69) _
Apple II (+,E,C) ($69)_

Credit card members can order by phone. -.

Toll-Free: 1·800·538·8157 ext 880
In California
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Iystems
• Appointment Scheduling
• Private Patient Billing
• Third Party Claim Form Preparation
• Medical Diagnostic Records
• Word Processing
• Continuous Financial History

Newword
Version 2
$249!

• OPTICAL STORAGE
TECHNIOUES-The Third
Annual Conference on Op
tical Storage of Documents
and Images. Shoreham
Hotel. Washington. DC. For
information. contact
Technology Opportunity
Conference. POB 14817. San
Fra ncisco. CA 94114-08\ 7.
1415) 626-1133 March 25-27

• WEST COAST FAIRE
The Tenth Annual West
Coast Faire. Moscone
Center. San Francisco. CA.
This is one of the largest
computer shows. Contact
Computer Faire Inc.. Suite
201. \81 Wells Ave. Newton
Falls. MA 02159. 1800)
826-2680: in Massachusetts.
16171965-8350
March 30-Apri{ 2 •

Fischer. Division of Continu
ing Education. University of
Delaware. Newark. DE
19716. (302) 451-8838.
March 21-22

• DATABASE SYMPOSIUM
The Fourth Annual ACM
SIGACT/SIGMOD Symposium
on Principles of Database
Systems. Portland. OR. This
conference covers develop
ments in the theoretical and
practical aspects of database
systems. Topics include the
application of artificial
intelligence techniques to
database systems. data
models. and data structures
for physical database im
plementation. Contact David
Maier. Department of Com
puter Science. Oregon Grad
Center. 19600 Northwest
Walker Rd .. Beaverton. OR
97006. March 25-27

• ELECTRONIC TRANS
FERS-The 1985 EIT Expo.
Fairmont Hotel. San Fran
cisco. CA. The annual con
vention and exposition of
the Electronic Funds 'Trans
fer Association. Contact the
EIT Association. Suite 800.
1029 Vermont Ave. NW.
Washington. DC 20005. (202)
783-3555 March 24-27

EVENT QUEUE

• AI FOR ROBOTS
Aircon 2: The Second
Annual International Con
ference on Artificial In
telligence for Robots. Stouf
fers Concourse in Crystal
City. Arlington. VA. ThiS con
ference is designed to pro
mote a dialogue between
experts and users of arti
ficial-intelligence systems.
The theme is "Toward in
telligent Robots: The Droids
Are Coming." Contact Cindy
Mega. liT Research Institute.
10 West 35th SI.. Chicago. IL
60616. (312) 567-4024
March 21-22

• ELEMENTARY
COMPUTING-University of
Delaware Second National
Conference: Computers and
Young Children. University
of Delaware. Newark. The
emphasis is on programs for
children 4 to 8 years old.
Contact Dr. Richard B.

• ROBOTICS TECHNOLOGY
UPDATE-The Second An
nual Robotic End Effectors:
Design and Applications
Seminar. Holiday Inn
LivoniaWest. Livonia. MI.
This seminar explores
robotic end effector tech
niques. sensors for tooling.
compliant devices. inter
changeable end-of-arm tool
ing devices. multihand tools.
and magnets for tooling.
More than 25 companies
will exhibit. Contact John
McEachran. Special Pro
grams Department. Society
of Manufacturing Engineers.
One SME Dr. POB 930.
Dearborn. MI 48121. (313)
271-1500. ext. 382
March 19-20

nual Conference on Tech
nologies in Education.
University of Arizona. Thc
son. This conference will
focus on the effective im
plementation of research in
educational technology. Con
tact Steve Louie. NACCIS.
Suite 125. 2200 East River
Rd. Thcson. AZ 85718. (602)
323-6144. March 18-20
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Installation Guide (includes user area listing)
• Mergeprint-including conditionals (if, then, else)
• Displays underline, bold & inverse on the screen'
• Microjustified printing on dot matrix printers
• Column mode-with a new column replace command!
• Unerase-delete a line by accident? Unerase it!
• Embedded ruler lines-change margins automatically

"Newword seems to have everything that WordStar"J +
MailMerge® has-and more."

Computers & Electronics-June 1984

AVAILABLE AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER,
OR SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
Newstar Software Inc. • send $249 for Newword

1601 Oak Park Blvd. • $3.00 shipping & handling I\E_W
PI t H'II CA 94523 • CA residents add sales tax
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THE JANUARY ISSUE OF BYTE begins what we hope is another banner year
for microcomputer enthusiasts. Artist Robert Tinney has restarted the per
sonal computing hourglass. depicting the inevitable flow of new products and
technology that will appear in 1985.

This month we offer an exceptional number and variety of feature articles
As in past January issues, we do not have a theme section; we take this op
portunity to publish twice the number of features. We'll return to our normal
theme format in February with a section dedicated to computing in the
sciences.

To start this month, Steve Ciarcia focuses on an analog topic: power sup
plies and their attendant problems If you've wanted a robust 12- to 13.2-V.
15-A power supply made from readily available components, check out Ciar
cia's Circuit Cellar

The pictures-versus-words user-interface debate is likely to continue for some
time, but Bill Benzon provides a strong argument for the Macintosh as a tool
for the visual brain in "The Visual Mind and the Macintosh."

Speaking of the Macintosh, Gregg Williams, senior technical editor, describes
the content and structure of Microsoft's latest version of BASIC for the Mac
in "Microsoft Macintosh BASIC Version 2.0:' And along with Rob Moore, Gregg
continues part 2 of "The Apple Story." which began in the December supple
ment. BYTE Guide to Apple PCs. Also continued from December is part 2 of
'An Introduction to Fiber Optics" by Richard Shuford, BYTE's special-projects
editor Richard discusses connections and networks of optical-fiber wavegUides.

If you've ever tried "computing in the dark," you'll find William Rynone's
"Uninterruptible Power Supplies" enlightening. While not intended to be com
prehensive, his article provides a comparison among some commercial units,
a do-it-yourself project. and some shopping tips.

New developments in VLSI enable Joseph Nadan to give 'A Glimpse into
Future Television" and describe how this technology is evolVing in parallel
with personal computers to bring television into the "information age:'

If you do decimal computations on large numbers, read 'Algorithms for a
Variable-Precision Calculator" by Paul Nilson. He uses a pseudocode to ex
plain the logic in his arithmetic algorithms.'

If you have an IBM PC and are interested in charting the frequency response
of your lease-breaker stereo system, read Vince Banes's "Audio-Frequency
Analyzer" construction article.

A difficult-to-read display based on coarse-resolution dot-matrix letters may
be a thing of the past. as described in "Font Design for Personal Worksta
tions" by Charles Bigelow.

In Bruce DAmbrosio's "Expert Systems-Myth or Reality?" he touches on
some of the capabilities and limitations of 'expert systems and the directions
in which researchers are heading.

We've quite a variety of topics in January, and we look forward to a variety
of editorial topics and themes in the remainder of 1985.

-Gene Smarte. Managing Editor
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C'I'A'R'C'I'~S C·I·R·C·{j·I·ll C·E·L·L·A·R

UNDERSTANDING
LINEAR POWER

SUPPLIES
BY STEVE CIARCIA

Proper design brings
simplicity and reliability

Sometimes it is the more
trivial aspects of elec
tronics that create the
greatest problems. With
all the concern about
16-bit versus 32-bit pro
cessors and multitasking

operating systems, who would think that a
simple linear power supply could cause the
demise of a company? Even with a board
of directors full of venture capitalists, it's
often too late when they look beyond their
spreadsheet projections and ask whether
the product they are financing actually
works.

While looking over someone's shoulder
is not my favorite consulting activity, I
recently was involved in such a situation.
One of the founders of a venture-capital
funded company was getting very nervous
because his engineering department was
seriously overdue on two products. Since
his responsibility was sales, and about
S800,OOO in pending orders was riding on
cost-effective delivery of these products, it
was no wonder that he was concerned. One
of the products was way over budget. and
the other seemed to have a "heat problem:'
My job was to determine if there was a
problem and help rectify it if possible.

The first product was a speec synthesizer
that attached to a parallel printer port. Its
problem was "engineering buzzword injec-

COPYRIGHT © 1985 STEVEN A CIARCIA ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

tion phenomenon." Inexperienced engi
neers try to impress management by de
signing microprocessors into products that
don't need them.

The synthesizer chip required parallel
data and a strobe. It signified that it needed
more data with a single ready line. Instead
of merely attaching the chip directly to the
printer port and pretending it was a printer
(attaching printer busy to the ready line).
the engineer had added a mask-pro
grammed microprocessor, external charac
ter-buffer memory ("In case the program
mer wanted it:' he said.), external program
memory (in case the mask-programmed
chips didn't arrive in time and they had to
use EPROMs lerasable programmable read
only memoriesJ), and a parallel port for the
synthesizer chip. Direct connection to the
printer port (without the microprocessor) af
forded a 75 percent cost reduction.

The second product. which I'll call E, was
a stand-alone speech-and-music synthesizer
board that communicated serially with the
host computer. To make a long story short.
I was called in to look at E after 5000 sets of

(continued)

Steve Ciarcia (pronounced "see-ARE-see-afJ") is an elec
tronics engineer and computer consultant with experience
in process control. digital design, nuclear instrumenta
tion, and product development. He is the author of
several books about electronics. You can write to him
at POB 582, Glastonbur,Y, CT 06033
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components and printed-circuit
boards had been purchased but
nothing had been shipped It was now
four months overdue.

I agreed on the basic design
method. Because of the data in serial
format and multiple peripheral chips,
this device did require a micropro
cessor. Unfortunately, it suffered from
another common ailment among in
experienced designers: "three
terminal-regulator narcosis:' This oc
curs when you read the manufac
turer's spec sheets on a three-terminal
regulator and use the information
without understanding it or the other
elements in the power supply.

My first experience with the E prod
uct almost burned my nose. I leaned
over an operating prototype to make
a closer inspection and sensed in
tense heat rising from the power
supply section According to the
designer, everything was within the
manufacturer's specifications. The
board needed + \2 and + 5 volts (V)
at 0.5 ampere (A), which was
regulated down from an 18-V (plus 10
percent ripple) rectifier output The
90 0 Celsius (C) case temperature was
"warm," but the engineer hotly con
tested that everything was okay. When
further queried about added heat
once the unit was enclosed, he
assured me that it still wouldn't ex
ceed the manufacturer's specified

limit of 1500 C (apparently he didn't
know the difference between junction
and case temperature).

I come from the school of design
that says, "If you can't touch it. you've
got big problems." Eventually, my
greatest fears were realized. E boards
were installed in ABS (acrylonitrile
butadiene-styrene) thermoformed
plastic cases and allowed to burn in
(aptly named) overnight When in
spected in the morning, the tops of
many cases had melted and de
formed. In addition, many of the
regulators had failed and were now in
operable. At this point the bad
design could not be hidden from the
venture capitalists. Even marketing
concurred. "We can't ship an incen
diary device to every kid with a
computer l "

LINEAR POWER SUPPLIES
Virtually all electronic equipment
operates on a DC power supply. This
DC voltage can come from a battery
or can be converted from an energy
source such as the AC power line. The
two commonly used conversion
methods are sWitching and linear.

The advent of easy-to-use three
terminal regulators has given de
signers a false sense of security.
Because of the wide operating limits
and built-in protection of many of
these monolithic regulators, brute

force and a rule-of-thumb design tech
nique can still result in functional
power supplies. It takes resourceful
and knowledgeable designers who
understand the interrelationships of
power-supply components to pro
duce efficient and cost-effective prod
ucts. In the case of E, larger heatsinks
or lower input voltages would have of
fered some after-the-fact relief. Some
better understanding of linear power
supplies and a bit of initial computa
tion would have resulted in a ship
pable design in the first place,
however.

My Circuit Cellar projects range
from the esoteric to the instructive. I
do, however, presume that the
builders of these projects have a cer
tain level of basic understanding and
that many hours of construction won't
go up in smoke because of a poorly
designed power supply. This recent
experience has made me hesitate to
be quite so presumptuous, and I will
now add linear power supplies to my
periodic tutorial subject list (with
speech synthesis, home control. etc.).

This month I'll go back to basics and
analyze the construction of linear
power supplies I'll describe trans
former selection, input-filter design,
regulator selection and connection,
heatsinking, and layout I will par
ticularly emphasize the filter. heatsink
ing, and layout Most articles seem to
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Figure I: Three single-phase transformer-rectifier configurations.
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components and not theoretical ex
amples. it is important to note that dif
ferent output voltages will be pro
duced from bridge and center-tap cir
cuits. even though they may start with
the same secondary potential. If you
observe a full-wave rectifier output on
an oscilloscope. you will note a period
of nonconduction at every zero cross
ing. Real diodes have an intrinsic
voltage drop across them and dis
sipate power. For most low-current ap
plications. this threshold voltage is
about 0.6 V. At 5 A or more it is closer
to 1.1 V.

Depending upon the configuration.
one or two diode drops may be be
tween the transformer and the filter
capacitor. (Figure 2 shows the current
flow through a bridge rectifier.) The
voltage regulator requires a certain
minimum DC input level to maintain
a constant output voltage. Should the
applied voltage drop below this point.
output stability can be severely de-

(continued)

RECTIFIER CAPACITOR FILTER

I
I
I
f\f\
\T\

TRANSFORMER

I
I
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I
I
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f\f\
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120VACO----r ~
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Figure 2: The current flow through a full-wave bridge. TWo diodes are conducting
current at anyone time. They present a voltage drop of I Veach.

Figure 3: The block diagram of a filtered power supply

center-tap circuit dissipates less
power. requires less space. and is
potentially more economical than the
bridge because it uses only two (as
opposed to four) rectifier diodes.
Using only two diodes. it has a lower
impedance than a bridge circuit. How
ever. for the same DC output voltage.
the diodes must have twice the PIV
(peak inverse voltage) rating. And
since diodes are inexpensive. there is
less real economy in using center-tap
transformers. Their selection often
results more from finding available
transformers with the proper second
ary voltages for a particular appli
cation.

A 120-V AC RMS (root mean square)
sine wave is applied to the primary
winding of the transformer. A similar
lower-voltage waveform is produced
at the secondary windings. This AC
output voltage is then applied to a
full-wave bridge rectifier of the form
described in figure I.

Since we are dealing with actual

overlook these items while they
discuss various regulator configura
tions. If. after building a supply from
such a slanted article. the end product
is in thermal shutdown most of the
time because of naive filter design.
you are better off reading comic
books. I believe that the construction
of power supplies isn't difficult. but
perhaps no one has ever described
how to do it. Hopefully. the process
will become easy after reading this
article.

STARTING WITH THE BASICS
Generally speaking. a basic single
phase linear power supply consists of
little more than a transformer. rec
tifier. and filter. Where it is necessary
to accurately maintain the output
potential. a voltage-regulator circuit is
added. More precisely. the four com- .
ponents function as follows:

I. A transformer isolates the supply
from the power line and reduces the
input voltage (120 or 220 V AC) into
usable low-voltage AC.
2. A rectifier converts the AC to a DC
waveform and satisfies the charg
ing-current demands of the filter
capacitor.
3. A filter capacitor maintains a suffi
cient voltage level between charging
cycles to satisfy the minimum voltage
requirements of either the load direct
ly or a voltage regulator attached to
the load.
4. A regulator maintains a specific out
put voltage over various combina
tions of input voltage and load.

The three basic forms of single
phase transformer-filter circuits are
half-wave. full-wave bridge. and full
wave center-tap. The terms "half
wave" and "full-wave" refer to the AC
input waveform. In a half-wave circuit.
only half of the 360-degree input
voltage is applied to the load. In a full
wave circuit. the full -360 degrees is
usable. Figure I shows their configura
tions and relationships.

The first consideration to be made
in the transformer choice is the type
of circuit configuration: full-wave
center-tap or full-wave bridge. The
half-wave rectifier is generally used
only for low-current or high-frequency
applications since it requires twice the
filter capacitance to maintain the
same ripple as a full-wave rectifier.

Both the center-tap and bridge con
figurations have their own merits. The
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Figure 4: The components of peak voltage. Vp.o•. are the steady-state voltage. Vc.
and the ripple voltage. V,iPpl•.

-1 '''j'''ZVVVVl
VpEAK Vc

o VOLTS _! !-------------------
VPEAK = VRIPPLE + Vc

graded Where efficient low-dissipa
tion designs are involved. these diode
drops can be significant. In full-wave
bridge designs. two diodes are in
series at all times. The 2.2-V loss
through the bridge is an important
consideration that should be reflected
in the calculations.

To smooth the rectifier output and
help maintain a minimum input level
to the voltage regulator. a filter
capacitor is used (see figure 3) When
the diodes are conducting. the
capacitor stores enough energy to
maintain the minimum voltage until
the next charging cycle With a 60-Hz
transformer and a full-wave rectifier.
the charging cycle has a frequency of
120 Hz. The capacitor must charge up
in 8.3 milliseconds (ms) and maintain
a sufficient level until the next charg
ing cycle. 8.3 ms later.

The peak-to-peak magnitude of this
periodic charge/discharge cycle is
called the ripple voltage (V,ippl.). The
highest level of voltage including the
ripple is called peak voltage (VP.o.)'
Shown in figure 4. the ripple voltage
should never be more than \0 percent
of the steady-state voltage (Ve ): Ve

should never be less than the mini
mum input required by the regulator.
Selecting the values of these com
ponents requires some calculation.

LEARNING BY DOING
The best way to understand the inter
relationships of the components in a
linear power supply is to design one.
For purposes of this discussion. let us
design a whopping 12-to 13.2-V 15-A
supply using LM338K regulators.

This choice is not arbitrary. Most ar
ticles on linear power supplies pre
sent low-current circuits that are
relatively idiot-proof. At such low cur
rents. simple rule-of-thumb practice is
acceptable. It is only at high power
levels that design knowledge. layout

principles. and proper component
selection are mandatory. Somewhere
in between the 5-watt (W) bench sup
ply you build from an article for hob
byists and the 198W supply we will
discuss is a gray area where experi
menters who rely on luck and rule of
thumb will be out of one or both.

I am presenting such a big supply
for another reason. For quite some
time I've been receiving letters regard
ing uninterruptible power supplies
While I can't guarantee that I can
design one that is more cost-effective
than a commercial unit. I intend to in
vestigate the options. To aid in this
task. I need a high-current DC supply
for the initial experiments. Rather than
dragging in car batteries (a "12N" car
battery actually produces 13.2 V) and
chargers. I thought I'd build a high
current supply that demonstrates
something for this project and can be
put to good use later.

198 WATTS!
You might think that specifying the
transformer's secondary voltage
would be the first consideration when
bUilding a power supply. Yes and no.
While it is important. the choice of
components in a power supply is in
terrelated. Too great an emphasis on
one component over another can
greatly influence cost and perfor
mance. The approximate secondary
voltage can be determined by certain
logical rules. but the exact require
ments are deduced only by a
thorough analysis that begins at the
final power-supply output voltage and
proceeds backward. In practice. the
advantages gained in laborious trans
former calculations are of benefit only
to those designers capable of speci
fying custom-wound transformers.
The majority of designers will have to
rely upon readily acquired trans
formers with standard output volt-

ages. For greatest efficiency. the stan
dard voltage should be as close to the
calculated value as possible.

Given an understanding of the basic
filter components at this stage. we can
proceed to the case at hand: a 13.2-V
15-A supply. The regulator. which I'll
discuss later. uses the LM338K chip.
These units are variable-voltage out
put devices. in contrast to fixed
voltage output devices such as the
LM340T-5 (5 V) or 7812 (12 V) For
them to properly operate over a
temperature from 0 to 70°C the in
put voltage to the LM338K must be
3 V greater than the output set point.
(Fixed-voltage output regulators by
contrast can suffice with a 2- to 2. 5-V
difference.) To be on the safe side. I
always plan a minimum of 3.5 V. If this
I/O (input/output) differential is less
than 3 V. regulation becomes un
stable. For a 13.2-V output. therefore.
Ve has to be at least 16.7 V. For a 5V
output. Ve should be 8.5 V minimum.
(Too much input voltage creates a dif
ferent problem Any Vour - V in dif
ference greater than 3 V simply
generates heat and should also be
aVOided.)

Whatever the magnitude of Vp.o.

and V';ppl•. Ve must not drop below
16.7 V or the regulator may not work.
If this supply. which operates at 115-V
AC input. is to still function at 105 V
AC we must make sure that Ve is
16.7 V at 105 V AC The 8.5 percent
voltage rise to 115 V AC however. will
make Ve \8.2 V (and 20.5 Vat 130 V
AC) Going much above these values.
while still satisfying the input criteria.
will increase power dissipation sub
stantially.

Thus far. we have calculated or
assumed the following at 25°C and
115-V AC input:

Ve = regulator input voltage at
115 V AC = 18.2 V

V';ppl. = 10 percent of Ve max-
imum = 1.8 V

V p•o • = V e + V,iPpl. = 20 V
lour = output current = I 5 A
Vmr = voltage drop across diode

bridge = 2.2 V (two diodes)

CHOOSING THE TRANSFORMER
We have determined the voltage
drops across the various components
and the minimum regulator input
voltage. These values can be used to
calculate the required RMS secondary
output voltage as follows:
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SIZING THE FILTER CAPACITOR
When the supply is turned on, a 120
Hz rectifier output is applied to the

Vsec = 16 V AC
V ree , = 2.2 V
V peok = (V,.. x 1.414) - V ree , = 20.4 V
Ve = 18.6 V
Vripple = 1.8 V
R, = transformer secondary

resistance and resistance of
connecting wires = 0.1 ohm

In practice, 15-A I 5. 70-V trans
formers aren't 'available off the shelf,
but many 15- and 18V units are avail
able. While 16 V is the proper trans
former secondary-winding selection,
15- and 18-V 10-A transformers will
work fine if you can live with 10 A
rather than 15 A. (One of these is part
number F-62U from Triad-Utrad, 1124
East Franklin St.. POB 1147, Hunting
ton, IN 46750.) The 15V unit will not
give complete operation to 105 V AC
however. and the 18V transformer will
increase power dissipation in the
regulator by \2.5 percent. (I don't
recommend using 25.2V center-tap
transformers.)

I don't like presenting an optimized
design and then apologizing for not
taking my own advice. The calcula
tions might seem a bit rigged when
you find that I just happened to use
a 16-V 15-A transformer to complete
this project. I have to confess that I
had it custom wound to meet the ap
plication. While I don't expect the
average experimenter to resort to
such expensive tactics, when I build
a piece of test equipment. I want
reliable and consistent operation. The
final transformer secondary winding
is 16 V AC at 15 A. and the secondary
resistance is 0.04 ohm. (A 2-A 18-V
center-tap transformer such as the
Radio Shack 273-1515A by contrast is
about 0.6 ohm.) With the additional
wiring and connections between the
transformer and the bridge, the
source resistance is about 0.1 ohm.

Using a 16-V transformer, the true,
as opposed to calculated, voltage
levels are

CHOOSING THE BRIDGE
RECTIFIER
The four considerations when choos
ing a bridge rectifier are surge current.
continuous current. PIV rating, and
power dissipation. These parameters
are generally ignored in rule-of-thumb
designs because the 3- and 10-A
diode bridges (which are generally
available, coincidentally) have ratings

R,

20.4/(IT

204 A

Vpeak

I su.rge =

consistent operation.

The time constant of the capacitor is

7 = (Rs) (C)

(0.1) (0075000)

7.5 ms

Generally speaking, power surges
will not damage the bridge if the
surge is less than its surge-current
rating and if the time constant. 7, is
less than 8.33 ms, which it is. A readily
available bridge rectifier that fits the
bill is the Motorola MDA990-2, which
is rated at 30 A continuous and 300
A surge. Its PIV rating is 100 V. which
is significantly in excess of our 22.6-V
secondary peak.

One final consideration on the
bridge is power dissipation Since
diodes exhibit voltage drops when
current flows through them, they
dissipate power just as the regulators
do. The rule of thumb says that if lou,
is 15 A and V ree, is 2.2 V. power dis
sipation (PD) is 33 W Such a high
value would suggest the need for a
heatsink.

A possibility exists, however, that
(continued)

piece of test
equipment, I want
reliable and

that protect against bad designs. With
I 5-A power supplies, however. we
should take nothing for granted.
These specifications are not inconse
quential and must be considered.

When a power supply is first turned
on, the filter is totally discharged and
for an instant appears as a dead short
to the diode bridge. In this condition,
the only thing that limits the current
flowing through the bridge is the
resistance in the secondary windings
and the connecting wires. This sudden
inrush is called surge current and is
computed as follows:

When I build a

(15) (0.00833)

(1.8)

0.069417 F

C =

or

capacitor. The capacitor is large
enough so that it can supply the full
load current with only a negligible
drop. If the capacitor is very near
peak when the next charging cycle oc
curs, as would be the case with light
loads and large capacitors, the diodes
conduct for a very short time. The
exact time during which the capacitor
supplies current is fixed by the per
missible peak-to-peak ripple voltage.
This time:

Tconduc'ion = (BI180) (8.33) ms

where () = 190 + arcsin(VclVpeok)I
degrees.

For ripple voltages equivalent to 10
percent of Vpeak, the filter-capacitor
conduction time is 7.14 ms rather than
8.33 ms. For simplicity, however. it is
often assumed that the capacitor
must carry current for the full half
cycle and 8.33 ms is used in the
calculations. The capacitor value is
chosen as follows:

C = (TelV ripple) I

where C = capacitance in farads (F)
= ?, I = continuous output current =
15 A. Te = charging time of capacitor
= 8.3 3 ms, and V ripple = allowable rip
ple voltage = 1.8 V Plugging in the
values:

= 69,000 microfarads
(J.tF)

In the nearest commercial value, C
= 75,000 J.tF at 25 V Generally avail
able commercial electrolytic capaci
tors have a tolerance of + 50 percent
and - 10 percent. I chose to use a
General Electric 86F543 75,000-J.tF
25V (Vpeak is 20 V) unit. but any
capacitor of similar size will work. The
ripple-current rating on capacitors of
this size is also adequate.

Ve + Vripple + V ree ,

18.2 + 1.8 + 2.2

1.414

15.70 V AC

V sec, rms
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7812

GNO

30V >VIN >14.5V O.~~}£F

/I
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Figure 5: A typical +12V fixed-voltage output regulator.

01
IN4002

(0.075 F) (1.8 V)

(1.19 ms)

113.4 A

To this you add the output current
of 15 A: Ip = 128.4 A peak. This trans
lates to a peak power dissipation of

I =p

VOUT
l.2-32V

+

120n. 02
IN4002

OUT

5K

IN

>---~~-------l""'------->--------L'> GNO

+

Figure 6: A typical variable-voltage three-terminal regulator.

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
Once the filter section is configured,
our next consideration is the voltage
regulator. All linear regulators per
form the same task: convert a given
DC input voltage into a specific,

128.4 x 2.2

282.5 W peak!

However, this occurs for each pair of
diodes for only 1.19 out of 16.6 ms,
and the average power becomes

(282.5) x (1.19/16.6)

PO = 20.25 W average

Twenty watts isn't much. Simply
mounting the bridge to the metal
power-supply enclosure should pro
vide enough cooling. To know for
sure, however. look up the bridge's
rated junction temperature, keep the
PO value in mind, and calculate the
cooling requirements when we get to
heatsinking

5K

5K

5K

0.1 n.

0.1n.

OUT

OUT

L..:0;..:U..c.T_"'O."'In.__.....--L..> 4.5V TO 25V
r 15AMPS

3 150

IN
+

IN

IN

VIN' '>--.....----....,
32<VIN> 7.5

Figure 7: A 15-A multiple regulator
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stable, DC output voltage and main
tain it over wide variations of input
voltage and output load.

Entire books have been written on
regulation circuits, and I think the sub
ject material is adequate. The best
sources are, in fact the data manuals
from the regulator-chip manufac
turers. These manuals specify the I/O
voltages and other specifications im
portant to the power-supply designer.
(Rather than go into tt:te history and
successive milestones in regulator
evolution, I'm going to presume that
you know a lot about this and want
me to quickly get back to building a
real supply.)

Three-terminal regulators come as
fixed- or variable-voltage output
devices (fixed-voltage output regula
tors can be configured to provide vari
able-voltage outputs). A typical + 12-V
fixed-voltage output regulator is
shown in figure 5. The regulator has
three terminals: in. out and ground
reference. In a 7812 regulator, V out 

V in should be 2.5 V; therefore, Vc

should be 14.5 V for proper opera
tion. The maximum input disregard
ing power dissipation as a limiting fac
tor. is 30 V.

If you want a 13.2-V supply, you
would substitute a variable-voltage
three-terminal regulator such as the
LM338K shown in figure 6. Here, the

three terminals become in, out and
voltage adjust. A potentiometer in the
adjust line sets a reference level to the
chip that determines its output
voltage. This circuit also contains
diodes to protect the regulator.

While manufacturers would like you
to think otherwise, three-terminal
regulators are not indestructible and
can fail. One source of failure is the
discharge of external capacitors
through the regulator. For example, if
the regulator output is shorted, C2
will discharge through the voltage
adjust pin. A diode, 02, diverts the
current around the regulator protect
ing it. If the input is shorted, CI can
discharge through the output of the
regulator, possibly destroying it.
Diode 01 shunts the current around
the regulator, protecting it. While such
protection is merely insurance on
hefty devices such as the LM338K, it
is a necessity on lower-current
regulators.

The LM338K can be adjusted for
outputs from 1.2 to 32 V at 5 A. and
devices can be paralleled to provide
increased output current. Figure 7
outlines a circuit composed of three
LM338Ks configured as a 15-A
regulator that will satisfy the regula
tion requirements of the supply we
are building With a Vc input of 18.6 V
at II 5-V AC input the supply is adjust-

Three..terminal
regulators have been
known to fail.
able from about 4.5 to 15.6 V. Figure
8 is the final schematic of the unit.

LAVOUTlslMPORTANT
Three-terminal regulators employ
wideband transistors to, optimize
response. Unfortunately, stray capac
itance and line inductance caused by
poor layout can introduce oscillations
and unstable operation into these cir
cuits. Keeping lead lengths short as
shown in photo I, and adding exter
nal bypass capacitors will limit the
problems caused by the regulator.
Builder-introduced problems are an
other matter entirely.

Figure 9 illustrates a typical three
terminal-regulator supply layout in
cluding the areas that can cause prob
lems. All wires and connections within
a power supply have resistance. In the
case of high-current supplies such as
ours, small resistances can introduce
major errors. For example. a O.I-ohm
resistance at 15 A drops 1.5 V. Heavy
wire should be used, and it is impor-

(continued)

lOA
115VAC AC

16VAC MDA980-2
@ 15A 25-AMP

BRIDGE

75.0001'F
30VDC

O.ln

O.ln

'" COMMON HEATSINK

AC

NOTES, LM33Bs ARE MOUNTED ON A COMMON HEATSINK

FAN IS CONTROLLED BY 130°F THERMOSTATIC
SWITCH ATTACHED TO HEATS INK

OP AMP SHOULD BE LOW-OFFSET TYPE LM308
OR EOUIVALENT ONLY,

MOST PARTS ARE AVAILABLE FROM
JDR MICRODEVICES. 1224 SOUTH BASCOM AVE..
SAN JOSE. CA 9512B, (8001538-5000 OR

JOHN J. MESHNA. JR. INC" 19 ALLERTON ST"
LYNN, MA 01904. (617) 595-2275

lOon

220pF

O.W

4.7K

lOOI'F
25VDC

4.7K

L- .......-----.......- ......-----'~ _{:=> GND

Figure 8: A 12- to 13.2-V 15-A power supply that uses readily available components.
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tant to separate the charging-current
and the output-current paths.

As demonstrated in figure 9. im
proper placement of the input capac
itor can induce unwanted ripple on
the output voltage. This occurs when
the charging current to the filter
capacitor influences the common
ground or voltage-adjustment line of
the regulator. As previously men
tioned. the peak currents in the filter
circuit are in excess of 100 A. The
voltage drop across R2' will cause the
output to fluctuate as if the voltage
trim were being adjusted.

The output-current loop is also
susceptible to layout. In a three
terminal fixed-voltage output regula
tor. the output voltage is referenced
between the output pin and the com
mon line of the chip Because the load

current flows through R2'. R3'. and
R4' before reaching R,ood . there may
not be the correct voltage across the
load due to accumulated voltage
drops in the wiring. Also. while points
Band C are both ground. they are at
different voltages depending upon
the resistance of and the current flow
ing through R3'. Similarly. resistance
R4' in the output lines continually
reduces the output voltage as the cur
rent increases. This serves to negate
the purpose of the regulator.

Figure lOis a diagram of the proper
layout. In the layout. all high-current
paths should use heavy wire to
minimize resistance. and the input
filter and output-load circuits are ef
fectively separated. Most important.
the wires from the transformer go
directly to the bridge and then to the

filter capacitor. Power to the rest of
the circuit should come directly from
the terminals of the capacitor and not
from any point between the bridge
and the capacitor. The result is two
sets of wires (input from the bridge
and output to the regulator) con
nected to the capacitor-but it is ab
solutely necessary. Mixing current
paths is the most common problem
in experimenter-built supplies.

The last layout consideration is the
concept of a single-point ground. One
point in the power supply must be
designated as the ground. and the
ground connections of the other cir
cuit sections are connected to it. In
practical terms. this is often just a
metal strip or busbar called a ground
bus. There should be virtually no
measurable voltage between any two
points on this bus. Don't be afraid to
use thick wire'

Figure 9: Sources of layout-induced errors in a typical three-terminal-regulator
power supply.

Photo I: Short leads in the regulator sections limit noise pickup and add to overall
stability In my prototype. I connected the op amp and other discrete components
directly to the regulators on the bottom side of the heatsink.

HEATSINKING
The final consideration is heatsinking.
Generally speaking. linear power sup
plies. while easy to build. are grossly
inefficient. A 45 percent-efficient
design is good (the usual range is 40
to 55 percent) Before you start think
ing of this as both a 5- and 15-Y 15-A
supply. remember the old saying.
"what goes in. comes out." With a
16-V,m$ 15-A input. we are putting in
16 x 1.414 x 15 = 339 Wand taking
out 5 V x 15 A = 75 W. The other
264 W is dissipated in heat. Power is
simply Vou'- Yin times the current. If
you are going to want a 5-Y supply.
you should not start with aVe of
18.6 V but rather something like 9 V
(The best transformerlfilter for a 5-V
supply is an 18-V center-tap configura
tion) In the 13.2-V supply we are
building. the maximum power dissipa
tion is

PDmox = ((Vc + V'ippj2) - Vou,) x (Iou,)

((186 + 1.8/2) - 13.2) x 15

94.5 W

For linear supplies of this
magnitude. 95 W is relatively cooL
Nonetheless. it must be dissipated
properly through a device called a
heatsink. as shown in photo 2.

Basically. the entire process of
calculating factors such as dissipation.
temperature rise. and junction tem
peratures is to determine a quan
titative value of absorbable power for
a given set of physical conditions. For

R4'

B

R2'

c

~OUT r ~
VOUT1IREGI} RLOAO I

VOUT

ILOAO I

R3' ..---JR I'

II
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PO = 5 W
Rjc = 4°C/W (from the manufacturer)
Tj = 125°C maximum for lD-220

package
T. = 50°C ambient
Rcs = 10C/W insulator with heatsink

grease

We use the equation for PO to solve
for Rs.:

(1 + 0.28)

A

I LOAO

A 3-inch piece of Thermalloy part
number 6560 has a 0.70°C/W Rs•

(continued)

0.99°C/W

or 37.5 W. The minimum Rs • is as
follows. Given:

PO = 37.5 W
Rjc = I.O°C/W
Tj = 125°C
T. = 40°C
Res = 0.28°C/W (anodized washer

and heatsink grease)

The Rs• minimum is thus

125 - 40

37.5

REGULATOR

ILOAO IS HIGH-CURRENT PATH
IREG IS LOW-CURRENT PATH
ION IS HIGH-CURRENT PATH

TRANSFORMER RECTIFIER

I
II VOUT

'------=---=-----..------"'t:J
SINGLE POINTJ:

GROUND FOR ALL
CIRCUIT

CONNECTIONS

put. Therefore:

Rs • = 50/12 = 4.16°C/W

The 62998 is more than adequate for
the task and will. in fact. heat up only
4.16 x 5 = 20.8°C over ambient in
this example.

Getting back to the supply we are
building, the minimum power dissipa
tion is at maximum output voltage
and vice versa. If the supply will be
used in the range of 12 to 14 V. the
heatsinking must accommodate the
worst-case conditions. When the out
put is set for 12 V. the power. dis
sipated in the regulator section will be
112.5 W (at 15 A). Each of the three
regulators will be dissipating 112.5/3

Figure 10: The proper power-supply layout.

- (4 + 1)
125 - 50

5

where Tj the maximum junction
temperature as stated by the semi
conductor manufacturer (0C), T. =

ambient temperature (0C), Rjc = ther
mal resistance from junction to case
of semiconductor (oC/W), Rcs = ther
mal resistance through the interface
between the semiconductor case and
the heatsink (oC/W), and R,. = ther
mal resistance from heatsink to am
bient air (OC/W).

The best way to understand this is
to look at an example. First. we have
a 7805T in a lD-220 case that is dis
sipating 5 W. and we select the proper
heatsink. Given:

a predetermined rise in heatsink
temperature, you will be able to cal
culate the maximum power dissipa
tion of the circuit to maintain that limit
or, vice versa, to calculate the junction
and heatsink temperatures given the
input power.

Heatsink ratings and heat transfer
through component mountings are
stated in terms of thermal resistance:
0C/w. For a particular application, it
is necessary to determine the thermal
resistance that a cooler must have to
maintain a junction temperature that
sustains adequate semiconductor per
formance. The basic relationship is

.!IT
PO = I:Rs

where PO = power dissipated in the
semiconductor, .!lT = difference in
temperature between ambient and
the heatsink, and I:Rs = the sum of
the thermal resistances of the heat
flow path across which .!IT exists. In
elaboration:

PO =

Rs • = 10°C/W

Thermalloy part number 62998 has a
50° rise in temperature for a 12W in-

Photo 2: Any high-current linear power supply needs large heatsinks to carry away
the heat dissipated in the regulators. When more than one regulator is to be mounted
on the same heatsink, special insulated mounting kits must be used.
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Inquiry 241

To receive a complete list of Ciarcia's Cir
cuit Cellar project kits, circle 100 on the
reader-service inquiry card at the back
of the magazine.

supplies have a definite place in our
world of electronics.

I don't expect venture capitalists to
get excited about power-supply
design, but the next time the words
"meltdown" and "incendiary" are
mentioned, I know a few who will be
listening more closely.

CIRCUIT CELLAR FEEDBACK
This month's feedback begins on
page 413.

NEXT MONTH
Steve will be building a low-cost serial
EPROM programmer _

This article is dedicated to Kram Nurtam and
the E product. May that great heatsink in the
sky cool any thoughts he might have of
designing another linear power supply.

Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous
Circuit Cellar articles. Most of these past ar
ticles are available in reprint books from
BYTE Books, McGraw-Hili Book Company.
POB 400, Hightstown. NJ 08250.

Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume I covers articles
that appeared in BYTE from September 1977
through November 1978. Volume II covers
December 1978 through lune 1980. Volume
III covers July 1980 through December 1981.
Volume IV covers January 1982 through lune
1983.

Photo 3: The completed power supply has little extra internal space. You'll
notice that the filter capacitor has two sets of connecting wires to conform to the
layout guidelines I've described. While the heatsink is sized properly for ambient
air installations, I have added a fan to compensate for the insulating effect of the
enclosure. To limit noise, the fan is controlled by a 130°F thermostat attached to
the heatsink The thermostat turns on the fan only when necessary

IN CONCWSION
The product failure described in the
beginning was not a result of mis
understanding three-terminal-regula
tor specifications but instead ig
norance of the supporting circuitry. I
could have discussed a lot more, but
much of it relates to experience, and
it might sound as if I were a propo
nent of rule-of-thumb design. Instead,
I would hope that you no longer take
linear power supplies for granted.
Even in today's VLSI (very-large-scale
integration) world we continue to de
pend on tried-and-true, even if some
what ancient. designs. Linear power

value. It would operate satisfactorily
for an individual LM338K. A 7-inch
piece of the same material would
have an effective Rsa of 042 °C/W

To accommodate the full 125 W
forced-air cooling is recommended.
From the data I have at hand, it ap
pears that Rsa is reduced approxi
mately by half with 600-cubic-feet-per
minute forced convection. With a fan
on the heatsink, 112.5 W should be
adequately dissipated while maintain
ing a low ambient temperature within
the supply case. Photo 3 shows the
complete supply with fan. I added a
130°F thermostatic switch on the
heatsink to turn on the fan only when
needed.
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Make room for a new assistant.



Introducing the IBM PC
Engineering/Scientmc Series.

It puts answers on your desktop.
The IBM Personal Computer Engineeringl

Scientific Series is an unusually flexible and talented
assistant.

As you can see from the box (Ill the right, you can
select exactly the workstation you need from a set of
compatible engineering and scientific enhancements
to the IBM Personal Computer Family. Configure
an IBM Personal Computer to help with product
design, perform numerical analysis, or monitor and
control laboratory experiments.

For the reasonable cost of IBM PC/ES Series
enhancements to an IBM Personal Computer, you
can do jobs that traditionaJly demanded time on a
mainframe. Display data and plot results as they
happen. Control both the business and technical
sides of your job from one compact workstation.

And if you want host or networking communica
tions, the IBM Personal Computer has the right
connections.

Advanced color graphics.

The IBM PC/ES Series is designed to make a
graphic impression in jobs ranging from computer
aided design applications and image processing to
business presentations.
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The IBM PC Professional Graphics Display can
make even good results look better with a 640 x 480
screen and up to 256 simultaneous colors available
from a palette of 4,096. An advanced anti-glare
screen makes the Professional Graphics Display easy
to work with and easy on your eyes.

The IBM PC Professional Graphics Controller's
onboard 8088 processor can help improve produc
tivity by speeding throughput of even the most
sophisticated graphics projects. The graphics firm
ware support, resident on the adapter, includes 2D
and 3D graphics primitives, programmable display
lists, and a definable character set to help make your
graphics work more creative.

And there's an emulation mode that gives you
immediate access to the entire range of graphics
programs already written for the IBM Personal
Computer.

Productive programming
environment.

IBM PC/ES Series layered graphics software is
geared for increased programming productivity.

It supports a 32K x 32K addressable point data
base, and includes high-level graphics subroutines
that are consistent with the Draft ISO and ANSI
GKS Standards.

The IBM PC Graphics Development Toolkit
provides a device-independent programming envi·
ronment to help simplify graphics programming
tasks. Device independence also helps promote

program longevity, since your graphics appli
cations can be programmed to interface with
future generations of graphics devices.

IBM Personal Compuler AT with
t,'ngineering/Scientific Series

cumponents.

Little Tramp character licensed by Bubbles Inc., s.a.
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Precise high -speed computation.

IBM PC Professional FORTRAN by Ryan
McFarland Corporation-a full ANSI 77 implemen
tation plus enhancements-gives your applications
optimized performance on the IBM Personal
Computer.

Professional FORTRAN helps you get precise
results when you want them, without unnecessary
use of valuable mainframe time.

It enables you to begin work immediately on large
or small host programs or to recompile existing
FORTRAN programs to run on an IBM PC with
Engineering/Scientific enhancements. And Profes
sional FORTRAN allows you to utilize all the IBM
PC/ES Series graphics development tools in your
desktop application work.

Accurate instrumentation.
The IBM PC/ES Series gives you a single point of

control for a laboratory full of work.
You can control and monitor laboratory or indus

trial processes, automated electronic testing, and the
status of ongoing experiments via the IBM PC Data
Acquisition and Control Adapter. Programming
support provides flexible high-level and low-level
language interfaces. Powerful built-in diagnostics
make installation of the Data Acquisition and
Control Adapter quick and easy.

A single half-size IBM PC
General Purpose Interface Bus
Adapter lets you interactively
control instruments as diverse as
plotters and spectrum analyzers
through application program
ming. High-level and low-level
language access makes it easy
to plot and display data.
Menu -driven supporting
software includes a versa
ti Ie hardware configurator
to aid in installation.

~
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IBM Personal Computer Engineering/Scientific
Series Components

Processors
IBM Personal Computer AT
IBM Personal Computer XT
IBM Personal Computer with expansion unit

Color Graphics Hardware
IBM Personal Computer Professional Graphics Display
IBM Personal Computer Professional Graphics Controller

Color Graphics Software
IBM Personal Computer Graphical Kernel System
IBM Personal Computer Graphical File System
IBM Personal Computer Plotting System
IBM Personal Computer Graphics Terminal Emulator
IBM Personal Computer Graphics Development Toolkit

High - Speed Computation
IBM Personal Computer Professional FORTRAN

Instrumentation/Data Acquisition
IBM Personal Computer Data Acquisition and

Control Adapter
IBM Personal Computer Data Acquisition and

Control Adapter Distribution Panel
IBM Personal Computer Data Acquisition and

Control Adapter Programming Support
IBM Personal Computer General Purpose Interface

Bus Adapter
IBM Personal Computer General Purpose Interface

Bus Adapter Programming Support

Complete the equation.
This assistant is ready to start work immediately.

There are over 350 independently developed engi-
neering and scientific application
programs - plus many IBM
Personal Computer business pack
ages-available today for the
affordable IBM PC/ES Series.

For information about the IBM
PC Engineering/Scientific Series or
to order a catalog of available

engineering/scientific programs,
see your authorized IBM

Personal Computer dealer,
IBM Product Center, or IBM
marketing representative.
For a store near you, call
1-800-447-4700. In Alaska
and Hawaii, 1-800-447-0890.

IBM Persunal Computer with
Expansion Unit and
Engineering/Scientific Series
components.
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GoWEN
CoMMON

Ilsp

Your~ to Artificial Intelligence

mM
Personal

Computer

Gold Hill Computers brings the language of
Artificial Intelligence to Your Personal Computet:
You know you want to do more with
Artificial Intelligence. Two problems
have held you back: the expense of
the hardware and the scarcity of LISP
programmers. But no longer. GOLDEN
COMMO Llsp® makes it possible for
you to learn and use LISP on your per
sonal computer. You will know the ex
citement of expert systems, intelligent
data access, and smart programs.

COMMON LISP is the new LIsp stan
dard developed by researchers from
universities and corporations such as
CMU, MIT, Stanford, UC Berkeley,
Digital, LMI, Symbolics, and Texas
Instrumef'.ts. GOLDEN COMMON LIsp is
the right LISP for you because it is
based on COMMON LIsp. Programs you
develop using GOLDEN COMMON LISP
on your personal computer will run
in the COMMON LISP environments of
larger, more expensive machines.

With GOLDEN COMMON LISP, every
programmer becomes a LISP pro
grammer. GOLDEN COMMO LIsp comes
with the LISP Explorer;" an interactive
instructional system developed by
Patrick H. Winston and San Marco
Associates. The San Marco LISP
Explorer guides you through the steps
of LISP programming and makes the
full range of LISP'S power accessible to
both novices and experienced pro
grammers. The new second edition of
the classic LISP textbook by Winston
and Horn is also included.

GOLDE COMMON LISP comes com
plete with the intelligent GMACS

Address

Card t Expiration Date

sR

/ /
Today's Date

Eu

Name

Phone

I I
GOLDEN ICOMMON $495.00

LtSP

SubtOlal
MA residenlS add 5% Sales Tax

Total Amount

Signature
Quantity Description Unit Price Total Price

ORDER GCLlsP TODAY using
the coupon below. Or call our
Customer Service Department at:

OrganiZ3(ion

(617) 492-2071

Type of computer
o Enclosed is a check to Gold Hill

Computers for GCLISP.
o Please bill my 0 MasterCard 0 VISA card.

/ /

r----------l
I Gold Hill Computers BlO-84

Customer ServICe I
163 Harvard Street
Cambridge, MA 02139 I

I

University purchasers should inquire about
our educational discount. YJle pay shipping
on all credit card and pre· paid orders
within the United States.
o Please send me more information

L about GCLtSP. J
----------

L

editor (based on EMACS), on-line
documentation of all LIsp and GMACS
functions, a comprehensive user
manual, and program debugging
tools. In short, GOLDEN COMMO LISP
comes with everything you need to
program in LISP. Features of GOLDE
COMMON LISP for advanced users
include co-routines for multitasking,
macros for code clarity, streams for
I/O, closures for object-centered
programming, and multiple-value
returning functions for efficiency.
GOLDEN COMMON LIsp-the intelligent
path to Artificial Intelligence.

GOLDEN COMMON LISP (GCLIsp'")
requires an IBM PC, PC XT, or IBM PC
compatible running PC-DOS 2.0.
512K bytes of memory are recom
mended for program development.
A version of GCLlSP for the DEC
Rainbow is also available. The
package includes:
• an intelligent GMACS editor
• program development tools
• the San Marco LIsp Explorer
• the new 2nd edition of LISP by

Winston and Horn
• the COMMON LISP Reference

Manual by Guy Steele
• on-line documentation of all

GCLlsP and GMACS functions
• the GOLDEN COMMON LISP Users'

Guide and Reference Manual

oLoG
163 Harvard Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

GOLDEN COMMON LISP is a registered trademark of Gold Hill Computers. GCLlsP is a trademark of Gold Hill Computers. The LISP Explorer is a trademark ofSan
Marco Associates. LISP is copyrighted by Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc. The COMMON LISP Reference Manual is copyrighted by Digital Equipment

Corporation. Rainbow is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.
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BY BILL BENZON

THE VISUAL
MIND AND THE
MACINTOSH

MacPaint
provides a tool
for thinking

ILLUSTRATED BY WILLIAM LOW

L
ate in 1974 Ed Roberts and
Eddie Curry. principals in Micro
Instrumentation and 'Telemetry

(MITS). designed and began market
ing a microcomputer kit. That kit was
featured in the January 1975 issue of
Popular Electronics and the rest. as they
say. is history.

In my opinion. the Apple Macintosh
is the most significant microcomputer
since that original MITS kit. but its im
portance hasn't been adequately ex
plained. The Mac is user friendly, but
even more important is what lies
beyond that user-friendly interface
MacPaint.

MacPaint provides visual power. It

is fun to use-you can zap the mouse
around, draw a zillion rectangles in a
minute. put four reflecting planes in
the drawing space, and create amaz
ing symmetrical designs with mere
flicks of the wrist. Why is this impor
tant? As figure I indicates, one hemi
sphere of the brain is more or less
verbal while the other is more or less
visual (see reference I). The Macin
tosh is a tool for the visual brain.

The Mac allows us to do fascinating
things with typography. We can crank
out bar charts, pie charts, and line
graphs. We can do maps 50 ways from
Sunday and play with line drawings to
our hearts' content. But we can also
think visually and relate visuals to ver
bals with a facility not readily available
before.

The Macintosh is a tool for thinking.
1b understand the implications of this
statement. we need to know some-

- thing about the thinking process. In
this article I hope to discuss thinking
in a way that will make the signifi
cance of the Macintosh more obvious.
Consequently, most of this article is
specifically about thinking and only
indirectly about the Macintosh.

VISUAL THINKING
The anecdotal literature on creativity
is full of stories about great thinkers
who work in images. Consider the

(continued)

Bill Benzon (umguage, Literature, and Com
munication, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
1l'oy, NY 1218 I) holds a Ph.D. in English
from State University of New York at Buf
falo. He has done research on cognitive science
and literary theory and has held a fellowship
with NASA to work on astrategic computing
plan. Bill also does consulting and freelano
writing.
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Figure I: The left or verbal side and the right or visual side of the human brain. The
tree is a McPic image. (McPic is a product of Magnum Software. 21115 Devonshire
St .. Ste. 337. Chatsworth. CA 91311. (818) 700-0510).

following passage from a letter by
Albert Einstein (see reference 2):

The psychical entities which seem
to serve as elements in thought are
certain signs and more or less clear
images which can be "voluntarily"
reproduced and combined.... The
above mentioned elements are. in
my case. of visual and some of
muscular type. Conventional words
or other signs have to be sought for
laboriously only in a secondary
stage. when the mentioned associa
tive play is sufficiently established
and can be reproduced at will.

Thus it seems Einstein's primary
mode of thought was not words or
even mathematical symbols. He
thought in images and then translated
those image-born insights into verbal
or mathematical form.

Or consider Watson and Crick and
the double helix. Why did they actual
ly build a three-dimensional model of

THE VISUAL MIND

the helix while they were working up
the basic ideas (see reference 31?
Because however important visual
thinking is. it is difficult to hold an im
age in your mind and work with it
especially if it is a three-dimensional
shape. But if you can externalize the
image and make a model as Watson
and Crick did. then working with it
becomes easier.

Writing and drawing provide exter
nal support for thought. Writing sup
ports the work of the verbal brain.
Learning the mechanics of writing
how to form the letters or use a key
board-is relatively easy. and once
that is out of the way. you can go on
to the tough stuff-writing things that
make sense and may be beautiful as
well. However. images. whether two
or three-dimensional. are different.
Becoming proficient in the mere
mechanics of freehand draWing-for
example. drawing a picture of a horse

By making it easy for
you to create images
and work with them,
the Macintosh can
help you to think.
that looks more like a horse than like
a camel or a rabbit-is difficult. 1ech
nical drawing is easier but it is still
more difficult than writing.

By making it easy for us to create
images and work with them. the
Macintosh can help us to think.
Perhaps our society will create a pool
of images for thinking comparable to
our pool of proverbs and stories. We
have a large number of proverbs and
countless stories. such as Aesop's
fables. which we learn and use for
thinking. We apply these proverbs
and fables to situations that arise and
from that we get some idea of how
to act. Why not have a pool of images
that we can use in the same way?
What I have in mind can best be il
lustrated by an example. It is called
the gestalt switch.

THE GESTALT SWITCH
In 1962 Thomas Kuhn published a
book on the nature of scientific revo
lutions that set off bombshells in the
academic world (see reference 4). For
example. Kuhn was interested in how
Copernicus's heliocentric model of the
solar system replaced Ptolemy's geo
centric model. how Newtonian mechan
ics replaced Aristotelian mechanics.
and how Newtonian mechanics was
then replaced by relativistic and quan
tum mechanics. You would think that
as more observations came in and
older theories didn't hold up. they
would be replaced by newer ones.
However. in the case of Copernicus's
heliocentric model. the old theory fit
the available data better than the new
one.

Kuhn's conclusion is a bit compli
(continued)
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How many long unproductive hours
have you spent "in line" for your simula
tion? Well, no more. MICROCAP and
MICROLOGIC can put you on line by
turning your PC into a productive and
cost-effective engineering workstation.

Both of these sophisticated engineering
tools provide you with quick and efficient
solutions to your simulation problems.
And here's how.

MICROCAP:
Your Analog Solution

MICROCAP is an interactive analog
circuit drawing and simulation system.
It allows you to sketch a circuit diagram
right on the CRT screen, then run an AC,
DC, or Transient analysis. While pro
viding you with libraries for defined
models of bipolar and MOS devices,
Opamps, transformers, diodes, and much
more, MICROCAP also includes features
not even found in SPICE.

MICROCAP II lets you be even more
productive. As an advanced version, it
employs sparse matrix techniques for
faster simulation speed and larger net-

"Typical MICROCAP Transient Analysis"

works. In addition, you get even more
advanced· device models, worst case capa
bilities, temperature stepping, Fourier
analysis, and macro capability.

MICROLOGIC:
Your Digital Solution

MICROLOGIC provides you with a
similar interactive drawing and analysis
environment for digital work. Using
standard PC hardware, you can create
logic diagrams of up to 9 pages with each
containing up to 200 gates. The system
automatically creates the netIist required
for a timing simulation and will handle
networks of up to 1800 gates. It provides
you with libraries for 36 user-defined
basic gate types, 36 data channels of 256
bits each, 10 user-defined clock wave
forms, and up to 50 macros in each net
work. MICROLOGIC produces
high-resolution timing diagrams showing
selected waveforms and associated
delays, glitches, and spikes-just like the
real thing.

"Typical MICROLOGIC Diagram"

Reviewers Love
These Solutions

Regarding MICROCAP ... "A highly
recommended analog design program"
(PC Tech)ournal 3/84). "A valuable tool
for circuit designers" (Personal Software
Magazine 11183).

Regarding MICROLOGIC ... "An effi
cient design system that does what it is
supposed to do at a reasonable price"
(Byte 4/84).

MICROCAP and MICROLOGIC are
available for the Apple II (64k), IBM PC
(128k), and HP-150 computers and priced
at 5475 and 5450 respectively. Demo
versions are available for 575.

MICROCAP II is available for the
Macintosh, IBM PC (256k), and HP-150
systems and is priced at 5895. Demo
versions are available for 5100.

Demo prices are credited to the
purchase price of the actual system.

Now, to get on line, call or write today!

Spectrum Software
1021 S. Wolfe Road, Dept. B
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 738-4387
Inquiry 328



cated but the basic point can be
made rather easily with an image. The
upper image in figure 2 shows one of
those ambiguous pictures from fresh
man psychology textbooks. Is it a pic
ture of two men facing each other or
is it a vase? You can see it either way,
and you can switch back and forth be
tween the two interpretations easily.

Kuhn concluded that scientific data,
observations, and hard empirical facts
are like this drawing. Before they have
meaning, they must be interpreted by
a theory; different theories describe
them in different ways and lead to dif
ferent expectations about future ob
servations. In other words, if you see
the ambiguous image as two men,
you will talk about noses. lips, and
chins and expect to find shoulders
and arms beneath them. But if you
see it as a vase, you will refer to the
base, the rim, and the constriction in
the middle and expect to see it on a
tabletop or a shelf.

Now. imagine that you give two peo
ple in two different rooms copies of
this ambiguous figure. You tell one
that it's a picture of two men and the
other that it's a vase. If you give these
people a phone and let them talk to
one another. how long will it take
them to discover they are talking
about the same drawing? After all.
one is talking about noses and chins
while the other is discussing rims and
bases. That. says Kuhn. is the problem
between scientists with different
theories about the same data: they
live in different intellectual worlds.

Of course these two people would
communicate better if they described
the image in terms of. for example,
pixels Why can't scientists do the
same? Science isn't as simple as this
visual analogy might lead you to
believe. Like all analogies, this one is
limited; it won't take you all the way,
but it gives you a good start.

The original ambiguous figure was
created by a school of psychologists
interested in perception. They be
lieved that we see images whole. not
just as the sum of individual parts.
and so they talked of gestalt (a German
word meaning "whole") psychology
The phenomenon of switching back
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THE VISUAL MIND

Figure 2: Till' gestalt switc!i The
drawing at the top is ambiguous: you can
see it as either two men facing one
another or as a vase. You can emphasize
I'ither one of these interpretations by
changing the drawing as shown in the
middle and at the bottom

and forth from one interpretation of
a visual image to another has come
to be known as the gestalt switch and
the ambiguous figures that evoke this
switch are useful things to think with.
They are the visual equivalent of a
proverb or a fable.

We all have our own visual proverbs
but we don't think of them as such.
Our society doesn't gather them
together and pass them on like it does
verbal proverbs and fables, partly
because images are more difficult to
reproduce and distribute than words.
lalking is easy, but drawing requires
that you have proper materials and
skills, which aren't always at hand.
Words are easy and inexpensive to
print. but images are more difficult
and therefore more costly

Images are much easier to create
and distribute through the Macin
tosh's graphics facilities. You can ex
change printouts or disks or send the
images through computer networks.
As this power becomes available to
more people. you may well begin to
see people creating. exchanging. and
collecting visual proverbs.

WEBS OF IDEAS
The further development of a visual
society is particularly important as we
stand on the threshold of the informa
tion age because the intellectual
world of information. of computing,
is an intensely visual one. From circuit
design to chip layout. from flowcharts
to data structures, computing is visual.
If good diagrams were easier to draw,
then more would be drawn. and more
people would grasp what computing
is about. And the more people under
stand computing. the more they will
use it.

Consider the area of knowledge
representation (a subfield of artificial
intelligence). Many researchers use a
notation called the directed graph (see
figure 3) The ellipses are called nodes
and the connections between them
are called arcs. Nodes stand for con
cepts while arcs indicate the relation
ships between them. In this example
VAR means "variety of" while CMP
means "component of:' Thus. maple

(continued)
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THE VISUAL MIND

CMP (Ieaves.tree)
CMP (trunk.tree)

Listing I: Tile propositional representation of the relationships shown in the
directed graph in figure 3.

VAR (maple.tree)
VAR (oak.tree)
VAR (pin oak.oak)

If you think about how
ideas fit, the graph is
more useful than

technique for giving visual form to
grammatical structure. One important
contemporary form of this is called
dependency theory. which. in one ver
sion or another. is important in com
puter models of language (see refer
ence 6) One dependency theorist.
David G. Hays. says that he was in
spired. in part. by the sentence
diagramming he did in his youth

Beyond this consider the work of
Tony Buzan and Gabriele Rico. who
have been developing techniques for
helping people to think and to write
better (see references 7 and 8) Both
teach people to draw networks
Buzan calls them mind maps. Rico
calls them clusters. Their networks are
much freer than the ones knowledge
representation theorists use. but their
purposes are quite different. The
theorists are developing formal
models of how people think and they
find the network notation useful for
this. Buzan and Rico are interested in
helping people think and they find
that drawing networks is a much bet
ter way of working out preliminary
ideas than trying to put thoughts in
to an outline. I suppose that the work
of knowledge representation theorists
could be used to justify these tech
niques for helping people to think. For
example. if we in fact think with net
works. then doodling network dia
grams seems to take advantage of
that. But that is a long and complex
argument. one irrelevant to my main
point-that diagrams help us think.

propositional notation
or a complex list.

VAR: variety
CMP: component

even if your graph covers half your
desk and starts climbing up the wall
you can work with it.

The graph is a notation system in
which the visual form can represent
the structure of the information very
clearly Well-drawn graphs show im
portant and interesting information
structures at a glance. The more you
can encompass in a single mental
operation. in this case. a glance. the
better you can work with your
material (see reference 5). A graph ex
tends the range of a single mental
operation far beyond that available
with a listing A single glance at a list
of commands tells you nothing: you
have to read each one. line by line.
and painstakingly assemble them in
your mind.

Conceptual graphs were not. how
ever. invented yesterday. Many of us
learned English grammar through
sentence diagramming. which is a

is a variety of tree while trunk is a
component of it.

The graph is not. however. the only
notation you can use. If you want to
prove theorems about the abstract
properties of knowledge structure
then you'lI choose a propositional
notation (see listing I) If you want to
program the propositional notation
into a computer. then you'lI have to
think in terms of a complex list with
addresses and pointers. But if you
want to think about how ideas fit
together and teach this material to
others. then the graph notation is the
most useful one. Further. if you are
dealing with structures that are three
or four times more complex than the
one I've shown and if you typically
work with structures 10. 100. or 1000.
times more complex. then the prop
ositional form is unreadable You can't
do any useful work with it. However.
the visual representation is still useful:

Figure 3: A notation used in knowledge representation known as the directed graph.
Tile nodes lellipses) stand for concepts while the arcs Uhe connections between the nodes I
indicate the relationships between those concepts

THE METHOD OF LOCI
Public speaking was very important in
ancient Greece and aristocratic youths

lcontinued)
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INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS olnstrumatic: Oeutachland-MOnchen. Tel. 89/852063' Espana-Madrid, Tel. 1/25025 77-Malaga. Tel. 5/221 3898' Schweiz-Rueschtikon, TeL 11724 14 10-Geneva, Tel. 022136 08 30
• United Kingdom-High VVycombe, Tel. 494 450 336 • Isra.I-Sallyon: Micro-Bit. TeL 03·380098 • Japan-Tokyo: Asahi Business Consultant Co., Tel (03) 543-3161: Showa System Laboratory, Tel. (03) 361·7131.
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Figure 4a: A temple. The figures on the pediment are reduced versions of figures
from McPic.

Figure 4b: A set of loci associated, in this case, with a temple serves
as a memory map.

"Friends, Romans, countrymen, lend
me your ears ... "-Antony might
have associated the image of a bunch
of ears with the first locus, the first
position in his walk through the tem
ple A skull would be a natural
association for the second line""':'The
evil that men do ... "-at the second
position. Further lines would be linked
to further loci through appropriate
images.

Just how this works we don't know
Given our current knowledge of the
brain, we can speculate that loci are
established in the visual hemisphere
while the words being memorized are
stored in the verbal hemisphere. The
visual brain is used to index and
retrieve the contents of the verbal
brain. Instead of assigning memory
locations numerical values, as in a
computer, they are given pictorial
values. But the basic principle is the
same-one part of a complex infor
mation system is being used to index
and retrieve the contents of the other.

The art of memory isn't as impor
tant to us as it was to the ancient
Greeks and Romans. We have books,
typewriters, and word processors
(teleprompters too). But the integration
of visual and verbal information is im
portant to us. A well-illustrated article
is easier to understand and recall
because the mind has more material
to work with, more external support.
Good illustrations help you conjure
up your own images and diagrams,
making it easier to understand and
absorb the material.

We all know that a picture is worth
a thousand words and that there are
many things that require pictures,
diagrams, charts, graphs, etc.. to be
understood. And yet we still think of
visuals as illustrating the text. when
it is often the other way around. Col
lege courses in technical communica
tion generally have a section or two
on graphics but they are mostly about
tables, graphs, and charts. Very little
is said about pictures (whether pho
tographs or line draWings) except that
they are important and perhaps even
essential.

What kind of pictures do you need?
(continued)

start at the beginning and associate
an image related to your first idea
with the first place on your map, your
second idea with the second place on
your map, etc. To deliver the speech
you conjure up the mental map and
walk through it on the standard path.
As you move from place to place the
ideas you had associated with each
place will come back to you.

Consider, for example, the speech
that Marc Antony delivered at
Caesar's funeral (from Shakespeare's
Julius Caesar, Act IlL scene ii, lines 72
and following). For the first line-

were extensively trained for it. Part of
that training was in the art of memory,
and the central technique was the
method of loci (see reference 9).

To use this method you would
choose some place complex enough
to contain many nooks, corners, and
views (that is, loci, or places)-a tem
ple generally was suggested (see
figure 4a). You would then walk
through this place according to some
appropriate route (see figure 4b). This
memorized walk, this visuo-kinetic im
age, is your memory map. Whenever
you want to memorize a speech you
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A NOTEDAUTHORITY
SPEAKS OUT ON

DATABASE MANAGEMENT
"I've got 4 billion customers.
"The world's biggest

database.
"So I need all the power I

can get my hands on.
"That's why I use R:base~

"With R:base, I can access
billions of records. Open 40
files at the same time. Handle
up to 400 fields. And sort it
all out in a hurry. It's evetything
I need to keep my lists in order.

"And if your inventol)' is
anything like mine, you'll
appreciate the programming
capability of R:base. It lets me
do conditional processing.
Post transactions. And update
multiple files from one input
form.

"But even with all that
power, the real gift is that it's
so easy to use.

"For starters, its on-screen
tutorial makes R: base a snap
to learn. And now, there's a new
applications diskette with
ready-to-use mailing list, inven
tOl)' management, and fore
casting applications.

"Not only that, R:base is
designed to work with Clout~

That's the program that lets
me-and my elves-talk to

our personal computers in
plain English. Clout also

remembers where my
data is stored, and can
search for it across

all files. So I don't have to!
"And here's the best

package of all.
"For only $14.95 (plus ship

ping), Microrim will send you
a demo/tutorial packet of both
R:base and Clout. Just call
1-800-547-4000, Dept. 935.
In Oregon, call 1-503-684-3000.
Or see your nearest software
store now:

"Because if your workload
starts to snowball, you could
end up out in the cold!"

R:BASEN
FROM MICRORIM®
Requires 2S6K of memory. Runs on MS·DOS and PC/DOS
operating systems. CP/M-SO requires 64K.
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Figure 5: Variations on a horse The original in the upper right is preprogrammed
011 McPic The vdriations were created using MacPaint to shorten, reduce, elongate,
multiply, and reverse the image,

Figure 6: Various uses of parts of tfle horse from figure 5, MacPaint was used
to create these modifications
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What makes them effective? When do
you need them? Usually, we are
taught little about using pictures and
diagrams to illustrate abstract con
cepts (such as using the ambiguous
vase/faces diagram to clarify Kuhn's
concept of the relationship between
scientific theory and observation),
Some people know, intuitively, what
sorts of pictures are good and effec
tive, but explaining that knowledge to
others is difficult. And the only peo
ple who seem to be able to depict
abstract ideas are illustrators for such
magazines as Scientific American, who
have to figure out. among other
things, how to make two-dimensional
representations of n-dimensional
spaces,

The main problem is that writing
and illustrating are thought of as two
different tasks, Some people spe
cialize in writing, others in illustrat
ing-but few become adept at both,
Yet both images and verbal proposi
tions are essential to thinking, This
particular division of labor, in part. is
caused by the difficulty of making
good pictures; few people are adept
at it. This brings us back to the Macin
tosh because its graphics capabilities
can help bridge the gap,

RECONSTRUCTING
VISUAL IMAGES
The Macintosh isn't going to make
you an artist if you can't draw a recog
nizable horse, but if you can use an
image someone else has already pre
pared, perhaps you don't need to be
an artist. The horse in the upper right
hand corner of figure 5 comes from
McPic, one of the various disks of im
ages that is available for the Macin
tosh, The other images were derived
from the original horse in obvious and
simple ways using tools from Mac
Paint.

In figure 6 the head and tail of the
horse were cut away from the body,
modified slightly (the mane was
changed for the chessman, the left
rear leg was removed from the tail).
and treated as abstract design ele
ments, In other words, the images are
used as lines and shapes in a visual

(continued)



WHATTHEYCAllAPORTABLE,
WECAU ALOAD. .

Sharp Electronics Corp., 10 Sharp Plaza. Paramus, Nj 07652

Today, almost everyone claims to have a portable computer. The problem is, almost no one does. Most
portables have a separate data storage device, separate printer, separate modem, and some even require a
separate monitor or bulky battery pack that can make them a liability on the road.

The Sharp PC-5000, on the other hand, is a true portable. It's a compact 16 bit microprocessor, 128K RAM
(expandable to 320K) with 192K of ROM, an 80 character display screen, removable bubble memory storage,
built-in rechargeable power source and bundled software. It's also available with options like an integrated
modem that lets you connect with your mainframe and an integrated correspondence-quality printer which
doesn't increase the size of the system. And even with all these features, the PC-5000 fits neatly into a briefcase
and weighs under 14 pounds. Almost 25% less than its nearest major r--------------,
competitor. At a price that's lighter, too. I Sharp Electronic Corp. DEPT-SYS-BYTE-l-S I

Of course, there's one thing about the PC-5000 that isn't small. Its I Computer Systems Division I1909 E. Cornell, Peoria, IL 61614
working capacity. It functions as a desktop computer. And is compatible I 0 Please send me more information I
with a wide variety of MS-DOS® software. I about Sharp's PC-5000. I

So if you need a truly portable computer, look into the Sharp I 0 Please set up a demonstration. I
PC-5000. The one that may be the I IName _

smallest, lightest-and the best value for I Title I
the. money. In short, a computer that will SHARP! I Company I
lighten your work load. Not add to it. I I5treet _

For more information call I ICity 5tate__Zip__
1-800-BE-SHARP or fill in the coupon. FROM SHARP MINDS I IPhone ( ) _
MS-DOS~ is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OOME SIIARP P'R()DUcrs L-- --l

AN EQUIPMENT, AUDIO, BANKING SYSTEMS, CALCULATORS, CASH REGISTERS, COMPUTERS, COPIERS, ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITERS,
FACSIMILE EQUIPMENT, MICROWAVE OVE S, PROFESSIONAL VIDEO CAMERAS & MONITORS, TELEVISIONS, VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS.
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composition and their abstract quali
ties as lines and shapes are more im
portant than the fact that they repre
sent parts of a horse. These manipula
tions are easy to do in MacPaint. And
once you start doing them you are on
the way to developing your own draw
ing skills.

To draw well. you must learn to see
the visual world in terms of lines and
shapes. not simply in terms of objects:
you must draw what your eye sees.
not what your mind makes of what

Figure 7a: The view looking up a
temple column ate the intense
foresharIi'll in4.

Figure 7c: The vanishing poinl of the
('~ample in figure 7a.
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your eye sees (reference 10). Consider
the nature of perspective drawing. In
figure 7a, which shows the view look
ing up a temple column, your mind
knows that the columns are only
slightly tapered. But that is not what
your eye sees from this point of view.
Figure 7b shows the forms the col
umns present to your eye from this
particular point of view The trick is to
get your drawing hand to override
what your mind knows in favor of
what your eye sees.

Figure 7b: This shows the basic forms
presented in figure 7a

Figure 7d: The basic column forms from
figure 7b superimposed on the perspective
grid given in figure 7c.

Your drawing hand
must lNeYride what your
mind knows in favor
of what your eye sees.

The best way to learn perspective
drawing is to study the tricks devel
oped during the Renaissance. Figure
7c shows a bunch of lines radiating
from the vanishing point (the point on
the visual horizon where your gaze is
focused). All lines in the image space
that are perpendicular to the picture
plane pass through the vanishing
point. Figure 7d shows the forms of
the columns superimposed on the
perspective grid By using an explicitly
constructed perspective grid, you can
overcome what your mind knows and,
instead, draw what your eye sees.

The techniques of perspective draw
ing didn't just happen. They were
painstakingly created over a period of
centuries ending about 400 years ago.
And they were created at the same
time that projective geometry was be
ing developed-in some cases by the
same people (see reference II). Thus,
artists used projective geometry to
help them reconstruct three-dimen
sional images on the two-dimensional
space of the picture plane. The men
tal process involved in drawing is
quite different from that in which the
mind comprehends what the eye
sees. To draw a picture of an object
you must reconstruct what your eye
will see in terms of hand and pencil
motions (see reference 12). By mak
ing it easy to treat pregenerated
images as abstract design elements,
the Macintosh starts you along the
road to this reconstruction. The
essential first step is to see lines and
forms, not objects. When you play
with MacPaint it is quite clear that you
are manipulating lines and forms, and
that you are dealing with purely visual
objects, not just representations of
cars, horses, trees, buildings, etc.

(continued)



Introducing SYSTAT 2
"The System for Statistics"

A comprehensive
statistics, graphics, and
database management
package.

Version 2 provides these
expanded capabilities:

• Full screen spreadsheet data
editor

• Missing data, indexed arrays,
character variables

• Unlimited cases, variable record
lengths

• Higher accuracy than popular
mainframe statistical packages

• Relational database management
and report generation

• Sort large files on one or more
numeric and/or character variables

• Merge large files by multiple
numeric and character variables

• Unlimited numeric and character
transformations (if. .. then ...else,
for. .. next, go to)

• Transpose files

• Interactive or batch (macros)

• Pass data to and from mainframe
and micro-spreadsheets, databases,
and word processors

• Input rectangular (cases by
variables) or triangular (e.g.
correlation matrix) files

SYSTAT is a trademark of Systat. Inc.
MS·DOS is a trademark of Microsoft.
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research. Inc.
Z-BO is a trademark of Zilog.
HP9000 is a trademark of Hewlett-Packard.
VAX is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
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• ScaUerplots, contour, function
plots, histograms, stem-and-Ieaf,
boxplots

• Quantile and detrended probabi
lity plots

• Basic statistics by one or more
groups

• Save aggregate data into files for
further processing

• Multi-way tables with log-linear
model

• Pairwise/listwise missing value
correlation, SSCP, covariance,
Spearman, Kendall Tau-b

• Linear, polynomial, multiple, step
wise, weighted regression

• Extended regression diagnostics
(residuals, autocorrelation, leverage,
collinearity)

• Multivariate general linear model

• One-way Anova with post-hoc
tests (Newman-Keuls, Duncan Multi
ple Range, Tukey HSD)

• N-way balanced or unbalanced,
crossed or nested, ANOVA,
ANOCOVA,MANOVA

• Univariate or multivariate repeated
measures designs

• Principal components with rota
tions, plots and scores

• Linear and monotonic multidimen
sional scaling

• Cluster analysis (hierarchical,
single-, average-, complete-linkage,
cases, variables, two-way, K-means)

• Nonparametric statistics (Sign
test, Wilcoxon, Kruskal-Wallis, Fried
man two-way ANOVA, Mann-Whitney
U, Kolmogorov-Smirnov one and two
sample, Kendall coefficient of
concordance)

• Time Series (smoothing, seasonal
and nonseasonal Box-Jenkins
ARIMA models, ACF, PACF, Cross
Correlation Function, plots, transfor
mations forecasting)

In every published review
comparing it to other
statistical microcomputer
programs, Systat has been
rated at the top of the list.

Single copy price, $495.

Site licenses and quantity
prices available.

Available for MS.DOS, CP/M
with a Z·80, HP9000 and
VAX.

Call or write for detailed
specifications and
information.

SYSTAT, Inc.
603 Main Street
Evanston, IL 60202

312 864.5670

SYSTAT
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• Scatterplots, contour, function
plots, histograms, stem-and-Ieaf,
boxplots

• Quantile and detrended probabi
lity plots

• Basic statistics by one or more
groups

• Save aggregate data into files for
further processing

• Multi-way tables with log-linear
model

• Pairwise/listwise missing value
correlation, SSCP, covariance,
Spearman, Kendall Tau-b

• Linear, polynomial, multiple, step
wise, weighted regression

• Extended regression diagnostics
(residuals, autocorrelation, leverage,
collinearity)

• Multivariate general linear model

• One-way Anova with post-hoc
tests (Newman-Keuls, Duncan Multi
ple Range, Tukey HSD)

• N-way balanced or unbalanced,
crossed or nested, ANOVA,
ANOCOVA,MANOVA

• Univariate or multivariate repeated
measures designs

• Principal components with rota
tions, plots and scores

• Linear and monotonic multidimen
sional scaling

• Cluster analysis (hierarchical,
single-, average-, complete-linkage,
cases, variables, two-way, K-means)

• Nonparametric statistics (Sign
test, Wilcoxon, Kruskal-Wallis, Fried
man two-way ANOVA, Mann-Whitney
U, Kolmogorov-Smirnov one and two
sample, Kendall coefficient of
concordance)

• Time Series (smoothing, seasonal
and nonseasonal Box-Jenkins
ARIMA models, ACF, PACF, Cross
Correlation Function, plots, transfor
mations forecasting)

In every published review
comparing it to other
statistical microcomputer
programs, Systat has been
rated at the top of the list.

Single copy price, $495.

Site licenses and quantity
prices available.

Available for MS·DOS, CP/M
with a Z·80, HP9000 and
VAX.

Can or write for detailed
specifications and
information.

SYSTAT, Inc.
603 Main Street
Evanston, IL 60202

312 864.5670

SYSTAT
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Listing 2: Constructing an equilateral triangle in Lngo The four lines of code at
the top specify a procedure for drawing polygons The procedure has two
parameters, the length of a side (size) and the angle through which the Lngo
turtle must turn to move from drawing one side to drawing the next side. The
line at the bottom specifies a side of 74 units and an angle of 120 degrees

To generate a circle with a compass,
you select the center point and rotate
a radius around it. To generate the cir
cle with MacPaint. you select a point
to be the corner of an invisible square
in which the circle will be inscribed
and drag the mouse diagonally across
to the opposite corner. In the com
pass and straightedge method, the
center plays an important role. With
MacPaint. it does not. The world of
MacPaint is different from the world
of compass-and-straightedge geo
metry; hence an act of reconstruction
is required if you wish to mimic
compass-and-straightedge geometry
in MacPaint.

Listing 2 shows a bit of Logo code
that constructs an equilateral triangle.
The meaning of the code is not im
portant here What is important is that
it is clearly propositionaL The com
pass-and-straightedge method and
MacPaint are visual-more exactly,
visuo-kinetic. But computer code is

THE VISUAL MIND

clearly propositionaL A computer lan
guage, though quite different from a
natural language, is verbal and, there
fore, is in some sense a propositional
reconstruction of a visual object.

Simple geometrical figures are not
particularly exciting, but consider
moire patterns (figure 8) You can eas
ily construct them with MacPaint. And
once you've spent a day or two play
ing around with them, you'll want to
write short programs to generate
them. Drawing all those lines is easy
enough, but it's tedious why not let
the computer do it? But to do that you
have to learn to program the com
puter, to make propositional recon
structions of visual objects.

Years ago Alan Kay said that work
ing in a visual computing environment
provides a natural incentive for learn
ing to program (reference 13) The
graphics power that makes the Macin
tosh so user friendly also provides an
incentive for users to learn enough

Working in a visual
computing environment
provides a natural
incentive for
learning to program.
about programming so that they no
longer need that user friendliness.
But it is MacPaint that provides this
incentive, not the icon-based inter
face. It is possible that Apple's efforts
to produce a computer for people
who know nothing about program
ming (and don't want to learn) may
well inspire an increase in the number
of such users who do learn to
program.

Perhaps we need a revised concep
tion of user friendliness. A user
friendly computer should not be one
that lets you use it despite your ig
norance; it should provide you with
an incentive for learning how to pro
gram it. The Macintosh meets this
criterion.

TO POLY .SIZE .ANGLE
FORWARD SIZE
RIGHTANGLE
POLY SIZE ANGLE

POLY 74 120

Figure 8: Various moire patterns created (J/1 the Macintosh with MacPaint
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THE MACINTOSH EMERGES
By now I hope it's obvious that I am
attempting to produce a gestalt switch
in the way we think about the Macin
tosh. In terms of figure 2 it was de
signed as an ambiguous figure and
marketed as two men staring at each
other. I suggested that we look at it
as a flower-filled vase. If you consider
personal computers, some are busi
ness machines, some home machines,
and some are both.

Business machines are used for
word processing, accounting, financial
modeling, inventory control. etc., and,
if you allow for the necessary periph
erals and software, they are likely to
cost between 53000 and 520,000.
They will probably have a 16-bit
microprocessor (or perhaps 32-bit).
128K to 512K bytes of RAM (random
access read/write memory). a hard
disk, and compilers or interpreters for

(continued)



What every Apple owner
should know about

WORD
JUGGLER:



Figure 9a: This drawing represents the
various niches that make up the personal
computer marketplace

Figure 9c: This represents the personal
computer marketplace; the square holes,
the interaction between the niches in figure
9a and the computers in figure 9b. Notice
that this interaction creates patterns of
diamonds that don't exist in either of the
constituent patterns when considered
separately. These are called emergent
patterns.
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Figure 9b: Imagine that these are the
various computers destined to fill the
niches in figu re 9a.

Figure 9d: The differently patterned
Macintosh-the round peg.

Figure ge: When you combine the
round peg (figure 9d) with the square hole
(figure 9cl. something genuinely new
emerges-jazzy squares.

various programming languages.
Machines for home use tend to be

much smaller. They cost between
$300 and $1500 and use a color TV
as a monitor. Mass storage is often a
tape cartridge. These machines may
run the same types of applications as
their business-like siblings and in the
same languages, but they are more
likely to be used for video games and
educational programs for the kids.

Figures 9a through 9c contain an
abstract representation of the per
sonal computer marketplace. There
are certain niches (figure 9a) for all
these machines (figure 9b) and they
fit perfectly (figure 9c) Those who use
microcomputers are generally doing
well in their businesses and their kids
have a ticket to the future. Those who
manufacture and sell the machines
are getting rich. When you put the two
together, diamonds result from the in
teraction of two patterns, neither of
which contains diamonds. The dia
monds are an emergent pattern.

Consider the Macintosh. a different
ly patterned machine that doesn't fit
into this picture at all (figure 9d) It
doesn't yet have the power necessary
for business computing. It is a lot of
fun to use. but it is ex pensive for
home users. And yet it is selling well.
Who is buying these machines and
what are they doing with them? If you
combine this differently patterned
machine (figure 9d) with the world of
personal computing (figure 9cl. you
will find a new pattern-Jazzy squares
(figure ge) Something genuinely new
has emerged out of the interaction

The Macintosh doesn't fit into any
of the current categories of personal
computing. It is designed. marketed,
and reviewed Ifor the most part) as
one more personal computer that
does the standard things that per
sonal computers do. The differences
are: it has this easy-to-use icon-based
interface; you don't really need a
manual. just turn it on and start
"mousing" around; and there is this
program called MacPaint that's fun to
use.

People like to draw, and working
with MacPaint is fun. Jt gives you a

(w~ti~ued)
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MacPaint actively
involves you with the
computer. The Mac
is easy to use-
and it is fun.
much more active involvement with
the computer than word processing
or a spreadsheet program does. This
involvement can lead you into pro
gramming. It can lead to deeper think
ing and more effective communica
tion It is easy-and it is fun.
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tQchangeor withdrawal at any time without notice. **One·year limited warranty, 6 months on thermal printer head. Carry· in or mail·in service.
El8ctriC Industrial Company Ltd; WordStar is the trademark 01 MicroPro International Corporation; VisiCalc is the registered trademark of VisiCorp

:Graph, FUe, Report are the registered trademarks of Software Publishing Corporation; GW BASIC, MS-DOS are the trademarks of Microsoff Corporation.



•
• IT ALL ADDS UP • • •

NOVATION

............................. $339.00
........ $309.00

......... $369.00

8ANYO

MCB 550 $699.00
MBC 880-2 $749.00
MBC 585....•................. $949.00
MBC 555-2.•...............$1099.00

CORONA
Dssktops CALL
Portablss CALL

APPLE IIe " "" CALL
APPLE IIc CALL
MacINTOSH CALL

ZT-l.
ZT-lO ..
ZT-11 ...

J-Cat.. ..... $99.99
Cat.. . ...$139.00
Smart Cat 103.. .. $179.00
Smart Cat 103/212 $399.00
AutoCat $219.00
212 AutoCat.. $549.00
Apple Cat II $249.00
212 Apple Cat.. .. $449.00
Apple Cat 212 Upgrade $259.00
Smart Cat Plus.. .. $339.00

ZENITH

SAKATA
SC-100 Color $249.00
SG-1000 Green $129.00
SA-I000 Amber $139.00

TAXAN
100 12" Green $125.00
121 IBM Green... .. $149.00
100 12" Amber.. .. $135.00
122 IBM Amber.. .. $159.00
210 Color RGB $269.00
400 Med-Res RGB $319.00
415 Hi-Res RGB.. ..$439.00
420 Hi-Res RGB (IBM) $469.00

USI
Pi 1, 9" Green.. .. $99.99
Pi 2, 12" Green $119.99
PI 3, 12" Amber. .. $129.99
Pi 4. 9" Amber $119.99
1400 Color.. .. $249.99

QUADRAM
Quadchrome 8400 Color ........ $489.00

ZENITH
ZVM 122 Amber.. . ...$89.99
ZVM 123 Green $84.99
ZVM 124-IBM Amber $149.00
ZVM 135-RGB/Color $459.00

MODEMS

MONITORS

NEC

NAP

AMDEK

ANCHOR

ZENITH

PC-150 Dssktop CALL

PC-160 Portab1e CALL

COLUMBIA

Desktops CALL

Portables CALL

APPLE IIe STARTER PACK
64K Apple lIe, Disk Drive & Controller.
80 Column Card. Monitor II & DOS 3.3

...................... CALL

12" Amber $69.99

APPLE

PC COMPATIBLES

JB 1206 Green $109.00
JB 1201 Green $139.00
JB 1205 Amber $ 149.00
JB 1215 Color ..$249.00
JC 1216 RGB.. . .. $379.00
JC 1460 Color.. .. $269.00

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
MAX-12 Amber.. .. ....$199.00
HX-12 RGB.. ..$489.00
SR-12 RGB $629.00

300 Green $129.00
300 Amber.. . .. $149.00
310 Amber IBM Plug $169.00
Color 300/audlo $259 .00
Color 500 Composite/RGBIVCR$389.00
Color 600 Hi-Res (640 x 240).$439.00
Color 700 Hi-Res (720 x 240).$499.00
Color 710 Long Phosphor ......$579.00

BMC
1201 Plus (12" Green Hi·Res).$88.99
9191U Color.. .. $229.00
9191 Color + $249.00

.... $105.00

IUS

MICROSOFT

MICROSTUF
Crosstalk ..

. $139.00
..........$139.00

....... $49.99
. $139.00

ALPHA SOFTWARE
Electronic Desk $219.00

BORLAND
Turbo Pascal $49.00

EasyWriter II 8249.00
EasySpeller.. . $119.00
EasyFiler.. ... $229.00

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
1st Class Mail/Form Letter $79.99
Home Accounting Plus $88.99

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
PC Plus/The Boss $269.00

SYNAPSE
File Manager.. . $59.99

FOX &: GELLER

MultiPlan . $139.00
ASHTON-TATE

Framework..... . 8379.00
dBASE II.. ..upgrade $139.00
dBASE II $299.00
dBASE III.. $389.00
Friday'. . $179.00

dGraph ...
Quick Code ..
dUti!.. .
Grafox.

DISKETTES

.........................$19.99
...............$29.99

.........$39.99
....$49.99

VERBATIM

maxBII

........................ $89.99
........... $89.99
........... $79.99

.............. $89.99
................................. $89.99

$1399
Starting as low as

IBM SYSTEMS

Open Access.. . ..$339.00
HARVARD

Harvard Project Manager .....$299.00
PFS

IBM/APPLE

NEe PRINTERS LOTUS
NEC 2050 $639.00 Symphony.. . $469.00
NEC 3550.. .. $1399.00 1·2-3 $309.00
NEC8850.. .. $174900 HAYES

TANDON Please (Data Base) $269.00
5'/," 320K Floppy $169.00 MAl

VISICORP General Ledger, Payroll, Inventory.
VisiCalc IV... .. .........$ 159.00 Accounts Payable/Receivable ...CALL

MICROPRO
WordStar Professional Pack ..$279.00

MICROMIM
R:Base 4000.. .. $279.00

MULTIMATE INT.
Multi Mate.. .. $289.00

Write .
Graph .
Report ..
File ..
Plan ...

64K, I-DS/DD DRIVE
KEYBOARD

ELECTRONIC ARTS
Get Organized.. . $139.00

5 3/4" SS/DD ..
S If4" DB/DD ...

5'/," MD-l..
5'/," MD-2 ..
8" FD-l...
8" FD-2 ...

IDEAdisk
5MB to 45MB Hard drives with
removable Cartridge back up
as low as.... ...... $ 1299.00

AST RESEARCH
Six Pak Plus from $249.00
Mega Plus from.. . $299.00
110 Plus.. . from $139.00

QUADRAM
New Quadboard ... as low as $249.00
Quadlink 64K.. . $479.00
Quadboard II as low as $249.00
Quad 512 Plus as low as $259.00
Quadcolor I.. $209.00
Chronograph.. . $89.99
Parallel Interface Board.. . $79.99
64K RAM ChipS Kit $29.99

PARADISE
Multi-Display Card $339.00
Modular Graphics Card.. . ..$319.00

SPI

Volksmodem. .. .. $59.99
Mark IL Seria!.. $79.99

l.lj,l,ig!.!.i Mark VII (Auto Ans/Auto Dial)$99.99
- ".''''.' .. _ Mark XII (1200 Baud) $259.00

Elephant 5'/," SS/SD $15.99 Mark TRS-80 $99.99
Elephant 5'/," SSIDD $17.99 9 Volt Power Supply $9.99
Elephant 5'/," DSIDD $24.99 HAYES
Elephant EMSP 5'/, $34.99 Smartmodem 300.. . $199.00

DISK HOLDERS Smartmodem 1200 8479.00
...$21.99 INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS Smartmodem 1200B... ...8399.00

........$29.99 Flip-In-File 10.... .. $3.99 Micromodem lIe $269.00
BIB Flip-in-File 50.. .. $17.99 Micromodem 100 $299.00

5'/," Disk Head Cleaner... .. ..$14.99 Flip-in-File 50 w/lock 824.99 Smart Com II.. 875.99
Flip-in-File (400/800 ROM) $17.99 Chronograph.. .. .$199.00

~©~~U1J1Trg~ ~~ru~ ©~@fg~
west canada ~ east

~1800 648 3311 rA:~';::"~:::l Ontario/Quebec 800-268-3974 1II t. 800-233-8950 I~)
~ - - "" ~"'" Other Provinees800-268-4559 ~ , c:x:::7

. In NV call (702)588-5654 ..,...""~. In Toronto call (416) 828-0866 DINERS CLUB In PA call (717)327-9575
Order Status Number: 588-5654 Telex: 06-218960 Order Status Number: 327-9576

P.O.Box 6689, Dept.100 2505 Dunwin Drive, Unit 3B, Dept.100 Customer Service Number: 327-1450
Stateline. NV 89448 Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5L1T1 477 E. 3rd St., Dept.100., Williamsport, PA 17701

Open purchase orders accepted with net 30 days terms, subject to credit approval. Next day shipping on all stock items. No risk, no deposit
on C.O.D. orders and no waiting period for certified checks or money orders. Add 3% (minimum $5) shipping and handling on all orders.
Larger shipments may require additional charges. NV and PA residents add sales tax. All items subject to availability and price change.
Call today for our catalog.
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DISK DRIVES
Indus GT Drive (Atari) $279.00
Rana 1000 $249.00
Trak AT·D2 $389.00
Trak AT·D4.. . $539.00

1IoI0DIIIIS
Micro Bits MB·liOO $129.99

INTIIRFACES
Microbits MB·li50... .. ..$79.99

CX30Paddles.. .. $li.99
CX40 Joystick $7.99
40li Star Raiders.. .. $12.99
4022 Pac Man.. .. $16.99
4025 Defender.. .. $32.99
8026 Dig Dug.. .. $32.99
8031 Donkey Kong.. ..$32.99
8034 Pole Position $32.99
8040 Donkey Kong Jr $32.99
8043 Ms Pacman $32.99
8044 Joust $32.99
8045 Pengo.. ...$16.99
8052 Moon Patrol.. $32.99
4003 Assembler.. .. $34.99
8126 Microsoft Basic I or II $64.99

CALL WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

600XL 8c 800XL

MEMORY BOARDS
Axlon 32K $44.99
Axlon 48K.. .. $69.99
Axlon 128K.. .. $269.99
Microbits 64K (600) $109.00

SWP
ATR-6000-16K Z60 CP/M $349.00
ATR-8000-64K Z80 CP/M $499.00

BIT 3
Full View 80 $239.00

850 Interface $109.00
1010 Recorder $49.99
1020 Color Printer.. . $79.99
1025 Dot Matrix Printer $199.99
1027 Letter Quality Printer .$269.99
1030 Direct Connect Modem $59.99
1050 Disk Drive $179.99
'Ibuch Table/Software $64.99
Light PenlSoftware $72.99
CX22 Track Ball $39.9
7097 Atari Logo $74.99
4016 Pilot (Home) $57 .99
405 Pilot (Educ.) $99.99
6036 Atari Writer $49.99
5049 VisiCalc $59.99

NEe

TOSHIBA

N:IIC
2010115/30 $719.00
3510115/30. .. $1299 .00
7710115130 $1699.00
8027 $349 .00

OKIDATA
82, 83, 84, 92, 93, 2350. 2410 .. CALL
Okimate-64 $209.00
Okimate·Atari $209.00

OLYMPIA
Compact 2 $469.00
Compact RO $499.00
Needlepoint Dot Matrix $329.00

PANASONIC
1090.. . $239.00
1091 $309 .00
1092 $449.00
1093 $649 .00

SIIoIITH CORONA
TP-I000 $449.00
Tractor Feed.. . ..$119.00

SILV.R RIlBD
400 Letter Quality.. . $279.00
500 Letter Quality $349.00
550 Letter Quality $459.00
770 Letter Quality.. .. ..$799.00

STAR
Gemini lOX.. .. .. $259.00
Gemini 15X $379.00
Radix 10 $549.00
Radix 15 $649.00
Powertype $329.00

Pc·saOl Portable Computer.a99.00
PC·8231 Disk Drive $619.00
PC·8221A Thermal Printers ..$149.00
PC·8281A Data Recorder $99.99
PC-8201-06 8K RAM Chips $105.00
PC-8206A 32K RAM Cartridge$329.00

SHARP
PC-1350 $159.99
PC-12S1 $l59.99
PC·12S0 $109.99
PC-1S00A $ISS.99
PC-12S0A $88.99
CE-125 Printer/Cassette $128.99
CE-150 Color Printer Casset,te$171.99
CE-151 4K RAM $29.99
CE-155 8K RAM $49.99
CE·161 16K RAM.. . $134.99
CE-500 ROM Library ea 829.99

KOALA

..CALL
.. CALL
. CALL

PRINTERS

.THE BEST PRIGES
F'lii! HOME COMPUTERS

•

ORANGII IIoIICRO
Grappler CD (C64) $99.99
Grappler + (Apple).. .. .. $109.00
Grappler 16K + (Apple) ........$169.00

QVADIlAIIoI
Microfazer . Printer Buffers starting at
................................................ $139.00

We carry interfaces and cables for most computers on the market today, Call to deter-mine
your requirements.

EPSON
RX-80, RX-80FT, RX·lOO ..
FX-60, FX-I00 ..
LQ 1500, JX80 Color..

JUKI

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS

Graphcard.. ... $84.99
Seriall Card.. . ...$109.00
Microbuffer II + $179.00
Microbuffer 32K $199.00

6100. .. $449.00
6300 $779.00

IIoIANNESIIoIAN TALLY
160L.. .. $589.00
180L $749.00 1340 " $799.00
Spirit 80 $259.00 1351 $1369.00

INTERFACES

AXIOM
AT-l00 Atari Interface Printer$169.00
AT-550 Atari Bidirectional.. ..$259.00
GP-I00 Parallel Interface $169.00
GP-700 Atari Color Prlnter $469.00
GP-550 Parallel Printer.. .. .. $269.00

BMC
401 Letter Quality $569.00
BX-80 Dot Matrix $239.00
BX-I00 Dot Matrix $259.00

C.ITOH
Prowriter 6510P $339.00
Prowriter 1550P $569.00
Ala (18 cps) Son of Starwriter$479.00
Hot Dot Matrix CALL
FlO-40 Starwriter.. ...$949.00
FlO-55 Printmaster $1099.00

COMREX
ComWriterII Letter Quality ..$449.00

DIABLO
620 Letter Quality $749.00
630 API Letter Quality $1549 .00

DAISYWIlIT.R
2000 $949.00

•

rhO- HEWLETT
~~ PACKARD

41CV $189.99
41CX $249.99
HP 7lB 419.99

HP llC.. ..$62.99
HP 12C ........ .. 892.99
HP 15C.. .. $92.99
HP 16C ..$92.99
HP 75D.. .. $999.99
HPIL Module... .. $98.99
HPIL Cassette or Printer $359.99
Card Reader.. .. $143.99
Extended Function Module $63.99
Time Module $63.99

We stock the full line of
HP calculator products

ellcommodore
CBII S03 $639.00 SX-64 Port.ble $749.00
CBM 8096 $869.00 Commodore PIne 4 S9.00
CBM 9000.. .. $999.00 CBIIoI 84 $199.00
BI28-80.. .. $99.00 C1541 Disk Drive $249.00
8032 to 9000 Upgrade $499.00 C1530 Datasette.. .. ..$59.99
2031 LP Disk Drive $299.00 C1520 Color Printen'Plotter $129.00
8050 Disk Drive $999.00 M-801 Dot Matrix Printer $219.00
6250 Disk Drive $1249.00 C1526 Dot Matrix/Serial. $299.00
4023 Printer $329.00 C1702 Color Monitor $259.00
8023 Printer.. .. $589.00 C1600 VIC Modem $59.99
6400 Printer.. .. $1449.00 Cl650 Auto Modem $89.99
Z-RAM $369.00 Simons Basic $29.99
Sllicon Office.. .. $499.00 MCS 801 Color Printer $499.00
The Manager $199.00 DPS liOI Daisy Printer $459.00

PFS
BATTERIES INCLUDED File (64).. ..$59.99

PaperClip w/Speli Pack $84.99 Report (64) $59.99
The Consultant DBMS $69.99 PIlIlCISION SOFTWAIlE
Bus Card II $149.00 Superbase 64 $59.99
80 Col Display $149.00 PROJ'BSSIONAL SOJ'TWAIlII

DISK DJlIV.S Word Pro 2 Plus $159.00
MSD SD!.. . $349.00 Word Pro 3 Plus $189.00
MSD SD2 $599.00 Word Pro 4 Plus/5 Plus each.$239.00
Indus GT/C64 $279.00 Info Pro $179.00

PERSONAL PERIPHERALS Administrator $399.00
Super Sketch Graphics Pad .....$39.99 Power.. .. ..$69.99

Atari (ROM).. .. $79.99 IBM.. $99.99 Word Pro 64 Plus $59.99
C·64 $79.99 Apple/Franklin... .. $85.99 Fleet System II.. ..$59.99

~(Q)~[f)M1f~~ ~~ru(l, (Q)~@~~
west (~canada east

1831800-648-3311~g~~:~i;'~~?~::s:gg=~::~:~: I::~o~q 800-233-8950 I VIS4,I
In NV call (702)588-5654 DINERS CLUB In Toronto call (416) 828.0866 In PA call (7 I 7)327-9575

Order Status Number: 588-5654 Telex: 06-21896Q Order Status Number: 327-9576
P.O.Box 6689, Dept.100 2505 Dunwin Drive, Unit 3B. Dept.100 Customer Service Number: 327-1450

Stateline, NV 89449 Mississauga. Ontario. Canada L5LITI 477E.3rdSt.. Dept.100,Williamsport.PA 17701

CANADIAN ORDERS: All prices are subject to shipping. tax and currency fluctuations. Call for exact pricing in Canada. INTERNATIONAL
ORDERS: All orders placed with U.S. offices for delivery outside the Continental United States must be pre·paid by certified check only.
Include 3% (minimum $5) shipping and handling. EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS: Additional discounts are available to qualified Educational
Institutions. APO Be FPO: Add 3% (minimum $5) shipping and handling.
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LOOK WHO BUYS
SOFTWARE
FROM US!

-til

I f you order software from
us, you're in good company.
You see, some of our best cus

tomers are America's biggest
corporations.

Maybe they're attracted by
our low, low prices (big compa
nies are price-conscious too.).

Or maybe when you're an
"IBM'; you're looking for some
thing extra. Like the personal
ervice, giant inventory, and in

depth technical support you'll
find at SOD-SOFTWARE.

You see, when you call us,
we'll take care of you like our
business depends on it. Because
it does. Which means when you
place an order, you can be sure
we'll fill it promptly. And that
our unique Order Tracking
System'" is keeping tabs on your
order every step of the way.

Most important, we'll be
there if you need us after your
software arrives. We'll make
sure that you'll receive the finest
technical support and customer

service in the industry. And that's
a promise. If you purchase in
large quantities, you'll be delight
ed by the service our National
Accounts Program provides.

Next time you're looking
for low price and great service,
do what IBM, General Electric,
and a lot of other big companies
do. Pick up the phone and give
us a call.

We'll show you why some
hard-headed companies buy
their software from us.

CHECK OUT ALL OUR INCREDIBLE BUSINESS SOFTWARE PRICES:
lotus 1·2·3 dBase II/III Framework WardStar 2000/2000 Plus

$309 $299/$379 $379 $269/$329

lo,usll~lhany Crosstalk SuperCalc3 Hayes Madems1200/1200B
$105 $209 $489/$409

AMoEK" L1FETREE" fortran $269
Monitors CAll Volkswriter Deluxe $179 All Other Products CAll

ASHToN·TATE'· lOTUS" MICRoSTUf"
dBase II/III $299/$379 1·2·3 $309 Crosstalk $105
Framework $379 Symphony $439 MULTIMATE" $299
friday! $219 MAXEll" DISKETTES CAll NORTON UTILITIES" $ 59

ASr PRODUCTS CAll MEMOREX" DISKETTES CAll OUAoRAM" CAll
ATI" & CoEX" TRAINING CAll MICROPRO' ROSESOFr
DIGITAL RESEARCH" CAll WordStar 2000/2000 Plus $269/$329 Pro Key $ 99
FOX & GellER" CAll WordStar Pro Package/P.P. Plus $259/$359 SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS"
HAYES" InfoStar CAll PfS: file/Graph/Write $ B4

Smartmodems ChartStar $239 PfS: Report $ 75
1200/1200B $4B9/$409 TelMerge $ 99 SoRCIM/IUS"
All Other Products CAll All Other Products CAll SuperCalc 2/3 $159/$209

HERCULES" MICRORIM" EasyWriter II System $185
Graphic Card $325 RBase 4000 $289 IUS Easy Business Accounting $299/mod.

IMSI" MICROSOFT' All Other Products CAll
4·Point Graphics $ 99 Multiplan $149 WESTERN UNION EASY L1NK~ fREE
PC Paintbrush $ 99 Word w/Mouse $299 PLUS MUCH, MUCH MORE! CAll

WE ALSO CARRY HUNDREDS OF OTHER PRODUCTS!
ZWRITE: ~.
l4al ~~~-~~~~~\~~~'INC. 800 SOFTUIaRED
~ Ilerkeley, CA 94110. • ....

• ~1·:!',\~:~:',l:',',"r::·Jr.\7,;.~:!:;_:,:,."",r~ ---------------------

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE:
800-227-4587 or 415-644-3611
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A technology
evolving in parallel
with personal
computers

BY JOSEPH S. NADAN

A GLIMPSE
INTO FUTURE
TELEVISION
Editor's note: How will high-definition television (HDTV) open the window on the world for
users of personal computers? This article presents the technical possibilities and describes a
scenario for the evolution of television in the "information age." The author explains the rela
tionship between HDTV and two-way interactive cable television (CATV) As envisioned, HDTV
will have wider computer-type displays with increased resolution. This could support the prepara
tion of larger spreadsheets using databases located both inside and outside the home. Shop-at
home services could benefit from "video facsimile:' the ability to send a picture from one loca
tion to any other on a CATV system in about I second. We could see what we are interested
in buying, rather than viewing simple graphical representations.

When used as an entertainment device, the future television receiver probably will be very
different from that of today. The author discusses new features made possible by digital memory
within the receiver. We'll be able to watch more than one program at once and use our per
sonal computers while also watching, for example, one or more sporting events. Or we could
shop interactively while watching a movie. When operated in high-definition mode, the larger
and wider picture could enable the viewer to experience a theater-like presentation.

C
olor television has been in the
American household for about
30 years. It is somewhat ironic

that the television industry. the
storehouse of creativity that has
stimulated the development of VLSI

. (very-large-scale integration) digital
video memories and significant im
provements in rear-projection
displays, is having so much difficulty
in making the transition into the "in
formation age:' The cost reliability,
styling. and picture quality of color
television have vastly improved over
the years. However, color television
still has its original display shape and
one-way receive-only capabilities.

TELEVISION IMPROVEMENTS
The next generation of television
receivers. in order to gain our accep
tance. will most likely have

• a large display area with a wider
aspect (width to height) ratio
• flexibility and interactivity
• approximately twice the perceived
horizontal resolution and vertical
resolution of NTSC (National Televi-

sion System Committee) television
• true high-fidelity stereophonic
sound (not discussed here)
• no artifacts (visible effects on the
display: for example. shimmer and
color flashing) that were not present
in the original scene

Because of economic. social. and
technical considerations. we at Philips
Laboratories believe that the opti
mum maximum size of a consumer
display will be about one-half square
meter. While researchers still work
toward very large flat-panel displays,
it appears that vastly improved rear
projection displays are more im
minently practicable. It is possible that
in the next few years we will be able
to purchase rear projectors that will
have better subjective performance in
normal room lighting than the 26-inch
direct-view cathode-ray tubes (CR1S)

(continuedi
Joseph S. Nadan (345 Scarborough Rd.,
Briarcliff Manor, NY 10510) is director of
electronics and optical systems research for
Philips Lilboratories, a division of North
American Philips Corporation.
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Photo I: A comparison of the standard 4: 3 aspect ratio CRT (al and the proposed
5Vd version (hi

that are in use today
A second important display param

eter is the aspect (width to height)
ratio (see the glossary on page I 51)
To more closely match the aspect
ratio of human vision (1801) and to
better match film material. which is
predominantly 1661 and 185:1 we
suggest an aspect ratio of 5Vd (or
178:1) in place of the standard 43
(see photo I) We selected 5Vd over
5:3 because it is more noticeably dif
ferent than 4 3. (Note that 5 3 is a 25

FUTURE TELEVISION

percent increase in width over 4:3
while 5Vd represents a 33 percent in
crease over 4:3.) It also supports new
features made possible by digital
memory in a television receiver.

DIGITAL MEMORY
The availability of a low-cost digital
memory within a television receiver
makes possible new features, includ
ing both local- and network-level in
teractivity (See the text box "Memory
Technology for Digital-Feature Televi-

sion" on page 148.) Digital signal pro
cessing within the receiver may be
broadly classified into two categories:
those that provide new features and
those that replace existing analog
signal processing at lower cost. Digital
memory in the receiver falls into the
first category and provides these new
features: multiple-picture-in-picture
(MPIP) display, single-picture-in
picture display, and frame storage
(freeze-frame)

When first powered on, the new
receiver could show 12 channels-that
is, multiple pictures in one display
(see photo 2)-to enable us to preview
what is "on the cable." This display
could also indicate the programming
mix: that is, those programs available
in an HDTV format could have a flash
ing contrasted dot as an indicator
mark. By pressing one button on the
remote-control unit we could choose
another set of favorite channels
(which we have previously loaded into
the receiver) After using an MPIP
preview, we could select one or two
programs to watch in real time (see
photo Ib). For example, we might
want to watch two sporting events
simultaneously, switching the more in
teresting programming to the larger
portion of the display almost instan
taneously by pressing one button. We
could also watch one main program
while "clicking through" other pro
grams on the smaller display area. We
also will be able to store a picture in
memory and retain it on the display
for closer viewing later.

The 5VJ: 3 aspect ratio is special in
the respect that it synergistically
relates to 4:3: in other words, one
5Vd picture may be formed from one
4:3 picture and three smaller 4:3 pic
tures. These capabilities may be com
bined for great flexibility. For exam
ple, we could use our personal com
puters while watching three different
broadcasts. Preparing a wide spread
sheet or any type of document that
is horizontally oriented is also
facilitated by this aspect ratio.

INTERACTIVITY
A conventional CATV network con
sists of a head-end facility broadcast-
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Photo 2: An example of multiple-picture-in-picture display using tfle 5Yl: 3 aspect
ratio CRT. Tfle red dots in tfle two corners of tfle small windows indicate fligfl-definition
television display availability.

ing perhaps 30 channels into several
trunks, each having a bandwidth of
about 400 MHz. These are then
bridged into branches, split into sub
branches, and tapped into perhaps
10,000 homes. Several immediate
consequences come to mind: a vast
underutilization of bandwidth; no in
teractivity except for a few "experi
ments" like QUBE (even QUBE inter
activity is responsive in only one way:
from the home to the head end); and
a large investment in installed plant.
including the head end, cable, dis
tribution amplifiers, etc.

When two-way network-level interac
tivity is available, we will be able to
send data from our location to any
other location on the system. We
could watch one program on the large
portion of the display, two smaller
programs on the small displays, and
use the remaining small display to
monitor our electronic mail. Figure I
illustrates a distributed interactive
CATV system having this two-way net
work capability. When we want to in
teract with the head-end facility, we
first communicate via an access
method with the nearest upstream
video switch. This switch determines
the type of data and its destination.
Routing of traffic in this system is
much simpler than in a packet-switch
ing system because of the limited
number of choices (upstream, down
stream, return to same branch, and
channel to be used). For this example,
video switch 1 routes the message
upstream using network-level protocol
to video switch 0, which converts the
RF (radio frequency) message to base
band for serial input to the head-end
computer. The return message follows
an analogous path to the origination
address.

The distributed nature of the net
work enables users 7 and 8 to interact
via video switch 2 without affecting
communication with the head end. In
this manner, average throughput of
the network may be increased and
average message delay minimized;
when traffic and revenue warrant fur
ther investment. the system operator
can install more switching at appro
priate nodes to improve the network.

FUTURE TELEVISION

Each video-switch node also could
contain memory for user applications.
This would serve two purposes. First.
many messages would be highly cor
related, hence system performance
may be improved. For exarnple, at
7; 55 p.m. it is reasonable to anticipate
that many messages would request
broadcast programming information.
Answers could reside at the nearest
installed video switch to minimize
trunk traffic. Weather, road conditions,
news, and other information could be
similarly located. The second purpose
for "application memory" involves
storing large amounts of information
for users, as more fully explained in
the next section.

USER-TO-USER VIDEO
FACSIMILE
Because the receiver will be able to
store digitally frames of information
(pictures or data) and communicate
between any two users on the system,
video facsimile is possible. Using this
capability, a user can send one picture
to any other user on the system with
a similar interface capability. It must
be emphasized that this is not real
time video (continuously sending one
frame after another, each frame tak
ing 1/30 second) but rather the
transport of one single frame between
destinations in about 1 second. An

example is offices transporting docu
ments between different locations on
the system.

Perhaps shop-at-home services
would become economically viable
when high-quality video pictures that
would take about I second to trans
mit over a cable TV network replace
cartoon-like "pictures" that take tens
of seconds to transmit over telephone
lines. After all. we like to "see" what
we are buying.

It is unreasonable to expect people
to manually input each frame if they
want to participate in multiple-request
interactive services. Fully automated
interactive service will require multi
frame storage capability. This should
be economically viable, could be
used to provide responsive informa
tion to all users of the network, and
may be located conveniently at the
bridge nodes or video switches.

FIRMWARE
Reliable operation of both the re
ceiver/set-top converter and the net
work switches will require well-devel
oped firmware. This should not be dif
ficult to obtain because equipment
manufacturers have considerable ex
perience in these areas. The receiver's
remotely controlled tuner already
operates under the control of a micro-

(continued)
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processor. Some addressable CATV
set-top converters have as many as
three microprocessors. These use a
token-passing scheme to gain access
to a shared OVRAM (nonvolatile
random-access read/write memory
with a back-up array of electrically
erasable programmable read-only
memory cells) that stores channel re
quests, favorite channels, and other
concrol information. Packet switches
typically have used the most modern
technology: design of video switches
will most likely include 32-bit micro
computers.

It is important to emphasize that the
video switch also most likely will have
extensive mass-storage capability and
perhaps even will include many video
disc storage systems. Firmware will
have to be developed to support the
single-frame queries of hundreds of
users to a given videodisc database
in a manner that will not noticeably

FUTURE TELEVISION

degrade the performance of the
system.

PICTURE QUALITY
The subjective quality of a picture is
determined partly by its vertical res
olution, horizontal resolution, and ar
tifact content. The vertical resolution
of a picture is defined as the number
of horizontal lines that may be seen
in one picture height. This depends
on the number of lines actually
scanned across the display, the quali
ty of the "spot" scanning each line,
and our ability to perceive the light
that is produced In the current NTSC
system, 525 interlaced lines are trans
mitted 30 times per second. Only
about 480 of these lines appear on
the display, 240 in each 1/60th-second
interlaced field. The remaining "lines"
are not shown on the display and oc
cur during the vertical flyback inter
vaL This is the time required for the

scanning spot to travel from the bot
tom to the top of the display and is
necessary for the receiver to syn
chronize the picture scan to the
proper position on the display. The
vertical resolution may be repre
sented by the relationship V = Kd N a ,

where V is the vertical resolution, Kd

is the display factor, and N a is the
number of "active" lines.

The horizontal resolution of a pic
ture is defined as the number of ver
tical lines that may be seen in a width
of the picture equal to the picture
height. This is primarily determined
by the maximum frequency at which
the spot scanning each line may be
modulated (turned on and off) In the
NTSC system this frequency is 4.2
MHz, although many color television
receivers restrict this value to about
2.5 MHz, as explained later.

Artifacts are visible effects on the
icontinued)

HEAD -END
CATV SYSTEM

VIDEO
SWITCH a

VIDEO
SWITCH 1

VIDEO
.;----..., SWITCH 2

INTERACTIVE -f2>- BRIDGER ~ 2-WAY SPLITTER

U# USER NUMBER"'0 NON-INTERACTIVE ~ COUPLER Y -y USER TAPS

Figure I: An example of a two-way interactive cable-television system.
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A NewAge Dawns for
MicrocomputerProgramming

PROMAl runs on
Commodore 64s with diskdrive.

PROMAL FEATURES
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PROMALTM is innovative. with saves to memory and com-
PROMAL (PROgrammer's Micro pilation from memory workspace
Application Language) was PROMAL is elegant. COMPILED lANGUAGE
designed to achieve maximum PROMAL overcomes the perfor- Str~i~~~~~~~~urallanguage
performance from small comput- mance limitations inherent in all Fast,l-passcompiler
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table show, PROMAL is much Commodore 64 now. 43fv\achi~-languagecommands
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From 70% to 2000% faster! And PROMAL is scheduled for Call by name with arguments
it generates the most compact release on the Apple lie in I/O, Edit, String, Cursor control

and much more
object code. The PROMAL December, 1984and on the
compileris so fast that itcan IBM PC in 1stQuaner, 1985.
compile a100-line source
program in 10 seconds or less. HOWTOOROER

And, not only is itfast in compile 0 Please send me my copy of PROMALfor the Commodore 64 at $4995 plus $5.00 for
and run time, it also reduces shipping and handling ata total costot$5495. Satisfaction guaranteed.
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programml ng eve opment time. plus $2.50 for postage and handling foratotal cost of $12.50. (NOIHetundable.)
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Figure 3: Line structure visibility. There are twice as many horizontal lines in
the sequential-scan representation.

Figure 2: The sequential-scan conversion process. X indicates a transmitted line: 0
indicates a locally interpolated line. The solid green line indicates line average (motion).
green dashes indicate picture average (still). green dots indicate field insertion (still).

separation of this frequency-inter
leaved information. To decode
luminance inexpensively. many manu
facturers separate the signals by low
pass filtering the luminance. This
limits the horizontal resolution rather
severely but eliminates the cross
luminance artifact. Line comb filters
make it feasible to extend the hori
zontal resolution to the NTSC limit of
4.2 MHz with reduced cross effects.

IMPROVED PICTURE QUALITY
Picture quality may be improved by
increasing vertical or horizontal res
olution and encoding the information
in a different way that precludes cross
effects. At Philips Laboratories we
have shown that the subjective picture
quality of an NTSC signal could be im
proved further by the use of digital
picture-store memories in the receiver
without changing the transmitted
signal. Motion-compensated inter
laced-to-sequential scan conversion
demonstrates that perceived vertical
resolution could be increased and line
flicker eliminated. Figure 2 illustrates
the interlaced scanning of normal

TSC television. If the transmitted
lines are represented by X. the user
sees the Xs in field I during the first
sixtieth of a second (lines one. three.
five. seven. etc.) and the Xs in field 2
during the second sixtieth of a second
(lines two. four. six. eight. etc.). This
alternate-line scanning repeats every
other field.

With our approach. the transmitted
signal format is not changed at all. but
the alternate lines (represented by Os)
that would appear in field 2 are stored
in the receiver by spatial and tem
poral interpolation. and then all the
lines are scanned in sequence rather
than being interlaced. This technique
results in a quiet appearance (With no
line flicker) of the sequential display
and an apparent increase in vertical
resolution.

As illustrated in figure 3. the most
striking effect is a noticeable reduc
tion in the visibility of line structure.
We are "misled" into believing that
the number of transmitted lines has
been doubled from 525 to 1050. The

(continued)
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edges that are not perfectly horizon
tal appear to move slightly up and
down (or tWinkle)
• line crawl. in which certain vertical
ly moving objects lose about half their
vertical resolution due to the inter
laced display

In an attempt to minimize transmis
sion bandwidth. the NTSC encodes
chrominance and luminance informa
tion within the same bandwidth.
Hence. the bandwidth from about 2.3
to 4.2 MHz is shared: the luminance
information is centered on frequen
cies that are a multiple of the line fre
quency. while the chrominance infor
mation is offset by half the line fre
quency from these values. Successful
decoding of the chrominance and
luminance signals requires true
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display that were not present in the
original scene. They are caused by the
manner in which a scene is encoded
for transmission and the way it was
originally sampled and then dis
played. The most common are

• cross color. in which narrowly
spaced lines break out into a rainbow
of colors: striped shirts and windows
on a building. for example. often
become more colorful in certain areas
due to this effect
• cross luminance. in which sharp ver
tical color transitions and large
saturated color areas appear to have
small moving dots
• large-area flicker. in which very
bright areas seem to flash on and off
at the 60-Hz field rate
• line flicker. in which stationary
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HIGH TECHNOLOGY ATAFFORDABLE PRICES

Dot Matrix Printers'
Brother 2044L/Dynax DM-40 $ 1039.88
C.ltoh Prowriter(S510) 359.88
C.ltoh Prowriter-2, (136 coQ 589.88
C. Itoh Prowriter BPI (IBM-PC) 389.88
C. Itoh HolDot 509.88
C.ltoh HolDot-2 (136 coQ 729.88
DMX-80 (Panasonic 1090) 259.88
Epson RX/FX/LQ Series CALL
Epsonllmagewriter upgrade CALL
Inforunner Riteman 309.88
Mannesmann Tally Spirit-SO 329.88
Okidata Microline 92 399.88
w/IBM graphics compatibility 399.88
wllmagewriter compatibility 499.88
Okidata Microline 93 639.88
93 w/IBM graphics compatibility 639.88
Okidata Microline S4 Step II 739.88
NEC Pinwriter w/tractor (SO col) 699.88
NEC Pinwriter w/tractor (132 col) 929.88
Star Micronics Gemini 1OX (PC) 269.88
Star Micronics Gemini 15X (PC) 369.88
Star Micronics Delta 10 (PC) 339.88
Star Micronics Delta 15 (PC) 489.88
Star Micronics Radix 10/15 (PC) CALL
Toshiba P-1351 CALL
Toshiba P-1340 CALL
Printer Buffers (Quadram) CALL

Letter-Quality Printers
Brother/Dynax DX-15 $ 399.88
Brother/Dynax DX-25 669.88
Brother/Dynax DX-35 939.88
C.ltoh A-10 Starwriter(18 cps) 549.88
C.ltoh F-10 Starwriter(40 cps) 1079.88
C.ltoh F-10 Printmaster(55 cps) 1379.88
Diablo 620/630/Series 35 CA LL
NEC 2010/2030 (18 cps) 739.88
NEC 2050 for IBM-PC (1S cps) 759.88
NEC 3510/3530 (33 cps) 1379.88
NEC 3550 for IBM-PC (33 cps) 1499.88
NEC 7710/7730 (55 cps) 1779.88
Qume Sprint 11/40 (40 cps) 1519.88
Qume LetterPro 20 (18 cps) 459.88
Silver Reed EXP-770 (35 cps) 979.88
Silver Reed EXP-550 (18 cps) 469.88
Silver Reed EXP-500 (12 cps) 389.88
Silver Reed EXP-400 (10 cps) 329.88
Star Micronics PowerType (18 cps) 349.88

Modems
Anchor Volksmodem, 300 bd $ 69.88
Anchor Mark XII, 1200 bd 279.88
Hayes Micromodem lie (Apple) 249'.88
Hayes Smartmodem, 300 bd CALL
Hayes Smartmodem, 1200 bd CALL
Hayes Smartmodem 1200B (PC) CALL
Novation AppleCat, 300 bd 239.99
Novation AppleCat, 1200 bd 449.88
Novation SmartCat+,
IBM-PC Internal, 1200bd 349.88
External, w/software (MS-DOS) 349.88
USR Password, 1200 baud 369.88
Multi Phone-Line Junction Box 29.88

Monitors
Amdek 300G (green) $ 144.88
Amdek 300A (ambe" 159.88

Amdek Color 300 (composite) CALL
AmdekColor 600 (RGB) CALL
Princeton Graphics HX-12 509.88
Princeton Graphics Max-12 199.88
Quadram QuadChrome 529.88
Roland DG-121 (green/ambe" 144.88
Roland DG-122 (TTL output,
green or amber, w/cable) 169.88

IBM-PC Peripherals
64K Memory (4164/2oons) 9/pkg $ 59.88
Alloy 41 MB Hard Disk w/Tape CA LL
Alloy PC Tape Backup CALL
Curtis Monitor Stand 39.88
Curtis Monitor Extention Cable 39.88
Curtis Keyboard Extention Cable 29.88
Curtis System Stand 19.88
Hercules Graphics Card 379.88
Keytronics 5151 keyboard 219.88

SPECIALI: PC-Mouse & PC· Paint
Only $149.88 UPS DELIVERED

The best value in a mouse that YOU'll find anywhere:
Mouse System's PC-li_••, with optical pad, RS-232
interlace, power supply, Designer Pop-Up menu software
and PC-Paint graphics program. all for only .,....88
(and we'll deliver it UPS Ground FREE).
PC-Mouse (w/o PC-Paint) . S 129.88
PC·Paint Software S 69.88

SPECIALI: Columbia Computers
One of the Top-5 IBM-PC compatible computer systems.

Includes Perfect Software series, TIM IV database,
FastGraphs, MS·DOS 2.0, CP/M 86 and much more. A
powerful package at an incredible price.
MPC 1600 (256K Desktop).... .. $ 1949.88
MPC VP (256K Portable) $ 19149.88

Quadram 384K Quadboards (64K) 269.88
Quadram Quad 512 + (64K) 239.88
Quadram Quad 512 + (512K) 504.88
Quadram QuadColor-1 219.88
Quadram QuadColor-2 229.88
QuadVue (TTL output) 259.88
Quadram QuadLink 509.88
STB Graphics Plus II. 359.88
SiB Super I/O 169.88
STB Super RIO (64K) 289.88
STB Super RIO Plus (64K) 309.88
Tandon TM 100-2 DSDD 199.88
Titan Cygnus I/O (clock/paralleQ 149.88
Titan Cygnus I/O (clock/RS-232) 169.88
TG Joystick 59.88

Apple Peripherals
ALS CP/M Plus Card (CP/M 3.0) $ 279.88
ALS Smarterm II (SO coQ 139.88
ALS Dispatcher (RS-232) 74.88
AMT MicroDrive (half height) 179.88
Grappler+ Printer Card & cable 109.88
Microsoft Softcard (CP/M) ..... , 244.88
Microsoft Softcard lie (CP/M, 641<,
80 col. for lie only) 279.88
Pkasso-U Printer Card & cable 129.88
Printer Card & cable 79.88
Quadram E-Ram (lie, SO co1!64K) 109.88
Rana Elite-1 Disk Drive 219.88
Rana Controller 84.88

Titan/Saturn Memory Boards
32K ,$ 154.88
64K , 244.88
Neptune 64k/SO col (lie) . . . . . . . . . . . 194.88
System Saver Fan 69.88
Titan Accelerator II ' 239.99
Videx VideoTerm 199.88
Videx VideoTerrn/softswitch 219.88
Videx UltraTerm (SO/160 column) .. " 244.88
Videx Enhancer II 109.88

Macintosh Peripherals
1st Base DB $ 139.88
Diskettes (5-pk) 24.88
Diskettes (1 o-pk) ................•..... 43.88
Bluechip Millionaire 44.88
Daisywheel Printer Drivers 79.88
Flin-n-File Diskette Holder 24.88
Habadex DataBase 139.88
Hayden DaVinci Series CALL
InfoCom Games CALL
Kensington Starter Pak 69.88
Kensington Modem 119.88
liVing Video Think Tank 99.88
MacForth (Level II) 179.88
Microcom MacModem.........•..... 499.88
Micron Eye (digitize" CALL
Microsoft BASiC 109.88
Microsoft MultiPlan 139.88
Magnum McPic 39.88
Main Street Filer 139.88
Megahaus MegaMerge 89.88
Odesta Helix PDSS 279.88
Omnis 2 (mouse ver.) 199.88
Penguin Games CALL
PFS: File 89.88
PFS: Report 89.88
ProVUE OverVue 199.88
Sargon III 39.88
Soft-Life MacSlots 54.88
Softworks C Compiler 319.88
Telos FileVision 139.88
T/Maker Click Art 39.88
Tecmar MacDrive (5MB) CALL

TECHNICAL INFORMATION/SALES
(603) 881-9855
TOLL·FREE ORDER DESK
(BOO) 343-0726

Hours: 9:00 to 5:30 EST, Mon-Fri

• FREE UPS ground shipping on all orders over $50
(under $50 add $2.50 handling)

• MasterCard, VISA, American Express, Diners
Club & Carte Blanche credit cards accepted

• No surcharges on credit card orders
• Credit cards are not charged until your order

is shipped from our warehouse
• COOs accepted up to $1000 (add $10 for COD

handling). Payable with certified check, money
order or cash.

• Allow 10 days for shipping from date of order
• All personal checks held 30 days for clearance
• Full manufacturer's warranty on all products sold
• Software can be returned for an exact exchange

only; no credits or refunds issued
• Sorry, no APO/FPO or foreign orders

TECHNO~~THE BOTTOM LINE
AFFORDABLE ========================================PRICES =

MILFORD, NH 03055-0423 • TECHNICAL (603) 881-9855 • ORDER DESK (800) 343-0726
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transmitted signal remains unchanged
(525 lines 30 times per second) but
has its perceived value increased by
conversion for display at 525 lines 60
times per second.

SEQUENTIAL SCAN CONVERSION
Three methods can be used to con
vert a transmitted interlaced-scan
signal to a displayed sequential-scan
signal. Line averaging displays double
the number of lines of information per
picture but reduces the vertical reso
lution. However. line structure visibili
ty is reduced without introducing ar
tifacts on moving parts of the picture.
Line flicker. however. is not eliminated
by line averaging. Picture averaging (or
field insertion) combines the information
of all lines of both fields to preserve
the vertical resolution and eliminate
line flicker. However. in moving
scenes. the relatively large time dif
ference between the two fields pro-

duces jagged edges on moving con
tours. A third approach combines the
previous two and adds motion-detection
circuitry

R. Prodan. of our laboratory. has
demonstrated motion-detection cir
cuitry that switches between the two
methods to avoid new artifacts
created by the scan-conversion pro
cess. Line-averaged and field-delayed
information is combined in a com
plementary way based on the amount
of motion in each picture element. A
gradual switching from one interpola
tion technique to the other minimizes
the visibility of the switching process.
The scan conversion is accomplished
by digitizing the composite video
signal. Two field memories are used
with the digitized input signal to pro
vide the three fields of information
needed to produce a motion-adaptive
sequential-scan conversion. In this
way. displayed picture quality is im-

proved without introducing any new
scan-conversion artifacts.

HDTV SYSTEM
CONSIDERATIONS
The fundamental relationship be
tween the various factors that may be
improved in a television picture is

RHRvR w = Nc Dn

Do

where RH is the horizontal-resolution
improvement factor. Rv is the vertical
resolution improvement factor. Rw is
the width improvement factor. Nc is
the number of channels used. and Dn

and Do are the display factors of the
new and old systems. respectively. Of
particular interest are two-channel se
quentially displayed systems for which
Nc = 2. Dn :::: 0.8. and Do = 0.5

Doubling the perceived vertical res
olution of an NTSC display may be ac

(continued)
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Figure 4: A block diagram of a two-channel high-definition television system.
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INSTANT LAN

IBM~ is a trademark of the International Business Machines Corporation.
ARCNET'" is a trademark of the Datapoint Corporation.

WITH STANDARD MICROSYSTEMS' NEW ARCNET-PC, ARCNET-S100 OR
ARCNET-LINK, YOU CAN CREATE YOUR OWN LOCAL AREA NETWORK.

The world's first single-chip local area network controller established
Standard Microsystems as a leader in networking technology. Now we're
devoting our technical expertise to bring you revolutionary LAN board prod
ucts, too.

Our ARCNET-PC board interconnects up to 255 IBM®-type personal com-
. puters, permitting them to share

disk files and printer resources

at an extremely efficient
2.5 Megabit data rate.

The ARCNET-S100 board links up to 255 S100 computer systems, providing
the S100 computer user with a high performance local area network.

The ARCNET-LINK is a self-contained unit that provides a simplified inter
face between equipment with a programmable asynchronous RS-232 port
and an ARCNEr local area network.

All three products incorporate SMC's industry-standard MOSMSllocal area
network chip set to give you a totally integrated and cost-effective LAN solution.
Software available from Standard Microsystems and others provides increased
capability for your networking applications. Standard Microsystems Corpora
tion, 35 Marcus Boulevard, Hauppauge, NY 11788. (516) 273-3100.

STANDARD MICROSYSTEMS
CORPORATIONt@iii'

i
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Figure 5: A possible method for delivering a two-channel NTSC-compatible
high-definition television transmission.

PSYCHOVISUAL ENHANCEMENT
Drs. William Glenn and Karen Glenn
at the New York Institute of Tech
nology have shown that it requires a
finite time to perceive changes in
images. Although the exact relation
ship is complex and not completely
understood. the general principle is
that the difficulty in perceiving an
image increases as its subtended
spatial angle decreases and/or its rate
of motion increases. The operational
impact is that it is unnecessary to
transmit the high spatial-frequency in
formation in pictures at the standard
rate of 30 frames per second (fps).
The required transmission bandwidth
may be reduced significantly without
affecting the perceived horizontal
resolution by transmitting low spatial
frequency information (below 4.2
MHz) at the standard rate and refresh
ing high spatial-frequency information
(above 4.2 MHz) below the standard
rate. This. of course. requires digital
memory in the receiver so that the
60-Hz field rate sequential display
may have the full horizontal resolution
composed from the previous few
fields. The doubling of horizontal res
olution at 30 fps. which normally in
creases bandwidth requirements by a
factor of 20/15. may be reduced by a
factor of 5 to 4/1 5 A two-channel
HDTV system having about twice the
perceived vertical and twice the per
ceived horizontal resolution of NTSC
television may be realized by trans
mitting the higher frequencies at an
equivalent of only 6 fps.

TWO-CHANNEL
NTSC-COMPATIBLE HDTV
In a two-channel NTSC-compatible
HDTV. signal sources may be dis
tributed over a cable system to either
present NTSC receivers or new HDTV
receivers (see figure 4). In this man
ner producers. distributors. and
equipment manufacturers will be able
to continue to operate as the evolu-

(continued)

feel that these problems may be over
come by better matching the trans
mitted television signal to the proper
ties of human vision.
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ever. in only a 20 percent increase in
horizontal resolution.

Another point to consider is avail
able transmission bandwidth. A
straightforward doubling of the
number of lines from 525 to 1050. in
creasing the width from 43 to 5VJ3.
and doubling the resultant signal
bandwidth would require 5VJ times
the single-channel bandwidth. By in
creasing the display factor and in
creasing the number of lines from 525
to 657. the required bandwidth is
reduced to only 3VJ times the single
channel bandwidth.

These two approaches are unac
ceptable because they use an ex
cessive amount of bandwidth. The
two-channel 657-line system offers
only a 20 percent improvement in
horizontal resolution; doubling the
horizontal resolution would require
3VJ times the NTSC bandwidth. We

CEN TER

HDTV
657 LINES 51/3: 3

I
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complished by simultaneously in
creasing the number of lines and the
display factor. Because the required
bandwidth of a system increases in
proportion to the square of the num
ber of lines. it is preferable to use the
minimum number of lines in an HDTV
system. Hence. an 112 5-line interlaced
display has a perceived vertical reso
lution of about 562 lines. while a
657-line sequential display has a vertical
resolution of 526 lines while using
only (657/1125)2 = 34 percent of the
bandwidth. It is possible. therefore. to
double the perceived vertical resolu
tion of an NTSC display by increasing
the number of lines from 525 to 657.
transmitting this interlaced signal. per
forming an interlaced-to-sequential
scan conversion in the receiver. and
finally displaying the result sequential
ly For a 5VJ3 aspect ratio (R w = 1.3 3)
two-channel system. this results. how-
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FUTURE TELEVISION

Figure 6: A block diagram of two-cnannel decomposition.

tion toward HDrV occurs.
Figure 5 shows one possible

method of delivering this HDrV signal
over two standard NTSC channels.
This approach separates the HDrV
signal into a standard NTSC channel
(channell) and an augmentation
channel (channel 2). Channel 1 con
tains the "center" 4:3 aspect ratio por
tion of the HDrV picture that has
been low-pass filtered to 4.2 MHz
horizontally and converted from 657
to 52 5 lines by a vertical filtering
operation. This signal can be dis
played on all current NTSC receivers.
Channel 2 contains 132 of the original
657 lines, the side panels for the 5\01: 3
aspect ratio display, and the high
frequency information for the entire
5\01:3 picture in the remaining 393
lines between the side panels. The
side panels and 132 extra lines are
low-pass filtered to 4.2 MHz. The high
frequency subsampled information is
shifted into the same 4.2-MHz low
pass region by a filtering and sample
rate conversion process. This signal
also can be displayed on all current
NTSC receivers.

Figure 6 is a block diagram of the
two-channel decomposition. The 657
to-525 line interpolator produces the
horizontally low-pass filtered 525-line
NTSC picture from the 657-line wide
band, wide-aspect ratio source. Dur
ing this process, 132 of the original
657 lines are low-pass filtered and in
serted into channel 2. This informa
tion represents a linear transforma
tion of the original 657 lines, which
makes the procedure reversible at the
HDrV receiver.

The panels outside the normal 4: 3
center portion are extracted after a
52 5-line interpolation and similarly in
serted into channel 2. This permits
reconstruction of the 5\01: 3 aspect
ratio low-pass information at the
HDrV receiver. The high spatial
frequency information is subsampled
temporally at a 6-fps rate, shifted to
the baseband low-pass frequency
region, and inserted into the 393 re
maining lines between the panels in
channel 2. The two channels are trans
mitted simultaneously over two

(continued)
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Figure: 7: A block diagram of two-cnannel reconstruction.
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THE 8087 AND 80287 ARE IN STOCKl

For the IBM PC, PC XT, PC AT and Compatibles.

Micro
WaY_™ _
8087Support

MicroWay is the world's leading retail
er of 8087s and high performance PC
upgrades. We stock a complete selec
tion of 8087s that run at 5 and 8mhz.
All of our coprocessors are shipped
with a diagnostic disk and the best
warranty in the business - 180 days!
We also offer daughterboards for sock
etless computers such as the NEC PC
and PCjr, and a board which increases
the clock speed ofthe80287 in the PC
AT. Our new NUMBER SMASHER'"
will run the IBM PC at clock speeds up
to 1Omhz and achieves a throughput
of.l megaflops with 87 BASIC/I NLI NE,

SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE
87 FFT'" performs Forward and Inverse FFTs
on real and complex arrays which occupy up to
512 K byles of RAM. Also does convolutions. auto
correlations. hamming, complex vectormultiplica
tion, and complex to radial conversions. Callable
from MS Fortran or 87BASIC/INLINE. .... $150

87 FFT·2 '" performs two-dimensional FFTs.
Ideal for image processing. Requ ires 87FFT...$75

MATRIXPAK'" manages a MEGABYTE!
Written in assembly language, our runtime
package accurately manipulates large matnces
at very fast speeds. Includes matrix inversion and
the solution of simultaneous linear equations.
Callable from MS Fortran 3.2, 87 MACRO,
87BASIC/INlINE, and RTOS each $150

DATA ACQUISITION PACKAGE
Interactive, user-oriented language which allows
the acquisition and analysis of large data
streams. . . . . . . CALL

GRAPHICS PACKAGES
Energraphics (stand alone) 295
Grafmatic for MS Fortran or Pascal 125
Plotmatic for Grafmatic 125
Halo for Basic, C or Fortran each 150

OTHER TOOLS
Alpha Software ESP. . . 595
Borland Sidekick, Toolbox, or Graphics 45
COSMOS Revelation 850
PSI MATHPAK 75
smARTWORK .............•................ 895
SPSSlPC ...................•................ 695
STSC APL*PLUS/PC 475

Pocket APL 85

PC AT and 86-310 DRIVES
30 MEGABYTE WiNCHESTER 2000
53 MEGABYTE WiNCHESTER 2600
SYQUEST FIVE MEGABYTE 950
FIVE MEGABYTE CARTRIDGE. 100
MAYNARD WS1 HARD DiSK 950
MAYNARD WS2 orWS3 HARD DISK 1109

Inquiry 240

Intel Fortran, or Microsoft Fortran.
Software reviewers consistently cite
MicroWay software as the best in the
industry! Our customers frequently
write to thank us for recommending
the correct software and hardware to
meet their specific needs. They also
thank us for our same day shipping! In
addition to our own products which
supportthe8087 and 80287, we stock
the largest supply of specialized soft
ware available anywhere These include
three FORTRANs, three PASCALs,
APl, Intel's ASM-86 and Pl/M-86,
several Cs, 87BASIC/INLlNE,

RTOS· REAL TIME OPERATING SYSTEM
RTOS is a mult~user, mult~tasking real time oper
ating system. It includes a configured version of
IntefsiRMX-86, lINK-86, LOC-86, lIB-86, OH-86,
and MicroWay's 87 DEBUG. Runs on the IBM-PC,
XT, PC-AT and COMPAQ 400

INTEL COMPILERS'
FORTRAN-86 750
PASCAL-86.........................•....... 750
PUM-86 500
87C (LATIICE/MICROWAY) 750
ASM-86 200

87BASIC/INLINE'" converts the output of
the IBM Basic Compiler into optimized 8087
inline code which executes up to seven times
faster than 87BASIG. Supports separately com
piled inline subroutines which are located in their
own segments and can contain up t064K byles of
code. This allows programs greater than 128K!
Requires the IBM Basic Compiler and Macro
Assembler. Includes 87BASIC $200

87MACRO'" - our complete 8087 software
development package. It contains a "Pre
processor," source code for a set of 8087 macros.
and an object iibrary of numeric functions inclu~

ing transcendentals. trigonometrics. hyperbolics.
encoding, decoding and conversions. For the IBM
Macro Assembler, Version 1.0 or 2.0 $150

OBJ~ASM - a multipass object module
translator and disassembler. Produces assembly
language listings which include public symbols.
external symbols. and labels commented with
cross references. Ideal for understanding and
patching object modules and libraries for which
source is not available $200

87DEBUG'" - a professional debugger with
8087 support, a sophisticated screen-oriented
macro command processor, and trace features
which Include the ability to skip tracing through
branChes to calls and software and hardware
interrupts. Breakpoints can be set in code or on
guarded addresses in RAM $150

87 MACRO, 87FFT, and MATRIXPAK.
For real time or multi-user applica
tions we offer RTOS'" - our implement
ation of Intel's iRMX executive Our
new products include a professional
debugger with 8087 support and a
translator that converts object mod
ules into readable assembly language
files. If you have a question about
which computer, language, compiler,
operating system or application pack
age is best suited to your problem, we
can answer it. Just call:

617-746-7341

HARDWARE AND LANGUAGES

8087-35mhz...... $149
Including DIAGNOSTICS and 180-day warranty
For IBM PC and compatibles.

8087-2 8mhz ....... $275
For Wang, AT&T, DeskPro, NEC, Leading Edge

80287-35mhz..... $275
For the IBM PC AT

64K RAM Set. $30
256K RAM Set.. $195
128K RAM Set PCAT.$225
NUMBER SMASHER'.M..CALL
1Omhz 8087 coprocessor board for the IBM PC

FORTRAN and UTILITIES
Microsoft Fortran 3.2 . 239
IBM Professional Fortran. . 595
Intel Fortran-86'.................... .. .. 750
FORlIB+..... .. 65
STRINGS and THINGS 65

C and UTILITIES
Lattice C 299
Microsoft C 329
C86......................•...•........•..... 299
C TOOLS ...........................•........ 85
C Trigs and Trans. 150

BASIC and UTILITIES
IBM Basic Compiler 270
87BASIC/INLINE 200
Summit BetterBASIC~. . . . . .. . 175
Summit 8087 Module 87

MACRO ASSEMBLERS
IBM Assembler with Librarian. . . .. . 155
87MACRO.. .. .. .......... .... ...150

PASCAL
Microsoft Pascal 3.2 209
Borland Turbo 45

Turbo with 8087 Support 85
'Requires RTOS or iRMX-86. All Intel compiler
names and iRMX-86 TM Intel Corp.

Formerly MicroWare, Inc. - not affiliated or
connected with MicroWare Systems Cor
poration of Des Moines, Iowa.
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MEMORY TECHNOLOGY FOR
DIGITAu-FEATURE TELEVISION

Inquiry 110
...............lIWII.....

HAYS
1200 - $475 MICROMOOEM - $225

U.S. ROBOTICS
PASSWORD - $310 IBM PC - $320

COMPUTERS
ALTOS

586·20 . $5695 586·40 . $7195
SANYO

550-1 - $679 555-2 - $1049

PRINTERS
C-ITOH

F10-$899 8510-$1175
DATASOUTH

OS180 - $1099 OS220 - $1399
DIABLO

620 - $725 630 - $1675
EPSON

RX80 . $220 JX80 . $560
NEC

3510 - $1215 3550 - $1519
OKIDATA

182 . Call 93· $575
SILVER REED

400 - $269 770 - $839
TELEVIDEO

TPC II - $1729 1605 - $1699

SOFTWARE
LOTUS

123 - $295 SYMPHONY - $439
MICROPRO

Wordstar - $189 Wordstar Pro - $295
o Base II - $299 Friday - $175

Multiplan - $139 Supercal III - $200
MBSI - $325 TCS - $75

BOARDS
AST

Six Pac - $259 Combo + - $259
QUADRAM

Quadlink - $449 Quadboard - $279

TERMINALS
TELEVIDEO

914-$515 925-$699
WYSE

50 - $495 75 - $565

DISCOUNT COMPUTER
4655 N. ORACLE RD. #207
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85705

Prices Sub'ect To Change.
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separate NTSC channels. Standard
receivers would receive either of
these: the channel I signal is the
equivalent of the present transmis
sion. the channel 2 signal is recogniz
able as the extra information neces
sary to build the perceived better
picture.

Figure 7 is a block diagram of the
two-channel reconstruction. Channel
I carries the center portion of the
wide-aspect ratio picture. The side
panels are extracted from channel 2
to give a 5Y3: 3. 52 5-line low-pass pic
ture. The extra 132 lines are stripped
from channel 2. and a linear transfor
mation yields the original 657 lines in
the low-pass region of standard NTSC
horizontal resolution. The high-fre
quency information is extracted from
channel 2. shifted up to the original
high-frequency region to refresh a
digital memory frame store that
receives the information over the
channel at 6 fps. The frame store is
continuously read out at the standard
30-fps rate. This increases the per
ceived horizontal resolution to dou
ble the standard NTSC resolution for
still pictures. Horizontal detail will

M any new television features
described in this article are

made possible by low-cost digital
memories used to store displayed
images. The displayed portion of each
of the 480 lines in the current 4:3 NTSC
system takes about 53.5 p.s to scan.
When sampled at 13.5 MHz. this
results in 720 I-byte samples per line.
1b facilitate signal processing. this is ex
panded to 720 + 180 + 180 = 1080
bytes per line: the extra samples are
added so that luminance and two
color-difference signals are digitally
available. Widening the screen to 5VJ: 3
without increasing the horizontal res
olution increases this to 1080 x 5VJ/4
= 1440 bytes per line. Doubling hori
zontal resolution results in a total of
2880 bytes per line. Because the

have lower temporal resolution due to
the subsampling. The eye is less sen
sitive to fine detail that's moving; we
will not perceive this loss in
"theoretical" resolution.

NON-SHARED
BANDWIDTH SYSTEMS
A digital frame memory in the re
ceiver enables further improvements
in picture quality. The noise perfor
mance of the receiver may be im
proved about 3 decibels by construct
ing a nonrecursive digital filter haVing
a 30-Hz periodicity. This is more im
portant when relatively noisy sources
(for example. videocassette recorders)
are used. "Frame combing" further
reduces cross effects.

Some video engineers say that this
level of performance should be im
proved still further by completely
eliminating cross effects. This may be
done by frequency or time multiplex
ing the luminance and chrominance
information in the video signal. To
eliminate cross effects by frequency
multiplexing. the encoding must not
let the luminance and chrominance in
formation share the same bandwidth.

657-line system has about 600 lines on
the display. one HDTV image requires
a total of 1.728.000 bytes of storage.

Currently there are two competing
technologies for implementing this
store: high-speed DRAMs (dynamic
RAMs) and charge-coupled devices
(CCDs). DRAMs offer the advantage of
easily handling multiple-picture com
position. CCDs. which operate as a
FIFO (first-in/first-out) sequential store.
do not require address generation. Fur
ther. the extremely high-speed require
ments. 2880 bytes in 42 p.s. or 1 byte
about every 15 nanoseconds. may be
more readily attainable in this tech
nology. Components similar to line
addressable RAMs (LARAMs) could be
developed by IC manufacturers to fill
this need.
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GLOSSARY

Inquiry 275-

ACTIVE LINES: lines of the television
signal that appear on the display; the
NTSC television signal has 525 lines. of
which about 480 are displayed; the re
maining lines are used for synchroni
zation and test purposes.

ARTIFACTS: visible effects. generated in
a picture due to its transmission. that
were not present in the original scene.

AsPECT RATIO: picture width divided by
picture height standard television has
a 1.33 (or 4:3) aspect ratio; high
definition television will have a wider
(perhaps 1.66 or 1.78) aspect ratio
more like that of motion picture film.

CHROMINANCE: part of the television
signal that characterizes the color (hue
and saturation) without reference to its
luminous intensity (brightness).

COMB FILTER: an electronic filter with
a spectral response that consists of
several equally spaced elements that
resemble the teeth of a comb.

DISPLAY FACTOR: a constant that con
verts the number of active lines
transmitted into the number of vertical
lines perceived on a display.

FIELD: a sample of the lines in a TV pic
ture (or frame); a field in NTSC TV con
sists of 262 V2 lines transmitted in 1160
second; i.e.. all the odd- or even
numbered lines in the picture.

If all the luminance information from
2 to 4.2 MHz is up-converted by 3
MHz. then the chrominance and
luminance information are easily
separable. completely eliminating
cross effects.

Cross effects also may be elimi
nated by time multiplexing the
chrominance and luminance informa
tion. Instead of encoding the
chrominance and luminance informa
tion on each line into a shared
bandwidth composite-video signal.
the information is individually time
compressed and shifted. For a typical
MAC (multiplexed analog component)
signal. sound and sync information
occupies the first 10 /l-s (microsec
onds) of each line; one of the color-

FRAME: smallest number of fields com
prising one complete television picture;
in NTSC television. two fields having a
total of 525 lines transmitted in 1130
second (i.e.. all the lines in a picture).

FRAME MEMORY: a digital device using
either RAMs or charge-coupled
devices to store a complete television
picture; for NTSC television. this re
quires about 500.000 bytes.

INTERLACED SCAN: a means of display
ing a picture whereby the lines of the
second field of a frame are placed
halfway vertically between the lines of
the first field of a frame.

LUMINANCE: part of the television
signal that characterizes the light inten
sity (brightness) without reference to
its color (chrominance).

RESOWTION: the number of lines that
may be represented in a distance equal
to the height of a display.

SEQUENTIAL SCAN: a means of display
ing a picture whereby all the lines of
a frame are presented one after an
other in sequence; sometimes referred
to as progressive scan.

VIDEO FACSIMILE: transmission of one
television picture from one to any
other location on a CATV system in
about I second.

difference signals. time-compressed
by a factor of three. occupies the next
18 /l-S of the line; and the luminance
signal. time-eompressed by a factor of
three to two. occupies the remaining
36 /l-S of the line.

Time compression of the signal by
an amount X increases the required
bandwidth for transmission X times.
Hence. the required bandwidth for
transmission of the luminance is 1.5
x 4.2 = 6.3 MHz. while the reqUired
bandwidth for the chrominance is 3
x 1.5 = 4.5 MHz. The choice of the
compression factors is based not only
on bandwidth considerations but also
on noise performance over the com
munication channel. In principle. any

(continued)

New
graghics system

offers VVlde
open

architecture
to the

designee
+ Open architecture.
+ Industry standard buses.
+ Adapts to thousands of tasks.
+ Expandable with modules from

us and many others.
+ Obsolescence proof.
+ Color or monochrome.

Our new Perigraf I is built around a
standard Q-bus with slots for many extra
cards to expand or customize your system.

Peritek offers cards for color or
monochrome, for dot graphics or alpha
numerics, for low to high resolution. and
for one or more display channels.

You can choose a single unified bus
or a bus split for two microprocessors.
Choose a standard single-wide enclosure
or a double-wide enclosure for super
micros.

You get a hard disk and two floppies
on a single plug-in module that you can
replace in one minute.

You can link up to six Perigrafs for
paraLlel data transfer by DMA at 250,000
bytew'sec.-or link any number for local
area networking by Ethernet.

Complete development software is
included. Image editor. Vector de-jagging.
System diagnostics. GKS-compatible
software. ALI supported by popular
operating ystems.

Ba ic $14,500 price includes IV73
CPU. 512 Kb RAM, 2RX50 type floppies.
36 Mb hard disk. 4 port serial 110, RT
clock, and graphics interface.

Contact Peritek Corporation, 5550
Redwood Road, Oakland, CA 94619
(415) 531-6500. Eastern Regional Sales
Office (516)93 1-4664 TWX 910-366-2029.

Peritek
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Stride Micro (Formerly Sage Computer), 4905 Energy Way. Reno, Nevada 89502

-Jerry Pournelle on Sage Faire '84

FEBRUARY 8-10, 1985

FUTURE TELEVISION

SUMMARY
In this glimpse into future television.
I have presented the technical basis
for the evolution of color television in
the "information age:' This is made
possible by the development of frame
stores using VLSI. These new com
ponents increase the extent of signal
processing capabilities that are
economically viable. Local- and net
work-level interactive capabilities will
be emphasized. including interuser
transmission of digital data and video
facsimile.

The exact format for HDTV and the
extent of receiver flexibility are being
evaluated. Once a path is cleared. the
journey to future television may be
completed in a few years. _

choice of _1_ + _1_ = I

Xc XL
is possible: Xc = 3 chrominance com
pression and XL = 1.5 luminance
compression are selected to optimize
subjective performance for signals
having the same RGB (red-green-blue)
inputs as European PAL (phase alter
nation line) over a direct broadcast
satellite (DBS) system.

E·MAC AND
THE SMART RECEIVER
Unlike current TV systems. with both
the two-channel NTSC-compatible
HDTV and MAC coding systems. the
time position of the transmitted signal
no longer directly corresponds to the
position of the information on the
final display. The decoder uses the
memory in the receiver to change the
time sequence of the signal to re
assemble the picture according to a
fixed predetermined mapping. S.
Liong 'Ian (NV Philips) and Richard
Jackson (philips Redhill) suggested
that a large number of different for
mats could be decoded by a "smart"
receiver if the transmitted signal in
cluded format-decoding information.
Recently the European Broadcasters
Union modified the proposed MAC
specifications to include signal format
information in the last line. A "smart"
receiver could select the correct pic
ture format map from the information
provided by the last line.

We are very proud to announce that
our keynote speaker will be Nik
laus Wirth, considered to be the
father of Pascal and Modula-2.

Call today for an information pack
age on Stride Faire '85.

Contact: Laura Smith
Stride Faire '85
(702) 322-6868

Stride Micro will also introduce
some very important and exciting
new products at the Faire.

It all happens at the fabulous MGM
Grand Hotel and Casino in Reno,
Nevada. Besides attending the
Faire, you may want to venture out
into the picturesque scenery of
Lake Tahoe for some of the best
skiing in the world. Special hotel
and travel rates are available
through Stride Micro.

Make plans to attend Stride Faire
'85, February 8-10. It's your
chance to stay a step ahead in the
computer race, with a chance to
win a Stride 420 computer (com
plete with software) valued at over
$4,000, just for attending the Faire.

STiVDE,
faire'S?

for three days in February, Stride
Faire '85 gives you an opportunity
to learn where high performance
supermicrocomputer technology is
gOlllg, Some of the heavyweights
in the industry will discuss what's
happening, and more importantly,
what's about to happen, You'll see
and hear panel discussions, speak
et s, demonstrations and workshops
tegarding products, companies and
I tems like:

• Digital Research
• Modula
& UNIX
• RM/COS
• CAD/CAM
.. Multiuser
• Flexware
.. Local Area Networking
• Sales Techniques
• BOS • PDOS
• TOM Software
• CP/M • Forth
• Idris
• Wyse Terminals
• Flooring
• Retail Software
• DB Master
• APL • LISP
• MCBA

"It reminded me of some of
the earlv micro conllentions,

the fun ones before thev
got so large . .. there were
also anumber of industrv

heal/Vweights to make it likelv
that what was said would

halle an effect."
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"DesDite the recent Dress notices,
mUltiuser microcomDuters aren't

anvthinll new!"

For more information on Stride or
the location of the nearest Stride
Dealer call or write us today.
We'll also send you a free copy of
our 32 page product catalog.

Corporate Offices:
4905 Energy Way
Reno, NY 89502
(702) 322-6868

Regional Offices:
Boston: (617) 229-6868
Dallas: (214) 392-7070

Formerly Sage Computer

states. That gives us a 25% in
crease over the Sage models.
And, we have a 12 MHz pro
cessor as an option. Let me add
that speed isn't the only way to
judge performance. I think it is
also measured in our flexibility.
We support a dozen different
operating systems, not just one.
And our systems service a wide
variety of applications from the
garage software developer to the
corporate consumer running high
volume business applications."
0: Isn't that the same thing all
manufacturers say in their ads?
RC: "Sure it is. But to use another
over used-term, 'shop around'.
We like to think of our systems as
'full service 68000 supermicro
computers.' Take a look at every
one else's literature and then
compare. When you examine
cost, performance, flexibility, and
utility, we don't think there's any
one else in the
race. Maybe
that's why we've
shipped and
installed more
multiuser 68000
systems than
anyone else."

"The marlcetln''Iressure
to be comllatlble

Instead 0' being better,
has blinded the Indust"...

think the YMEbus is the only de
sign that meets both criteria and
thus have made it a standard fea
ture of every Stride 400 Series
machine."
0: What are some of the other
unique features of the 400 Series?
RC: "A surprising feature is com
patibility. Everybody talks about
it, but nobody does anything
about it. Our systems are com
pletely compatible with each other
from the 420 model starting at
$2900, through the 440, on to the
powerful 460 which tops out near
$60,000. Each system can talk to
the others via the standard built-in
local area network. Go ahead and
compare this with others in the in
dustry. You'll find their little ma
chines don't talk to their big ones,
or that the networking and multi
user are incompatible, or that they
have different processors or
operating systems, and so on."
0: When you were still known as
Sage Computer, you had a reputa
tion for performance, is that still
the case with the new Stride 400
Series?
RC: "Certainly, that's our calling
card: 'Performance By Design.'
Our new systems are actually fas
ter; our standard processor is a 10
MHz 68000 running with no wait

were clearly inferior from a tech
nical point of view. This phenom
enon leads me to believe that they
will soon rewrite the old proverb:
'Build a better mousetrap and the
world will beat a path to your
door,' but only if they can find the
way through the marketing fog."
0: Are things changing now?
RC: "Yes and no. With the busi
ness world starting to take more
and more interest in microcompu
ter solutions, the advantages of a
solid multiuser system couldn't be
kept hidden forever; companies
like ours and a few others were
beginning to make a dent. Instead
of taking a fresh approach, some
of the newest multiuser offerings
will probably only give the tech
nology an undeserved black eye!
Multiuser is far more than the
ability to plug in more terminals.
It involves things like machine
compatibility, fast processors,
adequate memory, large storage
capacities, backup features, net
working, and operating system
flexibility."
0: Is this what makes the new
Stride 400 Series different?
RC: "Exactly. That sounds self
serving, but it's true. Today a
number of companies are intro
ducing their first multiuser sys
tem. We've been building and
shipping multiuser machines for
almost three years. We know the
pitfalls, we've fallen into some of
them. But we have learned from
our mistakes."
0: Give me some examples.
RC: A hard disk is almost manda
tory for any large multiuser in
stallation. Yet, backing up a hard
disk can be a nightmare if you
only have floppies to work with.
That's why we've added a tape
backup option to all the larger
Stride 400 Series machines. It's
irresponsible for a manufacturer
to market a multiuser system
without such backup. Another
good lesson was bus design. We
started with one of our own de
signs, but learned that it's impor
tant not only to find a bus that is
powerful, but also one that has
good support and a strong future
to serve tomorrow's needs. We

"A surprising 'eature Is
comllatlbll"r. Ere"bodr
talks about It, but nobodr
does anrthlng about "."

meeting high performance and
multiuser design requirements in
1980. Instead of this trend taking
off, most energy was spent pro
moting 8088/8086 products that

0: Why do you say that?
RC: "The technology to build a
high performance multiuser sys
tem has been around for five
years. And while some of the
leaders in this industry have been
pretending that micro multiuser
didn't exist, we've been shipping
complete systems for nearly three
years. The benefits of multiuser
are undeniable; it is more cost ef
fective, and offers greater flexibil
ity and utility. But until just re
cently, the marketing pressure to
be compatible instead of being
better, has blinded the industry."
0: What do you mean?
RC: "Well, for example, the
Motorola 68000 processor intro
duced 16/32-bit technology to the
personal computer world a long
time ago. It was fully capable of

This Is th, tlrst In as,",s of
discussions wnh Rod Coleman,
President of St"d, Micro
(form,", Sage COlfllluterJ on
the 8BDDD multiuser malt,t
and Its curr,nt ,nrlronm,nt.
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And AT&T, Columbia, Compaq, Corona, Eagle, TI Professional, and
QICSTOR-PLUS, PC-DISC, PC-BACKUp, PC-CARD, and PC-9 TRACK.

Alloy Computer Products, Inc., 100 Pennsylvania Ave., Framingham, Mass. 01701 (617) 875-6100, TWX: 710-346-0394
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Zenith. With PC-QICTAPE, PC-STOR, PC-SLAVE/16, PC-QICSTOR,
See Alloy's full line of innovative products in action at your local dealer.

Europe: Alloy Computer Products (Europe) Ltd., Cirencester, Gloucestershire, Eng. Tel: 0285-68709, T1x: 43340
Inquiry 15

Computer Products, Inc.
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".iUNYeI'ItIc.IIon -Increase
the efficiency of credit checks by
adding pictures of customer
signatures to your financial data.
base records,

Real Estate - add pictures of
houses to on-line real estate
listings for faster property identifi
cation and improved sales
presentations.

Electronic Cataloging - pictures
of products can be combined with a
data base system containing pro
duct specifications, pricing,
availability and much more.

CHORUS

tnfh&upper

"'~~:I~~:thescreen at a
I -of820 x200with 16
cotora orMis of gray. Text
information from data base records
fUls the rest of the screen. Pictures
can also be exploded to full screen.

Call or write and we will send you
information on PHOTOBASE,
PC-EYE, compatible cameras and
other imaging equipment in the
Chorus Family of products.
(603) 424-2900 or
1-800-0CHORUS.

TM PHOTOBASE and PC-EYE are trademarks of
CHORUS Data Systems.
'dBase II is a trademark of Ashton-Tate; R-Base
4000 is a trademark of Microrim. Inc,; IBM Filing
Assistant is a trademark of International Business
Machines Corporation.

Inquiry 53

CHORUS Data Systems, Inc., 6 Continental Blvd., P.e. Box 370, Merrimack, New Hampshire 03054



BY GREGG WILLIAMS

MICROSOFT
MACINTOSH BASIC
VERSION 2.0

Command

GOSUB initsys
ON MENU GOSUB processmenu
MENU ON
WHILE true

GOSUB initgame
WHILE alive

GOSUB initwave
WHILE alive AND morenemy

IF NOT laststand THEN GOSUB moveuser
movcnt=ski11

parameter-passing
subprograms

More Mac support
and true

Show Command
Show List 3€l

Show Second List~~~~~~
Show Output, Micro Monsters

r- • File Edit Search Run

direct program output to one of
several windows, and get information
about a certain window (for example,
its size or the position of the cursor
in the active window). The number of
windows in your program is limited
only by the amount and usage of the
Macintosh's memory.

In addition, the PICTURE ON state
ment causes a variable called
PICTURE$ to accumulate, according
to the manual. "a set of encoded
Macintosh instructions which, to
gether, produce a screen image:' The

(continued)

Gregg Williams is a senior technical editor for
BYTE. He can be contacted at POB 372,
Hancock, NH 03449.

Author's note: This article describes the fea
tures of the new version of Microsoft BASIC
for the Apple Macintosh, available for S150.
Because it is based on a prerelease copy of
the software involved, this article does not in
clude any evaluation of the software's perfor
mance. Since the software's functionality had
been "frozen" (i.e., no new features were to
be added to the product), this article should
be an accurate description of the software's
content and structure. A full software review
will follow sometime in the future.

M
icrosoft Corporation re
leased a version of its BASIC
for the Apple Macintosh

computer shortly after the machine's
release. Although this version used
few of the Macintosh's special fea
tures (windows, pull-down menus,
etc.), it became popular, largely
because it was the only BASIC avail
able. (Apple's Macintosh BASIC. as of
this writing, was still not available.)

Microsoft recently introduced
Microsoft BASIC version 2.0 (I'll ab
breviate Microsoft BASIC for the
Apple Macintosh as MBASIC 2.0 to
contrast it with Apple's product.
called Macintosh BASIC). Because
most people are familiar with the
generic Microsoft BASIC (which is
similar to MBASIC version 1.0 for the
Macintosh), I'll limit this description to
those features that are new. MBASIC
2.0 is upward-compatible with pro
grams and data files created using
MBASIC 1.0. Figure I shows the List
(program listing) window for an
MBASIC 2.0 program and the con
tents of the Windows menu.

WINDOWS
The WINDOW statement lets you
create and close (eliminate) windows,

Figure I: Microsoft Macintosh BASIC 2.0. Note the lack of line numbers
in the program and the selections in the new Windows menu.
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MBASIC 2.0 comes
in two versions that
use different
floating--point--number
formats but are
otherwise identical.
programmer can use the stored value
of this string to reproduce the con
tents of a window. With some addi
tional programming. you can use this
statement to create a program that
redraws the contents of an output
window when an obscuring window
is removed. (MBASIC 2.0 automatical
ly redraws List windows but not out
put windows.)

EDIT FIELDS, BUTTONS, AND
DIAWG FUNCTIONS
The EDIT FIELD statement allows you
to specify any rectangular area of an
output window as an edit field. This
lets the user of your program edit the
contents of that field (which can be
blank or contain a string of your
choice) with the mouse and the edit
functions (cut. copy. and pastel-just
as you would be able to do with. say,
MacWrite.

The BUTTON statement allows you
to place buttons of various kinds
(push buttons, check boxes. or radio
buttons) in a window and change and
inquire about their status (among "in
active:' "active, not selected:' and "ac
tive. selected").

The DIALOG function returns a
value that states whether or not some
thing significant has happened in the
active windows. This includes such in
formation as whether or not a button
has been pressed. whether an inactive
window or the active window's "close
box" have been clicked. or whether
a window needs to be refreshed.

With the above statements and the
WI NDOW statement. you can create
windows that refresh their contents
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when needed and windows that look
and behave like standard Macintosh
alert and dialog boxes.

MENU BARS
The MENU statement lets you create
up to 10 custom menus. each with up
to 20 items; menu items can be inac
tive. selected. or selected and marked
with a check box. MBASIC 2.0 makes
no provision for a Command-key se
quence to substitute for a menu item
(like. for example. Command-C to sub
stitute for the menu item "Cut"). The
MENU function returns the values of
the menu and item numbers of the
last menu selection made.

EVENT TRAPPING
The numerous event-trapping state
ments let you control your program
via various events without tedious
programming-things like mouse
clicks. button and menu selections,
and window activations. These func
tions are the "glue" that will usually
hold together a BASIC program that
makes heavy use of the Macintosh
user interface.

In addition to the ON ERROR
GOSUB f1n1m from MBASIC 1.0, which
executes the subroutine at line f1f1f1f1
when the program detects an error.
MBASIC 2.0 allows you to execute a
subroutine: ON BREAK (whenever
Command-period, the break se
quence, is pressed). ON DIALOG
(when the value of DIALOG(O)
becomes nonzero, indicating some
dialog-box-related event), ON MENU
(when a custom-menu item is
selected). ON MOUSE (when the user
presses or drags the mouse button).
or ON TIMER (when an internal timer
counts down to zero). In addition.
sensing of these events can be en
abled (e.g" MOUSE ON). disabled
(MOUSE OFF), or stored for later use
(MOUSE STOP).

SOUND
MBASIC 1.0 had only the simple
BEEP command, but MBASIC 2.0
adds a SOUND command that lets
you control the tone and length of up
to four sound generators. In addition,
sound commands (to an unspecified

limit) can be queued up with the
SOUND WAIT command, then re
leased with SOUND RESUME; this
allows you, for example. to set up and
then play several sound generators in
synchronization.

Another statement. WAVE. lets you
use waveforms other than the default
(a square wave). The parameter SIN
specifies a sine wave; 256 elements
from a selected integer array specifies
any other arbitrary waveform. While
the use of a single square-wave sound
generator may slow program execu
tion about 2 percent. the use of multi
ple arbitrary waveforms can cut ex
ecution speed by more than 50
percent.

Two VERSIONS
Microsoft has made the unprece
dented move of supplying two ver
sions of MBASIC 2.0, which use dif
ferent floating-point-number formats
but are otherwise identical. The BCD
(binary-coded decimal) version is bet
ter for business and financial pro
gramming because it eliminates the
rounding errors that sometimes occur
when using binary floating-point
arithmetic (the kind used by most
BASICs). This version is compatible
with programs and data files created
by MBASIC 1.0 and defaults to dou
ble precision for numeric values. The
binary version of MBASIC 2.0 (which
adheres to the IEEE floating-point
number standard) is faster than the
BCD version because it defaults to
single precision for numeric values
and for the calculation of trans
cendental functions. The binary
MBASIC 2.0 icon and BASIC program
icons show a small flowchart and a pi
symbol. (The decimal-version icons
look like their counterparts that are
found in MBASIC 1.0.)

EDITING AND DEBUGGING
MBASIC 2.0 adds a number of much
needed editing and debugging fea
tures. Find and find-and-replace menu
selections automate the tedious pro
cess of looking through a program
listing for things that need to be
changed. A find-the-cursor menu

(continued)



11/84

.5215

.5340

.5410
569

.5305

.5479

.. Call

...5125
.. 5134

5399
.5410

599
5149
.. Call

... 5549

.. 51950
.52660

.. From 51469

.5449
.. 5225

.... 5299
. 5299

.5399

Commuter

MONITORS

Zenith
ZVM·122 Amber .505
ZVM-123 Green ... . 595
ZVM-124 .5129
ZVM-'33 Color/RGB. . 5410
ZVM-135 Color/RGB W/Audio. .5459

DISK DRIVES
Iomega
Bernoulli Box for IBM
10 Megabyte .
20 Megabyte.

Rana
Elite I
Elite 11
Elite III
Controller (W/Drive Only)
1000W/DOS for Atari

Amdek All Monitors

Princeton Graphic
HX-12

Sanyo
CRT-30 .
CRT-36
CRT-50
CRT-70 .

Taxan
121 Green .
121 Amber
420 RGB
425 RGB/Green

Visual

TECMAR
Graphics Master
126K Dynamic Memory
256K Dynamic Memory
Captain 128K .
Captain 256K .

.Call

.. Call

.Call

.Call

.Call

.Call

.Call
.. Call
.. Call
.Call

.5175

.5225

.5315
515

.. 5215
516

.516
... 589

.Save 25%

.Save25%

.Save25%

.Save 25%
..save25%

.54285
...... 51765

.52850
.. 54640

5869
.51749
51509

.51729

Order Line: 1-800-528-1054
Order Processing &
Other Information: 602-954-6109

2222 E.lndian School Rd.
Phoenix, Arizona 85016

COMPUTERS
Altos All Computer Models .

Columbia
leading Edge Personal Computer

NEC
PC-8201 Computer
PC·B201A·90 Battery Pack
PC-8206A 32K Ram
PC-8271A-Q1 AC Adapter.
PC-8271A-Q2 AC Adapter.
PC-B281A Recorder.

Northstar
All Computer Models.

Sanyo MBC-775 Portable.
M BC-550 System
MBC-555 System .
MBC-550·2 System .
MBC-555-2 System
MBC-885

Televideo
802 H .
803.
803H .
806/20.
TPC-1
TPC·2 Dual Drive
TPC-2 Single Drive.
1605.

Zenith
Z-150Single Drive.
Z·150 Dual Drive
Z-150W/10 Megabyte.
Z-160 Single Drive.
Z-160 Dual Drive

DISKETTES
Maxell
MD-1 (Oly 100).
MD-2 (Oty 100)

.5699

.. 5189
.5459
5389

.5214
.5315

... Call

.5319

5439
.5559
.5515

.... 5635
.5700

...5905
5985
5979

.5385

.5469
..... 5469

.. 5485
.5849

..... 5239

.5489
5565

..... 5599

.5399
... 5419
.. 5816
.5850
.5449

...... 5519

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30 Saturday 9-1
Order Line Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30 Saturday 9-1

1·800·528·1054
*SPECIALS OF THE MONTH*

Prices reflect 3% to 5% cash discount. Product shipped in factory cartons with manufacturer's warranty. Please add
$8.00 per order for UPS shipping. Prices & availability subject to change without notice. Send cashier's check or
money order ... all other checks will delay shipping two weeks.

COLUMBIACOMPUTERS
All systems include fifteen software packages

with a $3,200 value.

MPC4210 MPC4220
MPC4610 MPC4620 Columbia VP

Altos
Smart II

Qume
QVT 102 Green .
QVT 102 Amber
QVT 103 Green
QVT 103 Amber .
QVT lOB Green
QVT 108 Amber

Televideo
910
910+
914
924
925
950.
970
BOOA (User Station).
Personal Terminal

Wyse
50
75

Zenith Z-29

MODEMS
Anchor Automation
MarkXII .

Hayes
Smartmodem 300 Baud
Smartmodem 1200 Baud
Smartmodem 12008 Baud (IBM) .
Micromodem IlE (Apple) .

Novation Smart Cat Plus

Racal-Vadic All Models

US Robotics Passwo,d 1200.

VIDEO TERMINALS
ADDS
A-2 Green.
A-3.
Viewpoint 60
Viewpoint 90
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PRICED TOO LOW
TO PRINT

Call for Prices.

CALL TOLL FREE

_GEMINI_
10Xor10XPC

with
Cable & Paper
Su~rPrice

CALL

PRINTERS
Anadex
9625B .51129
wPGOOO. 52039
DPG500 .52259

Brother
DX-15 5369
HR-25 .5649
HR-35 .. 5875

C-Itoh
A10-20 .5459
F-10 Parallel or Serial .5909
55 CPS Serial or Parallel. .51189
8510 Parallel (Prowriter) . .5315
851OSP. .5435
85tOSCP ..5509
8510BPI .5335

Comrex
CA-2 Parallel 5339
CR-2 Serial. .5499
CR-2 Keyboard .5129
CR-4 .Call
420 .Call

Datasouth
DSt80 .51149
DS220 .. 51469

Diablo
620 .. 5694
630 API . .51499
630 ECS .51669
630 ECS/IBM .51669
Series 36 . .51139
80 IF .52649
P12COt .5529
P32COI. .. 5759
S32COI. .. 5839
P38 .51639
S38 .. 51719
Ct50 5999

Epson All Printer Models .Call

Inforunner
Rlteman .5249

Juki
5500 .Call
6100 .. Call
6300. .Call

NEC
2010.2015.2030 .5639
2050 5669
3510.3515.3530 .51215
3550 .51359
7710.7715.7730 .51649
8850 .51779
P2. P3. .Call

Okidata All Printer Models .Call

Panasonic
1091 .. 5299
t092 .5445
t093 .Call

Silver Reed
EXP400 5245
EXP500 Parallel. 5339
EXP500 Serial. .5339
EXP550 Parallel .5399
EXP550 Serial. .5399
770 Parallel .5789
770Serial. .5789

Star Micronics
All Printer Models .Call
Tally Spirit80 .5245

Toshiba
P134Q Parallel or Serial. ... 5709
P1351 Parallel or Serial .51249

PLOTTERS
Enter
Sweel-P600 .5780

..



selection allows you to scroll through
your program and return to your
original location without the trial and
error that you previously had to do.
You can also do full Macintosh-style
editing in the List window: this is a
great improvement over MBASIC 1.0.
which forces you to copy a BASIC line
to the command window for editing.

A product of ACL, Incorporated
1960 E. Devon Avenue
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
(312) 981-9212
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Another improvement is that MBASIC
2.0 allows you t make only two List
windows. In MBASIC 1.0 you can have
three List windows open. which
wastes mem()fy.

MBASIC .2 0 adds a single-step
rapability to the TRON and TROFF
statements available in MBASIC \.0
Single-stepping. which is invoked

Inquiry 7

using the Step selection under the
Run menu (or by pressing Command
T). causes MBASIC 2.0 to execute one
statement and highlight it in the List
window (if it is visible). Note that only
one statement is executed: if a line
contains multiple statements. only the
current one is highlighted.

NEW LANGUAGE FEATURES
The Macintosh-environment enhance
ments to MBASIC 2.0 are certainly ex
dtJng. but Microsoft has made im
provements to the BASIC language
itself that are actually more important.
None of these features are new to
BASIC itself. but their inclusion in a
Microsoft BASIC tends to ensure their
inclusion in future Microsoft BASICs.
which will probably set a de facto
standard for the microcomputer com
munity. The new features. which in
clude program-format changes and
subprograms that pass parameter
values rectify most of the shortcom
ings that programmers have against
the language and make it a serious
competitor to Pa cal for many users.

The criticism of BASIC as an unread
able, monolithic language is largely
due to its lack of formatting (indent
ing lines to clarify, for example. the
body of a DO loop) and its require
ment of line numbers. MBASIC 20
programs are stored as they are typed
in-this includes any cosmetic use of
spaces even blank lines. MBASIC 2.0
requires line numbers-or. equivalent
ly. alphanumeric labels delimited by
colons-only when needed to specify
the d stination of GOTOs, GOSUBs.
or IF-statement branches. MBASIC 2.0
also convert BASIC keywords (which
may be entered in lowercase) to up
percase and boldface in the List
window.

Th s Ibprogram (delimited by SUB
and END SUB statements) differs
from the subroutine in that the former
can pass values from the calling state
ment to the subprogram definition:
this feature greatly increases the
power of the language and is a part
of most sophisticated programming
languages (FORTRAN, Pascal. and
Modula-2. among others). The vari-

(continued)
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'" Qubie' 1984

4809 Calle Alto
Camarillo, CA 93010

London (01) 223-4569
Paris (01) 321-5316
Sydney (02) 579-3322

QUBIE'

10 luk 6larnt..
If you are not comp§et
satisfiedwithyourpur
you may return it within 3
day. for a full refund,
eluding the COlt to lend
back. If you can get any
our competitors to give y
the lame guarantee,
both and return the one y
don't like.

1IInI110 .eg me
.... 10 ... _

I Order Today, Shipped Tom9~ow!
I For fastest delivery, send cashiers checl<.

I money order, or order by credit card Per
sonal checks, allow 18 ~ys to clear:'I California residents, add 6% sales tax.
Hours: Mon.-Fri 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. PSTI Sat. 9:00 a.m.-l:00 p.m. PST

I (BOO) 821-4479
I Toll Free Outside California

I (805) 987-9741
Inside California

type in DOS commanda, and are aD
selected by using cursor control
keys. 1dir even explailla commands
with HELP scr.... that give you on
line advice when you need it.

Qabie' cII'IY...... made of....
erial plated recording media. They'
withatand the vibration and mov.
ment that hM c:lamaged herd disks
in the pMt. In fact, Qubie' driv.
have been selected by leveral
computer makers for use in their
portable computers.

Good.erriceatut. witll ........
lag your questicma befOre and after
you buy. It continues with .ame or
ned day shipment of your orelel'.
Since we only ..n a few selected
prodacts. we have the information
aad inveatory to help you fast.

W..................... laow 0WIl
...... department within 48
haaD. ahoa1clyou ever need service
dIIring the 0118 yeu W8ITaI1ty
pedod.

0.pdH" tile...Ie paiGe. AD
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1Ift.IQI:8II08.1IIal1anJ? Two day
_ ...'11...
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cII'IY.. than you have to? Oar 10
Meg iDterM1 herd disk .w.y.tem is
pric:eclat $794, with the 20 Meg
moc:Iel going for $1288. Oar ater
nel10 Meg goeI for $944, 20 Meg
for $1438.

01u' cII'IY...... faI1y colII.patible
with any mM PC or PC-compatible
with 84IC RAM and PC-DOS 2.0 or
later.* Qubie' driv. boot directly
from the hard disk. You can power
up the PC and load the system
directly, without uaing any floppy
disks. No software patches or driv
ers to i11ataJL
U.lagt.............. of
POW'" • a floppy drive, the Qubie'
hard disk uses leu energy than
other aftermarket drivM.



abIes used in the SUB statement are
called formal (or dummy) parameters
because they are not actual variables
that can conflict with variables of the
same name elsewhere in the pro
gram-they are placeholders for the
values that are passed to the sub
program when it is called.

MBASIC 2.0 subprograms support
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call-by-reference and call-by-value
parameter passing (in the latter. the
subprogram cannot change the value
of the variable used as a parameter
in the calling statement). Simple vari
ables in the calling statement are
called by reference (meaning their
values can be changed) unless they are
surrounded by parentheses. in which

Inquiry 172

case they are called by value. Calling
statements can pass array names as
parameters. and the size of the array
does not have to be declared in the
definition of the subprogram.

In addition to its formal parameters.
which are local to the subroutine
(meaning their values do not exist out
side the subprogram). the SUB state
ment can include a list of shared
variables. variables that are global
(meaning they have the same value
both inside and outside the sub
program). The SUB statement can
also declare that all the variables in
side it are static; the variables retain
their values from one invocation of
the subprogram to the next.

Subprogram definitions cannot con
tain other subprogram definitions.
This means that variables cannot have
varying degrees of locality (as they
can in Pascal. for example). However.
you can limit the scope of some vari
ables by defining them as shared with
some subprograms but not others.

A subprogram can be called either
by its own name or with the CALL
statement (which is also used to call
machine-language subroutines). For
example. if a subprogram is defined
with

SUB POLY-AREA
(SIDES,LENGTH,RESULT)

it can be called as

CALL POLY-AREA(5,12,area)

or as

POLY-AREA 5,12,area

(note the lack of parentheses in the
latter case).

DOCUMENTATION
The MBASIC 1.0 reference manual has
215 pages; the MBASIC 2.0 manual
has 378 pages. which includes ex
amples of almost every feature de
scribed. For example. the 'Access to
Macintosh ROM Routines" appendix
is five pages in the first manual and
eleven pages in the second (which
documents the same number of rou
tines. only in greater detail). The
MBASIC 2.0 documentation spells out

(continued)
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National Instruments takes the GPIB to the second power and beyond.
Unsurpassed customer support Is as close as your
phone.

National Instruments is the only company that is solely
dedicated to developing, manufacturing and supporting a
comprehensive line of IEEE-488 interfaces for a variety of
computer systems. Because GPIB hardware and software
is our only business, we can take customer support to a
level that is unsurpassed in the industry.

Our customer telephone support service includes instal
lation and operational assistance for all National Instruments'
GPIB products. All you have to do is call 1-8QO-531-GPIB
for comprehensive advice on installing and using our GPIB
hardware and software This toll-free number gives you
access to 100+ man-years of GPIB and instrumentation
experience-every weekday, coast to coast.
we'll help you work with any
GPiS from any manufacturer.

National Instruments ~
has the in-depth /"' .'
knowledge required for ~. .
comprehensive system "
support. We've provided
GPIB interfaces for ten different
computer architectures, from
the DEC VAX to the IBM-PCjr,
and we've worked with many

operating systems, including several flavors of UNIX. With
this unparalleled level of experience, National Instruments
now offers installation and application support on any GPIB
interface, from any manufacturer, as well as assistance
with applications development software.

It takes experience to make IEEE-488 systems work with
nearly 3,000 instruments available from more than 200
different manufacturers, and experience is what enables
National Instruments to lake the GPIB to the second power
and beyond.
The GPlB......~2 works with an entire range of PC
products with no complications.

The National Instruments GPIB......PC2 transforms your IBM
PC, PC XT, PC AT, PCjr, AT&T, Compaq, Texas Instruments
Professional, DEC Rainbow or comparable personal com
puter into a reliable, easy-to-use personal instrumentation
workstation. National Instruments software for these products
includes system software for interfacing the board to the
operating system, development tools, language support
and applications packages.

With the National Instruments GPIB...... PC2, there are no
frustrations or unpleasant surprises when you integrate
PC options in one of the many IBM "compatibles." A com
prehensive program evaluating product compatibility and
optimizing our software insures that our GPIB...... PC2 prod
ucts will work as well with an AT&T as with an IBM PC.

Your personal guarantee of unsurpassed
customer support and satisfaction.
CALL 1-8OO-531-GPIB for· Instant access
to 100+ man-years of GPiB experience.

DEC. VAX and Rainbow are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. IB'M PC, PCjr, PC Xl and
PC AT are trademarks of International Business Machines. Compaq is a trademark of Compaq
Corp. UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labs. GPIB_pc2 is a trademark ot National Instruments.

y ......arw.
~~

Austin, Texas 78727 5121250-9119
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Once you choose Lattice,
our friends will Cyou through ...

MBASIC 2.0

Contact Lattice to learn how we can help your C program development.

nA I~~ 11717 Rainier Avenue South Special REDUCEDIY"'I 1'1" Seattle, WA 98178 price through
COR PO RAT ION 206/772-1515 3!:J. January 31-$295

the language's functions more com
pletely, which allows most of us to
more fully use the language without
having to be wizards that understand
the inner workings of the Macintosh,

CLOSING REMARKS
This product description makes no at
tempt to evaluate the performance of
MBASIC 2.0. By the time you read
this. Microsoft BASIC for the Apple
Macintosh version 2.0 (called MBASIC
2.0 in this article) and Apple Com
puter's own Macintosh BASIC should
be available. We will compare the
published versions of both BASICs as
soon as they are available. In any case,
MBASIC 2.0 is a considerable im
provement over its predecessor.
Microsoft Macintosh BASIC 1.0.•

MISCELLANEOUS FEATURES
MBASIC 2.0 contains too many other
improvements to mention here. but
some notable ones follow.

You can now load in BASIC files
using the ..Open,.... menu selection
(which gives you the scrolling window
display known as the Mini-Finder).
Because the Mini-Finder has a "Disk"
button, you can load (without know
ing the names of) files from your
system's alternate disk drive.

MBASIC 2.0 allows you to cut and
paste pictures between it and an ex
ternal application (MacPaint. for ex
ample). This allows you to draw a pic
ture using MacPaint. then manipulate
it within an MBASIC 2.0 program.

You must interrupt a running
MBASIC 2.0 program with the Com
mand-period keystroke instead of
Command-C. This makes MBASIC 2.0
consistent with other Macintosh ap
plications and frees the Command
key to be used (as in a terminal-emula
tion program) as a control key.

The FI LE$ function allows a pro
gram to prompt the user for a file
name using either a fill-in-the-blank
dialog box (as is used by MBASIC 1.0
itself to get a filename) or the Mini
Finder dialog box mentioned above.
Both forms let you specify an optional
prompt string. which allows you to use
this statement to get something other
than a filename.

$795
395
595

P.O. Box 3072
Glen Ellyn, IL 60138
312/858-7950
TWX 910-291-2190

UNIX:

VISTA DBMS... PHOENIX:
KB6, PFIXB6... RELATION
DATABASE SYSTEMS: C·
lSAM FILE ACCESS METH·
00 ... MINDBANK: V·FILE
VIRTUAL MEMORY/FILE SYS·
TEM . . . HUNTER &
READY: VRTX C INTERFACE
LIBRARY. . . GRAPHIC
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS:
GSS DRIVERS, GSS TOOLKIT
KERNEL SYSTEM... OPT
TECH DATA PROCESS
ING: OPT·TECH SORT.
ACCUDATA SOFTWARE:
C·TREE ISAM, C·SORT
SORT. .. TRIO SYSTEMS:
C·INDEX + ISAM ...
COMPU CRAFT: c VIEW
FORMSIWINDOW MANAGE·

SCIENTIFIC ENDEAVORS:
PRESENTATION SCIENTIFIC

LEMMA SYSTEMS,
INC.: C LIBRARY ... ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE,
INC.: C UTILITY LIBRARY... SOFTWARE
LABS: C UTILITIES PACKAGE ... FAIRCOM: C·
tree BY FAIRCOM ISAM WITH SOURCE

DOWS, db_
LIBRARY, PLiN

ISAM AL

ONS: MENT.
VUM GRAPHIC

GRAPHICS

LATTICE~

* Written in C, under Unix.
• Minimal data redundancy using the network database

model.
• Virtual memory disk accessing.
• Fast B··tree indexing method for key files.
• Multiple key records - any or all data fields may be

keys.
• NOW INClUDES SOURCE CODE AND FULLY PAID

RUN·TIME LICENSE.
• Three month extended applications support included.
• PC-Write word processor/text editor included at no

charge.

Faster and better than ISAMs, file handlers, even end-user
DBMS's. POWER like a mainframe DBMS, PRICE like a

microcomputer utility, PORTABILITY like only C provides.
3G-OAY MONEY·BACK GUARANTEE
db_VISTA versions
MS·DOS: Lattice $495

DeSmet 495
Computer Innovations 495
Aztec 495
Fortune 32:16 495
Altos 586 495
HP 9000/200 & 500 495

db_VISTA Manual 15

Development Packages
Lattice C w/db_VISTA
Lattice Conly
DeSmet C w/db_VISTA

LET

db "ISTA
Manage Your Data

LATTICE INC.: LATTICE WIN
CURSES UNIX SCREEN CONTROL
C·FOOD SMORGASBORD, dB·C
COMPATIBLE WITH dBASE "AND
III. . LIFEBOAT ASSOCI
ATES: FLOAT B7 BOB7 SUPPORT
PACKAGE, HALO GRAPHICS
PACKAGE, PANEL SCREEN lI·
BRARY ... GREENLEAF SOFT
WARE: THE GREENLEAF C
FUNCTIONS. .. C SOURCE:
BASICC C FUNCTIONS FOR BA·
SIC USER. . SOFTCRAFT:
BTRIEVE ISAM FILE SYSTEM,
BTRIEVE ISAM NETWORK FILE
SYSTEM ... BLAISE COMPUT
ING: TOOLS, TOOLS2, VIEW
MANAGER SCREEN PACK·
AGE. . . MORNING STAR
SYSTEMS: PROLIBRARY, PRO·
SCREEN. . CREATIVE SOLUTI
WINDOWS FOR C . . . NO
ORGANUM: C POWERS PACKS, MATH
EMATICS POWER PACKS, ADVANCED POWER
PACKS, DATABASE POWER PACKS, TELE·
COMMUNICATIONS POWER PACKS W/
SOURCE. .. PHACT ASSOCIATES: PHACT
lSAM LIBRARY. RAIMA CORPORATION:
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Monitor conveniently
tilts and swivels. Green.
amber or color. Three
position keyboard. Our
very own. Iully
supported lTI' Mouse.

Parallel port included. Standard ----,
interface lor popular printers.

nve lull-length expansion slots
lor IBM PC/Y:r compatible option
cards. Hard dlsk machine with
640K. real time clock. three I/O
ports and dlsplay has two
slots tree.

small overall dimensions. sturdy---,-__
metal case. designed Inside and out
with hortzontal or vertical opera
tion in mtnd.

ROM BIOS AND MONITOR by _
lTI': Interrupt compatible with
IBM PC/rrand more. Ever
ready menu-drtven. diagnos
tic monitor debugger 'l8st
hardware dllV1ce by dllV1ce
and channel by channel
Examine registers. alter or
dump memory. read or write
trac1<s and sectors. Even set
drtve t1mtng.

256K by1e. partly-checked
IlAU on planar board.
Combo board with one. two
and three banl<s 01 128K
by1es each. Real time clock
and parallel port also ava1l
able to gtve 640K IlAU
total with onlyone slot used.

Pop the rugged metal case
on the new ITT XTRA",Personal
Computer and you'll find
what thousands of our per
sonal computer users across

the country have already
discovered.

The beauty of the ITT
.__ _ XTRA Personal Computer
fj~#.:4ii."". -==- is definitely more

than skin deep.
In fact it runs all the way

down to the very last power
supply winding.

This is one of the most
cleanly designed, most extraordinarily sim
ple machines to come along in quite awhile.

;::...-__Switch controls allow console I/O
redirection to seI1al port - use
whatever ASCII terminal you want.
Enable/dlsable power-on
memory test lor faster starts on
large machines. Enable/dlsable
screen-savlng blank1ng when
left Idle.

noppy dlsk controller on
planar. Saves a slot.

__Space-savlng half-height
dlsk drtves.

We modestly consider it the finest personal
computer compatible on the market.

An example. Where IBM has BIOS sup
port routines for its BASIC, we have a ROM
monitor and diagnostics utility that's always
available, provides direct disk access and
isolates problems right down to the chip
level.

It's a finely crafted, expertly engineered
machine that's predictable, reliable and a

pleasure to use. ITTWe've taken great
pains to provide all
the right guts.

We leave all the
glory to you. PERSOIAL COMPUTERS
IBM PC and XI are registered trademarks of International Business Machines.

HELPING AMERICA WORK SMART.
For more information. or the location of your nearest lIT aulhoIized dealer. call 1-800-321-9872.

ClIQ84. ITT lruonnation Systems
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NETWORK_PC
BUY HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AT WHOLESALE +8%,

AND GET 14-28 DAY SOFTWARE RENTALSt ...
In just the last few months, The NETWORK
has saved its members morethan $18,000,000
and processed over 45,000 orders.

Listed below are just a few of the over 20,000 products avail
able at our EVERYDAY LOW PRICESI All software below is
priced in IBM-PC format.

(648,

1250)
(250;

Wholesale
$ 21.00'

18.00'
24.00'
17.00'
29.00'
20.00'
17.00'
17.00'
17.00'
20.00'
23.00'
21.00'

72.00' (I ex),
225.00' /4 8f,

325.00' 7 <!

199.00' 12 SO)
195.00' 12 SO)

160.00' (2 SO)
CAll

298.00 (2 SO)
255.00' (2 SO)
365.00· 1250

170.00' (2 SO)
295.00' (2 SO)

300.00'

229.00" (2 SO)
229.00' (2 SO)
105.00' (2 SO)
205.00' 250

620.00' (340)
350.00' r756/
550.00' r 11 88)

1.640.00' (3542)
20.75' (I (0)

1.155.00 (24 (0)

CAll

716.00' (15 SO)
696.00' os 03)

1,200.00' (2592/

875.00' (1890)
285.00' (6 16)
220.00' (4 75)
370.00' (7991
525.00' (f 134)
CAll
21.00' (/00)

625.00' (1350)
625.00' (13 SOl

1,185.00' (3154)
1,260.00' (2722)
1,650.00' (3564)

$ 525.00' 110 48}

'PC NETWORK Members pay Just 8°'0 above the wholesale
prIce, plus shipping. All pnces reflecl a 3°e cash diSCOunT
MInimum Shipping $2 50 per order

Sierra On-Line Frogger
Sierra On-Line Crossf"e
SUblogic NIght MISSIon Pmball
Spinnaker Alphabel Zoo
Spinnaker Delta Drawing
Spinnaker FaceMaker
Spinnaker Hey Diddle Diddle
Spinnaker KrnderComp
Spinnaker Rhymes & Riddles
Spinnaker Story Machrne
Spinnaker Mosl Amazrng Thlflq
VIrtual Combinatics Micro CooJo.nook

ACCESSORIES AND SUPPLIES
.. Brand Name DSDO Diskenes $ 16.00' (I (0)

GuarafJ/eed for L.ff' II Nor Geneft
Curtiss PC PeC1eslalll 36.00' (2 SO)

.. KeytronicKB5151 Deluxe !BM Kevboard 170.00 (400)
PC Network ReplacemerJI 130 Watt IBM PC 165.00' (356)

Power Supply-- G"ves your PC (OIC1or Newl the same
capacity as an X T GooC1 fo/ add·n tape dr'ves (w thoul need
'or a piggyback un,t) and larqe capacIty d'<;1{ dflves

WP Printer Paper 2600 SI'eet.<; 17.00' /10 00)
Micro/me Pelts (Ir1'lIs'ble wilen lorn)

PRINTERS
AmdekS025 (NEW') 25CPS LO

w l2KBuuer
C.ltoh F10/40 SlafWflter 40 CPS LO
C.ltoh Prownter 8510 AP

... Epson RX-80

.. Epson FX-80

.. EpsonFX 100
Epson LO 1500
Epson IBM·IO-£PSON Parallel Cable
NEC 2030 20CPS LO Parallel

.. NEC 2050 20CPS Leller Ouallty PMler
NEC 3530 33CPS LO Parallel

.. NEC 35SO 33CPS LeIer Ouallfy Prmter
NEC 88SO 55CPS LO New Model

IBM Version
.. OkidataML84P2OOCPS 132 Col
.. Okidata ML92P I60CPS 80 COl Pr nter
.. Okidata ML93P /60 CPS Wide Platen
.. Okidata 24 lOP Pacemaker 3SOCPS

Okidata tBM /O-OI<Idala Paralle! Cable
Qume Spflm II 45 45CPS Letter Ouallty
Cume Sprlflt 11 90 PS Letter Ouallty

New l Fastesl Dal<;y:tvheel Dut '
Cume IBM Cable and tmelface (reQurred)

.. Star Mlcronlcs G(.n I lOX 120CPS
,', 'I~ .'/1 ED J'iPhlcS Compatible

.. Star Mlcronics Gfc' 15X lOX Features
.~ '3:-

.. Star Mlcronics Power Type 18CPS
LO Diablo Code COlTJpatlble

Tellas Instruments 855 OP LO w Traclor
Toshiba p. 1340 80 Col VerSion of p. 135 I
Toshiba P·1351 160 100 CPS Draft LO

LOPr/r)/er

VIDEO CARDS
... Eagle Monochrome Drsplay Card

Hercules Color Card w Parallel pori
.. Hercules Monochrome GraphiCS Cards

.. ~:~:~~~eB~~w~r~.d~:~~~~~~d~~;aC076,rd
iJlO '" In V () Ja ry fe,1(( n Cnlor

Quadram Ouadcolor I Color Card
5TB Graphlx PiuS 1/ NEW'

(slmulraneous Mono GraphICS & Color)

28.80· 100J
3.20' (100)

27.00' tI 001

CAll

CAll
CAll
CAll
370.00' (82 J)

395.00' (853)
455.00' (983)
485.00' (/048)

350.00' (700)

2.150.00' .. 46·M

S 110.00' (300)
120.00' (300)
130.00' (300)
215.00' (464)
320.00' (6 9 rI

GAMES & EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
(Please add $1 shipping and handling lor each title ordered from below.)

Wholesale
$ 16.50'

34.00'
19.75'
48.00'
81.00'
21.97"
21.50'
27.00'
27.00'
22.00'
27.00'
15.50'

MODEMS
Anchor Mark XII LOWEST PRICE 1200BPS S 230.00' (500)

HAYES COMPATIBLE EXTERNAL MODEM'
Hayes Smartmodem 300 180.00' (360)
Ha~e~,~ '. 366.90'

RlllonR212AStan(1Alone 1200PBS 335.00' (850)
U.S. Robotics Password (Compact 290.00' (650)

1200BPS Exlernall

Avant-Garde All r,a/he Conrroller
Bluebush Chess (Your Touohe~f OpOlJnell/,
Broderbund Lode Runnel
CBS Goren-Bfldge Made Easy
CBS Mastering the SAT
Epyx Temple 01 Apsnal
Intacom lork , Of Witness
Infocom Deadlme or Suspended
Microsott Flight Simulator
Orion J811d (OSen Look Alike)
Scarborough Maslertype
Screenplay Asylum (works WI/f) mono ,1(1) ',)0

MEMORY CHIPS
AI/chips quaranleed')1 'e

::~ ~e:~rcUFfa9,;,a~~i~~t~£;Ch~ P~ S
256K ~ynamic Ram Chips (Each)

MONITORS
Amdek VIC1eo ,JOOG Composite Green
Amdek Video 300A Composile Amber
Amdek VIOe0310A IBM Type Amber
Amdek Color 300 (NEW') Compos.re
Amdek Color SOD,NEW'I

Composite RGB VCR
Amdek Color 600(NEW') High Res RGB
Amdek Color 700 (NEW') Ultla High Res
Amdek Color 710(NEW'} 700w Non

Glare Long PhOsphor
PrlncetonHX 12RGBMomror
Princeton MAX 121GB Mono
Princeton SR 12 Ultra High Res nGB

.. Quadram Ouadchrome 1/ NEW'
640x2OO RGB w 14' Screen
BlaCk PnosphOr Mask IBM Case

Tallan 420 Super Hign Res RGB Monilor 380.00' 1821 }
Taxan 440 Highest Res RGB (720x400) 525.00' (1/ 34)

Currenllv Avatlable Works With PCrSVSI BOb Cald
ZenIth ZVM-123 Green High Res 76.00' (2 SO)

Consumer Reports Rated Best Buv

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
ATI How 10 use Muilimale (Please add $2.50 ShiPt~~.~~ handlin~:~:oe~i~~i~:s~r~~rombelow.) 230.00'

ATI How 10 use MIcrosoft Word 42.00' Microsoft C Comoller $275.00'
ATI How louse Lotus 1·2-3 42.00' MlcrosoftWordwllhMouse Lales/Vers,on 255.00'

.. Ashton-Tate DBdse 347.50' Microsoft Mulliplan 105.00'

.. Ashton-Tate Flam"",,)rk 347.50' Monogram Dollars & Sense CAll
Ashton-Tate Fndav' 158.00' .. Multimate Muilimale (Latesr VerSion) 240.00'
Central Point Copy II PC 23.00' Oasis The Word PlUS 90.00'

g~~~et~~~~~~~;I~r:;~~t~u~~k~~jntZer ~;~::: ~:~~~:I~GstAi~S;~~~R~~E~~vAPTeamMqr ~:~:gg:ea.
Digital Research CP M-86 33.00' Rosesoft Prokey VerSIOn 3 74.00'
Digital Research DR Logo 57.00' Ryan McFarland RM COBOL (Dev System) 570.00'
Digital Research PL I Complier 399.00' Samna Samna IJI Word Processor 325.00'
Digital Research Concurrent CP M-WmdOws 90.00' Satellte Software WordPerfect 225.00'
Funk Software S,C1eways 36.00' Softcraft FancV Fonts 125.00'

.. ~:~~~~::r~~~~r.o/~~~~~~86rEmulalor 2~~:~: ~~=:::~~~i~:hjngPFS File ~~:~:
Human Edge The Management Edge 145.00' Software Publishing PFS Repon 64.00'
Human Edge The Sales Edge 145.00' Software Publishing PFS Wfite 72.00'
lattice C Complier 270.00' Software Publishing PFS Graph 72.00'

.. lotus Development Lotus 12-3 270.00· TCS Total Ledger 440.00'
lotus Oevelopment Svmpf10fly CAll Verbatim Desk DfI'Ie Analyzer 25.00'

DISK DRIVES & CONTROLLERS
MMI3" 10MBLowPowerWmcheSfer $ 665.00' (1436)

M:;:~~fr:~~p~a~I~:2~~~~~:' 92.00' (2 SO)
.. MaynardWS I lOMBlnlernalHardDlsk no.OO· (1815)

WIth Sandslar Mulll FunC/lon Card

.. M~71~:ra~~i;::yto~~r~~~I(~~sw;t~,ot) 930.00' (2030}

.. ~:~~:~~[;;~tirH~~;~,a;j~D~~~;v~~arr ~~~:gg: ~~ ~~
PC Network Half Helghl DfI'Ie Pairs 200.00· (432)

Our Volume Lets us Import These Name
Brand DflVes Directly from the Source
They are the QUietest most ret,able
dflves we've seen yet

Qume Half Height DSDO OrNe Pair
(same as used on IBM Portable!

.. Tandon TM 100·2FuIlHelghIDSOOOMe 143.00' (309)

.. Tandon 10MB InternalWmchesler 675.00' (14801
W IBM Carl/roller

.. Tallgrass 2(1M/3 f ~If?rnal f-<,1I0 ),~

.~ jf. -ao ;, ()

tRENT BEFORE YOU BUY-Members are eligible fo join The NETWORK's Business and Game Software
Rental libraries and evaluate products for a full 14 (Regular) or 28 (VIP) days to see if It meets your
needs. And The NETWORK's rental charges are far less than other software rental services-JUST 20%
OF THE MEMBER WHOLESALE PRICE,

Hardware prices hlghllted by ~ reflect recent major price reductions

HARDWARE
(Please add Shipping and handling charges found In Italics next to prIce.)

COMPLETE SYSTEMS MULTIFUNCTION CARDS
Apple Macmlo~hBa,;e System $1,580,00' (34 (2) Apparat 256K Memory Board Wtth OK $ 67.00'
Apple Apple lie 860.00· (1858) Appsrat Combo /I w'sertpar game/ 123.00'
Apple Apple lie CAll clock slwr

NEW g~~;a~a~~~:ff,s& Portable Systems g:tt :~+ ~~:aap,~:W~;:~f~,f~K
It HOL.la Eagle Desktop PC and SPlflt Porlables CAll AST 10 Plus II

OURS !4r. IB~~Cg~J;:c5yt~~~/:J;:'~~f64K 1,620.50· (3500) .. O~~~llf~n~~~~~~h~=':~mgalan
.. IBM PC Base Syslem 1.581.40' (34 16) unbelievablepfice Up to 384K Ser Par

2 DSDD FDC 2<ioJ< Clock Sohware Nel $101
.. IBM PC Profes'. :,r'd Hard 0 ~I{ (XT) 2,146.40· 14636 Quadram Improved OuadOO8rd w OK

IT DsDD FDC 10MB Hard D,sk 256K) Teemar Captam MultifunctIOn Card 0 K
IBM PC AT All Conflgs CAll

... Sayno MBC 5SO '"LowestCosl COmpa/lble 620.00' (1339)

... Tava PC Complete IBM Compatible 1,375.00' (29 70)
(64K Color or Mono Card 2 dflves)

Texas Instruments ProfeSSional

Apt. No. _

______ Zip _

IBM PC LJ IBM-XT 0 IBM·AT 0 Apple II
Macintosh 0 Other _

The nation's largest corporations depend on
PC NETWORK!
On our corporate roster are some of the nation's largest
financial industrial and professional concerns Including some
of the most Important names In the computer Industry:

A T& T Harvard University
Barclays Bank Hewlell Packard
Bell & Howell Hughes Aircralt
Citibank IBM
Columbia University ITT
Data General Kodak
Farm Bureau Insurance Mullimate
Frontier Airlines Standard Oil of Ohio
General Mills University of Chicago
Gillette Veteran's Administration

plus thousands of satisfied consulting firms, small busi
nesses, user groups, municipalities, government agencies
and valuewlse individuals ACROSS THE NATION I Their
buyers know that purchasing or renting from PC NETWORK
saves them time, money and trouble. They also count on us
for product evaluation, professional consultation and the
broadest spectrum of products and brands around,

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-621-S-A-V-E

In Illinois call (312) 280-0002 SAT
Your Membership Validation Number: 8315 900

You can validate your membership number and, if you
wish, place your first money-saving order over the

~ phone by using your VISA, MASTERCARD or

tAMERICAN EXPRESS, Our knowledgeable service
consultants are on duty Mon.-Fri, 7:30 AM to g PM, SAT.. ~j'--1
g AM to 7 PM CST.

PERSONAL COMPUTER NETWORK ~
~ 320 West Ohio '"'"

Chicago, Illinois 60610 ~

Call now ... Join the PC NETWORK and start saving today!

Signafure _
(Signature required to validate membership)

Copyright © 1984, PC NETWORK, INC.
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Address _

City State

Telephone ( ) _
My computer(s) is: 0

LJ

mo. year

o Check or money order enclosed for $ _
Name _

PC NETWORK. MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
YES! Please enroll me as a member in the PC NETWORK ,. and rush my
catalog featuring thousands of computer products, all at just 8% above
DEALER WHOLESALE PRICES, I will also periodically receive "THE PRINT
OUT". a special up-date on merchandise at prices BELOW even those in my
wholesale catalog, and all the other exclusive. money-saving services
available to Members. 315 c==J
I am under no obligation to buy anything. My complete satisfaction is
guaranteed. Please check (....) all boxes that apply:

Basic Membership Special V.I.P, Membership·
D One'year membership for $8 D One-year membership lor $15
C Two-year membership for C Two-year membership for $25

$15(SAVE$1) (SAVE $5)
o Business Software Rental l BOTH Business and Game

Library for $25 addl per Software Rental Libraries for $30
year-with 14 day rentals add'l per year-with 28 day rentals

o Games Software Rental 'VIP members receive advance notice
Library for $10 add'l per year on limited quantity merchandise specials

D Bill my cred-;=it:.;c::a:.:rd:,.::;-:.::;.:..:-;:...:;::::::;:=r=--r==--r:::.:,=r='T--'-T'----,--,
Account
Number:
Exp. _



PC
. WITH THESE 15

UNIQUE BENEFITS
1 COST + 8% PRICING - The NETWORK purchases millions

of dollars in merchandise each month. You benefit in receiving
the lowest price available and all at just 8% above published dealer
wholesale price.

2 OUR 500 PAGE WHOLESALE CATALOG - Members
receive our 500 page wholesale catalog containing over 20,000

hardware and software products for the IBM PC, APPLE and over 50
other popular computer systems. THE NETWORK'S CATALOG IS
THE LARGEST SINGLE COMPILATION OF PERSONAL COM
PUTER PRODUCTS AVAILABLE TODAY.

3 IN-STOCK INSURED FAST HOME DELIVERY - The NET
WORK maintains a giant multi-million dollar inventory of

most popular products, allowing us to ship many orders from stock.
Non-stock items are typically maintained in local warehouses just
days away from The NETWORK and YOU. We pay all insurance ex
penses on your shipment. EMERGENCY OVERNIGHT SERVICE IS
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

4 10 DAY RETURN POLICY -If you are not satisfied, for any
reason with any hardware component purchased from The

NETWORK within 10 days of receipt, we will refund your entire
purchase (less shipping) with no questions asked.

5 MEMBERSHIP SATISFACTION GUARANTEE - If for any
reason you are not satisfied with your membership within 30

days, we will refund your dues IN FULL.

6 EXPERIENCED CONSULTANTS - The NETWORK hires
consultants, not order takers, to aid you in product selection. Our

consulting staff possesses in excess of 150 man years of personal
computer product experience. We back our consultants with our
money back guarantee: IF ANY PRODUCT RECOMMENDED BY
OUR CONSULTING STAFF FAILS TO PERFORM AS PROMISED
OR IS INCOMPATIBLE WITH YOUR SYSTEM - WE WILL TAKE IT
BACK AT OUR EXPENSE FOR A 100% REFUND.

7 FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT - The NETWORK supports
every product it sells. Our qualified TECH-SUPPORT staff will

help you assemble your system, interpret vendor documentation and
get your software and hardware to work. WE WILL GIVE YOU ALL
THE HELP YOU NEED, WHEN YOU NEED IT - FREE!t8 OPTIONAL BUSINESS RENTAL LIBRARY - All members

can join our BUSINESS RENTAL LIBRARY featuring over 1000
available titles for just $25 PER YEAR above the base membership
fee. This entitles you to rent business software AT JUST 20% of
the DISCOUNTED PRICE FOR A'14 DAY PERIOD. If you decide to
keep the software, the entire rental fee is deducted from the pur
chase price. VIP MEMBERS GET A FULL 28 DAYS for just $30
above the V.I.P. base fee. This also includes the game library
privileges for a $5 combination savings.
tg OPTIONAL GAME SOFTWARE RENTAL LIBRARY - The

Game Rental library is available to members for just $10 PER
YEAR and permits evaluation (or just enjoyment) of any game or
educational software product as above.

10 SPECIAL SAVINGS BULLETINS - THE PRINTOUT 
The NETWORK seeks every opportunity to save

money for its members. We buy excess dealer inventories, and store
bankruptcy closeouts regularly. We then turn around and make this
merchandise (only top quality name brand products) available to our
members at fantastic savings via THE PRINTOUT, our newsletter and
savings bulletins.

11 DISCOUNT BOOK LIBRARY - Working with numerous
pUblishers and distributors, The NETWORK has assembled

a library of over 1000 computer related books and manuals at savings
of up to 75% from the normal store price.

12 MEMBERSHIP REFERRAL BONUS - Our most
valuable source of new members is you! To date almost 40%

of our members have been referred by word of mouth from other
satisfied members. For those of you who refer new members, THE
NETWORK will credit a cash bonus to your account applicable to any
future purchase.

13 CORPORATE ACCOUNT PROGRAM -Almost 50% of
The NETWORK'S members are corporate buyers and users

(see opposite page left). The NETWORK can establish open account
status and assign designated account managers to expedite orders,
and coordinate multiple location shipments.

14 QUANTITY DISCOUNTS - For large corporations, clubs
and repeat or quantity buyers The NETWORK can extend ad

ditional single order discounts, when available to us from our
manufacturers and distributors.

15 PRICE PROTECTION - The PC Industry is crazy!! Prices
change not yearly or monthly or even weekly but often day by

day! These changes are sometimes up but are mostly down!!! THE
NETWORK GUARANTEES THAT IN THE EVENT OF A PRODUCT
PRICE REDUCTION, BETWEEN THE TIME YOU PLACE YOUR
ORDER AND THE TIME THE PRODUCT SHIPS YOU WILL ONLY
PAY THE LOWER AMOUNT!!
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CONDUCTED BY GREGG WILLIAMS AND ROB MOORE

THE ApPLE STORY
PART 2: MORE HISTORY
AND THE APPLE III

An interview
with Steve Wozniak

L
ast mOl1th, Steve talked about his back
groul1d, the evolutiol1 of the Apple I
al1d II. al1d the early days of the com

pal1Y, 111 this part, the col1versatiol1 switches
to various aspects of the Apple II desigl1, later
persol1al history, al1d Steve's thoughts about
the persol1al computil1g il1dustry,

SWEET·16
BYTE: Ol1e of the more il1terestil1g thil1gs ill
the Apple II ROM was your 16-bit pseudo
machil1e called "Sweet-I 6:' How did you come
up with that?
WOZNIAK: While I was writing my
BASIC. I had been thinking about
ways to save code. There were several
places where I had to handle 16-bit
pointers with an 8-bit processor, and
that was pretty awkward.

So I decided to write a little
emulator and implement a 16-bit
machine that could interpret pseudo
codes and implement registers 0 to
15 in the 6502 base page. It ran about
30 times as slow as 6502 assembly
language, but it saved tons of code
every time I used it in a program.

BYTE: Did you actually use it ill your 111
teger BASIC?
WOZNIAK: No, I never had the time to
reimplement the BASIC to use it. But
I did use it in later years to write
things like BASIC renumbering rou
tines totally in Sweet-I 6. It was easy
to mix Sweet-I 6 code with assembly
language.

BYTE: ISI1' t Sweet-16 still used ill Apple
DOS al1d ProDOS editor/assemblers?
WOZNIAK: Yes, it's used in EDASM Ithe
Apple lbol Kit 6502 editor/assemblerj,
mostly in the editor portion. Randy
Wigginton wrote EDASM. He's worked
here since before we even had a com-

pany. Lately he's written the Macin
tosh word processor-MacWrite. He's
done a lot for the company, and he's
used Sweet-16 in several things he's
done.

THE DISK DRIVE
BYTE: Call you tell us a little about how you
came up with the Apple II disk drive al1d how
you ended up pickil1g your form of group
coded recordil1g?
WOZNIAK: The disk design was my
most incredible experience at Apple
and the finest job I did. I never really
knew what a disk controller was or
what it had to do. But at Hewlett
Packard I had looked through a
Shugart manual to see what signals
were used and what they did. There
were signals to make the head step in
and out and signals to cause magnetic
flux changes. It was similar to audio
recording, and I knew about that. It
was like a signal on a tape where you
write it and then you read it back. So
I figured out a simple little circuit to
write signals at changing rates and
read them back. I didn't know how
disk controllers worked, so I assumed
that I was doing something totally dif
ferent. Maybe it wasn't as efficient.
but at least I could write some data
and read it back.

Well, Mike Markkula was annoyed
because the cassette tape was too
slow. He had a favorite checkbook
program, and it took two minutes to
read in the program and another two

(continued)

Gregg Williams is a sel1ior techl1ical editor at
BYTE. Rob Moore is a hardware desigl1er al1d
frequel1t col1tributor to BYTE. They call be
col1tacted at POB 372, Hal1cock, NH
03449.
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'Hobbyists are a tiny
part of our market,
but they're faithful
to the company.'

minutes to read in his check files. He
was complaining about this at a staff
meeting, and I mentioned that I had
this clever little five-chip circuit that
could read and write a floppy disk. At
the time, all the existing floppy-disk
controllers were 40 or 50 chips, so I
knew there must be something impor
tant that I wasn't doing.

I went off and tried to figure out
what it was that I wasn't doing. One
of our technicians had a North Star
system, so I looked through their
manuals. I read their schematics and
figured out what every chip did. And
I looked through their listings until I
understood exactly what they were
doing.

I was doing a lot more. I didn't even
have to look at the sector holes, so
I could use any disk drive, any floppy
disk in the world. It was then that I
new I had a really clever design.

The next week was Christmas vaca
tion. Randy Wigginton and I spent the
entire week, including the holidays,
trying to get this disk reading and
writing with a very simple operating
system. We did the bottom levels of
an operating system in that week. You
could type R (for "read") followed by
a program name like STARTREK, and
it would load STARTREK into memory.

We were highly motivated because,
at the end of the week, a show called
the CES IConsumer Electronics Showl
was starting in Las Vegas, and we
wanted to go.

We worked all night the day before
we had to show it Ithe disk drivel at
CES. At about six in the morning it
was ready to demonstrate. Randy
thought we ought to back it up, so we
copied the disk, track by track. When
we were all done, he looked down at
them in his hands and said, "Oh, no!
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I wrote on the wrong one'" We
managed to recover it and actually
demonstrated it at CES.

BYTE: Had you been exposed to group-code
recording before, or did you invent yours
independently?
WOZNIAK: The first version of the
floppy-disk routines did not have
group coding. I had followed the
Shugart manual. which showed that
you had alternate clock bits and data
bits, so every other bit was wasted. I
couldn't understand why it was nec
essary, but I started that way.

Then I came up with this idea to use
coded recording. I knew the technical
rule was that you could only have one
or two zeros in a row. You could have
either 4 or 8 microseconds between
flux transitions. I didn't really know
what group-coded recording was; I
just knew that I could fit 13 sectors on
a disk instead of 10. I had to write a
program to take bytes off the disk,
convert them to 5-bit chunks, and re
assemble them into 8-bit data bytes.

It was a difficult routine to write. It
was about a 20-hour job. and I'd work
through the day for 10 or 12 hours
and I wouldn't quite get there. The
next day I'd come back and find out
that I was starting exactly where I had
the day before. This went on for
almost a month. I was not quite get
ting the routines, and we were getting
within a month of shipping the disk
drives. Finally I stayed up all night until
I got all five routines that had to work
together done. So we were able to
ship it the first time with the group
coded recording in place. Later, we
changed the encoding method and
stepped up to 16 sectors. That was
DOS 3.3.

BYTE: The Macintosh uses a custom chip
called the IWM-Integrated Woz Machine
that does the same sort of recording. Can you
tell us anything about that?
WOZNIAK: My design was basically a
little sequencer, or state machine. It
used a PROM and a latch and cycled
through various states depending on
the input data coming off the floppy
disk. The IWM takes that design and
adds other features like the ability to
go twice as fast-it can also do IBM

format. double-density recordings.

BYTE: It sounds like a fascinating part. Do
you think we'll see Apple II owners benefit
from it in any way?
WOZNIAK: Well. it's our standard disk
controller now, and it's cheaper than
the older design. It's used in the
Apple lie.

BYTE: Could you use it to get higher-density
recording on an Apple II 5Y<i-inch disk?
WOZNIAK: No, because the disk drives
themselves aren't certified for double
density recording. You need heads
with the proper gap, and they're more
expensive.

BYTE: You're a former hobbyist. Could a
hobbyist buy one of these chips and a spec
sheet and start playing with it?
WOZNIAK: I don't think Apple would
give out the spec sheet I totally dis
agree with that policy because I'm
very respectful to the hobbyists.
They're a tiny part of our market. but
they're loyal supporters and faithful
people to the company. If they had a
spec sheet. they could start playing
with it and figure out a lot more in
credible things that we never planned
it to be used for-even using it as a'
communications channel from Apple
to Apple, Macintosh to Macintosh.
There are a lot of great tricks you
could do with that little part It's a
beautiful random I/O device that has
too many things that have not been
taken anywhere.

PERSONAL DETAILS
BYTE: In 1981 you were in a plane crash
and you left Apple for a while shortly after
that. How long did it take you to recover from
the accident?
WOZNIAK: That was in February 1981.
For about five weeks I had a type of
amnesia that prevents you from form
ing any new long-term memories.
After I recovered, people would show
me pictures of myself in the hospital.
playing games with my computer with
my face all battered up. They would
tell me stories of how I tried to sneak
out of the hospital to visit my wife,
Candy, or how I went to parties and
rode my motorcycle. I didn't remem-

(wntinued)



THE SHOOP-PROOF DISH.

VAULT
CORPORATION

Vault Corporation, producer of the advanced Prolok T.
and Telelok T. security disk technology, introduces filelok:·
the inexpensive, effective means of protecting confidential
data files from unauthorized access and duplication. Now you
can instantly protect all kinds of sensitive information, includ
ing word processing, spread sheets and graphics, as easily as
saving a file.

file10k data security disks provide file-by-file security
selection, protected back-up copies, optional passwords, and
hard disk compatibility. It works with virtually all PC® / MS
DOS® software, including the popular Lotus® 1-2-3\'l' dBase II®
and III~ and WordStar.® AIl this comes on a U.S.-made 5V.
inch, double side / double density disk of the highest quality.
With reinforced hub and lifetime warranty. Certified 100%
error-free. The same kind of high performance disks you
require every working day with one important difference
they're protected.

filelok's genius is its simplicity of use coupled with an ex
tremely high level of protection. It looks like an unprotected
disk and works like an unprotected disk. Simply tell the com
puter which file(s) to protect and on which disk drive they're
located. Instructions can be as simple as B:fL A: (applications
software).

filelok eliminates the need for expensive add-on hard
ware. AIl the technology is on the disk itself. filelok disks are
marked with unique physical "fingerprints." And no two are
alike. A precise description of the print is encoded on each
disk. Prints and descriptions are compared whenever a pro
tected file is accessed and an exact match must occur before
any decrypted data is released. Protected back-up's are easily
made. However, to read them the original filelok disk must be
present in the system. Unauthorized copies haVing a different
or non-existent fingerprint yield only encrypted-and use
less-data.

for the file10k dealer nearest you,
call 1-800-445-0193.
In California, call 1-800-821-8638.
We're adding dealers as quickly
as possible but if you can't find
one nearby, simply call either
of the numbers above. Or write
Vault Corporation, 2649 Townsgate
Road, Suite 500, Westlake Village, CA
91361. And do it now. Because some
people are more nosy than you think.

FllELOH.
DRTR SECURITY. RIGHT0" THE DISH.
Copyright © 1984 Vault Corporation. Filelok. Prolok and Telelok are trademarks of Vault Corporation. PC-DOS is a trademark of International Business
Machines Corporation. MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. Lotus and 1-2-3 are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. dBase II and
III are trademarks of Ashton-Tate. WordStar is a trademark of MicroPro International Corporation. Dealer inquiries welcomed.
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My economics course was interest
ing also. We had a socialist TA Iteach
ing assistantl who taught us that com
panies made money by cheating the
consumer. All the kids in the class
thought that companies would make
a lot of profit if they could figure out
a way to cut the costs of a product
down, to make it cheap and screw the
consumer.

I contrast that with the way we did
things at Apple. Every product design
decision was based on what con
sumers wanted, what would compete
the best. what they would buy. We
tried to do what customers wanted,
in our best judgment. and give them
high-quality products.

So I would stand up in class and
argue about what the TA was saying.
After a while he started telling me to
shut up, or that he would kick me out
if I interrupted him again. Apple was
the greatest business success in
history, but I couldn't tell him who I
was.

BYTE: So you came back to Apple after
about a year. What would you say is the most
important thing that you've worked on since
you came back?
WOZNIAK: There isn't too much. When
I came back I started getting a little
bit involved with this division's man
agement. but it was unofficial. Official
ly I took the title of Engineer. Mostly,
I've stayed involved with the Apple II
because that's where I've got the most
to offer.

Because I'm a founder at Apple, I
could take almost any role I want. but
I've tried to avoid the newest. most
far-reaching projects because there
are other capable people to do them.
I try to stick to small projects where
I can sit down and handle them my
self.

WOZNIAK: I was going under an as
sumed name-Rocky Clark-so they
didn't know who I was. I took com
puter science courses, economics,
statistics, and a few other courses.

My computer science courses were
interesting, but I have to criticize them
a little because they taught only
specific problems with specific solu
tions. You spent your time memoriz
ing standard problems and solutions
and then tried to recognize variations
of them in the tests. You weren't sup
posed to explore new avenues or try
things that nobody else was doing.
You were only supposed to learn the
proper answer. They thought that you
could be trained to know all the prob
lems and the standard solutions.
Once you learned them all. you could
solve them. It was wrong because
they weren't really teaching you to
solve problems-they taught you to
identify them.

No more scraps to see who gets to use the printer
first. No more tangles with cables everytime you
want to connect to peripherals. No more jostling

heavy equipment around the office.

WOULDN'T YOU RATHER SWITCH
THAN FIGHT?

Portal allows you to quickly and easily
introduce a comprehensive switching

system that will handle terminals,
printers, modems, CPUs and other

RS232 compatible devices. Up to 32
ports can handle 16 simultaneous

connections.
SAVING TIME AND MONEY

NOW THAT'S A SWITCH
Portal gives you network capabilities at a

fraction of the cost. With features such as hunt
group (acts much like a multi-line telephone that CURRENT WORK

will ensure the user gets through to an open mode) BYTE: Do you have anything interesting
and wait queues that will automatically notify user going on now?

once the requested peripheral is available. There's
more good news and features. Call or write today WOZNIAK: There are not many in-

for complete details. dividual projects in this whole busi-
===-PQ-Rt:A=L 150 Metcalfe St. ness. The floppy disk may have been

Suite 102B, Ottawa the last one for Apple. I have got a few
Ontario K2P 1P1 h k b

ENFIN RESOURCES INC. 613-230-1759 projects t at I'm wor ing on now, ut
L.-~~~~=":':':==-':':':'::=-=-__"'::";"::""::=--'-'-:'::""__"'I they're not all going at once.

. If you think all
port expanders are equal...

HERE'S THE SWITCH!

ber any of that. I had all of myoId
memories, but I'd forget new things
from one day to the next. Finally 1
came out of it one night. but I never
got those memories back.

BYTE: Why did you leave Apple?
WOZNIAK: We had a hundred engi
neers at that point. and I was no
longer really important to the com
pany. I didn't want to be a manager;
I was just an engineer, and I wasn't
really needed there. But I didn't feel
comfortable going to Steve Jobs or
Mike Markkula and saying I wanted to
take off. The plane crash was a good
excuse. After five weeks of amnesia,
I simply didn't go back. I decided that
if I was going to take a year off I might
as well finish college. It was the hard
est year of my life.

BYTE: We've heard that you went to UC
Berkeley and had some run-ins with your in
structors. Could you tell us about that?
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'fOlUI LOCAL NET\\ORK PROBLEM:

"How can our department get our six computers and three
printers to work together efficiently? We also want to

be able to access outside data services and our
future company LAN."

SIMPLE NET\\ORK SOWTION: NetCommander

For more information, call or write:

----NetCommander
Digital Products Inc. • The Simple Network Solution Company

600 Pleasant Street. Watertown, MA .02172
(617) 924-1680. Outside Mass., call 1-800-243-2333

And clteck ou.t our 30-day trial ('valuation.

IPHONEZIP

• Packed with over 1600 products for microcomputers, minicomputers,
and word processors - many available nowhere else.

• Big special section devoted to new supplies and accessories.

• Comprehensive product descriptions - including more than 475
full-color photos - clearly explain features and benefits.

• Easy-to-use cross reference guides to magnetic media, ribbons,
and more-along with the industry's most complete cable guide

• Helpful suggestions and tips, ranging from flexible disk
care to proper ribbon selection to useful application ideas.

Phone tol/free 1-800-547-5444
In California, call 1-800-547-5447

COMPANY

NAME

STATE

'In California, call 1-800-547-5447

--------,Phone tol/free 1-800-547-5444* or sendcoupon today

I
.:.:AO""O""RE""SS'-- ~ I
CITY

Inmac Catalog Dept.
2465 Augustine Drive
Sanla Clara, CA 95054

Please rush my free copy of
the Inmac Catalog. tunder
stand there is no obligation
whatsoever.

--•IBRlan

FreeCatalog~
Your SO-pageguide to computersupplies and

accessories-includingcomplete
newproductdescriptions.

NetCommander is a smart, small Local
Area Network manager. It lets you link

from four to 40 computers and peripherals -
in any mix of models and makes, A 50K buffer

(expandable to 250K) makes sure that productivity
is high - keeping fewer printers humming - while

computer and PC users do their thing, without waiting
for a printer, modem, or shared disk. Those devices can be

specified with names defined by users - and allocated on the
basis of availability and capability. And NetCommander handles

multiple protocols and different baud rates simultaneously 
without modifications to hardware or software. It will also tie into your

company's LA . The latest in a family of products in use since 1979,
NetCommander is a smart, small, efficient network manager.

r
I
I
I

The language Fifth is one of them,
but I haven't written it yet. I'd like to
combine the best features of BASIC
FORTH, and Pascal. and leave out the
worst ones. You could have the formal
structures of Pascal. the immediate
ness of BASIC and the extensibility
of FORTH. In FORTH or Logo, new
words become part of the language,
and you can use them immediately.
It's really helpful for debugging. In
Macintosh Pascal. you can define a
procedure and run it immediately. I
also want some level of globalness,
like BASIC I don't want to always have
to declare a variable before I can use
it. I like variables with scope, but I'd
like undeclared variables to be total
ly global.

Another project is an operating sys
tem, like the one on the Macintosh,
only a bit different and a lot more
relational.

I also have a hardware project that
I'd like to do, a personal computer
based around consumer video
sources like TVs, videotapes, and
videodiscs. It would switch them
around, synchronize them, and mix
them, sort of like a little home editing
studio. I think it's possible because
memories are getting so cheap. You
could hold a frame from each of your
video sources in memory and let the
software accommodate the sync
variations. There are a lot of new chips
available that do NTSC modulation
and demodulation, so there ought to
be a minimal chip solution.

My main interest is still the Apple
II-the home computer we started
with. j'd like to see Apple do more
with speech. There are some really in
expensive speech chips now, and
that's the way the rest of the personal
computer world is heading. I think
we've been deficient in that area.

SPECULATIONS
BYTE: Are you thinking about using the new
65816 processor for anything?
WOZNIAK: We're thinking about it and
doing some R&D with it. but I don't
know if we'll use it. Anything we do
has to be compatible with the Apple
II. If we found out that the 65816

(wntinued)
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THE SPREADSHEET

In late 1982, APPL.E., a national Apple
users group, offered an astounding value

to its members, For 522,50, APPL.E.
members could purchase a fully functional Visi
Calc-like spreadsheet program called "TH E
Spreadsheet," At the time, various versions of
VisiCalc and other popular spreadsheet pro
grams were selling for between 5200 and
5300 TH E Spreadsheet offered most of the
features found in VisiCalc and added a few of
its own. What's more, it was coauthored by the
now legendary Steve Wozniak, Mysteriously,
TH E Spreadsheet was available for only one
month, after which it was permanently discon
tinued, Since that time, original copies of THE
Spreadsheet have become one of the few
legitimate microcomputer collector's items, In
the following segment. Steve describes how THE
Spreadsheet came about.

WOZ IAK: It started because Mike Scott
was having difficulty negotiating with
Personal Software Inow VisiCorpl
about VisiCalC, They just wouldn't do
what he felt was right as far as giving
Apple breaks on price or doing new
enhancements to it. So he came by one
day and he said to me, "Would you like
to do a VisiCalc?" It wasn't even known
as a spreadsheet then,

I was really scared, VisiCalc was the
only spreadsheet for a long while, and
none of us had really been in business
before, Was it legitimate to go out and
do your own spreadsheet? Or was it
equivalent to just copying and ripping
somebody off? I didn't want to get
close to this whole thing because I
didn't want it to look like I was copy
ing somebody else,

Mike got Randy Wigginton and
Randy said, "Sure, I'll do it:' I said I'd
do the arithmetic routines because
they were general-something that
could be used by any program-and I
had some good algorithms that I had
picked up at Hewlett-Packard that I
wanted to implement.

So we started working on it and, a
little ways in, Randy finished it. He
wrote 4K of code in a couple of weeks,
and I was shocked that he came in so
quick: I hadn't even started mine, So,
I was getting to work on my arithmetic
routines and my first demo was almost
ready but still a few days off.

At the time, everyone was trying to
get the Apple III into production, Mike
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Scott was camped out in the Apple III
building, forcing the things that had to
get done to get it finished and
delivered on schedule,

He was in a bad mood, Everywhere
anyone ran into him in the company,
he had a sour face-no laughs, no
jokes, And because Randy finished his
first part of the spreadsheet and I
hadn't finished my first part. he'd
always come to me, The way he was
talking to me, I was afraid I was going
to get fired, He was in a bad mood,

It was the scariest time of my life at
Apple I was really getting badly ad
dressed just for not being on time with
something, I had three more days to
go, and I didn't dare run into him once
more because I was already way over
due, So I said, ''I've got to get him in
a good mood for three days:'

Well. he's a Star Wars fan, He gets the
T-shirts the cast gets before they get
them because he knows who prints
them, So I had a friend of mine call his
secretary saying, "This is George Lucas,
Is Mike Scott in?" Of course he
wouldn't leave a phone number, but he
said, ''I'll call back," It actually worked,
Mike was in a good mood for a few
days, and I got my routines done,

Anyway. we finished the spreadsheet.
and Apple started looking it over.
Originally it had been defined to be as
accurate as VisiCalc. and we were so
much faster than VisiCalc it was
ridiculous, The exponential routines
that I really wanted to write for so long,
because I had a good algorithm, were
30 times faster than VisiCalc's.

All of a sudden we started hiring ex
perts on precision and things like that.
and they started redefining the project
from what Mike Scott had originally
defined. They added a lot of features
that Randy had to implement. This
made life very difficult here at Apple,
so we finally decided," 0, it won't be
a Special Delivery Software product la
line of software offered by Apple a few
years agoJ."

After a long, long time, Randy went
to Call-APPL.E. Ithe magazine put out
by APPL.E.I. One night we were out
to dinner and he said to Steve, "Well,
I'm going to sell that to Call-APPL.E,"
or ''I'm going to give this spreadsheet
to Call-APPLE" Steve said, "Well,

that's good" or something like that. It
was not official or formal. Randy went
ahead and hit on it and gave it to Call
APPL.E, It was sold for 522.50-really
cheap. We didn't want any money out
of it. It was just the old Homebrew
Computer club spirit of "Give to help
others:'

It was a good product. and it had
been delayed well over a year. If Apple
didn't want it. they should have just
gotten rid of it. and it would have been
out a year sooner. As soon as it
popped up from Call-APPLE. and was
advertised, Apple got in a real huff
about it. They forced Call-APPLE to
only sell it to members, and only one
copy per member. So Apple basically
put it out of business-only allowed it
to be sold for one more month.

It's really funny, because how did
Apple get started? I designed the
Apple while I was at Hewlett-Packard.
Hewlett-Packard has a policy of decid
ing about these things very quickly,
They would check with their legal
department and other divisions and
decide very quickly. So they gave me
a formal release on it quickly because
they didn't want it. But here was Apple,
which didn't want it but wasn't going
to release it.

If you use much Apple II software,
you'll be surprised when you take the
spreadsheet that Randy and I wrote
and boot it in. It boots in so fast. you
can't believe what's going on,

BYTE: Is that because there's no copy
protection on it?
WOZNIAK: No. Believe it or not. I used
those routines that I did for Apple II
Pascal.

BYTE: You, Randy Wigginton, and Gui!
Banks were listed as the authors. Who is Guil
Banks?
WOZNIAK: Guil is right here in this build
ing. I did the boot stuff, and he had
written a lot of the other fast disk rou
tines in there, He did all the routines
that managed the disk and read and
wrote DOS files appropriately without
using DOS,

This was basically an all-volunteer
project that we did all on our own time,
And it was really neat. so we decided
that we'd give it to the rest of the
world.

..



Check 0 Dev. Pkg (109) I
ApPLE VERSUS IBM 0 Debugger (50) I
BYTE: What did you mean when you said 0 DOS Link Supt (35) I
that the Apple II was not allowed to compete I
in the IBM market? SHIP TO I
WOZNIAK: Apple has never really sup- I

ported the Apple II in the business I
market. If you walk around a trade I
show and look at the software running I_________ ZIP _

on the IBM PC you'll see that most i
of it is a step above what's possible C I
on today's Apple II. They have more WAR E I
RAM that's easily addressed and bet- COR P 0 RAT ION I
ter access to hard-disk drives. Pro-
grams like 1-2-3 cannot be easily im- P.O. BOX C II

plemented on a 128K Apple II, but Sunnyvale, CA 94087
IBM has a capable machine for that (408) 720-9696 I
level of software. Our machine has to All orders shipped UPS surface on IBM format disks. I

Shipping included in price California residents add I
be able to address more memory and sales tax. Canada shipping add $5, elsewhere add

(continued) I $15 Checks must be on US Bank and in US Dollars I
I Call 9 a.m - 1 pm (0 CHARGE by VISNMC/AMEX I
-------------
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wasn't, it would be a serious question.
It's too new a part right now.

BYTE: How is its performance compared to
the 68000?
WOZNIAK: It should be available soon
in an 8-MHz version that will beat the
pants off a 68000 in most applica
tions, and in graphics applications it
comes pretty close. Some of the
Macintosh people might disagree
with me, but there are ways around
most of the problems they see. An
8-MHz 65816 is about equivalent to
a 16-MHz 68000 in speed, and a
16-MHz 68000 doesn't exist.

BYTE: The Apple II family has been a great
success, and many innovations have come
along to extend its life. What things do you
think were responsible for its success?
WOZNIAK: For three years we were
one of the biggest business successes
in history. We had three years of fan
tastic business success, and lately
we've had three years of sort of
dismal business. We've grown, but any
additional revenues have just re
placed the stock dilution, and the
price remains about the same.

During that three years there were
two main factors that led to our
success-our floppy disk and VisiCalc.
Out of the original home computers,
which included the TRS-80 and the
Commodore PET, ours was the only
one that had enough memory to run
VisiCalc. VisiCalc and the floppy disk
sent this company into the number
one position.

We were also very faithful to our
users-we tried to support everybody.
When we changed over to floppy
disks, we still supported cassettes
heavily. When we moved up to the
Apple II + with floating-point BASIC
built in, we still supported the original
Apple II.

Lately our strategies seem to be
changing. When we come up with a
new enhancement, we start moving
away from the prior version much
more quickly. This could be harmful
to our good relationships with a lot
of our faithful users.

The Apple lie is a good example.
Most new software that really uses the
features of the Apple lie won't run

properly on an Apple II or 11+. A lot
of good software for the Apple 11+
won't run on the Apple lie. It's an in
compatible world.

BYTE: How do you think the Apple II fami
ly will be extended and improved in the future?
WOZNIAK: There are obvious areas.
We're always trying to come up with
better combinations of features and
still reduce the cost. We're looking
into improved processors like the
65816 we discussed before. Video res
olution is always improving. We're try
ing to increase speed and the amount
of memory in the machine because
it's c'ritical to certain applications.

The IBM PC is very successful. and
it had no competition from Apple for
the last three years because we made
sure that it didn't. We would not allow
the Apple 11 to compete in that market
for three years.

PCSD is the most difficult division
in the company. ISteve is referring to
the Personal Computer Systems Divi
sion, responsible for the Apple 11 and
Apple III products. I We're hamstrung
by the need to be compatible: Macin
tosh isn't.

So we will continue to make im
provements and produce new ma
chines, but they'll always be compat
ible. With the Apple lie we went to
128K, 80-column display, and double
resolution graphics. We came out with
the IIc portable.

DeSmet
C

8086/8088
Development
Package

FUll DEVElOPMENT PACKAGE
Full K&R C Compiler
Assembler, Linker & Librarian
Full-Screen Editor
Execution Profiler
Complete STOIO Library (>120 Func)

Automatic DOS l.Xl2,X SUPPORT
BOTH 8087 AND S/W flOATING POINT
OVERLAYS
OUTSfANDING PERFORMANCE

First and Second in AUG '83 BYTE
benchmarks

SYMBOLIC DEBUGGER

Examine & change variables by
name using C expressions
Flip between debug and display
screen
Display C source during execution
Set multiple breakpoints by function
or line number

DOS LINK SUPPORT

Uses DOSOBJ Format
LINKs with DOS ASM
Uses Lattice'" naming conventions

di ,.



Slicer Computers, Inc.
2543 Marshall St. N,E., Minneapolis, MN 55418
612/788-9481 • Telex 501357 SLICER UD

'I have positive and
negative feelings about
things Apple has done:

handle larger disk drives before we
can really start to compet with
equivalent software because IBM
beats us in capability today We need
better screen resolution, more mem
ory, and better speed. A 16-bit pro
cessor would help, although "16-bit"
really doesn't mean that much.

Whatever we do will be compatible,
because we don't want to alienate our
existing customer base. If we can
come up with the right machine, then
we can start to talk about some really
good software and compete well with
IBM. Even if we do, the new features

SLICER-THE
SYSTEM THAT
GROWS TO FIT
YOUR NEEDS
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won't really be used right away.

BYTE: Have you said all tnat you meant to
say about wnere Apple is vis-a-vis IBM and
wnere you personally feel tnat Apple nas
made its mistakes?
WOZNIAK: I have both positive and
negative feelings about things Apple
has done, but I'm always honest.
There is one real mistake that Apple
made, in my opinion, and this is very
subjective. It is symbolic of what could
happen to IBM with its PCjr.

We had become a huge business
success in 1979. We had really made
it with our floppy disks and VisiCalc.
and it looked like we were going a
long way, So we decided it was time
to start putting together a real com
pany, a big company. We needed to
start staffing up and hire a lot more
engineers. So we set the Apple III
project in motion.

The executive staff felt it understood

THE SLICER
Real 16 Bit Power on a Single Board
Featuring the Intel~

• Complete 8 MHz 16-bit micro-
processor onao" K 12" board

• ~,pluS up to 6~K EPROM
• @Dport for hard disk controller
• Two full function ~32C seaial por!§.

with individually programme
transmission rates -50 to 38.4K baud

• Software compatibility with the 8086
and 8088.

• 8K of EPROM contains drivers for
peripherals, commands for hardware
checkout and software testing

• Software supports most types and
sizes of disk drives

• Source for monitor included on disk
• Bios supports Xebec 1410 and

Western Digital WD 1002 SHD
controller for hard disks

Fully assembled and tested only $995
Also available in several kit forms

THE SLICER SYSTEM
EXPANSION BOARD
For expanded memory, additional ports,
and real time clock
• Up to 256K additional dynamic RAM
• 2 RS2~asychronous ports

WilFibaUarates to 38.4K for
serial communication

SLICER'

the Apple II market. After VisiCalc. it
was perceived that 90 percent of all
Apple lis sold were going to small
businesses. Only 10 percent were go
ing into this home hobby market that
we originally thought was going to
grow to be billions. Originally we were
a home hobby computer. Now, sud
denly, small businesses were buying
Apple lis, and they wanted more fea
tures-an 80-column display, lower
case characters, maybe more graphics
modes and colors, and more memory.
These were all the things that one
product. VisiCalc, led to.

According to any research we could
dig up, many people were buying the
Apple II for small business because
it had a disk drive and it could run
VisiCalc. These weren't the people I
was closest to, so I kept my mouth
shut because I was only one out of
the staff of 15. So we started staffing

(continued)

• 2 additional serial ports for
asynchronous RS232C or
synchronous communication (Zilog
8530 SCC)

• RealTime Clock with battery backup
for continuous timekeeping

• Centronics t pe parallel printer port
Fully assembled and tested only $800

Available in several kit forms also

THE SLICER PC EXPANSION BOARD
Gives your Slicer high performance
video capability
• IBM com atible monochrome video
• Video memory provides 8 pages of

text or special graphics capability
• 2 IBM type card slots for color video,

I/O expansion, etc.

• ,JBM-ty.pe-keyboard port
Fully assembled and tested only $600

Available in several kit forms also

Also available: The Slicer 80188 system.
5 1/4" form factor. Call or write for
more information.

Operating systems are CP/M 86 by
Digital Research, Inc. ($85), and MS DOS
by Microsoft Corporation ($175).

MasterCard, Visa, Check, Money Order,
or C.O.D. Allow four weeks for delivery.
Prices subject to change without notice.
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AddDisketteStorageWhenYouNeedIt
WithThe DiskBanlCSysteln.

Inquiry 16
AMARAY INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
14935 N. E. 95th Street. Redmond, Washington
98052-2508 Toll Free Number: 800-4-AMARAY

Why settle for less? Give your
valuable diskettes the protection they
deserve. Buy a Bank. Buy a DiskBank.
The DiskBank System.

AMARAY
DISKBANK

organizes up to 10 diskettes in a safe,
dust-free environment. When you need
a diskette, simply open the DiskBank
drawer and slide it out. Diskettes
automatically come forward allowing
you to select the one you need.

In addition, the System is portable.
DiskBank modules are designed to go
with you anywhere. Simply slide out
the modules you need, put them in
your briefcase, and go.

Available in three media for-
mat sizes, System
3 for 3~"-3Y2"
diskettes, System
5 for 5~"diskettes,
and System 8
for 8" diskettes,
DiskBank System
may be purchased
individually or
in money-saving
volume packs.

No matter how large or small your
diskette filing and storage requirements
may be, the DiskBank System by
Amaray is the most revolutionary,
versatile and cost-effective approach
available today.

Its unique modular interlocking
design allows you to add new modules
as your storage needs expand Each
impact-resistant module conveniently
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Telpac ,. is the complete telecom
munications software system that
allows one computer to communicate
with another. Working in conjunction
with a modem, your computer now has
the ability to upload and download
important information.

You can transfer files at speeds
of up to 9600 baud at any time of the
day or night. And Telpac doesn't even
require your presence because it's
smart enough to perform unattended.
So you can send or receive large
amounts of data after business hours
by programming your computer to
automatically make connections with
virtually any other computer during the
night-when phone rates are low.

For more information send for a free
Telpac brochure.

For a poster size reprint of this ad, send
$3.00 to U.S. Robotics, Inc.

Best of all, the host computer will
receive information exactly the way it
was sent. There's no chance of error
because Telpac features XMODEM,
XON/XOFF and user-defined protocols
for error-free transmission.

Telpac also allows you to log on to
information services such as The
Source, Dun & Bradstreet, NewsNet
and other popular on-line data bases.

And these time-sharing systems can
be programmed into Telpac's unlimited
phone directory.

What's more, you can run application
programs that were meant for termi
nals other than the one you're using,
because Telpac provides Terminal
Emulation.'

Compare the features. Compare the
price. You'll discover that Telpac has
all the other data communications
software packages beat-by miles.

by U.S. Robotics, Inc.
8100 McCormick Blvd.
Skokie, IL 60076
Phone: (312) 733-0497
Telex: 650-186-3130
Outside Illinois: 1-800-Dial-USR



TELPACIS
COMPATIBU WITH
THESI SYSTEMS:

WOZNIAK INTERVIEW

Computers:

Apple ,. II, II +, lie, lie
Columbia'·
Compaq'·
Corona'·
Heath ,. H-100
IBM ,. PC, PCIXT, PC Jr.,

PC Portable or AT
Kaypro'· 11,10
Northstar,. HorizonlAdvantage
Televideo'· 1605, TPC II
Zenith'· Z-100, Z-151
Most other systems running

MS-DOS'" , Apple-DOS, or CPIM

Modems:

Anchor'·
Apple'·
Bizcomp'·
Bytcom'·
CTS'·
Datec'· (Pal Modems)
Hayes'·
Incomm'·
Inmac'·
Multi-Tech ,.
Novation,. ("Smart Cat Plus"

Series Only)
Prentice,. (Pop-Com)
Prometheus,.
Quadram'·
Qubie'·
Racal-Vadic'· (Maxwell Modems)
Rixon ,. (R212A, PC212A)
Transcend'· (PC Modem Card)
U.S. Robotics'·
Ven-Tel'·
This list concems only

modems AUTO-DIAL.

'11111111111111111111111111111111111111

Telpac'· is a registered trademark of
U.S. Robotics, Inc.

VT is a registered trademark of Digital
Equipment Corp.

·Emulates VT'· 52/100; Televideo" 910;
TTY (ASCII)
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up and building an organization and
a management structure based
around doing this new product-the
Apple III.

THE ApPLE III
we had some problems getting things
done on time with the Apple III
because of la) our lack of experience
as a group working together, and (b)
not being able to predict project
lengths well enough.

we started hiring intermediate levels
of managers. Sometimes the man
agers were getting hired at a rate that
added a completion date to the pro
ject faster than it was getting com
pleted.

Around this time we started devel
oping a perception of market separa
tions-good strong separations be
tween products so they don't overlap.
You don't want to design a product
that competes heavily with your own
existing product. I claim that's untrue.
What you really don't want to do is
design a product that doesn't offer
any more than your existing product.

So we started setting up strong
boundaries. The Apple III would be
our 8O-Column business machine and
have 90 percent of our market. The
Apple II would be our 4O-Column
home/school machine and have 10
percent of our market. The entire ex
ecutive staff was sure that once the
Apple III was out. the Apple II would
stop selling in six months. I felt really
down, because this 10 percent were
my friends-the hobbyists and home
users.

The Apple III hurt Apple in many
ways, but it was a very well conceived
product. And because we were so
successful with the Apple II, we de
cided to build in an Apple II emula
tion mode to take advantage of all the
software that was out there. The emul
ation mode did get built in, but.
because of our concept of market
separations, jt was a very limited
emulation. While our Apple II custom
ers were adding 8O-Column cards and
16K RAM cards to their machines, we
actually added chips to the Apple III
to prevent access to many of its
features during emulation mode. In

emulation mode you only had access
to 48K of memory-you couldn't use
the 8O-Column display, the extra
graphics modes, or the extra memory.
The emulation mode wouldn't even
run much of the existing Apple II
business software, and there wasn't
much Apple III software available.

Originally, we planned to deliver
four applications with the Apple 111
word processing, a spreadsheet. busi
ness graphics, and a database pro
gram. Steve Jobs's thinking at the time
was, "People don't really want to buy
a computer. They don't want to know
about microprocessors or cards or
buses. They want to buy VisiCalc
they want to buy a solution:' So we
were going to provide the four major
solutions. But because we were hav
ing problems managing the Apple III
project while we were building our
management structure, we were only
able to deliver our operating sys
tem-50S-and VisiCalc, which was
done by Personal Software Iwhich
later became VisiCorpl.

The Apple III shipped very late and
had 100 percent hardware failures.
This is very subjective, and some
people might disagree with me, but
I think we were trying to be too pure.
we wanted to do it on one PC board,
not two, and it didn't fit on one PC
board. So we got a company that
could put three traces between two
IC pins, had them do the PC board,
and 100 percent of the Apple Ills
failed.

The Apple III is really very good, but
we spent three solid years keeping the
Apple II down, and now it's finally be
ing allowed to grow in that direction.
we've come out with ProDOS, which
is a major improvement. and the Pro
File Ihard diskI is available for the
Apple II now. It's a good start. I think
they are going to find out that allow
ing the Apple II to get there will im
prove the whole Apple image.

The III will do very well in its estab
lished vertical markets forever, but it
really won't make the huge success
we thought it would. It may have the
best chance it's ever had. ProDOS is
the best way to get someone closer

(COIItiJlutII)
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'We did 50S
3 years ago, and
the rest of the world
hasn't caught up:
to 50S. We did 50S three years ago,
and the rest of the world hasn't
caught up or come close to it. Macin
tosh went in a different direction, so
I can't compare the two systems.

BYTE: Is 50S really that good?
WOZNIAK: I think it's the finest oper
ating system on any microcomputer
ever. It's the greatest thing in the
world, but I wish we gave out listings
of it.

BYTE: Wasn't it the first commercial system
that actually had installable device drivers?
WOZNIAK: Yes, the Apple II uses
device drivers in ROM, on the I/O
cards, but they won't work on the III
because they depend on specific
memory locations. On the III. you
load a device driver into RAM for any
device you add to a system, so it's in
finitely flexible. You can always change
it. correct bugs, and it's clean. But it's

WOZNIAK INTERVIEW

more difficult for outside manufac
turers, because they have to supply
a disk and instructions on how to up
date your system. It would have been
the best of both worlds if you could
plug in a card with a ROM on it and
if the first byte in the ROM were a 12,
for example, the system would
recognize that the ROM holds a
device driver and link to it auto
matically. That would have made it
much easier for the card manufac
turer. It would have been really easy
to allow both techniques, but the Ap
ple III engineering group didn't want
to do anything the way it was done
on the II. Marketing just didn't have
enough leadership and control.

Anyway, having the Apple III as a
failure didn't really hurt the company
much. The Apple II was still very
healthy, but for the next three years
the Apple III hurt the company tre
mendously because everyone in
Apple knows how great a machine the
Apple III really is. It's a very clean
machine, it's easy to use, and it's really
been organized right with the oper
ating system.

Unfortunately, we made it very dif
ficult for anyone to get access to the
insides of the machine. We had hired
some very bright people who figured,
"This is the right way it should be

done. So we'll give out enough infor
mation to do this and we won't give
them any more, because they might
try to do something they're not sup
posed to do:' The right way for one
person is not the right way for an
other. We closed that machine up to
where somebody could have a very
difficult time finding out how to add
their own I/O drivers. we did not make
it easy for the outside world. We
thought we wanted all of the markets
for ourselves.

You have to let the end users devel
op their own standards. You've got to
give them the freedom to discover
how they're going to use an operating
system, what sort of things they're go
ing to buy. And if you're really right
and have provided a good solution,
that's where they're going to settle.
The thinking on the III was very much
like a religion in that it could only be
done one way-our way. We made it
very difficult for outside developers,
instead of providing all the informa
tion as we did with the Apple II.

BYTE: Has that attitude changed now?
WOZNIAK: No. It's still the most nega
tive thing in our whole company, and
it will be for years.

I think that when a new market
(co"ti"ued)

BYTEKS Computer Systems Corp.
4089 S Rogers Circle
Boca Raton Fl 33431 Distributor Inquiries Welcome
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1243 W. EL CAMINO. SUNNYVALE, CA 94087. (415) 965-4494
1341 FULTON AVE. SACRAMENTO, CA 95825. (916) 971-3503

( VISIT OUR DISCOUNT SHOWROOMS! )
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CO-1668

CO-1686

schemes for adding up to a megabyte
of memory, we came up with a
method of adding 64K to an Apple
lie, which was more difficult to use
and somewhat limited. We refused to
acknowledge any of the good 80-col
umn cards that were in the outside
world-only ours, which had a lot of
problems.

At one point during the Apple III
development. I wrote some fast disk
routines for our Pascal system on the
II. And I got a lot of flak from Apple
III engineers who felt that they
shouldn't go on the Apple II. Nothing
on the II should be allowed to run as
fast or faster than the Apple III. That
was the thinking that stuck with the
company for three solid years.

It was unfortunate the way things
worked out. because we probably put
$100 million in advertising, promo
tion, and research and development
into a product that was 3 percent of
our revenues. In that same time frame,
think what we could have done to im
prove the Apple II. or how much
could have been done by Apple to
give us products in IBM's market.

BYTE: Are you putting more resources to
work in that direction now?
WOZNIAK: Yes, but things don't change
in six months. In the Apple III we had
a beautiful machine, and we spent a
lot of money to try and emphasize
that. We were trying to force the world
to finally accept the machine because
we knew just how good it was.

The PCjr had a poor initial reception
like the Apple III did, It came out in
the wrong month-the month when
Macintosh was going to be perceived
as the leader. The PCjr was perceived
as an uninteresting product.

They may try for three years to over
come its bad first impression. They
may put a lot of their corporate
resources into trying to promote the
PCjr and lose sight of the Pc. The PC
will keep selling because it's been ac
cepted and there are a lot of after
market companies out there selling
software and hardware for it. But if
IBM neglects it enough, we may have
a chance to turn it over on them in
the next few years if we have a better
product. •

WOZNIAK INTERVIEW

evolves. like personal computers did.
there's a period of time when you've
got to let the world go in all random
directions. and eventually it will sub
side because it wants standardization.
Then, once it's obvious what the stan
dards are, they should be heavily sup
ported by the manufacturer. You can't
try to dictate a standard.

THE ApPLE II AND THE ApPLE III
When we came out with the Apple III.
the engineering staff canceled every
Apple II engineering program that
was ongoing, in expectation of the
Apple Ill's success. Every single one
was canceled. We really perceived
that the Apple II would not last six
months. So the company was almost
all Apple III people, and we worked
for years after that to try and tell the
world how good the Apple III was,
because we knew.

There is a lot to somebody's per
ception or image of a machine and
how good it is. How many of my
friends have them? How many people
in the world have them? The Apple III
was a failure the first year as a
product-it had a bad image. When
you give a bad first impression, you
can go for five years trying to over
come it.

If you looked at our advertising and
R&D dollars, everything we did here
was done first on the III. if it was
business related. Then maybe we'd
consider doing a sub-version on the
II. 1b make sure there was a good
boundary between the two machines,
anything done on the II had to be
done on a lower level than on the III.
Only now are we discovering that
good solutions can be implemented
on the II.

The Apple II was kept out of the
business market to keep the III going,
to give our users only one choice. We
wanted to make the III the success it
hadn't become and that it deserved.

Unfortunately, we made sure that
the Apple II was nowhere close to the
market that the IIBMI PC took. We
made sure the Apple II was not al
lowed to have a hard disk or more
than 128K of memory. At a time when
outside companies had very usable

•CO-PROCESSING

Starting At

$695.00

Hallock Systems Company
262 East Main Street
Frankfort, New York 13340
(315) 895-7426

The only Z80 16 bit co-processor
includes ·INTEL8086 ·6Mhzno
wait states • MSDOS 2.11 • IBM
BIOS emulator • Memory expansion
to 768K • 8087 math co-processor
• 3-channel Real Time Clock • Runs
many IBM PC applications • Shares
hard disk space with CPM80 • PC
diskette compatllibility on many
systems • CPM86 • Concurrent
CPM Is coming.

Every CO-16 is delivered with
• 16/32 bit micro processor. 16 bit
Operating System • 256 Kilo RAM
• Z80 interface • 16 bit RAM disk
driver • CPM80 2.2 RAM disk driver
• CPM 2.2 or CPM 3 compatibility
• sources with tools • hardware
diagrams. board level or case with
power supply.

The most cost effective way for Z80
system owners to obtain 16/32 bit
processing power and software
compatibility is via the HSC CO-16
Attached Resource Processor.

CO-16 is compatible with any Z80
system running CPM 2.2 or CPM 3.
A few examples include:
• KAYPRO 2/4/10. TRS 2/12/16
• AMPRO LITTLE BOARD
• HEATH 89. SUPERBRAIN
• XEROX 820 • TELEVIDE0802/803
• MORROW • EPSON QX-10
• LOBO· OSBORNE 1/EXEC
• CROMEMCO. Plus many more

CO-16

The only Z80 16/32 bit co-processor
Includes • MOTOROLA 68000
microprocessor • 6 Mhz no wait
states • CPM68K • Full "COO com·
piler with UNIX V7 library and floats
• Memory expansion to 1.25 million
bytes • NS16081 math co-processor
• Real Time Clock • Complete soft
ware development environment
• 100% file compatible with CPM80
• OS9/68 UNIX look alike coming
in February.
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StatproTM brings What's more, Statpro has
thepower of sophisticated database
m -':--£..ame statistics '..llIII6... management capabilities

dlllU ~ which make entering,
your personal co~'pu . . manipulating, transforming and
Until novv, serious statistical analysIS editing data quick and easy.
meant mainframes, computer cen- Most important of all, you get
ters and a lot of extra work for you. this increchble power in one inte-

Enter Statpro, the most power- grated, fully documented, easy-to-
fu} statistical software system ever use package for onll' $795....
developed for personal computers. DIScover Statpro s capabilities

It lets you do almost everything for yourself. Call us torr-free t~day
you do on a mainframe on your to order a Statpro demonstration
m~ or Apple'" pe~sonal ~or:nputer. package. We'lfhave it on its way to
Including aescnptive statistics, you WIthin 24 hours.
regression, ANOVA, factor and 800 322 2208cluster analysis, to name just a few _ _

capabilities. In Massachusetts call (617) 423-0420..
And Statpro's awesome po~er Or call your local dealer.

isn't limited to number crunching. liJWadsworth
You can plot all your results in f?ur- ProfessionalSoftware
color graphi~s, such as scatter, mangle Statpro is a trademark of Wadsworth Professional Software,
and regressron~lots dendrograms, Inc. Apple is a regIstered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

• • I IBM is a registerea trademark of International BUSinesshistograms an pre charts. Machines Corp.
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BY WILLIAM RYNONE

UNINTERRUPTIBLE
POWER SUPPLIES

l\vertisements for uninterrup
tible power supplies (UPSs)
proliferate in computer

magazines. But do you know what
they are or how to buy one? This arti
cle should help answer your
questions.

Many users of small computers
have suffered the nasty consequences
of an electrical power loss while oper
ating their systems. You can lose a
long file that is in working memory.
Your disk head may crash. destroying
a floppy disk or doing irreparable
damage to a Winchester or cartridge
disk. Most disk destruction occurs
when the computer is reading from or
writing to the disk at the instant of

power failure. Consequently. serious
damage can result should you panic
at the flickering of your overhead
lights and attempt to "save" your
work.

One way to temporarily retain your
working data during a power failure
is to connect batteries to the power
supply bus lines. For an 5-100 system
you'lI need three different battery
voltages: +8 volts (V). + 16 V. and -16
V. This is a short-term solution. ac
ceptable only jf power returns within
a reasonable period (that is. before
the batteries die).

Though the preceding measure may
protect data in working memory. your
computer must maintain 117 V AC in

order to store and retrieve data.
Unless full power returns. you won't
be able to save your data. And. of
course. if the batteries can maintain
only bus voltages. your disk hardware
remains unprotected: you may have
already experienced a head crash.

Another alternative to protecting
both data in active memory and your
hardware is to use a source of 117-V
AC power that is independent of the
anomalies of your local public utility.
There are two approaches to this
method: continuously supply power

(CO"ti"ued)

William Rynone teaches in the department
of electrical engineering at the u.s. Naval
Academy (Annapolis. MD 21402).

Devices to save
you from losing data
in the dark

ILWSTRATED BY STEVE SALERNO



to your computer with a continuous
duty UPS or supply power only when
the electricity fails. using a standby
power supply, (In this article. I'll use
the term UPS to describe both types
of units. differentiating when neces
sary.)

A continuous-duty UPS supplies
power to your computer all the time.
The 117-V AC power is developed by
a static inverter that uses a storage
battery. or batteries. depending upon
your power requirements. The batter
ies are continually charged by power
from your local utility. Simultaneous
ly. the inverters are synchronized to

POWER SUPPLIES

the utility-line frequency-60 Hz-to
eliminate any undesired effects upon
the computer system. Such an effect
might be a beat frequency between
the utility's power and the frequency
of the power generated by the free
running static inverter.

Under normal operation. the in
verter frequency is maintained in
power-line sync via a phase-locked
loop circuit quite often operated in
conjunction with a ferroresonant cir
cuit. which may be thought of as a
tuned inductance-capacitance
oscillator. When the line power disap
pears. the inverter frequency drifts

slowly to a factory-preset 60 Hz. The
line frequency must change gradual
ly so as not to induce any transients.
Similarly. when power returns. the fre
quency of the inverter is gradually
synchronized with the power com
pany's line frequency. Many
continuous-c!uty UPSs are designed to
switch the computer input connec
tions back to the utility's power line
when the inverter fails.

Standby UPSs are maintained in a
ready state with their battery. or bat
teries. receiving a trickle charge.
When the utility's power-line voltage
falls below a preset level. the inverter

Thble 1: Standby uninterruptible power supplies compared according to JPIa"ufacturrr specifications.
Some information may have changed since press time.

POWER TRANSFER
PRICE RATING CUT·IN BACK

MANUFACTURER MODEL PER UNIT (MTTS) VOLTAGE 10 LINE

Cuesta Systems Inc. 9012060 $350 90 102 V 106 V
3440 Roberto Court
San luis Obispo, CA 93401 20012060 $495 200 102 V 106 V
(805) 541-4160

Electronic ProIec:tIons Grizzly 200 $895 200 93 V 97 V
DevIces (with surge praection)
POB 673
Waltham, MA 02254
(BOO) 343-1813

Gene,.1 Power System_ GPS-O.1Kl26R $495 100 102 V 109 V
1400 North Baxter St. GPS-O.2K126R $595 200 102 V 109 V
Anaheim, CA 92806 GP5-0.3K126R $695 300 102 V 109 V
(714) 956-9321 GPs-o.5Kl26R $895 500 102 V 109 V

Kalglo Electronics Co. LS-24O $485 240 VA 102 V 106 V
6584 Ruch Rd.
Bethlehem, PA 18017 LS-480 $795 480 VA 102 V 106 V
(BOO) 524-0400 (both have multistage

surge suppression and
RFI filtering)

MeirIck Inc. MI400 $495 400 102 V 106 V
Power Systems Division
POB 298 M1800 $795 BOO 102 V 106 V
Frisco, CO 80443 (both have surge pro-
(303) 668-3251 tection and spike and

line filtering)

PTIInc. Datashield PC-200 $359 200 (240 VA) 108 V 102 V
320 River St.
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 XT-300 $499 300 (380 VA) 108 V 102 V
(408) 429-6881

MU-800 n.a. BOO (1000 VA) 108 V 102 V
(all have spike, EMI,
and RFI protection)
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is switched in. A simple relay coil"that
detects the loss of power-line voltage
can trigger the switch. In other cases.
very elaborate electronic sense cir
cuits can trigger the standby UPSs,
based upon parameters such as the
absolute line voltage. the rate of
decay of the line voltage, the occur
rence of line transients. or whether
the frequency and phase of the in
verter are in sync with the decaying
utility-line voltage.

UPSs are classified in different ways.
Manufacturers may specify a voltage
level at which the standby UPS will be
activated-the "cut-in level' '-or they

POWER SUPPLIES

may specify a switching time for the
UPS to come on line-the "reaction
time"-when there is a complete loss
of power. Neither figure by itself is
adequate for making a purchase deci
sion. One UPS cut-in voltage may be
sufficient to power your system. but
it may have a long reaction time. A
long reaction time can result in a loss
of data in working memory. Even
more serious is the probability of disk
drive damage that can occur during
a lapse of 117-V AC power. Another
manufacturer rates the reaction time
of its standby UPS at less than one
cycle of the AC line voltage, equal to

16~ milliseconds (ms). However, the
cut-in level when the line voltage is
decreasing slowly is 80 V rms (root
mean square). well below the neces
sary 117 V AC. The effect on your
computer components at this level is,
at best. unpredictable.

How critical is the reaction time
relative to your hardware? Your main
system box contains large filter capac
itors if it uses linear power supplies
(with switching power supplies, capac
itor filtering may be minimal). and a
10- to 25-ms reaction time tor a UPS
won't significantly affect operation.

lco"li"ued)

ALLOVMSLE OPERATING PERIOD
LOAD TRANSFER TIME EXTERNAL BAnERY ON INTERNAL BATTERY
POWER FACTOR OF UTIUTY TO UPS OUTPUT VOLTAGE TERMINALS AT RATED LOAD

does not matter 10 ms maximum; 8 ms 102 - 132 V, stepped yes. 10.8 - 14 V at least 5 minutes at full load; at
typical sine wave least 15 minutes at half load

. does not matter 19 ms maximum; 8 ms 102 - 132 V, stepped yes, 10.8 - 14 V at least 5 minutes at full load; at
typical sine wave least 15 minutes at half load

1.7 A at 200 W 8 ms maximum 102 V PC. stepped sine no 20 minutes at full load
walle

0.8 less than 2 ms 115 V PC yes 9 minutes at full load
0.8 less than 2 ms rms yes 16 minutes at full load
0.8 less than 2 ms rms yes 18 minutes at full load
0.8 less than 2 ms rms yes 10 minutes at full load

0.6 4 ms maximum 120 V PC, modulated yes, 12 V nominal 11 minutes at full load; 27
pulse-width output minutes at half load

0.6 4 ms maximum 120 V PC. modulated yes, 24 V nominal 11 minutes at full load; 27
pulse-width output minutes at half load

0.8 4 ms ± 2 140 V square wave; yes, 12 V nominal 20 minutes at full load; 45
115 V PC under load minutes at half load

0.8 4 ms ± 2 140 V square wave; yes, 24 V 9 minutes at full load; 20 minutes
115 V PC under load at half load

doesn' matter for
these models

10 ms maximum; 4 ms typical 120 V PC, phase- no
shifted square wave

4 ms maximum; 1 ms typical 120 V PC. phase- yes, 12 V
shifted square wave

10 ms maximum; 4 ms typical 120 V PC. sine yes
wave

at least 5 minutes at full load; at
least 20 minutes at half load
at least 5 minutes at full load; at
least 20 minutes at half load
at least 6 minutes at full load; at
least 25 minutes at half load
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POWER SUPPLIES

ALLOWABLE EXTERNAL OPERATING PERIOD
LOAD POWER TRANSFER TIME OUTPUT BATTERY ON INTERNAL BATTERY
FACTOR OF UTILITY TO UPS VOLTAGE TERMINALS AT RATED LOAD

doesn~ matter for 10 ms maximum; 4 ms typical 120 V yes, 12 V 5 minutes at full load; 20 minutes
these models at half load

4 ms maximum, 1 ms typical 120 V yes, 12 V 6 minutes at full load; 20 minutes
at half load

10 ms maximum; 4 ms 102 V - 132 V rec- yes 2 - 6 minutes at full load; 15
typical tangle sine minutes at half load

10 ms maximum; 4 ms 120 V ± 3,5 V sine no 12 minutes at full load; 35
typical wave minutes at half load

0,8 6 ms maximum; 4 ms typical 117 V ± 15%, optional, 24 V 20 minutes at full load; 50
square wave for minutes at half load

0,8 6 ms maximum; 4 ms typical both models optional, 24 V 10 minutes at full load; 24
minutes at half load

16 ms maximum; 8 ms typical 120 V rms; all models except at least 30 minutes at full load for
16 ms maximum; 8 ms typical + 3 V over 80% SR6 have external all models except SR3 and SR6,
16 ms maximum; 8 ms typical of battery energy; battery terminals; which have a period of at least
16 ms maximum; 8 ms typical sine wave; SR6 has an internal 15 minutes at full load
16 ms maximum; 8 ms typical 5% harmonic gel
16 ms maximum; 8 ms typical distortion
8 ms maximum 120 V, square wave
8 ms maximum 120 V, square wave
8 ms maximum 120 V, square wave
8 ms maximum 120 V, square wave
8 ms maximum 120 V, square wave
8 ms maximum 120 V, square wave

doesn't matter for 10 ms maximum; 4 ms typical 120 V ± 3,5 V, sine no for all models at least 9 minutes at full load; 25
these models wave for all models minutes at half load

10 ms maximum; 4 ms typical at least 35 minutes at full load;
75 minutes at half load

10 ms maximum; 4 ms typical at least 35 minutes at full load;
75 minutes at half load

10 ms maximum; 4 ms typical at least 12 minutes at full load; 35
minutes at half load

10 ms maximum; 4 ms typical at least 12 minutes at full load; 35
minutes at half load
at least 9 minutes at full load; 30
minutes at half load

doesn~ matter for 10 ms maximum 120 V AC, rec- no for all models 10 minutes at full load; 30
these models tangular wave for all minutes at half load

10 ms maximum models 10 minutes at full load; 30
minutes at half load

10 ms maximum 16 minutes at full load; 38
minutes at half load
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Thble 2: Continuous-duty uninterruptible power supplies compared according to manufacturer specifications.
Some information may have changed since press time.

POWER
RATING POWER BYPASS UPS

MANUFACTURER MODEL PRICE (WATTS) FACTOR TO UTILITY

Computer Power Inc. OUPS48·500 $1650 500 0.75 lag to 0.9 yes, 1 second
124 Main St. OUPS48-750 $1750 750 lead for all yes, 1 second
High Bridge, NJ 08829 OUPS48·1000 $1975 1000 models yes, 1 second
(201) 735-8000 UPS36-500M

- with lead-antimony $1690 500 yes, less than 1
battery second for all

- with small gel battery $1710 500 UPS36 and
- with large gel battery $1795 500 UPS48 models

UPS36·750M
- with lead-antimony $1795 750

battery
- with small gel battery $1860 750
- with large gel battery $1940 750

UPS36·1000M
- with lead-antimony $2075 1000

battery
- with small gel battery $2140 1000
- with large gel battery $2220 1000

UPS48-1500M
- with lead-antimony $3500 1500

battery
- with small gel battery $3565 1500
- with large gel battery $3645 1500

Electronic Protections Grizzly 500 $2400 500 0.8 standard at
Devices Grizzly 1000 $5200 1000 0.8 125% overload
POB 673 (both have surge for both models
Waltham, MA 02254 protection)
(800) 343-1813

ATE Deltec Inc. 3056 $1995 500 standard
2727 Kurtz St.
San Diego, CA 92110 DSU-720 $2995 700 0.8 to 1 optional
(619) 291-4211 DSU·1220 $3395 1200 0.8 to 1 optional

DSU·1820 $3895 1800 0.8 to 1 optional
7026 $6295 2500 0.7 to 1 standard

-Sun Research Inc. Mayday 60+3C $800 300 VA 1 for all models optional on all
POB 210 Mayday 60 + 6C $1325 600 VA models
Old Bay Rd. Mayday 60 + 10C $2295 1000 VA
New Durham, NH 03855 SR30 $995 300 VA
(603) 859-7110 SR60 $1495 600 VA

SR100 (220 V in, $2395 1000 VA
110 V out)
SR150 (220 V in, $3195 1500 VA
110 V out)
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BATTERY CONNECTION
OR INTERNAL BATTERY
AT RATED LOADOUTPUT VOLTAGE

OUPS48 models operate on ex
ternal battery

120 V AC. sine wave
for all models

120 minutes at full load

50 minutes at full load
120 minutes at full load

75 minutes at full load

30 minutes at full load
75 minutes at full load

Inquiry 302

For the IBM~~~~~~~~MPATIBLES
KI:YSWAP is the most advanced Macro Processor
available for the IBM PC·· - including WINDOWING
and Keyboard filtering.

KEYSWAP creates yet anotherd~
USER FRIENDLINESS. -
In addition to the standard
macro features, the user can: ~
Create custom Help Menus that can
be recalled from within any program.

Create "lessons" that can be played back at
variable speed for tutorial or demo purposes
ONLINE FULL SCREEN MACRO EDITOR Create and
Modify your macros at any time.

Create a single macro definition as large as 64K

ONLINE MACRO LISTING
See a listing of your macros at any time - instantly!

IMAGINE: automatic time and date display; fixed and
variable definition fields; audible feedback on toggle keys;
alernate cursor control selection; Keyboard customization;
Condensing many keystrokes into just one.
KEYSWAP - State of the Art keyboard utility software.

~
PRICE

$129.00 (RETAIL)
+ 2.50 Shipping & Handling. MA res add 5% Sis. TX.

FOR ORDERS OR INFO CALL OR WRITE

RICKERDATA
PO BOX 998 MELROSE, MA 02176(617) 662~

MC & VISA ACCEPTED• 'FlogiolerM T _

120 V AC, sine wave

120 V AC, sine wave.
50/0 THO
OSU models offer user
selectable sine wave,
5% THO
120 V AC. sine wave,
5% THO

120 V AC. sine wave
for all models except
SR100 and SR150; for
those models, 110 V
AC. sine wave

50 minutes at full load

20 minutes at full load
50 minutes at full load

40 minutes at full load

20 minutes at full load
45 minutes at full load

both models have 60-V external
battery; 15 minutes at full load,
12 minutes at half load

48-V external battery
72-V external battery on all OSU
models

72-V external battery

24-V external battery
24-V external battery
48-V external battery
12-V internal gel
24-V internal gel
SR100 and SR150 offer choice of
lead-sulfate battery or internal gel

Our complete line says it all: Touchdown ,. Keylop Expanders fil over
existing keys on IBM PC and most PC lookalikes. Adhesive provided
insures eaSY removal without damage to keyboard. Touchdown'·
Key Overlays re-assign, clarify or blank-out PC keytop commands;
durable, non-glare surface looks and teels like original keylops.

c:x::J\IAC>NY P. O. Box 201, Ollpt. B. Cornvillll, AZ 86325

DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED-Add these unique items to your software line and reap immediate protits.
Write us today or phone 602-634-7517 lor complete delails.r----------------KEYTOP EXPANDERS 0 Blk. 0 Grey I Oty. Price' •1 Qly. Price' __Compaq. Columbia (10 keys) $21.95 1
__IBM PC, PCIXT, PC Port. (12 keys) $21.95 __Corona, Eagle Spirit. Qubie,

I-_IBM 5291 Display Station (13 keys) 21.95 Keylronic (10 keys) 21.95 1
1KEY OVERLAYS __Blank Overlays (99 key1ops) 21.95 1
__5250/5251 (48 keylops/lronts) $21.95 __Do-it-yourself Kil (154 pieces) 29.95

1__5520 (95 keylopsj 28.95 __MulliMale 29.95 1
__Display Write 2 (36 keylops) 21.95 __Eas)'Nriter II 29.95

I
-_Dvorak (43 key1ops) 26.95 __Lolus 1-2-3 29.95 1
__Wordstar (29 keytops) 26.95 __WordPertect 24.95

I
-_Control Key English (5 key1ops) 6.95 __VolksWriter 24.95 I'
o Check 0 Money Order __AppleWriter II 29.95

10 Visa 0 MasterCard Exp. Date___ "All prices include poslage TOTAL $ 1
Card # Arizona residenls add 5% ta, __1Vlu or Me orders phone 602·634·7517 TOTAL ENCLOSED L--I

1Company Name Custom Overlay, Other Software KitS'

1Write lor inlormation.1Menlion
Address 1

• City Stale Zip.
1iI iI
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CONSTRUCTING
AN

EMERGENCY
LIGHT SOURCE

117 VOLTS AC
INPUT

12V HIGH ,BREAK HERE

!
~7VOFF': ' x~

LOW 12 V

~"'____________ #93 LAMP

ORIGINAL LIGHT WIRING

Figure A: This emergency lighting setup powered by a UPS can keep you
from computing in the dark. (Original schematic by Barbara Campo.)

EMERGENCY LIGHT SOURCE WIRING

NOTE: KI IS A 117-VOLT AC COIL WITH SPDT CONTACTS.
CONTACT POSITION SHOWN WITH COIL ENERGIZED

12 V
# 93 LAMP

OFF
0

S1 ........ NC
HIGH

ON

~OFF
117 VOLTS AC + ....-. NO
INPUT -_ 12V

KILOW 't BATTERY

T

IN 5821
BRIDGE DIODES
(NO SUBSTITUTES)

............... 100S).

~
IN914 II2W

•IN914 TO-66

IN914

·TO- 66 .PNP POWER
2.6V OR 3.2V
ZENERTAB @ 1/2W

TRANSISTOR
hFE~ 100 (ii) IOOS).
Ie' I AMP

GE #93 IW

+
12V CAR

680S). BATTERY::=:::

+ 1/2 W
100j"F
@ 25V

A photoropy of the printed-eircuit board art
work is available from William Rynone Sr..
POB 292. Ocean Gate. NJ 08740. You
must include a stamped self-addressed
envelope.

Unless you enjoy programming in
the dark. an auxiliary light source

adjacent to your UP&protected com
puter is a wise idea. I use a high
intensity desk lamp that incorporates
a 12-Y automobile taillight bulb and a
built-in 12-Y transformer. Break the lead
to the lamp where shown in figure A.
add relay KI. and connect the battery
and other wires. While the 117-Y power
is available. the lamp is lighted from the
117-Y line. During a pow.er failure. the
relay contacts switch the lamp to the
12-Y battery. You can add a single-post.
single-throw switch. SI. if you want the
option of turning the emergency light
ing on and off to conserve battery
power.

Another alternative. albeit more com
plicated. is shown in figure B. With this
design. you can modify your high
intensity lamp with all solid-state (no
relay) circuitry and include battery
charging capabilities. When nearly fully
charged. the 12-Y car battery will
receive a trickle charge of about
30 milliamperes. guaranteeing many
hours of emergency lighting from a
fresh battery.

Figure B: A high-intensity lamp modification with backup power source and
battery-charging capabilities. Schottky diodes must be used in the bridge in order to
maintain adequate lamp brilliance. Any PNP power-tab mount (lD-66) transistor
with a gain of 100 at I ampere will work with this design.
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UPS
SHOPPING QUESTIONS

Floppy-disk drives are not as well
protected. They can generally be
divided into two types: those with DC
motors and those with AC motors.
Those with DC motors are de
energized when not reading or writing
to disk. but they have heads that are
in continual contact with the disk.
Drives with AC motors contain read/
write heads that are lowered into posi
tion only during data transfer. As long

H ere are some appropriate ques
. tions to ask when shopping for a

UPS device Questions 2 through 9 are
particularly applicable to standby UPS
units.

I. Should I purchase a continuous-duty
or a standby UPS? (A quality standby
UPS may perform acceptably at a con
siderable savings.)
2. What is the power rating of the UPS?
If it has a built-in battery. how long will
the battery supply power at a usable
voltage level? Will the vendor supply
an output-voltage versus time curve for
its UPS unit under rated power con
ditions?
3. You may wish to purchase a UPS
with reserve power to accommodate
future computer components. How
much 117.J.1 rms output voltage varia
tion will occur if the unit is not used
at its rated load power? That is. how
well is the output voltage regulated?
Will the vendor supply an output
voltage versus percent-of-rated-load
power curve for its UPS? (This question
is appropriate because the intermittent
operation of disk drives and printers
causes variations in the load current
that must be supplied by the UPS.)
4. Are terminals available on the case
of the UPS whereby an external bat
tery may be employed (thus enabling
a longer operating period)? If so, what
voltage must the external battery be?
(1\velve volts is desirable. so a low-eost
car battery may be used.)
5. Will overheating problems occur if
operated with an external battery for
an extended period? How long can you
operate?
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as the filter capacitors are large
enough to sustain voltage above TTL
(transistor-transistor logic) minimum
levels. you will not lose data. However.
if the head is traveling across the disk,
a sudden power loss-below 117 Y
can result in a scratched floppy disk.

Winchester drives are an exception.
Their heads require a nominal I 5
seconds to be lifted to the normal
operating position and a comparable

6. Is the UPS unit available without the
internal battery? (You may decide to
use a 12.J.1 car battery.)
7. 1b what voltage must the power line
decrease before the UPS activates?
Does the UPS activate at the same
voltage value for slowly as well as
rapidly decaying line voltages? Does it
employ a phase-locked loop circuit
with gradual line frequency capture cir
cuitry?
8. In the event of a sudden and com
plete loss of power, what is the switch
ing time for the standby unit to "cut
in"?
9. Is delay circuitry included in this
product? (Delay circuitry can keep the
unit on line for a period of time after
it has been activated by line transients.
thus giving the power company's line
voltage an opportunity to settle.) If so.
what is the delay period?
10. Is the output of the UPS sine wave
or square wave? (Some printers mal
function with a square-wave power
source. If you're content to save some
data and power down your computer.
the UPS output waveshape might not
be important. and you could purchase
a lower-eost unit. A sine-wave unit may
cost two to three times as much as an
eqUivalent square-wave unit.)
II. Most microcomputer users already
have line transient suppressors. Is the
UPS available without this built-in cir
cuitry? If not, can you connect an exist
ing multi-outlet power strip with surge
suppression capability to the output of
this UPS without excessive voltage
drop?
12. Who services the UPS? (Hong Kong
is rather inconvenient.)

time to be de-energized. It appears,
therefore, that a 25-ms loss of power
should have no detrimental effect.
Some 514-inch Winchesters do have
an electromechanical brake that ac
tivates at approximately 9 V. making
it difficult to predict what will happen
to them at different levels of power
loss.

THE PRICE OF POWER
The price of uninterruptible power is
a purchase factor. A low-power con
tinuous-duty UPS may cost three to
four times more than a standby UPS
of equivalent rating. Power ratings of
UPSs may be as low as 100 watts or
up to many kilowatts. Your home com
puter doesn't need that much protec
tion. These high-kilowatt units are
used by banks and hospital operating
rooms.

You can determine the UPS power
required to protect your system by
adding the individual power ratings of
each component. You'll find the
power ratings for the central process
ing unit. disk drives. video-display ter
minal. and printers on each manufac
turer's nameplate or in the accom
panying data sheets. If you own a
totally integrated computer system,
you'll find only one power rating. You
may want to purchase a UPS with a
slightly greater power rating than your
system requires. The extra power will
enable you to add one or more new
components.

Thbles I and 2 are based upon in
formation supplied by UPS manufac
turers. In some instances their data
was incomplete and would not help
a reader answer the "consumer"
questions that accompany this article
(see "UPS Shopping Ouestions" at
left).

A common power rating for stand
by UPSs used in typical home com
puter systems is 150 to 200 watts.
These units operate on their built-in
battery, or batteries, for about 20
minutes. This is just enough time to
complete important data entry. albeit
by flashlight or candlelight. and save
your work (see "Constructing an
Emergency Light Source" on page
190).•





FANTASTIC COMPUTER PRINTER SALE!!!

'::::' DELUXE COMSTAR TIF
80 CPS Printer - $169.00

This COMSTAR TIF (Tractor Friction)
PRINTER IS exceptionally versatile. It
prints 8'//' x II" standard size single sheet
stationary or continuous feed computer
paper. Bi-directional. Impact dot matrix.
80 CPS. 224 characters (Centronics
Parellel Interface).

Premium Quality 120-140 CPS
10" COM-STAR PLUS+

Printer $249.00
The COM·STAR PLUS+ gives you all the
features of the COMSTAR TIF PRINTER
plus a 10" carnage. 120·140 CPS. 9 x 9 dot
matrix with double strike capability for 18 x
18 dot matm (near letter quality). high
resolution bit Image (120 x 144 dot
matrix). underlining. back spacing. left
and right margin settings. true lower
decenders with super and subscripts.
prints standard. italic. block graphics and
speCial characters It gives you print
quality. and features found on printers
costing twice as muchil (Centronics
Parallel Interface) (Better than Epson
FX80). List $49900 SALE $249.00

Premium Quality 120-140 CPS
15 1/2"COM-STAR PLUS+
Business Printer $349.00

Has all the features of the 10" COM·STAR
PLUS+ PRINTER plus 15'." camage and
more powerful electronics components to
handle large ledger business forms '
(Better than Epson FX 100) List $599

SALE $349.00

Superior Quality
10" COM-STAR+ H.S.

HIGH SPEED 160-180 CPS
Business Printer $369.00

This Super High Speed Com-Star+ Business
Printer has all the features of the 10" COM
STAR+ PRINTER with HIGH SPEED
BUSINESS PRINTING 160-180 CPS. 100%
duty cycle. 8K Buffer. diverse character
fonts, special symbols and true decenders.
vertical and horizontal tabs. A RED HOT
BUSINESS PRINTER at an unbelievable low
price (Serial or Centronics Parallel
Interface) List $699.00 Sale $369.00.

Superior Quality
15lfz" COM-STAR PLUS+ H.S.

High Speed 160 - 180 CPS
Business Printer $469.00

This Super High Speed COM-STAR+ ISIh"
Business Printer has all the features of the
10" COM-STAR BUSINESS PRINTER witha
15W' Carriage and more powerful
electronic components to handle larger
ledger business forms l Exclusive bottom
feed. (Serial Centronics Parallel Interface)
List $799.00 Sale $469.00

o Olympia
Executive Letter Quality

DAISY WHEEL PRINTER $379.00
This IS the worlds finest daiSY wheel printer
Fantastic Letter Quality, up to 20 CPS
bidirectional. will handle 14.4" forms
width' Has a 256 character print buffer.
special print enhancements. built in
tractor-feed (Centronics Parallel and
RS232C Interface) List $699 SALE $379.

Add S14 50 'or Ihipping. handling ond inluronc•. IIlinoil r.lid.nll
pleoleopdd '"I. lOX. Add S29 00 'or CANADA. PUEIITO .'CO. HAWAII.
ALASKA. APO·FPO ord.... Conodian ord... mUll be in U.S. dollo...
WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES.
Enelo.. Calhl... Check. Mon.y Order or P anol Check. Allow U
dayl'or deliv.ry. :2 10 7 dayl'or phone orde , day ••pr... moil!
VISA-MASTER CARD-We Sh,p CO.D to U S Addresses Only

COM-STAR PLUS+ ABCDEFGH J: J I<LMNCPG1R.TUVW X V Z
Print Example: IWCDEFlitU.J~TlJWXVZ :a. 2:541567••0
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NEW 128K -MEGA BYTE DUAL DISK DRIVE-SO COLUMN

LIST PRICE
$ 995.00

499.00
1795.00

249.00
49.95
19.95

102.05

$3717.95

LOOKATALL YOU GET FOR ONLY $ 895.
o B128 COMMODORE 128K 80 COLUMN COMPUTER
@ 4023 - 100 CPS - 80 COLUMN BIDIRECTIONAL PRINTER
® 8050 DUAL DISK DRIVE (over 1 million bytes)
@ 12" HI RESOLUTION 80 COLUMN MONITOR

• BOX OF 10 LORAN LIFETIME GUARANTEED DISKS

• 1100 SHEETS FANFOLD PAPER
• ALL CABLES NEEDED FOR INTERFACING

TOTAL LIST PRICE

COMPUTER SYSTEM SALE!,
HOME. BUSINESS • WORD PROCESSING

a

599.00
599.00
599.00
599,00

$149.95
$149.95
$149.95
$149.95

Professional 80 Column
Word Processor

Professional Data Bose
Accounts Receivable
Accounts Payable

PLUS YOU CAN ORDER THESE BUSINESS PROGRAMS AT SALE PRICES
LIST SALE LIST SALE

Payroll $149.95 599.00
Inventory $149.95 599.00
General Ledger $149.95 599.00
Financial Spread Sheet $149.95 599.00
Order Entry $149.95 599.00

PRINTER REPLACEMENT OPTIONS
(replace the 4023 with the following at these sale prices)

1:< Olympia Executive letter Quality Printer
1:< Comstar Hi-Speed 160 CPS 15 '/2" Business Printer
1:< Telecommunications Deluxe Modem Package
.::c IEEE to Centronics Parallel Printer Interface

LIST

$699.00
$779.00
$199.00
$179.00

SALE

5379.00
54119.00
5139.00
$139.00

15 DAY FREE TRIAL. We give you 15 days to tryout this SUPER SYSTEM PACKAGE '! If it doesn't meet your expectations, just send it bock
to us prepaid and we will refund your purchase price! I

90 DAY IMMEDIATE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY. If any of the SUPER SYSTEM PACKAGE equipment or programs foil due to faulty
workmanship or material we will replace it IMMEDIATELY at no charge! !

Add 550.00 for shipping and handling!!
$100.00 for Alaska and Hawaii orders.
WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES
Enclose Cashiers Check, Maney Order or Personal Check. Allow 14 days for
delivery, 2 to 7 days for phone orders, I doy expres~ moil! We accept Visa
and MasterCard. We ship C.O.D. to continental U.S. addresses only.

PROTECTO
ENTERPRIZES ,wE LOvE OUR CUSTO"'ERS,

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 110010
Phone 3121382·52U 10 order
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Youalreadyown a
computerthat can talk.

Now let it.
Now you can upgrade almost any personal computer

and make it more powerful than ever, by giving it the power of speech.

GIVE YOUR
COMPUTER

THE POWER OF
SPEECH.

-'.

There's also the Type 'N Talk.
If you want a less sophisticated unit and want to spend a
little less, consider the Votrax Type 'N Talk (TNT). Its vocab
ulary is also limited only by what you can type. It doesn't
use any computer memory; it's compatible with most
computers, and it's only $249.* Just plug it in to your own
speaker and go!

For more information about the Personal Speech
System or the Type 'N Talk, see your local computer
retailer. call toll-free or write:

\\17~~<@ 1394Rankin
\J~l1u~ Troy. Michigan 48083

~
1-800-521-1350
(In Michigan, call collect
313-588-0341)

---,""

The Votrax Personal Speech System is the least
expensive sophisticated voice synthesizer available today
The PSS's text-to-speech vocabulary is virtually unlimited,
and you can define an exception word table and custom
ize your translations. So the PSS can say just about anything!

It's a speech and sound specialist.
The PSS can also mix speech and sound effects or speech
and music. It contains its own speaker. a programmable
master clock, 256 programmable frequencies, a program
mable speech rate for a more natural rhythm, and 16
programmable amplitude levels for incredible control of
word emphasis. You can control the volume. Plus, it
doesn't use any of your computer's valuable memory

It's computer friendly.
The PSS is unbelievably easy to use. It doesn't need an
interface card for most computers. It comes with standard
serial and parallel ports. Speech, music, and sound effects
are as simple as printing out a document.

·Suggested retail pnce

What do you do with a talking
computer?
There are countless practical applications. Businesses may
want the PSS for spoken transmission of information,
narration of displays, and product demonstrations. It
makes verification of data input possible for the blind.
It can be part of a burglar alarm system.
Children can use the PSS as a study ~
aid. And it helps games come alive,
speaking while you play

Whatever your computer can l

do, the PSS can help it do it better. at
a cost that makes it all worthwhile:
only $395.* Call (313) 583-9884 to hear an actual voice
demonstration of the PSS.
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BY RICHARD S. SHUFORD

AN INTRODUCTION
TO FIBER OPTICS
PART 2:
CONNECTIONS AND NETWORKS

Optical fibers are
becoming practical
for use in applications
such as local networks

Editor's note: Last month we looked at the
new technology of optical-fiber waveguides and
examined their fundamental principles. This
month we'll concentrate on the more practical
aspects of fiber optics: how they are connected
together and how they are being used in com
puter communications.

T
he rapid development and
change of the fiber-optics in
dustry is evident in microcosm

in the little parts that enable the ma
jor components of a fiber-optic
system to be fitted together: the con
nectors. Established electronic
connector companies are in hot com
petition with unknown upstarts to
develop, patent. and sell the fiber
optic cable connector that will
become the equivalent of the audio
equipment "phono" plug or the
coaxial-cable PL-259. The SMA 905
and 906 connectors for multimode
fibers, made by AmphenoJ. AMP, Op
tical Fiber 'Technologies Inc.. and a few
others, are candidates (at least in
commercial systems), but their role is
not yet a dominant one.

To the user of a fiber-optic system,
the continued competition indicates
that none of the connectors hitherto
available have been really satisfactory
in all respects. Among their defects
have been high price, fragility. high
loss, noninterchangeability, difficulty
of installation, and uncertainty of sup
ply. Fortunately, the majority of the
products on the market have over
come most of these flaws, but the
connectors all seem to have at least
one drawback.

Most of the connector designs now
in wide use require a good deal of ex
pertise as well as special polishing or
test equipment for proper installation.

Many of the ones with low loss must
be assembled using an epoxy adhe
sive to hold the optical fiber in align
ment; the epoxies often require ex
posure to an ultraviolet curing light or
high temperatures. Furthermore if.
once the epoxy has cured, the fiber
alignment is unsatisfactory. the con
nector has to be cut off and dis
carded.

Engineers laying out a fiber-optic
communication link have to pay close
attention to the total signal loss in the
system. Transmitter and receiver gain
are weighed against the losses caused
by each passive system component;
the balance sheet of gain and loss is
called the flux or power budget. In sys
tems that have many connections be
tween the transmitter and receiver, as
is often the case in a computer local
network, the connectors usually intro
duce more loss than any other factor.
There is also a trade-off between the
quality of the connection produced
and the ease of installing the connec
tor: the easiest to install are the most
lossy. With really tight power budgets,
installers have to resort to the difficult
but effective fusion splice for joining
fibers, in which the cloven, stripped
fiber end faces are precisely aligned
and then melted together by subject
ing them to an electric arc.

But new kinds of connectors and
splices are being invented, and one
of them may yet combine the virtues
everyone is waiting for. For example,
promising developments have ap
peared in the multimode expanded-beam
lens (EBL) connectors. The lens in an

(continued)

Richard S. Shuford is BYTE's special-projects
editor. He can be contacted at POB 372,
Hancock, NH 03449.
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EBL connector spreads the light
emerging from the attached fiber into
a larger exit angle or, on the other
side of the connection, gathers light
from a larger region of space than
would normally be permitted by the
fiber's numerical aperture, Compared

FIBER OPTICS

to other connectors, EBL connectors
reduce the precision of fiber align
ment required, but they tend to be ex
pensive simply because they incor
porate lenses, which have to be
ground and then coated chemically to
prevent power loss from extra reflec-

tion. However, at least one simplifica
tion has been made possible by new
EBL designs now available from
General Telephone and Electronics
and from the Deutsch (pronounced
"doysh") Corporation; these can be in-

(continued)

DRIVING THE FIBER--OPTIC ETHERNET Bus
The Ethernet was designed to use

a network-access protocol caIled
carrier-sense, multiple-access with col
lision detection (CSMA/CD). The in
spiration for this, according to inven
tor Robert Metcalf, was the so-caIled
"cocktail party algorithm": a man at a
party wishes to speak, but first he
listens, finding out if anyone else is
already speaking. If he hears silence,
he begins to talk. But if the woman next
to him begins to speak at the same in
stant. neither will be understood by
their listeners. So, each hearing the
other, they both stop. After waiting for
a brief moment. the man tries again to
speak, and if the woman is inclined to
wait for a slightly longer interval. the
man succeeds in communicating.

A CSMA/CD computer network
works essentially the same way. The
transceivers at each node sense the
state of the transmission medium
(usually a coaxial cable) before at
tempting to transmit. looking for a car
rier signal from another station's
transceiver. Sometimes two devices at
tempt to transmit at once, but when
this collision is detected. both stop and
pause for a random interval before try
ing again. The likelihood of a coIlision
is increased by delays of propagation
along the length of the cable: by the
time the signal from one station has
traveled down the cable, another sta
tion has already started its own trans
mission, having heard nothing.

In Ethernet. a station can easily tell
that a collision has occurred by sens
ing the DC voltage level on the coax
ial cable, which becomes higher than
usual when two stations are transmit
ting simultaneously. But a network in
which signals travel through glass in the
form of light waves cannot use DC
voltages to detect collisions. Nor can
it use comparison of the levels of light
present in the optical fiber. Different
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levels of light arrive at various points
in the system because of the attenua
tion of the light at each connection.
Furthermore, the power emitted by op
tical transmitters varies-some emit
twice as much light as others, and the
sensitivity of receivers also varies.
There is no practical way to use direct
measurement of the transmitted signal
as a reliable collision detector. A team
of researchers headed by Richard P.
Kelly at Siecor FiberLAN took this as
a challenge in designing a fiber-optic
network that would be compatible with
Ethernet.

The researchers looked at some pre
vious efforts to use an active central
controller with a hybrid signal path (in
cluding work at Xerox's Palo Alto
Research Center, where Ethernet was
developed). In many such previous
designs, transmissions coming over op
tical fibers from each network station
were fed into an optical transceiver at
the central node. The transceiver con
verted the signal into electrical form
and then placed it on a metaIlic elec
trical bus, permitting coIlision detection
to occur the same way as in the original
Ethernet. The signal was then recon
verted into modulated light and sent
out on a second set of fibers to the
other nodes.

But an active central node for prop
agating the signals negates one of the
basic reasons for using the bus top
ology: the network could fail totaIly if
anything goes wrong with the active
central controIler. (The same principle
applies if active T-taps are used on a
pure fiber-optic bus. although possibly
only part of the network would fail.) So
KeIly's team devised a clever alter
native in which the physical bus of
Ethernet is emulated by a passive op
tical multiplexer. the transmissive star
coupler. For each network node. sep
arate transmit and receive fibers (in a

dual cable) are used, physically laid out
in a star configuration and converging
at a wiring center. The transmit lines
enter the input side of the transmissive
coupler, which divides the incoming
light equally and broadcasts it to all the
stations on the network over the
receive lines (as shown in figure 4), Any
collisions of transmissions occur inside
the coupler.

However, at some point in the
transmit line coming from the remote
stations, an optical tap diverts a small
amount of the optical power (around
10 percent) to separate fibers that feed
a separate active coIlision detector. The
collision detector has individual inputs
for each network station, each feeding
a receiver connected to one gate of a
logical comparator. Whenever signals
arrive simultaneously on more than
one coIlision-detection line, a collision
is known to be occurring. With multi
ple inputs active. the comparator emits
an output signal to activate a "jam"
transmitter that feeds the central
coupler with a distinctive signal subse
quently·broadcast to all nodes. 1b find
out if there has been a collision, the
network nodes merely have to detect
the special jam signal. If there is a
failure in the coIlision detector, the net
work faIls back into a somewhat less
efficient mode of operation. without
coIlision detection; data, however, can
still flow throughout the system.

In this design, the passive transmis
sive coupler maintains the robustness
of the bus topology. while the active
coIlision detector aIlows complete
interconnection and protocol com
patibility with existing coaxial-cabJe
Ethernet instaIlations. And the efficien
cy of optical-fiber transmissions results
in longer network segments, increas
ing from 500 meters to 2800 the
distances that can be handled between
nodes before repeaters are needed.
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Introducing Dow Jones Straight ThlkTM
FIBER OPTICS

Dow Jones
Stnaight 1lIlkTII

Get an ltX' onyour Paper.

Now there's smart software™
for the Macintosh

LOCAL NETWORKS
If you've been following the recent
commercial developments in local

stalled on multimode cables without
special polishing of the fiber's face.

INTERCOMPUTER
COMMUNICATION
Optical fibers are becoming an in
creasingly attractive medium for com
munication between computers. Or
ganizations with large data-processing
chores are discovering the efficiency
and security of fiber optics for con
necting computation centers that are
a few miles apart. The small physical
size of fiber-optic cables is no small
advantage in upgrading an installation
where cable ducts are already
crowded. And fiber-optic links are
beginning to appear where engineers
planning for greater capacity recog
nize the potential for expanding the
bandwidth by merely upgrading the
interface equipment.

A significant new area of use is in
the so-called "back-end" networks.
connecting large-scale. high-speed
processors to their attendant memory
and peripheral devices. One of the
projects of technical subcommittee
X3T9.5 of the American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) is the Fiber
Distributed Data Interface. a back-end
interface designed to use fiber-optic
links at data rates of I()() megabits per
second (Mbps).

But the application of most interest
to users of personal computers is the
lower-speed general-purpose local
area network (LAN). which connects
workstations. file servers. and miscel
laneous peripherals in an office or fac
tory environment. Any local network
that needs wide bandwidth. long
cable runs between stations. immuni
ty to electromagnetic interference, or
high security is a candidate for fiber
optic cabling. And although an
optical-fiber-based system costs ini
tially somewhat more than an equiv
alent network built from copper
twisted-pair wire or coaxial cable. the
bandwidth of a fiber-optic system can
be easily expanded later by merely
changing the interface equipment.

It's one o'clock in the morning. Your term
paper on the American Revolution is due at 8 a.m.
Where was the misnamed Battle of Bunker Hill
really fought? It could be the difference between an
''X' and a "B'~

Now there's smart softw~
for the Ma~intoshTMcomputer.

With Straight Thlk, the smart software from
Dow Jones, you can use an
electronic encyclopedia to fmd the
historical fact you need. Even if it's
the fact that on June 17, 1776 the
Battle of Bunker Hill was fought
on Breed's Hill.

Think of it. Now there's
software as smart as the
Apple~Macintosh™ computer.
DowJones Straight Thlk™
offers you all the facts in
DowJones NewslRetrieval~

and the other leading
information services. With
Straight Talk, you get the
exact information you
need when you_
need it. -~'
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FIBER OPTICS

networks. you know that battles are
being waged over what is the best
general-purpose network-node con
nection and layout scheme. or topology.
The three major systems are the bus.
the ring (or loop). and the star. The
champions are well known: Xerox and
Digital Equipment Corporation attack
ing on behalf of the bus. IBM stoutly
defending the ring. and AT&T recent
ly launching a kind of Star Wars
offensive.

The inherent characteristics of fiber
optic technology cause its most
natural network implementations to
take the form of the ring or star. But
currently. bus-type networks seem to
have the best strategic position in the
topology skirmishes. largely because
of the success of the Xerox-developed
Ethernet and its imitators. This poses
somewhat of an obstacle to the use
of fiber optics in many currently exist
ing local networks: however. it is not
an insurmountable one.

In figure I. the bus. ring. and star
topologies are shown in their ideal
ized forms. A bus network has all its
nodes connected directly to a single
distribution medium; a signal broad
cast by any node can be received by
every other node. In a ring network.
each node communicates directly
only with the nodes immediately ad
jacent to it (in the logical sense).
receiving on one side and transmit
ting on the other. Provisions are usual
ly made to bypass a malfunctioning
node. The star network features a cen
tral switching point that receives
transmissions from the originating
nodes and redirects or retransmits the
data to the destination nodes: each
node talks only to the central switch.

(Another distinction can be drawn
between different kinds of networks.
If the signals are transmitted in more
or less raw form. the network is called
baseband. If the data signals are
modulated onto a very-high-fre
quency carrier signal. the network is
called broadband. A broadband system
can mix the computer data with other
kinds of signals: telephone conversa
tions. video images. etc. But the inter
face equipment for broadband is

(continued)

Get that BigPromotion
In half an ho~ your boss is due to finalize a

merger with a company you have doubts about. His
career rides on this deal. How can you change his
mind before it's too late?

Now there's smart softwa.re-'
for the Macintosh'" computer.

With Straight 'Rllk, the smart software from
Dow Jones, you can get the
lowdown on a company without
ever leaving your office. You
might even discover a revealing
fact that saves your boss's job
and earns you a new one.

Be Smart.
See StraightTalk
atyourMacintoshucomputer
dealerorcall:
1-800-345-8500 ext 272
forfurther information.

Dow Jones
Stnligbt 13lkTil

(Alaska, Hawdiiandb8gn
all: 1-215-789-7lmext. m)
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somewhat more complex.)
In addition to the physical connec

tions between nodes, a network must
have a traffic cop: some means of
deciding what data from which nodes
can be passed over the system. several
schemes for enabling the system to
make this decision exist. each with
good and bad points. The topology
selected for a network will be a chief
factor in deciding which network
access protocol is appropriate.

FIBER OPTICS

Both IBM and AT&T have an
nounced support for fiber-optic links
as part of a computer local network.
At the time of this writing (November),
IBM's commitment is limited to speci
fying an option in the IBM Cabling
System for use of fiber-optic cables (in
pairs, multimode 14D-micron-c1ad
ding/IOO-micron-core type). IBM says
it intends to implement a local net
work with a logical ring topology im
posed on a star-shaped physical wir-

ing setup, as in figure 2. Access to the
network will be granted by a protocol
based on passing a logical "token"
around the ring. The centralized wir
ing closets in the announced cabling
system are well suited to use of op
tical fibers. Some installations will
probably be hybrids, with copper
twisted-pair wire used for short runs
and fiber-optic cables for longer links
to distant nodes or between wiring

(wntinued)
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Compucart is "The Smart Cart:' Smart because it
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~
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closets; any interface needed from
metallic to fiber-optic links would be
installed in the wiring closet.

AT&T's Information Systems Net
work (ISN), tied closely to the tech
nology of telephone private branch
exchanges, will not use fiber-optic
links to individual network stations;
conventional four-pair metallic wiring
will be run in a star layout from nodes
to the central controller or to remote
concentrators. However, the linkage
from the concentrators to the con
troller will be over multimode fiber-

(0) BUS

(b) RING

(c) STAR

FIBER OPTICS

optic links operating at 8.64 Mbps
over distances up to 1 kilometer. The
fiber-optic connections serve as ex
tensions of two metallic signal buses
inside the central controller. on which
packets of data are passed according
to a time-division multiple-access pro
tocol before being redirected to their
destinations (see figure 3).

Token-ring networks have been
popular among Japanese designers,
with Hitachi offering its fiber-optic
SigmaNet and NEC (Nippon Electric
Company) selling its C&C-Net Loop

6770. These systems contain several
redundant features to assure con
tinuous service in the event of a par
tial network failure, including dupli
cate transmission paths in the ring.
Fujitsu Ltd. has exhibited the Optical
Data Highway local network, but this
ring (or loop) configuration uses time
division multiplexing instead of token
passing. And some ring-based net
works have appeared in Great Britain,
where pioneering work was done on
the Cambridge ring system.

(continued)

DUAL CABLE

WIRING CLOSET

Figure I: The bus, ring, and star
topologies (or connection configurations)
shown in their idealized forms.
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WIRING CLOSET

Figure 2: IBM's predicted local network uses a logical ring topology imposed on a
star-shaped physical wiring setup, with a token-passing access protocol. Centralized
wiring closets in the cabling system are well suited to use of optical fibers.



We apologize for our evasiveness. After our
last advertisement, many ofyou felt compelled
to contact us regarding the implication that
The Shoebox Accountant is completely
integrated on a single disk. Although we
would like to confirm that a single disk holds
general ledger, accounts receivable, accounts
payable, and payroll modules, queuing files,
and the powerful reporting capabilities for
which CYMA Corporation is so well known,
and offers the entire program for a mere $395,
modesty prevents us from doing so. As ever,
we prefer our same, subtle approach.

Nice Box.
Fully Integrated.

The Shoebox Accountant:'· A complete accounting system for small business. 2160 East Brown Road, Mesa, Arizona 85203. 1-800·292-2962. CYMA
McGRAW·HILL
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FIBER OPTICS

Figure 3: The fiber-optic connections in AT&T's 8.64-Mbps Information Systems
Network serve as extensions of two metallic signal buses inside the central controller.

The largest players on the bus
topology field are concentrating on
developing their metallic systems, but
fiber optics has by no means been
completely neglected. Attracted by
the success of Ethernet. several
organizations have experimented with
bus networks based on optical fibers.
Unfortunately, someone trying to
design a fiber-optic version of Ether
net finds that the CSMA/CD (carrier
sense, multiple-access with collision
detection) network-access protocol
designed for a copper coaxial-cable
system does not fit naturally into a
system that uses long, thin pieces of
glass as the medium of communica
tion. But technical ingenuity has been

(continued)

REMOTE
CONCENTRATOR

GRADED-INDEX
MULTIMODE
FIBER - OPTIC
LINK
(UP TO 1 KM)

RECEIVE
BUS

STAR

RECEIVE
LINK

OPTICAL TAP

f------t FIBER-OPTIC
TRANSCEIVER

I-------l FIBER-OPTIC
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TRANSCEIVER

Vee

Figure 4: Ungermann-Bass's Fiber Optic Net/One local network uses Siecor FiberLAN's Net 10 optical transmission system, a
cabling setup similar to IBM's in that a star-like formation of cables is used to connect devices on the network with centralized wiring
locations. A passive star coupler lets data-bearing light propagate throughout the network for Ethernet compatibility.
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FIBER OPTICS

applied and workable solutions
found.

One successful solution is em
bodied in the Fiber Optic Net/One
network being sold by Ungermann
Bass Inc. The underlying Net 10 op
tical transmission system. developed
for Ungermann-Bass by the FiberLAN
Division of Siecor Corporation. uses
a cabling setup similar to IBM's in that
a star-like formation of cables is used
to connect devices on the network
with a central wir.ing point. called the
Star Wiring Center (SWC). The SWC of
fers flexibility in that the individual op
tical fibers may be interconnected in
various ways. but the Ethernet-com
patible arrangement requires a pas
sive star coupler that lets the data
bearing light propagate throughout
the network (see figure 4). The
CSMA/CD access control is assisted
by an active collision..cJetection-deter
mination module. (see the text box
"Driving ttle Fiber-Optic Ethernet Bus"
on page 198.) Net/One can serve as
a self-sufficient network or be con
nected through a repeater to an exist
ing metallic Ethernet system.

Other network topologies besides
the three just described have been
suggested. Canstar Communications
Ltd. of lbronto developed a dual
rooted tree topology for its Hubnet.
And a group at Hewlett-Packard has
proposed a topology called Anarchy.
in which nodes are connected by ar
bitrary bidirectional point-to-pqint
links (some ingenious software has
also been proposed to sort out the
routing of data traffic). Especially
fault-tolerant schemes with multiple
propagation paths include the FORE
MAN design. which uses a four-way
optical Y-eoupler on each node. and
the Discobus. in which several small
star couplers are placed around the
network. Perhaps further develop
ment will some day bring one of
these. or other new ideas. into com
mon acceptance.

POSSIBILITIES FOR THE FUTURE
Most computer local networks that of
fer use of fiber-optic cables allow
some intermixing with conventional
copper wiring because the interface

EXPANSION BOARDS CONT.
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FIBER OPTICS

equipment needed for fiber-optic
cables is still somewhat more costly
for short distances and noncritical
links. Net/One. for example. is priced
about 20 to 30 percent higher than
an equivalent baseband coaxial-cable
system (a configuration with 200 ports
would cost about $135,000). But the
day may soon come when costs are
brought down even further. and we
may yet see hair-thin threads of glass
begin to replace the venerable cop
per wire.

As the technology of photonics
begins to catch up with electronics, in
tegrated electro-optics may begin to
provide completely optical amplifiers
and logic gates, which would open up
whole new realms of applications.

And widespread use of fiber-optic
data links could have unexpected side
effects. For instance, current computer
architectures are developed with the
assumption that input/output (I/O)
operations will be slower than com
putation. But if the computer is con
nected via a wide-bandwidth optical
connection, the I/O channel might be
able to outrun the processor. If this
traditional bottleneck suddenly opens
up, we can look for the appearance
of new and exciting ideas in building
computers. _
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BY PAUL A. NILSON

ALGORITHMS FOR A
VARIABLE~PRECISION

CALCULATOR

A pseudocode
is used to describe
the logic behind
the algorithms

I
developed the algorithms de
scribed here in the process of
building a variable-precision calcu

lator. which is now an integral part of
a commercial spreadsheet package. I
believe the material covered in this ar
ticle will be valuable to people who
need to perform decimal computa
tions on large numbers.

I have a 68000-based microproces
sor running a UNIX operating system
with C as the main programming lan
guage. Using my version of C on the
68000. I can represent numbers as in
tegers (16 bits) or long integers (32
bits). I have no floating-point arith
metic package. Because 32 bits limits
me to nondecimal numbers with a
range of -2.147.483.648 to
+2.147.483.647. I needed the capaci
ty to handle more digits and the dec
imal point. I thought. "How many
digits are enough?"

I had only two routes to follow. The
first was to pick a number (perhaps
100 digits) and develop fixed-pre
cision algorithms using that as a base.
The other approach was to let users
specify what precision they needed
and develop the necessary algorithms
to support variable precision. I chose
the second approach because the al
gorithms for a variable-precision cal
culator are really not much more com
plicated than those for fixed-precision
calculators. and because they do not
have the internal string space over
head common to fixed-precision cal
culators.

I gave considerable thought to com
putation speed. Using division as an
example. I am able to divide a 4o-digit
number by an 8-digit number to 100
places of accuracy in 71 milliseconds
(ms). Considering that I am dealing

with numbers represented as digits
within character strings. that is a fair
ly quick computation. If I were to
code the calculator in assembly
language it would speed it up even
more.

PREPROCESSING
The calculator is set up with virtually
no internal string space. The user rou
tine that calls the calculator defines
within itself three character arrays and
passes pointers to those arrays to the
calculator. lWo of these arrays (first
and second) hold the operands while
the third array (results) holds the
results from the computation. The ar
rays are defined externally to the cal
culator so that a user can have the
flexibility of defining only as much
string space as is necessary. based on
the precision of the computation. The
user routine also passes to the calcu
lator an integer that defines the preci
sion of the computation and a char
acter (+. -. *. I) to indicate the
operand. Decimal points. signs. and
leading or trailing blanks can be used
in the number strings. The number
strings (first and second) are un
modified by the calculator.

Upon being called. the first thing the
calculator routine does is establish a
set of integers related to each of the
number strings. These integers point
to the first digit. the last digit. the

(continued)

Paul A. Nilson (6635 Southwest Hyland
Highway. Beaverton. OR 97005) is an ap
plication development manager at Graphic
Software Systems in Wilsonville. Oregon. He
has an M.S. in mathematics from San Jose
State University. California. He is the founder
of Midnight Oil Inc.. a software marketing
firm.
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CALCULATOR ALGORITHMS

Figure I: An example of the pseudocode labeling.

fhead = 2 fhead digit = 1
flail = 6 flail digit = 4
fpoint = 5 fpoint digit =
fcurrent = 4 fcurrent digit = 3

Array position 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
first = + 1 2 3 4

Addition Example

2 3 4
+ 5 6 7 8

1+0 2+5 3+6 4+7 0+8
0 0 1 1 0 0 Carry
0 1 8 0 1 8

SUBTRACTION
Subtraction. like addition, is very easy.
Once again. we work from the right
to the left. bringing along a borlOw
(see figure 3). Note that the subtrac
tion of two numbers with different
signs is really an addition and should
be handled as such. Note also that a
smaller number always is subtracted
from a larger number, with the appro
priate sign affixed. This eliminates the
need to worry about complement
arithmetic while performing the algo
rithm.

adding the corresponding digits of
both numbers and bringing forward
a carry. If a number does not have a
digit for that position, then a is as
sumed (see figure 2).

To handle cases in which the return
value array is not long enough to hold
all the digits resulting from the addi
tion. shift the digits right I byte each
time a new digit is computed to pro
duce a full return string. You can do
this as long as there is some tail left
after the decimal point. If you find
that a right shift will destroy digits to
the left of the decimal. an error
should be returned. Note also that an
addition of two numbers with dif
ferent signs is really a subtraction and
should be handled as such.

not a real language; it merely serves
as a shorthand notation to describe
the logic of the algorithms.)

ADDITION
Addition is a snap. All you need to do
is determine which of the two oper
ands has the longest tail following the
decimal (i.e.. ftail-fpoint vs. stail-spoint).
You then place the current pointers
for both numbers the same distance
to the right of the respective decimals
and proceed from the right to the left.

decimal point. and the current posi
tion within the number string. Using
the first (addition) operand as an ex
ample. the integers are represented as
fhead. ftail. !point. and fcurrent. Figure
1 shows the results of pointing to the
fourth character position in the first
array. The second and results number
strings have similar integers. and their
variable names start with an sor r. re
spectively.

(The algorithms presented here are
written in a pseudocode. This code is

carry = 0;

Addition Pseudocode

length = flail - fpoint or stail - spoint; (whichever is longer)
fcurrent = fpoint + length;
scurrent = spoint + length;
rcurrent = rtail;
carry = 0;

while (( fcurrent > = head) or ( scurrent > = shead))
{

rcurrent digit = fcurrent digit + scurrent digit + carry;
if ( rcurrent digit > = 10)
{

rcurrent digit = rcurrent digit - 10;
carry = 1;

}
else
{

}
decrement fcurrent, scurrent. and rcurrent;

Figure 2: Addition algorithm example and pseudocode.

MULTIPLICATION
With multiplication, things start to get
interesting. Once again. the action is
from right to left and includes bring
ing along a carry. In multiplication and
division you do not need to worry
about the length of the longest tail.
The computations are independent of
decimal-point location (see figure 4).
The final position of the decimal in
the array results is determined after
the computation is complete.

To multiply. all you need is to define
two loops. The inner loop carries over
the number of digits of the second
operand (in this case. four: the digits
5, 6. 7, and 8). The outer loop carries
over the sum of the number of digits
in the two operands (in this case.
eight). Once again, the digits in the
return string must be shifted to the

(continued)
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Figure 3: Subtraction algorithm example and pseudocode.

rcurrent digit = rcurrent digit + 10;
borrow = 1;

for the digit. multiplying the digit by
the divisor. and subtracting the result
of the multiplication from the re
mainder of the previous process. re
membering to bring down either a a
or a digit (depending on what's left in
the dividend). Because a computer
can't guess at a trial digit. what is
generally done is a series of trials for
each digit. First. a 1 is tried as a target
digit in the quotient. If the remainder
is negative. then a is the proper digit
for that position in the quotient. If the
remainder is positive. then 2 is tried.
This continues until the remainder
turns negative. at which time the n- 1
digit is placed in the quotient. This ap
proach results in about five trials for
each digit returned to the quotient.

My approach is a little different.
While I first try the digit I. 1save the
remainder and divide that by the
divisor to determine what the actual
digit should be. In general. only one
trial per digit is necessary with this
approach.

As shown in the long-integer ex
ample in figure 5. I start out by
multiplying the second by a 1 to get
a product. 1then subtract the product
from the first and look at the re
mainder. In the first four tries. the re
mainder was a negative number.
which implied that I was too big and
that ashould be used in its place. On
the fifth try. I got a nonzero remainder
(+6662). Dividing this remainder by
the second (+ 5678) yields a factor of
1. Adding this factor to the trial digit
(I) shows that the actual digit in the
results array should have been 2. This
number is then placed in the results
array at the fifth position to compute
the sixth position.

As in multiplication. there are two
cases to consider for division. If the
number of significant digits in second
is less than or equal to eight. you can
use a long-integer algorithm (in which
the divisor is placed into a long vari
able) and call a routine that will use
the long-integer algorithm. If. how
ever. the number of digits in the divi
sor is too large to let it be placed in
to a long-integer algorithm. you must
call a character-based algorithm. This

(continued)

8) to a long integer.
As can be seen. the algorithm using

long integers requires far fewer multi
plications than the one using charac
ters. If. however. neither number is a
candidate for a long-integer opera
tion. then an approach using charac
ter manipulation must be used. There
is a speed advantage in the charac
ter algorithm if the first operand is the
longer number. however.

DIVISION
Division is totally different from the
other three operands. While addition.
subtraction. and multiplication are
straightforward algorithms that work
from the right to the left. division is
a process of successive approxi
mations that works from left to right
(see figure 5).

As you learned in grammar school.
the process for finding each digit in
the quotient involves making a guess

borrow = 0;

}
else
{

}
decrement fcurrent, scurrent, and rcurrent;

Subtraction Example

2 3 4 First
5 6 7 8 Second

1-0 2-5 3-6 4-7 0-8 (note: 0-8 < = = > 10-8
borrow 1)

0 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 Borrow
0 0 6 6 6 2 Results

Subtraction Pseudocode

length = flail - fpoint or stail - spoint; (whichever is longer)
fcurrent = fpoint + length;
scurrent = spoint + length;
rcurrent = rtail;
borrow = 0;

while (( fcurrent > = head) or ( scurrent > = shead))
{

rcurrent digit = fcurrent digit - scurrent digit - borrow;
if ( rcurrent digit < 0 )
{

right if there is not enough room to
hold all the digits returned from the
multiplication. If a shift will result in
loss of digits to the left of the decimal.
an error should be returned from the
multiplication.

The integer example in figure 3
works for any two numbers. but it in
volves a lot of multiplications. In cer
tain cases. things can be done to
speed up the multiplication. Because
I can represent any number with nine
or fewer digits a~ a long integer. I can
take advantage of that fact. If either
first or second can be represented by
eight digits. I can convert it to a long
integer and multiply it as a whole by
each character of the other number.
obtaining a number that will always be
nine digits or less. This eliminates the
inner loop in the multiplication and
speeds up the algorithm considerably.
Figure 3 also shows the results of con
verting the second operand (5. 6. 7.
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The VERSABuSINESS
Til Series

Each VERsABuSINESS module can be purchased and used independently,
or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.

VERSARECElVABLESTIl $99.95
VERsARECENABlES- is a complete menu-driven accounts receivable, invoicing, and
monthly statement-generating system. It keeps track of all information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic bilting for past due ac
counts. VERsAREcElVABlES'" prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked with VERsAl£DGER Jr" and VERSAINVENTORyN.

VERSAPAYABLESTIl $99.95
VERsAPAYA8LES'" is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you
in touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
whom. VERsAPAYABlES'" maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more. With VERsAPAYABlES~. you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid.

VERSAPAYROLLTIl $99.95
VERSAPAYROll.~ is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track of all government·required payroll information. Complete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, automati·
cally, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VERSA1£DGER II'" system.

VERSAINVENTORY"' $99.95
VERSA"'VENTO~ is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any item. VERsAINvENTOR~ keeps track of all information related to what
items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc., stores sales and priCing data, alerts
you when an item falls below a preset reorder point, anI! allows you to enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERsARECElvABLES~system. VERSAINVENTORr prints
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value re
ports, period and year·to·date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.
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VERSALEOOER II" $149.95
VERSALEDGER II'" is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
grows, VERSALEDGER Ir" can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large
corporate general ledger system without any additional software.

• VERSALEDGER U'" gives you almost unlimited storage capacity
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system),

• stores all check and general ledger information forever,
• prints tractor-feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,

balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.

VERsAlEDGER Il'" comes with a professionally-written 160 page manual de·
signed for first·time users_ The VERSAlEDGER II'" manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VERSAlEDGER II"', using complete sample data files
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample printouts.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Every VERSABUSINESS'· module is guaranteed to outperform all other competitive systems,
and 211 a fraction of their cost. If you are not satisfied with any VERSABuSINESS·· module, you
may return it within 30 days for a refund. Manuals for any VERSA8USINESS'· module may be
purchased for $25 each, credited toward a later purchase of that module.

To Order:
Write or call Toll-free (800) 431-2818
(N. Y.S. residents call 914-425-1535)

... add $3 for shipping in UPS areas • add $5 to CANADA or MEXICO
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CALCULATOR ALGORITHMS

Multiplication Example (integer)

1 2 3 4 First
x 5 6 7 8 Second

9 8 7 2
8 6 3 8

7 4 0 4
6 1 7 0
7 0 0 6 6 5 2 Results

Example (long integer)

1 2 3 4 First
x 5 6 7 8 Second

5678xO 5678xO 5678xO 5678 x 1 5678 x 2 . 5678x3 5678x4
0 0 0 5678 11356 17034 22712 Product
7 70 700 1328 1930 2271 0 Carry
7 0 0 6 6 5 2 Results

digit in the remainder from the right
to the left by doing the multiplication
and subtraction simultaneously,

The character algorithm works from
right to left. developing each digit in
the remainder as it works its way to
the left. As should be clear from this
example, the character algorithm in
volves many more multiplications and
subtractions than the long-integer al
gorithm, In fact. the loops nest three
deep with the character algorithm and
only one deep with the long-integer

algorithm also will do the preceding
computation, although not nearly as
quickly as the long-integer algorithm.

As an example of a division using
the character algorithm, consider for
a moment the last case in the long
integer example, in which 000021731
is multiplied by 5678 and then sub
tracted from 123400000, The specific
purpose of that exercise is to produce
a remainder. Because multiplication
and subtraction work from the right
to the left. you also can develop each

Example (character)

1 2 3 4 First
x 5 6 7 8 Second
Ox8 Ox8 Ox8 Ox8 1x8 2x8 3x8 4x8
Ox7 Ox7 Ox7 1 x 7 2x7 3x7 4x7 Ox7
Ox6 Ox6 1x6 2x6 3x6 4x6 Ox6 Ox6
Ox5 1x5 2x5 3x5 4x5 Ox5 Ox5 Ox5

0 0 0 0 8 16 24 32
0 0 0 7 14 21 28 0
0 0 6 12 18 24 0 0
0 5 10 15 20 0 0 0
0 5 16 34 60 61 52 32 Product
0 2 4 6 6 5 3 0 Carry
0 7 0 0 6 6 5 2 Results

Figure 4: Multiplication algorithm examples and pseudocode.
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while ( offset < tlength )
{

product = carry;
j = 0;
while (j < slength )
{

ATTENTION!!
68000 Systems

•users running
CP/M · 68K1

The ERG family
of 68K or UNIX V' software:

• 68KBASIC2 A high level AlphaBASIC
compatible compiler. Alphanumeric

. ·Iabels, extended tab functions and
string handling, many powerful
substring modifiers, built-in ISAM in
dexed file system, and memory
mapping.

• 68KFORTH2 The powerful FORTH
systems language now under CP/M 
68K. A completely integrated disk
based package.

• Whitesmiths' C' A Unix' C com
patible compiler (CP/M - 68K only).

• SVS FORTRAN7, SVS BASIC + 7, and
SVS PASCAL7 available on a wide
range of hardware. Call for specifics.

• VEO 68K2 A screen oriented editor for
general text and program prepara
tion. Features include wrap mode,
block copy and move, tabs, find,
search and replace plus much more.

• EM802 An 8080 emulator that can
execute CP/M - 80 programs under
CP/M - 68K. Run Wordstar3 ,

OBaseIl4 , and more.

stored in an array. When it is time to
figure the factor. the remainder from
the array and the first eight digits of
the divisor (second) are moved to a
long-integer algorithm and divided
one by the other to figure the factor.
This usually gives satisfactory results.
enabling the correct factor to be pre
dicted accurately. Consider, though.
the case where the remainder is very
nearly an exact multiple of the divisor.
While this doesn't happen very often.

(continued)

Multiplication Pseudocode (character algorithm)
!length = flail - fhead + 1; ( First's length)
slength = stail - shead + 1; ( Second's length )
tlength = slength + !length; ( total length)
(current = rtail; ( start at the right and work left )
carry = 0;
offset =0;

scurrent = stail - j;
(current = flail + j - offset;
product = product + (current digit x scurrent digit;
increment j;

}
(current digit = product mod 10;
carry .. ( product - (current digit) I 10;
increment offset;
decrement (current;

algorithm. The character algorithm
does have one saving grace. though:
it works for any number of any size.

In using the character algorithm. a
very important point to consider is
the handling of the remainder. The
character routine is called only
because the divisor is too big to fit
into a long integer. This means that
the remainder also will be too big to
fit into a long integer. In this case. as
the remainder is developed. the first
eight digits of the remainder are

Multiplication Pseudocode (long-integer algorithm)

!length .. flail - fhead + 1; ( First's length)
slength .. stail - shead + 1; ( Second's length )
tlength .. slength + !length; ( total length)
(current .. rtail; ( start at the right and work left )
slong .. Second as a long integer
carry .. 0;
offset .. 0;

ATTENTION

HP Series 200' Owners

• CP/M - 68K (version 1.2) operating
system.

• All of the software mentioned above
is available now for HP Series 200
computers running CP/M - 68K.

while ( offset < tlength )
{

product .. carry;
(current .. flail - offset;
product .. product + (current digit x slong;
(current digit .. product mod 10;
carry .. ( product - (current digit) I 10;
increment offset;
decrement (current; )

1l'ademark: 'Digital Research, "ERG, 3Micropro,
"Ashton Tate, IWhltesmlth, 'Bell
Labs, 'Silicon Yalley Software,
'Hewlltt Packard

OEM Discounts

6)
Empirical Research Group

3 1112 S. 344th St. #310
it!) Federal Way, WA 98003

(206) 874-4844 .
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Division Example 0 0 0 0 2 1 7 3 3 Results
Second 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 0 First

- 1 1 3 5 6 Product
9 8 4 0 Remainder

- 5 6 7 8 Product
4 1 6 2 0 Remainder

- 3 9 7 4 6
1 8 7 4 0
1 7 0 3 4

1 7 0 6 0
1 7 0 3 4

2 6 etc.

Example (long integer) Trial Trial Actual
Results Second Product First Remainder Process Results

1 x 5678 5678 - 1 ==> 5677 -1+1 0
01 x 5678 5678 12 ==> 5666 -1+1 0
001 x 5678 5678 - 123 ==> - 5555 -1+1 0
0001 x 5678 5678 - 1234 ==> - 4444 -1 + 1 0
00001 x 5678 5678 - 12340 ==> + 6662 / 5678 1 +1 2
000021 x 5678 119238 - 123400 ==> + 4162 / 5678 0+1 1
0000211 x 5678 1198058 - 1234000 ==> +35942 / 5678 6+1 7
00002171 x 5678 12326938 - 12340000 ==> + 13062 / 5678 2+1 3
000021731 x 5678 123388618 - 123400000 ==> + 11382 / 5678 2+1 3
0000217331 etc.

Example (character) 0 0 0 0 2 1 7 3 1 Results
x 5 6 7 8 Second

Ox8 Ox8 Ox8 Ox8 2x8 1 x8 7x8 3x8 1x8 Multiply
Ox7 Ox7 Ox7 2x7 1 x 7 7x7 3x7 1 x 7 Ox7
Ox6 Ox6 2x6 1x6 7x6 3x6 1x6 Ox6 Ox6
Ox6 2x5 1x5 7x5 3x5 1x5 Ox5 Ox5 Ox5

0 0 0 0 16 8 56 24 '3
0 0 0 14 7 49 21 7 0
0 0 12 6 42 18 6 0 0
0 10 5 35 15 5 0 0 0
0 10 17 55 80 80 83 31 8
1 2 6 8 8 8 3 0 0 Carry
1 2 3 3 8 8 6 1 8 Product

Subtract
1 2 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 First
1 2 3 3 8 8 6 1 8 Product

1-1 2-2 3-3 4-3 0-8 0-8 0-6 0-1 0-8
0 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 0 Borrow
0 0 0 0 1 1 3 8 2 Remainder

Division Pseudocode
(long-integer algorithm)

remainder = 0;
rcurrent = rjlead;
slong = second in a long variable;

while ( rcurrent < = rtail )
{

rcurrent digit = 1;
r1ength = current length of the results string;
(current = fhead + rlength - 1;
dividend = remainder x 10 + (current digit;

rcurrent digit = dividend / slong;
remainder = dividend - rcurrent digit x slong;
dividend = remainder;
increment rcurrent;

(trial digit)

( drop next digit)

(divide)
( get remainder)
( set up next pass)

Figure 5: Division algorithm examples and pseudocode.
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remainder digit = {current digit - rcurrent digit - borrow;
if ( remainder digit < 0 )
{

CALCULATOR ALGORITHMS

increment (rcurrent - 1 ) digit;
try rcurrent again;

(multiply)

( subtract)

(trial digit)

( eight digits)
( eight digits)

( handle remainder)

o

offset;
{current digit x scurrent digit;

remainder digit + 10;

factor + 1;

scurrent = stail - j;
{current = flail + j
product = product +
increment j;

borrow = 0

remainder digit
borrow = 1;

rcurrent digit = factor;

rcurrent digit

}
else
{

}
add remainder digit to remainder array;

rlong = convert remainder array to a long integer;
slong = convert Second to a long integer;
factor = rlong I slong;
if ( factor> = 10)
{

if ( factor x (divisor + 1 ) > = remainder)
{

}
else
{

}
increment rcurrent;

}
rcurrent digit = product mod 10;
rcarry = ( product - rcurrent digit) I 10;

product = carry;
j = 0
while ( j < slength )
{

while ( offset < tlength )
{

rcurrent digit = 1;
Ilength = flail - flhead + 1;
slength = stail - shead + 1;
factor = carry = borrow = offset

while ( rcurrent < = rtail)
{

Division Pseudocode (character algorithm)

remainder = 0;
rcurrent = rhead ;
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it can. in certain circumstances, make
things difficult. as shown in figure 6a.

As shown. division of the actual
numbers results in a quotient of 2.
while taking only the first eight digits
results in a quotient of 3. To handle
this. the factor is checked each time
it's developed. If I is added to the
divisor and the sum multiplied by the
factor. the product can be compared
with the remainder (figure 6b).

Generally. the product should be
less than the remainder. If it is greater
than or equal to the remainder, you
cannot be absolutely sure that a fac
tor of 3 is correct. Therefore. you must
assume the worst case and decre
ment the factor by I and use that
value to predict the actual digit. In this
case. you would assume that the fac
tor of 2 was correct. It could be.
though. that 3 was the correct digit to

(6a)
Actual numbers
First eight digits

Remainder
370370365
37037036

Divisor
123456789
12345678

Factor-2-

= 3

use; this will be discovered on the
next pass through the character rou
tine when the factor produced is
greater than 9. At that time. you must
go back and increment by I the ac
tual digit used in the previous case.
taking care to handle strings of 9s cor
rectly (e.g.. 399 + I = 400) and tell
the division routine to call the char
acter routine again for the current
digit. What all this means is that in this
special case you will at worst have to
make two trials to get a given digit for
the result. Generally. though. one trial
is sufficient.

Figure 6: Comparison of factor-determining approacftes: actual numbers vs. tfte first
eigftt digits (a) and comparing tfte product and tfte remainder (b).

(6b) Divisor + 1 Factor
(12345678 + 1) x-3-

Product Remainder
37037037 > = 37037036

SUMMARY
In this article, I've described addition.
subtraction, multiplication, and divi
sion algorithmic approaches used in
a commercial spreadsheet. The logic
behind the algorithms is described
using a pseudocode-not an actual
programming language. _

Come visit u~ in our
Long Island Showroom
226 Sherwood Ave.
Farmin dale, NY 11735

Se Habla Espanol

Cable:COMSYSTEC NEWYORK
Telex: CSTNY 429418

OUR SPECIALTV: IBM COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS GRAPHICS OATABASE 68000 UNIX EXPORT

IBM PC & COMPATIBLES ACCESSORIES Special Sale Items

Columbia, Eagle, NEC PC 8021, ZENITH,
TELEVIDEO, COMPAQ, CORONA,

LASER PRINTERS (HI-RES)
DESKTOPS: IBM PC/AT, ZENITH,
APPLE, ETC CALL

TERMINALS, PRINTERS, MODEMS,
PLOTTER, DIGITIZERS

PORTABLES

3Yz" SS for APPLE etc .4.50 ea.

TELECOMMUNICATION

ST~~~:T $470
TO

SCHOOL
SPECIAL

ZENITH ZTI terminal built in modem,
auto dial your school computer

high .quality
diskettes a a a

5%" DSDD Soft Sector w/Hub Ring
Bulk (min.20) $1.49 ea.
DYSAN, 3M CALL
Maxwell for IBM AT 6.75 ea.

We assemble systems at special prices, in
cluding software, special operating systems,
shells etc. Call us for business systems,
CAD systems, networking, LANS, graph
ics, mainframe links, interfacing, applica
tion integration.
MULTI USER SOFTWARE USING MSDOS
FORTUNE 1500
COMPANIES-
LET US SOL VE YOUR
SYSTEM NEEDS!

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

IBM PC 1 or 2 to XT upgrade ROM BIOS 5119
TAVA and PC COMPATIBLES 2.0 UPGRADE ROM
BIOS.. .. 85
360K slimline Ooppy drive. . 195
3W' 500K DRiVE ...................•.......... 205
STARLINK - 5 USERS ON PC 1,400
10 MB hard disk w/controIIer. . . . . .. 810
ROM for IBM PC-l (old version)
allow boot from hard disk, speed up processing 99

NETWORKS-MULTIUSER SYSTEMS
CAD CAE, CAM SYSTEMS

3Com Ethernet network CALL
File Server w/513 MB Winchester hard disk,
160 MB streamer tape backup, latest technology

Bring the mainframe power to PC!

TELEX:
429418
CSTNY

Fantasic busboard for expansion
BASIC BUSBOARD, 0 RAM .... $169
Add up to 512K RAM + unlimited
number of modules listed below:
Async I/O , $88
Parallel I/O 63
Clock Calendar. , 69I-------------------l
Game I/O 69
Floppy controller 160
Monochrome adaptor 190
16 channel A/D 110
8-bit I/O module ,. 69
64K RAM kit (9 chips) 45
BUSBOARD with 512K RAM 450

NEW
CASH REGISTER-COMPUTER
COMBINATION SYSTEM-CALL!

Prices subject to change. American Express, Visa/Master
card add 3%. F.O.B. point of shipment. 20o/b restocking fee
for returned merchandise. Personal checks take 3 weeks
to clear. COD on certified check only. N. Y. residents add
sales tax. Manufacturers' warranty only. International
customers, please confirm price before order. Accept P.O.
from Fortune 500, schools and gov't.
Computer Channel
226 Sherwood Ave.
Farmingdale, NY 11735
For Informallon CALL (516) 420-0142
To order CALL 1-800-331-3341
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Optional 10M hard disk
or optional DS/DDfloppy

L. E. D. ground and
line indicators

L·.· .~,-, -•.
~ __...-

e:. ~,-.-

Available at fine computer stores everywhere,
or by mail or phone. MasterCard and
Visa accepted. Dealer inquiries inviled.

Power Control 3
All the features of Power Contrail & 2 plus:
• illuminated switches
• 3 stage noise filter
• cross suppression between all 4 outlets

$12995 complele"

•All fJrices suggesled relail.

The Controllers~
Controlpower, peripherals,
spikes, andglitches.
Power Control 1
• 4 outlets control computer and 3 peripherals
• AC surge suppressor
• attractive metal enclosure
·1\4" high, 16" wide, 10" deep

$6995complele"

Power Control 2
All the features of Power Control 1 plus:
• 10 amp master switch circuit breaker
• 1 stage noise filter
• IEC power connector

$8995 cOlI/plele*

Relax
Technology
The company that works
so you can relax
andget down to business.
3101 Whipple Rd. #25
Union City, CA 94587
415/471-6112

"Or' .-ganzzes power WIres
6 cords in - 1 cord out

IIIIII :=:1
I

......~ ,,".,...., .

The Expanders~
Controlpower and expand
withfloppy or hard disks.
Power Expansion 1
• 1 stage noise filter
• AC surge suppression
• IEC power connector
• attractive metal enclosure
·3\4" high, 16" wide, 11" deep
• optional internal power supply
• optional floppy and hard dIsk drives
Power Expansion 1 $14995'

w/Internal Power Supply $21995'
w/Power Supply, DS/DD Drive, All Cables
and Instructions. Expands XT
or Compatible )34995'
w/Power Supply, Half Height 10 Hard
Disk Drive, All Cables and Instructions.
Expands PC or Compatible $114995'
20M Drive $144995'

Power Expansion 2
All the features of Power Expansion 1 plus:
• 6 outlets controlled by front switches
• 10 amp master switch circuit breaker
• LED ground and line indicators
• 3 stage noise filter
• cross suppression between all 6 outlets
• optional internal power supply
• optional floppy and hard disk drives
Power Expansion 2 $19995'

w/Internal Power Supply $26995'
w/Power Supply, DS/DD Drive, All Cables
and Instructions. Expands XT
or Compatible $39995'
w/Power Supply, Half Height 10M Hard

Disk Drive, All Cables and Instructions.
Expands PC or Compatible $119995'
20M Drive $149995'

Master switch
turns computer and

all peripherals on or off
at the same time

5 individual switches
give you control over

peripherals

1111i. :::i

Take control ofyour computer.
I ::i

The Backups~
Backup powerfor peace
ofmind and memory.
Backup Power Source 1
• delivers up to 225 watts @ 120Y.AC
• 40 minutes of power at 50% load
• visual and audible power interrupt alarm
• fast automatic switching

(Wl1bin 6 milliseconds ofpeak vollage dellXIion)
·2 Outlets
• AC surge suppressor
• 3 stage noise filter
• thermal output protection
• IEC power connector
• attractive metal enclosure
·3\4" high, 16" wide, 11" deep

$37995 alll/plele"

Backup Power Source 2
All the features of Power Source 1 plus:
• 6 outlets controlled by front switches
• switchable visual and audible alarm
• 10 amp master switch circuit breaker
• cross suppression between all 6 outlets
• optional 2 hour auxiliary power pack

$49995 alll/plele"

Auxiliary Power Pack
• 2 hours of power at full load
• plugs directly into either of our backup units
• mcludes 6 rechargable 12V power cells
• backup units keep power cells at full charge
• heavy duty power cable
·3\4" high, 16" wide, 11" deep

$29995 cOlI/piele"

I
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THE QBUS COMPATIBLE LEADER
Chrislin, the leader in OBUS compatibles for over a decade,
now brings you the best assortment of microcomputer
systems. Our OBUS family of products give you hundreds of
configurations to choose from, while at the same time pro
viding state of art technology at affordable pricing.

System configurations include DEC's LSI-11/23, 11/73, or
MICROVAX CPU's. From 10MB to 140MB winchesters with
floppy or tape backup. From 256K-4MB of RAM on a single
card. Each unit operates all LSI-11 software without any
modifications. Also, each system is completely OBUS
compatible.

CI·MICRO·11 C
LSI-11/73 CPU, 1MB RAM, 4x8 Backplane,

Power SupplY,A serial I/O,
20MB winchester, 2MB 8" floppy,
all in a rack or table-top chassis.

$9695*
In addition to systems, Chrislin carries a complete line of

MEMORY
and

WINCHESTER SUBSYSTEMS
for your Q-BUS applications. Call for further details ...



BY VINCE BANES

AUDIO~FREOUENCY

ANALYZER

Build IBM PC
accessories to
analyze your stereo

I
n this construction project. I'll
show you how to chart the fre
quency response of your stereo

using your computer. If high fidelity
is not your cup of tea. yOU'1l still learn
how to interface a DAC (digital-to
analog converter). a VCO (voltage
controlled oscillator). and an ADC
(analog-to-digital converter) to the
IBM Personal Computer (PC) using a
general-purpose I/O (input/output)
device.

Figure I is a block diagram of the
entire project. which is pictured in
photo I. The computer selects a con
trol voltage for the VCO via the I/O
section of the board and DAC. The
sine-wave output signal from the VCO
goes through the stereo's Aux (aux-

iliary) jack. through the stereo. and
out the speaker. A microphone
receives the audio energy from the
speaker and feeds it through a full
wave rectifier to an ADC. The com
puter then reads the output of the
ADC through the I/O section of the
board. The system does not measure
harmonic distortion; it just measures
the power hitting the microphone
when the system outputs a known fre
quency.

You could use a sine-wave generator
and a very sensitive AC (alternating
current) voltmeter to make these mea
surements. The results would be the
same. but using the computer will
make the tests easier and faster.

SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS
This system measures the stereo's re
lative responses at different frequen
cies. The idea is to have the stereo
sound as loud at 100 Hertz (Hz) as it
does at 10.000 Hz. provided. of
course. that the two signals have the
same input-signal power. Therefore.
we are not concerned with the exact

value of the response. just how it com
pares with the responses at the other
frequencies. Also. we want to deter
mine what effects the room has on
the stereo's sound.

The system must cover the normal
audio-frequency spectrum (20 to
20.000 Hz). produce a sine wave that
has less than I percent distortion. and
have a constant power output for all
frequencies. The ICL8038 waveform
generator covers all of these require
ments.

To reduce noise. you need shielded
cables for the first stage of the input
circuit. The inside of a computer is
probably the worst place in the world
to try to keep EMI (electromagnetic
interference) noise down. but the
shielding is good enough for this proj
ect. Since the noise level is constant.
all of the input signals are biased
equally. Thus. the difference between

(wntinued)

Vince Banes (2020 Sierra Dr.. Lewisville. TX
75067) is an engineer with Texas Instru
ments. His interests include trying to find a
perfect commodity-tracking system.

Photo I: Audio-frequency analyzer board.
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readings is constant. Keeping the
noise less than 12 decibels (dB) below
the signal being measured keeps the
noise sufficently low. It is true that 12
dB sounds like a large signal-to-noise
ratio. but for this application, we are
looking only for deviations from the
standard flat response curve. If the
response differs by more than 12 dB
from another signal. then an adjust
ment must be made to bring that fre
quency back to normal.

The microphone is the weakest link
in the system. so try to use the best
one you can find. I used a Pioneer
DM-21. and the specifications on the
box said that the response was flat
from 20 to 12,000 Hz. The signal from
this dynamic unidirectional micro
phone was just a few millivolts. I had
to amplify it 300 times to get a usable
2-volt (V) signal.

Make sure you connect the output
from the veo to either the Aux or
'Tape input on the stereo. If you con
nect to the Phono input jacks. you will
have the added response of the RIAA
(Recording Industry Association of
America) recording standards. Since
the frequency response of a needle

AUDIO ANALYZER

on a record is far from level. the
record industry has changed the
response curve to counteract this
phenomenon. For a short experiment.
after you have adjusted your stereo to
a flat response, connect the output to
the Phono input and observe the dif
ference in the curves.

I could have used just a DAe and
some fancy software to construct the
sine wave. but that would have meant
added problems writing a machine
language routine. I spent a few extra
dollars for the Veo. which eliminated
the problems. The veo is simply a
set-and-forget output device. The soft
ware can go off and start some other
task and the veo continues output
ting the selected sine wave.

THEORY OF OPERATION
The I/O section of the board. shown
in figure 2, has 24 software-control
lable I/O lines. It uses the NEe
8255A-5 I/O chip. This chip was origi
nally designed to work with the 8080
family of micros, but since the 8088
microprocessor uses many of the
same I/O methods as the 8080, the
825 5A will work with the higher-level

chip. The 40-pin 825 5A has three 8-bit
I/O ports that tie directly into the sys
tem bus. with only a few decode logic
chips to select the proper I/O address.

The control voltage for the veo
starts out as the output of port A on
the 8255 chip and goes to an R-2R
ladder network. The network acts as
the DAC, "adding" the bit voltages
from the 8255 into a single voltage
whose value depends on the number
of 1s output from the 8255. The signal
from the 8255 then goes through a
summing operational amplifier lop
amp) to change the range of the
signal from 0-3.5 V to 8.5-12 V. as
measured at test point A of figure 3.
This voltage controls the frequency of
the veo.

The heart of the veo circuit is the
leL8038. which is a precision wave
form generator and voltage-controlled
oscillator. If you look at a spec sheet
for this versatile chip. you will see that
it can be used for many types of wave
form generation, such as square
waves, sine waves, and triangular
waves. Basically, the chip needs a tim
ing capacitor connected from pin 10

(continued)

VOLTAGE
..-----~ CONTROLLED

OSCILLATOR

D/A
CONVERTER

CAP
CODE
SELECT

PORT A

8255

IBM PC

Figure I: ,System block diagram
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Nowthere's no
excuse to drop dead.
Producing a brochure. Introducing a

new product. Moving your entire com
pany across town. Every project has a
start date, a completion date, and a date
beyond which you absolutely, positively
cannot go. The drop dead date. Blow
that date and you've got positively,
absolutely no excuses.

Better to arm yourself with Microsoft®
Project, the new software tool for
business managers and their IBM® PCs.
Microsoft Project tells you which activities
are essential to keeping your schedule.
And which you can let slide.

Microsoft Project keeps you on a
healthy track.

What a spreadsheet does for financial
planning, Microsoft Project does for start
to-completion scheduling. Give it your best
to worst "what-if' scenarios. It tells you
what must be accomplished. By whom.
By when. At what cost.

When management needs detailed

MicH)Soft and Multiplan arc registered trademarks and MS is a trademark of Microsoft
Corporation. IBM is:l registered trademark of International Business

~vl<lchin('.., orroration. Lorus and 1~2·3 arc trademarks of LOlLIS Development Corporation.

status or budget reports, it prints them
out. In text and bar charts. And it can
also send budgeting information to pro
grams like Multiplan~ Microsoft Chart,
or Lotus™ 1-2-TM

Get Microsoft Project. No excuses.
Microsoft Project is easy to use. Espe

cially if you're familiar with electronic
spreadsheets. It saves your company time,
work, money. Makes you an on-time,
on-budget manager. Not to mention it's
from Microsoft. We're the people who
designed the MS~DOS operating system
that tells the I~M MICR~SOFt
PC how to think. The High Perfonnacce Software

And our BASIC is the language spoken
by nine out of ten microcomputers
worldwide.

For the name ofyour nearest Microsoft
dealer, please call 800-426-9400. In
Washington State, Alaska and Hawaii
206-828-8088.

Should you decide you can face an
other drop dead date without Microsoft
Project, tell us where to send the flowers.
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to ground to select the frequency
range, and a control voltage on pin 8
to vary the frequency. The capacitor
should range from I microfarad (ILF)
to 500 picofarads (pF). The control
voltage must be between 8.5 and 12
V. This gives a 4-to-l dynamic frequen
cy range for each capacitor.

The timing capacitor is selected by
an output through port B. The output
transistor of a TTL (transistor-tran
sistor logic) open-collector chip, the
7406 chip in figure 3, controls the
capacitors' ground leads. When the
output of the chip is OFF. one side of
the capacitor is at a high impedance
and therefore has no effect on the
Vco. When the chip's output is ON,
the capacitor is grounded and then

can affect the VCO's output. This
allows the computer to select the
capacitor (or capacitors) needed for
the desired frequency range.

The sine-wave output from the VCO
has an output impedance of about
1000 ohms. This is too high to drive
anything except another op amp.
Thus, I've included a simple noninvert
ing buffer amplifier to drive the stereo.
By the way, only one channel of the
stereo is driven at a time. During
testing, the opposite channel's
volume should be off.

The full-wave rectifier, shown in
figure 4, converts all the negative
parts of the signal to positive, because
if we did the integration on the unrec
tified input signal. the average would

work out to zero at all frequencies. By
inverting the negative half of the signal.
we can integrate the resulting wave
form to get a voltage level that is pro
portional to the input power. This is
the signal that is fed directly to the
ADC in figure 4. Figure 4 also shows
the signal before and after the rec
tifier. The humps of the rectifier's out
put may not be equal; you can adjust
the DC bias on the input amplifier so
that they are. But. for this project. a
slight difference will not affect the
results.

The ADC0804 is an 8-bit micropro
cessor-compatible ADC. The chip's
spec sheet shows many different con
figurations. I've chosen the free
running mode for this circuit. If you
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Figure 2: Diagram of tfle 1/0 section of tfle voard.
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are looking at this circuit as a basis
for some other project. get a hold of
the spec sheet to see how to connect
the Vi .(+). Vi.(-). and V reJ2 signal
lines to activate the other modes. I
used a resistor divider network with
a large capacitor for V reJ2. It was
good enough for this application. but
for other projects it should be con
nected to a more stable voltage
source.

Since the ADC is in a free-running
mode the 825 5's port C is updated
automatically approximately every
200 microseconds (I-'s). The exact up
date rate is determined by the value
of the 150-pF capacitor and the 15K
byte resistor connected to pin 4 of the
ADC0804 chip. On the other hand. if

the chip were connected directly to
the bus lines. then the software would
have to output a "start conversion"
command. wait for the chip to convert
the frequency. then input the data
from the converter. Therefore. in the
interest of saving software. the hard
ware keeps restarting itself when a
conversion is completed.

The chip may not start free-running
when the power is first applied. To
prevent this. connect the last gate
from the 7406 chip to the WR and
INTR lines (pins 5 and 3). At the start
of the program. the software gen
erates a 1 on the MSB (most signif
icant bit) of port B. and then a 0 on
the same line. This pulls the WR line
low then high again. After the first

software initialization. the INTR line
goes low when the chip finishes con
verting. This wraps around back to the
WR line and starts the chip converting
the next voltage.

1/0 CONSTRUCTION
The construction of the I/O section of
the board is straightforward and has
no tricky isolation requirements. The
best part about this section is that the
I/O lines can be accessed directly
from BASIC without any special
machine-language routines. The up
date rate in BASIC is about 15 to 25
milliseconds (ms). so if more speed is
required. you have to use machine
language.

(wntinued)
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Figure 3: Voltage-controlled oscillator and driver circuitry.
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L:Conroj·LaPllilU,SWGIrden Place. Portland, OR 97223 Il:l.~ TOLL FREE (800) 547·189
CASH-...cARRY COMPUTER STORES, INC.--sAN FRANCISCO, PORTlAND. SEATTtE---5EE BELOW

HARDWARE for your APPLE SOFTWARE for your APPLE
I I "

GAMES

HOME & EDUCATIONAL
Borrons. Study Program for SAT $ 90 $ 60
IloqIo Ilfos.. Beagle Basic NEW $ 35 $ 27

Beagle Graphics NEW $ 60 $ 45
Fat Cat NEW $ 35 $ 27
Triple Dump NEW $ 40 $ 30
Beagle Bag $ 30 $ 19

Bluochip. MiII~naire $ 60 $ 32
-.... Print Shop NEW $ SO 34
CBS. Mastering the SAT $ ISO $ 95

Chas GOfen learn Bndge $ ISO $ 95
wConlinontol. Home Accountant $ 75 $ 49

D..idoon. Speed Reader II $ 70 $ 45
Word Attack' Of Math B1aster'''~ $ SO $ 32

Dow _. Home Budget $ 95 $ 69
Edu·W..... Ur&!, InvenIDry ~ 9ocf< CAll 40% olf list
EIocln>nic Ms. Financial CooldXlOkNEW $ 50 $ 33

Music Construc1ion Set NEW $ 40 $ 29
PInball Construction Set NEW $ 40 $ 29

Hon:ourt, Computer Ptep for SAT $ 80 $ 49
Kmw..... Knoware NEW $ 95 $ 64
Kool•• Full line ,n stock, CAll 35%011 list
t.ornin. Co.La&e kT;erDy ~ """'CAll 35%olf IiII
M-. Typing Tutor III $ 25 $ 17
Moooerorn. DoIIar"nd lense $ 100 $ 69

SAM. $ 100 $ 59
5cort>onlueh/Li8hlnine. Mastertype $ 40 $ 27
Simon .._or. Typing Tutor III $ SO $ 33
Sub l.otIic. Right SimulatOf II $ SO $ 35
T_opin.l.ogo $ 99 $ 65

UST OUR
Booelo. GPlE Of Alpha IIot each $ 35 $ 27

Ap. Mechanic, DisQulCk Of Ptonto OO~ ... $ 30 $ 19
Doobie Take Of utility City. each $ 30 $ 19
Typef"", Tip Disk # I Of OOS Boss.each $ 20 $ 15

Cenlrol Point, Fi~r, DOS 3.3 &uti!. $ 20 $ 15
• Copy II ~us (bit copier) $ 40 $ 30
Einol.... Compiler $ 129 $ 95
Epoon. Graphics llIJmp $ 15 $ 9
Funk Softworo, Sideways NEW $ 60 $ 40
~. Term"" Ptog/or Sma1mOdem) $ 100 $ 65

.,.-, GraFORTH II by Paullutus $ 90 $ 65
M-. A.LD.~ $ 125 $ 85

Fortran 80 $ 195 $ 129
COMPLETE MICROSOFT LINE IN STOCK
~ locksm'h $ 100 $ 75
Ptoneuin. Complete Graph,cs System II $ 80 $ 54

Graphics Magklan $ 60 $ 41
"'-'ix, Zoom Grafi, $ 40 $ 34
QuaIiIy. Bag ofTrlcks $ 40 $ 29
l_oPin. logo $ 99 $ 65
Unilod SWI. ASCII Express~The Pto $ 130 $ 87
U1i1lco, Essenti~ Oata llIJplicator III $ 80 $ 49

AIari. Centipede Of PacMan. ... 35 $ 28

PRINTERSm-s ~=~n~H:;;~: ~: ~
DOT MATRIX: UST OUR ~Pa~hioe: ~: ~
~lQI500200&67CPS 0$1395 InSIock ~AztecOflaxxon.each $ 40 $ 27

Po-aIeI_tJrlQlSOONEW$ 100 InSIock _Alto. SkyFo, NEW $ 40 $ 29
JxaJ, Color Printer NEW $ 799 InlIDct PInball Conslructioo Set NEW $ 40 $ 29
RX8O, 100 cps $ 269 InSIock Music Construction Set NEW $ 40 $ 29
RX8O,FIT $ 369 "'- ....... SarIlJflIlI(ChessJ $ SO$ 34
~~~~OO:I3600..pio&lr f;': == InIocom,Zorkl.II.III,each $ 40 $ 27
fXlOO, 160 cps $ 895 InSIock '-'3Games.larglSpider Raid~apple $ 82 $ 25

.MANNElMANNSpn. 8OcoIln:pI $ 399 $ 299 lJriIjn, lJtimalil $ 60 $ 40
TALLY. 160, 80 00. I6O:ps $ 798 $!l68 Pw1eUin. Transylvania $ 35 $ 24

18O,1JaxllI6O:ps $1098 $ 771 -. Trivia Fever $ 40 $ 25
OllJDATA, ll2A. 8OcoL 120 cps, para. $ 349 $ 319 _./On-Uno. U~lmall $ 60 $ 40

D. 13200.. 120 cps, p.. $ 749 $!199 Sir-Toch. Wizardry $ 50 $ 35
&\ 13600. 2OOcps, para $1395 $1095 Spinnok...,Full ~ne In stoc~ CAll 35%011 list
92, 8OcoI.. 160 cps, para. $ 599 $ 39!1 Sub l.otIic. Flight Simulator II $ 50 $ 35
93, 136 col.. 160 cps, para. $ 999 $ 6491- N::lg_ht_Mlss:...io_n_Pl_nba_II_---'-$---'-3.:..5.:.$-=2::2,

m~=3=a := := ACCESSORIESAcalIoorie!. F\.Ig 'N l'Ioy,TrDlI's,(Jiplh $ SO $ 42 CUrtI, Ilmrd SO $ 29
QUADRAII, Quadjel, Jet Color Printer $ 895 $ 795 _ 60 $ 35

.STAR MIC.. Gemini IO"X, 12lkps $ 499 $ 269 IlJtlr 90 $ 52
Gemini 15·X. 12lkps $ 549 $ 419 SaWft 80 $ 46

TOSHI8A, 1351, 100cps $1895 $1375 EPD.lemln 60 $ 38
~ ~llYjnss, port~.4O:ps NEW $ 229 $ 129 line 00 $ 57
LET1Bt OUAUTY O'q! 140 $ •

AMDEJ(, 5(Jlq ~cps, p,;., &Sef. $1675 $1395 I\ladl $ 98 $ 63.m 101~ 13cps,PIra.&Sef..PIn&Fric,~ $ 499 $ 349 -......ItSaver~LneCordw,... $ SO $ 39
111~ """asl0l4wi1h TA'. 2ailllop. $ 599 $ 4311 Masterpiere NEW $ 140 $ 95
MACpac, Interfoce roto AppIa MAC "'_ -x, Wretree, 4out1e1, wJ1ilter-sur&!, $ 70 $ 32

~~~Imi'RU~-.ldLtT~ CALCULATORS
18M-PC Par~1ef Ptlnter Cable $ 60 $ 35
Apple IIIIF &Cabie for Epson Of Gemini $ 95 $ 59 ~"L~ 41CX, Calcul.... NEW! $$ 32

195
5 $$ 2

1
75
490lWIG£ MlCIlO,GrappIer+. for AppIa $ 16S $ 119 nil 41C, CaIcuIJtor

I'IlACTlCAL_In-l.ile64K,PIra. $ 349 $ 2!S9 r... 4ICV.Calcul...I2.2K $ 275 $ 185
_In-Lne 64K,Sef. $ 349 $ 2!S9a::=1I, A1...,.,- ",/alpyl> 51lK!~I>~ PLOTTERS

h'aof::::=';;:~=-:SIPS f ~ :~ AMDEK,Amplolll.6pen, 10, 14Bed $1099 $ 899

=:::=.~~~~wlPS fm:~ PRINTER SUPPLIES
h'aofam. Snapon. 64K, Pf'. Epson wlPS $ 299 $ 229 TrKtor Feed "-. RIbbono. Dolly _ CAU

ATI. MacCoach NEW $ 75 $ 49
Bluochip. Millionaire $ 60 $ 39
0rbI "*". MlC Tat or~I MlC NEW $ 40 $ 30
~W- tbne Acau1laIt $ 100 $ 65
~-..Macfor1tlI.ev8INEW$149 $ 95
...... -.lttoMACaodBacl< $ 100 $ 65
__Alto. Plnbal Conslructiln NEW $ 40 $ 29
....... SOIlJflIll $ SO $ 33
_ fdIIo, Sales or~ Edge, each $ 2SO $ 159
-... Ful Uoe ~ S1DCk Col
-......_ 25$ 21

Star1!f Pak or System Saver, each $ 90 $ 64
~-. Th~k Tank $ 145 $ 85
-.-.SSI1iD. 3W.IO pak NEW $ 60 $ 35
-.Chat $ 125 $ 94

_orFjeorMuItiplan.each $ 195 $ 129
BASIC Interpreter $ ISO $ 99

.....Concoplo. Trivia NEW $ SO $ 32
~ DlRars & sense $ ISO $ 95
...... Transylvania NEW $ 35 $ 24

Graphics Maljcian $ SO $ 32
ScoItxIruuIIhI\..Wlll*l&Mastertype $ 35 $ 19
SImon 1.5""'_. Typing Tutor III NEW $ SO $ 33
_. I'IIb., PFS: Fje or PFS: Ileport, each $ 125 $ 79

PFS:Fie &Ileport $ 195 $ 125
_ ... DB Master NEW $ 195 $ 125
T.... Ful Vlsi>n NEW $ 195 $ 125
T_.lldtat $ SO $ 32
-''Iellas NEW $ 60$ 34

FunPal< $ 39 $ 26

MODEMS ~ES ~ ,:
ANCHOR. Sitlnalman Marl< XII $ 399 $ 269
HAYES, 18M-It Smartmodem 12008 $ 599 $ _

IBM-It Smartcom II Software $ 149 $ 99
Micromodem l~wlSmarta>m $ 329 $ 239
Micromodem 100 (5-100 bus) $ 399 $ 275
Slack Cllf01lOllJaph 1RS-232) $ 249 $ 189
Slack Smartmodom lXl(RS-232) $ 289 $ 225
Smartmodem 1200(RS-232) $ 699 $ 489

_PCto_Cabie $ 39 $ 19
KENSINGTON. _ 1200 NEW $ 595 $ 38!i
NOVATION, 103/212 Smart Cal $ 595 $ 415

ACCESS 1-2-3 (l2OO8+trossta1k XVI) $ 595 • _
Apple Calli JOO BAli> $ 389 $ 241
212 Apple Cal. 1200BAUD $ 725 $ 559
Cal $189$139
J.Cat $ 149 $ 104
212 Auto Cat $ 695 $ 579
~II,

Quldmodern, Internal IBM IlEW $ 595 $ 42!i
Quldmodern. Slond alone NEW $ 695 $ 495

MONITORS~-.
AMDEK, Color Series NEW

Color JOOComp/_ $ 349 $ 259
Color SOOCompM:R~/Audio $ 525 $ 395
CoIor600HiRes.RGB/Audi> $ 649 $ 495
Color 700 lJtra Hi Res, RGB $ 749 $ 595

• IT Green, #3OOG $ 179 $ 119
• ITAmber. #300\ $ 199 $ 149
• IT Amber, #31OA tJr IBM-It $ 230 $ 159
• 13". Color IV. RGll. 720Hl<4OOJ.PBMI $ 795 $ 615
_NCETON. RGll Hi Res, HX·12 $ 795 $ 499
• RGBHi Res, SR-12 $ 799 .!199

Scan Dooblerfor SR· 12 $ 249 • 179
• Amber. MAX· 12 ,... Mono Board) $ 249 $ 199
wQUADRAII, Quarlchrome IT RGIlCoIor $ 695 $ 495
• QuadsCleen Ir968x512w/cable $1995 $1_
• Quarlchrome Il14" RGll Color NEW $ 650 $ 4!1O
• Amt.chrome. ITAmber IlEW $ 2SO $ 165

ZENITH, IT Amber, ZVMI22 NEW $ 159 $ 95
12"Green, ZVMI23 $ 200 $ 89
ITAmber. ZVMI24 $ 200 $ 139
ITCoIor.ZVMI35 $ 599 $ 469

$ 14
$ 120
$ 999
$ 17
$140
$1190

$ 415 $ 85
$1038 $ 229
$4150 $ 750
$ 626 $ 119
$1565 $ 319
$6260 $ 995

VIDEO CARDS

MISCELLANEOUS

C1214 Dual Drives, ~ Height, flat pack
(like App~ Ouodisk'"j NEW $ 589 $ 425

C130Controiler (OOS &PtoDOS) NEW $ 89 $ 65

~ .Al 143K Disk Dnve $ 345 $ 1,99
~ A2Control~rCard $ 100 $ 79

MICRO-SCI

TEAC ~f;oil:~c~:~°r;,v~,/63K f m: 2::
1/2 HIGH IDC, TBQ Doobie SkIed. 326K $ 449$ 329

IDC, Controller Card $ 85 $ 59

Rana Elne 1, 163K, 40 Track $ 379 $ 239
.. EI,e l 32611. 80 Track $ 649 $ 389

_. ~:~:t.~;~e/60Track : ~a 4::

t, " I

100 SSISO. 35 Track IAPllIe. AUri)
2SO SSISO. 35 Track IAppIe, AUri)

1000 SSISO. 35 Track (Apple. Atarij
100 DSIDD, 48 Track (IBM, HIP)
2SO DSIOO, 48 Track (IBM, HIP)

1000 DSIlJO. 48 Track (IBM, HIP)

weomX,80coI. +64K RAM,!or lie. I Yr~'My $ 199 $ 89
• RAM Card, I Yr. 'My. (11+1 16K $ 179 $ 39
.MM:.-, RAM Card (11+) 16K $ 100 $ 69
• Tlton/Solum RAM Card (11+) 32K $ 249 $ 139

RAM Card (11+) 64K $ 425 $ 229
RAM Card (11+) 12l1< $ 599 $ 329
Software Col

ASTAR. Rf Modulm, to use TV $ 35 $ 25
wCCS. Seri~ Interface 7711 (Set BAUDI $ ISO $ 95
wCPS~\WdCard 2 (COIJier.+Qfel $ 140 $ 99
a.oIk-.l, Power Pad (Requires Kit) $ 100 $ 73
DieItoI Roo.. CP/M Gold Card (w/64IQ $ 495 $ 359

• Expand 64K Gold Card to 192K $ 325 $ 239

wComX, 80 col. +64K RAM(lie) I yr. wty. $ 199 $ 99
.-. ~deoTerm 80 col. (+Ofe) $ 279 $ 175
• lJtraTerm (+Ofe) $ 379 $ 229

Soft Video Switch (II +) $ 35 $ 22
Enhancer 11111+1 $ 149 $ 95
Function Strip (11+1 $ 39 $ 25

We Have Fuff Videx Line. Call. Up to 3596 off.

tPt*z K.onoIn&Ion. System Saver Fan $ 90 $ 65 .AlS/SIIaln VIIoy. - - $ 60 $ 39
Ie., TronIc, KB200Keyboard (11+) $ 298 $ 219 • LOt _ $ SO $ 33

APPLE lie CALL Koala, Touch Tablet wMcro Illustrator $ 125 $ 85. Handler Pa~ (W>r1I, LOt Spell) $ 130 $ 85
APPLE II•• STARTER SYSTEM BY APPLE CALL Kroll, Joystick (Ap II~I+) $ 65 $ 35 .AppIod SoIl Tocn.l'ersafoon $ 389 $ 249

UMTFDWNIIlANTY-'w/oPMs&LsirYkxOOr»,ob;us MUl.~d~I:~~I~I;~'YI : ~: ~ Artdn>nico,::::=.!I;k'i'~) f m: m
I ' .MM:.-, 180 Softcard (+ Of ej $ 345 $ 235 Moc:i, Maile Wndow II $ ISO $ 99

• 180 Softcard Ptemium(lIe) $ 395 $ 275 ._T... d8aseIiIleqCP/Ma! $ 495 $ 269
UST lUI wOr.n•• Micro. Grappler Plus (e or +) $ 149 $ 119 Fnday f\l!q~"" CP/M a! $ 295 $ 199

$ 20 $ 15 16KBufferBoardforGrapplerPlus $ 175 $ 119 IIPlJobCosl NEW$ 595 $ 375
Buffered Grappler Plus. 16K $ 239 $ 179 AMP.PROf INV.each $ 395 $ 250

P.ym.r.lower Case Chip. Rev. 7(11+) $ 50 $ 19 _nd. Print Shop $ 50 $ 34
.PCP!. Appllcard, 141eatures 6Mhz $ 375 $ 275 Ptint Shop Refill NEW $ 15 $ 10

RH Electronics. SUper Fan II $ 75 $ 59. Bank Stree! Speller $ 70 $ 45
.Tlt.n/s.t~m.Accelerator lie $ 599 $ 399. Bank Stree! Wr,er~peofy 11+. e. c) $ 70 $ 45
Tr_ISSM. AIOII. SeriallParallF $ 225 $ 169 Continontol. GLAR,AP or PRo each $ 250 $ 165
TG Productl. TracOall $ 40 $ 26 • Home Accountant $ 75 $ 49

Game Paddles Of joystick 111+). ea $ 40 $ 23 CDEX,tJr 1\slcaI~ Mu~pIan. AppIa Ile,each $ 60 $ 40
Vide•• PSIO IIF Card $ 229 $ 145 Dow.... Marl<eI Analyzer $ 3SO $ 219

~ Mar'r<eI Manager $ JOO $ 189Xor your Marl<eI Mocroscope $ 349 $ 219
Fox ..~. QulCkcode Of dGraph. ea. $ 295 $ 195

MAC dUtility (for dBa.. II) $ 99 $ 65

~
~' H.ydon. PIe Wr'er ~ers. 2.2) $ 150 $ 89

~ .Ho••rd Soft. Tax Pteparer. 1984 $ 250 $ 185
_ fdIIo, Sales Ed&!, or~ $ 2SO $ 165
Kmworo, Knoware NEW $ 95 $ 64
lMne--'1hmkTank NEW$ ISO $ 99
UK, letter Perfect w/Ma~ Merge $ ISO $ 99
Moco, Andrew To~,,'

Managing Your Money NEW $ 200 $ 125
Micro Pro. (aN require lBOCP1M Card)

• W>rdStar'"wlSlarcard &CiPM SPECIAL $ 495 $ 295
• _Star Ptofessional4 Pak SPECIAL $ 495 S 265
• W>rdStar·.. Trairing Manual $ 350 $ 189
• SlleISlar'" or r,laiMer&!,'~ each SPECIAl $ 99 $ 54
• InllStarwl'Slarcard&CP/M SPECIAlS 495 $ 259
-,Mulli-l1anf\ppielJOSorCP/Ml $ 195$ 129

wOobomolComX, (Dsk and Bool<)(Slat. Bus. & Math)
Some Common Basic Ptograms(75ea.j $ 100 $ 49
Ptactical Bxsic Ptograms(4O ...) $ 100 $ 49
-.Requires CP/M &MBasic, 64K

Sefies4OGl&AR&AP.~13 $ 395$ 239
__Softw. Trivia Fever NEW $ 40 $ 25

wQuar1<. W>rd Juggler &lexicheck ~lej $ 189 $ 129
Sonoiblo. Sen. Speller Of Bookend~ ... $ 125 $ 79
SiomIIOn-U.... The Oictionary NEW $ 100 $ 69

Ger1. Manager II NEW $ 230 $ 155
ScreeoWr,er II. 2Pak willict. $ 130 $ 89
Homeword $ SO $ 45

_Alto, TK!SoIver~OflleOfllc) $ 299 $ 199
Softw..PIl_.... (specify + Of e)

PFSfi~. PFSliraph. PFS:Report,each $ 125 $ 79
PFS: Wr'e ~Ie) $ 125 $ 79

_ ... DB Master Version 4.0 $ 3SO$ 225
DBlJtiIityPaklOfIl $ 129 $ 82

VIIlCorp. Full [joe In Stock c.l

DISKETTES
NEW!

*CONROY·LAPOINTEno DISKETTES
we guarantee these top QUality products wnft the Conroy·
"'_name. 5YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY.

10... SSISO, 35 Traclt~ eIl:.)
100", SSI1iD. 35 Traclt~ eIl:.l

1000", SSI1iD. 35 Track~ ell:.
10 ... DSIOO. 40 Track 118M, HIP)

100", DSIOO. ~TracIl(18M, HIP)
1000... OSIOO. 40Traclt ~BM, HIP)

CONROY·LAPOINTEno
IBM PRE·FORMAnED DISKETTES

10 DSIOO.~TracIl(1llM-It~0 $ 25
100 DSIOO. 40Track (1IlM-1t~ 0 $ 210

1000 DSIOO. 40 TracIl (1IlM-f'C~ 0 $1_

UST lIIlI
ax:. 100.. SSIOO. 40T~ IIlM) $ 550 $ 195

10ea SSiOO. 40T~ IIlM) $ 55 $ 21
100.. DSiOO. 40T (18M, HIP) $ 750 $ 295
10.. DSIOO,4OT(IllM,HIP) $ 75$ 32

DYSAN, 10.. SSIOO f\ppie, eEl $ 40 $ 27
lOea DSiOO 48IPBM,HIP.a:.) $ 69 $ 35

MAlELL 10 eo, SSIDD.3W(MAC) NEW $ 60 $ 35
10...0S/oo. HiDensity~BM·An NEW $ 90 $ 55
10..ch. MIH. SSIlJO $ 55 $ 19
10 each. MOl DSIlJD $ 75 $ 26

VEJlllATIM. 10eacll. M051!;OL SSIOO $ 49 $ 27
10each, M034, OSIOO $ 84 $ 32

GENERIKno DISKETTES
AS LOW AS $1 a

W/Jackets. MONEY lACK
,.., ~bels. top QUality. GUARANTEE
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LOW PRICES TO PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW WHAT THEY WANT AND KNOW HOW TO USE m~1984 by Conroy-LaPointe, Inc.
• All Rights Reserved

=$35=~9Each. 4164. 200 ns
90 Day Wonanty by us

* ComX EconoRAMTW 256K BOARD

$256
*ComX EconoRAM TW 384K BOARD

$350
\\lth Fastr"'~ RAM Ilosl< EmWt!>' and SIxlOIer Software

Filly Compali~ 1Y.. Umited Warranty by Comx
I'tbrksoolJOS I.l,2.0or2.1

Prices and availability stJ~ to change. Call.$ 45 $ 29 l- .J

,.

lE~"'11~J =kTOllFREE~1 for:~(800) 547-1289 _00
c.< OREGON ONLY (800) 451-5151 (503) 620-9877

. HOT UNE IORDER DESK HOURS
InkJmabOO on your order Mon-Fri ----6AM to ... PST

NO SALES TAX (SC?1lK~O~tV8~~c::~~orwr

IANUARY 1985 • BY T E 229

U4t IIlCllDI'lIO, MIilllor,.~ S 99 $ 54 DIGITAL 1lES.. Pl./l (Cl'IM-ll6l $1SO $479
$115 Slartndex N Sl95 5109 SpeodProa.Pka.ICl'IM-ll6l S200 $135
$1!l8 ProOptions,SSlMMiSI Sl95 5105 ORlooo-II6ICl'IMll6l $100 $ •
$34. InloStar~+ S495 525. FUNK SOfTWARE. Sidew.ys NEW S 60 $ 40
$3M .1IICIlOII1I. R:I>Iso, Series 4000 S 495 $215 HAYES. Smart<om 11 (Ollta Com.) $149 $ "m: ~CIoutIleport- :1~ IJ: ·~~=rinllled30~:r.m~ ::z:
520 1IICIlOSOFT. Chart or Projecl,each S250 $Ie MICIlOSlVf.~IM(ODCom) SI95 $121
$ 12 MuIipIan S 195 $121 1IIllCllOSOfT. mu_lmuSimp S 300 $I"
$ 50 I'tbrd S 315 $235 Business BASIC Compiler S600 UtI

1

51 I'tbrd wiIti Mouse S 475 $2It PascII Compiler S 300 $I"
37!i MONOGIlAII. Doll", &..... $165 $110 CCompiler S 500 U2t
125 MULnIIATE. Mullimlle S495 $215 IlASlCCompiler S 395 $2!It

$ 45 OPEN Svs. GI.AR.AP,PR,INY.. PO,each S695 $ 429 fORTRAN Compiler S3SO $ 229
$335 .00000000ICOIIX,flook&__~ CllBOlCompiler S700 $_
$1~ &_ Prow_ on DSIIlO Dsks) NOIlTON. Utilities 2.0. 14 _am, S 80 $ 54
$ _ Some Common Basic Prow...{70ea.1 S 100 $ • IlOSESOfT Pr 130 17

$ !! PrIdialBasic Prow... (4Oeach) S 100 $ • •••~•••'i1I.IIiI$t•••$,. PEACHTIlEE.I'each PIle 1ll,AR&Af'l S 395 $ m
$329 I'U:h Text 5000 S 395 5m • AIIIIONlC. Executive Suile S 40 $ 27
$ 15 PEIIFECT.__ S349121. IlU£CHI'.MiIlionaireOl"Tycoon,each S 60 $ 3t
$ 21. QUADIlAII. Tax SlrIlo&Y Il£W S 395 215 .... SYSTEMS. Personal Aecountina S 99 $$ 2
$1. Investment SlnleaY NEW S 395 215 C8S, Masterina!tle SAT S ISO $ ...
$ 21. SOfTWAIIE ~PfS:llepott S 125 $ 79 Chas. Goren Ie... Brid,. NEW S 80 51

PfSr...Pfs:\\\U,Pfsllraph S 140 $. COMPlIEHEN. PC Tutor(I.1 01" 2.0, e'·1 S 60 $ 40
$115 PfSfloof S 95 $ 59 CONTINENTAl. Home Acaluntanl Plus S ISO $ 19
$ IS SOIlCIII. SllI*C* 3 S 395 $ 24& DA'nDSON. The Speod - II S 75 $ 3245$_ .1SAltWlE.__ 1495 $m _AtllCk!OI"__~each S SO $
$I!! _ __ S 195 $14t DOW JONES, Home &Jda<I $139 $ •
$ _ $TClNEWAIlE._O.B._ S595 $315 HAICOUlIT.CompulerSAT SIlO $ ••

SUMMA, hlor', _ .. S 250 5 1!l8 MICIIOSOFT. fliatrt Simulltor II S SO $ 33
$220 Tr_, DIIa .. S200 $121 MONOGIlAM. Dollars &Sense S 165 $110
$1!l8 Tr_,_ "S350 Ul. PBlCOllP.Personal1_ S145 $ "
$ 2!It eon.- SpIem .. $ 700 $ 445 SCAIlIIOllOUGH. _Type S SO $ 32

5" TIIMIl£R, T_1I1 S275 $18 ~..S1IMON.,",ICIH~U~ST£Jl.lqT*ypong·.al~utor'"IS~SO~$~33.5_ 11tOUQHlWAIE. Mill Series 33%....
537!i VlSOIllP. IlliC* 4 S 250 5 1!l8

! !! ~~,~fuI,Une,',1n~SIDck'lllllltQ[iJ"CaI~~ ATAIIL CIriI*Ill- .. tllnIooy,ooch S 35• .... • IlIODUBUNO. APlIIe Panic (CoIofj S 30
5$1~ lode Runner 01" Serpentine. each S 35

-- IIOIII.AJIID. Turbo PascII Il£W S SO • 35 ElECT-.c ARTS,fulline in SlDck
$= _ Il£W S SO $ 35 El'YX.AuloSimOl" lemp!e 01 Apshai S 40

: .. :~~,:~~~_.. S 40 $ JO ~~SO::~~~.e.: ~
$1~ andprinlor ....... _ .... _ooany ZorIlIOl"lDrkllOl"lDrklll,each S 401300 PCiOOSversionOl"llAMCard.Menullriven Sloo $!l8 .~=:;~.. :~

~1lIJi:~~;:'~ :: IJ: 0lIIGlN. lJbm. II S 601m C8ASlC 86~ (CPIM86) S200 $135 SPINNAKER, Snooper Troops (101" 2) S 45
$365 CBASlCCornpiIer{CPIM·8601"PCOOS.") S600 $315 SU8~~.~t~~k:1I Ss ~
S265 Pl./1fCOOSI S1SO $525 .....

OUR REFERENCES:
We have been in computers and e4ectrootcs since
195& a computer dealer since 1978 and in compu
ter mail order since 198Q Banks: 1st Interstate
Bln~ (50~ 643-467& we betona to the C/l.mber 01
Com_ce (S031 228-9411 .nd DIrect Marketing
Assoication. or call Dunn and Bradstreet if you are a
subscriber.

SOFTWABE for ~~~,;~·PCor XT
"

OURAD
#813

l~!

"1983
Conroy-laPointe, Inc.

API'UED SOFT. 'IInaform $ 389
AIlICTIlOMCS. Jane w/Mouse $ 295
AStfTOlII.TATE. friday! $ 295

f,....-k $695
d_1II $695

• d_lI. jreq. PC-OOS & 1281<) $ 495
d_llloIII uPlJ'Ide $200
d_"User',Guide flooll) S 30
Everyman', DB Pri_~ S 15

An.r..... Pnlpns__ ineinsbi S 75
• IROO£R8UND. Bank Slreet_ S 80

IPI. Gen'l Acct&AR,AP or Pfl, eoch S595
Person. Aecountina $195

CDO. Trainina for .......,. Inventory) S 10
CHANG lA8S, Mien> Plan S495

• CONnNENTAL. lItr.liIe S 195
Tax Ad,am'lIl! S 70
Home Accountant PIu, S ISO
fCM {fiina. Cat'loaina. Malinl! S 125
Properly Manqement S495

DIJTHIUM PIB&J'C" MICIIlIck IlEW S 100DOW JONES, _ Mti(zfs S 350

-Mwas S300
-Mic:Io5aJIJe S349

FOXa.GEWR,
()JidoaJde, dQoaph. Gr. or 0.. each S295
dOO IMSOOSor CPIM86, each) S 99

HARV_. HaMrdI'lqld Mwas IlEW S395
HAYDEN. IBM PIe _ S 200

PleSilollorOl"SarpIll,eacti $ SO
HOWARDSOFT.

lax Prepam, 1984_ 1983year S295
HUMAN EDQf, ............se.. S 250
IUS, Easy_ II SpIem S 350

EasySilollor 11 S 100
Busines< SpIem: Gt+AR+AP $I4!l5
GLAR.N'.OE .. INY. each S 595

• 1NIOFT,GrIRJllII~ 30pticsl S 125
•~ Li* IIIi '*9. IlEW $ 95

KNOWAIIE t<now..~ pticslllEW S 95LJFETME. _ 1.2 S 195
_Iloluxe S395

• LOTUS,!·2-3 S 495
SV"'lll1onY Nor S695

QUE. Usina 1-2-3 (Book) S 15
LMNG VlOEOTlXT. Think Tank II£W S 195
--._,..... Il£W S 500
IIIECA, Andr1!w Tobias'

Man.,;na YOIl' Money Nor S 195
MlCIlOI'IlO. I'tbrdStar· $ 350

I'tbrdSlar ProIessionaJ Plus S695
• \\\lIdStar Professional. 4 Pal< $495

r 4

•

LIST OUR

UST OUR
PRICE PRICE

$2995 CALL

AND
ACCESSORIESDRIVES

Inquiry 84 for IBM Peripherals. Inquiry 85 for Apple. Inquiry 86 for all others.

mmPAll Portable,
2561\ 2 36a< OlSk On,es

*MEANS A BEST BUY I

1DMEG IXTI DISK KITS

<52>
CONTROL

DATA

Call for larger1169Qu.ntity Prices FULL HEIGHT

149 HALF HEIGHT
300.y limned Warranty by factory Authorized Distritiutor

CDC, ~ HI Du' Drrve 'nst"ation Kit $ 30 $ 16
MAYNARO, floppy Cool Iw lPar•.Po<t) $ 300 $ 239

Interface w/Para Pott $ 300 $ 185
Interface wISer. Pott $ 310 $ 195

Q-V\C4W1 Quadd~k In...n' Hard ~ks wItontroilef
IN STOCK --CAU

PC-Backu~ 1811B. Cartndge Tape System $1195 $1795
PC-SIQR4Ih1lI17M81losl<8Badwp 9fsIem $5995 Cal

TeWdea PC,
2561\ 2 3601\ OlSk On,es. 8088Chlp $2499 CALL

AMa:K
_ Y, ~Ileo;t. _naI, 320/360( $ 658 $ ••
_Ill 3" Dual f1cllllJIes,5OO\ $ 299 $ 249

COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
- Call for Details -

2561< ! ~~~'-PC

Dis~6g~vesII
by CDC

900.y
limited Warranty

By Us

for the
IBM-PC or Xl

• SANV0555-2.
2561\ 2 3201\ OlSk On"s $1499 CALL

•ComX k1BnaI10""llfmlDl5k&11f IE.W $ _

I<~
Meg.n,ghl 100. 10 mbyte Hard O~k Kit NEW $ 869

MAYNARD
10 meg Hard Ilosl< K( WS1 Sandslar
Cortn*r wi 0lXEP 3Sandslar modules $1395 $1150

7?fl'N Zl50.
2561\ 2 3201\ DIsk On,es,

MS DOS 2.1. 8088Ch1P, 2SIP $2799 CALL



AUDIO ANALYZER

(4bl

TO ALL IC,

r---...... (CO, OIGITAL

O.II"F

GNO
(81)

+5V~(83)

4 7J.L F

+12V
(89)

+12V

TO ANALOG
IC,

• -12V

(4cl

Figure 4: Audio input and full-wave rectifier (al. ADC (0). and power connections (c).
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OUR COMMODOR 64 ™

NOW USE STANDARD
APPLE™II+HARDWARE

ANDSOFTWAR



AUDIO ANALYZER

CONTROL WORD

07 06 05 04 03 02 01 DO

BIT SET/RESET
1; SET

X X X 0; RESET
I

I
I

DON'T
CARE

PORT C BIT SELECT

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I
o 1 o I o I o I Bol

I
001 1 0 o I I BJI

o 0 001 1 1 I B21

BIT SET/RESET FLAG
0; ACTIVE

Figure 5: Setting the portC bits of the 8255A using the control word.

Thble I: I/O addresses.
Pin number Name I/O address

(hex)

15 YO 0780-0783
14 Y1 0784-0787
13 Y2 0788-078B
12 Y3 078C-078F
11 Y4 0790-0793
10 Y5 0794-0797
9 Y6 0798-079B
7 Y7 079C-079F

Thble 2: Control words that control the data direction of the 8255 A's ports.
Bits 2. 5, and 6 are O. Bit 7 is I.

PORT C PORT C
0 4 0 3 0 1 Do PORT A (UPPER) PORT B (LOWER)

0 0 0 0 OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT
0 0 0 1 OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT INPUT
0 0 1 0 OUTPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT
0 0 1 1 OUTPUT OUTPUT INPUT INPUT
0 1 0 0 OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT
0 1 0 1 OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT
0 1 1 0 OUTPUT INPUT INPUT OUTPUT
0 1 1 1 OUTPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT
1 0 0 0 INPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT
1 0 0 1 INPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT INPUT
1 0 1 0 INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT
1 0 1 1 INPUT OUTPUT INPUT INPUT
1 1 0 0 INPUT INPUT OUTPUT OUTPUT
1 1 0 1 INPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT
1 1 1 0 INPUT INPUT INPUT OUTPUT
1 1 1 1 INPUT INPUT INPUT INPUT

232 BY T E • JANUARY 1985

The 74LSI38 provides eight strobe
lines. Only one of these is used for the
8255. The other seven are spare and
can be connected to more 825 5As for
even more I/O lines. These strobe
lines are normally high and go low for
approximately I p.s. The I/O address
for the 825 5A is 0780 hexadecimal
(1920 decimal). 'Table I gives the I/O
addresses for the eight strobe lines
from the 74LS138.

The decode logic does not use lines
Al4 and A15. That means that if any
other part of the IBM PC uses an I/O
address higher than 3FFF hexadeci
mal. there could be an I/O conflict.
Most of the Qoards built to be com
patible with the IBM PC and the com
puter itself use I/O addresses of 03FF
hexadecimal or less. This puts these
I/O addresses safely above the system
I/O.

There are three basic software
selectable operation modes for the
8255A: Mode 0 (basic input/output).
Mode I (strobed input/output). and
Mode 2 (bidirectional bus). The chip
has three separate data ports: A. B,
and C. The mode selected for ports
A and B can be different. but port C
is configured to follow what is
selected by A and B. The upper half
of port C is configured with port A
and the lower half of port C is con
figured with port B. This mixture of
mode selection along with the I/O
modes for each of the ports may
seem confusing at first. but the follow
ing review of the main I/O operations
will clear up the matter.

Port C may be written to differently
from the other ports; that is, individual
bits may be changed in the port
without affecting the other bits of the
port. The bit pattern required to
either set or reset a single bit is shown
in figure 5. To set bit 5 in port C to
a I, output an II (decimal) to the
control-word register. To make bit 2 a
0, output a 4 to the control-word
register.

There are four internal registers in
the 825 5A chip. The first three are for
the three data ports and the fourth
one is the control-word register that
I mentioned earlier. In the configura-

(continued)



The PCturbo 186™ takes a good COlllputer
and lllakes it the BEST!

Orchid's
PCturbo186

PC + PCturbo 186
• Faster than the PC
• Total software compatibility
• Automatic Disk Caching
• More affordable than a PC AT
• 80186 works in complement

to 8088

•

q(JO~
PC
• Vast selection

of software

First the standard was the IBMT
" Pc. Then

it became. the IBM PC AT with it's high
processing speed. For those, however, who
have an IBM PC and need PC AT-like per
formance, Orchid Technology will put you
out in front again with a new standard
the PCturbo 186. The PCturbooutperforms
the PC AT in speed with fast disk access,
and unmatched performance while provid
ing complete software compatibility.

Best of all, PCturbo allows you to protect
your existing hardware and software in
vestment without the cost of replacing your
existing PC or the need to learn to use a new
computer and its software. Simply install
the PCturbo adapter board and Orchid's
"Productivity Software" and your PC be
comes a powerful turbo-driven computer.

The PCturbo 186 is actually a second
computer within your Pc. Powered by the
advanced Inte180186 processor, thePCturbo

is transparent to your favorite programs
like Lotus 1-2-3:" SymphonY," dBase II or
II!;" Framework"" and Multimate:" running
them at turbo speeds. So, with PCturbo,
your PC looks and acts the same as before;
it just runs faster.

While the PCturbo is speeding up your
processing power the 8088 microprocessor
in your PC takes care of the 110 functions.
Most importantly, complete compatibility
is assured since the PCturbo allows you to
switch back and forth between Turbo Mode
and PC Mode with a simple command.

Since PCturbo boosts the processingspeed
of your PC, there's no more waiting to re
calculate spreadsheets or to retrieve data.
With the unique built-in features like auto
matic disk caching, electronic RAM disks
and print spooling, you can get even more
done in less time. Now isn't that why you
bought a PC in the first place?

TECHNICAL DETAILS:
Hardware
• Single slot plug-in board with high-speed

16-bit processor (80186).
• Up to 640K memory expansion for a maxi-

mum of 1.28 Megabytes total memory.
• Simple "one-step" installation.
Software
• Runs IBM PC-DOS 2.x/3.x on either the

IBM PC/XT and versions of most com
patibles.

• Provides high speed disk caching. RAM
disk and print spooling.

• Standard PC (8088) operation for total com
patibility.

Write or call for more information today.

iii
ORCHID

PCturbo 186 is a trademark of Orchid Technology. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines
Corporation. Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. dBaselI. dBaseIII. and
Framework are trademarks of Ashton-Tate. Multimate is a trademark of Multimate International.

Inquiry 263

ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
47790 Westinghouse Drive

Fremont, CA 94539
(415) 490-8586 Telex: 709289
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AUDIO ANALYZER

Listing I: Output to all three ports.
10 BASE =1920
20 INPUT "DATA FOR PORT A";A
30 INPUT "DATA FOR PORT B";B
40 INPUT "DATA FOR PORT C";C
50 OUT BASE+3,128 :REM SET ALL LINES TO OUTPUT
60 OUT BASE,A :REM OUTPUT TO PORT A.
70 OUT BASE + 1,BREM OUTPUT TO PORT B.
80 OUT BASE + 2,C :REM OUTPUT TO PORT C.
90 STOP

Listing 2: Input data from all ports.
10 BASE =1920
20 OUT BASE + 3,128 + 16 + 8 + 2 + 1 :REM SET CONTROL WORD.
30 PRINT "DATA FROM PORT A = ";INP(BASE)
40 PRINT "DATA FROM PORT B = ";INP(BASE + 1)
50 PRINT "DATA FROM PORT C = ";INP(BASE + 2)
60 STOP

Listing 3: 'TWo output ports and one input port.

10 BASE =1920
20 OUT BASE =3,128 + 2 REM SET CONTROL WORD
30 INPUT "DATA FOR PORT A";A
40 INPUT "DATA FOR PORT C";C
50 OUT BASE,A
60 OUT BASE + 2,C
70 PRINT "DATA FROM PORT B = ";INP(BASE + 1)
80 STOP

tion given by the decode logic, port
A has an I/O address of 1920
(decimal), port B has an I/O address
of 1921. port C has an I/O address of
\922, and the address of the control
word is 1923.

1b change the direction of the ports,
set the control-word register as shown
in table 2. For example, to set all the
ports to outputs, set the control word
to 128. 1b make all the ports inputs,
set the control word to 155. For the
last example, make port A an output
port. port B an input port. and port
C one-half input and one-half output.
This would give an output word of
128+8+2 or 138 to the mode control
word.

The output pins of the 825 5A can
produce or sink about 1.5 milliamps.
This is more than enough for most ex
periments. The biggest problem is if
the experiment is located more than
about 4 meters from the computer;
the outputs might be loaded down by
too much capacitance on the cables.
If the experiment does require long
lines, then it will be best to use line
drivers and receivers. Fortunately, in
this project. the lines to the DAC are
short.

Listing 4: Machine-language routine to test the 825 5A.

05000000 B080 MOV
0500:0002 BA8307 MOV
0500:0005 EE OUTB
0500:0006 90 NOP
0500:0007 BA8007 MOV
0500:000A BOFF MOV
0500:000C EE OUTB
05000000 BOOO MOV
0500:000F EE OUTB
0500:0010 EBF8 JMPS

Figure 6: Potential ground problem test configuration.
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AL,80
DX,0783
OX

DX,0780
AL,FF
OX
AL,OO
OX
OOOA

SOFTWARE EXAMPLES
The three BASIC routines in listings I,
2, and 3 show how to control the data
on the I/O ports by using the INP and
OUT commands. The first example
asks the operator for three data words
and then outputs them to the three
ports. When the program is finished,
the data is latched on the output pins.
The second example makes all three
ports into input ports and displays the
data present on the I/O lines. The third
example is just a mixture of the two.
Data is output to ports A and C. and
input from port B.

The machine-language routine in
listing 4 produces a pulsed pattern on
all pins of port A. This is useful in
checking out the board during con
struction. Simply connect an oscillo
scope probe to any of the port A pins
and observe the square-wave output.
The routine was produced with the
DEBUG utility. Once the routine
begins, the only way to stop the pro-
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Centronics
Parallel Printer Switch

MFJ-1249 •

$ 99 95 • "" • •
gram is to hit the reset switch. This ex
ample also shows the machine-lan
guage instructions needed to control
the 8255A.

Before you go any further. I want to
warn you about the possibility of a
dangerous voltage difference be
tween the ground of your stereo and
your computer. First. connect the
chassis of the two machines with a
100-ohm resistor. This is shown in
figure 6. If the resistor does not get
hot. then the stereo and the computer
power supplies are not exchanging
angry words over which side of the
power line is ground. If you take a
voltmeter and measure the difference
between the two grounds without the
resistor. you could get a 60-V reading.
That is because the two power sup
plies are floating with respect to earth
ground. The 100-ohm resistor will
allow the two floating grounds to ad
just themselves to each other. When
the resistor is used. there should be
less than a 10-V potential between the
two systems. If there are more than
10 V. then you have a grounding prob
lem that must be fixed before any
thing else can be done. Maybe you
need to flip the stereo's power cord.
But do not connect the two if there
is a grounding problem.

DAC, VCO, AND
ADC CONSTRUCTION
Since we want to keep some of the
noise out of the system. keep the
leads as short as possible. 1 used a
mixture of wire-wrap and soldered
printed-eircuit board material. but you
can use whatever is best for you. I
built the system in sections so I could
test each separately. This made it
easier to find errors without subject
ing the computer to my hacking. Re
member to make some test points on
the boards. This will help in both cali
bration and in testing.

DAC CALIBRATION AND TESTING
The first step in calibrating the system
is to adjust the 5k-ohm potentiometer
(pot) on the output amplifier of the
DAC. This pot adjusts the offset of the
DAC to get it into the 8.5- to 12-V
range. First. set all the inputs to the

4050 chips to O. Do this by either out
putting a 0 to port A or. if the DAC
is not connected to the 8255 yet. by
connecting them to ground with clip
leads. Then measure the output at
point A of the drawing. Adjust the
level of the 5k pot until the voltage is
8.4. Now bring all the inputs to the
4050s to I. The voltage at point A
should be close to 12 V. If not. go
back and check for errors.

VCO CALIBRATION AND TESTING
The calibration of the output section
now depends on selecting the proper
values for the five capacitors used on
the 8038 chip. 1ry to find the follow
ing five capacitors either at a store or
in your junk box: 0.33 j.tF. 0.1 j.tF. 0.033
j.tF. 0.01 j.tF. and 3300 j.tF. You might
have to connect capacitors in series
or parallel to get these values. But
anything close will do. As you experi
ment with the selection. you might be
able to expand the range beyond the
20- to 20.000-Hz limits. By selecting
the right capacitor. the system will
work at up to 400.000 Hz.

There are 32 different combinations
of capacitors. lake the five capacitors
you have collected and put them in
the circuit as shown in the drawing.
Don't worry about which goes where.
because it doesn't make a difference.

Now comes the problem of measur
ing the frequency. If you have access
to an audio-frequency counter. just
connect the counter to the square
wave output line of the VCo. Most
people will probably have to use the
computer to help tune the system. As
you know. IBM BASIC has the SOUND
command. This command will pro
duce a tone at a particular frequency
for a given length of time. The built
in speaker should generate a tone
loud enough to be heard.

If you have an oscilloscope. then
you can use the Lissajous figure tech
nique to determine the frequency of
the system's OUlpUt. For this. first
place the output from the VCO in the
x-axis input and then connect the wire
going from the computer's speaker to
the y-axis input. Adjust the frequen
cy from the computer's speaker with

(continued)

With the push 011 button-Share aparallel printer
between two computers that have parallel printer
ports. Eliminate the problems and lustrations of
plugging and unplugging cables. S,V' the cost 01
a second printer. Features three female Centron
ics connectors on back panel. 10';'x2x6 inches.

Printer Switch
for IBM PC Computer

MFJ-1248 2 Inputs, 1 output. Push button swit
$ 99 95 ching. Has same type connectors as

PC parallel printer port. 8x2x6 in.

Multi-function
RS-232 Switches
MFJ-1240 ,...... .

$ 79 95 ,<;, ,. _. CR.''O'"," .'1·.. " ,.

Choic.of· mJ

8 mod.ls • .••••••••

Multi-Iunction RS-232 transler switches let you
switch your computer among printers, modems,
terminals, any RS-232 peripherals; monitor datal
line failure, protect data lines Irom surges, and
use as null modem lor less cost than aswitch alone
SwitcheslD lines )2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 15, 17, 20).
LED data/line indicators monitor lines 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
8, 20. Metal oxide varistors protect data lines 2, 3
from voltage spikes and surges. Push button
reverses transmit-receive lines (2, 3). PC board
eliminates wiring, crosstalk, line interference.
Connects anyone input to anyone output.
Model Price In Out Model Price In Out
MFJ·1240 579.95 1 2 MFJ.1244 5139.95 J J
MFJ-1241 S99.95 2 2 MFJ-1245 $189.95 3 S
MFJ·1242 $119.95 2 J MFJ-1246 $199.95 S 5
MFJ-12435119.95 1 , MFJ·1247 599.95 , 2

sWitches 2,,-0'10="'_---'

AC Power Centers
MFJ·11D8 MFJ-llD8, $99.95. Add conven-

$ 99 95 ience, prevent data loss, head
bounce, equipment damage. Relay
latches power off during power tran
sients. Multi-Illters isolate equipment,
eliminate interaction, noise. hash.
MOVs suppress spikes, surges. 3
isolated, switched socketpalrs. One un
switched for clock, etc. Lighted power,
reset switch. Pop-out fuse. 3 wire, 6 ft.
cord. 15A, 125V, 1875 watts. Aluminum
case. Black. 18x231.x2 in. MFJ-ll07,
$79.95. Like 1108 less relay. 8 sockets,
2 unswitched. MFJ-lll19. $129.95. Like
1107 but intelligent. Switch on device
plugged into control socket and every
thing else turns on. Others available.

Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted.
return within 30 days for refund (less shipping)
One year unconditional gUlrlntee.
Order yours today. Call toll free 800-647-1800.

Charge VISA, MC or mall check, money order for
amount indicated plus $4.00 each shipping.

CAll TOll FREE, .. 800-647-1800
Call 601-323-5869 in Miss., outside continental
USA, tech/repair info. Telex 53-4590 MFJ STKV.

Write or Call lor Free Catalog!

uri ENTERPRISES
...... INCORPORATED

921 louisville Rd., Stlrtlvllle. MS 39759
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QUICK'PLAN RUNS ON MS DOS' FOR,

1),It,t Gl'm'r,ll [)~'~k Top G,,'nl'r,ltlon", IJFC Rainbow + .., HI' ISO", IBM
Compatihk·~". Tex,l~ Ill\trumcnt\ PC .. , ,lJ1d WANG PC .. ; SO or 132 widl'
pruller with ll'l4K RAM ,lIld ,1 gr,lphin option.

Listing 5: Program to determine
endpoints of the VCO ranges.

10 OUT 1923,128+9
20 OUT 1921,128:0UT 1921,0
30 INPUT "CAP CODE",CC
40 OUT 1920,CC
50 INPUT "FINE FREQ",FF
60 OUT 1920,FF
70 INPUT "COMPUTER FREOUENCY",F
80 SOUND F,20
90 GOTO 70

AUDIO ANALYZER

the SOUND command to make the
display stop rolling. When the display
is in the shape of a circle or some
thing close to a circle and it does not
cross itself, then the frequency of the
speaker is the same as the frequency
of the system. The third method is to
make both the stereo and the com
puter's speaker sound at the same
time. Then you just listen and adjust
the computer speaker's tone until the
two tones match. The difference be
tween two tones going at the same
time should be rather easy to detect.
unless you are tone-deaf, in which
case this entire system will not be of
much use anyhow. The short BASIC
program in listing 5 should make this
process easier.

If you have the frequency counter,
delete lines 70, 80, and 90. In any
case, measure the frequency at the
upper and lower ends of each of the
32 different capacitor-combination
ranges. Make a chart of these mea
surements similar to the one in figure
7 and show what areas of the frequen
cy spectrum are covered by what
capacitor combination. From this
chart I was able to select the
capacitors needed to cover the entire
audio range. The VCO response is
linear over most of the control-voltage
range, except for the upper and lower
10 percent of the range, which you
should avoid.

The graph in figure 8 shows the fine
frequency code versus the output fre
quency for one of the capacitor
codes. The actual numbers are not im
portant the point of the graph is to
show the slight nonlinearity at the
ends of the control-voltage range. On

(continued)

IS for
Quality

Time and again, you've heard it said,
1 ."To make money, you have to have money."

The truth is, you have to know how to save
money before you can think about making more.

That's why more and more people are joining the
Payroll Savings Plan to buy U.S. Savings Bonds.
That way, a little is taken out of each paycheck
automatically.

In no time, you'll have enough Bonds for a new
car, your child's education, even a
dream vacation. ~~~s~

Whatever you save for, T ~ ~ L "';~
Bonds are the safest, surest .I.a t; _~ ~
way to gain capital. StOCK~GSy.O

inAmerica.

"K,p,'..rnt "",d. ""ut, "I tl.." (",,,., ..1 1"~,,.II'iu,I''''''''' ("'I', Ik\Oh-n P.,t..,l.tn<",,,.,,,,,,,.1
11""'1",, \l .... h.",·., \1",,, ~,," ("'p r,-"" In.,,,,,,,,·,,,, ."J I\',nj; t .t~".>t."",.

r:trI A pUbliC servIce ollhl$ pUblication
~~ and The AdvertiSing Council.

PI.EASE AI SO CONSIDER OUR "BIG" MA AGFMENT A [)
PROJFCT PI.ANNING SYSTEM (MAPPS).

MAPPS RUNS ON MOST SUPFR MINI COMPUTERS WITH "WORLD
CI ASS" CAPABiliTY AND I·UNCTIONALITY.

Capital
Gain.

h:aturn:

• M~nu dnvt'n; 250 .K(I\!tIl"'/SOO <:Ollm'ltor rebtiomhlps.
• All input Com lw l,dl1l,J with full h"ltun' l'ditor.
• U~l>r ~pl·..:irit'd time unil~ minu((" hour. day, week, month.
• Precedcnn' logIC (AClivilY ')11 Node ,.lpahility) with hni.,h·(()-StJrt,

l;)tart-lo·St.lrl. hni~h·lo·Fini.. h. 'itart-I()-I·lni~h. Loglt Connt'Clon.
• ACljvilil'~ .lIld Rn()Urll'\ CJn h

"
tr,lmll'rrl,d between prn)t'ClS.

• A ..~ignahJl· .lOd ,del'tahle Activity Numhcrs ,md ActiVit}' Co<les.
• Mulllple ('urr~'ncin (with ;I turren,,:)' ....ollvcncr within Ihe program),
• "ix r{·~()un.:l'~ pt'r .lrIivity; 100 Hem fl'~oun:e lihr.ln',
• All ,lClivill"'~ ,,-,In curv Time, eml, Olnd Kc~ourcc~,

• r\'rlllit~ \pl·l.:ilwd d,Hl'\ with "-'(lf1'.tr.lint optiom,

• TAILS .lnJ l.AGS to \impl,fy rnoddling.
• Memorv re\ident \y\ll'!T1 for rn,lXllnurn 1,"f)lllpu{atiOn,ll \P"·l·J.
• Net ....ork 10):"l di~pl.1y with .lbilll.v tn 7oom. ~pre:tJ, and i\nl.lIc activity

di~p1.J}'~

HA VlNG BEEN SUCCESSFULLY PLACED IN
OFFICES WORLDWIDE, QUICK' PLAN IS
RECOMMENDED BY USERS AS THE
MANAGEMENT TOOL OF THE FUTURE.
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ANTEX
DATA
SYSTEMS

ADS 2000 DOT MATRIX PRINTER

165 CPS CORRESPONDENCE QUALITY 9X9 DOT MATRIX

40 CPS VERY NEAR LETTER QUALITY 17Xl7 DOT MATRIX

ADS 8212 Data Exchange/64K Spooler

....
nJ.l Rl..o\OY CO!"'f'

• • •

The ADS-8212 DATA EXCHANGE/54 is a computer independent
interface converter and print spooler. It can be installed between virtually
any computer and any peripheral. A microprocessor controls the exchange
of data. InpL:t the data in one form and the DATA EXCHANGE/54 stores it
in the 64K bytes of buffer memory and then outputs it in another form to
the peripheral. The DATA EXCHANGE/54 also allows the user to make
multiple copies of the buffer memory.

ADS 8213 Winchester Mass Storage System
-IBM PC/XT

The Antex Dala Systems ADS 2000 prints at 165 characters per second in
correspondence quality using a 9x9 dot matrix. By turning on the "FINE" mode
WIth a push of a bullon or through software command it is possible to obtain
Very Near Letter Quality (VNLQ) at 40 characters per second using a 17x17 dot
matrix. Typestyles included with the ADS 2000 Include Pica. Elite. Proportional
and Italics and the ability to design up to 256 characters. Subscript and Super
SCripts can be used for scientific equations. notations and formulas. The ADS
2000 can interface to almost any computer on the market using the Centronics
parallel interface.

SuperFont. is an optional software program designed to utilize all the special
features of the ADS 2000. With SuperFont. the user can create save and down
load custom fonts or choose one of the 20 fonts already available on diskette.

The Antex System hard disk systems
are designed to upgrade the IBM PC.
or compatible to a system that operates
similar to the IBM PC XT. When
installed the hard disk system will
operate just like an XT. Once it is
formatted. you can use all of IBM's
DOS 2.0 or 2.1 utilities designed for
their hard disk. And. since it has its
own ROM, you can "boot" without a
floppy diskette. All systems come
complete with interface and controller
bOards, necessary cabling, and easy
step-by-step instructIons. Available in
12, 20. 33 and 46 MB with power
supply. fan. controller and cables.

ADS 8214 Winchester/Tape Storage*

ADS 8214 5.25 inch winchester storage with tape back-up
systems are designed for the IBM PC and XT. The systems are
combinations of the ADS 8213 and ADS 8218 systems. All 8213
and 8218 specifications are applicable to the 8214.ln addition
to the above, the PC can communicate independently to the
winchester or tape. The tape unit can back-up the winchester data
without read and write through the PC.

*TAPE SYSTEMS FEATURES:
• STREAMER BACK UP/RESTORE - 5 MB/MIN.
• FILE BY FILE BACK UP/RESTORE
• DIRECTORY OF TAPE

ADS 8218 Tape Back-Up Systems*

ADS 8218 5.25 inch tape backup
system is designed to back-up data
from an IBM PC with an internal or
external hard disk system or an IBM
XT. ADS 8218 offers an easy to use,
reliable high speed tape backup at an
affordable price. The system is
allached to the PC externally and
comes complete with interface and
controller boards. cables and easy
step-by-step instructions for a fast
and simple installation. Available in
40/60 MB formatted.

ANTEX
DATA
SYSTEMS
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A Division of International Antex Inc.
2630 California Street • Mountain View, California 94040
(415)941-7914. TWX 704969 INTERAXUD

ADS IS a registered trademark 01 International Ante.., Inc.

IBM, IBM PC. IBM PC XT are registered Irademarks of
International Business Machines Corporation.
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Figure 7: Spectrum coverage by each capacitor range.

my selection of codes. I had to use the
lower end of the range twice. but I just
used a different slope in the conver
sion equation when I was near the
ends. If you study the data I used. you
will see that I divided one of the
ranges into three separate subranges,
each of which has a different slope.
'Table 3 shows my selection of ranges
and the codes, slopes, and starting
points for each range. These values
give me an accuracy of better than I
percent over the entire audio
spectrum.

The procedure I used to compute
the values in the BASIC routines is
this: first. take the difference between
the lower and upper limits of the
selected ranges. Now, try various fine
frequency codes to find the code that
will produce the frequencies required
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for the ends of the ranges. Second.
take the difference between the fine
frequency codes required to generate
these frequencies. Divide the fine
frequency code delta (difference) by
the frequency delta. This becomes the
slope of the selected capacitor. The
DATA statements have the information
organized as lower-frequency limit.
capacitor code. slope. and lower fine
frequency code.

The 1k pot adjusts the output level
of the VCO to match the particular
stereo you are testing. Most require
a 200-millivolt (mV) signal for the best
frequency response.

ADC CALIBRATION AND TESTING
To calibrate and test the input section,
use a resistor divider network similar
to the one in figure 9 to reduce the

voltage from the output section to
about 5 mY. Feed this 5-mV signal to
the input section and check that
everything is okay. If you run the
Sweep program in this configuration,
you will see a straight line, as shown
in figure lOa. (The program actually
plots using plus (+) symbols. For
discussion purposes, we've used a
solid line in this and subsequent
figures.) Just to check the theory, con
nect a capacitor across the input con
nection of the resistor network. Figure
lOb shows the classic low-pass filter
response. Connecting a coil produces
the opposite effect.

SOFTWARE
I used BASIC in these software ex
amples because all IBM PCs and their

(continued)



Unlock the productivity
of the Perkin-Ellner cOlnputers
in your lab.

If one of your analytical instruments
is controlled by a Perkin-Elmer Series
7000 microcomputer, you now have
one of the finest Professional Com
puters in the world.

The keys to productivity
Perkin-Elmer offers an exciting

variety of software for the poE Series
7000. Many packages are available
to make your work easier, more
satisfying and more productive. For
example: write with PECOWRITER/
7000, our easy to learn and use
word processing package, or with
LEX-68™, another word processing
program which includes a spelling
dictionary and a mass mailing data
base. Communicate with other
computers and online databases
using TERM/7000. And aCQuire

data from a wide variety of experi
ments and instruments with
DAQ/7000.

Unleash your creativity
Our list of general purpose software

is constantly growing. You can analY'ze
data with Supercomp-TwentyTM
spreadsheet. Organize information
with our database management
package. And graQh data with our
curve-fitting statistics program. For
your own special purposes, create
programs in either BASIC or
FORTRAN 77.

Access our huge library
Whether you're choosing from

the most extensive collection of
analytical software available, or
using your poE Series 7000 as a
sophisticated laboratory tool, you

have all the power and flexibility
required. All our programs and
computers are truly chemist-friendly.

Seize the opportunity
Perkin-Elmer software will dynam

ically increase the productivity of
your people and your instruments.
To discuss the opportunities touched
on here, call your Perkin-Elmer
representative today. For literature,
dial 1-800-762-4000.
Perkin-Elmer Corp., Main Ave. (MS-12),
Norwalk, CT 06856 U.SA
Tel: (203) 762-1000. Telex 965-954.
Bodenseewerk Perkin-Elmer & Co.,
GmbH, Postfach 1120, 7770 Ueberlingen,
Federal Republic of Germany. Tel: (07551) 811.
Perkin-Elmer Ltd., Post Office Lane,
Beaconsfield, Bucks HP9 10A, England.
Tel: Beaconsfield (049 46) 6161.

LEX·68 IS a registered trademark of ACE M'crosystems Ltd
Supercomp·Twenty IS a registered trademark of
Access Technology. Inc

PERKIN-ELMER
The science and computer company.

Where solutions come first.
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Thble 3: Calibration data.

Capacitor Frequency Fine Frequency Delta

Code Low High Low High Freq Fine Fr Slope

31 8 20 0 110 12 110 9.16670
30 21 35 70 95 14 25 6.78570
19 36 70 31 86 34 55 2.52940

7 70 124 90 114 54 24 2.11110
22 126 200 15 45 74 30 060810
22 201 300 45 59 99 14 0.59600
16 301 552 78 118 251 40 0.46990
6 553 1007 23 69 454 46 0.15210
2 1005 2002 58 118 997 60 0.11840
4 2009 3994 26 86 1985 60 0.04332
4 4001 6660 112 128 2659 16 0.04814
0 6670 7744 0 16 1074 16 0.01490
0 7785 14279 16 65 6494 49 0.01001
0 14280 30116 81 159 15836 78 0.01004

Figure 8: GrapfJ of fine frequency versus output frequency

Figure 9: Input section calibrate and test setup.

$749
.$425
.$485
.S895
.S129
.S235
.S462

.$259

.$299

.$325

.S199

.S469

.$389

.S235

.S499
.$1179

.S1235
.S659

.$1669

S339
.$479
.$819

· $CALL
$245
$409

· $CALL
.$1365

· . S2019
· $CALL

.$3350

.$5350
· SCALL
· SCALL

$435
· SCALL

ABATI LQ.
BROTHER HR 15P.
DAISYWRITER 48K.
EPSON.
GEMINI 10X .
JUK16100.
OKIDATA (LOW PRICES)
QUME 1140+ W/INF.

CITOH
8510 $319 1550.
F10-40C PS .S899 F1055

DIABLO
620 .S769 630 AP I

NEC
3550 .$1495 3510
7710 .S1645 2030

INDUS APPLE
INDUS ATARI
PROMODEM 1200.
HAYS SMART MODEM.
SMARTMODEM 1200 .
SMARTMODEM 1200B .
MICROMODEM liE.

ALTOS 580-20
ALTOS 580-20
IBM PC
LEADING EDGE PC.
NEC 8201
SANYO 550-555

TELEVIDEO
803. .$1769 1603
1605

ALTOS II
QUME 102G
WYSE 50.
TELEVIDEO 950.
AMDEK 300G.
B.M.C. COLOR.
PRINSTON HX12

•
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Most popular disk/tape systems offer 20 Megabytes of hard
disk, plus a 20-Megabyte tape back-up.

That may seem ample now, but do you know whether, a year
down the road, 20 Megabytes will give you enough storage?

You don't. So it makes sense to get the only disk/tape system
that gives you room for expansion later on.

And that doesn't cost you any more now.
The new Sysgen XL comes with 20 Megabytes of fast, reliable

hard disk storage, a built-in 6O-Megabyte tape for fast, reliable
back-up, plus room for an additional hard disk drive.

What happens ifyou later need more hard disk storage?
With the XL, you simply add a second 5W' disk drive. It fits

inside the cabinet, and plugs right into the XL controller.
You can add an additional 20 Megabytes, and back-up with

a single pass of the 6O-Megabyte tape.
Or add up to 100, and back-up with two tapes.
With the low cost of hard disk drives, expansion is much

..

more economical than buying a whole new $3,000 system. Plus,
you save desktop space by expanding inside the cabinet.

The XL sells for $3,295, including cabling, host adaptor,
and utility software. You get everything you need.

(Watch out. Some companies charge extra for cabling and
the host adaptor.)

Installation? Just snap in the controller, plug in the system,
install the system software, and you're running.
Compare befOreyou bu)<

You'll find the XL to be the outstanding disk/tape system for
your PC, XT, Ar", or compatible today. And the only system
that can expand for your needs for tomorrow.
Tr'ldcmarks: Sysgen. XL-Sysgen. Inc.: AT-Inlcrnational Business Machines. Inc.

S'liSGEN47853 Warm Springs Blvd ..
I • I Fremont, CA. 94539

INC 0 R P 0 RAT E D (415) 490·6770 Telex 4990843
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Inquiry 106

HARD--DISK™'
Apple IBM

5 mb Removable
10,30,52,82, & 112 mb Fixed

Transparent Operation
Full Support

APPLE FEATURES
HARD_DISKS operate with a
mixture of DOS 3.3, PRODOS
1.0, CPM 2.23, and PASCAL
1.1 on the same or any of 12
drives on one Apple up to 1.8
billion bytes.
DOS· up to 400 kb per
volume, 254 volumes per drive:
the equivalent of 5,800 floppy
diskettes per Apple. Up to 217
files per volume and does not
require any user memory.
CP/M· up to 150 mb per
volume, 63 volumes per drive.
Fully compatible with CPM
software.
PRODOS . up to 32 mb per
volume, 63 volumes per drive.
PASCAL· up to 16 mb per
volume, 64 volumes per drive.

5 mb removable· $1295
Fixed 52 mb . $2995
10 mb· $1295 82 mb· $3995
30mb·$1995 112mb·$4995

IBM FEATURES
HARD_DISKS operate with
DOS 2.0 using a mixture of
any 8 drives on one IBM PC
up to .95 billion bytes. Up to
32 megabytes per volume and
8 volumes per drive.
5, 10 and 31 mb half height
drives may be internal.
INTERNAL
5 mb removable· $1095
10mb fixed· $895
31 mb . $1695
EXTERNAL
5 mb removable· $1295
Fixed 55 mb . $2995
10 mb . $1095 87 mb· $3995
31 mb· $1995 119 mb· $4995

Digital Electronic Systems
302 South Main

Estill Springs. TN 37330
615/649-5137

Trademark Apple ot Apple Computer/IBM PC of IBM
HARD_DISK of Digital Electronic Systems, CP/M ot
Digital Research.
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Figure 10: Straight connection through a resistor divider network (a); 0.47JLF
capacitor across the input (0).

Listing 6: BASIC input and output routines.

10 OUT 1923,137: ' SET-UP THE 8255 FOR OUTPUTS ON
PORTS A AND S, AND INPUT ON PORT C.

20 OUT 1921,128:0UT 1921,0:' CLEAR THE FREE RUNNING MODE.
30 INPUT "RANGE COPE",RC:' INPUT THE CAPACITOR SELECT CODES,
40 OUTPUT 1921,RC:' OUTPUT THE CAP CODE TO HARDWARE,
50 INPUT "FINE FREQ CODE",FF:'INPUT THE VALUE USED

FOR THE DAC,
60 OUTPUT 1920,FF:' SEND THE DATA TO THE HARDWARE,
70 REM NOW WASTE SOME TIME TO LET THE HARDWARE SETILE

TO THE CORRECT VALUE,
80 FOR 1= 1 TO 200:X=X+1:NEXT
90 ADC=INP(1922):'GET THE ADC DATA FROM THE HARDWARE.
100 PRINT "RESULTS = ";ADC



II Not long ago, PC Magazine called MDBS III ''The most complete and flexible data base
management system available for microcomputers." That's a powerful statement. But then,
MOBS III is an amazingly powerful software package. So powerful, in fact, that it lets you build

mainframe-quality application systems on your micro or mini. MOBS III is not for beginners. It's for appli
cation developers with large data bases or complex data interrelationships who want to define data base
structures in the most natural way-without resorting to redundancy or artificial constructs. It's for profes
sionals who can appreciate its extensive data security and integrity features, transaction logging, ad hoc
query and report writing capability and its ability to serve multiple simultaneous users. And if you want the
power and the glory that only the world's most advanced data management system can provide, MDBS III
is for you. For information on MOBS III and our professional consulting services, write or call Micro Data
Base Systems, Inc., MOBS/Application Development Products, 85 West Algonquin Road, Suite 400,
Arlington Heights, IL 60005. (800) 323-3629, or (312) 981 -9200. MDBS III. ABSOLUTE POWER.

Inquiry 228

WE'LLGIVE YOU
THE POWER.

YOU
TAKE THE GLORY

MOBS III is a trademark of Micro Data Base Systems. Inc.



10' AUDIO FREQUENCY ANALYZER [TUNE]
20' ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
30 '
40 CLSOUT 1923,137 DIM FL(14),CC(14),SL(14),FCL(14)
50 OUT 1921,128:0UT 1921,0:OUT 1920,255
60 '
70 ' Read the calibration data from the DATA statements.
80 '
90 FOR I= 0 TO 14
100 READ FL(I),CC(I),SL(I),FCL(I)
110 NEXTKEY OFF
120 LOCATE 12,20:INPUT "FREQUENCY = ";F
130 IF (F<30000) AND (F>8) THEN GOTO 170
140 LOCATE 2,25PRINT"BAD FREQUENCY"
150 LOCATE 12,30 PRINT"
160 GOTO 120
170 LOCATE 2,25 :PRINT"
180 '
190 ' Convert the frequency [hertz] to cap code and fine freq code.
200 '
210 1=1
220 IF F>FL(I) THEN I= I+ 1:GOTO 230 1=1-1
240 OF = INT(.5 + (F - FL(I))'SL(I) + FCL(I))
250 IF DF<O THEN OUT 1921,0:OUT 1920,255 GOTO 120
260 '
270 ' Output the codes to the VCo.
280 '
290 OUT 1920,DFOUT 1921,CC(I)II = 0
300 '
310 ' Average the data over eight iterations.
320 '
330 FOR J = 1 TO 8
340 II = II + INP(1922)
350 NEXT
360 II = 255 - 11/8
370 LOCATE 16,20 : PRINT ':ADC VALUE = ";INT(II)
380 A$ = INKEY$:IF A$< >"" THEN GOTO 120
390 GOTO 290
400 DATA 8,31,9.1667, 0
410 DATA 21,30,6.7857, 70
420 DATA 36,19,2.5294, 31
430 DATA 71, 7,2.1111 , 90
440 DATA 126,22,0.6081, 15
450 DATA 201,22,0.5960, 61
460 DATA 301,16,0.4699, 78
470 DATA 553, 6,0.1521 , 23
480 DATA 1005, 2,0.1184 , 58
490 DATA 2009, 4,0.04332, 26
500 DATA 4001, 4,0.04814,112
510 DATA 6670, 0,0.01490, 0
520 DATA 7785, 0,0.01001, 16
530 DATA 14280, 0,0.01004, 81
540 DATA 30000, 0 0.00000, 0

clones have BASIC. If you want to use
another language, then just convert
the input and output commands to

Listing 7: The TIme program.

AUDIO ANALYZER

the appropriate command in the new
language. If you are the type to tackle
a project like this, then you should

have no trouble with these examples.
J expect that you will modify these
listings to fit your situation.

Listing 6 shows the basic operation
of the hardware without any fancy
software to get in the way. It just takes
the inputs from the operator and
sends them directly to the veo. It
lacks the ability to convert a frequen
cy to the proper capacitor code and
fine-frequency value. The next ex
ample, the TIme program in listing 7,
shows the software getting a frequen
cy from the operator and converting
it to a capacitor code and fine
frequency code. The numbers in the
data statements will be different. de
pending on the capacitors you use in
the veo circuit and the adjustment of
the 5k-ohm pot on the DAe output.

After the software checks to see if
the frequency is a valid number, it
searches the table for the correct veo
range for this frequency. When the
computer has determined the range
to use, it computes the delta between
the selected frequency and the lower
frequency of the band. This delta is
then multiplied by the slope factor
and added to the lower fine-frequency
code to get the final fine-frequency
code. This is just straight-line inter
polation. The software then takes this
fine-frequency value and sends it to
the DAC. This method gives a 1 per
cent accuracy across the band. If you
have a good frequency counter and
want to get better accuracy, you can
write a program that checks all the
possible capacitor codes to select the
one that matches the selected fre
quency the closest.

There are two unused output lines
on the 8255 that could be connected
to two more capacitors. This will allow
you to provide some intermediate
values. Now the software will keep
looping around, inputting the results
and displaying the results on the
screen. When the operator hits any
key. the software will accept a new fre
quency to tune.

The Sweep program in listing 8 is
similar to the single TIme program.
This time the operator gives the start
ing frequency and the ending fre-

(continued)
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S270
S429
SCali

S99
S209
S3B9
S3B9
S109
S169
SCali
S249
SCali
SI25
S239

SCali
S279
S129
SCali
S339

S55
SI29

SCali
S45/S60

S39

S239
S199/S479

SI25
SCali
S229

S69

APPLE Macinloshllle SVSTEMS .•.•...
ALS CP/M Card

Smarterm II (80 Column Card)
AST RESEARCH INC. Multi I/O Card
DIGITAL RESEARCH CP/M Gold Card w/64K .
FOURTH DIMENSION 16K RAM Card .....

80 Column Card w/64K (lie Only)
HAVES

Micromodem lie w/SmarlCom I
Smarlmodem 300/1200.

INTERACT. STRU. PKASO Uni,ersal.
MICROSOFT Premium Softcard (lie) .

Softcard (Apple/franklin).
MICROTEK Oumpling-GX .
NOVATION

J-Cat (Aula Orig/Answer, 300 BaUd)
Apple Cal II (300 Baud)
212 Apple Cat II (1200 Baud) .
103/212 Smart Cat (1200 Baud).

ORANGE MICRO Grappler +
Buffered Grappler + (16K) .
Grappler Inlertace for ImageWriter.

PCPI Applicard 6 MHl.
RANA Elite 1/11/111 .
TRANSEND ASID

Modemcard wlSource .

"I .

FOR APPLE lillie

ASHTON· TATE dBase III/framework SCali
PRENTICE HALL VCN ExecuVision . SCali
REAL WORLD MBSI Accounting SCali
LOTUS 1·2·3/Symphony S319/SCall
MICROPRO WordSlar 2000/Pro pack. SCali
MICRORIM R:Base 4000/Clout. S2B5/SCail
MICROSOFT Multiplan S129
SAMNA Word III. S375
SATElLITE SOFTWARE WordPertecl . SCali
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING PfS:Wrile S97
CENTRAL POINT Copy II PC/PLUS. S29

RAM CHIPS
64K SET . SCali 256K SET •... SCali
DOUBLE·SIDED DISKEnES

**SKC (10 box min) ... SI2 same as 3M**
3M S30 Dysan. S31
Maxell . S30 Verbalim. S30
PRINT BUFFERS
OUADRAM Microfalel

Parallel/Parallel
16K. S139 64K ... S1B5 128K. S239
Serial/Serial, Serial/Pari. ParI/Serial
8K. S145 16K ... S155 64K S209

INTERACTIVE STRUCT. ShuffleBuffer 32K. S269
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS Microbuffer 32K. S209

--SURGE PROTECTORS
EPD/CURTIS All models.
NETWDRX Wire Tree/Wire Tree Plus ..
ULTIMA SF-600.

EMERGENCV POWER SVSTEMS
Trippli!e BC200·10 (battery incl).
Tripplite BC425-FC (425 Watts) .
SOLA ElECTRIC Mini UPS

401-781-0020

150 Broadway, Suita 2212, N.V., NV 10038

NO CHARGE fOR CREOIT CAROS
Money Order, Cashier's Ct, Personal Ck (2 Weeks To Clear)
APO Orders Add 6'll1 (minimum ST). Add 3t,b FOr Nel Terms
All Returned Non-Defective Merchandise Are Subject To
20~ ReslockingCharge.
GenTech Reserves the Right to Change Advertised PliceS

800-843-4302
SCali
SCali
SCali

S799

S329
S2B9/S299

SCali
SCali
S419
S439

· ... SCali

· S599/S749

SCali
S1799
S3529

S679
S739

SI449
· S529/S699

.. S519/S729

lVM-I22A

KG-12N/UV
420 (640x262) .

SCali Esprit II. S479
SCali ESP-6310. S559

.... S469/S489
... S849/S519
.. S519/S675

SCali
S419
S52B

ESPRIT
Espril I.
Espril III .
DUME 102/102A
103/10B (Green) .
TElEVIDEO 914/924.
950/970 .
Personal Terminal

w/ 300 Baud Modem

AMDEK
Video 300/300Al31OA S135/1 45/159
Color 300 S259 Color 500. S3B9
Color 600 S459 Color 700. S529
DVNAX forlis fCIO (13" RGB). SCali
MDNITECH 12" Green/Amber. . SBO
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX-12 S469
SR·12 (690x4BO). S609
Max·12 (12" Amber, TTl) . SI79
DUADRAM Ouadchrome. S489
Ouadchrome II. S459
ROLAND
MB-121G S135 MB·122G.. SI55
CB-14\. S269 CC·141. S559

"

NEW!! POLAROID PALETTE!!

AMDEK OXV-l00/Amplol II .
ENTER COMPUTERS
Sweel·P SCali SIX Shooler.
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
PC·595/PC·695 New!!.
DMP-40·2 S749 DMP-29
DMP-41142 S2349 DMP-51152
DT-ll Digililel (l-Button Cursor)
DT-114 Digililel (4·Button Cursor).
PANASONIC VP-6BOIA
ROLAND DXV·IOIIDXV-BOO.
STROBE Model 200/Model 260.

VISUAL 50/55/60 .
1021300
WVSE
WV·50. S519 WV·75.
WV·l00 SCali WV-300.
ZENITH
l-29. S649 l-49 SCali
lTX·1O S329 lTX·ll S389

I'

ANCHOR
Mark VI S179 Mark XII S259
HAYES
Smarlmodem 300/1200 ... SI99/SCall
Smarlmodem 1200B w/SmarlCom II. S399

NOVATION
Smarl Cal Plus 300/1200 wlMile .
PRENTICE PDPCOM CIOO/XIOO.
PROMETHEUS Promodem 1200
QUADRAM auadmode,,,.
TRANSEND PC Modem Card 1200.
VEN·TEl300/1200 Harf Card

BLUE LVNX 3278 .
DCA Irma/lrmaline/lrmaKey.
IDEAcomm 327BS1979

SCali
SCali

S359
S1299

S2079
S1779
S1129

S369
S619/S869

S2699

MANNESMANN TALLV
MT 160L S599 MT 180L S7B9
Spiril-BO S269 MT 1602 SCali
MPI Sprinter/SX (Portable. 300 cps) . SCali
NEC
P2 Pinwriter (IBO CPS. 10" Carriage). S649
P3 Pinwriter (IBO CPS. 15" Carriage) S869
OKIDATA
Ask for NEW Apple Imagewriter Compatible
Ml 92 SCali ML 93 SCali
Ml B4(P) SCali Pacemark. SCali
PANASONIC KX·PI09111093. S299/SCall
STAR MICRDNICS
Gemini lOX S249 Gemini 15X S349
Delta 15 S459 Radix 10 S499
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
B50 RD. S4B9 855 RD S759
TOSHIBA
PI340 SCali P1351 SI289

DAVONG
Uni,ersal EXlernal: 10/21 MB S1875/S2595
IOMEGA Bernoulli Box/Bernoulli Plus. SCali
MAVNARD ELECTRONICS 10/20/30 MB . SCali
PEGASUS·GREAT LAKES
10 MB Internal for IBM S959
23 MB External (w/ Controller) SCali
SVSGEN
10/20 MB wlTape Back-Up. S2295/S2B49
Image/Dic·File S799/S 1199
TAllGRASS
12 MB External w/20 MB Tape Back·Up S2399
20 MB External w/20 MB Tape Back-Up S2499
TECMAR
Remo,. Carl ridge Winchester in PC (5 MB)
10 MB w/ 5 MB Carlridge in Chassis.
XCOMP 16 MB External (for IBM, Apple.

Kaypro & Morrow Designs)
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ABATlLD-20 (18 CPS. 15" Carriage)
AMDEK 5040 (40 CPS)
BRDTHER/DVNAX
HR-15 (13 CPS, Diablo Compal.).
HR ·25/ HR ·35
CORONA Laser Prmler faster Ihan HP
DIABLO
620 API S809 630 ECSItBM.
JUKI 6100 (17 CPS. Diablo Compal.)
6300 (40 CPS, Oiablo Compat.. 3K Buf.)
NEC
2030 S659 3510 S1269
3550 SCali 8850. S1879
OLVMPIA Compacl RO/2 . S379/S419
DUADRAM Ouadjel (Ink Jel Prinler) . S759
QUME Sprint 1140/1155 S1299/S1479
Letterpro 20. SCali'
SILVER-REED EXP 500 (parallel or serial) S369
EXP 550 (p or s, 15" carriage) S449
STAR MICRONICS Power Type (IB CPS) S339
TRANSTAR Tl201T130 . S409/S569

APPLE MACINTOSH HARD DISKS NOW AVAILABLE!
CORVUS, DAVDNG & TECMAR .. _CALL FOR PRICES!

AMPEX 20 MB W/25 MB Tape Back-Up SCali
EVEREX 10 MB Inlernal for IBM S795
MITAC 10 MB Internal for IBM S699
CORVUS
Dmnidll,e (II MB)
Transporler S399 The Bank
DATA MAC Trustor 10

GenTech

SCali

SCali
SCali
SCali
SCali

SCali

SCali
SCali

SCali
SCali

SI995

CORONA PC·22 (256K. 2 DII,es) .
Portable PC-22 (256K. MS-DOS 2.0)

FUJITSU MICRO 16s (8086/l80A)
MORROW OESIGNS Prvot. MD2. M03.

M05. MOll
NEC
PC-8801A (l80A. 64K. 2 DII,es. 12" Monrtor.

WordStar. MarlMerge. Multiplan. NBASIC) S1149
APC·11t Specials w/ pllnler & Software SCali
SANVO
MBC 550-2 (8088. 12BK. 1DSDD Dri,e (320K).

WordSlar. CalcSlar. EasyWriter) SCali
MBC 555-2 (550-2 Plus I Add Dri,e.

Mailmerge. Spellstar & Infoslar) .
SEEOUA Chameleon/Plus (8088/l8D)
SWP Micro Compuler Producls
Co·Power-88 Board (8088 w/ 256K. 1MB)
for KAVPRO 2, 4. 10 & MORROW
TElEVIDED
1605 (8088, 12BK. 2 Ori,es, ODS 2.0)
TPC-II (Portable VerSion of Abo,e)
ZENITH l-151-52 (8088, 2 Dr, 32DK RAM)
lW 151-152 (I Dri,e, 10 MB Hard Disk)

IBM SVSTEM SPECIALS
256K. 2 DII,es SCali
256K. 2 Dri,es. color graphics. prinler

adaptor & PGS HX·12 monilor S2499
256K.l Dri,e & 10 MB Hard Disk S2459
TWO USER SVSTEM (incl 10 MB. Advanced
Digital PC Bd & Terminal) S3859
COLUMBIA
MPC 4220 (256K. 2 Oll,es) SCali
PROfESSIONAL (10 MB. wltape backup) . SCali
VP 2220 (Porlable w/256K) . SCali
COMPUPRO 10 (10 MB. Multi-user) SCali
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ADVANCED DIGITAL Multi User Bd (B086) SCali
AST RESEARCH INC.
ADVANTAGE!! (Multi fIn Bd for AT) SCali
MEGA PLUS II (64K. Ser & Clk) S279
SIX PACK PLUS (64K, Ser/Par. Clk) S259
MONO GRAPH PLUS Card SCali

QUAD RAM
EXPANDED DUADBOARD (S, p. Clock. Game)
64K S259 3B4K. S429
DUAD 512+ (Ser"l PorI. MaXimum 512K)
64K S229 256K S349
OUADCOLDR I (Video Board) SI99

HERCULES Graphics Board (720x384) S339
Color Card (RGB, CompoSite, Parallel) S169
INTEl 8087/80287 Malh Co-Processor SCali
KEVTRONIC Deluxe IBM Keyboard (5151). S199
MA SVSTEMS PC Peacock (RGB & CompoSite.

Parallel PorI) S209
MICROLDG Baby Blue II (l80B, 64K, Parallel &

Sellal Ports, Clock/Calendar) S529
ORCHID PC Turbo (BOIB6 CPU, 8 MH1) SCali
PANASONIC JA 551-2 (DSOD Thlnline Drive) S149
PARADISE SVSTEMS Multi-Display Card S299
Modular Graphics Card S2B5

Module A/B SCali
PLANTRONICS ColorPlus SCali
STB SVSTEMS Graphix Plus II S319

Super Rio w/64K S289
TANDON TM 100-2 (DSDD Disk Ori,e) S179
TEAC fD-55B (DSDD Thinline Dri,e) SI59
TECMAR Graphics Masler (640x400 RGB) S4B9

The Caplain (w/ OK) . S239
1st Mate (w/ OK). S219

TSENG LABS Ultra Pak S4B9

••
•
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Inquiry 74

Now used by Aerospace
Industry, TV Networks,
Law Firms, Consultants,
Research Labs,
Academia ...

At last!

At last, WordStar and other word proc
essing programs can now be perfected
thanks to MagicPrint™, MagiclndexTM,
and MagicBind™ from CES, the leader in
precision software.

True proportional spacing, footnoting,
multiple line heading/footing, file merg
ing, indexing of legal citations, 3-tray
sheet feeder control-MagicSeries™
provides over 70 features that will
enhance the quality of your documents
and improve your professional image.

More and more reviewers and users
discern the superior quality and perfor
mance of MagicSeries:

"I, for one, wouldn't want to do without it."
(Creative Computing, June/83)

"MagicBind supersedes MaiIMerge."
(Mlcrosystems, March/84)

"If you're fussy about print quality, and if
you want the best possible output from
your [computer] system, there is nothing
to compare with Magiclndex."

(PC, October 30/84)

"A set-up of WordStar and Magiclndex is,
I think, the ultimate in word processing."

(Pennsylvania law firm)

"Thanks to MagicBind, the 'missing link'
in my system [IBM PC] has been found.
With so many things in the world which
don't work, it's marvelous to find a prod
uct that does what you expect-and
even more." (Network TV news producer)

Yes, we run into many users who have
spent much time (and money and frustra
tion) tyring out every program offering
proportional spacing or footnoting only to
find the results unsatisfactory-until, that
is, they try MagicSeries.

For dealers, MagicSeries will serve as
an effective sales tool and help build a
satisfied customer base.

The cost for all three packages is only
$295! You will save this amount in paper
alone, because proportional spacing puts
up to 20% more words on a page. But.the
real pay-offs are in (1) increased ease of
operation, (2) savings in time and money
through efficiency, and (3) a much im
proved professional and corporate image
through typeset quality documents.

For more information, call or write:

Icesl
Computer EdiType Systems
509 Cathedral Parkway Suite IDA

New York. NY. 10025

/2121222-8148
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AUDIO ANALYZER

Listing 8: The Sweep program.

10 ' AUDIO FREQUENCY ANALYZER [SWEEP]
20 ' ---------------------------------------------------------
30 ' This system will sweep through a frequency range and
40 ' display the responce to each frequency.
50 '
60 CLS:OUT 1923,137:DIM FL(14),CC(14) ,SL(14) ,FCL(14)
70 PRINT PRINT" AUDIO FREQUENCY ANALYZER"
80 '
90 ' Output the pulse to start the ADC conversion.
100 ' Also, park the VCO at the lowest frequency.
110 '
120 OUT 1921,128:0UT 1921,31:0UT 1920,0
130 '
140 ' READ THE CALIBRATION DATA FROM THE DATA STATEMENTS.
150 '
160 FOR 1= 0 TO 14
170 READ FL(I),CC(I),SL(I),FCL(I)
180 NEXT
190 KEY OFF IX = 5
200 '
210 ' Input the lower and upper bounds of the range to sweep.
220 '
230 LOCATE 10,15 INPUT "FREQ LOW = ";FL
240 LOCATE 12,15 INPUT "FREQ HIGH = ";FH
250 FD = (FH - FL)/72
260 CLS
270 IF (FD>O) AND (FH < 30000) AND (FL>8) THEN GOTO 330
280 CLS LOCATE 3,30PRINT"BAD FREQUENCY LIMITS"
290 GOTO 230
300 '
310 ' Print the axis on the screen.
320 '
330 FOR I = 1 TO 22:PRINT "- "NEXT PRINT "";
340 FOR I = FL + FD*3 TO FH STEP FD*6:PRINT USING" #####";I;:NEXT
350 FOR F = FL TO FH STEP FD
360 '
370 ' CONVERT THE FREQUENCY (F] FROM HERTZ TO CAPACITOR CODE AND
380 ' FINE FREQUENCY CODE.
390 '
400 1=1
410 IF F>FL(I) THEN I = I + 1:GOTO 410
420 1=1-1
430 OF = INT(.5 + (F + FL(I) )*SL(I) + FCL(I) )
440 '
450 ' If an incorrect code appears, then abort the run and start over.
460 '
470 IF DF< 0 THEN OUT 1921,0:OUT 1920,255:GOTO 230
480 OUT 1920,DFout 1921,CC(I):11 = 0
490 '
500' Delay to let the stereo settle to its response.
510 '
520 FOR T = 1 TO 501 = I + 1:NEXT
530 IF F = FL THEN FOR I = - TO 300: T = T + 3: NEXT
540 '
550 ' Take eight samples and average.
560 '
570 FOR I = 1 TO 8
580 II = II + INP(1922)
590 NEXT
600 II = 11/8

(continued)
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Order Today, Shipped Tomorrow!
For fastest delivery, send cashiers check,
money order. or order by credit card Per
sonal checks, allow 18 days to clear.
California residents, add 8% sales tax.
Hours: Mon.-Fri 8:00 Lrn.-8:oo p.rn. PST

Sat. 9:00 Lrn.-l:oo p.rn. PST

10 BiUGurutee
If you are not completely
satisfiedwithyourpurchase,
you may return it within 30
days for a full refund, in
cluding the cost to send it
back. If you can get any of
our competitors to give you
the same guarantee, buy
both and return the oneyou
don't like.

4809 Calle Alto
Camarillo. CA 93010

London (01) 223-4589
Paris (01) 321-5318
Sydney (02) 579-3322

______________ 1

I
I
I
I
I
I (800) 821·4479
I ToU Free Outside California

I (805) 987·9741
I IMide California

I QUBIE'

QubIe' .... beea a pIG.... in
marketing quality products, pr0vid
ing...nee to back them up and
offeriIIg them at low prices. You
don't supply ccmpanieB like IBM,
EDon, GeneralMotors and Lock
heed unless you have first-rate
products and service. Join the tens
of thousands of c:aporaIicms, insti
tations and PC 0WI1S8 who have
came to Qubie' for eahaIIoemerat
prodacts

Good ....... at..... with aD
swerbag your queetkm8 before
and aft. you buy. It ccmtinu.
with .ame or next day shipment of
your order. Since we only tJella
few selected produeu. we have
the infomuItton and inveIdory to
help you fat.

We...,..,repatn Ia our owa
.....~wl!dD48
houn.lIbauId you~ need...
vb c:IIIdDg the 0118 ye8l' W8lilDt,
period.

Our pdae Is .... whole prIae.
AD pte. indIIde UPS IIIIface
clIa'v-lIId..... In alllrrJ'?
Two day UPS ..HrIbtI8 ja8t IS.

c:.p...la_................
......_b'9dume~
ptae~

InqllIry 29'

ThtDldlig of buylag a mUtI
faactloll bo...d? You owe It to
yoaneU to cbeck out tIae
BTIPhuI.
There'. a ... eatraat bato the
IBM PC mllltllaactloll bo...d
muket and we are proud to be
the first company to sen their
products. Basic Time's BT8Plus is
a functional equivalent to AS'l"s
SixPakPius™ and Quac:lram's
Quadboard™, but at a fraction of
the price.
BTIPhuI Is made with scrupu
10_ aUe...101l to quality aDd
detd Basic Time ruN aU their
boards through a battery of tests
throughout the production pro
ceo with aU options installed.
TIu. insur. that if you buy a 84IC
board today, it will function nor
maUy when you upgrade it lat••
......1118 c:on.- with :ma11ClIY
lOCkets for IlddiDg up to 3841t
p8I'8Ilel paint. part,~
oommunications pad (RHSaC).
electronlc disk emulation and pm.
t. spooling IOftware. ancl cable
IIIOIIDting bncket. AU fundIoII8 ..
lilly IBM compIIIbIe Oar price.
1188.00. Inc:1Iact. a one .,.. 'ftr
nnty. 84IC :ma11ClIY, IMtded and
teIted, • available far..An
optional game pad far sao.
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Other daisy wheel printers still make you choose.

Inquiry 139

interfaces for easy instaUation, and
friction, tractor and cut sheet feeders
to handle aU your office forms. All
these great features also are available
in the DaisyMax 320, offering print
speeds up to 48 cps.

And of course both printers feature
rugged reliability-a hallmark of
Fujitsu products earned from over 30
years as a technology leader and equip
ment supplier to companies worldwide.
Reliability backed by TRW service
nationwide.

Contact your nearest distributor for
your local dealer.

••

At 80 characters per second, the D· M 320T"& 830T

"

DaisyMax 830 is one of the fastest alSY ax
letter-quality, daisy wheel printers
you can buy.

And that means you no longer have
to sacrifice image quality to increase
productivity!

Speed and superb quality are but
two of a long list of benefits you get
with the DaisyMax 830.

Multiple users can share the
DaisyMax 830 since it is designed for
heavy volume word processing envi
ronments. Plus, you get standard



Authorized
Fujitsu

Distributors
Algoram Computer Products (415) 969
4533, (714) 535-3630, (206) 453-1136, (916)
481-3466; Allen Edwards Associates
Inc. (213) 328-9770; Four Comers Tech
nology (602) 998-4440, (505) 345-5651;
Gentry Associates Inc. (305) 859-7450,
(305) 791-8405, (813) 886-0720, (404) 998
2828, (504) 367-3975, (205) 534-9771,
(919) 227-3639, (803) 772-6786, (901) 683
8072, (615) 584-0281; Inland Associates,
Inc. (913) 764-7977, (612) 343-3123, (314)
391-6901; Logon Inc. (201) 646-9222,
(212) 594-8202, (516) 487-4949; Lowry
Computer Products, Inc. (313) 229-7200,
(216) 398-9200, (614) 451-7494, (513) 435
7684, (616) 363-9839, (412) 922-5110,
(502) 561-5629; MESA Technology Corp.
(215) 644-3100, (301) 948-4350, (804) 872
0974; NACO Electronics Corp. (315)
699-2651, (518) 899-6246, (716) 223-4490;
Peak Distributors, Inc. (An affiliate
of Dytec/Central) (312) 394-3380, (414)
784-9686, (317) 247-1316, (319) 363-9377;
R2 Distributing, Inc. (801) 595-0631;
R2 Distributing of Colorado, Inc. (303)
455-5360; Robec Distributors (215) 368
9300, (216) 757-0727, (703) 471-0995;
S&S Electronics (617) 458-4100, (802)
658-0000, (203) 878-6800, (800) 243-2776;
The Computer Center (907) 456-2281,
(907) 561-2134, (907) 789-5411; USDATA
(214) 680-9700, (512) 454-3579, (713) 681
0200, (918) 622-8740. In Canada, Micos
Computer Systems, Inc. (416) 624-0320,
(613) 230-4290, (514) 332-1930, (204) 943
3813; SGV Marketing, Inc. (416) 673
2323, (1-800) 387-3860 (outside Ontario);
Systerm Inc. (514) 332-5581.

Additional Ribbon Distributors
Altel Data (403) 259-7814; EKM Associ
ates, Inc. (416) 497-0605; Metropolitan
Ribbon & Carbon (703) 451-9072, (800)
368-4041; The Very Last Word (415) 552
0900, (800) 652-1532 CA, (800) 227-3993
USA. In Canada, Tri-Media, Inc. (514)
731-6815.

Fujitsu Printers
Maximum Quality. Maximum Value.

FUJITSU

Inquiry 140

AUDIO ANALYZER

610 '
620 ' Convert the data to a range at 1 to 22 tor the screen.
630 '
640 1= INT(22 - (255 -11)/4
650 X$="+"
660 '
670 ' Check tor out·ot·range conditions
680 '
690 IF 1<1 THEN 1=1 :X$="-"
700 IF 1>22 THEN 1=22 :X$="#"
710 '
720 ' Place the mark on the screen.
730 '
740 LOCATE I,IX: PRINT X$;
750 IX=IX+ 1
760 NEXT
770 OUT 1921,31:0UT 1920,0
780 LOCATE 23,1'END
790 ' -- -.
800 ' . CALIBRATION DATA·
810' ..
820 ' FREQ LOW, CAP CODE, SLOPE, FINE FREQ LOW
830 '
840 DATA 8,31,9.1667, 0
850 DATA 21, 30, 6.7857, 70
860 DATA 36, 19, 2.5294, 31
870 DATA 71, 7, 2.1111 , 90
880 DATA 126, 22, 0.6081, 15
890 DATA 201, 22, 0.5960, 61
900 DATA 301, 16, 0.4699, 78
910 DATA 553, 6, 0.1521, 23
920 DATA 1005, 2, 0.1184, 58
930 DATA 2009, 4, 0.04332, 26
940 DATA 4001, 4, 0.04814, 112
950 DATA 6670, 0, 0.01490, 0
960 DATA 7785, 0, 0.01001, 16
970 DATA 14280, 0, 0.01004, 81
980 DATA 30000, 0, 0.00000, 0
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Figure II: Frequency response with all controls even.
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AUDIO ANALYZER
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quency. The software then sweeps
through this range and records the
results. These results are shown on
the screen as a graph with the fre
quency across the bottom and the
computed value of the input up the
side. There are no units for the ver
tical axis. it is just the relative power
of the signal. The character "~,, means
that the signal went off the top of the
chart. The character "#" means the
signal went off the bottom of the
chart.

Figure 12: Frequency response witfJ full bass on.

Figure 14: Frequency response witfJ full bass off.

Figure 13: Frequency response witfJ loudness filter on.

CONCWSIONS
You can use this system to test audio
filters. graphics equalizers. or musical
instrument amplifiers. You can also
use the output section alone as an
audio-frequency generator or the in
put section with a microphone to
monitor for a rapid change in sound
or for an upper limit on the sound.
Finally the I/O section can be adapted
to many other projects besides the
one I described. _

SAMPLE RESULTS
I placed the microphone on a pillow
to reduce noise. I connected the sys
tem to the right-channel Aux input of
the stereo and set all the tone con
trols to the middle position; I set all
the filter switches (loudness. high. and
low) off. The most dramatic change
happened in the lower frequencies. so
I ran the Sweep program with limits
of 20 to 1500 Hz. Figure II shows the
results of this test. There was a peak
at 200 Hz and at 500 Hz. Next. I
turned the bass control full on. which
gave the results shown in figure 12.
Between JOO and 575 Hz the re
sponse went off the top of the scale.
Above 800 Hz the two curves are
similar. I then set the bass back to
even and switched on the loudness
filter. Figure 13 shows a boost in the
frequencies below 500 Hz. The last
test was to turn the loudness filter off
and turn the bass control off. The
results are shown in figure 14; they
show that there was a small hump
around 500 Hz. With some more fid
dling with the controls. I reduced the
hump and then adjusted the upper
half of the spectrum.
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viduals who want to own and operate a MicroAge
sales organization.

Join The Leader
.. .and be a Leader!
MicroAge is the computer solution leader. Through
out the United States and Canada, businesspeople
rely on MicroAge for advice, leading products, and
service when computerizing their companies.

But remaining the leader takes talented profession
als who are willing to invest in their own community.
People who are willing to assume a leadership
position. That's why MicroAge is meeting with indi-

Owning a MicroAge franchise is more than running
a store. We sell multi-user systems, local area net
works and telephone systems ...along with per
sonal computers. We provide service, installation
and training for our customers.

If you would like to develop a long-term relation
ship serving the businesses in your area, let's talk
business! Call or write:

MicroAge®
COMPUTer STores

"The Solution Store"®

1457 West Alameda. Tempe, AZ 85282
1-800-245-4683

In Arizona or outside the continental U.s. call (602) 968-3168

"The Leader In Multi-User Technology"

Inquiry 226 JANUARY 1985 • BY T E 251



7400 74FOO NEW 74ALSOO -~ Digitalker'·

74HC High Speed CMOS
74HCoo " 59 74HC139 16 1D5 74HC245 20 259
74HC02 " 59 74HCI47 16 1.29 741tG251 16 99
74HC03 " 89 74HC151 16 99 741tC253 16 109
74HC04 " 59 74HC153 16 log 741tC257 16 89
74HCU04 " 69 74HCl54 " 2.65 741tC259 16 169
74HC08 " 59 74HC157 16 99 74HC266 " 89
74HC10 " 59 741tG158 16 99 74HC273 20 279
74HC11 14 69 74HCI60 16 139 74HC280 " 459
?41tC14 " 89 74HC161 16 139 74HC299 20 559
74HC2O " 59 741tC162 16 1.39 74HC366 16 259
74HC27 " 59 74HCI63 16 139 74HC367 16 2.59
74HCJO " 69 74HCI64 14 135 74HC373 20 269
74HC32 " 79 74HC165 16 215 74HC374 20 2.69
74HC42 16 '09 74HCI66 16 249 74HC390 16 159
74HC51 " 89 74HCI73 16 129 74HC393 " 1.59
74HC58 " 89 74HC174 16 109 74HC5J3 20 269
74HClJ " 79 74HC175 16 ,og 74HC534 20 269
74HC74 " 79 74HCI90 16 159 74HC595 16 319
74HC75 16 99 74HC191 16 159 74HC688 20 359
74Hf,76 16 79 74HC192 16 '49 74HC4024 " 175
74HC85 16 169 74HC193 16 14' 74HC4040 16 149
74HCBC " 75 74HC194 16 '" 74HC4060 16 149
74HC107 " 79 74HC195 16 1.19 74HC4075 " 59
74HC109 16 79 74HC221 16 295 74HC4078 11 59
74HC112 16 79 74HC237 16 149 74HC4511 16 195
74HC123 16 229 74HC240 20 229 74HC451421 'I'74HC125 14 175 74HC241 ~ 229 74HC4538 16 259
74HC132 " '29 74HC242 " 215 74HC4543 16 375
74HC137 16 159 74HC243 " 215 74HCUQ4,sunbuNered
74HC138 16 119 74HC244 20 2.29 All olners are ou1!ereo

74COO " 29 74C240 20 195
74Cll2 " 35

74C107 " 79
74C244 ro 195

74C1J4 " 35 74C373 20 229
74C08 " 35 74C151 16 219 74C374 20 229
74ClO " 35 74C154 " 325 74C9(JI " 59
74C14 " 59 74C157 16 175 74<:902 " 79
74C2O " 35 74Cl60 16 119 74C903 " 59
74C3O " 35 74C161 16 '19 74C906 14 59
74C32 " 39 74<:162 16 119 74C907 " B9
74C42 16 '" 74Cl63 16 119 74C911 28 895
74C48 16 179 74CI64 " '29 74C912 28 8.95
74C73 " 69 74CI1>5 16 '29 74C915 " 119
74C74 " 59 74C173 16 89 74C917 28 895
74C85 16 139 74C174 16 '" 74C922 " 449
74C86 " 29 74C175 16 119 74C923 ro 495
74C89 16 595 74C192 " 139 74C925 16 595
74C90 " '09 74C193 16 139 74C926 " 5.95
74C93 " '09 74C195 16 129 8OC95 16 69
74C95 " 119 74C221 16 1.75 8OC97 16 69

'l071CP · 79
lM747N 69fl072CP • ,og

flO74CN " 1.95 lM748N 59
Tl081CP • 59 LF355N • '09 Ul\76OHC 995
TL062CP • 119 lF356N • '09 lM1456V 8 '"Tl084CN " 195 lM358N • 59 lMI458CN , 59
LM109K 595 LM359N " 179 lM1488N " 69
lM301CN , 39 lM370N " 495 lM1489N " 69lM302H 249
lM3041t 195 lM373N " "5 lM1496N " 99
LMJOSH 99 lM377N " lOS lMl60SCK 995
LM307CN 49 LM3110CN 8 ,og lM1800N 16 2.49
LM308CN 69 LM380N " 89 lMI871N " 2.95
LM309K 125 LM381N " 179 lMI872N " 325
lM310CN 195 LM382N " 149 lM1877N914 295Lt,1311CN 59
LM312H 279 lM384N " 195 lMl889N " lOS
LM3171 '" lM386N-3 8 89 lM1896N " 159
LM317K 349 lM387N • 139 lM2oo21 195
LM318CN 159 lM389N " 119 IJ..N2oo3A 16 149
LM319N 149 lM391N-80 16 '" XR2206 16 395
LM3201(.5 135 lM392N 8 59 XR2207 " 249LM3201(.12 135
lM3201(..15 135 lM393N 8 45 XR2206 16 179
LM3201(.24 135 lF398N , 395 XR2211 " 295
LM320J.5 85 lM399H 595 lM2877P 195
LM370J.12 S; lF412CN 8 195 lM2878P 2.95
LM3201-15 85 fl494C/l' 16 27' t.M290IN " 79
LM3201-24 B5 ll496CP 8 159 LM2902N " 89lM322N " 149
LM323K 495 NE531V , 179 LM2907N " 249
LM324N " 59 NE544N " \.95 LM2917N 8 195
LM3290l 65 NE550A " 195 lM3900N " 59
lM331N 395 NE555V 8 35 LM~905CN 8 119
lM334l '19 XF\.-L555 8 69 lM3909N , 89
LM3351 129 lM5S6N 14 79 LM3914N " 239LM336l 109
LM337MP 115 NE558N 16 159 LM3915N " 239
lM33/f 189 NE564N 16 195 LM3916N " 2,39
LM338K 695 lM565N " 99 RC41}6N " 1.25
lM33gN " 69 LM566CN • 149 RC4151NB 8 195
lM34~5 135 LM567V , 99 RC4195lK 595
lM3401(..12 135 NE57(fl 16 295 lM4250CN 8 '49LM3401(..15 135
LM3401(.24 135 NE571N 16 249 lM4500A 16 295
LM340T-5 75 NE592N " '" NE5532 • 169
LM340J.12 75 lM70n • 149 NE5534 , 1.39
lM340T-15 75 lM710N " 69 79MOSAH '29
LM34OT·24 75 lM711N " 79 1Cl8038B " 395
lF347N '49 lM723N " 49 lMl3080N 8 119LM348N 89
lM35Q1( '79

lM733N " 89 lMl3600N 16 119
LF351N 59 LM739N " 195 76477 28 395
lF353N 89 lM741CN • 39 MOAEAVAlLA8lE

30003 1982 Nat. linear Data Book 11952 P!lS) . $11.95

011050 - Applications: Teaching aids.
appliances, clocks, automotive, telecommunica·
tions, language translations, etc.
The DT10SO is a standard D1GITALKEA kit encoded with 137 separate
and useful words, 2 lones, and 5 dilterent silence durations. The
wordS and lones have been assigned discrete addresses, making it
pOSSible to outpul single words or words concatenated inlo phrases
or even sentences. The "voice" output of the DT1050 is a highly in·
lelligible male voice. Female and children's voices can be synthesiz·
ed. The vocabulary is chosen so lhat it is applicable 10 many pro·
ducts and markets
The DT10SO conslSIS of a Speech Processor Chip, MM54104 (40·pin)
and two (2) Speech ROMs MM52164SSRl and MM52164SSA2(24·pin)
along with a Masler Word list and a recommended schematic
diagram on Ihe application sheel,

DTlD50 Dignalker™ 534.95 ea.
MM54104 Processor Chip. 514.95 ea.
DTl057 - ElCpands the DTlOSO vocabulary tram 137 to over 260
words. Includes 2 ROMs and specs.
Part No. DTl057 .524.95 ea.

ParlHo Pril;e

70451PI 28 CM05 Prec'Slon Timer 1495
7045EV/KII 28 51opwalcnCnlp,XTl(EvaluatlooMI 1995
71Q6CPl 40 3'1, Digit AID (lCD Dnvel 1049
FE02030 3'i, Digit LCD O,splaylOi 7106&-7116 1495
7106EV/Klt 40 IC,ClfcUllBo<:Ho,[)jsplay (Evaluat'OI1 KIl) 4695
7107CPl 40 3'1, Digit AID (lED Drivel 10.95
7107EV/KII 40 ICCIiCullBoalo,DrsplayIEvaluallonKil) 46.95
7116CPl 40 3'1,DlgltA/DlCDOlsHlO 1095
72011U5 low Baltery Voll IndicaTor 225
72051PG 24 CM05lED510pwalcn/Tuner 1495
7205EV1KIl 24 5topwalchCnlp, XTl (EvaluatIOl1!i.Jt) 1695
72Q6CJPE 16 Tone Generator "5
7206CEV/KII 16 ToneGeneratorCnlp,XllIEvaiualI011Kl1) 795
7207AIPO 14 OscllialorConlroller 5.95
7207AEV/I<II 14 FreqCounlerCnlp,XTl(EvaluallooKitj 849
72151PG 24 4 Fun~ CM055lopwalcnCKl 1695
7215EV1KIt 24 4 Func 5topwatcnCnlp, XTllEvaiuatlooK,tl 1949
7216A1J1 28 80lgitUmv CouolelC A 3149
721601PI 28 80,gllFreqCoonlerCC 2149
7217IJI 28 4 Digil LEDUpl00wn Counter C A 1095
7217AIPI 28 4 OIgl1lEDUp/Oown CounterC C 995
72241PL 40 lC04'ilOlgilUpCounlerORI 1095
1226AEV/KII 40 5 Function Counter Chip Xfl IEvalual,ooMj 9995

130009 19831NTERSIl Data Book (1356D.\ ' .. $9.951

19'
89

149
249
249

129-81995
195-811395
139-8110%
1.69-8/1349

'"4.95
395
195
395
495
795
895
495
649
475
5.49

37.95
39!15
3495
3795
395
225
595
595
2%
29;
395
225

HeJderPlu!JSIGold)
I'II1N, I·g \0·99 100'l1li
\4p,nHP 65 59 55
16p<nHP 69 65 59
24pmHP 11599 89

Header Covers
15 13 12
19 17 IS
29 25 22

PIII$ F_bM

al!OO2-lnput~NDGale

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7 4
745475
745476
745478
745570
145571
745577
745573
82523
82S115
82S12J
82S126
82S12'1
825130
825185
825191
OM875181N
DM875184N
DM875185N
DM875191N

2\01
2102
2102-2l
2111
211?
21'IN
2114N-l
2114N-2
1114N2l
2147HN
2148HN
TM54045
IM540l4?-45
5101
MM5257
HM6116P-2
HM61161P-2
HM6TI6P-3
HM6116LP-3
HM6116P·4
HM61161P4
HM6264p·12
HM6264lP-12
HM6264P-15
HM6264lP-15
27LSOO
7489
74C9?1
74C930
745189
745289
82S10
82S25

1103
'~7
4116N-2
4116N-3
4116N4
4164N-I50
4164N-2OO
MM5261
MM5262
MM5270
MM5280
MM5298-3
41256

----STATIC RAMS ----
22 256x4 (4500s) 8101
t6 1024xl (35005)
16 T024xl (2500s) LP (91L02i
18256.4 (45Or1s) 8111
16 256~4 (45Oos) MDS
18 1024x4 (45Oos)
18 1024x4 (45O!ls)lP
18 1024x4 (2000s)
18 1024x4 (200nsllP
1841196xl (7Onsi
18 1024x4 (7Onsl
181024x4 145Oos)
20 1024x4 (45O!ls)
22 256x4 {450ns)CM05
\841196xl 145Oos) 4044
24 2048x8 112Ons)CM05
24 2048x8 IT2Ons) lP CM05
24 2048x8 IISOnsiCMOS
24 2048x8 1150nsllPCM05
24 2048x8 12OOnsiCM05
N 2048x8 12OOns) LP CM05
28 8192x8 112QnsiCMOS
28 8192x8 (l2Ons) lP CM05

~ m~~~ ll~~l f~?M05
16 2~xl 18Ons)LP
1616x4 (5(KIsIJ101
IB 256x4 1250ns1CM05
IB 1024xl t25OnsICMOS 16518)
16 16~4 l35osl93405
16 16~4 135os) 3101
161024x1 l5Oos)OC(93415i
1616x4 (SOr!sIOC(745289)

---- PROMS/EPROMS ----
2' 256x8 11,61 395
24 1024x8 (450051 395
2' 1024~8 (550n5) 5M00246 349
21 2048x8 145OnSI7716 4.95
2' 4096x8 145Ons) ~MC2532 549
288192x8 {45Onsi 1095
2421J48x8 1450nsl3vollage 795

~: ~g:~:~ tug'SS) 1~§~
242048x8 r350nsl 549
242048x8 1550nSI 3.75
24 4096x8 1450nsl 495
244096x8 1200nSI 1095
2440Y6x8 12oons)2\V 1149
244096x8 125Oos)2lV 719
244096x8 1450ns\2lV 649
24 4096~8 1300ns: 21V {CMOS) 22%
28 8192~8 1200nsl 2tV 1495
28 8192x8 12SOns)2lV 719
28 8192x8 145Qr1s12lV 649
28 8192x8 CM0521V 2295
248192x8145Ons121V 2495
28 16.384~8 1250nsl 1281< Eurom 21V 2195
28 32,768x8 125OnsI256KEprom (14V) 9995
16 32x8 PROMOC (6330·1) 175
16 256x4 PROM 1516301-1) 179
16 32x8 PROM 15.16331-1) 179
16 256x4 PROMOC 16300-1) 195

20 256x8 PROM f5 16309-1) 49~ t~F,::"1n.~I!!lmlllh~Ff4lt' I20 512xB PROM 15 (6349-1) 495
ZO 512x8 PROMOC 163481 495
2' 512x8 PROM 15 (OM87S296N1 495
24 512x8 Pl10MOC 16340) 495
18 1024x4 PROM 15 6,95
24 1024x8 P!10M 15 9,95
16 512x4 mOMOC 163051 295
16 512x4 PRQM15163(6) 2.95
18 1024x4 mOMOC 16352) 495
t8 1024x4 PROM T5 (825137) 495
16 32x8 PROMOC 127518) 2.95

~~ ~~~88 ~~~ ~ll~~~l~l ~.~~
\6 256~4 mOM DC (2752Oi 295
16 256x4 mOM 15 127521) 295

:~ ~~8~4 ~g~?~1~2l~2~:Jall ~§~
242048x818Onsl 1495
24 1024x8 PROM 15 182518Ti 995

:: ~g:~~: ~g~ ?~ (~~~11\~l ~ ~~
24 2048x8 PROMfS 18251911 14951 -.,

----OA\TiTA~;:A~:C~~M;Il!210~N;!;-;;;;---;;J;iOCl0 ~ T5Vto 9V 2.95

~~~gj ~ :~8 ~~~~~ :11i~5l~1 1:~~
ADC0804 20 AIOCOI1VCl1erlllSB) 349
ADC0808 28 AIOConvwl8-CMnnelAnalog 995
ADC0809 28 8·BltAID 449
AOC0816 10 8B,tAlD 1495
ADC0817 10 8·81tAlO 949
!lIlW806 168-B'101A 195
1lo\C0807 168-B,tDIA 149
0I\C0608 16 a·B'IDIA 225
0AC0630 20 8·B,tUpDIAConvI05';'tlln) 595

~~~ ~ ~~g,~gl~I~~:c;~~~d (005%) j~~
!lAClOO8 20 100Blt OIA Con~ Micro, Comp 1O 20%) 6_95
!lACI020 16 10-BltDIAConvI005%llnl 795
0I\C1022 16 10·B'lDIACofll'1020%l,n.) 595
0I\C1222 lB 12·BltDIACOI1v(02<Y+tl,n) 695
0I\C123O 20 12-BI1UpDIAConv(05%lm) 1495
0I\C1231 211 12·B,1UpD.'ACoov (lO%lml T395
n·5·1013A 10 JOll.8iudUAAT(11lI6021 395

~::p ...
1G.ldJ l...1#3
I'IrtND. I·g 10·99 Il)hp
8p,nWW 55 49 45

IOpmWN 69 65 59
14p'fiWW 75 69 65
16pmWN 79 72 65
18p<nWW 95 85 75
20pmWNl19 109 95
22pmWWI29 119 lOS
24pmWW135 119 109
28plnWW169 155 139
36pmWW189 179 169
40plnWW2.29 195 1.79 I

•Saldertail IGold) SlJndud
1'I11N1. 1-9 10-99 IOO·~

8p,nSG 39 35 29
14plnSG 49 45 39
16 p,n5G 55 49 45
18pmSG 65 59 51
20pinSG 75 65 59
22pmSG 79 69 65
24plfiSG 79 69 65
28 pm SG 95 85 75
36 pm 50 125 1.15 99
40 ~m SG 139 1.25 1 15

PIIU FIlIIl;\ItII

Quad 2-lopul too\ND Gale
DIJad 2·lnpul NOR Gale
He,lm~l1eJ

Quad 2·lnput AND Gale
Triple 3·lnput WINO Gatl'
Quad 2·lnpul OR Gat~

Dual 0 FI,p-Flop
Ouad Exc!uslveOR Gate
D~I

PlrlNl
74FOO
74F02
74F04
74Hla
74Fl0
74F3J
74F74
74F86
74Fl09
74Fl38
74F157
74Fl58
74F193
74F240
74F244
74F257
74F373
74F3?4

---MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS ---
Plll1 NI PIllS hn~litn Price
D765/lC 40 Floppy Disk Conlloll~r 1995
03242 28 Addr Multlple.er& RetresnCounter 795
TM55501 40 5ynchlQ<1ouSUalalnterh:e(SJRCI 1495

--l80. l80A. l808. l8000 SERIES --
lao 40 CPU IMK3880NI 178OC) 2MHz
l80-CTC 28 Counterllmer CirCUli
lBO-OARl 40 Dual ASVflchrQ<1Ous RecfTlans
lllO-OMA 40 Ol'ecl Memory Acccss CIrWlt
l80·PIO 40 PJrallel 110 Interlace C00lloller
l80-51010 40 SellailiO ITxC8 and R~CB (l(l(l(1ed)
l80·51011 40 Serial 110 fLacks OlRBj
l80-51012 40 Se,,~IIIO flacks 5YNCS)
l80-51019 4lJ Se"aIIIQ
laoA 40 CPUfMK388ON-4)(fBOC-114MHl
l80A-CTC 28 Coumer TimerCl'cul1
lSOA·OART 400uaiAsyncnrOl1ousRecfTrans
lBOA-DMA 40 Dlrecl Memory Access CirCUlI
l80APlO 40 PJraliel IIOln!er1ace Coolrollel
ZBOA-Sl01D 40 ~r~IIIO (TxCB an~ R~Cfl (l(l(lded)
lBOA-5101T '0 Serial 110 (lacks DIR81
l80A 51012 40 Ser,~IIIO (lacks 5YNCB)
lBOA-510/9 40 Se"aIIIO
lBOll 40 CPU IMK3880N 61 GMHl
lBOll-CTC 28 Counl~f limer CirCUli
lWB-OART 40 Dual AsynclllQ<10US Rec.fTrans
lBOllPl0 40 Parallel 110 Inter1ace CooHoIler
l800lH 411 CPU$egmenied 110MHl)
l8002B 40 CPUNOI1-Segmented 110MHr)

---6500/6800/68000 SERIES---
6502 '0 MPUwltnClock 11MHzI 495
6502A 40 MPUw'U,Clock (2MHz) 649
6502B 40 MPUw,t11 Clock (3MHz) 895
6520 40 ~r1pherallnTerAdapler 395
6522 40 ~rlpnefdllnlel.Adapter 549
6551 28 AsyncComm Interlace Adapter 1095
6800 '0 MPU 295
6802CP 40 Mf'UwllnClockandRAM 7.95
6809 40 CPU - 8·Blt(Dn·Cn,pOsclllatori 895
6809E 10 CI'IJ-8·8It(EuernaICloc~lng) 995
&8B09f 40 CPlJ -8·8Jt(EKl C1ocklOgl2MHz 1495
&8810 24 128x8 $taiIC RAM (2MHll 595
6821 40 l'erlpMrallnlel AdaptlMC6820j 295
68821 40 ~llpnerallnlertaceAdaplel (2MHI) ~95

6845 10 CRTContloller(CRTCI 1495
68845 40 CRTCOI1t1ollerfCRTCI2f1lHz 1995
6850 24 I\syocnrOl1ousComm Adapter 395
6860 24 o600lJps Digital MODEM 795
68OOOl8 64 MPIJ 1681t(8MHll 3995
68488P 40 GelleialPurposelnlMa01e, 995

---8000/80000 SERIES----
B031 40 Control O'ICntClJ cpu w,RAM &110
8035 40 Mf'lJ -8-B,t
8039 10 CPU-Sg1 Ch,p8-B,tI128bts RAM)
W40N 6 'D CPU 1256 byles RAM)
8OC>O 40 CPU-8-BIINM05
8071l' 40 CPU 164 by!esRAMI
8073N 40 CPUwIBas>cM!Clolntefplcte,
8080A 40 CPU
8OB5A 40 CPU
8086-2 40 CPU 16t1l18MHl
8OB7 40 AlltnrnellcPfocessor
B088 10 Cpu8116·a'l
8155 40 HM05 RAM 110 Rlrt-llmer
8156 10 RAMw,1I1110F\)r1aoo rrmer
8205 16 HI5oeedlootof8BlnaryOecoder
8212 24 8-B,t Inpu1l0utpul (745412)
8224 16 Clock GeneratorlDnvcr
8228 28 5ystem ContiBus DflVCf (745428)
82375 40 HHjn~ri PmgDJ,lACont 15MHli
8238 28 SyslemConuoilef (745438)
8243 24110Expandeflor48SerICs
8250N 10 Async Comm Element
8251 28 Prog Comm liO (USARTI
8251A 28 Prog Comm Inlertact IUSART)
8253 24 Prog.lnter.al-nmer
8255 40 Prog~lIphelaIIIO(PP1I

8255A5 40 PrOQ ~nphelalllOIPPlI 5MHz
8259 28 ProglmelluplCootlol
8272 4lJ SglelObie Density Flo(lpy O,s~ Coot
8274 40 MIJI1I·ProtocolSe"alCoot (72011
8279 10 Proqlfeyooa'dlo.splaylnlertace
8282 10 Qctallalcn
8284 18 Clock GerlClatorlOrlvcr
8286 ZO Oclal Bus TranSCelvcr
8287 20 OctalBusl'anscelvcrlinvcned)
8288 20 BllsConlmller
B303 10 8-BII Tf1-51al~ BI-O'lechonal Irans
830~ 20 8-B't BI·OIrecllonal Rece,vcr
8310 20 Octal lalcllC{l !'er,pIIeral DrlVC'
8741 10 8·B'IUn"~lIphelallnlertace

8748 40 ItMD5EPRDMMI'IJ
8749 10 MPU8·8It(EPROMI,trSl()llo181J491
8755 10 16KEPAOMWlth 110
80186-6 68 HHjnlmeglaI1()l116·81tMPU

----DiSK CONTROLLERS ----
1"151771-1 10 5,ngieDenSIty
FD1791 4lJ 5,ngieIDualQerlslIYlinvi
F01793 10 5Ingle/DoobltDensltj'llruc)
FD1795 4lI Dual Oensltyl51l1e Se.eel Ilnv)
FD1797 40 Dual OenSlly/Slde Selecl (Tluc)

----SPECiAL FUNCTION ----
DSOO26CN 8 Dual MD5 Clock Dnvcr (5MHl) 195
IN52651 28 CommUlIlcal1()l1 Ch,p r95

~tt:kCfN 1: ~klp~~lr~k s~ :~r~rorlem ~.~~
MM54240N 24 Asyncll'()IIQlJs TransmmerlRocelvcr 595
MM58167AN 24 MIClIJpIOC€ssorReal TllneClock 895
MM58174AN 16 Micro Compallble rrme Clock 895
MM5369M1N 8 PrQIJOsclllalorlDlvll1er 160Hl) l.79
MM5369E51 8 Prog Osclliator!D,vlller l100Hll 195

low Profile (linl Soclalts
I'II1ND I·g 10·99 11lI·~

8plnlP 16 14 13
14plnlP 17 15 14
16 p,nlP 19 17 16
18pmlP 26 24 23
20pmlP 30 27 25
22pmLP 31 28 26
24pm LP 33 30 28
28 pin lP 40 37 J5
40plnlP 49 46 43

$10.00 Minimum Order - U.s. Funds Only Spec Sheets - 30C each
California Residents Add 61J2% Sales Tax Send $1.00 Postage for yOur
Shipping - Add 5% plus $1,50 Insurance FREE 1985 JAMECO CATALOG
Send SA.S.E. lor Monthly sales Flyer! Prices Subject to Change

l~\~~ Jiiffi;l:o" I VISA~ I
_~''X:7 nOIi.;t.W[~"

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
12/6. PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592·8097 Telex: 176043

PirtNo. Pins Price PartNG PinsPrica Pal1No PinsPtice
$N7400N 14 29 $N?4?4N 14 39 $N74159N " 195
SN7401N 14 29 SN7475N 16 45 $N74160N 16 "$N7402N 14 29 $N7476N 16 39 SN74161N 16 59
SN7403N 14 29 SN7479N 14 "5 SN74162N 16 59
SN7404N 14 35 SN7480N 14 89 SN74163N 16 59
$N7405N 14 49 SN7482N 14 149 5N74164N 14 69
SNl"06N 14 59 SN7483N 16 55 5N74\65N 16 69
SN740lN 14 " SN7485N 16 59 SN74166N 16 69
$N7408N 14 29 $N7486N 14 39 SN14167N 16 295
SN7409N 14 35 $N7489N 16 225 SN74 I 700 16 '"SN7410N 14 29 SN749(lN 14 49 $N74172N " 495
$N7411N 14 29 SN7491N 14 79 SN741?3N 16 85
SN7412N 14 49 SN7492N 14 45 SN?41?4N 16 59
SN7413N 14 39 SN7493N 14 45 SN74175N 16 59
SN7414N 14 49 SN7494N 14 89 $N74176N 14 79
SN7416N " 49 SN74%N " 49 SN74!77N " 79
SN7417N " 59 SN7496N " 49 SN74179N " 149
SN742QN " " SN7497N " 325 5'1741800 " 69
SN7421N " 59 SN74100N " 195 5N74181N " 195
$N7422N " 59 SN74104N " 119 SN74182N " 105
SN7423N " 69 SN7410SN 14 119 SN14184N 16 229
SN7425N " 39 SN74107N " 29 SN74185N 16 229
$N7426N " 39 SN74109N " 39 SN74190N 16 69
SN7427N " 25 5N7411&1 " 149 5N74191N " 69
SN7428N " 59 SN74121N " " 5N74192N 16 69
$N743ON " 35 5N74122N " 69 5N74193N " 69
5N7432N " 39 SN74123N 16 55 5N74194N " 69
$N7433N " 49 SN74125N " " 5N74195N " 49
SN7437N " 25 $N74126N " 49 SN74196N " 75
5N743/3N " 49 SN74132N " 59 SN74197N " 75
SN7439N " 79 SN74136N " 69 SN74198N " '"SN7440N " " SN74141N 16 89 SN74199N " 119
SN7441N 16 89 SN74142N 16 395 SN74221N 16 119
SN7442N " " SN74143N " 395 SN74251N " 79
5N7443N 16 1.25 SN74144N " 395 SN74273N 20 195
SN7444N " 125 5N74145N 16 65 5N74276N 20 249
SN7445N 16 69 SN74147N " '29 $N74279N " 79
$N7446N 16 75 SN74148N 16 89 $N7428JN 16 139
SN7447N " 75 5N7415(lN " 1.49 5N74284N " 295
5N7448N " 75 SN741SlN 16 49 $N74285N 16 295
$N7454N " " 5N74152N " 49 SN74365N " 55
5N7459N " 35 5N74153N 16 99 SN74366N 16 55
SN7460N " 39 $N74154N " 149 $N74367N 16 95
SN7470N " 39 SN74155N " " SN74368N 16 55
SN7472N " 39 SN74156N 16 59 5N743911N 16 149
SN7473N " 39 SN74157N " " SN74393N " 149

74LSOO " 29 74L5244 20 '29
74L501 " 29 74L5245 20 149
74[S02 " 35 74L5132 " 65 7415251 16 59
741503 " 29 7415133 16 59 7415253 16 59
741504 " " 7415136 " " 7415257 16 59
741505 " 35 7415138 16 59 7415258 16 59
74lSOl! " 35 7415139 " 59 7415260 " 59
741509 " 35 7415145 16 119 7415266 " "741510 " 35 7415147 " 195 74L5273 20 '"741511 " 35 7415148 " 179 7415279 " 49
741514 " 59 74L5151 " 59 74L5280 " 1.95
741515 " 35 7415153 " 59 7415283 " 69
741520 " 29 7415154 " 149 7415299 20 295
74l$21 " 35 74L5155 " 69 74LS322 20 39;
741526 " 29 7415156 " 69 7415323 20 395
74L527 " 35 74L5157 " 69 74L5347 " 79
74L528 " 39 7415158 " 59 74lS352 " ''''74L5JO " 39 74L5160 16 69 74LS353 " log
74L532 " 39 74L5161 " 69 7415365 16 "74L537 " 35 7415162 " 69 74lS366 " "74LSJa " 39 7415163 " 69 7415367 " 49
74L542 " " 7415164 " 89 7415368 " "741547 " 89 7415165 " 89 7415373 20 149
741551 " 29 7415168 " 119 7415374 20 '"741573 " 39 lAL5169 16 '" 7415375 " 69
741574 " " 74L5170 16 '" 74l53&l " 39
741575 16 45 74L5173 16 69 74L5393 " "'74lS76 16 39 74L5174 16 69 74L5399 16 149
741585 16 89 74L5175 16 69 74L5490 16 lOS
741586 " 39 74L5181 " 2.49 7415533 20 195
741590 " 55 74L51911 16 19 7415534 20 195
74lSn " 55 74L5191 16 89 7415540 20 149
741593 " 59 74L5192 16 79 741554I 20 '"741596 16 89 74lS193 16 89 7415640 20 219
7415107 14 39 7415194 16 69 74L564 I 20 219
74L5109 16 39 74L5195 16 59 74L5645 ro 219
74L5112 16 45 7415196 " 89 74L5670 " 149
7415114 " 39 7415197 " 89 74L5688 20 295
74L$122 " 49 7415221 16 11)9 81L595 20 149
7415123 16 79 7415240 10 ,og 81L596 20 '"7415125 " 59 7415241 20 99 811597 ro 1.49
7415126 " 59 7415243 " ,og 811598 20 149

"500 " 35 .. , 145241 20 19;
74502 " 35 745242 " 219
74503 " 35 745114 " 55 745243 " 2_19
74504 " " 745124 " 275 745244 20 219
74505 " 45 745132 " 1.89 745251 " 99

"508 " " 745133 " 45 745253 16 99

"599 " 39 745135 16 89 745257 " 99
74510 " 35 745136 " 139 745258 " 99
74511 " 35 745138 16 89 745260 " 79
74515 " 35 745139 16 89 745273 20 239
74520 " 35 745140 " 69 745280 " 1.89
74522 " 35 745151 16 99 745287' 16 179
74530 " 35 745153 16 99 745;>88' " 179
74532 " " 745157 16 89 745299 20 595
74537 " 99 745158 " 99 745373 20 2"
74538 " 89 745WJ 16 229 745374 20 249
74551 " 35 745169 16 429 745387' " 195
74564 " 39 745174 16 ,og 745471' 20 495
74565 " 39 16 ,og 745472' 20 495
74574 " 55 16 1.75 745473' 20 495
74585 16 '99 16 149 745570' 16 265

"'" 14 55 16 149 745571' 16 2.95
745112 16 55 745196 " '" 745572' " 495
7451\J " 55 745240 20 195 745573' " 495

CA3010H ,og CA3130f '"CA303911 125 CA3081N '15
CA3140E 85

CA3046N 99 CA3082N 115 CA3160H 179

CA3059N 295 CA3083N 'IS
CA316Ot: 149
CA3161E 179

CA31160N 265 CA3D86N 85 CA3162E 6.95
CA3065E "9 CA3089N 195 CA3189E 279
CA30" 99 CA3091iN 1.75 CA3401N 59

C04001 " 29 C04503 16 69
C04002 " 29 C04506 16 1.79eo,OO6 " 89 C04041 " 69 CD4507 " '19
C04OO7 " 29 C04042 " 69 eo'5o8 " 195
C04008 16 89 C04043 " 79 CD4510 " 85
C04009 16 59 C04044 " 79 C0451 I 16 BI
C04010 16 49 C04046 " 89 C04512 " BI
C04011 " 29 C04047 " 89 C04514 " 149
CD4012 " 29 C04048 16 59 C04515 " '49
CD4013 " 39 CD4049 " J9 C04516 " 89
C04014 " 89 C04050 16 39 C04518 16 89
CD4015 " 39 C04051 " 79 C04519 16 59
C04016 " 49 CD4052 16 89 C04520 " 89
C04017 " 79 C04053 " 79 C04526 " '"C04018 16 79 C04056 16 29; CD4528 " '"C04019 " 49 CD4059 " 395 C04529 " 169
C04020 16 75 C04060 16 89 CD4531 " 89
CD4021 " 75 C04066 " 45 C04538 " 149
CD4022 16 75 C04068 " 39 CD454 I " '49
C04023 " 29 C04069 " 35 CD4543 16 119
CD4024 " 69 C04070 " 29 C04562 " 695
CD4025 " 29 CD4071 " 29 eo,,,, " 2.95
CD4026 16 159 C04072 " 29 CD4583 " 249
CD4027 16 45 C04073 " 29 C04584 " 59
C04028 16 69 C04077 " 35 C04723 " '"CD4029 16 79 C04078 " 49 CD4724 16 '"C04030 " 39 CD4081 " 29 MC14410 " 695
C04034 " 17' C04093 " 49 MC14411 " 1195
C04035 16 79 C04094 " 195 MC14412 16 795
C04040 16 75 CD4098 " 195 MC14433 " 1795

rMtrtIn C1111tt1 C04099 " 189 MC14572 " 119
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Commodore" Accessories *HAPPY HOLIDAYS! * Apple" Accessories

$1495

...
SlU~)

~
SlH5

InIeI,FIIl(:llll(l,OO Sl.95

n S1495

2SV ~ f( HQdM.OKl.

2SV Alo(I.F""""HEC,lIQ(1II.klIlI,--
_ll6lboll.Na.'fEC.ll
tdoCl.HiQdIi,IoIosItl<.

·5V."5V.+I2V ""*"oli,TI

(Remex 5V," fuii-ht.) $129.95
(Panasonic 5%" half-ht.) $139.95
(Tandon 5%" fUIl-ht.) $159.95
(Teac 5%" half-hI.) $149.95
(Shugart 5V," half-ht.) $159.95
(Siemens 8" full-ht.) $139.95
(5%" Power Cable Kit) $2.95
(8" Power Cable Kit) $3.95

tM$271613Ysl

""" ''''''''- ""
-"'" "'"...... ~7601 •.....'M- "M
'"" """"

5114" APPLE""
Direct Plug-In

Compatible Disk Drive
and Controller Card

The ADD·514 Disk Drive uses
_ Shugart SA390 mechanics-143K

formatted storage . 35 tracks
. Compatible with Apple Control
ler & ACC-l Controller· The drive

comes complete with connector and cable - just plug
into your disk controller card . Size: 6"L x 3Y2'W x
8-9/16'"0' weight: 4\\ Ibs.
ADD-514 (Disk Drive) $169.95
ACC-1 (Controller Card) $ 49.95

More Apple Compatible Add-Ons...
APF-1 (Cooling Fan)••.......•••••.•. $39.95
KHP4007 (Switching Power Supply)•••••••••• $59.95
JE614 (Numeric/Aux. Keypad for lie)•...... $59.95
KB-A68 (Keyboard w/Keypad lor II & 11+)•..... $79.95
MON-12G (12" Green Monitor for 1I.1I+./Ie.lIc)•... $99.95
JE864 180 Col. +64K RAM 10' lie) . •....... $99.95
ADD-12 (5\.~ Hall-Height Disk Drivel•..•.•• $179.95

UV·EPROM Eraser
8 Chips - 21 Minutes I

11 Chip - 15 Minutes I
Erases all EPROMs. Erases upto 8 chips within 21 minutes (1 chip
in 15 minutes). Maintains constant exposure distance of one inch.
Special conductive foam liner eliminates static build·up. Buill·in
safety lock to prevent UV exposure. Compact - only 9.00"L x
3.70'W x 2.60"H. Complete with holding tray lor 8 Chips.

DE-4 UV-EPROM Eraser•••••• $74.95
UVS-llEL Replacement Bulb $16.95

RF0480
JA551-2
TM100-2
F055B
SA455
FOOl 00-8
PCK-5
PCK-8

Price

Apple Keyboard and Case
for Apple II and 11+
• Keyboard: Direct connection with 16-pin ribbon
connector' 26 special functions' Size: 14\?'1. x
S\?'Wx l'h"H
• Case: Accommodates KB-A68 • Pop-up lid for
easy access· Size: IS'h'W x 18"0 x 4Vo"H

76-Key Serial ASCII Keyboard
· Simple serial interlace' SPST mechanical switch
ing • Operates in upper and lo......er case' Rve user
function keys: F1-FS' Six finger edge card connec
tion • Color (keys): tan' 'Neigh!: 2 Ibs.• Data inc!.

KB76 $29.95

Mitsumi 54-Key Unencoded
All-Purpose Keyboard
· SPST keyswilches • 20 pin ribbon cable connec
tion • Low profile keys • Features: cursor controls,
control, caps (lock). function, enter and shift keys
• Color (keycaps): grey' '.,.Vt.: 1 lb.• Pinout included

KB54 $14.95

Intelligent 300/1200 Baud
Telephone Modem with

Real Time Clock/Calendar
The ProModem'" is a Bel1212A (300/1200 baud) intelli
gent stand~alone modem • Full featured expandable
modem' Standard features include Auto AnSlNer and
Auto Dial, Help Commands, Programmable Intelligent
Dialing, Touch Tone'" and Pulse Dialing & More' Hayes
command set compatible plus an additional extended
command set· Shown w/lalphanumeric display option.

Price

Power/Mate Corp. REGULATED POWER SUPPLY
• Input: 105-125/21 0-250 V/'J.C at 47·63 Hz • Line regulation: :!:O.OS% • Three
mounting surfaces' Overvoltage protection' UL recognized' eSA certified
Part No. Output Sile Weight Price

EMAS/6B 5V@3A16V@2.SA 41,1"L x 4'W x 2"'-''H 2 Ibs. $29.95
EMAS/6C SV@6A16V@SA S~~L x 47,i'W x 2~"H 4 Ibs. $39.95

Description

RS-232 Stand Alone Unit. $349.95
Apple II. 11+ and lie Internal Unit. . . $369.95
IBM PC and Compatible Internal Unit. $269.95
IBM PC & Compo Int. Unit w/ProCom Software $319.95
Macintosh Package $399.95
(Includes PM 1200. Cable. & ProCom Sonware)

KEYBOARDS

OPTIONS FOR ProModem 1200
(ProCom Communication Sonware). . . . . . . ... $79.95
Please specify Operating System.
(Options Processor). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. .. $79.95
(Options Processor Memory - 16K).....•...•.•.... $10.95
(Options Processor Memory - 32K).....•.•........ $20.95
(Options Processor Memory - 64K) $39.95
(Alphanumeric Display) $79.95
(Apple IIc to PM1200 Cable).................•.... $29.95
(Macintosh to PM1200 Cable).......•.••••••.•.... $29.95

131Js"L x 4Y.'W x ~.."H

~:t.
PROMI7HIUS

Part No.

PM-COM

PM-OP
PMO-16K
PMD-32K
PMO-64K
PM-ALP
PM-CC
PM-MC

Part No.

KB-EAl
KB-A68
EAEC-l

TRANSACTION TECHNOLOGY, INC.
5VDC @ 1 AMP Regulated Power Supply
• Output: +5VDC @ 1.0 amp (also +30VDC regulated) • input: 115VAC. 60 Hz
• Two-tone (black/beige) self-enclosed case' 6 fool, 3-conductor black

power cord, Size: 6'h~ l x r w x 211." H· 'Neight: 31bs JE664 EPROM PROGRAMMER
PS51194. . .... $14.95

I------:---+-:...:..'-'-"--'-'--'-'-'--'--'-'-"-'-'--'-'-'-"-'--'--'--'-.:...:...'-'-'-=-=-=-I 8K to 64K EPROMS - 24 & 28 Pin Packages
Complelel, SeI1·Contiined - Requires NI AdditiDnal Systelll$ tor Opel'llion

• Programs and validates EPROMs • Checks lor property erased EPROMs
• Emulales PROMs 01'" EPROMs' RS232C Compuler Interlace loredillng and
program loading' Loads data inlo RAM by keyboard· Changes dala in RAM
by keyboafd • Loads RAM from an EPROM' Compares EPROMs lor conlent
diflefenCeS • Copies EPROMs • Power Input: 115VAC. 60Hz. less than lOW
power consumption' Enclosure: Color-coordinaled. light tan panels with
molded end Pieces in mocha brown' Size: 15'li'"L .. 8~"O .. 31;"H • Weight1-_--=- + ·15~lbS.

POWER PAC INC. REGULATED POWER SUPPlY ~~~::;:ma::::t:~:t:s~~~:;:~~::.E:.:s~~=
• Perfect for computer systems' Output: +5VDC@ 11 Amps, -5VDC@ 1 Amp, ways: (1) from a ROM or EPROM: (2) lroman external compuler Vl3lheoptJONll JE665 AS232C
+12VDC@2Amps,-12VDC@0.5Ampand+24VDC@3Amps • Over- BlS:IJ)lromi\spanelkeytloard.TIIe..E664·sflAMsmaybeaccessedforemulatlOl'lpurposes
vollage protection' Size: 12~·t. x 6~'W x 4~''H' 'Neight: 17lbs.· Spec incl. h'omlflepanel's~socketloanutefllallTMCloprDCeSSOfInprooramrr-noanllemulalJOn.lfIe

..E664 alltM'slor txamlnanon. cha'lge.rod vahda1lOl'lolprooralllcon1efll TtleJE664'sRAMs
PS2922 $69.95 canbeproor;nme(lQUlCklyloall"I"slor anvvalue).a1k1oY1nQunusedilCldfessesmIfleEPlOl

t------+---------------------I ~:':~~m~:I;~~a%:a;~~~OI~;.h:=~~~A~
4-CHANNEL SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY butloo cIlanoes tile DATA rea!loul Irom RAM word 10 EPflQMworll and rs dlsPlaYe<l In both
• Microprocessor. mini-computer, terminal, medical equipment and process t1exadeomalandblnarycode. Thelrontpanel!ealuresaCO'\YeflltllloperalngglJllle. TheJE664
controt applications 'Inpul: 90-l30VN::-. 47.440Hz • Output: +5VDC @ 5A, ProgralTVlltf lndudesoroeJMI6A~ MoltlAe (asliSled below)

-5VDG@1 A; +12VDC@lA,-12VOC@1A' Line regulations: ~0.2%· Rippte' JE664~A EPROM Progf1mmer••••••••••••• $995.00
30mV p-p • Load regulation: :!-1% • Overcurrent protection' Adj: 5V main Assembled & Tesled (Includes JMt6A Module)

output ..tl0%· Size: 6~"L x 1
7
/e,'W x 4-15/16"H • 'Neight: 1'h Ibs. JE665 _ RS232C INTERFACE OPTION _ Th'e RS232C Interlace OpllOl'llfllplements

t- -;.-...F..:C..:S...-.:.6.:.0...4A;..:...._._._._._.~._._.._._._._._._._._.__._....._._._._._....._....$~6_9_.9_5...,., =~<la::.:,:·~~~~:=:o=t~=:~e~a:

Switching Power Supply for APPLE Il, 11+ & lIe'M
Q'IMcompulers. Oocumentanon IS prOVIded to adapt !IlesollWartlOothtf compulerS Wlth an

· Can drive four floppy disk drives and up to eight expansion cards AS232 port. 9600 Baud. 8·M word, Olld parllY WIlli 2 Slop bits

· Short circuit and overload protection' Fits inside Apple compuler EPROM Programmer w/JE665 Option
: 6~~~;~y~~~:~dp~~~r~~r~ i~~~~: 1:~~~;:5~1fa~L5xA3~'~ ~2;~H JE664-ARS. " .... " . " . " .. $1195.00
· Weight: 2 Ibs. Assembled & Tested (IncludesJMl6A Module)

4007 (SPS 109) -$ EPROMJUMPERMOOUlES-TheJE664'sJ.lM'EllMCD.LE(F'trsonahtyMOOuIe)lSa.....~,.,...,-::-:-_-=- __K_H_P-::-~~..,...~- ........:..._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.,;.;;.5.;;,9;,,;.9.,;5-4 =~~r':::: :~~t:~h~=~~:: :a;:~c:=:rses tolfle EAlOM and

$10.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only Spec Sheets - 3Qc each
California Residents Add 6Vz% Sales Tax Send $1.00 Postage for your =~ lNM "'::"'

Shipping - Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance FREE 1985 JAMECO CATALOG ..NCBo\ 2708 l5Y

Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Sales Flyer! Prices Subject to Change Vl6. TMS2516(TlJ 2SV

[ MasterCardIJameco"I V'f4_~ ImDi;(.)mg *.0'. .;=c.

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD. BELMONT. CA 94002
'V84 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592-8097 Telex: 176043

Price

• Teklcommunication
• Handicap Aid
• Games

DATASHIELD®
Back-Up

Power Source

. $99.95

Provides up to 30 minutes 01 continuous 120
VN::- 60Hz po......er to your computer system

"1 ~~~'t~:e~dge~~i~t;:;~n~U~~:n~b~a~i~~:
(PC200): 24 Ibs.-(XT300): 37.5 Ibs.

(Output rating: 200 watts)•••••• $299.95
10000ut "',,".' 300 _Us)•••••• $399.95

RS232 ADAPTER FOR
VIC-20 AND COMMODORE 64

Protect
Yourseff•••

APPLICATIONS: • Securtty Warning
• Teaching
• Instrumentation

Part No. =----,0",.",,,,,,,,,,,0,,,,'°,,-"_~ _
JE520CM For Commodore 64 & VIC-20 .$114.95
JE520AP For Apple II. 11+. and lie $149.95

IBM PC AND PC XT
Most of the popular Memory Boards (e.g. Quadram'~ Expansion
Boards) allow you to add an add'!. 64K. 128K. 192K or 256K. The
IBM64K Kit will populate these boards in 64K byte increments.
The Kit is simple to install-just insert the 9 - 64K RAM chips in the
provided sockets and set the 2 groups of switches. Complete
conversion documentation included.
IBM64K (Nine 200ns 64K RAMs) $43.95

COMPAQ' COLUMBIA' EAGLE
These PC compatibles and others use the IBM64K for memory
expansion.
IBM64K (Nine 200ns 64K RAMs) $43.95

APPLE lie
Elctended 80-Column/64K RAM Card. Expands memory by 64K to
give 128K when used with programs like VrsiCalc.... Fully assem
bled and tested.
JE864..

• Over 250 word vocabulary-affixes allow the formation of more
than 500 words· Bulh-in amplifier, speaker I volume control, and
audio jack· Recreates a clear, natural male voice. ~ug-in user
ready whh documentation and sample software • Case size:
7'/."L )( 31/."W x 1·3/8"H

Computer Memory Expansion Kits

Each Kit come!:~m~,:~~th':1g~~~~Jru~1416/4116)16K
Dynamic RAMs and documentation lor conversion. Modell: 16K
equipped with Expansion Interface can be expanded to 48K with
2 Kits. Model Ill: Can be expanded 'rom 16K'') 48K using 2 Kits.
Each Kit will expand computer by 16K increments.
TRS-16K3 200ns (Model III) $8.95
TRS-16K4 250ns (Modell) $6.95

TRS-80 MODEL IV
Easy to install Kit comes complete wilh 8 ea. 4164N·20 (2oons)
64K Dynamic RAMs & conversion documentation
TRS-64K-2 ICo""."" from 16K to 64K) $38.95
TRS·64K-2PAL 18 ea. 4164 w/Special PAL Chip

to expand from 64K to 128K).•. $59.95

JE520CM

TRS-80 COLOR AND COLOR II
Easy to install Kit comes complete with 8 each 4164N-20 (2oons)
64K Dynamic RAMs and documentation for conversion. Converts
TAS-80 Color Computers with D. E, ET, F and NC circuit boards to
32K. Also converts TAS·80 Color Computer lito 64K. Ftex DOS or
OS-9 required to utilize lull 64K RAM on aU computers.
TRS-64K-2 $38.95

if) ,,'D~·STii.iE5 Protect Yourse/L
DATASHIELD®

••_ Surge Protector
._

_ • Eliminates voltage spikes and EMI·RFI noise
belore it can damage your eQuipment or cause

.J I data loss' 6 month warranty· Po......er dissipa
.. -;.~ tion (100 microseconds): 1.000.000 walts' 6

~;.,. =~~~~a~~~~~;~~~do~~~~~~'~~~r~i

Model 100.. ~~it~~ .•.•••...•.•••• $69.95

PM1200
PM1200A
PM1200B
PM1200BS

......-------------'----1 MAC PAC
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THE VALUE LEADER I!!II
commodore
commodore

(IN PA, 215-822-7727)

CUSTOMER SERVICE

115-811-7717c=.
ABComputers

252 BETHLEHEM PIKE
COLMAR, PA 18915

tETC.
Panasonic. Amdek, Hitachi & Other _ '/2

height, double side drives ....... from 5149.
• Data Technology TeamMate Drive'super

new system Puts 33MB on 51 4" floppy FormalS
to 2 8 For PC Xl owners. an alternallve 10 hard disk
4 disks back·up 10 megabytes. ..CALL
• Winchester Drives (10 MB) .......... 799.
Quadram Quadboard-Parallel port. sellal pon,
clock/calendar
No AAM·5299, wI64K·S379. w/384K·S499
• AMDEK MAl graphics card for

IBM PC.......................200.
Hercules graphics board 359.
Votrax speech synthesizers-
Personal Speech System ...... . ........249.
AST-full line of IBM cards & boards .CALL
Keytronics 5150 keyboard 179.
Hewlett Packard calculators, all models:
LOW, LOW PRICES CALL
Koala Pad (w/software) 98.
4164 Ch ip-Memory expansion for

IBM, 64K 39.
Interface Cables-6. 10, ,2 ft. all

popular connectors CALL
(Dealer inquiries Invited)

ORDER LINE, 9 AM-6 PM EST

800-811-1111

OUTPUT DEVICES

COMMUNICATIONS
Mark X Auto Dial/Auto Answer ..Sl19.
Anchor Mark XII Smart modem. 265.
Hayes Smartmodem 1200B .459.
(Includes Smarlcom II soflware)
Hayes SmartModem 1200/300.. .529.
"Crosstalk" software 135.

• Voad keyboard-phone software for
IBM PC and compatibles. Features
mail merge, call reporting, "Note
Pad" and more... . CALL

r--;REE-;;ATALOG~I
I This ad space can accommodate only a I
I few of the exceptional values available I
I from AB. Our latest catalog is packed with I
I fantastic buys, top brands. thousands of I

items. For a free copy call or write.L- --.J

.7'11"6 ,datasystems

Ordering InlonNllion: Order by check, MaSierCard or VISA
Personal checks la e 15 days 10 clear. no WalImg on cerlllled
checks or money ordels Add 3% shlPll'ng and Mndlll19 on an
OldefS (mlt'llmUm S2 (0) Mad APOIFPO Air may reqUIre add!
lJorIaI charges PA residents add 611 sales la, MA lesx!ents
add 5% AD nems sublOCl 10 a,ailabillly Pr.es subject 10
change AddItional dlSCOtmts available to qualiflEd educatIOnal
IftSIIlU!lons Requests tor bid on volume requHements InvIted

MONITORS
USI-20 Mhz band width, 1000 lines
resolution. Easily capable of 80 character
display.
• 1200G (Pi-2)p12" green phosphor
SPECIAL S85.
.1200A (Pi-3)-12" amber phosphor
SPECIAL 89.

AMDEK
Video 310A·12" amber, 18 meg.

TIL·IBM.. ......5155.

ZENITH
ZVM·124·12" amber-22 MHz, TTL
~IBM 515~

ZVM-135-High res. RGB + composite
monitor.. 470.

ZVM-'35,'·Cable for RGB
monitor.. 23.

PANASONIC
12" Green 20 MHz (Sound).. ....5137.
12" Amber 20 MHz (Sound).. 145.

ELECTROHOME
ECM 1226·12" Green 595.
ECM 1302-1·13" Color RGB 195.
ECM 1302-2-13" Color (Hi Res.) 330.

POWER DEVICES
Datashield back·up power source

200 PC·200 watt. . S265.
300 XT·300 wall.. 390.

"BITS" Power back·up-250W. 695.
True uninterruptable

Brooks 6 Outlet-Surge Supres·
sor/Noise Filter.. 54.

Computer Power Inc.·500 VA ......... 1320.
Tripp Lite 425 VA.. 390.

SOFTWARE HIT PARADE
Master Type (Scarborough) $22. Symphony (Lotus), 499.
Math Blaster! (Davidson) 35. PFS:Report (Software Pbshg.) 79.
Typing Tutor III (S&S).. .. 35. PFS:Write (Software Pbshg.) 89.
Alphabet 200 (Spinnaker) 22. dBase III (Ashton·Tate) 489.
Success with Math (CBS).. .. 18. dBase II (Ashton-Tate) 349.
Typing Tutor II (Microsoft) 18. Framework (Ashton-Tate) 489.
Algebra I (Peachtree) 22. Mullimate (Muftimate) 320.
Story Machine (Spinnaker) 22. ~h~rt I(Mic(rMoSOfl) .179.
Word Attack! (Davidson). ..35. u tiP an .,crosott) .. .. 129.
Get Organized! (Electronic Arts) 159. Wordstar (Mlcropro) 335.

Spotlight (Software Arts) 120. •Personal Pearl (pearlsoft)-Database
Microsoft "Word" IwIMouse) 325. filing/reporting system for personal
Unix Operating System for. PC CALL productivity: Manipulate database thru

Copy PC .............................•.............. 29. ~~~~:gT~~~'~~~ep~~n~~~~~~u~~~:s~~~~t
Flight Simulator II (Sub LogiC) ,,39. Includes functions for bookkeeping, general
1·2-3 (Lotus) ..299. ledger, billings management, mail list, sales

!FS:Flle (Sottw~ Pbsh9l....._=~~~aly~budqet Pla~~~::,;;,.;E35.

We carry full software lines by Electronic Arts, Scholastic, Scarborough,
PFS, Spinnaker, Batteries Included, Others. If you don't see it here, C.ALL.

55 os AT
96 TPI 96 TPI H DENS
3.16 3.49 CAll
3.22 3.56 CAll
3.29 3.63 CAll

55 OS AT
96 TPI 96 TPI H DENS
3.29 3.63 CAll
3.36 3.71 CAll
3.43 3.78 CAll

55 OS AT
96 TPI 96 TPI H DENS

2.74 3.43 5.04
2.80 3.50 5.15
2.86 3.57 5.25

OOIDO

2.17
2.22
2.26

OOIDO

2.56
2.61
2.66

f)SANVO
f)SANVO

VERBATIM
Oly. SSiOO

200 $1.61
100 1.65

10 1.68

MAXEll
Oly. SSiOO

200 $1.93
100 1.97
'0 2.01

OTHER COMPUTER SPECIALS
IBM PC and PC XT in stock
available at special prices CALL

ALSPA 8" CPM Computers. 64K
memory workhorse at super special
prices.
lISS .....as low as 5500.
2/SS.. . 5700. 2IDS 51,000.

Franklin Ace - not many left.
super prices ..CALL
Commodore-full line.. ..CALL

Price per 5v." Disk
3M
Oly. SSiOO OOIDO

200 $1.55 2.14
100 1.59 2.19
10 1.62 2.23

DISKS & ACCESSORIES

30 Macintosh 3V2" diskettes in Amaray
diskbank 5135.

• AB' s OWN DISKETTES-top disk quality
at a low. low pnce buy ,00 (DS/DD) and
pay only 51.50 per disk.
Plus, before February 28. get a free Amaray
Mediamate 5 disk file in the bargain l

AB carrys all major brands ... 3M, Verbatim,
Maxell, Wabash, 8ASF, Sentinel, Dysan ... in all
popular sizes and configurations. CALL for super
pnces.

DISK STORAGE
Mini Flip 'N File (50 5' dlsks)......517.45
Rolltop 100 (100 disks.

10 dIViders) ........ . 28.99
Mini Kas·ette/'O liar 5" disks)

1/2.25 10/2.05 ea.
• Amaray Mediamate 5.. 11.99
Innovative Concepts-fold out style for 5"
disks:

Flip 'N Filel25. .. 16.50
Flip 'N File/50. . 22.95

Smith & Bellows Wooden Storage
Boxes for 5" disks. Natural or cark finish.

For 50 disks .. 18.
For 70 disks ..21.
For 100 disks ......24.

PLUS-"HEAD" disk cleaning kit

IB~/~ri~~~S~alyier' (Verbiiiiiii j..•.••••• ~~. ~~

Panasonic.
_~./':--r

Sanyo 550 & 555 PC's. Buill-in software All Zeniths fully software & hardware com- - C6420 Auto Modem (also available lor Alall &
includes MOOS Version II, Wordstar, Calc- patible with the PC and XT superior Apple al slightly higher pllee) . .S 65.
Star, Basic, more. Great Prices. keyboard: i .$.; , ech Sketch Light Pen & Micro

C t Ram Drive Price Computer Ram Drive Ports Price ~----------.J ~~s6ra~r... CA4~L
5~mru er ,28K' ,80K (1 dllve) S895. ZF-151·21 128K 380 lPL/2 SEA CAll uperdroves, single and dual
550.2 ,28K' 380K (1 dllve) 950. ZF·,51·52 320K 720 12 dllves),P1I2 SEA CALL PANASONIC 1090 CBC 4/,2 Analog to Digital

555-1 :2288~: ~8020~ (I~ ~;:~:~)) :~~55. fr';~~'2~2 ~rs~ ~~6 MB + 380 :~~;~ ~~~ m~ Friction & tractor, y~i~gt>ar~~O~':1I wlLener Invaders 1~~:
55,·2 ZF.,6'.52· 320K 720 12 dllves) ,P1I2 SEA CALL excellent correspondence mode. Also lor Apple & IBM)

........·.EX.P.A.N.DA.B.L.E.T.O.2.5.6••••••·p.ollrt..abll'e.._ ••••••••E.p.s.o.n.c.o.de.c.om..pa.tllib.le.......5.23ii9•.•paper Clip Word Processor
r CBM/C64.. 60.

80 Column Display Card
by "Balleries Included" 149.

Oracle (Consultant) Data Base
by "Batteries Included".. 89.

BusCard II
by "Balleries Included". 149.

Cable Irom BusCard to Parallel P"nter 25.
All other "Batteries Included" Items

in stock.. CALL
FORTH for PET/C 64
(FUll Fig Model) by Cargile/Ailey. 50.
Ditto Disk 64 (copy discs even if original is

copy protected) 36.
STAT for PET/CBM/C64.. 95.
ComprehenSive Statistical AnalySIS Routines
• AB's C64 Upgrade Kit: Includes BusCard II.

IEEE Cable & MSD Superdllve 319.
KMMM PASCAL IV.l (C64/PET) 95.
NEW 64 + PASCAL ....CALL
FLEX·FILE II - User friendly. Set-up and

maintain data base. Includes report writer
& mail label routines 59.

Petscan-Connect up to 37 CBM/PET compu
ters as nefworked cluster to shared drives
& printers CALL

C·Scan-Connect up to 8 computers (C 64,
VIC 20, or similar buss) to shared drives and

Printers by Star, Epson, C. Itoh, Amdek, rinters 125.
Panasonic, Okidata, Diablo, Brother: • __iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_~

Star Micronics Gemini lOX
-10' carnage. FIT '20 CPS 5258.
Epson LQ-1500-NEW 24-pin
leiter quali1y dol matrix. ...CALL
Epson RX-80·Tractor Feed,

Graftrax + 289.
Okldata 92.. .. CALL
Amdek Printers

5025-25 CPS Daisywheel. 2K Buller CALL
5040·40 CPS Daisywheel. 2K Buller CALL
5055·55 CPS Daisywheel. 2K Buller CALL

Brother HR-35 Daisywheel·
25 CPS Bi·Directional 889.

Brother HR·25 Daisywheel·
23 CPS Bi·Directional . . ....649.

Brother HR·15 Dalsywheel-
,3 CPS Bi·Directional . .. 389.

Star Radix ,0. . . 600.
Star Radix ,5.. . 695.
C.ltoh

Prowriter I (Parallel) .. CALL
Starwriter (40 CPS) CALL

Diablo 620 (DaiSYWheel) CALL
IBM Parallel Printer Cable 19.
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BY CHARLES BIGELOW

FONT DESIGN
FOR PERSONAL
WORKSTATIONS

Better fonts mean
greater legibility
and productivity

C . .! ...

C; . .!. b

Business users are increasingly
suspicious about the auto
mated office. It has not provid

ed the increase in productivity that
system vendors promised. One
reason for its failure is that the fonts
on business systems have not been as
legible as the traditional typefaces
familiar to the office worker.

When a vendor claims that the fonts
on a system are "pretty good" or
"close enough" or "almost cor
respondence quality:' this is the same
as saying that the fonts are less than
optimum and that the vendor has
short-changed the reader on legibili
ty. Considering the amount of time of
fice workers spend reading digital
fonts, anything less than the highest
possible quality is counterproductive.

Until recently, few remedies were
available for the problems caused by
poor font designs for personal com
puters. The character-generator tech
nology still used to produce letter-

forms on most computer terminals
usually provides a single size of a
single style of coarse-resolution dot
matrix letters. Character-generator
technology usually does not let the
user modify the fonts because the
character images are contained in
hardware or firmware.

Moreover, the designs of such fonts
are often the work of people un
trained in letterform design, while
traditional lettering artists have re
jected computers because the tools
and output media of digital typo
graphy have been so clumsy and
crude. The result is that most existing
workstation fonts are not designed for
optimum legibility even within the
limitations of the technology.

Computer literacy has therefore
been a good deal less pleasant and
productive for the reader than tradi
tional scribal and typographic literacy.
The hackerish look of dot-matrix fonts
on screens and printers has partially
prevented full acceptance of com
puters as tools for a literate public.

1bday, however, the look of com
puter fonts is undergoing a major
change. The newer raster-based tech
nologies of bit-mapped display and
nonimpact printing offer potential
solutions to many of the technical and
aesthetic problems with digital fonts.
These technologies can produce
digital font images that more closely

(continued)

Charles Bigelow is Assistant Professor of
Computer Science and Art at Stanford
University. A MacArthur Foundation Prize
Fellow, he organized the international seminar
"The Computer and the Hand in T!/pe
Design" at Stanford in 1983. You can write
to him at Stanford University, Department
of Computer Science, Stanford, CA 94305.
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Photo I: Display screen of the VAXstation 100. a workstation made by Digital Equip
ment Corporation. The proportionally spaced screen fonts on the VAXstation are members of
the Pellucida family. a set of original typeface designs optimil£d for legibility and clarity on
bit-mapped computer displays. The characteristics of the Pellucida digital letterforms were
developed by Charles Bigelow and Kris Holmes.

resemble traditional analog typefaces.
The secret of designing digital fonts

is to adhere to the principles of read
ability found in traditional letter
form designs. while tuning the fea
tures and details of the design to the
digital me<;iium (for an example. see
photo 1).

READABILITY
The resolutions of common bit
mapped screen displays range from
60 to 100 lines per inch. with an
average of approximately 72 lines per
inch. This is about one-tenth the
resolution of average-quality digital
typesetters used in the graphic arts
and publishing industry.

It is a truism that communication of
information is most effective and
economical when the characteristics
of the transmitter match those of the
receiver. In literate communication.
the transmitter is the system that pro
duces the text image. and the receiver
is the human visual system. The digital
text image must contain as much res
olution as the eye and brain can

FONT DESIGN

receive and interpret but need not
contain more information than that.

There is a way to estimate the
theoretical minimum resolution for
good-quality digital text. Experiments
by psychophysicists and perceptual
psychologists suggest that the visual
system cannot detect spatial frequen
cies greater than 60 cycles per degree
of visual angle. That is. the visual
system perceives a bar grating of
regularly spaced black and white lines
as solid gray if the spacing is so fine
that more than 60 black and white
line pairs are imaged in one degree
of visual angle as measured at the
retina. This provides a measure of the
upper limits of the visual system's
ability to resolve the kind of detail
produced by a digital raster. At a
reading distance of approximately 12
inches. 60 cycles per degree of visual
angle is equal to a resolution of 300
cycles per inch at the screen.

We can now estimate the minimum
resolution necessary for good-quality
digital text by using a principle of
digital signal-processing theory devel-

oped by Harry Nyquist at Bell Labora
tories in the 1920s. It states that a
signal can be digitally sampled and
reconstructed without loss or distor
tion if the sampling rate is at least
twice the rate of the highest frequen
cy in the original signal. This minimum
sampling rate is known as the Nyquist
limit or Nyquist rate. Sampling below
the Nyquist limit introduces aliasing.
in which the high-frequency com
ponents of the original signal are er
roneously reproduced as spurious
lower-frequency components of the
reconstructed signal. In digital typo
graphy. one form of these aliases is
the jaggies-the jagged stair-step pat
terns that fringe the edges of digital
type.

1b faithfully sample and reconstruct
a signal of 300 cycles per inch. you
need a minimum sampling rate of 600
lines per inch. In fact. resolutions in
the range of 600 to 720 lines per inch
were used for many common digital
typesetting devices developed during
the late 1960s and the 1970s. A
decade of experience with these ma
chines showed that this resolution
range was adequate for low- and
medium-quality printing such as
newspapers. telephone books. and
magazines. but not for the highest
quality typesetting and printing.
which required digital resolutions of
1200 or more lines per inch.

The Nyquist limit is only a
theoretical minimum. and for high
quality letter images. real-world
sampling rates often have to be
higher. The practical evidence sug
gests that today's screen resolutions
of 72 lines per inch are at least one
or two decimal orders of magnitude
too low to produce text of optimum
visual quality.

The lesson here is that traditional
analog typefaces cannot be imitated
and jaggies cannot be eliminated on
today's display screens. The only prac
tical solution is to design screen fonts
within the limitations of the available
raster system. to optimize the font's
features to the mechanisms of the
human visual system. and to make
sure these features conform to the

(continued)
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How to avoid the
document conversion trap.

Now, in just minutes, you can convert a full diskette Plus, the KEYWORD 7000 costs just pennies a page,
without losing headers, footers, tabs, underlines or any other compared to service bureaus at $3 a page. Or rekeying at
formatting codes. about $4.50 rer page.

And without cleanup. But that s just the beginning. To find out more about
Announcing the KEYWORD 7000. A revolutionary how th~ KEYWORD 7000 can help you avoid the

new breakthrough in document conversion. converSIon trap, call 1-800-2.2 7-1817 (ext. ~q~A) and get
, . . your free booklet: How to Wm the Compatibility Battle.

It s fmally happened .. Keyword has dIscovered the Exciting New Facts about Today's Office Automation
key to document converSIon. ~ow ~ocuments c.an be Compatibility Solutions. Or fill in - or attach your business
transferr~dto and from all major office .automation card to _ the tear-off coupon. And mail it to the address
systems m letter perfect order. AutomatIcally. below

What's more, simple on-screen prompts and a Cal'11 800 22'" 18'1 17 (ext 801A)
special "HELP" feature key make the KEYWORD 7000 - - f- ~ •
extremely easy to operate. In fact, even a beginner can for your free booklet.
learn to use the 7000 in minutes.

Keyword Office Technologies, Inc. Inquiry 195
25354 Cypress Avenue. Hayward, California 94544

- ------------------

~*"''''''''-----,-

Keyword Office Technologies, Inc.
25354 Cypress Avenue
Hayward, California 94544

Yes! I want to find out more about the
KEYWORD 7000, an exciting new
breakthrough in document conversion.

o Call me ASAP at
(__) Ext__.

o Send me your free booklet.

801A2
Name _

Title _

Company _

Address MIS _

City State Zip _

Phone ( ) Ext. _

Fill in and mail this coupon (Or attach your business
card) WDAY. Or call 1-800-227-1817 (ext. 801A).

~KEYWORD



familiar historical principles of letter
design.

SIZE
'TYpe size is an important factor in
legibility. Up to about 18 point (a
printer's point is approximately 172
inch). the larger sizes are easier to
read than the smaller. This article is
set in 10-point type.

Most users view the screens of com
puter workstations at a somewhat
greater distance than they do books
and printed documents because para
phernalia such as a keyboard. mouse.
or graphics tablet tend to intervene
between reader and screen. Some
ergonomic guidelines recommend a
viewing-distance range of 16 to 28
inches: other guidelines recommend
a range of 13 to 20 inches. At this
distance, screen fonts should be
about 1.2 to 2 times as large as
printed text fonts.

HE:MIi\'IlEIl

FONT DESIGN

This measure must be corrected for
the fact that the apparent size of text
in English (and other languages that
use the Latin alphabet) is more
dependent on the size of lowercase
letters than on the body size of the
whole font. Lowercase is measured by
its "x-height:' which is the vertical
distance from the baseline (on which
all the letters appear to sit or stand)
to the top of the lowercase x. The
body size of a font is the vertical
distance from the bottom of a
descender, such as the stem of a p,
to the top of an ascender, such as the
stem of a b.

The x-heights of common text types
range from about 40 percent to 60
percent of the type's body size. A
type with an x-height of 50 percent of
the body is a face of medium-large
appearance. A popular Io-point book
face might have an x-height of about
5 points. If we assume a display

screen with resolution of 72 lines per
inch (one pixel per printer's point),
then a screen font should have an x
height of 7 to 10 pixels to adjust for
the greater average reading distance.

WEIGHT
The weight of a typeface is its relative
density. or proportion of black image
to white background. Weight can be
measured as the ratio between the
thickness of a straight vertical stem
(such as the stem of an I) and the x
height. The greater the stem thickness
in proportion to the x-height. the
heavier the weight. and the darker the
text image appears. For printed mat
ter. the optimum weight ratio ranges
from 5 to 6 stems per x-height (5: 1
6:1).

This presents a difficult problem for
the screen font designer. For example,
given an x-height of 7 pixels, a stem

(continued)
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"Now when I talk,
my broker listens."

No matter what kind of
investing you do, there
is a DowJones Software
product that will make
you and your broker a
better team.

DowJones Investor's Workshop1M
is the perfect software for private investors who want
an introduction to the world of computerized investing.
The Investor's Workshop creates reports and charts that
give you a clear picture of the performance of your
investments. It enables you to become more proficient
in po(tfolio management and technical analysis.

DowJones
Software™

For more infomlation. mail coupon or call:

1-800-345-8500 ext. 48
(Alaska.lfaw·J.ii ;tnU fi)rdgn call: 1-21,)-7H9-7(K)Hc.:::xl. 4H)

Dow Jones Investor's Workshop available for Apple"Uc, Apple"Ue and Apple"U Plus.
Dow Jones Market Manager I'LUS available for IBM"PC, Apple"U and Apple"MacintoshThO

Dow Jones Market Analyzer available for IBM PC, IBM"XT, Apple Uand TI Professional.

1:11lw)tm<.'S Nt.'ws/Rclricval is a registered tmdcmark ofl)owJon<.'S& Company. Inc. DowJones Softy.'are,
DowJones Im'l>SlOr"s Workshop, DowJones Market Mana~cr PLUS and DowJunt'S Market Analyzer are
Ir'ddcmarks orDowJones & Company, Inc. ulpyright 19X.. !)()W )Cll1t'$ & uJnlpany, Inc. All RiWll'i Reserved.

Inquiry 120

DowJones Market
Manager PLUS 1M

is a powerful portfolio management
system for serious investors. It
allows you to easily monitor and
account for your security transac
tions while providing printed re
ports for review and tax r~cords.

These reports include Holdings
by Portfolio, Holdings by Security,

Realized Gain/Loss and Dividend 'fransaction.

DowJones Market Analyzer 1M

is designed for sophisticated investors who chart stocks.
The Market Analyzer stores historical quotes and updates
daily data on your securities. It constructs comparison
and price and volume charts, allowing you to test theories,
identify trends and improve the timing of your invest
ment decisions.

Each of these programs communicates with DowJones
News/Retrieval~ the leading electronic information service.

r---------------------------
For more information on DowJones Software, send this coupon to:
Ms. Lynn Filippone, DowJones & Company, Inc., P.O. Box 300,
Princeton, NJ 08540.

Yes, please send me more information. I am particularly interested
in: 0 DowJones Investor's WorkshopTM

o DowJones Market Manager PL STM
o DowJones Market Analyzer™

Name _

Address _

City State Zip _

I I
I Phone number(s) ,

'L 81 I
--------------------------~
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Inquiry 130

FONT DESIGN

DISK DRIVES

ACCESSORIES

MONITORS

high contrast have a brilliant glittery
look. and faces with low contrast have
a stolid. monotonous look.

For screen fonts to have some of the
legibility of traditional typefaces. the
traditional contrast must be pre
served. Fonts in which the vertical and
horizontal elements are the same
thickness have an unfamiliar texture;
this unfamiliarity impairs legibility

When both horizontals and verticals
are only one pixel in thickness on a
CRT display and the letters are black
on an illuminated background. the
legibility problem is exacerbated by
the erosion of vertical stems. which
become even thinner than I~:)rizon

tals. contrary to the reader's visual ex
pectations. Such fonts not only ap
pear weak and spindly, they seem
unclear and ill-defined. as though thE
reader's vision is blurred or some
thing is misadjusted on the display
screen. What is actually blurred and
misadjusted is the font's design.
However. thicker stems require a
larger x-height to maintain the proper
font weight so there is a lower limit
to the size at which contrast can be
implemented on a screen font.

SPATIAL FREOUENCY
I have discussed visual spatial fre
quency as a means of estimating the
visual system's limits of sensitivity, but
the lower spatial frequencies in text
are even more important. Many psy
chophysical experiments suggest that
the human visual system is most sen
sitive to spatial frequencies in the
range from 2 to 6 cycles per degree
of visual angle. A line of text contains
multiple spatial frequencies; the fun
damental one is the regular alterna
tion of black vertical stems with inter
vening white counters (the space in
side a letter like n or 0) or inter-letter
spaces.

Estimates of the fundamental
spatial frequencies of printing types
at text sizes show a range from 4 to
6 cycles per degree of visual angle.
which is within the range of the visual
system's peak sensitivity. When large
text sizes (such as those used in lux
ury books where typographic econ-

(continued)

weight of one pixel is too light but a
stem weight of two pixels is too heavy
The digital raster cannot permit non
integer stem weights. and thus an op
timum ratio seems impossible.

However. on a computer screen the
perceived stem thickness is almost
always different from the nominal
thickness computed from the speci
fied raster resolution. Physical factors
that influence perceived stem weight
include the size and intensity of the
writing spot the amount of spot over
lap. the speed with which the writing
beam turns from on to off versus the
speed from off to on. the character
istics of the phosphor. and the bright
ness and contrast of the display.

When the letterforms are black and
the screen background is white. these
factors usually combine to erode a
significant portion of the perceived
stem weight. If this erosion is around
20 percent total (not an unusual
amount). the perceived weight ratio of
a font with x-height of 7 pixels and
stems of 2 pixels would be approxi
mately 4.4: I. While rather dark. this
is preferable to a one-pixel stem.
which would produce a weight ratio
of 8.7: I-far too light and spindly. A
larger x-height of 9 pixels with a stem
of 2 pixels would. under the same
conditions. yield a perceived weight
ratio of 5.6: 1. within the optimum
range.

Thus. an interaction occurs between
font size. as measured by x-height
and stem thickness that makes some
size/stem combinations significantly
more legible than others. A font de
signer has to filter the matrix of all
possible low-resolution digital fonts to
pass only those of acceptable weight
ratios.

CONTRAST
In traditional text typefaces and let
tering based on the Latin alphabet
vertical letter elements are thicker
than horizontal elements. The stems
of an n are thicker than the serifs or
the connecting arch; the vertical
bowls of an 0 are thicker than the
horizontal hairlines. This difference
between vertical and horizontal fea
tures is called contrast. Faces with

.............................. $75
........... 115
............ 93

..... 121

SWITCH BOXES
2 POS RS232
4 POS RS232
2 POS Centronics
4 POS Centronics

2017 E. Cactus, Phoenix, AZ. 85022
(602) 482·0400

All prices are for cash, cashiers check or money order.
Allow 4 weeks bank clearance for personal checks.
C.O.O.'s, Visa, MC, and PO.'s accepted at additional
charge. Prices subject to change. Returns must have
authorization number and are subject to a restocking
charge.

~""""~~~~"""""'I'P.I

PRINTERS.

AST latest boards Call
Chips & Microprocessors Call
GSI Surge Protector 59
Hercules Graphics Card 369
Kraft Joysticks (IBM or Apple) 35
Paradise Multidisplay Card . . 379
Printer Buffers & Spoolers Call
Quadram all products. .. Call
Ribbons (dol.) & Printwheels Call
Standby Power Systems . . Best Price
Tractors & Sheetfeeders .... .. Call

Amdek . . Call
Leading Edge Color RGB 399
PGS-HX-12 ..... .. 459
PGS MAX-12 Amber .. 169
~n~l~ln...... ~

Novation-J-Cat . .. ... 99
Smart Cat .. . 399

Hayes Smart Modem 300/1200 219/479
1200B 429

Anchor Volksmodem. .. Call
Signalman Mark VII/XII. .. .. 119/299

Qubie Internal RS232 269/285

MODEMS

Alpha Omega 10MB w controller (IBM) 799
TEAC 55B slimline DSDD . . 149
TEAC 55F slimline DSQD 249
Bernoulli Box 1949
Tandon 100-2 199
Maynard 10MB-WS-2 with EPROM 1149
Tallgrass Tech Hard Disk System Call
Microsci A2 (Apple) . .. 189
CDC, Qume, Shugart . . Call

1550 AP 499 6100 429
1550 BCD 549 Okidata
8510 AP 319 All Models Call
8510 BC2 419 Panasonic
8510 BPI .389 All Models ....... Call
Al0-20 .. . 449 Qume
Fl0-40 899 Letter Pro . . 629
FlO-55 1199 11/40 WIBM IF..1369

Daisywriter II/55 WIBM IF..1569
2000 985 Star Microtronics

Diablo All Models ....... Call
620 API.. .. 739 Tally
630 APi 1699 160LwlTractor...Call
630 ECS 1999 Toshiba

Epson 1340 . .. 749
All.... .. Call 1351 1359

NEC • NEC • NEC • NEC • NEC • NEC • NEC
P2 515 3550 1489
P3 739 nl0 1639
2050 779 8850 1799
P2/P3 Parallel Int. Face 139
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THE FORTH SOURCE™

$85

$200

$65

$80

MVP·FORTH
Stable - Transportable - Public Domain - Tools
You need two primary features in a software development package a
stable operating system and the ability to move programs easily and
quickly to a variety of computers. MVP-FORTH gives you both these
features and many extras. This public domain product includes an editor,
FORTH assembler, tools, utilities and the vocabulary for the best selling
book "Starting FORTH". The Programmer's Kit provides a complete
FORTH for a variety of computers. Other MVP-FORTH products will
simplify the development of your applications.

MVP Books - A Series
o Volume 1, All about FORTH by Haydon. MVP-FORTH

glossary with cross references to fig-FORTH,
Starting FORTH, and FORTH-79 Standard. 2nd Ed. $25

o Volume 2, MVP-FORTH Assembly Source Code. Includes
CP/M ,IBM-PC ,and APPLE<!> listing for kernel $20

o Volume 3, Floating Poinl Glossary by Springer $10

o Volume 4, Expert System with source code by Park $15

o Volume 5, File Management System with interrupt security
by Moreton $25

f<:" 0 Volume 6, Expert Tutorial for Volume 4 by M & L Derick $15...
MVp·FORTH Software - A Transportable FORTH
o MVP-FORTH Programmer's Kit including disk, documen

tation, Volumes 1 & 2 of MVP-FORTH Series (All About
f<-~ FORTH, 2nd Ed. & Assembly Source Code), and Starting

... FORTH. 0 CP/M, 0 CP/M 86, 0 APPLE, 0 STM PC,
o IBM PC/XT/AT, 0 PC/MS-OOS, 0 Osborne, 0 Kaypro,
o H89/l89, 0 l100, 0 TI-PC, 0 MicroDecisions,
o Northstar, 0 Compupro, 0 Cromenco, 0 DEC Rainbow,
o NEC 8201, 0 TRS-80/100, 0 HP 110, 0 HP 150 $150

MVP-FORTH PADS- (Professional Application Development
System) for IBM PC/XT/AT or PCjr or Apple II, 11+ or lie. An
integrated system for customizing your FORTH programs and
applications. The editor includes a bi-directional string search
and is a word processor specially designed for fast develop
ment. PADS has almost triple the compile speed of most
FORTH's and provides fast debllgging techniques. Minimum
size target systems are easy with or without heads. Virtual
overlays can be compiled in object code. PADS is a true
professional development system. Specify Computer. $500

o MVP-FORTH EXPERT-2 System for learning and developing
y.'<,~ knowledge based programs. Both IF-THEN procedures and

analy1ical subroutines are available. Source code is provided.
Specify 0 Apple, 0 IBM, or 0 CP/M. Includes MVP-FORTH
Series, Volumes 4 and 6, Expert Systems by Park. $100

".0 FORTH-Writer, A Word Processor for the IBM PC/XT/AT with
y.'<; 256K. MVP-FORTH compatible kernal with Files, Edit and Print

systems. Includes Disk and Calculator systems and ability to
compile additional FORTH words. $150

#' 0 MVP-FORTH Enhancement Package for IBM-PC/XT/AT
... Programmer's Kit. Includes full screen editor, MS-DOS file

interface, disk, display and assembler operators. $110

o MVP-FORTH Cross Compiler for CP/M Programmer's Kit.
Generates headerless code for ROM or target CPU $300

o MVP-FORTH Meta Compiler for CP/M Programmer's kit. Use
for applicatons on CP/M based computer. Includes public
domain source $1 50

o MVP-FORTH Fast Floating Point Includes 9511 math chip on
board with disks, documentation and enhanced virtual MVP-
FORTH for Apple II, 11+, and lie. $450

o MVP-FORTH Programming Aids for CP/M, IBM or APPLE
Programmer's Kit. Extremely useful tool for decompiling,
callfinding, translating, and debugging.

o MVP-FORTH Floating Polnt & Matrix Math for IBM
PC/XT/AT with 8087 or Apple with Applesoft on
Programmer's Kit or PADS

o MVP-FORTH Graphics Extension for IBM PC/XT/AT or
Apple on Programmer's Kit or PADS

o MVP-FORTH Ms-DOS file interlace for IBM PC PADS

FORTH DISKS
FORTH with editor, assembler, and manual.

o APPLE by MM, 83 $100 0 68000 by LM, 83 $250
o ATARI<!> valFORTH $60 0 VIC FORTH by HES, #'
o CP/M by MM, 83 $100 VIC20 cartridge ... $20
o HP-85 by Lange $90 0 C64 by HES Commodore
o HP-75 by Cassady $150 64 cartridge $40
o IBM-PC by LM, 83 $100 0 Timex by HW
o Z80 by LM 83 $100 0 T/S 1000/lX-81 ",,"(o~$$2305

, 02068 ...."o 8086/88 bv LM. 83 $100
Enhanced FORTH with: F-Floating Point, G-Graphics, T- Tutorial,
S-Stand Alone, M-Math Chip Support, MT-Multi-Tasking, X-Other
Extras, 79-FORTH-79, 83-FORTH-83.
o APPLE by MM, 0 C64 by ParSec. MVP, F,

F, G, & 83 $180 G & X $96
o ATARI by PNS, F,G, & X. $90 0 Extensions for LM Specify
o CP/M by MM F & 83 $140 IBM, l80, or 8086

o TRS-8011 or ;11 by MMS 0 p~~:ware Floating $100

F, X, & 79 $130 0 8087 Support
o TImex by FD, G,X, & 79 $45 (IBM-PC or 8086) $100

Key to .endors: 0 9511 Support
FD Forth Dimension (l80 or 8086) $100
HW Hawg Wild Software 0 Color Graphics
~~ L~~~~';;(;o~iCrOSYS1emS (IBM-PC) $100
MMS Miller Microcomputer Services 0 Data Base
PNS Pink Noise Studio Management $200

FORTH MANUALS, GUIDES &r DOCUMENTS
#' 0 Thinking FORTH by Leo 0 68000 fig-Forth With

... Brodie, author of best selling assembler $25
"Starting FORTH" $16 0 FORML Proceedings

o ALL ABOUT FORTH by 0 1980 0 1981 Vol 1
Haydon. See above. $25 01981 Vol 2 y.'<,~

o FORTH Encyclopedia by 0 1982 0 1983 each $25
Derick & Baker $25 0 1981 Rochester

".0 FYS FORTH User's Manual Proceedings
y.'<; with Source Code from the 0 1981 0 1982 0 1983

Netherlands $25 0 1984 y.# each $25
o The Complete FORTH 0 Bibliography of FORTH $17

by Winfield $16 0 The Journal of FORTH
o Understanding FORTH Application & Research

by Reymann $3 0 Vol. 1/1 OVol. 1/2
o FORTH Fundamentals, 0 Vol. 2/1 y.'<,~ each $17

Vol. I by McCabe $16 0 METAFORTH by
o FORTH Fundamentals Cassady $30

Vol. II by McCabe '$13 0 Threaded Interpretive
o Mastering FORTH by Languages $23

y.'<,~ Anderson & Tracy $18 0 Systems Guide to flg-
o Beginning FORTH by FORTH by Ting $25

Chirlian $17 0 Inside F83 Manual by ".
o FORTH Encyclopedia Ting y.'<; $30

Pocket Guide $7 0 FORTH Notebook by
o And So FORTH by Huang. A Ting y.# $25

college level text. $25 0 Invitation to FORTH $20
o FORTH Programming by 0 PDP-11 User Man. $20

Scanlon $17 0 FORTH-83 Standard $15
o Starting FORTH by Brodie. 0 FORTH-79 Standard $15

Best instructional manual 0 FORTH-79 Standard
available. (soft cover) $19 Conversion $10

o Installation Manual for fig-FORTH $15

o Source listings of fig-FORTH, Specify CPU $15

Ordering Informltion: Check, Money Order (payable to MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS,
INC.), VISA, MasterCard, American Express. COD's $5 extra. Minimum order $15.
No billing or unpaid PO's. California residents add sales tax. Shipping costs in US
included in price. Foreign orders, pay in US funds on US bank, include for handling
and shipping by Air: $5 for each item under $25. $10 for each item between $25 and
$99 and $20 for each item over $100. All prices and products subject to change or
withdrawal withoul notice. Single system and/or single user license agreement
required on some products.

Inquiry 246

MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS, INC.
PO BOX 4656 MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 (415) 961-4103
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omy is not a factor) are included in the
estimates. the range expands to in
clude 2 and 3 cycles per degree. the
remaining area of peak sensitivity.
'TYpe size and spacing are not ar
bitrary; they have been carefully
tuned to the mechanisms of the visual
system by centuries. even millennia.
of careful experimentation. Screen

v

v

FONT DESIGN

fonts should also be tuned to this
band of fundamental frequencies.

A failing common to many screen
fonts is spacing between letters that
is too tight in some combinations. too
loose in others. and generally ir
regular. Irregular spacing between let
ters is faddish in advertising typo
graphy. where it serves to attract at-

C ProductivitY Series-
The Professional~ Edge

Blaise Computing has a • C VIEW MANAGER" is
range of programming aids for our display screen manage-
the most popular C compilers in ment system that makes
theIBM environment that no screen development and doc-
seriOus system developer should umentation much faster. It
be without. These packages help comes with a complete
you to easily access advanced library of C functions which
capabilities of the hardware and use the screens you have de-
operating system, and to finish veloped to recall and display
your projects with a substantial information, capture and
saving of time and effort. With validate field data entry, and
software development costs and provide context-relevant
pressures as great as they are, help files. $275
can you afford not to take advan- • ASY CH MANAGER" is a
tage of the finest tools available? library of interrupt-driven
• C TOOLS" puts advanced routines providing a general

string handling functions at interface to both COM ports
your disposal and provides a for your asynchronous com-
high-level interface to all munications applications.
BIOS functions from your C Introductory price of $175
program. Complete screen includes all source.
handling, graphics primi- All of these products may be
tlves, and a substantIal group used by developers with no
of useful, general-purpose royalty payments to Blaise Com-
functions ar~..lso featured. $125 puting. Source code either

• C TOOLS 2 lets your pro- comes with the package, or is
gram perform all the ad- available. We support Lattice,
vanced DOS 2.0 servIces. Computer Innovations, and
Program chaining, software Microsoft C compilers. To expe-
Interrupt handltng, and dy- dite your order or to obtain fur-
namlC memory allocatton are ther information, call or write us
all done" right." Buffer and directly.
file handling functions are ""Bl-ai'-'-=Co'--m-pu-u"-'ng"-,-"P-,og-,-a,,-m-,er--

provided. as well as a gen- Productivity series is also available in
eral DOS gate. 5100 versionsJor (he Pascal language.

=-::-c-::-::-::::--:-c:-:-.--------J
BLAISE COMPUTING INC.
2034 Blake Street Berkeley, CA 94704

(415) 540-5441

"

tention to sales pitches that the
reader would otherwise ignore. but
analysis of several centuries of typo
graphic texts demonstrates that open.
rhythmic spacing is the most read
able.

PROPORTION
Because the alphabet is a system. the
proportions of the letters must be
tuned to each other and to the overall
proportions of the alphabet design.
The widths of the letters must con
form to three main criteria: the x
height of the alphabet design. the op
timum spatial frequency of the text.
and the historically evolved letter
shapes.

The average width of the letters in
relation to the size of the font deter
mines the fundamental spatial fre
quency of the font at a particular
reading distance. This frequency
should be within a certain range, as
discussed earlier. Moreover. the dif
ferent widths of the letters in relation
to each other help the reader dis
criminate their forms and permit a
rhythmic spacing pattern.

Proportionally spaced fonts are
more legible than monospaced fonts
because of the more finely tuned pat
tern of the text. When monospaced
fonts are necessary. a font designer
should compensate for the irregular
rhythm and distorted proportions. but
such compensation is possible only
up to a point. The limitations of
mechanical typewriter technology
created a need for monospaced fonts.
but these limitations are not neces
sary in digital typography. The less
legible monospaced fonts can now be
retired from most applications.

DIFFERENTlATION
Serifs act as flags on character shapes
to aid in differentiation. Note that in
a sans serif (i.e.. without serifs) font.
an r followed by n is easy to confuse
with an m whereas the same com
bination in a serifed font is less easy
to confuse with m. Similar demonstra
tions are possible for other letter
combinations. Therefore. while sans
serif fonts might seem more modern.

(continued)
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COMPAQ is a registered trademark and COMPAQ DESKPRO is a trademark ofCOMPAQ Computer Corporation. IBM' is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Labs. ' 1984 COMPAQ Computer Corporal ion. All righls reserved.
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Now you don't have to compromise to
have it all in a personal computer.

Pick the new COMPAQ DESKPRO"
over the IBM- PC or XT and you get a
lot more computer for your investment.

One that runs thousands ofthe most
popular programs right offthe sl1elf
at speeds two to three times faster. ''One
with a dual-mode monitor (amber-or
green) to display text and graphics. One
with exclusives like internal tape backup
and shock-mounted storage system.

Pick the COMPAQ DESKPRO over
the IBM AT and you get comparable
performance without sacrificing any
PC or XT compatibility... but for a lot
less investment.

And, ofcourse, you can start having it
all with your COMPAQ DESKPRO
today. It's available now.

In short, COMPAQ DESKPRO is
the only personal computer that can
grow from a PC to XT to AT level
of functionality-easily, affordably,
compatibly.

It simply works better.

Configure it the way you want: With
one or two diskette drives. One or two
fixed disk drives. Or new options like
a 30M-byte high-performance fixed disk,
high-speed 8087-2 co-processor and
internal tape backup for either the
10M-byte or 30M-byte fixed disk.

UNIX:based operating systems? We
run them today. PC DOS Version JO?
That, too. Networking? Can do. Multi
users? No problem. Multi-tasking? Easy.
Tape backup? It's inside. High-resolution
text and graphics? Standard Two speeds?
Exclusive.

When you pick the COMPAQ
DESKPRO, you do have it all-from
the company that makes the best-selling
portable business computer in the world.
For a free brochure and the location
ofyour nearest Authorized COMPAQ
Dealer call 1-800-231-0900, Operator 2 or
Telex 795437 COMPAQCOMP HOD.
In Canada, call 416-449-8741.

rOHlPAD
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management capablilties of
TurboDOSTM. Run MS-DOSTM and
CP/M 86 software plus true multiuser
accounting and data base applications.

The industry's longest warranty.
We've built the ULTRAFRAME to

last - and backed it with a full three
year warranty. Plus, we give a level
of old-fashioned factory support you
won't get from anyone else. And on
site maintenance is available nation
wide through 45 service centers.

INDEPENDENT BUSINESS SYSTEMS
Call collect (415) 443-3131 TWX: 91O-386-6003IBSNET
5915 Graham Court. Livermore. CA 94550

tbs U111{ \II~ \\11

S-100 buss with inexpensive boards
and a coaxial cable.

Each PC can tap network resources
including hard disks (10-300MB) and
system printers with spooling.

The PC's gain the proven network

ULTRAFRAMEI\1r ......_-_--_-_-.~.,_~........'!!!!!!!!'!'!!-,_!l!!.!!!!.!!'!!-!'!1!-_~,~~~-~~~~ ~

====.~~ .-,~..-.. .....=======:==:.:==:="====~ -- ~..-.,====
-===::-:~.-. ===5.. .. -.~ ~====-I •.-..~.-.. _

.~ ~----<#

Now run both MS-DOS
and CP1M software.

Our system lets you network IBM
PC's, compatibles or other popular
PC's into a serious multiuser business
system. Tie PC's into the speed of an

Every option you'll ever need.
You're looking at ULTRAFRAME~

a powerful 8/16 bit multiprocessor
you can configure to handle any
application.

It's the one system that can tackle
your toughest jobs today with the
capacity to grow up to 32 users or
tasks - within the same chassis.

Get 5/J & 8/J Winchester drives from
10-120MB (formatted). Also, 14/J
models from 145MB to 1,160MB. And
backup systems appropriate to any
system you design.

The multiuser system
that also networks

IBM PC's.

IBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM. ULTRAFRAME is a regi5tered trademark of IBS, Inc.
CP/M and CP/M 86 are registered trademarks of Digital MS-DOS is a registered trademark of Digital Resea
Research,

• UP TO 32 USERS 
IN PARALLEL. Add 8 or
16 bit SLAVENETTM pro·
cessor boards - each a
complete 280 or 80186
computer - to maintain
fast, multi-user perform
ance. Both 12 and 20 slot
S-100 models available.

• LOW COST PER
USER. Higher perform
ance and lower cost per
user than any micro net
work. True multi-user,
multitasking operation
plus shared resources.

TurboDOS'M is a registered trademark of Software
2000,

• MAINFRAME-LIKE
CHASSIS & POWER
SUPPLY ENGINEERING.
Continuous-duty cooling
capacity. Solid state power
supply circuitry for max.
reliability.

• FAST, MUlTIPRO
CESSOR OPERATING
SYSTEMS. IBS p-NETTM
and TurboDOS - access
to all UCSD Pascal™ and
CP/MTM software.

• FAST, HIGH CAPA
CITY HARD DISKS. Full
range of 5",8" and 14"
Winchester models from
10 to 1160 MB, including
new high·capacity 5"
drives.

• CHOICE OF BACKUP
SYSTEMS. Integral 5" or
8" floppies to 1.2 MB.
BACKSTOPTM video ar
chiving; BACKSTOP II™
start/stop tape.



FONT DESIGN

they are less legible because they lack
these significant distinguishing
elements.

The construction of Latin-based
alphabetic characters also aids in dif
ferentiation. These characters are like
molecules constructed from simpler
atoms. The primitive atomic elements
are called strokes because they were
originally a single motion of a pen or
brush. The various kinds of strokes in
clude verticals, horizontals, curves,
and diagonals. The alphabet can be
subdivided into groups of letters
made up of particular primitive
elements.

For example, in the lowercase, the
letters n, m, h, r form one group
based on the vertical straight stem
and arch; 0, c, e form a group based
on the curved bowl; b. d, p, q form
a related group based on the curve
plus straight; and v, w, x, y form a
group based on the diagonal. These
groups help the reader to distinguish
the letterforms.

Faced with the problem of screen
jaggies, which are worst on curved
and diagonal strokes, some font de
signers have reduced the letter
shapes to straight vertical and hori- 1';,.'\;1I~.

zontal elements. While this technique
reduces the effect of the jaggies, it
also destroys the legibility of the font
by eliminating two of the four primi
tive elements and collapsing the form
groups together.

When every letter in the alphabet
resembles every other letter. the basic
principle of discrimination is lost.
While the jaggies are a problem, it is
preferable to maintain the traditional
shape primitives and keep the letter
forms unambiguous, even if the diag- Li-'::<,;'';~i1!''~

onals and curves show jaggies.

GRAY SCALING
Low-resolution screen fonts are
another problem for the designer.
One technical response to this prob
lem is to increase the display informa
tion from one bit per pixel (the black
and white bit-mapped display of cur
rent workstations) to several bits per
pixel (the gray-scaled display of some

2 experimental and color workstations).
(continued)



Because they contain more informa
tion, gray-scaled fonts can better
depict traditionalletterforms, at least
when viewed in isolated words and
phrases. Also, the low-contrast edges
of curves and diagonals reduce the
visual effect of the jaggies. The letter
forms appear smoother.

Some researchers have hypothe
sized that gray-scaled text would be
more readable than bit-mapped text.
Other evidence suggests that the eye
relies upon high-contrast edges to
focus the text image during reading.
The soft low-contrast edges of gray
scaled fonts might actually reduce
legibility by preventing the focusing
mechanism from finding a sharp
edge. It is not yet certain whether the
conservative eyes of readers will ac
cept gray-scaled text nor whether it
is physiologically more difficult to
read despite its less jagged
appearance.

FONT DESIGN

Gray-scaled fonts are also more ex
pensive to display and more difficult
to design. They require more bits of
memory to store the gray value at
each pixel. and more elaborate and
stable display electronics. The shapes
of gray-scaled letters are more depen
dent on precise control of brightness
and contrast on the display.

SCREEN AND PRINTER
The foregoing principles have concen
trated on designing screen fonts for
optimum readability (for more infor
mation, see "Digital Typography" by
Charles Bigelow and Donald Bay,
Scientific American, August 1983).
However. text is also read as printer
output on paper. The relation be
tween screen text and printer text is
the subject of intensive research, with
many recent efforts attempting to
integrate screen and printer in what
are called "what you see is what you

get" (WYSIWYG) editing and layout
systems.

The WYSIWYG principle is that the
screen should show exactly how the
printed document will look.
WYSIWYG text editors and document
formatters usually attempt to show
different typeface styles in different
sizes, spacings, and page organiza
tions.

The usual model for WYSIWYG sys
tems is traditional typography, which
offers so vast and complex a range of
possibilities that present WYSIWYG
systems can offer only a reduced
subset. This is true because 72-line
per-inch screens have only one-fourth
the resolution of 300-line-per-inch
printers, and one-tenth the resolution
of 720-line-per-inch typesetters.

Usual WYSIWYG implementations
fall into one of two categories:
bottom-up or top-down. Bottom-up

(wlltillued)

New 64K SBC
ReqUires no terminal.

Includes Video Controller
and CP/M'2.2 

Only

$375.
Single board computer runs

with any size floppy drive.
Hardware Software

• 6 MHz CPU • Alpha Terminal Driver
• Graphics/Alpha • Floppy Disk Driver

Video Controller • Source Code Provided
• 2 Serial Ports • CP/M@ 2.2

• 4 Parallel Ports Call our Toronto Office today:
• 1/0 Expansion (416) 745·7214 Megatel
• 64K RAM For information write:

CP 1M" a 'eg,ste,ed "odemo'k 1051 Clinton Sf.,
0' 0'9"0' rle<eo,ch Buffalo, N.Y, 14206

Substantial OEM Discounts Available

Other sse models available include

hard disk controller and more RAM -

SUbscription Problems?

We want to help!

If you have a problem with your BYTE
subscription, write us with the details. We'll

do our best to set it right. But we must
have the name, address, and zip of the

subscription (new and old address, if it's a
change of address). If the problem involves
a payment, be sure to include copies of the
credit card statement, or front and back of

cancelled checks. Include a "business
hours" phone number if possible.

BYTE
Subscriber Service

P.O. Box 328
Hancock, NH 03458
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The only Modula-2 native code cOlllpiler
for 8086/8088-based lllachines

and VAX® systelllS.
All thc str·cngths ofPasC<'1I, plus
improvcmcnts in cvc'·y ,·espcct.
Modula -2 is Niklaus Wirth's second
generation programming solution. All
the best features of his Pascal language
plus major features for true modularity,
support for multi-tasking, type check
ing between program modules, syntax
improvements, and features for in
creased portability (to namejust a fewl.

A complctc p.-ograni developmcnt
systcm.
LOGITECH MODULA-2 includes a com
plete implementation of Wirth's design,
plus 8086 large model support and ad
ditional LOGITECH modules (including
display handling and dynamic string
handlingl.

A complement of powerful debug
ging tools-including compile-time er
ror checks and symbolic debugging-is
included.

P.-ofcssional support from thc
people who wrote LOCITECH
MODULA-2.
LOGITECH's Modula-2 is a professional
development tool, backed by the most
professional support available for Mod
ula users.

LOCITECH's complete Modula
family:
• MODULA-2/86 'M native code 8086/

8088 compiler
• MODULA-2/VMS'M VAX-resident

compiler
• MODULA-2/VX86 'M VAX to 8086/8088

cross compiler

Don't start another project
without considering
LOGITECH MODULA-2.
Trademarks: MODUlA·2/86. MODUlA·2IVX86. MODUlA·2IVMS-lOGITECH.lnc
Registered 'n"ademarks: VAX-DIgital EQUipment Corporation
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;. ,call or write. •
'. Chris Calc, 805 Veterans Blvd. •
• Redwood City, CA 94063 •
'. (415) 365-9852 •

'. LOGITECH SA, Switzerland. .1
• (021)774545 .:
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magnum
p.c. FONT DESIGN

800-544-4354
fIItIPII GA Residents ffi
~ (404)441-3112
4056 WETHERBURN WAY. SUITE 205. ATLANTA. GA 30092

AST SIX PAC PLUS & MONOGRAPH CALL
EVEREX GRAPHICS EDGE 399
HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD 335
IRMA 3278 EMULATOR BEST PRICE
MICROTEK NEW PRODUCTS CAll
ORANGE MICRO ALL BOARDS CAll
ORCHID PC BLOSSOM & TURBO CAll
PERSYST BOARDS & CARDS SAVE
QUADRAM ALL PRODUCTS CAlL
STB GRAPHIX PLUS 1I CAll
TECMAR ALL PRODUCTS CALL
TITAN ACCELERATORS FOR IBM OR APPLE .. CALl
TSENG lABS ULTRA PAK NEW

DISK DRIVES
FUll HEIGHTS (FOR IBM) FROM 110
HALF HEIGHTS (FOR IBM) FRDM 125
ALPHA OMEGA TURBO 10 (FASTER THAN XT)8DO
EVEREX 10 MEG INTERNAL HARD DISK 850

1/2 HT 1/4" TAPE STREAMER 1D69
IOMEGA BERNOULLI BOX (20 MEG) 2895
MICRO SCI (FOR APPLE) CAll
PCjr 2ND DISK DRIVE OR HARD DISK CAll
PEACHTREE PERiPHERALS CALL
QUAD DISK 6 MEG REMOVABLE 1725
QUENTIN (FOR APPLE & IBM) SAVE
SUPER 5 (FOR APPLE) 179
TAllGRASS HARD DISK WITH BACKUP CAll
TANDON TM1 00-2 199

PRINTERS
C. ITOH LETTER QUALlTY CAlL
EPSON FX, RX SAVE
FUJITSU CAll
NEC SPINWRITER, P2 & P3 CAlL
OKIDATA ALL MODELS 8EST PRICES
PANASONIC CAll
QUME SAVE
STAR MICRONICS GEMINI10X/15X 269/379
TOSHIBA P1350 & P1340 CALL

MONITORS
AMDEK CALl
PRINCETON GRAPHICS SAVE
QUADRAM QUADCHROME CAlL
SUPER 5 CAll
TAXAN ALL MODELS CAll

SOFTWARE
COPY II PC SAVE D-BASE III. 399
FRAMEWORK 399 JANUS/ADA SAVE
lOTUS 1·2·3.. SAVE MUlTiMATE 279
SYMPHONY.. 475 10 BASE CAll

MODEMS
HAYES SMART MODEM 300/1200 212/499
NOVATION SMART CAT PLUS W/MITE 399
VEN-TEl HALF CARD 1200 BAUD 425
PENRll.. .......... SAVE MAXWELl. NEW

ACCESSORIES
BUFFERS/SPOOlERS CAll
CHIPS 64K - SET OF 9 40
COMPUSERVE STARTER KIT.. 32
2 & 4 WAY SWITCH BOXES PAR. & SERIAL.. SAVE

I
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WYSIWYG systems start with screen
resolution and force the printer to
conform to the limitations of the
screen. In the simplest case, each
screen pixel is mapped one-to-one
onto the paper output by the printer.

While this provides a certain Carte
sian satisfaction, since it can be
logically demonstrated that the
printer page is exactly like the screen
display, the two images will actually
appear very different. As I discussed
earlier, the screen characters are
eroded by the characteristics of the
display technology. However, the
printed characters are either em
boldened, as by ribbon-spread on a
dot-matrix printer or by toner effects
on a black-writing laser printer, or not
eroded to the same degree as the
screen fonts, as by a white-writing
laser printer.

Thus, if a font is tuned to the op
timum weight and contrast on the
screen, it will appear too dark and too
low in contrast on the printout. Con
versely, if the fonts are tuned to the
printer. they will appear too light and
too high in contrast on the screen.
This is unavoidable. What you see is
not what you will get at the present
level of display and printer tech
nology.

A second problem with bottom-up
WYSIWYG is exaggeration of jaggies
on the printout. Aliasing on the
screen is somewhat ameliorated by
the soft intensity contour of the CRT
writing spot. The spot does not have
sharp edges, nor is it square or rec
tangular; instead it is blurry and
round. The low-contrast edges of the
pixels tend to soften the apparent jag
gies. Printers, however,. produce a
high-contrast spot that clearly renders
the edges of the jaggies. The jaggies
become even more apparent to the
reader, since the human visual system
tends to enhance edges.

On a laser printer that has several
times the screen's resolution, several
printer pixels render a single screen
pixel. This emphasizes the rec
tangularity of the raster and further
enhances the jagginess of the digital
artifacts. Printer fonts that simulate
screen resolutions look noticeably in-

ferior to printer fonts that are opti
mized to the full resolution and imag
ing characteristics of the printer.

Top-down WYSIWYG systems store
fonts as high-resolution master
images. These are usually outlines
that can be scan-converted to raster
images to represent arbitrary sizes at
arbitrary resolutions on screens.
printers, or typesetters. This device
independent method is intellectually
appealing, since the same design pro
duces all characters at the writing
resolution of each target device.

However, low-resolution and high
resolution fonts will not be truly the
same. In top-down systems, the fonts
on low-resolution devices become the
inferior ones, both in comparison to
high-resolution versions and to op
timized low-resolution designs. The
current generation of master-image
data structures and associated scan
conversion algorithms can do good
automatic rasterization at bit-mapped
resolutions of around 1200 lines per
inch, and an acceptable job at 600
lines per inch, but only a mediocre to
inadequate job at 300 lines per inch,
an incompetent job at 150 lines per
inch, and a hopelessly botched hash
at 75 lines per inch.

CONCWSION
The personal workstation offers
powerful tools to the worker, but
these tools are dependent upon typo
graphy: legible fonts in effective ar
rangements. Unfortunately, traditional
typefaces cannot be successfully re
produced at current display screen
and printer resolutions. To optimize
legibility. new fonts must be designed
for the digital media.

These fonts will be most effective if
they take into account the nature of
the human visual system, the logical
and historical principles that shaped
present-day alphabets, the character
istics of current digital imaging
devices, and the conceptual structures
underlying typographic variations and
arrangements. The new technology
requires a new typography that pre
serves the fundamental features of
literacy but expresses them with new
clarity in a new medium.•



The PC Plotter:
It will change the way

business looks at graphics.

Inquiry 164

DiJ0Q00(50DU
In....rumen...

For the name of your closest PC Plotter
distributor or dealer, contact Houston Instrument,
P.O. Box 15720, Austin, Texas, 78761 or call
(512)835-0900. Outside Texas call 800-531-5205.
In Europe, contact Houston Instrument, Belgium
NV., Rochesterlaan 6, 8240 Gistel, Belgium.
Tel. 059-27-74-45, Tlx. 846-81399.

·U.S. suggested list price.4P016

compatible with the PC Plotter. That means you
can produce any type of drawing you require.

Flexibility - Depending on your needs, you
can select from two PC Plotter models. One (PC
Plotter Model 595 for $595.00*) allows you to
produce graphics or overhead transparencies
on 8 \/2" X 11" paper or film; the other (PC Plotter
Model 695 for $695.00 *) permits either
8\/2" X 11" or 11" x 17" graphics. And we didn't
forget the OEM. Houston Instrument will work
with you to configure a plotter that's perfect for
your particular application.

The lowest-priced professional plotter on the
market today is Houston Instrument's new four
pen PC Plotter. It is designed to produce the
crisp graphics you need to compete - and com
municate - in business. Just what makes this
plotter so competitive? Let's take a look:

Price - A multi-pen, compact, single-sheet
plotter at $595* isn't just a low price - it's an
unbelievably low price. What an affordable way
to link the power of graphics communication to
your personal computer.

Performance - Yours and Ours - Until
the PC Plotter was born, it was too expensive to
let the pictures do the talking. Now that's no
longer true. So, the next time the boss walks into
the office needing some "nice charts and
graphs," you can quickly fill the request with
clean, colorful, wonderful graphics. Who knows,
you might even get a raise!

As to our performance, we're
the only plotter manufacturer
offering you hundreds
of graphics software
packages which are

.-



Asyourintroduction to The Librarvof
Com uter nformation SCiences

Take Ihis McGmw-Hili ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF ELEClRONICS AND COMPUTERS.
(61613-3) lor only $3.00.
Sybil P. Parker; Ed.-in-Chief 477 articles by 272 contributors. 964 double
columned pages. Outsized, 8W' x 11 1/.". 1266 illustrations, tables, and
graphs. 5500-entry index. Counts as 3 choices. $63.50

or 3 other books tor onl, $1.00
each (values to $86.90J.
You simply agree to buy 3 more books-at handsome discbunts-within
the next 12months.

(Publishers' Prices shown.)

54455. IMS PROGRAM
MING TECHNIQUES: A
Guide to Using DL/1. Kapp
and Leben. Specific tech
niques for writing applica
tion programs in ANS
COBOL, PLfI, or Assembler
Language. $17.95

34150. APPLIED CON
CEPTS IN MICROCOM
PUTER GRAPHICS.
Bruce A. Artwick. Features
references to both the IBM
PC and the Apple II. With
over 150 illustrations, 14 in
full color. $27.95
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35529. THE BASIC HAND
BOOK. Second Edition.
DavidA. Lien. Thereference
encyclopedia of the BASIC
language. Softbound. $19.95

68170. THE PERSONAL
COMPUTER BASIC(S)
REFERENCE MANUAL.
Donald A. Sordillo. For IBM
PC, Apple Atari, TRS
Color, TRS-80 Model III and
Commodore Vic 20 users.
Softbound. $18.95

62638. MICROPROCES
SOR SYSTEMS. M. Au
miaux. How to make reliable
evaluations, defi ne overall
structure, evaluate charac
teristics, and more. $26.00

40862. CRASH COURSE
IN MICROCOMPUTERS.
Second Edition. Louis E.
Frenzel. Jr Self-teaching,
step-by-step presentation.
Combbound. $21.95

1111 I'I:"I.I( \ \1 \11 1:-

CP/M
II:\\DBOOK

70723. THE PROGRAM
MER'S CP/M HAND
BOOK. Andy Johnson
Laird. A technically
oriented guide for the small
computer user. $27.95

41969-2. DESIGNING
AND IMPLEMENTING
LOCAL AREA NET
WORKS. Dimitris N Chor
afas. The principles and
practices ofLA Ns. Counts as
2choices. $32.95

70206. PRINCIPLES OF
DATABASE SYSTEMS.
Second Edition. Jeffrey D.
Ullnwn. A reference which
spells out every feature ofthe
modern database tech nol
ogy. $24.95

42013. THE DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION OF
COM PI LERS. Robin
Hunter. Lexicalanalysis, stor
age allocation, code genera
tion, syntax analysis, symbol
table handling, and more.

$27.50



Plus more 1J00ks to choose from...
79149-2. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING: A Practitioner's Approach.
Roger S. Pressman. Decision tables and lPO charts, automated testing
tools, graphical design tools, and more. Countsas 2 choices. $36.95

73625. REAL-TIME SOFTWARE. Robert L. Glass. A compendium
ofoutstandingarticles on real-timedesign. $24.95

80158. STANDARD PASCAL USER REFERENCE MANUAL.
DougCooper. BytheauthorofOh/Pascal/Softbound. $12.95

55845. INTERACTIVE COMPUTER GRAPHICS. Wolfgang K.
Giloi. Comprehensive, practical guide for generating effective graphic
displays, picture representation and transformation, and more. $28.95

49353. FUNDAMENTALS OF DATA STRUCTURES IN PASCAL.
Horowitz and Sahni. Evaluation ofalgorithm and data structure devel
opment. $26.95

77651. SELECTED WRITINGS ON COMPUTING. Edsger W Dijk
stra. Articlesand papers by a founding father ofmodern programming.

$28.00

88012-2. WRITINGS OF THE REVOWTION: Selected Readings
on Software Engineering. Edited by Edward Yourdon. A collection of
25 hard-to-find articles. Softbound. Counts as 2choices. $33.00

56714. INVITATION TO MAPPER~ (I): A Pragmatic Approach To
End User Computing. Hurry Katzan, Jr. MAPPER=Maintaming.l.Pre
paringand Producing Executive Reports. $:l4.95

34115. APLIN PRACTICE. EditedbyAlieni Rosen. Writing maintain
able APL codes, evaluating telecommunications networks, using APL
forconstruction accounting,and more. $25.00

32485. ALGORITHMS + DATA STRUCTURES = PROGRAMS.
Niklaus Wirth. ')\ valuable, novel contribution to the computing
science literature."-Edsger Dijkstra. $20.95

34623-2. ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE FOR APPLICATION PRO
GRAMMING. Don H. Stabley. Includes: data representation methods,
program structures, loading, storing and edIting data, and more.
Counts as 2choices. $35.00

37195. THE C PRIMER. Second Edition. Hancock and Krieger. A
complete introduction to this increasingly popular language. Soft
bound. $14.95

80634. STOCK TRADING SOFTWARE GUIDE. Rod E. Packer.
How to select the right package for the type of investor you are. Soft
bound. $15.95

38969. COBOL PROGRAMMER'S BOOK OF RULES. Ledin et al.
$14.95

42303. A DISCIPLINE OF PROGRAMMING. Edsger W Dijkstra.
Includes: program derivation and composition, common mistakes;
plus numerousotherexamples. $25.00

54565. THE ICON PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE.R. andM Gris
wold. A general-purpose language with unique abilities to handle non
numericdata. $18.95

70684. PROGRAM DESIGN CONCEPTS WITH APPLICA
TIONS IN COBOL. Phi/ippakis and Kazmier. Packed with sample
programs,and basic techniques. $25.95

79152-2. SOFTWARE MAINTENANCE: The Problem and Its Solu
lions. Martin and McClure. Packed with illustrations, charts, check
lists, diagrams, and code samples. Counts as 2choices. $38.00

65233. OH! ~SCAL!Cooper and Clancy. A lucid and witty self-teach
ingguide ideally suited to those who want to learn in a hands-on envi
ronment. $17.95

40041. CONTROLLING FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE FOR
HIGHER PROFITS: An APPLE Business Users Guide. Curtin, Alves
andBriggs. Extensively illustrated. Softbound. $14.95

40042. CONTROLLING FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE FOR
HIGHER PROFITS: An IBM PC Business Users Guide. Curtin,
Alvesand Briggs. Extensively illustrated. Softbound. $14.95

37034. BUSINESS DECISION MAKING: An APPLE Business
User's Guide. OsgoodandMolloy. Softbound. $14.95

37036. BUSINESS DECISION MAKING: An IBM PC Business
User's Guide. OsgoodandMolloy. Softbound. $14.95

62615. MICROCOMPUTER GRAPHICS AND PROGRAM
MING TECHNIQUES. Harry Katzan, Jr. A non-technical introduc
tion to computergraphics-covering up-to-date advances in colorcod
ingand computergraphics technology. $22.50

48496. FILE & DATA BASE TECHNIQUES. James Bradley. File
handling, CODASYL data base standards, hierarchical design, cost
benefit analysis, and more. $22.95

63189. MOUSE: A Language fur Microcomputers. PeterGrogono. An
easy-to-install language especially suited for microcomputers. With
sample programsand coded routines. $17.50

70726-2. A PROGRAMMER'S VIEW OF THE INTEL 432 SYS
TEM. Elliot f Organick. How the i432 "mainframe on a micro" worl<s.
Counts as 2choices. $32.95

39888. THE COMPUTER COOKBOOK: How to Create Small
Computer Systems That Work fur You. 1983/84 Edition. William'
Bates. A classic reference. $21.95

Ifthe reply card has been removed, please write to
The LibraryofComput~ran~Information Sciences

Dept. 7-Cf9, RIversIde, N.J. 08075
to obtain membership information andan application.
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55098. INFORMATION
SYSTEMS IN THE 80's:
Products, Marl<ets and Ven
dors. Ulric Wei/. From tra
ditional data processing
services to data/voice net
working and on-line repro
graphics. $29.95

55365-2. AN INFORMA
TION SYSTEMS MANI
FESTO. James Martin.
"Most top management in
the next ten years will be in
charge ofbulldinll an elec
troniC enterprise.'-Martin.
Counts as 2choices. $37.95

58811. LOGICAL CON
STRUC rION OF SYS
TEMS. Jean-Dominique
J#2rnier. Every aspect of sys
tem design-from data speci
fication to the final dialogue
betweendesignerand user.

$22.95

58635. LISPcraft. Robert
Wilensky. The new added
features, dramatically im
proved implementationsand
markedly upgraded inter
f.lcesofLISP. Softbound.

$19.95

70747. PROGRAMMING
IN MODULA-2. Second
Edition. Niklaus Wirth. ')\
worthy successor to Pascal."
-BYTE. $16.95

62627-2. MICROPROCES
SOR SYSTEM DESIGN
CONCEPTS. Nikitas A.
Alexandridis. An easy-to
follow introduction to the
design and development of
8-, 16-, and 32-bit micro
processors. Counts as 2
choices. $32.95

4GoodReasons to Join
1. B, Rust 8Itts. Of the hundreds ofbooks submitted to us each
year only the very finest are selected and offered. Moreover, our
booksarealways ofequal quality to publishers' editions, neverecon
om~edltlons.

2. BI, S"'IIS. In addition to getting either the McGraw-Hili Ency
clopedia of Electronics and Computers for $3.00, or 3 books for
$1.00 eachwhen you join, you keep saving substantiall}\ up to 30%
and occaSionally even more. (fur example, your total savmgs as a
trial membe'i including this introductory offer, can easily be over
50%. That's liKegettingevery other book free!)
3. "HS //lets. Also, you WIll immediately become eligible topar
ticipate in our Bonus Book Plan, with savings up to 70% off the
publishers' prices.•..C.If,.,.1tS",'I:I. At 3-4 week intervals (16 times per )lear) you
WIll receIve the LIbrary of Coml?uter and lnformalton Sciences
News, de.scnbmg the Mam Seleclton and Alternate Selections, to
gether WIth a dated reply card. Ifyou want the Main Selection do
nothi ngand it will besent to you automatically. Ifyou preferanother
selection, Orno book at all, SImply indicate yourchoice on the card
and return it by the date specified. You will have at least 10 days to
decide. If, because oflatemail delivery of the News, you should
receivea book you do not want, we guarantee return postage.

67042. PASCAL FOR PRO
GRAMMERS. Lecarme
and Nebu/. Packed with ex
amples, diagrams, and sam
ple codes. $22.95

79157. SOFTWARE DE
BUGGING FOR MICRO
COMPUTERS. Robert
Bruce. Illustrates how to dis
cover "bugs" in programs.
Assumes familiarity with
BASIC. Softbound. $14.95

55857-2. INTERACTIVE
PROGRAMMING ENVI
RONMENTS. Barstowet al.
Eds. The latest developments
in programming methodol
ogjl time-sharing technolog}\
artificial intelligence, soft
ware engineering, and more.
Counts as 2choices. $34.95

55865. INTERFACING MI
CROCOMPUTERS TO
THE REAL WORLD. Sar
gent and Shoemaker. The
complete guide for comput
erizing your home, office, or
laboratory. $15.55



SuperSoft Languages
When Performance Counts

A programmer's most
important software tool is
the language compiler or
interpreter he uses. He has
to depend on it to work
and work well.

At SuperSoft, we believe it.
That's why we offer three
excellent compilers:
SuperSoft FORTRAN,
SuperSoft C, and SuperSoft
BASIC. They answer the
programmer's need for
rock solid, dependable
performance on
microcomputers.

SuperSoft
FORTRAN

With large code and data.
SuperSoft FORTRAN version 2.0
with large code and data space
is now available under MS DOS
and PC DOS. It gives you the
power to compile extremely large
FORTRAN programs on micros.
It allows double precision and
complex numbers, full IEEE float
ing point, and a full range of other
important features for the serious
FORTRAN programmer. Both
8087 support and a RATFOR pre
processor are optionally available.
FORTRAN (CP/M-80 & 86, MS

DOS, PC DOS): $325
0087 support: $50 RAlFOR: $100

SuperSoft A
A true Ada* subset
SuperSoft A is a completely standard
subset of the Ada language, incor·
porating approximately 63% of the
standard Ada syntax and including
such important features as packages
and separate compilation. For CP/
M- 80 microcomputers: $300.

SuperSoft C
SuperSoft C is a high-powered, full
featured C compiler designed for
serious C applications. It is fast
both in compilation and execution,
and it is packed with more than 135
library functions (all delivered in
source code form). SuperSoft C
produces optimized assembly code,
and object code can be ROMed.

SuperSoft C (for CP/M-80, CP/M-86,
MS DOS, PC DOS): $350

SuperSoft
BASIC

The SuperSoft BASIC compiler lets
you get serious with business and
financial programs. It uses BCD
math to give you highly accurate
results for demanding applications.
SuperSoft BASIC is a true native
code compiler that is generally
compatible with Microsoft's BASIC

I interpreter. And an additional
bonus - no run time license fee is
required.

SuperSoft BASIC Compiler (for
MS DOS, PC DOS, and CP/M-86):
$300

Also available for programmers:

Star·Edit, a full-featured
programmer's text editor: $225.00

Disk·Edit, an invaluable
programmer's disk data editor:
$100.00

To order call: 800-762-6629
In Illinois call 217-359-2112 Su ft
In conjunction with SuperSoft, Supersoft FORTRAN was developed by Small Systems Services.
Urbana, IL, a leader in FORTRAN development.

Japanese Distributor. ASR COlJ'Oration Intemational. TBL Building, 7th Floor. )·19·9 Toranomon,
Minato-Ku, Tokyo J05, Japan Tel. 03-5025550. Telex 222·5650 ASRlYO J.

•Ada is a trademarl< of the Department of Defense
PC DOS is a trademark of International Business Machines.
foIoS DOS is a trademark of Microsoft.
CP/M·80 and CP/M·86 are trademarks of Digital Research. Inc.
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BY BRUCE D'AMBROSIO,

EXPERT SYSTEMS-
MYTH OR REALITY?

T
he Department of Defense has
identified artificial intelligence
(AI) as one of the 10 most

critical technologies to pursue in the
remainder of this century. The
Japanese have launched an ambitious
fifth-generation computer project with
AI's application. "expert systems:' as
one of its cornerstone technologies.
The British and the French have re
sponded with major national projects
of their own. And the United States.
currently the leader in this area.
recently increased funding for basic
research in AI. But what are expert
systems. what is all the hoopla about.
and is it justified?

A SHORT HISTORY OF AI
In the beginning there was the com
puter-and it was very difficult to pro
gram. Then John Backus et al. in-

Arti~cial intelligence
is being applied

ILWSTRATED BY CHRIS SPOLLEN

vented FORTRAN and the world of
numeric programming was born.
Shortly afterward, John McCarthy in
vented LISP and. with it. symbolic
programming came into existence. In
the same way that FORTRAN was an
outgrowth of numerical analysis. LISP
was basically an outgrowth of abstract
mathematics. in particular Alonzo
Church's lambda calculus. The result
of this was that early users of LISP
spent most of their time in search of
those things that abstract mathemati
cians seem to love best-elegant and
terse solutions to broad classes of
problems. During the I960s computer
scientists developed a number of
general problem-solving mechanisms.
and in the late 1960s and early 1970s
they tried to apply these mechanisms
to "real" problems. For the most part.
these attempts resulted in dismal

failure. In fact. the results were so
disappointing that one country. Great
Britain, completely abandoned its AI
research and development effort.

What was the problem? Consider
one particular case:-that of determin
ing the molecular structure of a com
pund when given its chemical formula
and other information. This can be
formulated as a "generate and test"
problem. The system consecutively
generates each of the possible struc
tures the compound can have. based
on its formula. It then tests the can
didate structures against the other
evidence to determine which one is
correct. This algorithm works fine for
a compound with few possible struc
tures. However. the number of possi
ble structures for any compound of in
terest to a chemist runs into the
millions, and all hope of ever finding
a solution vanishes. even on the
fastest computers. The solution to this
problem is not faster computers. Add
ing a single atom to a compound can
increase the number of possible struc
tures by a factor of hundreds, and
computers are only getting faster by
a factor of 10 or so each decade.

Researchers realized that what was
needed was knowledge-enough in
formation to understand the subject
at hand. If. instead of generating all
possible structures. the program only
generated those that were physically
realizable. the number of candidate
structures would drop from millions
to thousands. It would then become

(continued)
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PERSONAL COMPUTERS
AND EXPERT SYSTEMS

possible to test all candidates against
the evidence to determine which
would be the correct one. This is the
approach that was taken in Dendra!.

M any people assume that AI and
large computers are synony

mous. This is less true today than it was
in the past. For expert systems in par
ticular. one of the promises is inexpen
sive distribution of expertise.

Much of the expert-systems develop
ment now taking place follows a fairly
standard model. First. a production
rule interpreter is written in LISP. then
the actual rules for an expert system
are written. This has two impacts on
the development environment. First.
LISP itself is usually interpreted. That
means that the final production rules
are interpreted by a program that is
also executed interpretively. and things
run slowly. For this reason AI re
searchers like fast central processing
units. Also, even if the production-rule
interpreter is fairly small. the LISP in
terpreter must be in memory simulta
neously (as well as all of the produc
tion rules themselves), and most
serious LISP systems require at least
1 megabyte of main memory to run
well. 1b my knowledge the only LISP
systems available for computers with
64K bytes (or smaller) of address space
are toys. Recently, however. Gold Hill
Computer announced a LISP imple
mentation for IBM PCs with memories
of at least 256K bytes. While details
about this system are still sketchy, this
seems like it might be a product for
building real systems. Still. interpreted
LISP on a 5-MHz 8088 processor is
almost useless because of its slowness.
However, Gold Hill also says it will
release a LISP compiler in the near
future. and the system would then
become a viable development tool.

More useful. but also more expen
sive. are the major research LISP sys
tems that have been ported to several
of the 68000-based UNIX systems cur
rently available. However, with ade
quate memory (2 megabytes) and a
hard disk, these cost $15.000 and up.

Another alternative is to abandon
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a landmark Al system for elucidating
chemical structure when chemical for
mula and mass spectrograph evi
dence are known.

LISP. A major reason for building ex
pert systems in LISP is that writing in
terpreters . in it is easy. However. if
you're more concerned with building
rule-based systems than with experi
menting with rule interpreters, you
should be able to implement a rule in
terpreter in a language that makes
more modest demands on computer
resources. Several research projects
have been conducted in which the sys
tem was designed in a LISP-based en
vironment and then ported to either
BASIC (Puff-a pulmonary diagnostic
program developed by Stanford and
UCSF) or FORTH (Delta/Cats-a loco
motive diagnostic program developed
at General Electric research). Both sys
tems now run on a small PDP-I I and
I have heard that Delta/Cats is being
ported to an IBM Pc. Also. rumor has
it that IBM is developing an expert
system shell (rule interpreter and
associated utilities) in Pascal for opera
tion on a variety of their computers.
laking this approach, you should be
able to develop a consultation-style ex
pert system on a computer with from
128K bytes to 256K bytes of memory.
Backward-chaining interpreters of the
Mycin sort can be written so that their
computation demands are also rather
modest. In fact. consultation-style
systems usually spend most of their
time waiting for user input. rather than
computing.

Disk facilities are not crucial. since
many expert systems load all data and
rules into memory before they begin
operation. Again. 512K bytes to 1
megabyte of on-line storage should be
adequate for both the rule interpreter
and the text of several hundred rules.
Most expert systems seem to require
from 500 to 2000 rules. In fact. some
of the new expert-systems producers
have taken this approach. These start
up companies usually target IBM PCs
as the hardware for their developed ex
pert systems.

A second dominant theme in AI.
"pattern-directed inference:' was de
veloped in the early 1970s. During
this period. AI returned to its roots.
so to speak, to pick up a technique
for higher-level symbolic-program
organization. This technique is alter
nately called pattern-directed in
ference or "production rules." Once
the need for extensive domain
specific knowledge was recognized.
pattern-directed inference seemed to
provide an answer to the dual ques
tions of how to represent this knowl
edge inside the computer and how to
use it.

The twin themes. then, of extensive
domain-specific knowledge and pat
tern-directed inference dominate ex
pert systems work today.

KNOWLEDGE
It is all very well to say that a system
needs knowledge. but. by itself. this
statement is of little use in system
design. Specifically. it raises two ques
tions. First. what kinds of knowledge
are needed? Second. how will this
knowledge be used? In some sense.
a house's furnace thermostat can be
said to contain knowledge about
heating houses. but no one would call
it an expert system. At least three
kinds of knowledge have been iden
tified as useful for symbolic problem
solving. These are simple domain facts.
relations between these facts. and
methods for using these relations in
problem solving. (Other systems-de
velopment-related questions are
addressed in the text box "Personal
Computers and Expert Systems" at
left.)

To make this taxonomy concrete.
let's look at an example problem of
determining where to invest some
money. (A system that seriously ad
dresses this question is far beyond the
scope of this article. The following
only suggests how you might use
expert-systems technology to address
this problem. Do not judge it for its
financial acumen.) To simplify the
problem. consider only three alter
natives: a "safe" investment (e.g..
Treasury bills or certificates of

(wntinued)



Multilingual Windows

You can order The Window Machine
with the language interface of your choice:
C, Pascal, Compiled Basic, Fortran, Cobol,
or PL1. We've even recently completed
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1171 S. Saratoga·Sunnyval. Road
San I.se. CA 95129

I The Window
Machine'"

Available for the IBM PC. XT. AT. IBM Campalibles.
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The Window Machine Includes:

• Zoom Windows
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• Built-in Diagnostics
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VSI-THE WINDOW MACHINE TODAY
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American Express orders call toll free:
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an interface for Turbo Pascal', so that
now true, full-featured windowing can be
utilized with this fine compiler. (Turbo's
own built-in "windowing" procedure is
extremely limited).

Windows ThM Won't Break You

We decided to save you a lot of money.
So, we left behind fancy binders, mono
grammed slip cases and plastic pre
sentation boxes. Instead, you'll find an
extremely powerful tool and a 200 page
manual written with an eye toward
simplicity, clarity and completeness. (We
*Thrbo Poscal is a Trademark of Borland International

Why did Simon &
Schuster,3COM,
Tymshare, and
Revlon choose
VSI- The Window
Machine?
(and how come
you can buy it for
such alow price?)

These are
coders'
windows...
designed to be
built into the
programs you
are writing.
They can
overlap, move
anywhere on
the screen,
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anish or blink.
hey can be

bordered in
anything from
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flashing
asterisks... or
even no border
at all. .And
you can have
up to 255 of
them at a timel
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Windows WIth A View
Toward The Future

The Window
Machine'· occupies
only 12K! Written in
tight, fast Assembler,
it performs like a
racing engine ... with
more power than
you'll probably ever
need. Yet, it's an
engine designed to fit
in the vehicle of
your choice ... from a
"stripped-down"
128K IBM PC to a
fully loaded AT. The
programs you write
today will run on
the broadest range of
machines possible ...
now, and in the
future.

Windows Bigger
Than Your Screen?

Here's where the
VSI part of our name
fits in. VSI means
Virtual Screen Inter
face. Behind each
window, there's a
much bigger picture.
V'SI defines virtual
screens rather than just windows. The
window itself shows whatever portion of
its virtual screen you wish to exhibit at
any given point in your program. Each
screen can be up to 128 x 255 (columns x
rows. or rows x columns). And there are
more than 100 screen primitives at your
command.
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EXPERT SYSTEMS

Figure 2: The informal statement of rules for the toy investment advisory.

Figure I: Simple facts for the toy investment advisory.

The client should have a reasonable amount of money in "safe"oinvestments
before entering the stock market.

2 The client should have a reasonable amount of money in blue-chip stocks
before venturing into high-risk "growth" stocks.

Age Amount in ''safe'' Amount in "blue-chip"

< 30 $1000 $1000
30 - 40 $3000 $3000
40 - 50 $6000 $4000
50 - 60 $9000 $8000

> 60 $9000 $20000

deposit), blue-chip stocks, and growth
stocks. Simple facts in this domain will
include the age of the investor, the
amount to be invested, and the
amount already in each of the three
categories mentioned above. These
are formalized in figure I. In addition,
you will meet some simple relations
between these facts to build your sys
tem, such as relations between the in
vestor's age and the desired amount
of money in each category. Some rela
tions that might be in such a system
are shown in figure 2. Finally, there is
knowledge about how to solve prob
lems, given facts and relations. For
your sample problem, at least two
strategies are possible. You could ask
the user for all applicable information
and use the known relations to
deduce which investments are appro
priate. Or you could try to prove that
each possible form of investment is the
proper one and ask the user ques
tions as they come up in the course

vestment problem, you have to con
sider one additional factor. What
would you like to accomplish with this
knowledge? Initially, you want to use
it to recommend an investment. but
expert systems typically have addi
tional goals. Often, expert systems are
expected to be able to use their
knowledge to explain why questions
are being asked and to justify conclu
sions once they are reached. They can
do this because the relationships be
tween data items are represented ex
plicitly within the system as further
data, rather than as procedures or
pieces of code (e.g., Pascal if state
ments). Usually, you should represent
these relationships as rules, using a
technique called pattern-directed
inference.

PATTERN-DIRECTED INFERENCE
Pattern-directed inference is actually
a rather simple technique. The basic
idea is that you can express knowl
edge, especially relational and
methodological knowledge, as a set
of "condition/action" pairs. That is, if
you can prove the condition part of
a pair, then you get to perform the ac
tion part. The condition is a simple
conjunction of elementary queries; it
can be thought of as the if part of an
if...then statement. I hope that the
word "query" will make you think of
database queries, which are similar.
That is, the condition need not be a
simple test as in the usual
programming-language if statement.
Rather, the condition can be more
general. as in database-query lan
guage. For example:

IF (safe-cash-amount > safe
cash-target) and (blue-chip
amount > blue-chip-target)

THEN (invest growth-stocks
amount-to-invest)

One difference between this example
and a standard programming-lan
guage if statement is that both the
"safe-cash-amount" and "safe-cash
target" may be unknown when the
rule is first tested. Additionally, there
may be several rules that can make
conclusions about "safe-cash-target:'

(continued)

of the attempted proofs.
The first technique is called forward

reasoning, and the second is back
ward reasoning or "backward chain
ing:' A third possibility, often used in
more complex problems, is a mixed
strategy. in which both forward and
backward reasoning are used where
appropriate. For example, in attempt
ing a medical diagnosis, you might
want to gather initial data first. then
establish plausible hypotheses to ex
plain this data (forward reasoning
from facts to conclusions). then
predict unobserved symptoms (back
ward reasoning from conclusions to
facts that would support them) and
order tests to check for the presence
of these unobserved symptoms (back
ward reasoning again), and finally use
the test results to confirm or rule out
the hypothesized diagnosis (forward
reasoning again).

Now that you know what kinds of
knowledge you need to solve the in-

The client's age in years

Amount the client wishes to add to his investment portfolio
Amount the client has already placed in "safe" investments (e.g.,

T-bills or CDs)
Amount the client has already tied up in "blue-chip" investments
Amount the client has already invested in "growth stocks"
Target amount the client should have in "safe" investments
Target amount the client should have in "blue-chip" investments
Target amount the client should have in "growth stocks"
The truth of the statement 'the client has enough cash in safe

investments"
The truth of the statement 'the client has enough cash in

blue-chip investments"

age

amount-to-invest
safe-cash-amount

blue-chip-amount
growth-amount
safe-cash-target
blue-chip-target
growth-target
enough-safe

enough-blue-chip
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Figure 3: The formal statement of some of the rules for the toy investment advisory.
Note the last rule. This is an example of how new rules can be easily added to modify
the performance of a rule-based system after the system has been constructed.

IF (enough-safe = TRUE) AND (enough-blue-chip = TRUE)
THEN (invest-growth (amount-to-invest))

IF (safe-cash-amount ~ safe-cash-target
THEN (enough-safe TRUE)

IF (age < 30)
THEN (safe-cash-target $1000)

IF (age ~ 30) AND (age <40)
THEN (safe-cash-target $3000)

IF (age ~ 40) AND (age <50)
THEN (safe-cash-target $6000)

IF (age ~ 50)
THEN (safe-cash-target $9000)

IF (client-in-rush = TRUE)
THEN (enough-safe TRUE)

After you encode knowledge as a
condition statement. the next step is
to use it. The most common way to
do this is to check each rule in turn
until you find one whose condition
part is satisfied. Then the action part
of that rule is executed. and the cy
cle starts over. An alternative is to find
all rules whose condition parts are
satisfied before you execute any of
their action parts. When execution
begins. you choose a starting point by
using a "conflict resolution" strategy.
In either case. a production-rule inter
preter must implement a two-part
"recognize/act" cycle. The production
rule interpreter must first recognize
which rules apply and then act (Le..
apply the relevant rule or rules). AI
programmers have implemented
many variations of this scheme. but
you have to remember that this style
of execution couples the rules loose
ly. In other words. it generally does
not matter where you insert a rule in
a production system. If you want to
handle a new condition. you simply
insert the appropriate rule. thus ex
panding system capability as in figure
3. This is in marked contrast to the
usual "rat's nest" of if statements in
a typical program. Normal if state
ments can be hard to update because
their control information (that is. when
they should be used) often is repre-

EXPERT SYSTEMS

sented implicitly by each statement's
location.

A variation of this scheme was used
in Mycin. a medical diagnostic pro
gram developed at Stanford. Mycin
has a built-in back-chaining rule inter
preter. That is. if the needed values
are unknown when Mycin evaluates
the condition part of a rule. it at
tempts to establish them. Mycin does
this by looking for rules that make
some assertion in their action parts
about the unknown values in the con
dition part of the original rule. Then
it looks to see if these rules are ex
ecutable. This might. of course. result
in back-chaining to yet another level.
Consider the folloWing example. Sup
pose you want to show that blue-chip
stocks are the appropriate investment
for someone. You might have a rule
th3t says: If the amount already in
vested in safe neasury-note-type in
struments is greater than the safe
investment-target amount. take some
of that money out of those instru
ments and put it into blue-chip stocks.
Through backward chaining. the sys
tem looks for rules that will first
establish the safe-amount-invested.
and then the safe-investment-target
amount. There are no rules that draw
any conclusions about the safe
amount-invested. so the system sim
ply asks how much is tied up in "safe"

investments. However. there is a rule
that makes an assertion about the
safe-investment-target. In tum. it re
quires information about the client's
age. Since there are no rules that
make any conclusions regarding the
client's age. the system must again ask
for this information.

Once you implement a domain-in
dependent interpreter of this type.
you can quickly build any number of
such "consultation" systems. However.
the system is rigid in the sense that
its third kind of knowledge. that of
how to use the rules to solve prob
lems. is hard-wired. And because it's
hard-wired. you can't build a more
sophisticated forward- and backward
reasoning problem solver using a
Mycin-style rule interpreter since
there is no way to make it deviate
from its built-in control strategy.

By examining its recursion stack. the
rule interpreter can answer some
questions the client might pose at this
point. For example. if the client wants
to know why the expert-system pro
gram is asking a particular question.
the interpreter can answer by listing
its "goals:' The system asks the client's
age to determine his "safe-investment
target" and attempts to determine his
"safe-investment-target" to recom
mend an amount to invest in blue
chip stocks.

If the production-rule interpreter
notes which rules were applied dur
ing the consultation. it can "justify" its
recommendation by citing the rules it
used to arrive at its conclusions. If the
client asks why the system recom
mends he invest $5000 in blue-chip
stocks. the system can respond: "Rule
xx says that if your safe-investment
amount is greater than your safe
investment-target and your blue-chip
amount is less than your blue-chip
target. then you should invest X% of
your net worth in stocks:' This facility
is especially important in systems
designed to advise professional peo
ple. who don't often follow advice
blindly. This brings up the final point:
rule-based inference seems to be a
natural way to express many kinds of
knowledge. especially knowledge that

(continued)
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to make an assumption and later
retract it if it leads to undesirable
results (as in a planning system).

Successful as expert systems have
been. several major problems limit
their applicability. First the tech
nology described here has no way of
recognizing when a problem is out
side its domain of expertise. If you
present Mycin with a broken arm. it
may not only fail to recommend a
cast but it might not even recognize
that this patient's ailment is beyond
its scope. Connected with this is the
liability that Mycin has no indepen
dent way to check that its conclusions
are reasonable. Also, the "explana
tions" that expert systems can give
are shallow and do not really address
fundamental issues. For example. in
our toy investment advisory, you can't
ask why a person under 30 should
have $\000 in "safe" investments. The
system does not know why. it only
knows the fact. And perhaps a major
failing of all current expert systems is
that they can't learn from experience.
We can accept that human experts
sometimes make mistakes: however.
we can generally expect a person to
learn from that error and not repeat it.

Despite these failings. all of which
are being researched. the current
generation of expert systems offers a
higher level of performance than
more traditional programming tech
niques. You can expect to see their in
creasing use in more and more situa
tions where expert advice is widely
needed and in short supply. So far.
this has already happened in the field
of finance. Deregulation has expand
ed the number of financial services
beyond the number of knowledge
able financial advisors. As a result.
several companies are pursuing the
possibility of using expert systems to
distribute their financial advice. _

experts use to solve many kinds of dif
ficult problems.

PUTTING THE PIECES
TOGETHER
You now have three kinds of knowl
edge and a pattern-directed inference
system for using this knowledge to
solve problems. What can you expect
from them?

Expert systems are best at solving
data-interpretation problems. such as
inferring situation descriptions from
sensor data. HASP/SlAP. for example.
is a system that can infer the locations
and types of ships traveling in the
Pacific Ocean from data transmitted
by a network of submerged acoustic
sensors. Other successful AI systems
include the Mycin medical diagnostic
system. the Delta/Cats mechanical
diagnostic system. the Rl design
system for configuring objects under
constraints (the Rl system configures
VAX orders for Digital Equipment
Corporation). and the Molgen system
for planning experiments in molecular
genetics. A key aspect of expert
systems technology is that its
production-rule formalism permits ex
pression of knowledge in a form close
to the wayan expert uses it. There
fore, systems can be built by inter
viewing relevant experts and directly
coding their problem-solving knowl
edge into rules. Such systems provide
expert-level performance by giving us
an automated copy of human exper
tise. This is the reason for much of the
current excitement about expert
systems. The technology promises to
be an inexpensive way to widely
distribute human expertise.

In such a short article I can't discuss
all of the issues involved in designing
expert systems. In particular. I
neglected the topic of uncertainty.
Many of the rules elicited from ex
perts will follow the form "a and b
together often imply c:' and the data
available for problem solving is often
either unreliable or vague. Many ex
pert systems have built-in facilities for
dealing with uncertain information.
These may include an ability for a
"degree of belief" about various facts
(e.g., medical diagnosis) or the ability

Two computers share
two parallel printers
or plotters.
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X Switch-Parallel (XSP)

S6900*

X Switch-Serial (XSS)S5500* Two serial computers
can now share 2 serial

devices. RS232 applications
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switch for parallel

interface with Printers or Plotters. Switch
Instantly from letter-quality to dot matrix at
the touch of a button.

Data Switch-Serial (DSS)S4200* For RS232 applications
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switching between any two serial devices.
Data transparent. Commonly called an
ABSwitch.
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The Ampere Computer Model WS-1
represents the best of a new breed of
personal computers. Designed by a
free-thinking innovative team, it combines
the flexibility of state of the art technology
with the power of the most robust APL
interpreter available on the market today.

• Battery operation. 8 MHz 68000 CPU
• 64K-512K bytes RAM. 128K bytes ROM
• 25X 80 character LCD. Bit-mapped Graphics
• Multiple Windowing. Multi-job, Multi-task as

for powerful networking
• Coherent DB-WP-CALC-Graphic
• Intelligent Phone Function
• Voice/Data Storage Microcassette

Inquiry 20
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amp~pe
For Distributorship infonnation and product details, please contact:

Ampere, Inc., Asahi Bldg., 5-20, 7-chome Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo, Japan
Phone: 03-365-0825, Telefax 03-365-0999, Telex 133101 AMPERE

IP Sharp Mail Box Code: AMP (Group Code APLWS)
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And we can prove it.
We put our 1200 bps modem to the critical
test. We stacked it up against Hayes, one of
the "smart" modems.

The Perfonnance
Hundreds of phone calls were carefully moni
tored, analyzed, and verified by telecommu
nications engineers. After exhaustive testing,
the results were conclusive: when line quality
was good, our modem was one and a half
times more accurate than Hayes. When line
quality was bad, however, our modem was
up to ten times more accurate. And when line
quality was really bad, their error rate shot up
to as much as 100 times ours! The errors
ranged from misspelled words to incorrect
numbers. The implications for modern busi
ness are understandably serious.

The Reliabllity
Then we went inside and did a component
count. The final score: Hayes 252, us 155.
This can be viewed two ways: Either Hayes
has a 60% better chance of developing part
failure, or our modem has a 60% better
chance of delivering higher reliability.

Eliminating operator risk is as important to
us as eliminating errors. With our modem
there's virtually no risk of electrical damage
because there are no internal switches to
deal with. General DataComm modems auto
matically select all call parameters.

• c.

The Company
The General DataComm intelligent modem is
the newest product of a company that has
been designing data communication systems
for 15 years. A company whose customer list
is a "Who's Who" of international business.
Most of the Bell operating companies, and
other telephone companies in the U.S. and
Canada. Major banks. Brokerage firms. And
many of the Fortune "500."

We build multiplexers, modems, local area
and digital network products, and the most
complete networking systems on the market.
Now we're applying the technology that won
the respect of big business and Bell to the
personal computer market. With a line of 300
and 1200 bps modems and our own com
munications software.

The General DataComm modem. We put it
to the critical test. Now it's ready for the ulti
mate test. Yours. To find the dealer nearest
you, contact the Personal Computer Products
Dept., (203) 574-1118. General DataComm,
Middlebury, CT 06762-1299.

Inquiry 141
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THERE'S A CERTAIN understandable fascination with the idea of a computer
small enough to go with you anywhere yet powerful enough to handle your
work without forcing you to make excuses. We're not exactly up to our chins,
or laps, in these briefcase-size machines, but enough are now coming out
so that we can see they're being regarded as useful devices rather than
curiosities. The HP 110, reviewed this month by Mark Haas, fills the descrip
tion of briefcase-size (13 by 10 by 2% inches, 9 pounds). As to whether it's
a tool or just a conversation piece. Mark's review provides an answer.

Our second review details the other end of the fashion spectrum. S-IOO
systems are far from new but have shown a resiliency that belies the occa
sional news of their demise. As evidence, Charles Strom presents Gifford's
MP/M 8-16, developed from CompuPro hardware and Gifford's operating
system, with a variety of disk controllers and other options. The Gifford MP/M
8-16 won't be joining you in the coach section of the airplane, but there's an
interesting story here, told by an informed user.

We previewed Lotus's Symphony back in July when those cryptic television
commercials first appeared. At the time we promised we'd come back to it
after giving it a more thorough going-over. Dick Pountain, BYTE's U.K. editor,
fulfills our promise, pointing out some of the differences between its rumored
attributes and reality. If you're at all interested in integrated software, this is
an article you should read.

For readers looking for a way to create finished documents with a profes
sional. typeset appearance, Alan Miller has reviewed MagicPrint from Com
puter EdilYpe Systems. A print processor rather than a word processor, Magic
Print has specific applications and specific limitations you should be aware
of before you buy.

The subject of printing is taken up from another angle in Mark Haas's review
of the HP ThinkJet printer. Mark reports on its pluses and minuses and gives
close inspection to some of its more curious aspects.

Finally, we called on Mr. Haas again to give us a review of the TI Omni
800/Model 855 printer, This unit has plug-in ROM cartridges that carry the
different fonts and can give you more variety in document preparation, A nice
idea, but how well does it deliver? Mark gives you a pretty good idea.

-Glenn Hartwig, Technical Editor, Reviews
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Why buy
"ADDITIONAL EXPENSIVE PC'S"
just to get additional usersl
Kimtron is the only one that enables you to
expand your IBM PC, XT, AT or the other PC
compatibles to Multi-Tasking and Multi-User
system at a fraction of the cost of additional PC's.
Only Kimtron can display the screen exactly as
your PC monochrome monitor, even for software
like Lotus 1-2-3 or Word Star. Plus only Kimtron
provides an IBM PC keyboard look-alike.

Operators will not only think and feel the KT-7/PC
as if they're using IBM PC, but the KT-7/PC

provides many more useful features such as tilt,
swivel and height adjustment of monitor.
optional amber screen, a dedicated serial
printer port for each user at no extra cost, and
optional 14 inch screen.

In addition, the KT-7/PC is designed for flexibility
so that it can also be used as an industry
compatible ASCII terminal.

Kimtron, a 5-year technology leader - we're going places and want you
to join the Kimtron family of satisfied users. For more information about our
KT-7/PC and your other terminal needs. call the Kimtron Corporation.

(408) 727-1510
NOTE. IBM pc. XT. and AT. Lotus 1-2-3. and Word Star are trade marks of IBM Corporation. Lotus
Development Corp. and MicroPro International Corp.
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2225 - IMartin Avenue
Sonia Clara. CA 95050
408-727-1510 TWX. 910-338-0237

~l:iimtron
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T he PFS Series of software from
Software Pu,blishing (1901 Land

ings Dr, Mountain View, CA 94043)
has been popular for quite some time.
All the entries in this series (pfsFile,
pfsReport. pfsGraph, and pfsWrite)
are relatively inexpensive and easy to
use. Though they are not extremely
powerful. they represent one of the
best software values on the market.
IBM used them as the basis for their
Assistant series of software.

The only gap in this series was the
absence of a spreadsheet program.
and now that gap has been filled by
pfs: Plan This spreadsheet program
was designed with some minor devia
tions from the Visi-Multi-I-2-3 school
of thought. The titles for each column
and row are always present on the
screen no matter where you are in the
sheet. Formulas appear in the margin
of each row or column. This is helpful.
but writing formulas for individual
cells can get pretty complex. Also.
pfs:Plan recalculates at about half the
speed of Multiplan on the IBM Per
sonal Computer (PC). This program
seems well suited to shorter, simpler
spreadsheet models and seems to in
tegrate well with pfs:File databases, It
will not replace Multiplan as the cur
rent spreadsheet of record. but at a
list price of S140. it seems to be a fair
ly good bargain, especially if you
already have one of the other PFS
packages.

I was really looking forward to the
new Commodore Plus 4 from Com
modore International (1200 Wilson
Dr. West Chester, PA 19380) Com
puters from Commodore have tended
to be somewhat erratic. but the best
selling Commodore 64 is. despite its
flaws, one of the best bargains in the
industry And now that it is so
popular. it has become the benefi
ciary of some pretty good software.
I was hoping the Commodore people

would allow the new Plus 4 to take ad
vantage of this huge software base
and would add built-in software that
would be comparable to the excellent
third-party software that is available.

Unfortunately, this is not the case.
The S300 Plus 4 is only slightly com
patible with the 64, and the software
that is included with the machine is
just a tiny bit better than bad. For ex
ample. the maximum length of a
document in the word processor is 99
lines of 77 characters each. (just the
right length for a complaint letter to
a computer manufacturer) Another
thing. in order to insert a character,
you first have to insert a space and
then write over the space with the
character The spreadsheet and data
base programs are similarly under
powered and hard to use. This ma
chine should have been called. not
the Plus 4, but the Minus 60. A Com
modore 64 with Multiplan from Hes
Ware (150 North Hill Dr., Brisbane, CA
94005), a word processor such as
WriteNow! from Cardco Inc. (313
Mathewson, Wichita. KS 67214) or
SkiWriter II from Prentice-Hall Home
Software (POB 819, Englewood Cliffs.
Nj 07632), and some public-domain
database programs (from Com
puServe) would cost less and would
vastly outperform this machine. We'll
cover this in more detail later

Telecommunications seems to have
become one of the more popular
reasons for buying a microcomputer.
Indeed, modems are outselling most
other computer peripherals The
problem is that most of the databases
accessible to personal computers
haven't changed since the days when
mainframes ruled the computer
world. The emphasis on user friendli
ness. a prime component of any per
sonal computer product. seems to
have completely bypassed these large
and potentially intriguing databases.

To help us out. the Business Com
puter Network (BCN) (POB 37. Tech
nical Research Park, Riverton. WY
82501) has given us SuperScout. a
combination database gateway and
communications software package.
When you sign on to SuperScout. you
are automatically signed on to about
10 databases at the same time, The
most important of these is Compu
Serve. but Dialog and NewsNet are
also there. BCN handles all the initia
tion costs for these services and even
provides you with a free communica
tions software package. This software
package presents you with a menu of
all of the databases available, calls the
selected database, and takes you
through the log-on procedures This
software will also automatically up
date itself as more databases are
added. BCN charges you 25 cents
over the cost of each database access,
with a S5.00 minimum charge each
month.

One problem with SuperScout is
that it is so automatic. you are not
sure what it is doing It seems to take
over your computer and to start mak
ing mysterious phone calls without
asking permission. As you watch your
modem lights go on and off. you
wonder who SuperScout is calling and
what devious schemes it is planning
with other computer systems.
Another problem is that you do not
get the original manuals for each
database. You get BCN's version.
which is adequate but not compre
hensive. However. you do get a nice
glossy monthly update from BCN ex
plaining the changes in each data
base.

A well-mannered program should
never use your phone without asking,
SuperScout is certainly user friendly.
but I wish it were more "user
courteous."

-Rich Malloy, Product-Review Editor
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The HP 110
Portable Computer

S·Y·S·T·E·M R·E·Y·I·E·W

A small
package with

powerful
capabilities

BY MARK HAAS

Mark Haas (2600 Tenth 51.
Berkele~, CA 947\ 0) is the

technical director for
Osborne/McGraw-Hili.
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I n many ways more powerful than
popular desktop computers, the HP
110 (see photo I) combines an impres

sive array of hardware and software com
ponents in a compact. truly portable
machine, Although its price might surprise
you at first. a closer look reveals a computer
with true desktop capability and perfor
mance well worth its cost for those who
need the power.

The HP 110 measures 13 inches wide, 10
inches deep, and 2% inches high when
closed. and weighs in at nine pounds. It
contains an 80C86 microprocessor. the
CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semi
conductor) version of the 8086. with a clock
rate of 5.33 MHz-about 12 percent faster
than that of an IBM or Compaq personal
computer. Memory consists of 272K bytes
of CMOS static RAM (random-access read/
write memory) and 384K bytes of ROM
(read-only memory). The ROM contains a
full complement of software ranging from
Lotus 1-2-3 to a set of preliminary diag
nostic programs. A disk supplied with the
HP 110 contains some Ms.-DOS utilities. the
Lotus tutorial. and more extensive diag
nostic programs. The HP 110 also contains
a 300 bit-per-second (bps) modem. a clock/
calendar. an RS-232C port. and a Hewlett
Packard Interface Loop (HPIL) port. The
cover over the keyboard flips up to reveal
an 80-column by 12- or 16-line liquid-crystal
display (LCD).

The LCD tilts up and you can vary the dis
play angle for optimum viewing. You can
control the contrast from the keyboard.
Comprising an array of 480 by 128 pixels.
the LCD can display text as well as graphics.
The LCD is actually a 16-line window into
a larger display area. For example. when
using the terminal-emulation software built
into the HP 110. you can move the window
through a 48-line display. You can move for
ward and backward a screen at a time by
using the Prev and Next keys. Hewlett
Packard is about to release a version of
Microsoft's CWBASIC that will allow greater

access to the display's graphics capabilities
(it should be available as you read this
review).

The keyboard (photo 2) has a nice feel to
it. slightly stiffer than the Thndy Model 100's
keyboard. but otherwise far superior. It has
sculpted keytops and virtually no wobble
in the keys. I think it will stand up to a lot
of pounding. The 76 keys are arranged into
six groups according to function: alphanu
meric keys. display-control keys. edit keys.
function keys. function-eontrol keys. and
terminal-control keys.

The computer is powered by a 6-volt. 2.5
ampere-hour sealed lead-acid battery good
for up to 16 hours of operation on a single
charge. The charge remaining in the battery
is indicated in a window on the main PAM
screen (described below). A recharger plugs
into the back of the HP 110. It provides a
95 percent charge after being connected for
12 hours if the unit is off. or 20 hours if the
unit is on. Should the battery charge fall
below a predetermined level. a low-battery
indicator will appear in the lower left cor
ner of the screen and reappear every eight
minutes as long as the battery is low. At this
point you have enough juice for about one
and a half to two hours. If you let the charge
drop further. the HP 110 halts all normal
operations. The clock and the memory are
preserved. however. for one week to one
month.

LIVING WITH PAM
Like the larger desktop HP 150. the HP 110
comes with an operating system named
PAM (Personal Applications Manager). PAM
is a software utility designed to insulate the
user from the nasty operating system. When
I reported my impressions of PAM as im
plemented on the HP 150 (November 1984
BYTE. page 262). I was less than en
thusiastic about it. When I first turned the
HP 110 on. there was the now-familiar PAM
main screen (see photo 3) showing me what
applications I could start and what functions
I could perform. as well as providing me



with some system statistics.
I grew to like PAM on the HP 110. though

it took me some time to figure out why. I
decided that PAM was successful on this
machine because it was fast and less
cumbersome to use than on the HP 150.
Also. the system overhead for PAM is low.
As it turns out. all these improvements can
be explained by one factor: software in
ROM.

Having software in ROM is like having a
hard disk. Well. maybe a read-only hard
disk. It is fast. nonvolatile (unerasable). and
always there. You are not burdened with
over lOOK bytes of system files on every
floppy disk. You don't have to search for the
floppy that contains MS-DOS installed as an
application if you want to venture into the
operating system. You don't have to go
through cumbersome installation pro
cedures for every new application.

PAM on the HP 110 also has some nice
new features. You can schedule alarms
either message alarms to remind you of
meetings and birthdays or program alarms
that tell the HP 110 to run a program or
batch file. This is all controlled by a file you
create called PAM.ALM. Each line of this file
controls one alarm and contains the date
and time for it. It also contains either a
message to remind you of something or a
command as you would enter it at the MS
DOS prompt.

PAM.ALM is easily updated using the
built-in MemoMaker word processor. The
only other requirement is that the alarm en
tries in the file be in chronological order.
The file length is limited only by memory.
and you can schedule alarms months (even
years) in advance or as rapidly as one
minute apart.

If you happen to be in another application
when an alarm goes off, you will hear a
warbling tone signaling you to retrieve your
message. You must return to PAM to see the
message or have another program execute.
If the computer is off, the alarm will turn
it on. Up to eight message alarms will be

stored if you're not around to answer them
or are too busy with another application.
but only the first program alarm will be re
tained if it goes unanswered.

I used this feature quite a bit. mostly as
a message alarm. and liked it very much.
It reminded me of meetings and phone calls
to make. and told me when to go home. It
did seem to have one small bug. though.
Sometimes after I returned to PAM from
answering an alarm. the next application I
tried to run would abort and I'd be returned
to PAM. After that everything worked fine.
It seemed to happen only when I stopped
the alarm by pressing a key instead of let
ting the alarm run its course (about 10 to
15 seconds).

PAM has another special file it looks for
called AU1DANSR.BAT. If the HP 110 is con
nected to the phone line and the phone
rings. you will hear a low tone. If you are
in PAM or the file manager and the AU1D-

(continued)

Photo I: Tfie HP 110 Portable Computer
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ANSR.BAT file exists. PAM will execute
it. I did not test this feature.

Finally, installing new applications in
PAM has been greatly simplified. It is
necessary to add only two lines to a
file you create called PAMMNU. The
first line is the label that will appear
in the box in PAM's main screen. The
second is the actual command line.
You do not need to list every file in
volved or the total size of all the files
as with PAM on the HP 150. If you are
using external disk drives, you simply
create a PAM.MNU file on each disk.
It's a very small file, typically occupy
ing less than 512 bytes

One thing missing from this version
of PAM is the Browse function of the
file manager that lets you look at the
contents of a file. I do miss that. but
ROM space was at a premium accord
ing to Hewlett-Packard.

OTHER ROM SOFTWARE
Besides PAM and MS-DOS, HP has in
cluded a complete set of what have
become known as productivity tools:
a spreadsheet. database, graphics
program, word processor, and com
munications package.

Photo 2: The keyboard of the HP I J O.
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REVIEW: HP 110

Probably the single most unique
feature of the HP 110 is Lotus 1-2-3
in ROM. This program alone will like
ly account for more HP JIO sales than
any other single feature. This is a full
version lA of Lotus 1-2-3; nothing has
been left out. lWo utilities, Printgraph
and Translate, and the tutorial are con
tained on an external floppy disk.

Lotus 1-2-3 loads with blinding
speed. Less than three seconds after
selecting this application from the
PAM screen, you are ready to start.
Worksheets load equally quickly, as
the benchmark results indicate.

Recalculation is almost instan
taneous, due in part to the efficiency
of the 80C86 processor, which scores
extremely well in the BASIC single
precision and Sieve benchmarks.
Graphics on the LCD are perfectly
presentable, although the pie charts
would more aptly be called egg
charts. It appears that the graphics
routines for drawing circles still expect
the normal CRT (cathode-ray tube)
aspect ratio where it takes fewer dots
to draw a line of any given length ver
tically than horizontally. On the HP
1I0's display, the aspect ratio is 1 to

1. and no compensation is necessary.
MemoMaker is HP's word pro

cessor. It is easy to use and works
well. but it is somewhat limited in
function. For instance, it does not
have a Search and Replace function.
It is a "what you see is what you get"
word processor that HP describes in
its manual as "for people who need
to write although their primary oc
cupation is not writing:' I don't think
that's entirely true; HP might be short
changing itself.

MemoMaker is perfectly adequate
for preparing first drafts of manu
scripts and performing light editing on
them. For more extensive editing after
the first draft is down, you would need
a more powerful word processor. This
could always be done on a desktop
with a larger display or with the ver
sion of WordStar for the HP 110. I
didn't spend too much time with
MemoMaker, preferring to tryout a
prerelease version of WordStar in
stead. But I did find MemoMaker use
ful for creating system files such as
PAM.ALM and installing new applica
tions into PAM.

MemoMaker is described by HP as
having WordStar-compatible files.
However, later in the documentation
HP admits to compatibility with Word
Star document files "to a limited
degree:' In my opinion, the degree is
very limited. The only features Memo
Maker preserves are Control-B and
Control-S used for boldface and
underline, respectively. Soft carriage
returns and hyphens are not pre
served, and all other control codes
are stripped. This won't pose much of
a problem for someone preparing a
manuscript but would be an obstacle
to anyone preparing a finished
looking document.

THE PORTABLE AS TERMINAL
Because of its limited storage capaci
ty, a portable computer needs some
mechanism to move information into
and out of itself. The HP 110 provides
two avenues for moving data: the
Hewlett-Packard Interface Loop (HPILl
described below and a terminal
emulation program called Terminal.

(continued)



AT A GLANCE

Name
HP 110, aka The Portable

Manufacturer
Hewlett-Packard Co.
3000 Hanover SI.
Palo Alto, CA 94304
(408) 257-7000

Components
Size: 13 inches wide, 10
inches deep, 2% inches high
when closed (33 by 25 by 7.3
cm)
Weight: 9 pounds (4.1 kg)
Processor: 80C86

Memory
272K bytes of CMOS static
RAM, 384K bytes ROM

(K BYTES)
400 600

I}~}H IBM PC

2000
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* OPTIONAL
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800 1200

~ APPLE TIE

($ 1000)
210

1000800

_ HP 110

BUNDLED SOFTWARE PACKAGES
o 2 4 6

Storege
RAM can be partitioned to
provide from 44K to 176K
bytes of electronic disk, ROM
treated as read-only electronic
disk

Expansion
One RS-232C port, one HPIL
port, built-in 300-bps direct
connect modem

Software
Personal Applications
Manager (PAM), Lotus 1-2-3,
MemoMaker, Terminal,
MS-DOS 2.11, HP Link,
Diagnostics

Display
480- by 128-pixel liquid-crystal
display, dot addressable,
formatted as either 12 or 16
lines high and 80 characters
wide

Keyboard
Full size, 76 keys with
sculpted keytops

Price
HP 110 with case:
Optional HP 9114 disk

drive:
Optional Desktop Link:

$2995

$795
$150 The Memory Size graph shows the standard

and optional memory available for the com
puters under comparison. The Disk Storage
graph shows the highest capacity for a single
disk drive and the maximum capacity for each
system (the HP 110 supports up to eight disk
drives). The Bundled Software graph shows the
number of software packages included with
each system. The Price graph shows the list

price of a typical configuration for each system:
two floppy-disk drives, a monochrome monitor.
graphics and color display capability, a printer
port and a serial port, 256K bytes of memory
(64K for 8-bit systems), the standard operating
systems, and the standard BASIC interpreters.
Note that the price of the HP 110 does not
include a floppy-disk drive or a BASIC
interpreter.
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The rear panel of the HP 110: From left to right are the HPIL:s in and out ports, the AC recharger connector, the battery compartment
(usually covered), the serial port, and the modem phone jack.
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The Disk Access in BASIC graph shows how long it takes to write
and read a 64K-byte sequential file to both the electronic RAM disk
and the floppy-disk drive. The BASIC Performance graphs show how
long it takes to run one iteration of the Sieve of Eratosthenes prime
number benchmark. The Calculations column shows how long it
takes to do 10,000 multiplication and division operations using single
precision numbers. The System Utilities graph does not include col-

umns for Format/Disk Copy because the HP 110 had only one floppy
disk drive. The File Copy columns show how long it takes to transfer
a 40K-byte file using the system utilities. The Spreadsheet graph
shows how long the computers take to load and recalculate a 25
by 25-cell spreadsheet where each cell equals 1.001 times the cell
to its left. The HP 110 used Lotus 1-2-3 both in ROM and on a floppy
disk. The IBM PC and the Apple lie used Multiplan.
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Terminal is a nice little communica
tions package. It features many of the
capabilities you'd expect to find only
on desktop computers. 'Terminal can
auto-dial and auto-answer the phone,
automatically log you onto the host
system, and transfer files using several
error-checking protocols including
Modem7. It is also easily configurable

The basic operation of Terminal re
volves around the use of three
screens: the terminal-, upload-, and
download-configuration screens. The
screens determine how 'Terminal will
function. They are accessed by press
ing a function key for each screen
from the main menu. You can estab
lish many configuration screens and
swap them in and out as necessary.
depending on your particular require
ments. The terminal- and download
configuration screens are shown in
photo 4. The upload screen is iden
tical to the download screen except
for the absence of the overwrite field.

The terminal-configuration screen
sets up the communications param
eters. You enter the data rate, number
of data bits, and parity, as well as the
communications channel you wish to
use (modem, RS-232C. or HPIL). The
built-in modem supports only data
rates of 300 bps and below, but the
RS-232C and HPIL ports can handle
up to 19,200 bps. Even the end-of-Iine
character can be defined as either CR.
LF. or both. Another field is provided
to label the configuration for future
identification. If appropriate, you can
also enter a phone number to dial. in
cluding commands for access pauses,
answer or originate mode, and tone
or pulse dialing, and an automatic log
on string.

Automatic log-on is accomplished
by using a small programming lan
guage to create a log-on string. An E
transmits the currently defined end
of-line character, a W followed by a
number indicates a pause, a string in
quotation marks is transmitted literal
ly, and a string in curly brackets
specifies a prompt to wait for from the
host. If the log-on string is too long
to fit on the single-line field of the
configuration screen, it can be placed

(continued)
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Photo 3: Tfle main PAM screen lets you access tfle installed applications. Tfle first
tflree boxes sflow applications I installed, two of wflicfl are turnkey log-ons to remote
computer systems. The screen also provides information on the remaining battery
charge and the number of bytes free on the internal electronic disk. The bottom row
shows other options such as the system-configuration screen, setting the dock, and
the file manager.

(4a)

--- -=

(4b)

Photo 4: Configuration screens are the core to the built-in terminal-emulation soft
ware. The terminal-configuration screen (a) sets up the communications parameters,
and the download-configuration screen (b) establishes how file transfers will take place.
A similar upload screen does transfers in the opposite direction.
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Terminal is
fairly easy to use
once you get past
the documentation.

in a file and the filename placed in the
log-on string field.

The automatic log-on works very
well with The Source. But with some
slower systems (like the hundreds of
individual bulletin boards around the
country), you might encounter dif
ficulties due mainly to the speed at
which data is sent from the HP 110.
The automatic log-on system has no
provision for small delays between
characters on the order of 70 millisec
onds or so, which would probably
solve this problem.

For some reason the automatic log
on feature works only when you first
start Terminal from PAM or the oper
ating system and specify an existing
terminal-configuration screen either in
the command line with the It option
or at the initial screen when the pro
gram first comes up. You cannot. for
example. finish one on-line session.
load another terminal-configuration
screen, and log on automatically. Ter
minal will dial the phone for the next
session but will not proceed with an
automatic log-on even though a log
on string is included in the configura
tion. You must exit Terminal and re
enter it. this time specifying the new
terminal-configuration screen.

While this might not be a major
shortcoming for commonly called sys
tems (these would usually be installed
in PAM as described below), it does
get annoying when you first try to
establish a workable log-on string. It
means entering a log-on string, sav
ing the configuration screen. exiting
Terminal. reentering '!erminal with the
configuration screen specified. trying
the automatic log-on. revising the log
on string if necessary. and repeating
the whole procedure over and over
until the log-on string works.
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You perform file transfers by using
upload- and download-configuration
screens. These two screens let you set
the transmission protocol (none,
Modem7. or something called HP
Prompt). specify the name of the file
you want to upload from or download
to. and set the file type. either 7- or
8-bit text or binary (used with
Modem7).

It turns out that HP Prompt protocol
is HP's way of saying character-echo
protocol. where one character is
transmitted and the system waits for
the character to echo back before
sending the next character. This is
useful when you transmit to slow
bulletin-board systems.

ext is something called a Remote
Invocation field. The string you place
in this field will be automatically trans
mitted to the host as soon as you start
a file transfer. In this field you typically
place the last command necessary to
start the file transfer from the host
end. For instance, if you want to set
up a download-configuration screen
to capture a file named EXAMPLE
from The Source, you would place the
string TY EXAMPLE in the Remote In
vocation field; this is the command
that tells The Source to start sending
the file. You would also have to enter
a filename in the To Local File field of
the configuration screen to tell Ter
minal where to save the incoming file.

For some reason the download
screen contains a From Remote File
field and the upload screen contains
a To Remote File field. The functions
of these fields are unclear from the
documentation. I can understand the
need to tell Terminal which file to
send from the HP 110 to a remote
computer and what to name a file on
the HP 110 being received from a
remote computer, but I don't know
why you would have to tell Terminal
the names of the files on the remote
computer. I left these blank and every
thing worked fine.

The last field is the Command Op
tions field. This appears to be an ex
tension of the Remote Invocation
field. as the manual says it is trans
mitted after the Remote Invocation
field. This, too, is not very clear. Does

Terminal send an end-of-line se
quence after each field? I left this
blank also.

After you enter all the parameters.
you can copy the configuration screen
to disk by using the electronic A: drive
of the HP 110. When you exit the con
figuration screen setup, it becomes
"active:' and the parameters it con
tains determine how Terminal will act.
By combining terminal-, upload-, and
download-configuration screens, you
can customize Terminal for each sys
tem you call. Then from MS-DOS you
enter the command line

TERMINAL IT TSOURCE.CFG 10
OSOURCECFG/UUSOURCECFG

This line loads Terminal and the three
configuration files you designed for
(in this case) The Source. But you have
an even easier way. You can install
commonly used command lines
directly into PAM and label them with
the name of the system they call. Then
from the PAM screen you merely have
to select the label you created from
the menu and press one key. The rest
is automatic.

Terminal can also be set up for auto
answer. According to the user's
manual. you can configure the HP 110
to let a remote terminal (or computer)
control it. When the phone rings and
the HP 110 is in PAM, the computer
looks for a file named AUTOANSR.
BAT. If it finds it. the contents of that
file are executed as with any other
batch file. By just calling your com
puter. you can have it execute a pre
determined set of commands. This
opens up many possibilities for
remote data logging. security, and
other functions.

Terminal is a fairly easy program to
use once you get past the documen
tation. I found many of the explana
tions confusing, and in some cases
rather incomplete. The explanations
of uploading and downloading were
particularly sparse. especially in their
descriptions of how the upload- and
download-configuration screens affect
these procedures. It was only through
experimentation that I finally figured
them out.

(continued)
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Photo 5: The HP 9114 portable disk drive contains a 3V2-inch, double-sided Sony
disk drive capable of storing over 680K bytes of data. Also included is a lead-acid bat
tery and interface electronics.

In spite of the few complaints men
tioned above, I found Terminal to be
more than adequate. The inclusion of
Modem7 protocol struck me as so
unusual from a company like Hewlett
Packard that I have to think they are
serious about personal computers.

DISKS: ELECTRONIC
AND OTHERWISE
The HP 1JO's memory has a unique
structure. The ROM portion of mem
ory, fixed at 384K bytes, is treated like
a disk drive by the operating system.
Designated the B: drive, the ROM con
tains nearly all the software you are
likely to need, including Lotus 1-2-3,
Terminal. MemoMaker. PAM, and MS
DOS. Anything else you care to add
would reside in the RAM portion of
memory.

The CMOS RAM in the HP 110 is
partitioned into two parts. One sec
tion is reserved for program and data
file storage and is referred to as the
A: drive. The other section is con
sidered main memory, but the parti
tion is movable. You can designate
anywhere from 96K to 228K bytes of
the total 272K bytes of RAM to be
main memory in 4K-byte chunks. The
balance, J76K to 44K bytes, is re
served for the electronic A: drive. The
partition can be moved at any time,
and the system will protect any files

REVIEW: HP 110

that exist on the A: drive by not let
ting you move the partition any fur
ther in that direction.

When you select one of the pr~

grams stored on the B: drive (ROM).
such as Lotus 1-2-3 or Terminal. you
do not lose any of the main RAM
memory to holding the program itself.
Thus. when using a program like Lotus
1-2-3, you have all the available main
memory for your worksheet. Pro
grams and data stored on the A: drive
are loaded into main memory. just like
from any other type of disk drive.

In addition to the two electronic
disk drives in the HP 110, you can add
up to eight external disk drives using
the HPIL. (For a brief description of
the HPIL, see "An Introduction to
HPIL' on page 300)1 was able to test
the HP 9114 disk drive. shown in
photo 5. which is a double-sided.
3V2-inch Sony drive that can hold
684K bytes of data. If you consider
the heavy system-file overhead of the
HP 150. these disks provide the HP
110 with nearly four times the storage
capacity of the HP 150's disks. The HP
9114 can read from and write to disks
formatted on the HP 150. Access
times for data on this external drive
are not bad at all, especially consider
ing the constraints of the HPIL. They
compare very favorably with those of
the IBM PC

The HP 9114 is also battery
powered, which accounts for the size
of the unit: II V2 inches wide. 8 inches
deep. and 3 inches high. That's about
the size of the 5!i-inch disk drive for
the Commodore 64 computer. When
the battery starts to wear down. a light
flashes on the front of the unit. and
if the unit isn't recharged. it starts get
ting flaky. The disk drive will not start
working again immediately when the
charger is plugged in. You must wait
for the battery to be sufficiently re
charged.

THE PORTABLE-DESKTOP LINK
Besides the communications link of
fered by terminal emulation. HP has
developed a more direct means of
connecting the HP 110 to another
computer. Called the Portable-Desk
top Link (or just the Link). this method
turns your desktop computer, either
an IBM Pc. PC-compatible. or HP 150,
into a peripheral of the HP 110. I
tested this link. also called the ex
tended I/O (input/output) accessory.
with the HP 150.

The Link is a combination software/
hardware package retailing for S150.
An interface card plugs into the desk
top and connects the computer as a
peripheral device on the HPIL with
the HP 110 as the controller. The soft
ware supports the HPIL capabilities
and determines what function the
desktop will perform When con
nected to the loop, the desktop
becomes three peripherals in one: a
mass-storage device. a printer. and a
display. However, you can use only
one function at a time, and this is con
trolled by a single keystroke on the
desktop's keyboard

To use the Link. you install the in
terface card in a peripheral slot in the
desktop like any other card. Next. the
two-wire HPIL cable is used to con
nect all the devices in the loop to
gether. Where in the loop the desk
top is connected is determined by
what other devices exist in the loop.
Then you run the software that comes
with the Link on the desktop com
puter. which is now a peripheral of the
HP J 10. Finally. you must reconfigure

(continued)
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Fact: lbu cant buy smarter
than an OMMNET'"Network.

Whether you have 2 microcompu
ters or 200, you bought them to
handle information. If each micro
has to handle it separately, both your
equipment and your people are
working inefficiently

Because they could network with I
OMNINET Sharing information
as well as the printing and data
storage equipment that really
puts information to work.

Add CORVUS' SNA Gateway, and
you can link your entire network
directly to your mainframe.

The price? At under $500 per
hookup, OMNINET is the most cost
effective network you
can install. Or expand.

Fact: This network
was designedfor
microcomputers.

Micros get moved.
Businesses expand.

Your network should
be able to grow and
change just as fast as
your business does.

That's why an
OMNINET Net

work uses simple,
telephone -type

line. Even relocating
the system to a whole
new bllilding is just
a move. Instead of a

construction project.

Fact: OMNlNET
Networks offer
unmatched

compatibility.

From Apples to Zeniths,
OMNINET handles more
varieties ofcomputers

than any other network.
So keep the DEC's in Data Pro

cessing and the PC's in Purchasing.
OMNINETwill keep them all on
speaking terms.

Fact: The experts network
with OMNINET

Over 30 of the major computer com
panies have licensed OMNINET for
networking their micros. So yoLi don't
have to worry about support tomor
row for the system you pick today

And OMNINETalready has the most
software options around - over 500
programs to choose from, according
to your people's needs. Not their
network's limitations.

Fact: Thefacts have made us #1.

CORVUS pioneered local area net
working for microcomputers, and
we've never stopped working on ways
to improve it.

Just give us a ring
at 800-4-CORVUS
to find out more.

Because while
calling ourselves the
best is a matter ofopinion, telling you
that 3 out ofevery 5 locally networked
micros work on a CORVUS network
is something else~

It's a matter of fact.

*I
CORVUS
The Networking Company.

. 59'X, ofall locally-networked micros operate in aCORVUS network, according to InfoO>rp. CORVUS,1lIE NFNORKING COMPANY, OMNINET, OMNIDRJVE and CORVUS BANK are trademarks ofCORVUS SYSnMS,INC
IBM PC is a trademark ofInternational Business Machines. APPLE is a trademark ofAPPlE COMPlTI'ER INC. DEC is a trademark ofDIGITAL EQUIPMENTCORPORATION. Zenith is a trademark ofzenith Corporation.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO HPIL

Plotters
HP 7470A two-pen graphics plotter

Displays
HP 821638 32-column video interface
Mountain Computer MC00701A 80-column video interface

Mass Storage
HP 9114A double-sided microfloppy drive
HP 82161A digital microcassette drive

Table A: HPIL peripherals that work with the HP 110. Other HPIL
peripherals, such as interfaces to scientific instruments, require special device
driver software that is not included with the computer.

mand class, Data or End class, Ready
class, and Identify class. These classes
are based upon the coding of the mes
sage's 3 control bits.

The Command class includes all mes
sages sent from the active controller
to other devices on the loop. These
messages contain commands that con
trol either interface or device functions.
Instructions in the Command class can
pertain to a single device or to all
devices residing on the loop.

A device receiving a Command class
message immediately retransmits the
message to the next device on the
loop and saves its own copy of the
command before beginning execution.
The active controller must follow the
Command class message with a Ready
For Command message to verify that
the device has completed command
execution.

Messages in the Data or End class
include all data sent ffOm an active
talker to an active listener. The last byte
of data in a record is called the end
byte.

Ready class messages control loop
operation. Three subgroups of mes
sages are within the Ready class: the
Ready For Command message, the
group of messages known as the Ad
dressed Ready group, and the group
of Ready frames called the Auto Ad
dress group. The Ready For Command
message lets the active controller
determine when devices have com
pleted execution of a prior command.
Addressed Ready commands normal
ly are used to control sending data
from talker to listener. Auto Address
messages simply let a controller bring
up or configure a loop without opera
tor intervention. In this mode, devices
are effectively assigned addresses
through the use of messages in the
Auto Address group.

identify class messages are used by
the controller to determine whether a
device on the loop needs servicing.
The process of identifying which
device needs attention is called poll
ing. The HPIL command structure
allows for two methods of polling:
serial and parallel.

See table A for a list of HPIL periph
erals that work with the HP 110.

IAdapted from The HP-IL System: An in
troductory Guide to the Hewlett
Packard Interface Loop, by Gerry Kane,
Steve Harper, and David Ushijima. Copyright
1982 by McGraw-Hill Inc. Used by
permission.j

tween devices using simple two-wire
cable. Distances of up to 100 meters
can be achieved with the use of
shielded twisted-pair cable.

HPIL supports a maximum of 31
devices on a single loop using the stan
dard method of addressing. An ex
tended form of addressing supports up
to 960 devices. Theoretically, data can
be transferred over the loop at rates
up to 20,000 bytes per second, but
with current devices rates of only 2000
bytes per second are much more
common.

Hewlett-Packard has defined a mes
sage structure: a common set of
messages that all HPIL devices must
understand. These messages define
the way a device must operate to com
municate over the loop. Each message
comprises II bits: 3 bits of control in
formation followed by 8 bits of data or
command. This II-bit message travels
over the loop from controller to device
or from talker to listener, with the most
significant bit of control information ar
riving first. Since messages on the loop
can arrive at any time, the first bit to
arrive at a device acts as a start bit. It
also signals whether the message con
tains data or a command.

HPIL messages are divided into four
basic classes or major types: Com-

Printers
HP 22258 (ThinkJet) ink-jet printer
HP 829058 80-column impact dot-matrix printer
HP 2671A 80-column thermal printer
HP 2671G 80-column thermal graphics printer

Interfacing/Communications
HP 82168A acoustic coupler modem
HP 82973A HPIL card for the IBM PC XT
HP 45643A extended I/O accessory for the HP 150
HP 82164A HPILlRS-232C converter
HP 82169A HPILlHPI8 converter

H PIL is an interface system defin
ing the way stand-alone, desktop,

and hand-held devices can work
together. The characteristics of HPIL
are formally defined in the HPIL
reference specification. This specifica
tion defines both a physical link and
a message protocol between a number
of devices and controllers.

HPIL systems can comprise three
types of devices: talkers, listeners, and
controllers. lalkers send data over the
interface loop. Listeners receive data
from a talker or commands from a con
troller. Devices can be both talker and
listener. such as a printer that receives
data to print (listener) and sends out
status information (talker). The role of
talker or listener is assigned to a device
by a controller.

Controllers are in charge of all loop
operations. They are typically respon
sible for assigning addresses to
devices, assigning device roles (talker,
listener. or controller). servicing device
requests, and initiating the transfer of
data from talker to listener(s). Only one
controller can take control of the loop
at anyone time, although several can
be physically connected to it and pass
control from one to the other.

The HPIL specification allows for a
maximum distance of 10 meters be-
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the HP 110 to tell it that additional
disk drives are available on the loop.
and perhaps a printer. too.

Once this is done. the desktop com
puter's disk drives become the HP
110·s. That is. the A: and B: drives of
your IBM PC or HP 150 become the
C and D: drives of the HP 110. If an
HP 9114 disk drive is already installed
in the loop as the C drive. the desk
top's A: and B: drives become the HP
110's D: and E: drives. If your desk
top has a hard disk. it also becomes
part of the HP 110. If a printer is at
tached to your desktop. you can print
from that. Finally. you can print to the
desktop's display. The desktop's dis
play. however. does not substitute for
the HP 110·s.

Should you happen to want to ex
change data with another HP 110. all
you need is already built into the HP
110. A version of the Link software is
supplied in the HP 110's ROM. though
not listed on the PAM menu. and the
HPIL port is also included. Just con
nect up the cables and you're set.

The Link is a cost-effective addition
to the HP 110 for those already own
ing a complete desktop system. It pre
cludes buying a separate printer for
the HP 110. It gives the HP 110 access
to your desktop's mass-storage sys
tem. making the exchange of data
rather straightforward: you merely
copy the files from one disk drive to
another using the Copy command.

BENCHMARKS
After experiencing the performance
of the HP 150. I didn't expect any re
markable times from the HP 110.
However. the HP 110 proved to be a
formidable machine. The BASIC
benchmarks shown in the "At a
Glance" box were performed with the
same BASIC-86 used to perform them
on the HP 150. Since the HP 9114 disk
drive can read the HP 150 disks. and
since BASIC-86 is a generic MS-DOS
BASIC. I had no problems in transfer
ring it over to the HP 110.

Where applicable. I performed
benchmarks using both the electronic
A: drive and the HP 9114. which was
the C drive. for comparison. In most
cases. test results for the electronic

REVIEW: HP 110

disk were 55 to 65 percent faster than
the same tests run using the floppy
disk. Another point not shown in the
benchmarks is the consistency of
times achieved using the electronic
disk. While floppy-disk times varied
from trial to trial by as much as 25
percent. times for the electronic disk
rarely varied more than a tenth of a
second.

I did not perform one of the two sys
tem utility benchmarks. Disk Copy re
quires that both disks be the same
format. as it is a track-by-track copy
program. Unfortunately. I have only
one external disk drive. and it is for
matted differently from the internal
electronic disk drive. It appears that
Disk Copy can only be used between
two external disk drives. If this is the
case. I don't understand why Disk
Copy is included in the ROM and the
Browse function of the file manager
is left out.

The file-copy benchmark was per
formed using the Copy command to
move the standard 40K-byte text file
from the electronic A: drive to the ex
ternal floppy disk.

Just to get an idea of how the HP
110 can handle word-processing tasks.
I obtained a prerelease copy of Word
Star for this machine and compared
it to results BYTE has obtained with
the IBM PC running WordStar version
3.3 and BYTE's standard 4000-word
document. Of course. the electronic
disk (A:) allowed very fast document
loads and saves (6.1 and ILl seconds)
compared to the IBM PC (9.9 and 24.9
seconds). but even the HP's floppy
disk (C) scored respectable times (7.8
and 26.1 seconds). Likewise. the
search test results for the RAM drive
and floppy were comparable with the
IBM PC (8.5 and 19.1 seconds versu.s
10.5 seconds). The only major differ
ence was in the scroll test (195 sec
onds versus 41.2 seconds for the
IBM). due to the slow speed of the
LCD. These times were obtained with
a prerelease version; the final version
might be a bit faster or slower.

I had one problem with WordStar
that probably will not change from
version to version. and that has to do
with the size of the RAM drive. When

The HP 110
performed better
than the IBM PC
in most benchmarks.

all of WordStar is loaded onto the
electronic disk. only about 64K bytes
is left for documents. not counting any
memory used by other programs.
Also. WordStar usually makes thr~'e
copies of a document: the original. a
backup copy. and a temporary copy
WordStar is working on. This can
quickly eat up the memory in the
RAM drive. You might have to delete
all the backup files to save space.

CONCWSIONS
The HP 110 performed better than the
IBM PC in most of the benchmarks.
especially when taking advantage of
the electronic A: drive. The HPIL. the
RS-2 32C port. the built-in modem.
and the optional Portable-Desktop
Link provide a flexible system that can
be easily expanded and allows easy
exchange of data.

Built-in software provides most of
the functions most people will need.
The terminal-emulation software sup
ports Modem7 protocol. MemoMaker
provides adequate word processing.
and Lotus 1-2-3 provides powerful
business tools. Unlike its predecessor
on the HP I 50. PAM works. This im
plementation of the MS-DOS shell ac
tually makes using the machine easier.

All this is contained in a portable
package you can use while traveling.
not just when you get to your destina
tion. The optional HP 9114 disk drive
and the ThinkJet printer are battery
powered for portable use. too.

The ads for the HP 110 depicted it
as the sports car of computers. driv
ing circles around the lumbering desk
tops (too bad one of them wasn't the
HP 150). They implied that the HP 110
is both highly portable and more
powerful than the desktops. Perhaps
they're right. _
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Get yourself a

The mightiest mouse.
Microsoft Mouse runs circles around other mice.

It is the high performance mouse for the IBM® PC and
PC XT From the company known for high

This little critter comes with specially-designed software
that flies through the maze of keystrokes on the most
popular bus,iness programs faster than you

" h "can say c eese.
Microsoft® Mouse puts the power to run

Multiplan: Lotus 1-2-3; VisiCalc and
WordStar® in the palm .
ofyour hand. Click
the left button on
the mouse, acustom
menu appears. In
English, not hierogly
phics. Click the right
button and execute your
command: move text or data, edit, format, print. All at
blinding speed without touching the keyboard.

It also lets you create your own menus for editing and
formatting existing application programs. So people can
learn programs quicker and do more productive work as
they learn.
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trained mouse.

performance software. Microsoft BASIC is the language
spoken by nine out of ten microcomputers worldwide.
MICROSOFt Our MS:'DOS operatin~ system tells
The High Performance Software your IBM PC how to think.

So don't monkey around with any other mouse. Call
800-426-9400 (inWashington State call 206-828-8088)
for the name of your nearest Microsoft dealer Then
go with Microsoft Mouse.
The mouse that soars.

Microsoft and Multiplan arc registered trademarks and MS is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Lotus 1~2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation. VisiCalc

is a registered trademark of VisiCorp. WordStar is a registered trademark of MicroPro.
IBM is a registered rrademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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The new IBM Wheelprinter:
Asimplerpath to letter quality.

The new IBM Wheelprinter
is a personal computer printer
with a simplified approach to
paper handling.

This new IBM personal
printer is the only daisy wheel
printer that offers both a
built-in sheet feed and pin feed
capability. It's the latest
example of IBM's expertise in
the design and manufacture of
reliable paper feeds.

Because it has a paper tray
capacity of 100 sheets, large
jobs can be printed without
reloading. And, at the flip of a

switch. you can go from
automatic to manual sheet feed.

The Wheelprinter prints
quietly on plain paper,
letterhead. multi-part forms
and even envelopes at up to 25
characters per second. And you
can easily attach it to IBM
personal computers and to
many other microcomputers.

The Wheelprinter is just
one example of the more
than 70 printer models we
build. But they all serve a single
purpose: To make your
printing as effective as your

processing. To give your work
the finishing touch.

Contact your IBM
marketing representative or call
1800 IBM-2468, Ext. 587/3W,
for the IBM Product Center or
authorized IBM =~=.=<!>
dealer nearest :::..: =-_-=- - - ---you. ==-=~=

IBM PRINTERS
:YM/iilJ!!yizMgofdv
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Gifford's MP/M 8...16

S·Y·S·T·E·M R·E·V·I·E·W

Here's a
no"nonsense
5..100 system

BY CHARLES H. STROM

Charles H. Strom, director of
laboratories at New York

University (Department of
Chemistry, 4 Washington Place,

New York, NY 10003), is a
chemical physicist by training and

a wmputer user by choice.

.Contrary to commonly expressed
views, the 5-100 bus is still very
much alive. One study predicted a

40 percent growth in 1984 sales of S-IOO
systems. More than half the sales of S-IOO
systems and board-level components are at
tributed to CompuPro. Several years ago, it
became apparent that CompuPro would do
better to establish a dealer network rather
than provide end-user support. One of the
earliest authorized CompuPro System
Centers was Gifford Computer Systems. In
this review I examine a system that has been
developed by Gifford based on CompuPro
hardware and Gifford's own operating sys
tem (OS), known widely as MP/M 8-16.

HARDWARE
Gifford's MP/M 8-16 system is built around
an S-IOO mainframe and CompuPro circuit
cards. A typical system consists of a 20-slot
mainframe cabinet. dual Qume 842 double
density double-sided 8-inch floppy-disk
drives (for a storage total of 2.4 megabytes),
and a privately labeled and packaged Win
chester hard-disk drive.

Gifford has researched the rapidly chang
ing Winchester market and has offered the
CompuPro Disk 2 and Disk 3 controllers,
Morrow controllers, Konan controllers, and
a wide variety of drives. The systems used
in this review are based upon the Konan
DGC-IOO ("David") controller interfaced to
an ST-506-compatible Ampex Pyxis hard
disk drive (manufactured by Rodime). offer
ing a formatted capacity of 21 megabytes.
This controller/drive combination has rather
conservative specifications in terms of
speed but has been found by the Gifford
staff to be extremely trouble-free.

A typical three-user system is equipped
with 320K bytes of memory. The OS itself
requires 64K bytes for a basic system, and
a 32K- or 64K-byte hard-disk cache (which
is automatically flushed every 30 seconds
or when a SYNC command is issued) also
eats into the basic memory inventory, It
quickly became apparent that there is no

such thing as too much RAM (random
access read/write memory); I have 448K
bytes in a four-user (plus modem line)
system. Up to nine serial devices are accom
modated by the CompuPro System Support
and Interfacer 3 boards, and Gifford can
configure systems with more serial ports.

The system supports four TeleVideo 950
terminals, a Diablo 630ECS printer. an
Okidata Microline 82A printer, and a Racal
Vadic 3451 modem. Total RAM in the sys
tem determines how many devices may be
used simultaneously as, of course, do the
particular applications being executed at
any time. I could thus add two additional
terminals, though it is unlikely there is
enough memory to support simultaneous
operation of all consoles.

Gifford sells and supports the 1eleVideo
925 and 950, the Freedom 200, and the
GCS 80 terminal (manufactured by C. Itoh
and privately labeled by Gifford), I've had
no problems running any "atypicar' ter
minal (such as the zenith Zr29 I use on my
MP/M 8-16 system at home).

CompuPro's M-Drive/H board, a popular
option for the system, is a 512 K-byte RAM
disk emulator. This board is integrated into
MP/M 8-16 as drive N:, or it can be optional
ly made the A: drive using Gifford's SWAP
command. The advantage of the latter ap
proach is related to a feature of generic
MP/M-86 that allows global access to any
files on drive A:, USER 0 that have the SYS
attribute set. Thus, you can place commonly
used executable files, such as STATCMD,
DIR,CMD, WS.COM and its overlays, on
drive A as SYS files and enjoy a significant
speed advantage.

Normal system RAM can be partitioned
at cold boot to be a pseudodisk (in this case
drive M:), but there is no SWAP command
to convert M: to A.

BOOTING MP/M 8·I 6
The system is designed to run continuous
ly; in fact. with the advent of version 2.1 G,

(wntinued)
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Gifford supplies
utilities to make
the as easy to use.
I have not needed to cold-boot the
system for many weeks. In any case,
it is not a terribly tedious process to
boot up an MP/M 8-16 system. A flop
py loader disk contains a bootstrap
on the system tracks, and MPM.SYS,
the actual as image, is the only re
quired file in the directory. Once
booted, the hard disk is partitioned
into several logical drives (A:, B:, and
C: in my case). while the 8-inch floppy
disk drives are D: and E:. My single
5!4-inch floppy-disk drive (which re
quires a separate Disk 1 controller) is
drive F:, and the M-Drive/H is N:. The
5!4-inch floppy-disk drive can
read/write/format IBM- (CP/M-86) and
Morrow-format disks. Gifford was hav
ing some trouble supporting double
sided 5!4-inch floppy disks at the time
I obtained a single-sided add-on.

After loading MPM.SYS, the as
searches drive A: for several initializa
tion files. MPMINITSUB is a SUBMIT
file configured by the user for his par
ticular system characteristics. When
MPMINITSUB terminates, you can op
tionally execute a command,
MPMINITCMD, go into multiuser
mode, activating all terminals with a
user-alterable banner and a NAME:
prompt.

SYSTEM SECURITY
Gifford apparently has devoted a
great deal of effort to system securi
ty. particularly in recent updates of its
as. The company has produced a rea
sonably secure system. It is possible
to configure MP/M 8-16 with no
security, a moderate level of security,
or a relatively high level of security.
Most users will opt for the middle
route since it offers a good deal of
safety without taxing the resources of
the hardware to the point of signifi
cantly reduced throughput (every
added security measure results in in
creased system overhead).
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A PASSWD file has an entry for each
user permitted on the system: securi
ty features also include two related
utilities, NEWUSER.CMD and PASS
WaRD.CMD. NEWUSER.CMD is a pro
gram accessible only by the system
manager (who must log in as SYSTEM
with a unique password to use this
program). It allows addition of new
users to the PASSWD file: entry of an
initial password for each user; default
drive selection for each defined user
upon logging in; accessible user
areas; and default selection for
printers, terminals, etc. The system
manager can lock a user into a par
ticular user area (or areas) or even
into a particular 8- or I6-bit program.
A user profile in the PASSWD file can
thus be configured so that a person,
upon logging in, is automatically
shunted into WordStar. for example,
and upon exiting from the program is
logged off the MP/M system. Gifford
uses this feature on a system in its of
fices with modem access. A customer
may log in with the name MESSAG
(no password is needed). and the
message program is automatically ex
ecuted, letting the customer leave
communications for any of the Gifford
staff.

The PASSWORD utility lets a user
change his password at any time.
Even the system manager does not
have knowledge of individual pass
words. In fact. since they are en
crypted, there is no way to retrieve
them. If a user forgets his password,
the system manager can delete the
entry in the PASSWD file and a new
one can be added.

My major complaint with the securi
ty features of MP/M 8-16 is that there
is no time-out function to automatical
ly log out a user if there is no console
activity for a certain time period. This
makes it possible to hog system
resources by logging in early in the
morning and never logging out. even
when not using the system. Also, since
modems are typically used as con
soles on MP/M 8-16 systems, a serious
security flaw exists if a legal user is
disconnected prematurely or neglects
to type LDGOUT to exit the system
before terminating the call. If an

unauthorized party were then to call
the system, he would be logged in
under the legal user's PASSWD pro
file and could cause trouble. In addi
tion, it would be convenient if the
manager could force a user off the
system.

SYSTEM UTILITIES
Once you are logged on to the sys
tem, you can execute several files
(such as LDGIN.SUB and lDGIN.CMD).
All of the well-known MP/M-86 utili
ties are available, and since they are
well documented in the Digital Re
search literature, I will not go into
them in any detail. Gifford has added
considerable functionality. however. in
the form of new utilities. A prime ex
ample is the ability to run 8-bit soft
ware. With rare exceptions-some
programs that perform direct BIOS
(basic input/output system) calls-you
can use the 8085 on the CompuPro
dual-processor board to full advan
tage. Suppose I type WS FU.BAR at
the system prompt. The as looks for
WS.CMD; if it finds it. the as executes
the command line normally. If it
doesn't find it. the as searches for
WS.COM; and if WS.COM is located,
the as parses the command line
again (transparently to the user) to
SW WS FU.BAR and executes this new
command line. SW.CMD is a Gifford
utility that sets up the 8085 with a
64K-byte block of contiguous RAM
and simulates a CP/M 2.2 environ
ment. complete with 62K-byte tran
sient program area, the actual mem
ory available to a CP/M 2.2 program.
Since it lets you preserve your invest
ment in 8-bit software while convert
ing to 16-bit programs at a measured
pace, this is clearly one of the out
standing features of MP/M 8-16. And,
since the 8085 is directly executing
the machine code at 6 MHz, there is
no degradation of operation as might
be observed with an 8080 emulator
running on a 16-bit microprocessor.

Gifford supplies a number of utili
ties to make the as easier to use:
TOD displays system time and date
(using the hardware-clock chip on the
CompuPro System Support board);

(continued)



AT A GLANCE

Name
Gifford MP/M 8-16

Manufacturer
Gifford Computer Systems
2446 Verna Court
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 895-0798

Proceuo...
8-bit 8085, 6 MHz; 16-/8-bit
8088,8 MHz

Memory
64K minimum to 1 megabyte
maximum

~

-= -_ -_-_ -§'fS~M-M16_ -_-

~1111111111111111I1I-llIIlIIlIlIli

Storege
Standard configuration
includes two 8-inch double
sided double-density floppy
disk drives (1.2 megabytes
each); 5V4-inch floppy-disk
drives and 5- to 74-megabyte
hard-disk drives are optional

Expansion
System enclosure is a
CompuPro desktop unit with
20 IEEE-696/S-100 slots

Bundled Software
CP/M 2.2, CP/M-86,
Concurrent CP/M, dBASE II
(8-bit version), SuperCalc-86

MEMORY SIZE (K BYTES)
o 200 400 600 800 1000

DISK STORAGE (K BYTES)
o 500 1000 1500 2000 2500

ford MP/M 8-16 and also for the fully con
figured, eight-user system. This Gifford system
is compared to systems with two floppy-disk
drives, a monochrome monitor, graphics and
color-display capability, a printer port and a
serial port, 256K bytes of memory (64K bytes
for 8-bit systems), the standard operating
systems, and a BASIC interpreter for each
system.

The Memory Size graph shows the standard
and optional memory that's available for the
computers under comparison. The graph of
Disk Storage capacity shows the highest
capacity for typical disk drives for each system.
The Bundled Software Packages graph shows
the number of software packages included with
each standard system. The Price graph shows
the list prices for a minimum, single-user Gif-

201612

~ APPLE lIE

PRICE ($ 1000)
o 4

h",:,,/:)I IBM PC

10

_ GIFFORD MPIM 8-;16

BUNDLED SOFTWARE PACKAGES
o 2 4 6

Optional Equipment
Hard disks: 5-megabyte,
$1660; 21-megabyte, $2660;
37-megabyte, $3860; M
DrivelH RAM disk with 512K,
$995; CompuPro 8086 CPU
board, $495

Price
Single-user system with two
8-inch floppy-disk drives and
64K RAM, $5330; eight-user
system with two 8-inch floppy
disk drives, 1-megabyte RAM,
74-megabyte hard disk (two
37-megabyte drives), and
additional user interface
boards and equipment,
$19,925
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Gifford Computer Systems' MP/M 8-16 computer uses the CompuPro Dual Processor
8085/8088 board to run both CP/M-80 and CP/M-86.

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC (SEC)
250

200 1----------------------1

1501-----------------------1

1001--,---------------------1

501-----

o L..-__

BASIC PERFORMANCE (SEC)

250 r-------==-------------,

2001-----

1501-----

1001----

501----

o L..-__

WRITE READ SIEVE CALCULATIONS

SYSTEM UTILITIES (SEC)

50

401--------------

30 1-------------

201---

101----

oL---

SPREADSHEET (SEC)
25,------------------------,

20 ~---------------___{,

15 ~--------/;

10 f-------v

51---

OL---
40K FORMAT/DISK COPY 40K FILE COpy

GIFFORD MP/M 8-16 I\""'J IBM PC

LOAD

~ APPLE llE

RECALCULATE

The graph for Disk Access in BASIC shows how long it takes to write
a 64K-byte sequential test file to a blank floppy disk and how long
it takes to read this file. (For the program listings, see the June BYTE,
page 327, and the October BYTE, page 33.) The BASIC Performance
graph shows how long it takes to run one iteration of the Sieve of
Eratosthenes prime-number benchmark. In the same graph, the
Calculations results show how long it takes to do 10,000 multiplica-
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tion and division operations using single-precision numbers. The
System Utilities graph shows how long it takes to format and copy
a disk (adjusted time for 40K bytes of disk data). The Spreadsheet
graph shows how long the computers take to load and recalculate
a 25- by 25-cell spreadsheet, where each cell equals 1.001 times
the cell to its left. The Apple and the IBM used Multiplan; the Gif
ford system used SuperCalc-86.



Thble 1: Benchmark results for the Gifford MP/M 8-16 System. The BASIC
benchmarks were determined using an 8-bit version of Microsoft BASIC 5.2.
SuperCalc-86 version 1.0 was used in the spreadsheet benchmarks.

DOCUMENTATION AND SUPPORT
In recent months, Gifford has made
significant strides in improving its
documentation of MP/M 8-16. In the

(continued)

the Christensen (XMODEM) or CIS
(CompuServe Information Service)
protocols. I have indications that the
company will soon add error-ehecking
file-transfer protocols to a new version
of Modem 8-16.

DOWN deactivates multiuser opera
tion, aborting any tasks in process
(and optionally executing DOWN.
SUB); HIS1DRY is an optional file that
maintains a complete chronological
record of all commands submitted to
the system; MOfD is a "message of
the day" that is displayed upon log
ging in; SCHED schedules any com
mand, program, or SUBMIT file to oc
cur at a user-specified time; SETMEM
defines the maximum memory block
allocated to a I6-bit process; TIME is
a program that can benchmark the
duration of another program (and was
used to record the BYTE benchmarks
in this article: see table I).

Several utilities are targeted toward
the particular multiuser environment
and deserve special mention. There
is a sophisticated MAIL system
modeled after the UNIX mail system,
and WRITE allows real-time commu
nication between users.

An exhaustive HELP facility pro
vides on-line documentation of vir
tually all features of MP/M 8-16. HELP
is fully documented, enabling a user
to generate his own files and provide
similar documentation for his own
programs or processes.

ApPLICATIONS SOFTWARE
The MP/M 8-16 system used in this
review was bundled with an 8-bit ver
sion of dBASE II and a 16-bit version
of SuperCalc. Apparently the CP/M-86
version of dBASE II is a poor per
former. so this probably explains Gif
ford's furnishing this version. I also
purchased a couple of software pack
ages including WordStar and Spell
guard (both 8-bit versions). Gifford is
one of the few dealers that charges
list price for such software. The com
pany does deliver the MP/M 8-16 sys
tem with all purchased software (in
cluding applications and OS utilities)
preinstalled on the hard disk, which
saves the user considerable time and
effort. Getting the computer running
is essentially a plug-and-go operation.

One last product worthy of note is
Modem 8-16, Gifford's proprietary
communications utility. Modem 8-16
is one of the few communications
programs that will run on an MP/M

MP/M 8~16

8-16 system. It has a flexible and ver
satile user interface, supports script
files, handles auto-dialing modems,
unattended operation, and file trans
fer in conjunction with SCHED, and
more. Modem 8-16 is one of the nicest
communications programs I have
seen. Its one serious deficiency is the
absence of any error-ehecking pro
tocol for file transfer. Modem 8-16
does transfer files with XON/XOFF
handshaking, but it does not include

Benchmark

BASIC
Sequential write

-to single-sided single-density floppy disk

-to hard disk

Sequential read
-from single-sided single-density floppy disk

-from hard disk

Sieve of Eratosthenes

Calculate with single-precision numbers

System Utilities

Format and disk copy (including copy verification)
-single-sided single-density (243K bytes)

-double-sided double-density floppy disk
(1.2 megabytes)

Copy file (40K-byte, using PIP)
-hard disk to single-sided single-density floppy

disk

-hard disk to double-sided double-density
floppy disk

-hard disk to hard disk

-single-sided single-density to single-sided
single-density floppy disk

Spreadsheet

Load spreadsheet
-from single-sided single-density floppy disk

-from hard disk

Recalculate

System and Time

MP/M 8-16, 28 seconds
CP/M-80, 27 seconds

MP/M 8-16, 14 seconds
CP/M-80, 12 seconds

MP/M 8-16, 26 seconds
CP/M-80, 25 seconds

MP/M 8-16, 14 seconds
CP/M-80, 10 seconds

MP/M 8-16, 112 seconds
CP/M-80, 99 seconds

MP/M 8-16, 50 seconds
CP/M-80, 45 seconds

MP/M 8-16, 38 seconds

MP/M 8-16, 23 seconds

MP/M 8-16, 23 seconds

MP/M 8-16, 13 seconds

MP/M 8-16, 11 seconds

MP/M 8-16, 37 seconds

MP/M 8-16, 8 seconds
CP/M-86, 10 seconds

MP/M 8-16, 4 seconds
CP/M-86, 6 seconds

MP/M 8-16, 3 seconds
CP/M-86, 3 seconds
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~~ THE
~~ SHAPE CLEANPOWER

MAGNETRONICS. INC SOURCE
POWER CONDITIONERS 901 DuPage Avenue. lombard, Il60148

UNINTERRUPTIBlE POWER SYSTEMS Phone 1 312 620-8394· TWX 910-991-2352

past. it could have been argued that
someone with a "hacker" mentality
should install and maintain the sys
tem; the documentation consisted of
the not-uncomplicated Digital Re
search MP/M-86 manuals (not to be
confused with the brain-damaged 2.2
manuals-the MP/M-86 manuals are
far superior) and a thin 8-16 imple-

For just $99. the Personal Computer
Line Tamer'· power conditioner protects
your computer from 99.5% of all dirty
power problems. Line Tamer power con
ditioners have a long, successful track
record of providing clean power to
mainframes, minicomputers and small
computer systems. Now microcomputers
can get the same total protection, for
just $991

This is the best power protection you
can buy! Line Tamer terroresonant tech
nology protects against voltage spikes.
transients and noise, while providing con
stant 120 VAC power to your computer to
protect against brownouts and over
voltages, too. Other products protect
against some of these, but not all. For just
a few dollars more. your computer will be
protected against everything but a power
outage. and the PC Line Tamer will still
maintain power during interruptions of up
to 3 milliseconds.
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mentation manual containing much
information that can only be de
scribed as extremely terse. Luckily.
this deficiency has been addressed.
and the new Gifford manual is a
tremendous improvement. The MP/M
8-16 users manual is bound in an at
tractive "IBM PC-style" loose-leaf
binder. consisting of hundreds of

Personal Computer Line Tamer pow
er conditioners are rated at 150 VA They
feature four rear panel plug receptacles.
a six-foot power cord and an attractive
bone color case that fits into any office or
home decor. For larger micro systems, we
recommend the 300 VA PClT at $139.

see your local dealer and compore
what you'd have to pay for other power
"protection" products with the perfor
mance of the $99 Personal Computer
Line Tamer. You'lI see just how affordable
real power protection is.

NEED BLACKOUT PROTECTION?

Personal Computer Line Tamer ul')inter
ruptible power systems offer equal value.

• Up to 40 minutes of bockup power
• Always on-line
• Maintenance-free
• Full power conditioning. too!

Call or write for information.

Inquiry 315

pages of clearly written and indexed
documentation. Special attention is
given to system set-up, descriptions of
every available command. system
software maintenance. security
measures, and hardware trouble
shooting. The manual is supple
mented by a bimonthly newsletter
that announces new products. up
dates. patches. user contributions. etc.

Gifford appears to take its role of
providing customer support quite
seriously and offers several types of
support. including the newsletter. an
on-line message system. and a dedi
cated telephone-support staff. I have
used the latter service several times;
the support offered by the Gifford
staff is unparalleled in the industry.
The people are knowledgeable and
involved in the software-development
effort at Gifford.

Since all boards sold by Gifford are
CompuPro CSC grade, they carry an
unconditional two-year replacement
warranty. I recently experienced a
failure of an M-Drive/H board. con
tacted Gifford. and had a replacement
board the follOWing day. I am not
aware of the service policy on hard
ware more than two years old or not
from CompuPro.

CRITICISMS
This review is complimentary. I should
admit that frankly I find little on which
to fault Gifford. and I am not inclined
to review a product unless I feel
strongly enough about it to use it
heavily over an extended time period.
1b be fair. however. there are some
areas needing improvement.

The most serious problem I have
with MP/M 8-16 is its treatment of
modem ports and its lack of auto
logout. Another problem area is the
use of the M-Drive/H as drive A:. Al
though the basic speed advantage is
there. it seems that several utilities.
particularly those dealing with user
accounts and passwords. do not deal
effectively with a volatile A: drive.
There are ways to get around this
shortcoming. but they are circuitous
and are not documented.

Another shortcoming is that the so
(continued)



A few smart reasons
to buyoursmart modem:
Features

1200 and 300 baud, auto-dial, auto-answer
Compatible with "AT" command set
Can be used with CROSSTALK-XVI or Smartcom II software
Regulated DC power pack for cool, reliable operation
Eight indicator lights to display modem status
Speaker to monitor call progress
Attractive, compact aluminum case
Two built-in phone connectors
Compatible with The Source and Dow Jones News Retrieval
Unattended remote test capability
Phone cable included
Availability

Price

Ven-Tel Hayes
1200 PLUS
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes No
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes Yes
Yes No
Yes Yes
Yes No
Yes Yes
Now

$499 $699

The Ven-Te11200 PLUS offers high speed,
reliable telecommunications for your per
sonal computer or terminal. Whether you
use information services or transfer data
from computer to computer, the Ven-Te11200
PLUS is the best product around. Available
at leading computer dealers and distribu
tors nationwide.

Also from Ven-Tel: internal modems for the
IBM and HP-150 Personal Computers with
all of the features of the 1200 PLUS.

You choose. The Ven-Te11200 PLUS
the smartest choice in modems.

Ven-Tellnc.
2342 Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 727-5721 __~=~ ~

+Ven-Te.

Crosstalk is a trademark of Microstvf; Hayes and Smartcom II are trademarks of Hayes Microcomputer Products.
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phistication of the OS has extracted
a dear cost in terms of system RAM
requirements. It is safe to say that
there is no such thing as too much
RAM on an MP/M 8-16 system. The
384K-byte three-user system widely
advertised by Gifford indeed supports
three users in many cases. but an
other 128K bytes of memory would
make life much more pleasant. This is
really more of an observation than a
criticism. Gifford freely admits this re
quirement. In fact. the company en
courages prospective purchasers to
consider more RAM in their planned
systems and warns that the budget
conscious may run into difficulty. Each
8-bit process running under the OS re
quires a 64K-byte block of contiguous
RAM. while it is possible that a 16-bit
process could require more or less
than this. Making matters worse. Gif
ford charges virtually list price across
the board for the hardware it offers.
so bargain hunters need not apply.
The axiom "you get what you pay for"
certainly is relevant here. and the cost
of superior software development
and support staff offered by Gifford
accounts for the premium pricing.

A multiuser OS running on a pair of
microprocessors is not a panacea for
data-processing ills. Although it is
theoretically possible to run an MP/M
8-16 system with a dozen users. it's
probably more realistic to use four to
six consoles simultaneously. This
depends upon the type of work be
ing performed; running WordStar. for
example. is much less taxing on sys
tem resources than SuperCalc is. Gif
ford seems to view the "horsepower"
issue in a practical light and will be
able to advise a prospective pur
chaser if an MP/M 8-16 system will
satisfy his needs (as long as Gifford
can get a clear idea of the proposed
application).

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
With the latest release of MP/M 8-16
(version 2.IG). Gifford has added a
significant enhancement it calls "vir
tual terminals:' Modeled after the
virtual-console concept of Concurrent
CP/M. virtual terminals provide each
user with true multitasking operation.
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In contrast to plain MP/M-86. where
a detached process pauses when any
console I/O (input/output) is required.
virtual terminals let terminal output
be buffered to a temporary file. You
switch screens with a user-defined
"escape" sequence and thus can con
veniently toggle among up to four vir
tual terminals per physical terminal.
Gifford's implementation of this fea
ture depends on hardware in the dis
play terminal to support an additional
page of display memory for each vir
tual screen so that you do not lose
your bearings when switched among
virtual terminals. In other words. if
there is no console output while a
given virtual terminal is in the back
ground mode. no screen updating will
take place when this terminal is called
back into the foreground. This con
trasts with Concurrent CP/M. which
enables RAM-resident screen buffer
ing for each virtual console and auto
matic screen redraw whenever a con
sole is brought into the foreground.
Gifford apparently decided that the
software and space overhead re
quired to support a lot of terminal
hardware for implementation of vir
tual consoles as envisioned by Digital
Research for Concurrent CP/M is pro
hibitive. That argument certainly has
merit. and addition of hardware to
support the background screen dis
plays has the benefit of no additional
processor overhead as required by
the Digital Research approach. I have.
in fact. implemented the Gifford
virtual-terminal scheme on hardware
both with and without alternate dis
play memory; I have found the latter
is usable. though inconvenient at
times. Programs such as WordStar.
which do not have a command to re
paint the screen. are certainly in
convenient if you want to switch be
tween several virtual screens.

What do you pay in terms of sys
tems resources for the virtual-terminal
feature? Memory, more memory. and
still more memory. Not only does the
MPM.SYS file grow by approximately
64K bytes (its typical size now on the
order of 160K bytes). but each addi
tional task initiated by a user natural
ly requires an independent. unused

segment of RAM. For example. if I run
an 8-bit WordStar on VTI, it requires
a contiguous 64K-byte block (as does
any 8-bit process); and if I am assem
bling a 16-bit program on VT2 using
ASM86. it also requires RAM. just as
though another user were running it.
It should be clear how quickly my
448K bytes of memory becomes in
sufficient for several users. all of
whom want to run several processes
concurrently. Suddenly. I megabyte
of addressable memory space for the
8088 processor does not sound in
finite after all.

The addition of virtual-terminal
operation to MP/M 8-16 represents
the zenith of development of this OS.
Gifford's virtual-terminal scheme was
inspired by Concurrent CP/M (now ap
parently called Concurrent DOS) from
Digital Research. Gifford is already
running its own version of Concurrent
CP/M 8-16 in house and will be releas
ing it by the time you read this. The
user interface will be virtually in
distinguishable from MP/M 8-16. but
Gifford has promised significantly im
proved hard-disk speed.

Gifford is also quite proud of its im
plementation of DR Net. a local-area
network based on Datapoint's ARC
NET hardware and released along
with Concurrent CP/M. DR Net sup
ports the networking of CompuPro
and IBM PC hardware running under
Concurrent DOS. Each user may have
access to any peripheral or. system
resource on the network. Gifford is
busily modifying its utilities to operate
across the network.

SUMMARY
Although the use of an SoIOO-based
system may seem anachronistic com
pared to some of the newer desktop
and portable computers. the Gifford
system offers several important ad
vantages. The CompuPro hardware is
rock-solid and reliable. The MP/M 8-16
operating system lets you access a
tremendous base of both 8- and
16-bit software. Because it is tailored
to a particular user environment and
comes complete with all equipment
and software. Gifford's MP/M 8-16 is
a very attractive system. _





•

A 3M diskette can
make one read/write pass
on every track, every hour,
every day for 200 years and
still be in terrific shape.

Has 3M discovered the
floppy fountain ofyouth?

In a way, yes.
We discovered that if
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you want to make a floppy
that's certified 100%
error-free and guaranteed
for life, you have to make
every last bit of it yourself.

That's why we're the
only company that con
trols every aspect of the
manufacturing process.

We make our own
magnetic oxides. And the
binders that attach them
to the dimensionally
stable substrate. Which
we make ourselves from
liquid polyester. Which
we make ourselves.

We also test our



floppies. At least 327 ways.
And not just on exotic
lab equipment with per
fectly aligned, spotless
heads. But also on office
equipment like yours.
We even reject a dis
kette if its label
is crooked.

Some companies
claim their floppies are as
good as ours.

They should live so
long.

One lessthingtD
worryabout~

Inquiry 350



c) 1984 Cosmos iJ

Revelation. Because the obiect is to win.
Winning isn't easy when you have

to work harder than your PC because
your relational database falls short.

That's why experienced users
power their PC's with the Revelation®
"Applications Environment" from
Cosmos.

More than a relational database.
Revelation gives you the tools and
flexibility you need to prototype and
develop even the most exotic micro
computer applications with relative
ease and efficiency. Revelation uses
plain English to create files, fields,

entry screens and menus, process
information, make simple mquiries or
generate complex reports.

Revelation's R/DESIGN applica
tions generator does the work for you,
or you can switch to Rev's structured
R/BASIC language for precise program
customization. You can make changes
in programs, screens or data structures
in a matter of seconds without having
to start from scratch.

Revelation works with MS/OOSlM so
you can take advantage of all your favor
Ite microcomputer software packages,

and Rev's "Open Environment" com
munications conce{>t allows interactive
access to many mainframe and mini
computer systems. N~tworking and
runtime versions are also available.

When you need more than a simple
database, Rev up your PC with Reve
lation, the "Applications Environment"
from Cosmos.

Contact us by phone or write and
we'll arrange an unforgettable demon
stration for you with a Cosmos repre
sentative in your area.

MS/DOS" ofMicrosoft CorP·

Inquiry 89

Cosmos Inc. 19530 Pacific Highway S. COSMOSTMSe>itle. WA 98188. (206) 824-9942
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5·0·F·T·W·A·R·E

fter Lotus 1-2-3 was released.
Lotus Development Corporation
was faced with the problem that

every hit-maker faces: What next? The com
pany responded with Symphony, another
large multipurpose spreadsheet program
(see the Preview "Symphony: A Full
Orchestra Version of Lotus 1-2-3:' by Rik
Jadrnicek, July 1984 BYTE, page 121).

When I first used 1-2-3, I had a feeling that
Lotus had raised the stakes in the personal
computer software market. It wasn't so
much a matter of performance because,
although the program works very well. you
can find competitors in each of 1-2-3's ap
plication areas that perform equally well. It
was the design, ergonomics, documenta
tion, and packaging that made 1-2-3 a
superior product. Lotus 1-2-3 was a
polished product in an industry that had
needed a good dose of professionalism.

Symphony is based on the same spread
sheet data metaphor as 1-2-3, and this
spreadsheet is also located entirely in main
memory. Despite last year's rumors, it
doesn't have any form of virtual memory
management (i.e.. swapping to and from
disk to make the memory look bigger).

When you first boot Symphony up, the
displayed spreadsheet looks similar to
1-2-3's, and an experienced 1-2-3 user could
start entering data immediately. However,
significant differences in the command
menu structure soon become apparent.
When you use Lotus 1-2-3 you press the
slash key to access one master command
menu, but Symphony has two menus. You
access these with the IBM function keys F9
(called "Services" on the supplied plastic
overlay) and FlO ("Menu").

The FlO key brings you to a menu that
roughly corresponds to the 1-2-3 master
menu (Lotus also lets you access this menu
by pressing the slash key). However, the
Symphony/l-2-3 menu options don't corres
pond: some of 1-2-3's options are now in
Symphony's Services menu and some
submenus are in different places. This

means that only a few of the 1-2-3 keyboard
macros will run unaltered on Symphony,
and many will run with undesired results
(e.g.. Iws will give you "Worksheet Status"
in 1-2-3 and "Width Set" in Symphony).

Symphony menus work even better than
1-2-3's. They're well designed and can easily
cope with the extra function load by pre
senting different context-specific main
menus for each environment. The pro
gram's services, on the other hand, remain
the same as 1-2-3's throughout. including
such basics as file saving and retrieval.
Overall. Symphony provides a good
balance between command consistency
and context sensitivity.

Symphony's on-line help facility (the FI
key) is just as good as 1-2-3's so you won't
have to spend much time poring over the
manuals. However, because Symphony is so
large, the help facility can't fit on the same
disk as the rest of the program. You have
to replace the program boot disk with a
Help and Thtorial Disk (in drive A) if you
want on-line help on a floppy-disk-based
system. I could do without this disk swap
ping, but Symphony handles it gracefully
and gives you all the right prompts at the
right times. On an IBM PC XT (or other
machines with larger floppy disks) disk
swapping won't be a problem.

WINDOWS
Lotus 1-2-3 has a limited form of "window
ing"; it splits the spreadsheet into in
dependently scrolling areas. In Symphony,
the windowing capacity has been enhanced
enormously. You can create different types
of windows that can be moved around free
lyon the screen, shrunk or expanded, and
overlapped. Symphony has five types of
windows that correspond to the five
separate application areas of the program;
the spreadsheet window is called Sheet. the
word-processor window is Doc. the data
base-manager window is Form, the graph
ics window is Graph, and the telecommu-

(colttiltued)
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nications window is called Comm.
It's important to understand how

Symphony windows differ from the
"desktop" style of windows used by
the Lisa, Macintosh, Visi On, etc. Sym
phony's windows present different
ways of viewing the same data. The
spreadsheet. organized in cells, is
always the base program. You can
change the type of window at will. For
example, you can enter a document
into a Doc window (which looks like
a word-processor screen with a for
mat line), move it to a Sheet window
(the text appears in a column of the
spreadsheet), and then transfer it to
a Comm window and send it to a
remote computer with your auto-dial
modem.

On the Lisa, the different windows
let you accomplish different tasks,
which are performed by different pro
grams on different data files. To ex
change data between the different
windows (hence, different files) you
have to cut and paste.

Symphony also can let you look in
to different jobs (perhaps a financial
model and a report). but those jobs
would have to be in different areas of
the same spreadsheet in memory.
This makes the program less complex
than the Lisa's desktop environment.
but it is not necessarily inferior.

An IBM PC with a Symphony pro
gram runs faster than the Lisa or Mac
loaded with a similar application.
Because all the data is in RAM
(random-access read/write memory)
Symphony is never disk-bound and
the program's response time is very
fast. This is particularly true when you
have to copy and move data: the
spreadsheet operations are much
faster than cutting and pasting.

The main drawback to Symphony's
type of windows is that. by sharing the
spreadsheet between different jobs,
Symphony places some of the onus
on you to make sure that the jobs
don't interfere with each other. For in
stance, inserting and deleting columns
or rows globally can interfere with
something at the other end of the
sheet.

Symphony doesn't use a mouse to
manipulate windows. Instead it relies
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on the function and cursor-control
keys (in established Lotus style). The
commands are exceptionally well
thought out and I doubt that using a
mouse would be any faster. For exam
ple, you can flip between windows by
hitting a single key; if you hit the Alt
key and the first key again, the current
window will "zoom" to full screen size.
If you use the End key in conjunction
with the other cursor and page keys
you will be able to move quickly
around even the largest sheets or
documents.

Symphony helps you isolate dif
ferent data areas on the sheet. For ex
ample, in the database and word
processing environments it won't ac
cept data that would overwrite oc
cupied cells. In addition, you can
restrict the cursor's movement within
a window to a specified range by
recording its boundaries on a settings
sheet.

Every part of Symphony has its own
settings sheet. These appear as con
trol panels when you choose "Set
tings" from the menu. These sheets
can be given unique names and saved
on disk independently of the main
worksheet. Document settings sheets
store document formats; Form set
tings sheets store the structure of
databases: Window settings sheets
store the name and properties of a
window, etc.

Experienced Symphony users will
have a complete set of such sheets so
that each application will boot up ex
actly the way they want it. For novices,
settings sheets can be somewhat
overwhelming; it's probably best to
set your screen parameters manually
from the keyboard. The settings
sheets are good news for the "value
added" vendors. lbgether with the ex
tended macro language, which I will
discuss later. they make it easy to
write custom applications in
Symphony.

Doc
The text-editing facilities in 1-2-3 are
so rudimentary that Lotus, shOWing
commendable restraint. never
claimed that it had word-processing
capabilities. However. the word-

processing facility in Symphony
should be adequate for any low
volume user. It does not have features
that professional and technical
authors may demand (for example, it
lacks footnote management and con
ditional page breaks), and techno
snobs may lament the absence of
screen-displayed attributes such as
boldface and italic. And it doesn't
have a spelling checker. On the other
hand, it's simple and pleasant to use,
which cannot be said for some of the
state-of-the-art programs I've seen.

To enter text. you create a Doc win
dow or change the type of an existing
window to Doc. The row and column
numbers disappear and are replaced
by a format line shOWing margins and
tab stops. Then type as you would
with any other word processor. The
editor can insert text and overtype. It
has automatic word wrap and
automatic justification (left. right. or
center) that you can disable if you
want.

Printing is largely "what you see is
what you get" and there is no
separate formatting pass. Double and
triple spacing aren't shown on the
screen (except as flags). Boldface and
other type attributes must be set with
embedded codes. However, you can
put all the IBM alternative characters
onto the screen with the Compose
key. Automatic page breaks are not
visible, but if you press a Where key
the program will tell you your page
and line location on the printed docu
ment. Manually inserted page-break
characters are visible.

The Search and Replace functions
are excellent; they allow you to
manually replace or skip some
specific instances of the target test
and then say "go ahead and do all the
rest':""'a feature that is missing from
many well-known word-processing
packages. The Search function is case
sensitive, and paragraphs are auto
matically rejustified after text is re
placed.

Symphony lets you invoke special
lines in the text that override the
margin, tab, and indent settings of the
master format line at the top of the
screen so that you control the page's
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AT A GLANCE

appearance. These special format
lines can be given names. stored. and
recalled when you need them. You
can also invoke a GOTO command to
bring up a named format line.
Because this system is wholly visual.
it is easier to understand its workings
than abstract environments or "style
sheets:' but it is complicated by things
such as nested numbered subpara
graphs. Headers. footers. automatic
page numbering. and date stamping
are all supported.

Holding all the text in RAM is not
a problem for the hardware for which
Symphony is intended. I managed to
get a 32.000-word document into an
IBM PC with 512K bytes of RAM, and
it took less than a second to go from
beginning to end. 'Try that with virtual
memory!

Symphony has all the facilities of a
spreadsheet. database. and program
ming language available when you are
word processing. With Symphony. it's
possible to write formulas or macro
programs to do mail-merge and other
document manipulation.

N8me
Symphony

M8nufacturer
Lotus Development Corporation
161 First St.
Cambridge, MA 02142
(617) 492-7171

Price
$695

Size
Program takes about 300K bytes of
memory and Lotus recommends at
least 320K bytes

Fellturea
Variable, overlapping windows; data
can be viewed as text, spreadsheet,
or structured records; integral report
generator; programming macro
language; add-on applications;
drivers for displays, printers, and
modems

Documem.tlon
Two manuals, an Introdudion
booklet, a Quick Reference Guide,
and a Glossary; disk-based Help
and Tutorial Disk program

Comments
Easy to use and learn; fast response
in most operations; individual
functions (spreadsheet excepted) are
not as powerful as best of stand
alone competitors; could serve well
as sole computing resource if your
data volume is low

~ MULTIPLAN

~ dSASER

~ SYMPHONY

IiiEI WQRDSTAR

very fast times compared to dBl\SE II in the
Record Access test should be read with the
knowledge that Symphony's records are in
dexed, while dBl\SE II's are not.

RECALCULATELOAD

701---------------------1
601-------------------1
501-----------

351---------------1
301----------------t
251----------------t
201---------------1
15

10

.01-----------
301--------..-.-
201---:-:-:----:;:;:
10 I---_~...._- __

SPREADSHEET
50,--------------,
"I----------------t
.01---------------1

A comparison of Symphony with stand
alone packages specifically designed for
word processing, spreadsheeting, and
database management shows that Sym
phony performs well in all categories. Its

WORD PROCESSING
100,----------------------,
.01-------------------1
001---------------------1

FORM
The Symphony database is the pro
gram's largest single improvement
over 1-2-3. In 1-2-3. Lotus uses the
columns of the spreadsheet for fields.
which make the data structure tangi
ble. Unfortunately. this involves the
user at too Iowa level. defining input
and output cell ranges.

In Symphony. this feature has been
replaced with the Form window. 1b set
up a database in Symphony, type the
names of the fields you want into con
secutive spreadsheet cells. Then
create a Form window. When you hit
the GENERATE command, you'll be
asked to choose the default field type
and length (from a menu). and then
to point to the range of cells contain
ing the field names. The new window
becomes a data-entry form. Data can
be entered immediately and all your
interaction with the database (in
cluding searches and sorts) can be
performed with this form if you want.

Browsing through the records, in
serting and deleting records. and

(continued)
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editing field contents can all be ac
complished by the appropriate IBM
control and cursor keys.

To perform a search and select
operation, choose "Criteria" from the
Form menu and then fill in the fields
you want to match. Any of Sym
phony's @FUNCTIONS can be used
in a criterion, as well as the? and *
wild-eard characters. When you return
from the menu, the database will ap
pear to contain only those records
that match the criteria. To get back to
the whole database, choose IGNORE
CRITERIA. Performing a sort opera
tion on up to three keys is just as easy.
Many Form windows can look at a
single database, so some users could
be given access to restricted subsets
of the data (Symphony also provides
locking with passwords). Novice users
should find these facilities sufficient
for all database operations. More ex
perienced users can switch to a Sheet
window to view the raw data.

Symphony has even more special
ranges than 1-2-3, and it creates them
automatically and transparently when
you type GENERATE. They can all be
manually tweaked to fine-tune the
database. Most important is the
Definition Range, which performs the
task of mapping the entry form onto
the records in the database. This
range has several empty columns for
the formulas that do input validation
(both type and range checking), com
puted fields, and input transforma
tions. It also holds the default values
for nonentered fields. Since Sym
phony has powerful string (as well as
numeric) arithmetic. the Definition
Range lets you set up sophisticated
databases. The most serious limita
tion 1found of the Definition Range
was that computed fields can only use
values from their own record, not
from prior or succeeding records. For
example, you can't accumulate run
ning totals. You'd have to use spread
sheet functions (e.g., @SUM) on a
column instead.

The fact that all data has to be in
RAM is more of a limitation for a data
base than it is for the word processor.
Even so, a 512 K-byte machine will
hold 1700 records of 100 bytes-
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which will do for a price list. mailing
list. or even stock control for a small
business. Symphony'S powerful range
of statistical functions can be applied
to databases, which should prove use
ful to analysts of all persuasions from
the laboratory to Wall Street.

GRAPH
Symphony's graphing function is
somewhat better than 1-2-3's. The
most obvious difference between the
two programs is that Symphony's
graphs appear in Graph windows and
are automatically scaled to fit. When
you resize a window, the graph is
redrawn at lightning speed before
your eyes.

I was rather disappointed that I
could not have color-graph windows
on the same screen as text on my sys
tem, which includes the IBM Color
Graphics Adapter and an IBM color
monitor. The best I could manage was
either monochrome graphs and text
or a color display where I had to tog
gle between text and graphics mode.
That pretty picture in the BYTE
Preview (July 1984, page 121) must
have been taken from a system using
the Plantronics Colorplus Card; ac
cording to the Lotus Install notes
that's the only way it could have been
created.

In general. I found color manage
ment to be a weak point of Sym
phony. I'm thoroughly addicted to
black type on a pale blue background
(Lisa style) and I use WordStar set up
this way. Symphony has a Henry Ford
background color scheme (any color
as long as it's black), and the fore
ground can only be changed for
graphs. The reason is a combination
of the inherent weakness of IBM's
color graphics and the company's
desire to cater to as many look-alikes
and option boards as possible.

COMM
We Brits still live in the Stone Age as
far as telecommunications go. I have
a 300-bps (bits per second) coupler
(and only a handful of bulletin boards
to talk to), while auto-dial modems are
about as common as domestic nu
clear reactors.

With this proviso, the communica
tions facility in Symphony looks fine
to me. Creating a Comm window gives
you a main menu. The main menu lets
you alter all the communication
parameters while you are on line, or
load a settings sheet in which you've
recorded all the parameters (including
telephone numbers and log-on proce
dures) for a particular source. Sym
phony will dial numbers for you,
perhaps from a database of stored
numbers or from a macro program.
It lets you prefiX the number, if
necessary, to get an outside line
through a switchboard.

lext can be captured on the work
sheet and then looked at via Sheet.
Doc, or Form windows. Or you can
send any of these types of data to a
remote site, with highly flexible for
matting options (such as data conver
sion from foreign character sets). If
you're busy when a call comes in, you
can switch to a Comm window to
receive it without disrupting your
work. You can have Symphony answer
the phone, unattended if necessary.
File transmission under the widely
used Ward Christensen XMODEM
protocol is built in, but no mainframe
protocols are supported. These may
be available later as applications. I
could only use Symphony in a basic
terminal-emulation role, calling a few
local bulletin boards. It worked fine,
capturing neatly formatted text when
required.

MACROS AND
COMMAND LANGUAGE
Lotus 1-2-3 has a simple form of pro
grammability: it uses "keyboard
macros:' which are named collections
of keystrokes (represented either as
single-letter menu choices or names
of special keys in braces) that are ex
ecuted automatically when you invoke
their name. In Symphony this facility
has been enhanced to the point
where it becomes a full programming
language.

You can still use keyboard macros
but now there is an automated way
to produce them. Press the Learn
function key to set Symphony in Learn

(continued)



MASTER THE NEW ELECTRONICS WITH McGRAW-HILL'S

wants
an update in con

temporary circuits ... a
manager or supervisor in an electronics
plant ... a doctor, an engineer, a chemist
who fmds electronics playing an
increasingly important role in your
work. It's even for electronics engineers
or technicians who feel their training
needs freshening up. It's the quickest,

most convenient,
probably least
expensive way to

...~I do it. And the
~.. , only one that gives

~~ you hands-on
~ experience.

IS-Day No-Risk Trial
To order your first module with

out risk, send the postage-paid card
today. Examine it for 15 days under
the terms of the order form and see
how the Contemporary Electronics
Series gets you into today's electronics.
If card has been used, write us for
ordering information.

• , ~ McGraw-Hili
~ J Continuing Education Center

I~n· ~ 3939 Wisconsin Ave.
• • Washington, D.C. 20016

For Anyone Interested in Electronics
The Contemporary Electronics

Series is designed for anyone from
hobbyist to professional. It's for you
if you're looking for new fields of
interest. . .if you're a teacher who

Perform
Experiments

in Contemporary Electronics
Throughout your series, lab

oratory experiments reinforce every
significant point. This
essential experience
...dynamic, hands-on

demonstrations of
theory in practice ...
will help you master
principles that apply aU
the way up to tomorrow's
latest VLSI (Very Large
Scale Integrated) circuitry.

In your very first module, you'll
use integrated circuits to build a digital
oscillator, verifying its operation with
a light emitting diode (LED). You'll
learn to identify passive and active
components, understand concepts
common to aU electronic circuits.

The fast, easy and low cost way to
meet the chaUenges of today's

electronic innovations. A unique
learning series that's as innovative as

the circuitry it explains, as
fascinating as the experiments you

build and explore.

With your first
module, you
gellhis
solderless
breadboarding
system. You'll
usc it through
out the series lO
build elec
tronic circuits
and bring
concepts
to life.

From digital logic to the latest
32-bit microprocessor, the McGraw
Hill Contemporary Electronics Series
puts you into the electronic picture
one easy step at a time. Fifteen
unique Concept Modules, sent to you ...
one every 4-6 weeks, give you a
handle on subjects like optoelec
tronics, robotics, integrated circuits,
lasers, fiber optics and more.

Each Concept Module goes
right to the heart of the matter.
You waste no time on extraneous
material or outdated history. It's a
fast, efficient, and lively learning
experience ... a non-traditional
approach to the most modern of
subject matter.

Unique Interactive Instruction
With each module, you receive

a McGraw-Hill Action Audio
Cassette. Each tape is a dynamic
discussion that drives home the key
facts about the subject. Your learning

experience is reinforced through
interaction with vividly illustrated
text, audio cassettes, and actual
electronic experiments. Indexed
binders preserve backup material,
notes, and tapes for convenient
referral.
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RS232C IBM PC Compatible
Pllper Tepe Transmitter/Model 612

Stops and starts on character at all speeds,
uses manual control or X-on, X-off 90-260
volt, SO-60 Hz power. S0-9600 baud, up to 1S0
char/sec synchronous or asynchronous:

ated internal or external clock, RS 232C,
current loop or parallel output, reads S-8 level
ape, 7-11 frames per character, even or odd

parity. Desk top or rack mount.
ddmasler Corporation, 415 Junipero Serre
rive, San Gabriel, CA 91776, (213) 285-1121,
elex 674770 Addmasler SGAB

Inquiry 8

Apple Macintosh
IBM, XT, Hard disks

Eagle, Compaq, Columbia
NCR, Olivetti, Leading Edge

Multiusers
up to 16/'I'ermSyst.
Printers/Plotters

Monitors, Disk Drives
Modems, Diskettes

Software
for PC & Multiusers

Printers: Epson, Okidata
Gemini, RadiX, NEC, HP

COMPUTER EXPO INC.
SOURCE COMPUTERS

(213) 208-0352 208-0259
(213) 906-1984 906-1 634

Inquiry 75

mode, so that it captures and records
all the keys you press. Step through
a sequence of operations in Learn
mode and the commands will appear
in the range you've allocated to the
macro_

The command language consists of
an assortment of extra commands
that can't be invoked from the
keyboard: the most important are the
control structures (which 1-2-3 lacks)
BRANCH permits looping and
branching, IF < test> causes condi
tional branching, and FOR produces
a counted loop. Named subroutines
are allowed and you can pass any
number of parameters to them. There
are also commands for error trapping
(ON ERROR). controlling user-defined
menus, controlling a communications
link (including auto-dial links), and in
teraction with the keyboard

Programming in Symphonese takes a
bit of getting used to. 1 like to think
of it as the assembly language of a
huge and weird chip with 53,000
registers whose contents are visible
on the screen.

Because of the evaluation rules of
the spreadsheet there are lots of
things you can't do (like compute cell
addresses for indexed addressing) but
you'll usually find a @FUNCTION
that will get you out of trouble.

Purely as a demonstration, 1 man
aged to get the Sieve of Eratosthenes
to run (albeit slowly) and listing 1
shows you that it's readable code.
Holding variables in named, single
cell ranges, instead of absolute cell
addresses, makes the program read
better, but more important. this
makes the program relocatable. The
@NOW function reads the system
clock: Symphony has a comprehen
sive set of functions for dealing with
real-time dates and intervals.

ApPLICATIONS

Symphony can be expanded with
command extensions (called Applica
tions) supplied as disk files. These are
"attached" or "detached" through the
services menu, and they add new op
tions to Symphony's menus. The only
Application that comes with the pro
gram is one that lets you exit to the
disk operating system and run various
housekeeping programs before re
turning to Symphony. It works if you
remember to copy COMMAND.COM
onto your Help disk.

PERFORMANCE
AND OTHER MATTERS
I ran the BYTE benchmarks (see the
''At a Glance" page) and the results

(continued)
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Listing I: The Sieve of Eratosthenes in Symphonese. Note that the time
shown is for only one iteration.

{LET start,@NOW} 1899 count
{LET count,O} 8191 i
{LET A1,1} 24570 k

fill array {MENU}CA1 .. A1 -A1 .. A8191- 16381 prime
1 iteration {FOR 1,0,8190,1,do-sleve} 30910.93 start

{LET fintSh,@NOW} 30910.95 finish

do-sieve {IF @INDEX (flags,O,i)} {kill-multiples}

kill-multiples {LET prlme,1 + I + 3}
{LET k,1 + prime}

loop {IF + k > 8190} {LET count,count + 1} {RETURN}
{PUT f1ags,O,k,O}
{LET k,k+prlme}
{BRANCH loop}

Execution time: 38 minutes
32 seconds
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INTEGRATED TAX PROGRAM WITH:
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SANVO

CONCWSIONS
It would have been easy for Lotus to
foul up after a winner like 1-2-3. The
company didn't. Symphony provides
real and rational advances over 1-2 -3
and manages to improve on the
already excellent ergonomics of that
program. The upgrade from 1-2-3 is
a good value for the money if you
need the extra functions.

I've heard some muttering that
Symphony is too complicated This is
not true. The problem is that the pro
gram does so much that a user is
tempted to try too much too fast. Sen
sibly approached, every part of Sym
phony is as easy as 1-2-3. The tutorial
program is good; it gets you using all
the parts in a simple ways quickly. The
beauty of Symphony's design is that
all the more advanced features are
optional. and you can work up to
them as you gain confidence.

For a certain class of user, par
ticularly business managers and ex
ecutives, Symphony really might be
the only program they need to buy.
To get the most out of it though,
they'll need about 512 K bytes of RAM
and, preferably, a hard disk.

The various kinds of data-view can
be combined with the new command
language in so many ways that it's
fruitless to speculate about what you
could possibly "do" with Symphony.
Merely thinking about the communi
cations facility combined with a real
time clock and macro programs gives
me a score of exciting ideas.

I can't shake off the feeling that
Symphony deserves a more powerful
host than the IBM Pc. Many of the
criticisms I've made reflect as much
on the limitations of that machine as
on the program.•

two main books were disconcerting.
The on-line help is so good that
previous 1-2-3 users will not have to
use the documentation often. And I
must say that I feel slightly churlish for
complaining about too much docu
mentation in an industry where too lit
tle information is a far more common
problem than too much. Symphony
does a lot of things, hence it needs
a lot of documentation.

REVIEW: SYMPHONY

compare well with other market-lead
ing packages.

My most serious criticism of Sym
phony concerns memory manage
ment. Symphony requires 320K bytes
of RAM to run and showed 218,240
bytes of free workspace on my 512 K
byte system. This allows a maximum
255- by 2 II-cell spreadsheet (53,805
cells), which is large enough for most
users. However. like 1-2-3, Symphony
uses a fairly naive memory-allocation
scheme, so for example, if you add a
single number to the extreme bottom
right cell (IV8192) of an otherwise
empty sheet. it will respond with a
"memory full" error.

This is irritating, but there is a more
serious problem with garbage collec
tion. When I ran the Sieve program,
it created a column of 8190 flags,
which uses a lot of free memory.
When I erased this column, Sym
phony didn't take back this space
Storing worksheets on magnetic
media when they contain huge
amounts of "phantom" data can eat
up disk space by filling it full of blanks.

To optimize disk use I had to selec
tively store the program code (using
XTRACT), then reload it and store the
whole sheet (with all free space now
reclaimed). This means that you have
to think seriously about memory use
if you are using far-flung corners of
the sheet. and you will probably have
to move some things around.

In a sophisticated program such as
this I would have liked to see fully
automatic memory optimization and
garbage collection using sparse
matrix methods.

DOCUMENTATION
The only complaint you could have
about Symphony's documentation is
that there's too much of it. As was the
case with 1-2-3, the manuals are
beautifully produced, fully indexed,
clearly written, and comprehensive.
There are two huge main manuals
(How-To Manual and Reference Manual), a
Glossary, a Ouick Reference Guide, and an
Introduction booklet that has installation
guidance. I found the volume of infor
mation overwhelming, and the fre
quent cross-references between the
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BookkEEpER
Accounts Receivable, Accounts

Payable, General Ledger and
Inventory.

InVOICing. auto bIll. finance charges
statements. checks. aulo Interlace
and more 160Kb. 320Kb. or XT

PC EXPANSIONS
Qume142A.. .. $199
Teac FD55B..... . $149
Tandon TM 100-2 .. $1 79
Tandon TMI 01-4 . $295
CDC 9409. $179
Amdek AmdlskV. $119
Case and PS. . $ 45
Maynard Disk Controller.. . $114
Sandstar Series... ... . . . . $ call
Internal 10 M B HD systems: WSI .. ' $899
WS2 .. $1079
Quadboard (64K)... . $259

Quadboard (384 K) . $419
Quadcolor I. . . . . . . . . . . $199

AST SixPakPlus (64 K) . $259
SixPakPlus (384K) $419
MegaPlus(64 K) $269
110 Plus.. . $129
AST-3780 . $659
PCnet - starter kit . . . $809
MonoGraphPlus-S .... .... . $389

HERCULES graphics board. $349
HAYES Modems: 300 $209

Smartmodem 1200. . . . . $489
Smartmodem 1200 B . . $419

Set of 9 chips (64 K) . $ 32
256K chips (each) . . $ 23
8087 chip $169
Verbatim Datallfe DS, DD (201 .. $ 49

VLM Computer Electronics
10 Park Place. MOrristown, NJ 07960

(201) 267-3268 Visa, MC, Check or COD.

Single Program $150
Tri-Pak $375 Ouad-Pak $475

AP. AR. GL AP AR. GL. INV

Also available in MS/PC-DOS& CP/M

Visa/MaslerCard accepted

Forms Schedule.
1040 Tax Return A Itemized Deductions
1040A Short Form B Inferest & Dividends
2106 Employee Bus. Exp. C Business Profit or Loss
2119 Sale 01 Residence D Capital Gains
2441 Child Care E Supplemental Income
3468 Investment Credit G Income Averaging
3903 Moving Expense SE Self Employment
4562 Depreciation W Married Cpt. Both Work
4684 Casualties & Thefts
5696 Energy Credit

Formats: 8" CPM 2.2 IBM 3740 IBM PC-DOS

Suitable for multiple clients or evaluating alternate filing
strategies. Produces transcribeable IRS forms. $33.
For 1985 edition, return 1984 serialized disk and $27.

CANDELARIA WORKS
3955 Club Dr. Atlanta, GA 30319

404/266-8759
To order calf toll-free

800·621·5839

TAXPAK©

Dealer inquiries invited
(505) 326-5833

rrm LA 3~~~~~h~~~~r~~,CH
P.O. Box 10612. Farmington. NM 87499
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You've probably
'alreadyoutgrownyour

personalcotnpute&

The 1eleVideo Personal Mini. The first PC compatible multiuser system.

You'll know you've outgrown your
personal computer the first time you
ft!alize it won't let people share resources

work on the same job simultaneo.usly.
The fact is, the isolated, standalone

PC is only the beginning of how com-
puters can meet today's business needs.

The fact is, your next step to growth
ls the new leleVideo~Personal Mini.™

'$nply plug it in and grow.

Runs PC, mini and
multiuser software.

With the 1eleVideo Personal Mini,
ll8eI'S ofIBM~or TeleVideo Pes, XlS,
and portable computers can share data
and~ive peripherals like printers
aDd plOtters.

The Personal Mini dramatically in
creases computing power. So it not only
runs PC software, but also hundreds
ofpopular, fast minicomputer and multi
user software programs in your estab
lished PC environment.

And, unlike less advanced networks,
the Personal Mini never sacrifices per
formance or speed regardless of how
many workstations are on line. It also
offers multitasking.

Enhance your original PC investment.
Even system expansion costs are sub

stantially less than what you'd pay to add
new IBM Pes. And your original invest
ment in hardwar~, software and personal
computer education is never lost.

Your TeleVideo dealer now has the
Personal Mini. Arrange to see it today
by calling toll tree, BOO·521~897. In
California, callBOO.821.3774. Ask for
operator 10.

This is the first PC compatible multi
user, multitasking system. And the
computer solution you'll never outgrow.
Regional Sales Offices: Northwest (408) 745
77f:IJ. Southwest (714) 476-0244. Southcentral
(214) 258-6776. Midwest (312) 397-5400. South
east (404) 447-1231. Mid-Atlantic (703) 556
7764, Northeast (617) 890-3282. East (516) 496
4777, Rocky Mountain (408) 745-77f:IJ.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.
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© 1984 Otizen America Corporation. Otizen is a trademark of Otizen America Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark
of Intemational Business Machines Corporation. Epson is a registered trademark of Epson Corporation.

Introduc.ing the Citizens. A whole
'; new line of dot matrix

. ,

~ printers, precision-engi-
neered by the people
who've become a wristhold

word in fine, precision-engineered watches.
________ The Citizens are very sleek, very quiet,

. and reliable as the day is long.
They're IBM~ or Epson~compatible,
."-------_.J!) with output speeds of 160 cps,

or 40 cps correspondence-quality at the
flick of a switch.

They're also exceptionally easy to
use, thanks to our unique new

push-feed paper loadin~ system.
And if all this weren't enough to tick off the

competition, wait 'til you see what a value CitizenlM

is for the money
Stop by one of our dealers today and watch

what the Citizens can do for you. ,
For more information, call 1-800-556-1234,

Ext. 34. In California, 1-800-441-2345, Ext. 34.
Or write Citizen America I CITIZEN
Corporation, 2425 Colorado '---------------""
Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90404.
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The First Idea Processor.

Go ahead.
Put your two cents worth onto ThinkTank:M

And watch it grow into a million-dollar idea.
Because ThinkTank is the first software

designed to process ideas. Available on the IBM PC
and IBM compatible machines.

ThinkTank's flexible outline format lets you
clearly see your idea from all angles. So you can
sharpen up an inspired thought, weed out a weak
one, set priorities, weigh alternatives.

It's like a spreadsheet for ideas.
While all this structuring helps your brain

child take shape, it won't inhibit the natural flow
of creative juices. Because entering an idea onto
ThinkTank is as easy as scribbling it on a cocktail
napkin. All you need is simple English.

Just let your thoughts flow-from "pie in
the sky" concepts to the "nuts and bolts" details.
And build more professional proposals,
marketing plans, legal
briefs, case reports,
engineering specifica
tions, research notes,
action items, hot
lists and to-do lists.

Call 1- 800
556-1234 Ext. 213
(in Calif., 1-800-441
2345 Ext. 213) for
the store nearest you.
And see what's really
on your mind.

ourmlO

1984 Comedian's ConventlOn
. LocatIOn

Wonderama Resort Spa Ii Carwash
, Travel Al'rangements

Al'range all' chal'ter thl'ough travel agent
. Agenda

Day J
Day 2

Budget
Submit proposal by August 15

Put,llclty
InVitatIOns

l\oorn Reservations
H;i rooms. double occupaney

1984 Comedlan', ConventIon
· LocatIOn

Wonderama Resort Spa M Carwash
· Travel Arrangements

, Arrange all' charter through travel agent
. Lotsa Luck Travel Service. Las Vegas

Ida Mlstlt. agent
· Agenda

. Day I
WOl'kshops
. new Jok", about

your spouse
your nelghbol'

W1.Jen you want to scope the Big Picture, a simple
command drops out everything but the main headings.
Subheads and detailed text are storedfor recall later.

Inspiration isfleeting, sojust let your thoughtsflow
Theflexible fonnat makes it eary to rearrange them
later into headings and a basic outline.

Use as many headings and as much text asyou need
to develop the outlinefully. ThinkTank'sprocessing
power can move whole sections oftext with a single
keystroke - something no wordprocessor can do.

"ThinkTank"and "7be First Idea Processor"are trademarks ofLiving Videotext, Inc.
o Copyright 1984, Living Videotext, Inc., 2432 Charleston Road, Mountain View, C4 94043, (415) 964 ·6300
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MagicPrint
A print

processor
with true

proportional
spacing

BY ALAN R. MILLER

Alan R. Miller is a professor at
New Mexico Institute of Mining and

Technology (Socorro. NM 8780 I)
where he has taught materials

science. thermodynamics. electrical
engineering. and programming

methods since 1967 He holds a
Ph.D. in engineering from the

University of California at Berkeley,
and he was written six books

about computer languages
and operating systems.

T he difference in print quality be
tween professionally typeset docu
ments and documents produced by

most personal computer word processors
and standard printers is vast. but three new
programs from Computer EdiType Systems
are helping to bridge that gap. The first.
MagicPrint. which sells for $195, allows you
to print documents with true proportional
spacing by using microjustification Magic
Bind ($250) does all that MagicPrint can do,
plus boilerplate insertions and mail
merging. And Magiclndex ($295) has all of
MagicBind's capabilities with additional fea
tures for creating indexes and tables of con
tents, Available for any computer running
CP/M, CP/M-86, or MS-DOS, these programs
can work with WordStar and most other
word processors.

Note that none of these programs are
word processors. Word processing consists
of two separate steps-editing and printing.
You create and alter text with an editor pro
gram. Then the resulting document is
printed out with the word processor or with
a separate print-processing program.

You may have to format the text before
it is printed. For example, you may want the
right margin to be justified or the text to be
double-spaced. The document can be for
matted either when it is created or when
it is printed.

The WordStar word processor formats the
document as you compose it. What you see
on the video screen is approximately what
you get when the document is printed. This
feature is especially convenient if you want
to see how the result will look or where the
pages begin and end. With other word pro
cessors. such as PeachText. you use an
editor program to create the document and
a separate print-processor program to for
mat and print it. With this latter method. the
document is composed in a free form, un
related to the finished appearance. Then the
document is re-formed during the printing
step. MagicPrint is a print processor that
does more than print formatting. But before

considering MagicPrint. let's look at several
ways that text can be printed.

PRINTING ALTERNATIVES
Typewriters and some computer printers
print each letter with a constant spacing or
pitch. Ten letters per inch is common, al
though 12 pitch is also used. With this sys
tem, letters from each row line up vertical
ly with those in adjacent rows (see figure
1). Justification of the right margin is ob
tained by adding extra spaces between
words, but the blank spaces are prominent.

Daisy-wheel printers can position charac
ters to the nearest 1/128 of an inch. As a
result. the pitch can be set at any desired
value. laking advantage of this capability.
WordStar introduced the concept of micro
justification. another method for spacing
characters during printing. With this tech
nique. right justification is obtained by add
ing spaces between letters as well as be
tween words. Letters in adjacent lines do
not line up vertically. The distance between
letters can change from line to line, but for
anyone line the pitch is constant. This
method is sometimes incorrectly called pro
portional spacing. Microjustification (see
figure 2) is an improvement over fixed pitch
because the gaps between words are
smaller. However, an even better output is
possible if each letter is assigned its own
size.

If you look carefully at the text on this
page, you can see that letters have different
widths; some letters. such as M and W. are
wide, and others. such as i and j. are nar
row. Unfortunately, word-processing pro
grams are generally designed to print at a
fixed pitch. Consequently, the characters on
standard print wheels have a nearly con
stant width; that is. the character set has
been distorted. The M and Ware unnatural
ly skinny and the letter i is wide. Fortunate
ly, it is possible to obtain print wheels with
proportionally spaced characters, where the
characters M and Ware wide and i and i

lcontinued)
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are narrow. These wheels have the
symbol PS on them to indicate that
the letters have proportional spacing.
Such a print wheel should not be
used for constant-pitch printing
because the wide letters will overlap

MagicPrint is designed to use a PS
print wheel to produce true propor
tional spacing during printing. Each
letter is assigned its own width with
a print table. Although a document is
prepared with a text editor in the
usual way, the result is printed out
using MagicPrint.

MagicPrint can be programmed for
a standard 10-pitch print wheel. How
ever, the results are not a great im
provement over microjustification (see
figure 3). The problem is that each
character of the standard print wheel
has about the same width. To fully use
the capabilities of MagicPrint. you can
program a PS for every letter so that
each character is assigned its natural
width. The results are now much im
proved (see figure 4) and are compar
able to typeset text.

INSTALLATION
MagicPrint must be configured before
it is used for the first time. First. you

REVIEW: MAGICPRINT

must choose between one of two sep
arate versions of MagicPrint. One ver
sion is compatible with the WordStar
embedded commands. The other is
for editors such as Electric Pencil.
PeachText. Mince, P/Mate, Select. and
Word Master.

The installation program alters
MagicPrint for your brand of printer
and its method of handshaking. In
dicating the type of printer is straight
forward; just choose the appropriate
number from a list given on the
screen. Selecting the method of hand
shaking is more complicated

A printer can receive data from a
computer faster than it can be
printed The printer places the data
into its buffer until it can be used.
However, if the buffer becomes full.
the printer must signal the computer
to stop sending data, either by soft
ware or by hardware. One method of
software handshaking is known as
XON/XOFF. completed by sending the
common Control-Q Control-S pair.
Another method, called ETX/ACK,
uses Control-C Control-F.

An alternate approach uses hard
ware handshaking When the buffer is
full. the printer changes the voltage

on a wire running to the computer,
which signals the computer to stop
sending information. Pin 20 on the
RS-232C serial port is frequently used
for this signal. Unfortunately, the com
puter may be looking for the signal on
pin 6 (e,g., the IBM PC), while the
printer may be sending it on pin II
or pin 19. Thus, when you run the in
stallation program, specifying the
handshaking method is important.

CHARACTER WIDTH TABLE
MagicPrint performs proportional
spacing by referencing a built-in table
of character widths. Initially, this table
is configured for the Diablo Bold PS
print wheel. If you have a different
print wheel. you may want to alter the
character table to match. If you have
several different wheels, using a
separate version of MagicPrint for
each wheel may be best. The charac
ter table, located near the begiflning
of the program, can be changed with
a debugger program.

To customize MagicPrint. I printed
every character for each of my three
print wheels (standard 10 pitch, pro
portional spacing, and script). Then
placing a plastic print-shop typeset-

The first sentence is the same
for all figures. This figure is
an example of text printed with a
fixed pitch for Figure 1. Each
letter is separated from the next
by the same amount and is the
same from one line to the next.

Figure I: An example of fixed-pitch printing

The first sentence is the same
for all figures. This figure is an
example of text printed with pro
portional spacing for Figure 3.
Each letter has its own width, but
the characters are all about the
same width.

Figure 3: Proportionally spaced printing with fixed-width letters.
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The first sentence is the same
for all figures. This figure is
an example of text printed with
microjustification for Figure 2.
The distance from letter to
letter is constant for each line
hut varies from one line to the
next.

Figure 2: Microjustified printing.

The first sentence is the same
for all figures. This figure is an
example of text printed with
proportional spacing for Figure
4. Each letter has its own
width, and the characters have
their natural widths.

Figure 4: Proportional spacing with natural-width letters.



Audience
Anyone who uses a daisy-wheel printer

Versions Available
Standard version for CP/M, CP/M-86, PC
DOS, or MS-DOS
WordStar version

ting overlay on the printouts. I deter
mined the width for every character.
The values for the characters for each
print wheel were entered into sepa
rate versions of MagicPrint using the
system debugger.

If you are using the CP/M version (as
I did with the North Star Horizon).
load MagicPrint into memory with
DDT or SID. Dump memory starting
at location 200 hexadecimal. You will
see the lowercase letters. the upper
case letters. and then the special
characters in the ASCII (American
Standard Code for Information Inter
change) representation on the right
side of the screen. The width of each
character is given immediately follow
ing the corresponding character. You
can change the widths with the S
command. You can also change the
default-line length and character den
sity at this time; the locations are 113
and 114 hexadecimal. Then return to
CP/M and save the new version.

DOT COMMANDS
Formatting commands are given to
MagicPrint by one of two methods
dot commands or embedded com
mands. The dot commands begin
with two dots starting at the beginning
of a line. Several commands can be
combined on a single line. but no
regular text can appear on this line.
The single-dot commands of Word
Star are ignored by MagicPrint. and
conversely. the double-dot com
mands of MagicPrint are ignored by
WordStar.

The first line of a document typically
contains dot commands for turning
on the page-numbering function and
for setting the line length and the
character density. A heading to be
printed at the top of each page can
be placed next. This section can have
its own formatting commands as
distinct from the main part of the text;
for instance. justification of the right
margin can be turned off and the
character density can be changed.

A heading to be centered by Magic
Print is not actually centered in the
original text but is begun at the left
margin. A dot command in the previ
ous line directs MagicPrint to center

REVIEW: MAGICPRINT

the text during printing. The result is
a considerable improvement over
WordStar. which centers only to the
nearest character. By contrast. Magic
Print centers each line precisely.

A flush-right command justifies a
partial line with the right margin. This
feature can be used to place a date
on the right side of a letter. 'TWo
column output is obtained by printing
a narrow left column. rolling the
platen backward with the B com
mand. and offsetting the margin with
the M command. Then the right col
umn is printed. You can also use this
method to make columns of data line
up. Unfortunately. with proportional
printing. each line has its own spac
ing and so columns will not line up
normally. This is an inherent limitation
of the proportional-printing method
rather than of MagicPrint.

EMBEDDED COMMANDS
Unlike dot commands, which are
placed on separate lines. the em
bedded commands appear directly in
the text. For the WordStar version, all
the WordStar embedded commands
are used. These commands include
underline, boldface, doublestrike,
backspace. subscript. and superscript.
By contrast. the standard version of
MagicPrint uses a two-character se
quence, the first being a left bracket.

Other WordStar-compatible com
mands are the non-break space and
the soft hyphen. The non-break space
is used in the middle of a character
string (such as a date) to ensure that
it will not be split over two lines. You
can place a soft hyphen, a Control
underline sequence. in the middle of
a long word. As with WordStar. Magic
Print looks for a soft hyphen to break
a long word at the end of a line. but
the soft hyphen is ignored if it is not
needed.

Embedded commands peculiar to
MagicPrint are the pitch change and
footnote. Normally the pitch of an en
tire document is selected on the first
line with a dot command. However.
the pitch of any single letter or group
of letters can be set by an embedded
pitch command. A ligature. such as ceo

(continued)

AT A GLANCE

Name
MagicPrint

Manufacturer
Computer EdiType Systems
509 Cathedral Parkway
New York. NY 10025

Format
5'14- or 8-inch floppy disk

Minimum Hardware
Daisy-wheel printer
48K by1es of RAM

Documentation
50-page manual

Price
MagicPrint
MagicBind
Magiclndex

$195
$250
$295
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REVIEW: MAGICPRINT

This ad
is for all those

who ever wonder
why your

company runs
a United Way

•campaign.
When it comes right down

to it, you're probably the best rea
son your company has for getting
involved with the United Way.

You see, they know almost
all of the money given to the
United Way goes back out into
the community to help people.

So if you, or the people you
work with, should ever need any
of our services, like day care,
family counseling or health care,
we'll be right there to help. In
fact, there are tens of thousands
of United Way-supported pro
grams and services in cities and
towns across the country. That
means help is nearby wherever
you are.

And your company knows
that could mean the difference
between keeping or losing a val
uable employee.

That's why they give. And
that's why they ask you to give.
Because there may come a day
when you need help yourself.,.

United way
Thanks to you. it works. for ALL OF US.

~
~~ A Public Serl/lce 01 Th,s Magazine & The AdvertiSing CounCil
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MagicPrint will

move the footnote
from the text and
put it at the bottom
of the page.

can be produced by this means.
The embedded command for foot

notes is a useful feature that lets you
first place a footnote directly in the
text at the point of reference as you
are creating the document. Then
MagicPrint will move the footnote
from the text and put it at the bottom
of the page. The footnote text can be
separately formatted. like the head
ing. so that you can shorten the line
length or tighten the character pitch.
for example One drawback is that the
footnotes are not automatically
numbered.

FILE MERGING AND INDEXING
Text such as boilerplate material and
resumes may be frequently needed in
reports. However. it is not necessary
to actually incorporate this material
into each report. With the MagicBind
program. you need only indicate at
the proper point of the main docu
ment that an auxiliary file is to be in
serted during printing. The MagicBind
program can also perform all of the
MagicPrint tasks. (Like MagicPrint.
both a standard version and a Word
Star version are available.) And of
course MagicBind prints with propor
tional spacing.

MagicBind can also print a set of
personalized form letters, each ad
dressed to a different person. Further
more, each letter is individually for
matted so that extra spaces do not
appear after short names.

Magiclndex, the third program from
Computer EdiType Systems, includes
all the features of MagicBind. In ad
dition. it can generate an alphabetical
index of selected words in a docu
ment with their corresponding page

numbers. Magiclndex can also create
a table of contents.

Single words or groups of words in
your text can be selected for index
ing by surrounding them with one of
several special symbols. These se
lected index words are regular words
in the text and not separate entries
that have to be specially typed in.

You can opt for any of several cate
gories of index entry. Generally, the
selected words will appear both in the
printed text and in the index. How
ever. the selected words need not
necessarily be taken from the printed
text. and they will only appear in the
index. It is also possible to change the
case between the printed version and
the index version. Special provisions
are made for marking "see also" en
tries. Of course. text marked for index
ing appears strange when viewed on
the video screen because of the
special indexing symbols.

PROBLEMS AND COUNTERS
MagicPrint can produce a better
looking printout than WordStar. How
ever. what you see on the screen
when creating a file with WordStar is
not what you get when the file is
printed with MagicPrint. Headings are
not centered, page breaks are wrong,
and text is not justified Nevertheless.
you can give MagicPrint a keyboard
command to display your file on the
video screen. Page breaks are then
correctly shown but the text is not
justified.

MagicPrint is initially configured for
the Diablo Bold PS print wheel. How
ever. changing the built-in table to
match your particular print wheel is
relatively easy if you are a systems
programmer but can be difficult for
others.

PRAISEWORTHY
MagicPrint is ideal for producing
finished documents that require a
typeset appearance. As an example.
editors of a newsletter could use a
word processor and a letter-quality
printer to produce camera-ready
material. If the look of your printed
material is important. then MagicPrint
is a superb product. _
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One cOffil?uter under $1000 can run
all these programs.

And fly you into Chicago onawindy da~



The IBM PCjr can run so many
programs, chances are you'll never find
yourself up in the air.

Unless that's where you'd like to be.
1--------------1 You can use a
: More computer for your money. : PCjr to pilot your

See how PCjr compares • ft 'th
I with other computers at its price. I own alrCra WI
I Memory Software I Flight Simulator.
I User Memory (RAM): Runs over 1,000 I
I 128KB (expand- programs written I Or handle a
I able to 512KB) for the IBM PC I • •
I Permanent Memory Runs both diskette and I busIness WIth the
I (ROM): 64KB cartndge programs I

I DI'skette Drl've Display I powerful Lotus'"
40- and 80-column • •

II Double-sided, Re4s_ocloultoiOr:n: II 1-2 _3~.M In Its new
double density

I Capacity 360KB 640h x 200v I cartrIdge format.
16-color: 0 f III Processor 320h x 200v I I' create u -

I 16-blt 8088 Expandability I I '11 .
I Keyboard Open architecture I CO or I ustratIons
I Typewriter-style Optional 128KB I 'th th PC·
I Detached; cordless' Memory Expansion I WI e new (Jr
I Attachment(s) C I P' t

Warranty 13 ports for add-ons, I 0 or aln.
I I-year limited including built-in I The fact I'S
I warranty senalmterface I ,
L --.J PCjrruns over a

thousand of the most popular, current
programs - many of them written for
the IBM PC.

You can choose from over 50 programs
to make writing a breeze.

Over60 programs to help manage a
home.

Over 200 programs to help manage
an office.

Over 200 programs for entertainment.
Over 300 programs for education.
And a generous helping of programs

to help you write your own programs.
And if you'd like more,

the new optional PCjr Memory Expansion
Attachment gives you the power to run
over a thousand additional programs.

With PCjr, you have access to one of
the fastest-growing, most up-to-date
libraries of software in the world today.
So no matter what you do, it's likely that
there's a program to help you do it better.

Whether it's flying through spreadsheets
or flying through a 30-knot headwind.

Touch down at an authorized IBM PCjr
dealer or IBM Product Center and take a
look at PCjr-now priced at less than
$1,000,* monitor not included.

For the store nearest you, call
1-800-IBM-PCJR. In Alaska and Hawaii,
call1-800-447-0890.. § ::..:~= ~

Inquiry 168

IBMPCir
Growing by leaps and bounds.

With Flight SimulatOl~
you can practice your flying
in Chicago or 89 other places.
With or without the wind.

Lotus and 1-2-3 are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation.
'IBM Product Center price. monitor not included.
Little Tramp character licensed by Bubbles Inc., s.a.



We Set the Standard in Prices!
For IBM PC Add-On Products.
Superior quality products and services at lowest prices.

Look at what we
have to offer, before
you buy any add-on
products for your
IBM PC.

QlC-Ol. 10 MB internal
hard disk. $725.

Our halt-height 10 MB hard disk comes
complete with controller, cables, drive
and easy to follow instructions. It fits
inside one of your floppy slots and
draws same amount of current as a
floppy. It is compatible with DOS 2.0,
2.1 and 3.0 without any patches. In fact,
you can simply boot up from the hard
disk. This is the same hard disk system
you see advertised for hundreds of
dollars more.

QlC-02. Streaming
cassette tape back-up
subsystem. $777.

Now, you can back-up your 10 MB of
hard disk in less than 10 minutes. This
half-height cassette tape system fits
inside your IBM PC and is very easy to
install. It comes with a controller card.
cables, cassette drive, one cassette
tape and all necessary software. You
can perform image back-up as well as
file by file back-up and restore.
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QlC-03. 300/1200 baud
internal modem. $275.

This auto dial/auto answer plug-in
modem lets your PC talk to the world
with reliable and easy operation. It is
FCC certified, Bell 103/212 compatible
as well as fully Hayes compatible. You
can run all the popular
communication programs as well as
our superior QIC Com software
program.

Our QIC-Com software program provides
phone list management as well as
powerful file transfer capabilities. You
can even run any DOS programs such as
WordStar concurrently without havingto
disconnect your line. Priced at $45.00, it is
an offer you don't want to miss.

QlC-04. Half-height
floppy drive. $129.

This halt-height floppy is the quietest
drive on the market. It draws the least
amount of current and is compatible
with your PC's floppy controller card.
It's double sided, double density

CALL US TODAY AT
408-942-8086

QlC-05. Five function
card. $199. (64 K RAM
Set $36.00).

Our five function card includes
memory expansion from 0 to 384K, one
serial port, one parallel port, one
game port and one battery back-up
clock calendar. RAM disk, print spooler
and clock utilities are also included.

One Year Guarantee
No Risk. All our prodUcts are
guaranteed for one year. And
remember, if for any reason, you are
not completely satisfied within 30 days.
you can return it for a full refund.
Check out our competition and find
out which is best. We know better.

RESEARCH
INCORPORATED

528 Valley Way
Milpitas, CA 95035

Inquiry 290



The HewleU-Packard
ThinkJet Printer

A compact,
portable, and

innovative
printer

BY MARK HAAS

Mark Haas (2600 Tenth 51..
Berkeley, CA 94710) is the

technical director for
Osborne/McGraw-Hill.

H·A·R·D·W·A·R·E

T he Think/et printer is a lightweight
ink-jet printer that comes in three
"flavors": the HP 2225A. with an

HPIB (Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus)
IEEE-488 interface; the battery-powered HP
222 5B, with an HPIL (Hewlett-Packard Inter
face Loop) interface; and the HP 222 5C
with a Centronics-compatible interface for
use with most non-Hewlett-Packard com
puters such as the IBM Personal Computer
(PC) and Apple computers. The printers are
identical in all other respects including the
price of $495, Each printer is about II
inches wide by 3V2 inches high by 8 inches
deep and weighs about 6V2 pounds, The
unit I tested, the HP 2225B, sat nicely on
top of the 9114A disk drive I had already
connected to the HP 110 portable com
puter. The Think/et features most of the
things you'd expect in a printer, including
several print pitches, bold and underlining,
short line-seeking logic to position the print
head, graphics, and reasonable speed. I was
also impressed by the ease of setup and
use.

SETTING IT UP
Before I could use the Think/et printer, I had
to connect it to the HPIL. which is Hewlett
Packard's proprietary scheme for connect
ing computers and peripherals. Connecting
any device to the HPIL is child's play
because it's virtually impossible to connect
the cables incorrectly. In some situations,
however, you have to place a device in a cer
tain position in the loop. This is the case
when using the Think/et in a loop with both
the HP 110 portable and the HP 150 desk
top computers (using the Portable-Desktop
Link): you must position the HP 150 before
the Think/et printer and after the HP 9114A
portable disk drive. The owner's guide that
comes with the Portable-Desktop Link pro
vides more details.

Regardless of which interface you have,
the next step is to insert the print-head car
tridge, which comes in a metal container not
unlike those used for salad dressing on the

R·E·V·I·E·W

airlines. You remove the thin foil top by
'peeling it back to reveal the cartridge and
a small piece of blotting paper called an ab
sorber. First. you insert the absorber in a
small metal clip at the left end of the car
riage. The absorber catches the initial spurt
of ink the printer makes when first turned
on. You then drop the cartridge into the
print-head carriage and close the retaining
latch by lifting upward. The manual says the
latch will snap shut. Mine did not snap,
though it was closed firmly. If anything, it
seemed to snap when opening the latch.

The cartridge itself is quite amazing. Cylin
drical in shape and just over an inch long,
the clear plastic cartridge houses a plastic
sack containing the ink supply and a solid
state device that squirts the drops of ink.
Actually, it's an array of squirters stacked 12
high. Electrical paths lead from. each
squirter down the front of the cartridge to
small contact points. When the cartridge is
installed, these contacts connect with
matching contacts on the carriage assembly.
Changing the cartridge, therefore, not only
replenishes the ink supply but also replaces
the entire print-head mechanism-for only
$7.95. Each cartridge is good for about 500
pages of text and has an expiration date.

Choosing the proper paper is very impor
tant. Since the printer is actually projecting
droplets of ink onto the paper, the ink will
bleed on a paper that is too absorbent
roughly equivalent to writing with a foun
tain pen on tissue paper. So be sure to buy
paper suited for an ink-jet printer. The paper
supplied by Hewlett-Packard has only one
good side, and therefore you must be care
ful how you load the paper.

I found the paper loading to be very easy.
The left pin wheel (tractor) is fixed so only
the right side needs to be adjusted. You in
sert the paper from the back, under the
paper separator, place it behind the pin
wheels, and bring it around to the front.
There is no platen. After you adjust the right
pin wheel and close the paper bail. you're

(continued)
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PRINT SPEED (CHARACTERS/SEC)

1008040 60

DRAFT MODE

20

PRINT SPEED (CHARACTERS/SEC)'

o1008040 60

EMPHASIZED MODE

20o

Equipment Needed
Computer with Hewlett
Packard Interface Loop port,
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus
(IEEE-488) interface, or
Centronics-compatible
interface

Features
Quiet operation, battery
powered portable (2225B
only). 4 pitches, bold,
underline, raster graphics

Manufacturer
Hewlett-Packard Company
1081 Embarcadero Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94304
800-367-4772

Type
Dot matrix, ink jet

Name
Hewlett-Packard ThinkJet
printer

Size
Approximately 11 inches wide
by 3112 inches high by 8
inches deep

AT A GLANCE

Documentation
78-page owner's manual

Price
Printer: $495 (all models),
replacement cartridge: $7.95

Warranty
90-day limited

6 8 10

THINKJET

r//'d EPSON RX-80

~ GEMINI-lOX

This is the Hewlett-Packard 22258 Thinkjet Printer.

This is the Epson RX-BO. This is the Epson

This is the Star-' Gemini-lOX This is the St

These graphs compare the ThinkJet 2225B
printer with the Epson RX-80 and Gemini-10X
in print speed (emphasized and draft modes),
list price, and print quality. The print speeds
were determined by timing how long each

printer took to print 50 lines of 60 As (see ''The
Art of Benchmarking Printers:' by Sergio Mello
Grand in the February 1984 BYTE, page 193).
The prices shown are list prices and include
tractor-feed mechanisms.
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REVIEW: THINKJET
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and right sides of the paper, and there
is no way to override this. The display
functions mode is useful for debug
ging, and it prints control and escape
sequences rather than executing
them.

If you intend to use the ThinkJet
printer with commercial software
packages that have graphics output.
such as LDtus 1-2-3, be aware that
ThinkJet interprets graphics data that
it receives from the computer dif
ferently from other popular printers
such as Epson's. Unless you are up to
writing your own graphics drivers, you

(continued)
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speed benchmark was performed at
12 cpi.

ThinkJet can print each of the four
pitches in bold. underlined, or both,
all in one pass of the print head. An
example of all the possible combina
tions is shown in figure I. You can set
the line spacing (either 6 or 8 lines per
inch), the page length (up to 255
lines). and the number of lines of text
on each page. The last two are re
lated, however, and changing the
page length alone automatically ad
justs the text length to I inch less than
the page length. A full line of text still
leaves a I-inch margin on both the left

printer accepts
both single sheets

done. The ThinkJet will accept both
single sheets and fanfold paper.

Since the ThinkJet 222 5B is battery
powered, you don't have to plug it in
before turning it on, which you do by
hitting a rocker switch on the back of
the printer. You can perform the built
in self-test by holding down the line
feed button and turning the printer
on. When you release the button, a
programmed set of printed examples
will appear. including the full charac
ter set. graphics, different pitches, etc.
A full page is printed, though you can
terminate the test at any time by turn
ing the printer off.

I had never used an ink-jet printer
before, and I was impressed at how
quiet the ThinkJet was. Alii heard was
the gentle whir of the motor moving
the print head back and forth. There's
none of the high-frequency noise
usually associated with print-head
pins hitting paper.

and fanfold paper.

The Think}et

PRINTER FEATURES
Though the ThinkJet printer doesn't
perform as many functions as some
of the more powerful (and expensive)
printers, it can be quite flexible.
Through software commands you can
control pitch, print attributes, page
length, text length, and graphics.

The ThinkJet can print in four
pitches: normal (12 characters per
inch Icpill, expanded (6 cpi), com
pressed (21.3 cpi), and a combination
of expanded and compressed (107
cpi). Given the maximum line length
the ThinkJet can print. each pitch has
its maximum number of characters
per line: normal. 80; expanded, 40;
compressed, 142; expanded-com
pressed, 71. The ThinkJet cannot print
normal characters at 10 cpi (as called
for in BYTE's benchmark tests). so the

1"#$%&'( )*+.-./0123456789: ;<=)?@ABCDEF6HIJKLMNOPQR

! 'IS%&' ()*+. - ./OlZ3~56789: i (.>?IABCO£r6HIJKlIlHDPORSTUWXVZ[\]' ,abcdefahi jkl""ooorstuUllx\

! "#$%&" ( )*+, -. /0123456789

! ""XA" ().+, - -/0123156789=; (-)?@RBCOEfGHIJKU

! "'SX" ( )-+. -. /01Z3456789: i (=>7IABCDEFGHIJKLMNQPQR

'''#$X&'( >*+,-./0123456789

, ....,%Il'(>.... -./olZ3156789=;(=)?IfIBCDEF6HI.JKLI

Figure I: Print sample from the ThinkJet printer showing normal. compressed.
expanded, and expanded-compressed pitches in combination with bold and underlining.
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CSOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT

REVIEW: THINKJET

IP tn'R\nIP CALIFORNIA MICRO
'k:!J 1I11~ COMPUTER
9323 Warbler Ave. Fountain Valley, CA 92708

(714) 964-9301

speed of I 50 cps at 12 cpi. but they
are measuring only burst speed and
are not including the time it takes for
the print head to accelerate and
decelerate at the beginning and end
of each line, as well as the time to ad
vance the paper one line. To confirm
this I printed fifty 50-character lines
(2500 characters) at the normal pitch,
12 cpi. This took only 29.7 seconds,
which means that the additional 500
characters of the first test took an ad
ditional 3.26 seconds (32.96-297),
for a burst speed of I 53.3 7 cps at nor
mal pitch.

CONCWSIONS
I used the ThinkJet with a prerelease
version of WordStar for the HP 110
portable computer. All functions are
supported except for microjustifica
tion and variable line height. as would
be expected, I printed subscripts and
superscripts using the printer's half
line feed function, as no reverse line
feeds can be done. But the ThinkJet's
ability to print bold and underlining
(or both together) in one pass does
speed up printing documents contain
ing these attributes. Most dot-matrix
impact printers print bold and under
lining by overprinting, sometimes
several times, and this cuts through
put dramatically in documents con
taining many of these attributes.

Although Hewlett-Packard provides
remedies for unclogging clogged print
heads, I had no such trouble while
testing the printer. even after it was
left sitting unused for two weeks.
Changing the cartridges couldn't be
easier, and HP even provides you with
a new print head,

The 222 5B battery-powered Think
Jet printer makes a nice addition to
Hewlett-Packard's portable line. The
other two ThinkJet models compare
favorably to others in their price
range. They are quiet. compact. light
weight. and provide enough features
to make them useful for most applica
tions, Together with the HP 110 por
table computer and the HP 9114A
disk drive, the ThinkJet printer com
pletes the loop, so to speak, on a
powerful portable computing sys
tem. _

BYTE BENCHMARKS
As I explained previously, I did the
BYTE printer benchmarks for the
ThinkJet printer in the 12-cpi (normal)
mode. Note that the ThinkJet's print
head moves at a constant linear
velocity, even for bold and underlin
ing. Since the linear velocity is fixed,
the number of characters per second
(cps) is really dependent on the pitch
of the characters. The Thinklet prints
a line of 40 characters in expanded
mode, for example, in the same time
as it prints a line of 142 characters in
compressed mode, though the latter
has a cps rate over 3Y2 times greater
than the expanded mode.

The ThinkJet printer that I tested
printed fifty 60-character lines (3000
characters, normal pitch) in 32.96 sec
onds, or 90.02 characters per second.

Hewlett-Packard is claiming a print

DOCUMENTATION
The ThinkJet printer is very easy to
use, so not much is required for docu
mentation. The manual includes sec
tions on: initial setup, with appro
priate warnings about things like not
eating the ink: how to use each printer
function and a table containing deci
mal equivalents of the command se
quences that makes BASIC program
ming a snap: an explanation of the
graphics function, including a simple
example: a short maintenance and
troubleshooting guide: and appen
dixes on using the printer with the HP
41. HP 71. HP 75, and HP series 80
computers. The manual also dis
cusses how to connect the ThinkJet
printer through an HPILlHPIB
(IEEE-488) interface converter.

should make sure that the software
has a driver for the ThinkJet.

The ThinkJet is very
easy to use, so not
much is required for
documentation.

Both Versions
can beeasily
instailedand
require NO
modifica·
tionstothe
typewriter.
A 2K buffer is
standard, 8K optional.

PCDOS/MSDOS
• FULL C COMPILER PER K&R

• Inline 8087 or Assembler
Floating Point

• Full 1M8 AddreSSing for
Code or Data

• Transcendentsl Functions

• MSDOS 11/2.0 L18RARY SUPPORT
• Program Chaining using Exec
• Environment Available to Main

• c-windowTM C SOURCE CODE
DE8UGGER
• Variable Display & Alteration

Using C Expression

• FAST 8088/8086 ASSEM8LER

Combined Package - 5199
Call or write:
c-ByBtemB Fullerton, CA 92634
PO. Box 3253 714-637-5362
TM c-systems

Your IBM Model 50, 60, 65, 75,85 or
95 Electronic Typewriter can be a
computer printer or terminal using
our interface modules:
Model 5060 RS232 Serial
Mode15060-CP Centronics Parallel

Buy/Sell Used Hardware
Without Risk!!!

In addition to receiving a monthly
newsletter containing latest com·
puter information and sales,
membership allows you 1 free ad
plus additional ads at reduced
prices. Buyer selects ad, sends pur·
chase price to Computer Swap
Shop who holds same in escrow
and notifies seller who ships to
buyer. Buyer has 7 days to examine
the equipment and if satisfied,
seller receives sales price less
small commission; otherwise,
money is refunded. You must be a
member to buy or sell with Com·
puter Swap Shop Inc.

NO RISK! BONDED.
Send $20 subscription fee to:

Computer Swap Shop, Inc.
Box 2988

Delray Beach, FL 33444

Inquiry 79



R rnOUGHTYOU'D SEE

~ ~
.1795
J209S
'1795IBM PC,

QX·IO,QX,16
'J1tS.8O 0,12.16
Battery Backup Unit

That's enough storage for dozens of large programs and
hundreds of kilobytes of data files. Enough for almost anythiDl
you want to do with a disk drive. But that's not all. With SemiSpool,
our CP/M print spooler, you can implement a print buffer
hundreds of kilobytes long in seconds. All in software. At no extra
cost.

SemiDisk Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box GG, Beaverton, Or

503-642-3100

Coll50~·6.f6·~~IO lor CBBS/N'f/. 5O~·77S.",. for CBBS/PCS. and 503 649-8321 lIorCBBS/AIoha. on SemlDlllk-equlpped codi....
board., (~OO/1200 baud). SemiDllIk, SemlSpooI trad.emarb of SemIDlIIt SyIICmI. CP/M trademark 01 DIlIUlI Research.Inquiry 314

Another thing about disk emulators. Unless they're from
SemiDisk Systems, they're probably afraid of the dark: Lose power
or turn the computer off, and your valuable data goes to that big
backup disk in the sky. But our Battery Backup Units keep
SemiDisk data tlying high while your computer is off, and up to 10
hours during a complete blackout.





BYTE Review Comparison Chart
DATAEASf Condor dBASf II

Menu driven Yes No No
Built-In programming language No No Yes
Command/Batch file processing Yes Yes Yes (1)
Custom screen generator Yes Yes Yes
Password protection Yes No No
Prevents duplicate entries Yes No No
Data field masking. Yes No Yes (1)
Lookup file capabilities Yes No Yes (1)
Maximum capacities

Files open concurrently No limit 1 2
Data-entry forms per fiie No limit 1 1
Records per file 65,535 65,534 65,535
Fields per record 255 127 32
Characters per record 8000 1024 1000
Characters per fieid 255 127 254
Active index keys 255 1 7

QUick report generator Yes Yes Yes
Complex report writer Yes' Yes No
Color capabilities Yes No (2)
Uses IBM PC function keys Yes No No
Program file disk space needed 590K(3) 270K 96K
Random-access memory required 192K 128K 128K
list price $595 $650 $495
Available formats Most 16-blt Most Most
Format tested PC-DOS PC-DOS PC-DOS
Version tested 2.10 2.11 2.40

NOTES: (1) Requires programming. (2) Very limited capabilltle5, require5 programming. (3) Program f1le5 may be located on more than
onedi5k.

DATAEASE
Demonstration Diskette

Check one: 0 IBM PC 0 WANG 0 DEC 0 TI
o Check attached for $10. Send Information

package with demonstration.
o Send Information only.
Name: _
Title: Phone: _
Company: _
Street: _

City: State: Zip: _

Software Solution5.lnc.• 30S Bic Drive
Milford. CT 06460' 203·877·9268' Telex: 703972

For information call:

800-243-5123
tanada

Logtquest,lnc.. Montreal; 514·397·lM51

Scandanavla South Atria
West 50ft 1V5. Alesund. rtonQY; (47) 71-41141 Dauflp" C... lghlll; 11724-6353



interact vrith a Genius
135WPOWER
SUPPLY
Hard DIsk ready
+12V at 4.SA max
+5Vat1SAmax
Same dlmenslon and plug
compatible wtth IBM PCIXT
powusupply

HARD DISR
ASSEMBlY
10 Mb fonnalled FIxed DIsk
5 Mb fonnalled Removable
CartrIdge
Unlimited storage
Bootable from 1Ixed disk

SUPER
M01'IIERBOARD
Slnll!e layer double sided
board
Same dlmenslon as IBM
motherboard
Up to 256K Ram on-board
8110 slots

PERSYST B.O.B.
BOARD
Super hI-res display adapter
on text and graphics
lOx 16 character cell In
monochrome and color
Prograrnmab1e and software
selectable character sets

MlJI.1'IPtJNCTION
CARD
G-384K memory expansion
plus 256K on board to give
maximum addrusable
memory.

The Ultimate in IBM PC/XT~ compatibles.
The Super XT Plus by Super Computer
is a better alternative than the standard
PCIXT configuration. The 256Kb of
dynamic RAM \Vith parity can be
upgraded to 640Kb. Eight I/O slots give
you the maximum in tailored
expandability. A 16 Bit 8088
Microprocessor \Vith an 8087

coprocessor option gives you the speed
to tackle the heavy jobs. Two half-height
360K Floppy Disk Drives are matched
\Vith a half-height 5 Mb Removable
Hard Disk and a 10Mb fixed Hard Disk
A Multfunction card is included \Vith
Serial and Parallel ports. Goa Calendar.
Game port. and memory expansion to

384K An Ultra High-Res Taxan8 monitor
equipped \Vith Persyst's 8.0.B.8 Board
gives you the highest resolution
possible (720 x 400). A unique 135
Watt Power Supply offers 220 Voltage
conversion as an option.
The Super Computer PCIXT.

Interact \/Vith a Genius!

SUPER COMPtJ1'ER
ManafacturerlDlatrtbator
17813 South Main St. Suite 103. Gardena. CA 90248
213/532-2133 Inquiry 338

• 1984 Super Computet [nc.

DEALER AND OEM INQl1IRES INVITED

PAX 213/532-6342
TELEX 3719394 SUPER

IBM PCIXT is II re~tered trademark of International Business Machines. Corp. Texan is a reg1stered trademark ofTaxan Corp. Pusyst is a reg1stered trademark of Personal Systems Technology. Inc.
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The TI Omni
800/Model 855 Printer

ROM-based
cartridges
provide a

variety
of fonts

BY MARK HAAS

Mark Haas (2600 Tenth St,
Berkeley, CA 94710) is the

technical director for
Osborne/McGraw-Hili,

L ike most computer users, I often find
myself needing printouts of varying
quality, Program listings can have a

coarse, dot-matrix look, as long as they are
produced quickly. The letters I send, how
ever, need a more polished look, The so
called enhanced mode on my dot-matrix
printer is better than the normal draft mode
but lacks the quality print associated with
more expensive dot-matrix and daisy-wheel
printers, But most of these cannot produce
the graphics I use, Do I need two printers?

The Texas Instruments Omni 800/Model
855 printer is an interesting alternative for
those of us in this situation, In addition to
providing quick drafts, graphics, and high
quality characters, the 855's unique system
of selectable font modules (ROM [read-only
memorYI cartridges) gives you an easy, flex
ible way of choosing different type styles
This printer also comes with serial and
parallel interfaces that can be connected to
most computers, All this, including the
tractor-feed mechanism, comes in a com
pact unit for $995, little more than many
dot-matrix printers,

SETTING IT UP
The printer I tested arrived in its factory car
ton and required me to set it up, This pro
cess includes unpacking the printer. install
ing the ribbon and tractor-drive assembly,
setting the tractor width and position, load
ing the paper and font modules, adjusting
the print head, and connecting the cable to
the computer.

Unpacking the printer is straightforward,
just a matter of checking that everything
was in the carton, Installing the ribbon was
remarkably easy-I didn't even get ink on
my fingers This involved a trick, however:
I used the eraser end of a pencil to roll the
ribbon into the ribbon gUide in front of the
print head, The manual provides another
equally valid method and warns of the
dangers of a hot print head when chang
ing ribbons after using the printer. The
tractor-drive assembly installs easily, too,

Loading the paper was an interesting
diversion, In my enthusiasm to get started,
I loaded it without looking at the manual.
Since the tractors sit behind the platen and
feed the paper into it. I passed the paper
through them, closed the tractor covers,
and turned the platen until the paper
passed under it. around and up the front.
This worked perfectly.

In preparing this article, however, I de
cided to follow the instructions in the
manual: "Insert the paper Ifrom behind the
platen andl turn the paper advance knob
to move the paper around the platen , , ,
until the paper can be laid over the tractor
drive pins, Close the tractor covers," Follow
ing these instructions will surely lead you
to disaster. because the paper coming out
from in front of the platen will be pushed
back into the platen by the movement of
the tractors, Even the diagram in the manual
showing the paper path with dotted lines
will cause improper loading, It would lead
you to believe that the tractors pull the
paper out from the platen, which they don't.
Could it be that this diagram and the in
structions were "lifted" from another TI
printer manual? The bottom line is don't fol
low the manual to load the paper, It's
wrong,

IEditor's note: Texas Instruments has acknowledged
the problem with early editions of the manual and
states that it began shipping corrected versions with
the printer after March 1.1

You plug the font modules into the front
of the printer in much the same way that
a game cartridge plugs into its console, The
855 comes with one font module, Gothic
ASCII (American Standard Code for Infor
mation Interchange) 96, and room for three
font modules, Each module contains a small
green LED (light-emitting diode) that lights
when that module is selected, You can
select modules by software or from the con
trol panel that is atop the printer.

It is possible to configure the cabling from
the printer to the computer for either serial

(continued)
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The 855 can
operate in two
command modes.
or parallel operation. The unit 1tested
was connected for parallel operation.
The pinout is the standard Centronics
type, and the manual has complete
details on the interfacing. In fact. the
cable sent to me from BYTE was not
in the correct configuration. 1followed
the diagram and charts in the manual
to reconfigure the cable, and it then
worked perfectly.

FEATURES
l1Jrning on the printer causes it to light
up like a Christmas tree, as all 12 LEDs
on the control panel and each font
module light up as part of the self-test
feature. After about five seconds, the
print head positions itself at the
beginning of the line, and the printer
assumes the default state. The default
state means the printer is in the draft

REVIEW: TI MODEL 855

mode (six lines per inch), the lowest
numbered (leftmost) font module is
selected, and the printer is in either
the word-processing or data-process
ing mode, as determined by an inter
nal switch setting (more on this
below). The font selected determines
the character spacing (10 or 12 char
acters per inch).

Holding the Module Select switch
down and then turning on the power
causes the printer to produce a
barber-pole pattern of characters
across the paper. This helps you set
the print head and test the different
fonts, character and line spacings, and
draft and quality modes.

The 855 can operate in one of two
command modes: word processing
and data processing. In the word-pro
cessing mode, the printer accepts
most of the commands used with
daisy-wheel printers such as the
Oume Sprint 9/11 and the Diablo 630.
This is useful for printing text with
subscripts and superscripts, propor
tional spacing, and automatic justifica
tion. Most word processors have
printer drivers for this type of printer.

WordStar users in particular can more
easily access features since WordStar
does not support dot-matrix printers
well. ow you can let WordStar think
you have a Diablo 630.

The data-processing mode is useful
with a program like Lotus 1-2-3, where
you want to print both spreadsheets
and graphics The graphics com
mands for the 85 5's 60 and 120 dot
per-inch bit-mapped images are iden
tical to those for an Epson FX-80.
Lotus 1-2-3 was able to produce
single-, double-, and triple-density
graphics using its FX-80 printer driver,
but the printer did not support the
quad-density (240 dot-per-inch)
graphics mode. I tested this feature
using Lotus 1-2-3 to print the graph
of some data. The result is shown in
figure I.

You are able to set the 855 in either
the word-processing or data-process
ing mode by setting a switch near the
print head when the unit is first turned
on. Subsequently, either mode can be
selected by a software command from
the computer.

Icontinuedi
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Figure I: A triple-density graph produced by Lotus 1-2-3 and printed
by the Model 855 printer (from The Osborne/McGraw-Hili Guide to Using
Lotus 1-2-3)
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Table I: A comparison of the print
speed of the Texas Instruments Omni
800/Model 855 printer with tested
speeds of other popular printers. For
the dot-matrix printers, the test
consisted of printing 50 lines contain
ing 80 As. The daisy-wheel printers
were tested using Shannon text. All
tests were done at 10 cpi.

Claimed Actual
Model 855

Draft mode 150 115.9
Quality mode 35 29.9

Epson FX-80
Draft mode 160 95.5
Emphasized mode 60.3

Star Geminl-10X
Draft mode 120 63.6
Emphasized mode 41.6

Diablo 630 318 38.2
Juki 6100 18 18.0



True Dual Trace • 10 MHz Real Time Bandwidth • 3 Input Channels • I/O Port
Digital Waveform Storage • Boolean Waveform Operations • Audio Functions

8.0 (L) x 4.5 (D) x 1.75 (H) Inches • 1.25 Pounds • 9 Volt Battery/AC Operation
Consider the LogicScope 136
• The LogicScope 136 is the next logical step in test instru
mentation for you. It combines many of the features and capa
bilities of sophisticated logic analyzers and oscilloscopes ...
and it fits in your hand. Never before has so much technology
been available in so small an instrument, at such a low price.
• The pocket-sized LogicScope 136 is made possible by a
patented breakthrough in display technology. The conven
tional CRT has been replaced by a unique array of 400 LED's
that permits simultaneous display of two digital waveforms.
• The 136 can be used for viewing single shot events, or
repetitive waveforms. It can be operated in real time mode, or
in memory mode which permits acquisition and storage of up to
50-100 bit waveforms. These can be recalled, logically com
pared (AND, OR, EXCLUSIVE OR) to other input waveforms,
or output to an external device via an I/O port. This I/O port
will also accept future add-on 136 Modules.
• Its very low cost, convenience and ease-of-use make the
LogicScope the ideal instrument, for designing, troubleshooting
or repairing digital systems. Made in U.S_A.

Inquiry 277

Consider its Engineering & Field Service Applications:
• On microprocessor-based systems, check the timing rela
tionship of various parameters relative to the system clock and
other key events. Its storage capability allows visual and logi
cal comparison of non-repetitive wayeforms to known refer
ence signals. Output in the start-up of the digital device can be
compared to reference signals to determine the operating state
of the device. Questionable waveforms can be stored for analysis.
• Its light weight and small size make the LogicScope conven
ient to take on every service call. The 136 provides much more
information for trouble shooting a digital system or peripheral
than a logic probe or digital counter without having to lug an
oscilloscope or logic analyzer along.

Contact us for the name of your local distributor

ilOC<iEi: i:i:ct-nOLOG't. Inc.
7320 Parkway Drive, Hanover, MD 21076 U.S.A.
301·796-3300 TELEX 908207
Division of Renaissance Technology Corp.
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REVIEW: TI MODEL 855

12 cpi. expanded print moe

This is the draft mode.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890abcde

Figure 2: Samples of the various print modes and fonts available with the
Model 855 printer

ample. and then print the final copy
using the quality mode without hav
ing to concern yourself with em
bedded printer commands or chang
ing printer drivers. A simple push of
a button does it. And you can just as
easily change the font. too.

USING THE PRINTER
I've used the pri'nter for about two
weeks and am pleased with it. I put
the 855 through several tests. and it
performed well on most of them. I
tested the print speed in various
modes. the forms handling. and over
all operation. The 'At a Glance" page
reports the results.

The burst-speed rating in the draft
mode is I 50 characters per second
(cps). bidirectional. at 10 characters
per inch (cpi). When printing purely
textual data. the speed is closer to 116
cps (see table I). This was tested using
Sergio Mello-Grand's benchmark test
#6 (from "The Art of Benchmarking
Printers:' February 1984 BYTE. page
193). which involves printing 50 lines
of 80 characters.

I performed a similar test using the
quality mode. The TI specification for
this mode is 35 cps. bidirectional. at
12 cpi. The test results showed the ac
tual print speed closer to 30 cps for
both 10 and 12 cpi. a result closer to
the published specification. This oc
curs because. in the quality mode. the
print head makes two passes over the
same line. printing in the same direc
tion to ensure better registration.
Thus. the specification already in
cludes time for head acceleration and
deceleration and the time it takes the
head to come back to the start of the
line for the second pass.

In my mind. the tale of the tape of
any printer is its print quality.
(Samples appear on the 'At a Glance"
page.) The 855 performs admirably.
As can be seen in figure 2. the quali
ty of the draft-mode print for each
character font is excellent. Characters
are even. dot formation is very good.
and the fonts are legible with true
descenders. The quality-mode print
approaches daisy-wheel print. al
though close inspection reveals visi-

(continued)

9 dot-matrix characters.
A useful feature is the ability to con

figure certain parameters from the
control panel atop the printer. These
include the selection of the font
module. character spacing. line spac
ing. draft or quality mode. setting the
top of form. setting the form length.
and performing linefeeds and form
feeds without having to go off line.
This makes it possible to prepare and
print several drafts of a letter. for ex-

This is the quality mode.
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890abcde

This is cOlpressed lode.
ABCOEFGHIJKL"NOPQRSTUVWXYZI234561890abcdefghijkllnopqrstuvwxyz

THIS IS THE ORATOR CHARACTER SET AT 10 CP
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890ABCDE

This is the Courier character set at 10 c
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890abcde

This is the Gothic character set at 12 cpi, draft
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890abcdefghijklm

This is the Courier character set at 12 cpi! draf
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890abcdefghijklm

This is the Gothic character set at 10 cp
ABCDEFGH I JKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 1234567890abcde

This is the internal character set at 12 cpi
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890abcdefghijklm

Now let's try the printer jumping jacks e

NUN NUN NUN NUN NUN NUN NUN NUN NUN NUN N
o 0 0 0 0 DOD 0 0

Within each command mode. you
choose either quality mode. a near
letter-quality mode with 32- by I8-dot
characters. or draft mode. with 9 by

The 85 5 performs
admirably in regard
to print quality.
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The Texas Instruments Omni 800/Model 855 printer provides both near
letter-quality and draft-quality printing, with a variety of type styles available
in removable font modules.

~ GEMINI-lOX

100

1/1 EPSON RX-80

80

_MODEL 855

PRINT SPEED (CHARACTERS/SEC)
o 20 40 60

Physical Dimensions
17 by 13 by 5 inches, 15
pounds

Manufacturer
Texas Instruments Inc.
Data Systems Group
POB 402430
Dallas, TX 75240
(800) 527-3500

Name
Texas Instruments Omni 800/
Model 855 Printer

Features
Interchangeable font modules;
116 cps in draft mode; 30
cps in quality mode; 7 by 9
or 9 by 9 dots per character
in draft mode; 24 by 18 or 32
by 18 dots per character in
quality mode; mosaic
graphics; Epson-compatible
raster graphics in 60 and 120
dot-per-inch densities; also
capable of producing 72 and
144 dot-per-inch densities;
friction paper feed; parallel
and serial interfaces;
256-character buffer

Options
Adjustable-width tractor-drive
assembly, paper stacking
tray, roll-paper holder, 4K
byte buffer, additional font
modules

Price
$935, friction-feed model
$995, with tractor feed

Documentation
Operator's Manual and
Technical Reference Manual

AT A GLANCE

This is the Texas Instruments Omni SOO/nod

This is the Epson RX-80. This is the Epson

This is the Star Gemini-lOX This is the St

The Texas Instruments Omni 800/Model 855
printer is compared with the Epson RX-80 and
the Gemini-10X (all in draft mode). The pitch for
all printers is 10 characters per inch. The print
·speeds in draft mode were determined by tim-

ing how long it took the printers to print 50 lines
of 80 As each (see ''The Art of Benchmarking
Printers" by Sergio Mello-Grand, in the February
1984 BYTE, page 193). The prices shown are
list prices, including tractor-feed mechanism.
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REVIEW: TI MODEL 855

Figure 3: The mosaic graphics characters available with the Model 855 printer

855 is with the
criticism of the
My greatest the paper-guide rollers on the platen;

the friction rollers are disengaged by
the installation of the tractors.

Besides the problem with paper
jamming, I found this system suscep
tible to paper skewing. This became
evident when performing the printer
"jumping jacks" shown in figure 2. The
printer is required to alternately per
form two half-linefeeds followed by
two reverse half-linefeeds. Ideally, all
the Us, Ns, and Os should align hori
zontally, and in most cases they do.
But should the paper exiting the
printer encounter any impedance, the
characters tend to skew, or droop, in
their horizontal alignment. This is also
a problem when graphing. In extreme
cases, it can cause one pass of the
two-pass quality-mode print to be off
set significantly from the other. TI
even recommends not performing
more than one reverse linefeed. I
found no problem when using friction
feed, as the friction rollers keep a
secure grip on the paper.

IEditor's note: One advantage of having the
tractor mechanism on the input side of the
roller-and, in fact. the reason for putting it
there, according to TI-is that it minimizes
waste of paper and forms. Paper tear-off oc
curs about an inch away from the last printed
line on a page, as opposed to printers with
the tractor on the output side of the roller,
which sometimes require throwing away an en
tire page or form upon removal of the com
pleted documenLI

Another small annoyance I encoun
tered was due to the lack of any indi
cator showing what command mode
you are in: word processing or data
processing. More than once I tried to
use the printer with PeachText. set up
for a Diablo 630, after using the
printer in the data-processing mode
with Lotus 1-2-3. After a few pages of
printout. strange things would start
happening since PeachText expected
the printer to be in the word-process
ing mode, acting like a Diablo 630 I
hadn't remembered to reset the
switch near the print head to change
modes, and there was no external in
dicator to warn me. Since you can
control so many things from the 85 5's
control panel. why not include chang
ing command modes, too?
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printer port with the OUT command.
The test in figure 2 was generated
using PeachText. which was con
figured to operate a Diablo 630
printer and worked perfectly with the
855 in the word-processing mode.

My greatest criticism of the 855 is
with its paper-feed mechanism, spe
cifically, the tractor setup. Unlike many
printers I have used, the tractors on
the 855 are used to push paper into
the printer. Most printers use the trac
tors to pull paper from the printer or
have two sets of tractors to maintain
an even tension on the paper. The
consequence of using the tractors to
feed paper into the printer is that it
tends to jam. I found that any slight
impedance to the paper exiting the
855 during a form feed will cause the
paper being fed into the printer by the
tractors to pile up behind the platen
The only thing pulling the paper
through the printer is the pressure of
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tractor setup.
ble dots and slight irregularities.

Controlling the 855 through soft
ware is straightforward. From BASIC.
it is necessary only to send the proper
codes to the printer using the LPRINT
and CHRS commands. I used a short
BASIC program to generate figure 3,
the mosaic graphics characters con
tained in the 855 (and the ASCII char
acters to produce them), and to per
form the print-speed tests. Using
PeachText to control the printer was
just as easy, especially with Peach
Text's ability to send any code out the
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Inquiry 298

VISA'

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo, CA
93401. In Cal. call
(800) 592·5935 or
(805) 543·1037.

Call Free (800) 235-4137 for
prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited_ C.O.D. and
charge cards accepted_

COMPUTERLANE UNLTD. INC.
Exporting Div. Telex: 662841 SK.COMP

(818) 884-8644 HOURS

22107 Roscoe Blvd. DAILY
Canoga Park, Ca 91304 10-7
We Accept C.O.D. - P.O. - L.C.

CALL US

Verbatim
flexible disks

IBM-PC $1699
256 K 2 DS/DD DRIVES

Other Configurations Available

EPSON FX-BO/100 ... Best Price
OKIDATA 92P/93P __ . Best Price
BROTHER HR-15 . $395

HR-25 _. _. $690
P.G.S. MAX-12_. $175

HX-12 $459
TANDON (360 K) $155
TEAC 55B (360 K) $132

We carry a large selection 01
hardware and software

•;JMfl!IA"s.re
it's insur«lP

SAFEWARE Insurance provides full
replacement of hardware, media and

purchased software. As little as $35/yr covers:
• Fire· Theft· Power Surges

• Earthquake· Water Damage • Auto Accident

For infonnation or immediate coveral\e call;

l-S00-S4S-3469
In Ohio mil (614) 262-0559

( 'nO
SAFEWARE. THE INSURANCE AGENCY INC.

Inquiry 81

Inquiry 268

Eduutlon.1
:~~~:mput.. (7 14) 854-8545
P.O. Box 16115 .lrvlne.CA 92713

CONVERSE ~ci~~ COMPUTER

M68KCPU 6-10 MHz CPU. 20K static RAM, 16K
EPROM. on board monitor. two RS-232
serial ports. 16·bit parallel port, 5 timerl
counters expansion bus.
Bare board ....................................• 99.95
Complete Kit ..........•.....................•595.00

....0512K 128·512K static RAM. floppy disk controller
& hard disk interface Bare board 8 99.95
Complete Kit (128K) ...............•..... 8725.00

....68KE Enclosure with power supply. fan. filter. 4 slot
card cage
...................................................•249.00

....68KAS.... M68000 Macro Cross Assembler for CP/M80.
IBM PC. TRS-80 and Apple II computers

·······UPS·~·h;ppi·~9·&·h·~~dii·~g···...•:~:=
COD orders add • 3.00
Foreign orders add $20.00
California residents add 6.5% tax

Enhancement for
Dot Matrix Printers

• Easy to install
• Plug-in module
• Okidata printers
• Letter Quality: 30cps
• Draft Quality: 120cps
• 10. 12. 17 cpi

• Full dot addressable graphics
• Front panel access to all features
• Proportional spacing. bold. double

width. underlining. self-test. etc.
• Serial and parallel interfaces retained
• HELP mode; Diagnostic HEX dump
• And many other features

AFFORDABLE M·68000
COMPUTER SYSTEM

Designed for upgrading your
current or new ML82A/83A pronter.

AT LAsn A FUll IMPLEMENTATION 01 theonginal ELIZA prooram is
now avaIlable 10 run on your microcomputer!

Created at MIT in 1966. ELIZA has become the WOfkfS most celebrated
artificial intelligence demonstratIOn program. ELIZA is a non-directive
psychotheraPIst who analyzes each statement as you type it in and then
responds With her own comment or Quesllon-and her remarks are
otten amazingly appropoate'
Designed to run on a large mainframe. ELIZA has never before been
availa~e to PCf'SOnal computer users except in greatly stripped dow'n
vefSlOnS lacking the soptllshcatlOn wtllcn made the original program so
lasclnating.

Now. our new mICrocomputer verskH1 possessing the FUll power and
range 01 expression 01 the onginal is being offered allhe introductory
prICe of only 525 And II you want 10 find out how she does it lor teach
her to do morel. we will tnclude the complete SOURCE PROGRAM lor
only S20 additional

Order your COPY 01 ELIZA today and you·11 nevet" agam wonder how to
respond when you hear someone say. -Okay. ~I's see what this c0m
puter 01 yours can actually do!R

ELIZA IS AVAILABLE IN THE FOUOWtNG FORMATS:

1 5~ Inch disk lor lhe 48K Apple II. II ptus. tie or Itc
S25lor Protected VerS/on-U5 lor App!esoh Source Version

2 5l' inch disk lor lhe &tK IBM Personal Computer
S2510r Protected verSlOn- U510r IBM DIsk BASIC Source Version

3 5l' ,nch disk or lape casselle lor the Commodore 64 (SPeCify whK:h}
525 lor Prolecled VerSlOn- 145 lor e-64 BASIC Source version

4 Standard 8 Inch smgle denSity disk lor all CP/M based computers
S2510r ELIZA COM-S45 With Microsoh BASlc;..eo Source

5 5)( mch disk lor most CP/M based computers (specify computed
S2510r ElIZA.COM-S45 with Microsoh BASlc;..eo Source

Please add S2.OO StllPPlng and handling to all orders
,Calilornia residents please add 6i. sales tax)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH GROUP

~
921 North La Jolta Avenue. Dept. B •

MSA '213~~~=es·(i~3=~2214.
Me. VISA and checks accepted

EMS

o RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES. INC

P.O. Box 7200, Costa Mesa, CA 92628
(714) 241-0565 Telex 386078

Inquiry 123

CONCWSIONS
Until the introduction of the TI 855
printer. one usually had to choose be
tween buying a printer that produced
fast drafts and graphics or one that
produced high-quality print. If both
were needed. it meant buying two
printers or a very expensive one. TI
now offers an alternative.

The TI 855 printer provides

• high-speed. draft-quality printing
• moderate-speed. near letter-qual
ity printing
• compatibility with Epson FX-80
graphics commands
• compatibility with daisy-wheel
printers
• selectable. interchangeable font
modules
• convenient control-panel opera
tion
• mosaic and raster graphics
• parallel and serial interfaces
• 256-character buffer. expandable
to 4K bytes

In the near future. TI intends to offer
additional options. including down
loadable character fonts and a char
actereditor to produce them. the
ability to produce double-height char
acters. a character set fully compati
ble with the TI Professional Com
puter's. and more. All this is possible
due to the plug-in font modules the
printer accepts.

If you want a printer to dance all day
with WordStar and still be able to
graph your 1-2-3 data. take a look at
the TI 855.•

REVIEW: TI MODEL 855

Printer operation was not particular
ly noisy for an office environment. but
those using the unit at home may find
the whine of the print-head pins a bit
much. especially in the graphics
mode when all pins are firing The
clamor from this kind of graphing
penetrated a closed bedroom door.
traveled the length of my house. and
was clearly perceptible over the World
War II battle on the television. It
should be noted. however. that this
was no noisier than other dot-matrix
impact printers 1have used. TI claims
the printer has a noise level of 62
decibels with the tractor.

Inquiry 30 Inquiry 310



(3!i!J:;EfrS/l
A subSidiary of litel corporation

2446 Verna Court
San Leandro, CA 94577
14151895-0798 TELEX: 704521
Houston, TX (713) 680·1944

M uhiuser COl/curren! DOS is a lrademark of GIfford
COff/purer SysICms. Concurrc1l1 DOS ,'s a trademark 0/ Digital
Research, fnc. A RCNET IS a trademark 0/ DotapO/"m
Corporation. IBM PC-Xl'is a reKistered frademark 0/ IBM
Corporalion. CompuPro IS a reglslered trademark oj
CompuPro Corporar/on. Lmus 1-2-3,'s a trademark 0/ Lows
Dn'elopmc1If Corp. Virrual 1'e,,,1/'1I015 is a trademark uf
Gifford Computer Sysrems.

Gifford nets a big one:
Simplicity.

If you've gone through the ordeal of
typing as many as seven commands
just to get on and off a network,

Gifford has your number.
A single, menu
driven network
command
handles all your

Di!!!!!~~ network options.Everything you
need is right in

front of you. The net
effect is simplicity - and sanity.

If you'd like to see how Gifford's
Multiuser Concurrent DOS can

solve your networking problems, or
if you'd like to know about Gifford's

selection of multiuser systems and
software options, call (415) 895-0798.

Or write us at the address below.
We'll send you a free networking
brochure and give you the name of
the nearest dealer.

by offering full
screen concurrency;
you can run up to four

programs simultaneously from one
physical terminal.

The safety net.
Multiple users
can mean
multiple security
problems. Gifford's

securityen
hancements

include

reminder messages, message of the
day, automatic startup and shut
down procedures, and easily prepared
files for initializing terminals, printers,
and network nodes.

Gifford's Virtual Terminals'"
increase productivity

login
account
names and
encrypted

passwords
to control

access to the system. Users
can be further restricted
to specified

Gifford's
Mulduser Concurrent DOS:

The net that "'orbI

Gifford has the network solution. It's
simple, fast, secure, complete, and it
works. MUltiuser Concurrent DOS is
based on Digital Research's Concurrent
DOS, the only major microcomputer
operating system specifically
designed for networking.

Users can share disks and
printers transparently, and can
also take advantage of true mul
tiuser features like file and
record lockout. And Gifford
has added a bundle of features
that makes Multiuser Concurrent
DOS easy to install and use. It lets you
get right to work.

Our net is ARCNEI:"'{
Multiuser Concurrent
DOS utilizes Datapoint's
ARCNE'T, the most popu
lar network hardware in
the industry. It's reliable,
economical, and fast - so
you can add users
without overload
ing the network.

You can net
work up to 255
single and multi
user systems. You
can connect single or
multiuser Gifford or CompuProoo

systems as well as IBM PC-XTs~ Dual
processor Gifford and CompuPro
systems can run thousands of 8 or 16 bit
CP/M or MP/Mapplications.PC-XTs
can run 16 bit CP/M and MP/M
programs as well as most popular
MS-DOS applications, such as
Lotus 1-2-3:-

Gifford adds to your
net worth.

Our enhancements of Concurrent
DOS make it possible to get more and
better work done in less time. Network
wide features include electronic mail,
event calendar, inter-terminal ';JJ~" ••••
communication, user time Vii THE MUlTIUSER COIIIIPAIIY"

accounting and usage report &C~~~:~!!!!!!!!!e!3!:~!!igeneration, telecommunications,
user expandable HELP facility,
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MULTIMATE 3.20

The article "Word Processing Revisited" by
Janet Cameron in BYTE's Guide to the IBM
Personal Computers (page 165) seriously
misrepresents the MultiMate 3.20 Word
Processor. We think the reviewer paid our
product much too short a "revisit:· but that
does not excuse or explain the many
errors.

The review was obviously done in haste
by a writer who was mucn more familiar
with other products mentioned. In addi
tion. this special edition seems to have
been more interested in "colorful" writing
than clarity or accuracy. That's not what
readers expect from BYTE.

First I must correct Multimate's phone
number. It is (203) 522-2116.

The article is billed as a "new product"
review but is actually a review of a prod
uct we replaced in March 1984 with Multi
Mate version 3.22. (See "Leading Edge and
MultiMate" by C J Puotinen. November
1984. page 287.) The overlap of BYTE's
publication sched.ule and our publication
schedule was truly unfortunate. but the
writer made little attempt to find out if the
next version changed the things she criti
cized. The next release of MultiMate for
the IBM will be version 3.3. with
proportional-spacing capability, ability to
merge data from ASCII files at print time.
and other enhancements.

Even the article's simplest descriptions
of our package are inaccurate. For in
stance. the reviewer claimed that an alpha
betical list of features was lacking. It is in
the manual. on the template, and available
from our on-screen help facility. Editing is
discussed at length before merge printing.
There is a clear reminder to adjust your
contrast controls so you can see on-screen
highlighting. We don't know why the
review said these things are missing from
the manual.

Futhermore. the article is contradictory.
The "At a Glance" box contradicts parts
of the article on reference materials; the
spelling corrector is described favorably
at the beginning of the article and unfavor
ably elsewhere. It is a spelling corrector.
not just a spell-check program, and it uses
an 80.000-word MerriamWebster diction
ary and an algorithm that recognizes

phonetic errors. A British version of the
speller is also available.

BYTE's benchmark tests usually are im
portant. This benchmark comparison is
not explained at all and could lead readers
to the false conclusion that it takes a ter
ribly long time for MultiMate to get
around inside a document.

A benchmark test of scrolling through
a document with the down arrow is mis
leading in a review of a Wang-like. page
oriented program. Why not have a test of
going to a specific page number? Most
programs can't do it. while our Gdlb key
(FI) lets you jump to page 25 as quickly
as to page 2. You rarely scroll between
pages. since MultiMate takes time to open
and close each page on disk when you
scroll past a page break. When you save
a document. there is only one page left
to save. That's why MultiMate was the
fastest program for saving a file. which the
review barely mentioned.

Next. a few words about features and
updates. Version 3.20 was a transitional
edition of MultiMate. IBM MultiMate ver
sion 3.20 users were given free upgrades
to the next version-at great cost to this
company. The free update mentioned in
the article was for that version only. but
our update policies are still generous.

Finally, we should mention that the
review concerned MultiMate for the IBM
Pc. while there are different versions of
MultiMate for the Corona. 1exas Instru
ments Professional. Thndy Model 2000,
1bshiba, and other machines. Some fea
tures and policies vary under our OEM
(original equipment manufacturer) con
tracts for these versions.

BOB STEPNO

Multimate International
East Hartford, cr

All the software programs I review for
various computer magazines receive the
same unbiased treatment. I have no
vested interest in any word-processing
program and am still seeking the perfect
word processor; therefore I have no
reason to rate one above or below the
others. The experiences I have when I ex
clusively use a program over a period of
several weeks are the results I pass along
to the reader. And the results I get are

exactly the results I report.
Additionally. I use input from all the

100 or more members of the special
interest word-processing user group of
which I am a director. And of all the
people with whom I spoke about Multi
Mate, only one had a kind word to say
about the program.

A few points: the review was prepared
after a three-month review of the five
programs. I studied and used the Multi
Mate program exclusively for a period of
several weeks. When reviewing any soft
ware program, I assume the position of
an authorized user. This is the best way
I know of to discover what other "author
ized users" will experience when they call
800 numbers for technical support. I
asked the Multimate technical-support
person and directly quoted her answer
regarding whether the next version

_would correct the errors noted.
Finally. regarding the table on features

and performance on page 181: I asked
Multimate's personnel each question,
verbatim, from BYTE's desired matrix,
recorded their responses on tape, and
quoted them verbatim.

JANET CAMERON

Cambridge, MA

I was delighted by Janet Cameron's
criticism of MultiMate. I recently wrote
several chapters of a book using this
monster. I could never understand why it
led such a charmed life in the magazines.
Anybody who had ever repaginated a
lengthy document after using the world's
most cumbersome spelling checker would
share my bewilderment as they watched
their text crumble into garbage before
their eyes. Sure I had a backup. but I never
dared repaginate again. You have prob
ably experienced the scattered format-line
effect. I once found 42 format lines in 16
pages of text. The people from Multimate
thought it had something to do with the
automatic page break, which they sug
gested I disable.

I have finally settled on a program that
suits me better than any of the alter
natives. I call this "choice by elimination"
and it would not have been necessary if
the magazines had been more forthcom

(continue
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LOOK AT THESE
SPECIAL PRICES!

ECONOMY
SOFTWARE
o We guarantee our products against

manufacturer's defects.
o Quantity discounts available. We are

experienced with Corporate accounts.
o No surcharge added for charge cards. 0

charges until products are shipped. ~
o Purchase orders accepted. ....
o Call for shipping charges. _
o Prices subject to change.

WE'LL MATCH PRICES ON MOST PRODUcrS

LOTUS 1-2-3/
SYMPHONY
$295/$415
dBASE II/III
$265/$365
WORDSTAR 2000
$245

SANYO MBC-550

I found the review of the Sanyo MBC-550
in the August 1984 issue both interesting
and informative. but I would like to make
a few comments.

Sanyo BASIC can access up to four disk
drives. For example. to save a program to
drive B the correct syntax is. SAVE"B:file
name". Note that there must not be a
space between the colon and filename.
The syntax for WAD is the same.

To invoke the FILES command in order
to view a directory on a disk on a drive
other than drive A. the correct syntax is
FILES"B:. Closing quotes are not neces
sary.

The use of CalcStar to compare spread
sheet handling is grossly unfair. On any
machine CalcStar runs slower than Multi
plan and has not been optimized to take
advantage of 16-bit processors.

At least two companies in the U.S.A. are
selling versions of MS-DOS for the Sanyo
that can format. read. and write singlel
double-sided. 40/80-track drives. I am cur
rently running two double-sided double-

(continued)

JOHN D. Fox
Nyack. NY

I have just finished reading "The Sanyo
MBC-550" by Bill Sudbrink (August 1984.
page 270) and was delighted to see that
this machine is finally being recognized for
its great value and performance. We wrote
the SanlJo 550 Series Personal Computer Hand
book which was published in February 1984
and addresses all the documentation
issues found to be deficient by these
authors. We followed this up with the first
newsletter on Sanyos called "The Sanyo
Source" to provide follow-up information
that fills in the void from Sanyo.

We feel that our services are a valuable
addition to the computer.

FRED ZUROFSKY

Computer User Services
230 Anderson St.

Hackensack. NJ 07601

of their imaginations:'
Using a powerful 8-MHz 68000 micro

processor and the UCSD p-System. Mr.
Munro's Sage runs the Sieve of Eratos
thenes benchmark program. compiled
from Pascal. in 74.8 seconds. Wow!

I am the owner of one of those pokey
64K Z80 systems My Z80 runs at a snail
like 2.5 MHz. Using my 549.95 Pascal com
piler it takes my system just about half the
ti me (35 seconds) to run the sa me
program.

REVIEW FEEDBACK

R. C. PACKER

Santa Barbara. CA

SAGE II

In reviewing the Sage II computer in 'The
Sage II and Sage IV Computers" by Allen
Munro (July 1984. page 235). the author
says that personal computer users who
are satisfied with a 64K Z80 system are
"letting their current systems set the limits

LILITH PERSONAL COMPUTER

ing about these products. The worst thing
about my editor is its name: irs called The
Idea Processor. ITo be reviewed in an upcom
ing issuej.

I hope you will continue to write about
word processing. Janet Cameron's frank
ness may persuade others to speak more
critically about these products that so
many of us are becoming so dependent
upon.

I read with interest the review of the Lilith
machine ("The Lilith Personal Computer"
by Paul A. Sand. September 1984. page
300). I can agree with most of the author'S
statements. However. I've got to contradict
one of his opinions about the Lara editor.
The author states that. to define the font
of a piece of text. one has to type its name
(Times Roman) each time. This is not true.
Quite the reverse is true. We have made
every effort to avoid the need (although
not the possibility) of indirect specification
of looks in Lara. be it via keyboard or via
a collection of menu entries (as in the
Mac).

It is a basic principle of Lara that any
looks and even combinations of looks can
be copied simply by pointing with the
mouse to any location on the display
(within the same document or another)
where the desired looks are available. This
method applies to characters (font. size.
offset. underlining. etc.) as well as to
paragraphs (formatting mode. margins.
etc.).

As a straightforward application of this
concept. we mention the use of a sample
document from where the looks can be
copied into the currently edited text. A
sample document typically contains a col
lection of sample characters in different
styles. sample titles. and sample. careful
ly formatted paragraphs. Once having in
troduced a look in the current text. it can
clearly be taken from there.

J. GUTK ECHT

Institut fur Informatik
ETH-Zentrum. Zurich,

Switzerland

CALL
$ 99

$265/$365
$1 5

$475/$395
CALL

$295/$415
CALL
CALL

$255
$ 59
$ 83
$ 74
$ 87

CALL
$265

$145/$195
$175

$245/$295
$245/$345

CALL

AST Products
Crosstalk
d Base 1IIIII
EasyWriter II System
Hayes 1200/1200B
IUS Accounting
Lotus j-2-3/Symphony
MicroPro Products
Microsoft Products
Multimate
Norton Utilities
PFS: FilelGraphlWrite
PFS: Report
ProKey
Quadram Products
RBase 4000
SuperCalc 2/3
Volkswriter Deluxe
Wordstar 2000/2000 Plus
Wordstar Prof. PackagelPlus
All Other ProductslDiskettes

To order:
Call TOLL-FREE:
800-227-4780 or 415-845-2651

Or write:
ECONOMY SOFTWARE
2040 Polk Street
San Francisco, CA 94109

PC
SOFTWARE

SALE!
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GO FOR THE BEST,
REGARDLESS OF COST
EVEN IF IT'S CHEAPER.

Display

Ixpandability

Disk Drives

Battery Backed
CI_k/Calendar

Ports

Ixpansion Slots

Warranty

Support

Service

Prke

THI LIADING IDOl'·
PERSONAL COMPUTER
Hi-res monochrome display
standard

256K Standard

7.16 MHz and 4.77 MHz Standard

Expandable to 640K
No additional boards

2-360KB Drives Standard

Standard

Both Parallel and Serial Standard

7 slots Standard of which 4 remain
open after expansion to 640K

One Full Year parts and labor

Lifetime no charge toll-free hotline
Standard. The best in the industry

Nationwide Service Centers

$1,995 Complete

THII"~

PERSONAL COMPUTER
Monochrome display-$275.
Monochrome controller-$250.

256K Standard

4.77 MHz Only

Expandable to 640K
Must add two boards

One Drive Standard
Additional Drive-$425.

Not available from IBM

Serial-$IOO.

5 slots Standard of
which none remain open
after expansion to 640K

90 Days parts and labor

None on hardware. Software
optional at $40 per call.

Nationwide Service Centers

$3,110 (Configured as basic
Leading Edge PC)

'as of 10-4-84 UADING IDGI PC: THI GREAT UNKNOWN

Inquiry 200

LEADING EDGE PRODUCTS. INC.
LEADING EDGE PC AND SYSTEMS DIVISION. 225 TURNPIKE STREET. CANTON. MA 02021 800-343-683316171828-8150.

FORTUNE DIVISION. 225 TURNPIKE STREET. CANTON. MA 02021. 800-354-0554.16171828-8150

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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Inquiry 52

Inquiry 155
MORROW MD· I I

R. A. MITCHELL

Sumas, WA

If you are trying to convert data from
dBASE II. Infoscope appears to assume
that anything with other than two decimal
places is character data and that anything
with exactly two decimals is "money" data.
What a pain.

All in all. thiS seems to me to be a rather
severe problem with Infoscope. I certain
ly wouldn't have purchased the product
if I had known. Perhaps your other readers
would appreciate knowing this.

BRUCE LAZERTE

BaysvilJe, Ontario
Canada

I read with interest the letter from lim
Icenhower (Review Feedback, september
1984. page 356) concerning his experi
ences with the Morrow MD-!\.

After a long search for a computer
system that would be both dependable
and inexpensive. I purchased a Morrow
MO.! I for a pharmaceutical application in
one of my drugstores. For about seven
months we have been using it about 10
hours a day. It is used for most every func
tion connected with running a retail phar
macy and we have had only one very
minor problem that was power-supply
related. Shortly after this problem. we in
stalled an uninterruptible power supply for
power and more line filtration. As of thiS
date we have not had any additional trou
ble with this MD-Il. I know of three others
that are working in other pharmacies in
this area and have not heard of any addi
tional trouble. Each uses a very fine pro
gram that was written by a local phar
macist who now specializes in computer
programs for pharmacies.

The reason I bought the MD-!I system
was the price and the software that was
included. I invested a total of $7000 in
both hardware and software (including the
pharmacy program). The starting price of
similar systems would be about $14.000.

I feel the MD-!I is a great value-and
when I need to computerize my other
store it will probably be with a Morrow
MD-I\.

.............................••........· .· .• REVIEW FEEDBACK is a new column of •
readers' letters. We welcome responses
that support or challenge BYTE reviews.
Send letters to Review Feedback. BYTE
Publications. POB 372. Hancock. NH •
03449. Name and address must be on •
all letters.· .......................................•

density, 80-track drives giving 730K and
112 files under OS DOS-80 from Michtron
of Pontiac. Michigan.

REVIEW FEEDBACK

I recently purchased a sanyo MBC-looo
using the CPIM 2.0 operating system. I am
addressing this letter to you because I
need your help. I haven't been able to get
any answers to my questions from sanyo
in New Jersey, and Fresno doesn't have
any service or sales office for sanyo com
puter products.

lbday's question was brought on by the
inability of the SBASIC interpreter to
handle a variable filename. I must resort
to using an assembly-language subroutine
to perform that function. What I need to
solve the dilemma is the address and a
description of how the interpreter oper
ates on the BASIC statement: OPEN #1,''0':
"FILENAME". I wanted to use FL$ in place
of "FILENAME". However, I found that to
be impossible on this interpreter. FI$
doesn't work either. I know that it can be
done in assembly. But to write my routine,
I need something that describes that pro
cess. I am not an inexperienced program
mer. If I could just be led in the right direc
tion, I can accomplish my goal.

ROBERT S. HUNTER

Fresno, CA

TOM DRAKE

Ickenham, Middlesex
England

INFOSCOPE

On the basis of George Bond's very good
review of Infoscope. the database
manager marketed by Microstuf Inc. (June
1984. page 367). I decided to purchase a
copy. This program has lots of features
that make it fun to play with, but for my
purposes it is essentially useless. Why?
Because it does not accept real numbers
in any form other than as character strings.
dollar equivalents. or stock prices. For ex
ample. 10.381 cannot be entered as any
thing but a character string. ThiS means
that you cannot obtain sums. averages, or
true numeric sorts on this type of data.
If 10.381 and 3.506 are sorted as left
justified character strings (which is the only
way they can be entered into Infoscope).
you get the wrong order. You also cannot
safely use "greater than:' etc.. in selecting
records. It is necessary to pad the smaller
numbers with preceding zeros (e.g..
03.506) to get everything to work out
properly. If you decide to limit yourself to
two deCimal places in order to get a true
numeric field. you are forced to live with
the dollar sign. even on printouts.

~-Chip "oft. Inc.

$99.50

PC Switc

~""~~~bv.N'~

Introducing ... ""'

Tu r~?r!:~1J1l
personal tax program

• IBM PC or 100% compatible
• 33 forms, schedu les & worksheets
• FAST! Complete return in 3 sec.
• Windows' .
• Exceeds IRS print specs.
• Full depreciation support
• 190 page manual
• Much more'
• CA/AZ available in Dec. - $30
Req. 256K $65 plus $5 ship/hand

eCA reSidents add 6%% sales tax)

5674 Honors
Son Diego. CA 92122 I' :,I
(619) 453-8722

(800)621·085~ext.355 .'
-..-.-..-.-.nt:JFJ:~~~..',n..~.~!~i~~~~~~~~.~~ ..~

PuSh BUlion PC Switch lets you connect
one computer [0 two printers, or modems.
eliminate forms loading/unloading by keeping
two dot matrix printers stocked. or pair one dOl
malnx prrnter with a slower DaIsy Wheel primer
for finished tellers Comes with I Input panel con
nector. 2 output connectors on 6' ribbon cables
Specify either:
Serial: RS-232/D-25. 20 leads switched.
Parallel: Centronics 36 prn/20 leads sWitched.

f<?~
79Hazel Sr. Glen CCNe. NY 1154215161676-3386

Inquiry 204



Announcing4New CollectorEdition

BYTE COVERS
The 4 Byle CO'o'er.; shown below are the newest additions to the Collector Edition

IIyle <mer series. Each full color print is II" X 14", including a Iv." border, and is
part of an edition strictly limited to 1,000 prints. Each print is a faithful reproduction
of the original Byle painting, printed on museum quality acid free paper, and is
per.;onally inspected, signed and numbered by the artist, Robert TInney ACertificate of
Authenticity accompanies each print.

Collector Edition Prints are carefully packaged fiat to avoid bending, and are
shipped first class within one week of receipt of order. The price of each print is
$30. All 4 prints are available for only $100.

Other Collector Edition Byle Co\-er.; are also available from Robert Tmney
Graphics. For a color brochure, or to order one or more of the prints shown,
please check the appropriale box in the coupon below.

#25 Compuler.; and the Handicapped $30 #26 Graduation Memories $30

#27 The Keys to Education $30 #28 Simulation $30

postage & handling $3.00 (Overseas $8.(0)

TOTAL
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RUN--TIME VERSION AVAILABLE

KnowledgeMan1M and You.
The possibilities are endless.
To succeed in business, you need
a partner that's fast, flexible,
intelligent and easy to work with.
A partner that can help turn your
big ideas into well-conceived
reality. One that gives you the
support you need to make critical
decisions confidently.

No partner can give you
more of what you need than
KnowledgeMan, the knowledge
management software from
MDBS.
A powerful partner.
KnowledgeMan helps you man
age more knowledge, in more
ways, than ordinary software. It
can help you make better de
cisions on just about everything
from production scheduling to
financial planning to market

forecasting. KnowledgeMan
and its optional components
offer data management, spread
sheet analysis, statistical analysis,
text processing, forms manage
ment, business graphics, program
ming and more.

The key to KnowledgeMan's
versatility is its exclusive syner
gistic integration, allowing you to
accomplish your computing
needs within one program. Unlike
other software, there's no need
to exit one function before enter
ing another. The result: different
kinds of processing can be inter
mingled. Quickly and easily.

A partner that speaks your
language.
fur all of its power and sophisti
cation, KnowledgeMan is remark
ably simple to understand. Even
a beginner can start putting
KnowledgeMan to work in
minutes. With a single query, you
can obtain related data from
unlimited multiple tables.You
can even teach KnowledgeMan
to understand your own jargon.

A partner that helps
you along.
The on-line HELP facility allows
you to draw on 6800 lines of help
ful information organized into
380 screens. If you have a prob
lem or question, KnowledgeMan
allows you to access the pertinent
HELP screen immediately. Each
screen is carefully designed to
provide a quick reference guide
to KnowledgeMan commands.

A partner that gives you
room to grow.
Ordinary software packages can
be frustratingly easy to outgrow.
Not KnowledgeMan. Each
KnowledgeMan component has
more power than you'll probably
ever need- far more than con
ventional integrated programs.
With KnowledgeMan, you don't
sacrifice capability, capacity
or convenience. So with
KnowledgeMan, you spend your
time solving problems- not trying
to overcome software limitations.

A partner that protects your
interests.
KnowledgeMan offers sophisti
cated security features.
Unauthorized access to data is
next to impossible, thanks to
password checking, thousands of
access code combinations and
data encryption.

So your secrets are safe with
KnowledgeMan.
A partner you can build on.
To add yet another dimension to
KnowledgeMan's capabilities,
you can get fully-integrated
options like K-Graph, an exten
sive business graphics facility that

lets you plot information in a
variety of colorful graphs, charts
and diagrams. For text process
ing, the K-Text option lets you
incorporate data into written
documents quickly and easily. Or,
create higWy-polished, full-color
customized forms with K-Paint,
our forms painting option. To
short-cut the keyboard, put the
K-Mouse option to work.

A partner you should get to
know better.
To see KnowledgeMan in action,
visit your dealer. Or contact Micro
Data Base Systems, Inc., P.O. Box
248, Lafayette, IN 47902, (317)
463-2581, Telex: 209147 ISE UR.

It may be the beginning of a
long, successful partnership.
Current version is 1.07as of 9/10/84.
KnowledgeMan. K-Graph. K-Paint. K-Text. and
K-Mouse are trademarks ofMicro Data Base
Systems. Inc. M DBS is a registered trademark
of Micro Data Base Systems. Inc.

KNOWLEDGE

n
The Knowledge Management Software

fromMDBS

Operating Systems: PCDOS. MSDOS. CP/M-86. Minimum RAM required: I92K. K-Graph: PCDOS only.
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=55
55

I
5900
8900
9900

S13900
S3490C
S35COC
S ':':9~C

S 5Zg ~~

S€.:g::

S J79(\(I

549900
$ 2<:900

SMGBTS.:,··: " •..••
BMGB"S':~'; : ~.;~::

SMPOa\·~CP\'_: ~ ~;;::

BMGBT133A
BMGBT53040
BMGBT5601C
BMSDS38096
B'-lSD538093
BM5DS38Cg.:

BMGBT52016 524900
BMGBT520232 559900
BMSDS38097 549900
BMS0S38088 $ 82500
BMMACMAXM $219500

BMGBT52021 549900

BMGBT52012 S 89900
BM5DS38082 S 64900

BMJMR2SI/.) $ 6500
BMJMRH0C51 $ 23900
BMJMRH0C52 529900

SMSDSJel~~ ~ ~;;::

BMPDBVFJ3~-~~ ~ "~;::

BMPDB\lFJJ9' J~ 5 "~;::

BMPDBv~3391J:- S 4~;::

SI,\PDB\FJJ9'~~ 5 "~;::

VISA

5-100 I/O DOAP.DS
CompuPro Inter1ac:er 1
CornpuPro Inter1ac:eJ 4

CompuPro System 5uOOOl1 1
SOS41lOfl Async: sellaI
SOS81lOfl Asyoc seftill

SOS8l)Of14-Asyrc 4·sync:

5-100 CPU DOAP.DS
SnfllOlllll weqll Oil all S-1OO oo.-lls 21t1s eidl

MACRDTECH 80286 & Z80 BMMACM1286 5139500
CompuPro CPU-Z BMGBT51060 $ 269.00
CompuPro 8085/88 duallJfocessr:r BMGBT51080 $ 39900
SDS SBC-3oo 4101Hz BMS0S38095 $ 59900
SDS SBC·3oo 6101Hz BMS0538092 $ 69900
ADVANCEO DIGITAL SuperSillw~ BMADCSUP6128 $ 69900
contfoller 128K RAM
ADVANCED DIGlTAl4MHz sac. 5Y.~ BMAOCSBCI5 $ 59500
fIoppyCO'ltfoilef 64K RAM
ADVAhCED DIGITAl4MHl sac. B- BMADCSBC18 $ 59500
fIoppyCO'llfoilef 64K RAM

5-100 RAM DOAP.DS

COfTIPIPro DISK1 DMA
CompuPro OlSK1A OMA
SOS VersaFloppy II With CP M 30'
(a specl3l Implementaroo Oy 50S1
SOSVersaFloppyIII

wltn 5'. unbanked CP M 30"
Wllh 8 unbankea CP M 30'
wI1tI5'. bankeet CPM 30·'
wltll8 banked CP M 30·

ComlXJPro M-DnvefH& 512K
SOS RAM diSk 256K

5-100 RAM DISK DOAP.DS

DISK DRIVE ENCLOSURES
au ENaOSUI\ES

CompuPro RAM 16/641(
CompuPro RAM 23 I 128K
SDS EllpandoRAM 1111696
SDS EllpanlloRAM IV
MACROTECH 1 Megabyte

CompuPro RAM 21 /128K

5-100 CONTROLLER DOAP.DS
FOP' flOPPY DISKS

FOP. HAI\D DIS~

CanpuPro DISK) Seagale ST500 SlI'Il"S BMGBTSJll)V 5 :~S.;l:

ADVANCED DIGITAL $eagate SOD SlJ<\DCHOC1,\)I~ 5 3~.;l::

"""""""

ParaOynamc:s ().J,iIl ete5klOO 351bs. BMPQN22000
ParaDynamICS llJaI rae" ITICkJnI 351:>5 BMplJN220CR
JMR Duallles"too 30lls BMJMR2C8

5V." £NClOSUW
BMJMR1C5
BMJMR2C5
BMJMR2C5C

JMR SIflOIe SIbs.
JMR Dual lull helQht 91bs
JMR Dual lull helghl w Inlernal dala
cable91bs
JMR DlJalhal1 tltl9h1 vert rro.tn171OS
JMR S"""le harO diSk eocKlsule 161bs
JMR Dual lIardOls" enclosure201Os.

5149500
589500
$299500
$399500

569900
5 69900
$129900
519500
$ 99500

$189EI. $175EI.

......

BMSTRGEMIOX $ 25900
8MSTRGEM10XPC$ 32900
BMSTRGEMI5X $ 31900
8MSTRGEM1SXPC $ 44900
BMSTRSERINTX $ 5900
8MSTRSERINT'.<4K$ 11900
BMCOxaOfT $ 11900

BMDCIiQ400P 5 47900
BMOCH1200B 5 42900
BMOCHD2ooP $ 24900
BMOCH101400 524900

Chatsworth, CA

ELECTRONICS

TOSHIDA
BMTSHPI340S
BMTSHPI340P
BMTSHP1351P
BMTSHA04003
BMTSHAOS002

STAll

--

ST506 Compatible - In Factory Cartons
60 DAY WARRANTY!

EACH 2-9 10+

$199
BMSHU604 (Sh. wI. 9 Ibs.)

Single 6 Dual 51J4" Hard Disk Drive Cabinets
BMIIIHD5001 Single Drive Cabinet (16 Ibs.) $239.00
BMJMRHDC52 Dual Drive Cabinet (20 Ibs.) $299.00

5Mbyte
Hard Disk Drive
SHUGART 604

PRINTER DUFFERS

Gemn 10X201bs
Gemn lOX Ia IBM PC 20 Ibs.

Gemn 15X261bs
Geron 15X lor IBM PC- 26 Ils.

Senallfllertace Ia GEMINI X selles
Senallntertace Wllh 4K lJ.JtIer
CDEX80fT· O¥aIIeI211ls.

5V." HAN) DISK
OUANTUM 42Mbyte Hilfd disk 91bs BMOTMQ540
TANDON 192Mbyte Hrd DISk BMTN0503
MAXTOR 85Mbyle 30ms access 121t1s BMMXTXT10A5
MAXTOR 140Mbyte 30ms access 121t1s BMMX'TXT1140

5V." OPJVES
PANASONIC 400k''2 height, llJI $de 3Ibs.BMPA~A5512NS 14900
TEAC48tPl " hetghlllJl SIde 31bS BMTEA,55B $ 15500
TEAC 96tPl 'h height. dill SIde 31bs BMTEAS5F $ 16900
TANDDN 100·2 40:fk!utl helQht BMTNOTM1002 $ 19900

dl'ISlde41bS

P1340serla130lbs.
P1340paral!eIJOIbs
P1351palal1el351bs.
BidrectO'lltfaelcrlorP135161bs
S,nglebmcutsheet'eeder
IorP135115bs

HAYES
1200 Baud Srnartmodem 4 Ibs.
1200 Baud lor IBM-PC~ w/sottware
300 Baud Smaf1mxlem
MIClornot1el'l'IlI lOfApple

64K Mcrobut1er (serlaO 21bs. BMPRPMBl S64 5 24900
64K Mcrobu11er{pafalleO 21t1s BMPRPMB1F'64 $ 24900

MlCfObufter 11+ lOt Apple(senat) 2lbs 8MPRPM82Pl.US16S$189oo
MlC:obufter 1I+'Ot Apple (paralleq 21bs. BMPRPM82Pl.US16PS189DO

P1UNTERS

DISK DRIVES

MODEMS

a" DPJVES

--

r.-1I •... 9161 Deering Ave., n
PRIORITY ~

2~~~P!~~R~~e~~~~~~~,~~!~~y;roo~F~NL~L~£~l>t~a?.L~~e~~I~ut
SHIPPING & HANDLING of $3.00 for the first 3 Ibs., plus 40t for each additional poond (20t if within California). Oroos over 70 Ills. sent freight coileet Just in
cas~ include yoor pOOne ",mber. Prices subject to change withlXJt "'tic~ We will do oor best to maintain prices tlvough January, 1985. Credit card orders will be
charged appropriate freight lVe are not responsible for lypograpl1ical errors Sale prices are for prepaid orders only. Inquiry 282

SIEMENS Sll'Igle SIde dtNoenslty lBbS 8MSIEFDOl008 5 12500
2 to 5 Ofwes $11000 eildl/ 6 cr m(Je OfIVeS $9900 tadJ

WORLD DISK DRIVES Dwble $de BMWD02008P 5 21900
dblidenSJly18lJS

2 to 5 Drrves $19900 each' 6 Of m(Je OliVes $18900 eaell
MITSUBISHIObl slde.dllfGens 181bs BMM11M289463B $ 31500

TANOON 'h heiOhl sgI side. dbl dens 9lbs BM1ND1M8481 E$ 31900
1ANOON '/1 height dbl Side, dbl dens 9Ios.BMTND1M8482E S 38900

PP.OMETHEUS
ProMalem 1200 baud auto dlillians 4 Ibs.BMPRMPM1200 $ 32900
ProMOOem IBM-PC~ Cilfd w/sottware BMPRMPMt200BS28900
ProMooem~ II Cilfd w/software BMPRMPM1200AS34900
ProMcOembMaanll$llw/tlt*&$l;IIIIQ"e8MPAMPMI200M n9900
Alphafrun drsotay lor ProMoclem BMPRMOISPLA'f 5 19 00
00t1lll'lS~ lor ProMooem BMPRMOPTPRD 5 1900
64KMemoryexJ).lOfoPlllll'lS~ BMPQBPRMEXF'6'5 59.00

ADAn
18CPS lelll!f QUallly parallel Intef"tace -BMABTL020P $ 34900

BMEPNRX80 523900
BMEPNRX80FT $ 21900
BMEPNRXloo $ 42900
BMEPNFX8{) $ 39900
BMEPNFX100 $ 59900

BMPOBEPNlDl5OQS$124900
BMPDBEPNlDI500P$119900

OKJDATA
8MOKJOAT82AT $ 34900
BMOKIOAT83AT $ 58900
BMOKIOAT84AP $ 89500
BMOKIOAT84AS $ 91900
BMDKIDAT92AP $ 46900
BMDKI0AT92AS $ 61000
BMDK10AT93AP $ 69900
BMDKIOAT93AS $ 92500

MANNDMANN TAllY
MTltiOl8O 001.21 Ibs BMTAlMT160l $ 51500
MT18Ol132 COl. 28 Ib$. BMTAlMT180l 5 19900

EPSON

82Aw/tliIClClf le«I25/bS
83A w/tlatUr It'eCI 35 Ibs
8U - O¥iIIeI351bs.
84A - senal35 bs.
92A - O¥allel25 Ibs
92A- sena! 25 bs.
93A- O¥aIIeI351bs
93A - sel"lal351bs

RX8{)201bs
RX80FT201bs
RX100 ltilbs
FlCS020cps
FXloo 26cps
l01500 Ser IfllJOcps

lOl500 Pal Ifll 30c0s

$ 31900
$ 19900
$ 28900
$ 39500

$25900
521900
$21900
$49900
$39900
$39900
$ 49500
514900

$ 21500
$ 169.00
$ 11900
S 68000
549500

S 4000

514900
$ 89500
599500
5109500
5119500
5189500
599500
S 3900

BMS'fODM2212 S 1900
BMSYODM8112CX $ 12900
BMSYODM8212CX S 12900
BMTAXl15 S 13900
BMIAX116 S 13900
BMSYODM75OC S 37900
BMTAX2tO $ 31900

51/4" 40 TRACK
DOUBLE SIDED/DENSITY

2/3 -HEIGHT FLOPPY DRIVES
Tested up to 2mS Track-to-Track Access

EACH 2-9 10+

$59.95 $49 EACH $45 EACH
BRAND NEW - IN FACTORY CARTONS!

BMRMIl523 (Sh. wt 4 Ibs. each)

Single 6 Dual 2h-Height Floppy Drive Cabinets
BMJMR123 Single-Drive Cabinet (5 Ibs.) $65.00
BMJMR223 Dual-Drive Cabinet (7 100.) $99.00

SAN'fO 12MHl12 Arntlef 181bs
SAN'fO 18MHl12 Green 24 Ills
SAN'fO 18MHl12 Ambef 24 IDS

TAXAN 18MH112 Gr~n l81bs
IAXAN 18MHr12 Amber 181t'ls
SAN'fO 13 RGB cOlOr 7MH130 Ibs
fA/Ali 12 RGB tolOf 6MH/50 ItIs

TECMAII DOAl\DS
The CAPTAIN'· Ml.IItllx)afd 64K BMIECCAPTAIN
256K OynamlC merr'OfY BMTEC256KOM
WAVE~ Xl Memay !»arO BMTECwAVE
GRAPHICS MASTER'· BMTECGRMSTR
Steppef moler controller BMTECSTEP
LAB TENDER'· 81llt DIA & AID tmrd BMTECLABTNOR
LABPAC Sottware sull(lOr1 pkg BMTECLABPAC
EXPANSION CHASSIS'OI IBM PC 8slotBMTECEXPCHS

When you
•

10M pc. COMPAl1DL£ ADD-ONs
III Hard Dbks w"" ConnoII.,.

10MB Intemal BMIIIHDPCI1D
10MB External BMIIIHDPCX1D
15MB Internal BMIIlHOPCn5
15MB ExteI'M BMlIlHOPCX15
30MB Intemal BMHOPCI3O
30MBEKlefllai BMlIlHDPCX30

10MB Strea"'1lQ Tape BaCkuo BMHlSTX10
64K RAM upaIlSool!J' IBM PC" BMPOBlBMMEM9
conI3Ins9-4164sllb
256K DynamIC RAM ChIPS 1500$ BMHM50256PIS

8 or JTIOfe$2995 each

--COMPUT£R SYSTEMS
MOMOW DESIGNS

Super RID(64IQ

""'" 'A
RIO PLUS{64
Gfap/llC PlUS II

ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 423-5922 - CAr AI(. HI CALL (8~8) 709-5111

HEP.CULES CAJIJlS
H'gn res II'O"lOCtwome card BMHECGC S 33900
Color ca'd w,tn pnnter l)Of1 BMHECCOlDR $ 17900

MONlTot\S
IBM 12" l}fetn SCletn 181bs 8,1,418,1,45151001
TAXAN 12' gretn TTL w/caofe 1811S 8MTAX121
TAXAN 1l" amber TTL w/cable lBIb$. 8MTAX122
IBM 13 colo' RG8 28bs 8,1,418,1,45153001
TAXAN 12 color RGB wJcabie 281bs. 8MTAXRG&t20

STD CAIU)S (2 [tis e~
BMSTBSRID
BMSTSIO
BMSTBRIDPlS
BMSTBGRPlSl

DISKmES and ACCESSORIES
MAXEU

': 'll, '1""", ,.f <, '..cI'1llltl BMMXLfD1128M1XX! S 2750
~ ':t r,"'·.l'~,r.... \ofl':l\ 1+1, BMMJlf02,(OM1]OO $ 3495

ULTRA MAGNETICS
HIAlJtr',14fll S 1995

1'1 + I",,··. ')11,f"I" .... ,.
I~IAIJI r',,,"'n ') ;l'llt',

1', • ,,~,. ');.'.,,,,,' ... .1,

QUADIIAM CAI\DS (2 Ib& each)
EXP,c,NDEO OUADBOARO fO B"ADDROD8RDXPD $ 23900
QUADBOARO 11 BMQDRODBRDIIO 5 22900
QIJADCOlOR ,- BMQORODClRI S 21900
OUADCOLOR II - BMQORODClRII 5 44900
QUAD 512 164K Inslabedl BMDDR00512+ 5 25900
OUADUNl( BMQORODLINK 5 53900
Palallel caro BMQORIPIC $ 8900

VIDEO MONITORS

10M Ar Compottb" Hard Dill< Drtw
33MllYle hfddsk loona1td DUANTUM 91~aMOTM0S40F $ 1595 00

VIDEO CAJIJlS
IBM COIOf voeo canl21bs 81.4181.41504910 $ 25000
IBM MooocIYD'TItCar<l21os BMIBM1504900 $ 25000

MICro DecISlOOw!5Mbyle hl'lIdlS!t&lermmIBMPOBMDSM05 $199900
Baslc80,SuperCalc,Personaf.Pt!arlaJll llMMD5MD11SQFT$ 35000
Pilot sdtware tor MOS 3blJ1Je

10M PC'
wlOJal ~ hl!IOf1l IbPPIes & 256K RAM BMIBMCP0256TEA $179900

I



C·O·M·P·U·T·I·N·G
A·T C·H·A·O·S M·A·N·O·R

The Fast Lane
Orchid's PCturbo 186

Documentation

Macrotech's MI-286

More Support Problems

STB RIO Plus Board

The lax Shelter Eater

Excel's Aris

SuperDex Revisited

Ashton-late's dBASE III

BY JERRY POURNELLE

Jerry Poumelle holds a doctorate in
psychology and is a science-fiction

writer who also earns a wrnfortable
living writing about wrnputers

present and future.

I f it isn't one thing, it's another: no
sooner did Larry and I get Footfall com
pletely done-copied, edited, table of

contents, quotes verified, copied again, and
off to Judy-Lynne Del Rey-than the phone
rang. It was ye editor Phil Lemmons with
a request. They're speeding up BYTE's cy
cle time, getting the magazine out earlier.
But in order to do that. I'll have only three
weeks each for the next three columns.

The result will be more than worth it. with
nearly a month cut off the lag time from
when I turn in a column until you see it. but
it does mean more scrambling here at
Chaos Manor. Oh, well.

ORCHIDS TO You
Now that IBM has come out with the AT (ad
vanced technology) machine, a number of
IBM PC owners are worried: what will hap
pen to their machines? Can they be up
graded?

I have two bits of good news. First. Dian
Girard is doing a book (in the Pournelle
Users Guide series) on upgrading your IBM
PC; it ought to be out next summer. Sec
ond, we have Orchid's PCturbo 186.

Orchid Technology's PCturbo 186 board
turns out to be the nicest thing that's hap
pened to our IBM PC in months. We have
version 1.1; I'm assured by Orchid's Ron
Wiener that version 1.2, and possibly a later
one than that. will be available by the time
you read this. The new versions will be com
patible with even more hardware and allow
communications at higher rates. (I also ex
pect Orchid will have redone the documen
tation by then; on that. much more below.)

The pCturbo 186 is a board containing an
Intel 80186 chip; ours runs at 8 MHz. After
you install the PCturbo board the 186 takes
over. with the result that the IBM PC runs
about three times as fast. The difference
isn't just in computing time, either; the
PCturbo allows a certain degree of concur
rent operation, so that disk operations go
on during computations, thus speeding up
I/O (input/output). You will notice that there

are other I/O speedups, too.
The 186 is so much faster than the 8088

that the disk controller is never waiting
because the processor isn't ready for the
next sector. 1won't explain it here, but if you
know what you're doing, you can reformat
your hard disk with a smaller interleave fac
tor, speeding things up even more.

You can buy the PCturbo 186 board with
as little as 12 8K bytes of memory on it. but
it won't work until you have 256K bytes, and
it doesn't really work well until you have
more. The software allows a RAM (random
access read/write memory) disk (fooling
your computer into thinking that part of the
system's memory is a very fast disk) and
disk caching, so the PCturbo works best if
you completely fill it. The total capacity of
the board is 640K bytes.

The PCturbo 186 can't use your IBM PC's
regular memory for running programs; only
the memory on the PCturbo board is avail
able for use by the 186 chip. However, the
regular 8088 in the original IBM PC is still
alive and active-it handles most of the I/O
for the 186-and it can access whatever
memory is available to it. Control is
switched back and forth between the 186
and the 8088 through software.

The PCturbo will really shine with a hard
or bubble-memory disk, since it can use
disk caching. This is a bit different from a
RAM disk: in a cache system, the computer
watches what you're doing and keeps the
stuff you use most often-specifically, the
most frequently used disk sectors-in a
chunk of memory known as cache memory.
Orchid's PCturbo does this automatically;
you don't have to understand it to make use
of it. The disk cache is kept in the host IBM
PC's memory (not in the memory available
to the 186), which is why it's best to fill up
the PCturbo 186 board with new chips and
keep your IBM PC filled as well.

Memory is getting cheap nowadays any
way; California Digital is advertising 4164
chips at $5.25 in quantity 32, $4.95 in quan

(wntinued)
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FEATURED PRODUCT:

The Norton Utilities - Expanded, Improved

CHAOS MANOR

tity 100 or more. Do recall that it takes
9 chips per bank of 64K bytes, since
one is required to store the memory
checking parity bit.

Orchid's software allows caching for
floppy disks, but this isn't smart since
there's no way for the program to
know when you have changed disks.
Well. there is a way: you tell it every
time you change disks. CP/M users
won't find that strange. The problem
is that with CP/M if you forgot to do
a Control-C after changing disks, you
got a BDOS (basic disk operating sys
tem) error; with Orchid's cache soft
ware, you probably lose all the files
on the disk. This is nearly inevitable;
after all, the most used sectors on the
disk are the directory. If you change
disks, the computer is still working
with the (newly revised) directory for
the previous disk, and when it goes to
write-well, you get the idea. Best not
to use cache memory with floppy
disks unless you're very careful.

Another great feature of the PC
turbo 186 is that you can also use part
of the original IBM PC's memory as
a RAM disk. This is all explained in the
Orchid in~tallation manuals.

Of course, the manuals are fairly
typical: I'm sure they explain how to
configure your system for a RAM disk
and other such goodies I'm equally
sure that I'll never figure it out. There
is a file called OPTION, but when I ran
that I got a series of orders about
swapping disks, ending with a flash
ing signal saying "TEST IS GOOD";
that message could be exorcised only
by turning the machine off.

The documents have no examples
and a profusion of files (TURBo.SYS,
RAMDISK.SYS, TURBEXEC.BAT),
mostly empty or filled with nonsense;
anyway. when you're reduced to typ
ing out disk files for clues, you know
you're in trouble. There are "explana
tions" that seem intentionally de
signed to be confusing. They show
you an example to be placed in a file
called CONFIG.SYS, but there is no
such file on the boot system disk.

Fortunately, you need not under
stand any of this in order to get
started. There is an Install program
that will get the POurbo system run-

Nobody does ,t like Norton

C PROGRAMMING
C SHARP Realtime Toolkit - well
supported, source, thorough, port-
able, objects, state sys. $600

INSTANT C - Interactive develop
ment - Edit, Source Debug, run.
Edit to Run - 3 Sees. MSDOS $500

"INTRODUCING C" - Interactive
C to learn fast. 500 page tutorial,
examples, graphics. PCDOS $95

MEGAMAX C - native Macintosh
has fast compile, tight code, K&R,
toolkit, .OBJ, DisASM MAC $295

SUPPORT PRODUCTS
BRIEF Programmer's Editor - undo,
windows, powerful. PCDOS $195

PERISCOPE DEBUGGER - load
after "bombs", symbolic. PCDOS

$295

Recover Lost Data + New Disk Utilities and More
Before a crisis, be in control. Use '1he legendary UnErase" or rebuild files
with sector by sector control.
Optimize the organization of files on disk or use convenient programs like
LinePrint, VolumeLabel, ScreenAttributes.

FileFind, FileSize, TextSearch, DirectorySort and DiskTest increase control of hard
disk and floppy content and save you time when you forget where something is.

WipeFile and WipeDisk do what they say - that is
security.

You have read about these programs and know they
are good. Buy the Norton Utilities before the next
crisis!

For most PCDOS or MSDOS systems the Norton Utilities
are $99.95. Version 2 is still $80.

NORTON COMPUTING, Santa Monica, CA

"MSDOS Utilities and RAMdisks" will be included free
by The Programmer's Shop.

For a catalog, comparisons, prices, or for an info packet on AI, or Editors, "C,"
BASIC, PASCAL, FORTRAN, or COBOL-or just for straight answers-

CALL TOLL FREE 800-421-8006

3 500 Programmers
l depend on us

to find, compare, evaluate
products an·d for solid value.
THE PROGRAMMER'S SHOP serves serious microcomputer
programmers ... from giant institutions to small independents.
Specializing helps us provide 100s of programming products
... technical literature ... specialized evaluations and more
to help you find and evaluate. Other services like ... special
formats ... rush delivery ... payment options (POs, COD,
credit cards, etc.) ... newsletters ... and reports help you
save time, money, and frustration and get solid value.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
EXSYS - Expert System building
tool. Full RAM, Probability, Why,
Intriguing, serious. PCDOS $200

GC LISP - "COMMON LISP", Help,
tutorial, co-routines, compiled
functions, thorough. PCDOS $475

TLC LISP - "L1SP-machine"-like,
all RAM, classes, turtle graphics,
8087 for CP/M-86, PCDOS or
MSDOS $235

Expert System front-ends for
PROLOG: APES ($275), ES/P
($1895)

Other solid alternatives include:
10 LISP ($155), MuLlSP-86
($250), WALTZ LISP for CPM
($159), MicroPROLOG ($275),
PROLOG-86 ($125), more.
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(Formerly Warehouse Software) Call for programs not listed
Technical & Other Information (602) 246-2222

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-(800) 421-3135

Corona Computer., ... ., .. : ., ., . .,., Call
Televideo Portable & Software $1795
BOARDS FOR THE IBM PC
OR LooKALlKES
Color Board with Parallel Port $175
AST Six Pack 00 00 ., $264
384K Board with 256K $275
Quadcolor I 00 $185
STB Graphics II Board 00 $335
Tecmar Graphics Master $495
New Quadram Multifunction Board Call
PRINTERS
Dot Matrix Printers include a Free

$35 Print Set Program Call
Gemini 10X ., ., 00 $245
Gemini 15X .. 00 00 00 . 00 00 00 $345
Okidata 82A, 83A, 93P Call
Okidata 92P .00 00 ., . .,., ., 00$369
Okidata 84P .00 00 00 . 00 00 00 . ., 00 00$675
Juki 6100 $389
Call on all Epson Models
Daisywriter 2000 $795
Silver-Reed Call
Diablo 620 ., ., ., ., ., . ., .. ., . .. Call
Diablo 630 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Call
NEC 3550 Call

TERMS: Prices include 3% cash discount. Add 3% for charge orders. Shipping on most items $3.00. AZ
orders +6% Sales Tax. Personal check, allow ten (10) days to clear. Prices subject to change.

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-(800)-421-3135
WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS

2701 West Glendale Ave., Suite 6
Phoenix, AZ 85021

FREE COMPUTER ALARM CLOCK!
In appreciation for another successful year we are giving a program diskette for the IBM
PC to all our customers who make a purchase of $100 or more. This program features
popup menus and permits continuous or intermittent time display, alarm for appoint
ments, etc. A Bellsoft program with a retail value of $20.

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS LANGUAGES
Fox and Geller Quickcode $145 Lifeboat Lattice CCompiler $295
Knowledgeman . ., . .,.,.,.,.,.,.,., .$249 Microsoft C Compiler.,.,., . .,.,., .,$315
Condor In.,.,.,., . .,.,.,.,.,.,., . .,$315 Microsoft Pascal Compiler . .,.,.,., .,$215
NWA Statpak .,., . ., . .,.,., . .,.,., .$265 M!crosoft Basic Compiler.,.,.,.,., .,$235
Tim IV .. ., . .,., ., . ., ., ., .,$249 Microsoft BaSIC language ., . .,$225
Infostar+ $235 CP/M-86 for IBM PC $37
FRIDAy . .,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., .$159 Concurrent CP/M 86 ., . .,., . .,.,., .,$160
Personal Pearl..,.,.,.,., . .,.,.,., .,$215 FOR PC DOS
PFS F)le .,.,.,.,., ..... .,.,.,.,.,., .$79 PC Paint.,.,.,.,.,.,., . .,.,., . .,., .,$85
ElectriC Desk . .,., . .,.,., . .,.,.,., .,$195 Norton Utilities.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,$48
RBase 4000 ., .,., .,.,.,.,., .$265 Copy II PC .,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., . .,., .$24
CLOUT $114 Prokey V3.0 $79
WORD PROCESSING H~rvard Project M.anager $225
Wordstar, Mail Merge, Correct Star, Microsoft Flight Simulator $32
Star Index for IBM PC $245 HARDWARE
Wordstar for IBM PC.,., ., .$185 ABC Printer Switch.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., .,$85
Leading Edge Word Processor Micro Fazer Parallel $185
with Merge.,.,.,.,.,.,., .,.,.,$85 Hayes 1200 Modem.,.,.,.,.,.,.,., .$475
Milil Merge or Correct Star Call Hayes 1200b Modem for IBM PC $409
Microsoft Word With Mouse $284 64K RAM Chips (9) 150 NSEC $34
Word Perfect $225 Anchor Signalman 1200 baud Modem .. $235
Volkswr!ter for the IBM PC $110 10 MB Int. Hard Drive for the PC $850
Volkswrlter Deluxe $154 30 MB External Hard Drive for IBM PC .$1795
Randoll) House Spell Checker $36 10 MB External Hard Drive for IBM PC$I095
PFS Write.,.,.,., . .,., . .,., . .,.,., .,$78 Princeton RGB monitor.,.,.,.,.,., .,$459
Multimate $235 Taxan RGB Vision 425 $425
Peachtext 5000 $185 COMPUTERS
SPREADSHEETS
Calcstar $99
Supercalc II $145
Supercalc III . .,.,.,., .,.,., . .,$160
Microsoft Multiplan $119
!TK Solver $259
lotus 123 $294
Symphony ., ., . .,., . .,., . ., .$415
ACCOUNTING

ning; alas. the goodies like RAM disks
and so forth seem reserved for those
who understand Orchid's documents
better than I do.

Once you do have it running. it goes
well indeed. Most programs work fine
with it. The one I've used most. I con
fess. is Cygnus's Star Fleet I game (I'm
up to the rank of Commodore). This
program is written in compiled
BASICA and has no difficulties at all.
The POurbo 186 board really speeds
things up. almost too much for some
of the game messages. Because many
games need precise timing loops.
there's a simple way to drop out of the
turbo mode and use your IBM PC in
a normal manner.

Orchid provides a long list of pro
grams that are claimed to be compati
ble with the turbo mode. These in
clude Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony; all
AshtonThte software. including dBASE
II; and Sorcim SuperCalc. We haven't
tested all these; I have run Lotus 1-2-3.
and you would not believe how fast
the IBM PC with POurbo will
recalculate a spreadsheet.

When you invoke a program that
cannot be run with POurbo-BASICA
is a good example-the machine re
boots. or tries to. Usually it will suc
ceed. but when I tried to bring up
BASICA just now. it never finished run
ning the start-up program; I got
several messages. then nothing. Once
again. the only remedy was to turn
the machine off and back on.

The POurbo board has a hardware
reset button (which I've wished the
IBM PC itself had) but only for itself.
It doesn't reset the 8088 in the IBM
Pc. nor does it always work properly;
once I got a message telling me to use
the reset button on the POurbo 186
board. but when I did it I was still
locked out. The only certain remedy
is to turn the power off and on-sigh.

I don't want things to sound worse
than they are. I like this board. PCturbo
runs fast. I've been using it with Word
Star. which goes fine. WordStar 3.3
with the POurbo 186 is so fast it
scares me. Add Borland's Sidekick
which works fine with the POurbo
system-and I have a real temptation.

(continued)
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I write a lot. What I use is a cus
tomized CompuPro Z80 system run
ning WRITE, a text editor more or less
customized by Tony Pietsch for me.
It's fast. it's convenient. and I'm used
to it. However. my rig does lack some
frills.

First. it's an 8-bit system. So far that's
no great hardship; there's still plenty
of good 8-bit software. However,
there's not likely to be much more.
The real innovations will go to bigger
and more powerful machines, for the
simple reason that 8-bit systems can
not. without using kludgey tricks, ad
dress more than 64K bytes of mem
ory.

Second, my system doesn't have
Sidekick. For those few who don't
know, Sidekick is a small demon pro
gram that sits up in an IBM PC or PC
clone's high memory and provides
you at all times with a calendar, note
book, calculator, and other goodies;
if you're using an IBM PC without
Sidekick, you don't know what you're
missing.

My writing system also lacks graph
ics. I don't have on-screen underlining,
on-screen boldface, and the like.
What I do have is a big screen, I 5
inches; and because my screen is
driven by memory-mapped video (I'll
explain in a moment). it scrolls
smooth and fast. I'll trade all the
graphics for that.

Still-WordStar 3.3 with PCturbo 186
scrolls just as fast as my memory map.
The blinding speed of that Orchid
board takes just about all the sting out
of WordStar. The display isn't as
good-I still prefer a big screen and
white on black, not green, letters-but
that's fixable. I'm sure someone
makes an oversize video monitor that
will eat what the IBM PC's mono
chrome board puts out: which would
give me a big, fast screen with graph
ics goodies.

Bruce Tonkin has written a pretty
nice terminal-emulator program for
the IBM PC; I could use that to run
a number of the other machines we
keep here. It's very tempting to cut
down on the number of screens and
keyboards I face daily. I really am
tempted to change over, since it's ob-

CHAOS MANOR MAIL

vious that most of the compatibility
problems will be taken care of in new
releases of PCturbo software and
documents.

Finally, there's ThinkThnk, the idea
processor. I don't have one for WRITE
(or indeed for any 8-bit system). and
I hate that: writers who don't use
ThinkThnk are working too hard. I can
use ThinkThnk on the IBM PC then
pipe the files across (in our case, we
use the wonderful Disk Maker I from
New Generation Systems: it not only
converts disk formats, but from PC
DOS to CP/M); but it sure would be
easier to do it all on one machine.

There are counterarguments. First.
I keep hearing tales of a really splen
did Concurrent PC-DOS that will run
fine with big CompuPro 8/\6 ma
chines-and there are ways to speed
the CompuPro up. See below.

Concurrent DOS is said to include
99 percent of PC-DOS within it. while
letting you run four jobs at once. I
would dearly love to be able to run
PC-DOS programs, 8-bit programs,
and CP/M-86 programs all at once;
and even if they never get an 8/16 ver
sion of Concurrent PC-DOS, it's still
good to be able to do more than one
thing at a time. With true concurrency
I could not only have the equivalent
of Sidekick instantly available, but be
using it while long jobs compile.

Tony Pietsch gets back from his
European adventure-bicycling from
above the Arctic Circle to Munich
this week, and once he's here I'm sure
to get one of the new CompuPro IBM
PC-compatible video boards. Given
Concurrent PC-DOS, I'll have all the
advantages of the PC and its PCturbo
186 and get to keep my custom key
board and 8-inch disks as well.

Another reason I don't change is,
alas, Magic Keyboard will not run with
PCturbo 186. Magic Keyboard, you
may' recall. is a program that re
arranges the wretched IBM PC key
board so that the miserable" \ " key
becomes a Shift and the infuriatingly
placed "-" becomes a Return. (You
can get" \ " and" -" by pressing the
regular key plus Alt.) I won't use an
IBM PC without Magic Keyboard or at
least something to tame that stupid IBM

PC keyboard.
Of course, there is an alternative.

The Key Tronic KB 5151 keyboard
works fine with both Sidekick and the
PCturbo 186, and many will prefer the
looks, heft. sound, and feel of the Key
Tronic keyboard to the original key
board supplied with the IBM PC I
happen to like the tactile character
istics of the genuine IBM keyboard
(once tamed with Magic Keyboard);
getting used to the Key Tronic
wouldn't be that hard, but it would
have to be done.

It's also possible that I'll get the
authors of Magic Keyboard and Or
chid's PCturbo together; Magic Key
board almost works as it is, and it
shouldn't take that much modification
either to it or to PCturbo to take care
of things. Orchid's list of compatible
software includes Prokey 3.0.

When IBM brought out the AT. it
was obvious that I would never want
an IBM PC XT. and indeed IBM has
pretty well slaughtered the XT market.
I did think seriously of ordering an AT.
I probably still will. but the Orchid
PCturbo 186 board has taken the
hurry out of the decision.

DOCUMENTS ONCE MORE
It's always a problem; we get some
thing we like. It works, but the docu
ments are wretched. The publisher is
appalled. "We'll fix it! Really! In
stantly!"

I even believe it. Now what? This
column is built around reports of what
we're doing here at Chaos Manor, and
if what I've done is fight with a pro
gram because I can't understand the
documents, then that's what I have to
write about: yet I don't like to blast
some publisher who really is trying to
get his act together.

Oh. Well.
One remedy is obvious; all pub

lishers should heed Pournelle's Law of
Documentation: "You can't have too
many examples:' 'fake the Orchid
pCturbo 186 documents. All Orchid
needed to do was furnish several
complete examples of systems con
figured in different ways. "System with
two RAM-disk drives enabled, one

(continued)
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Would you hire an entire band when
all you need is one instrument? Of
course not.

So why use a whole orchestra of
computers when all you need is one
to develop software for virtually any
type of micro-processor?

The secret? Avocet's family of
cross-assemblers. With Avocet
cross-assemblers you can develop
software for practically every kind of
processor - without hauing to
switch to another deuelopment
system along the way!

Cross-Assemblers to Beat the Band!

HEXTRAN Universal HEX File Con
verter - Convert assembler output to
other formats for downloading to de
velopment systems and target boards.
Also useful for examining object file,
changing load addresses, extracting parts
of files. Converts to and from Intel,
Motorola, MaS, RCA, Fairchild, Tek
tronix, TI, Binary and HEX/ASCII Dump
formats. For CP/M, CP/M-86, MSDOS,
PCDOS , $250

Ask about UNIX,

Model 7956 and 7956-SA Gang Pro
grammers - Similar features to 7228,
but program as many as 8 EPROMS at
once. 7956-SA stand-alone version copies
from a master EPROM. 7956 lab version
has all features of stand-alone plus RS
232 interface.
EPROM: 2758, 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764, 2764A,
27128, 27128A, 27256, 2508, 2516, 2532, 2564, 68764,
68766,5133,5143, CMOS: 27C16, 27C32, 27C64,
MC6716, EEPROM: 5213, X2816A, 48016, 12816A,
5213H, MPU (w/adaptor): 8748, 8748H, 8749,
8749H, 8741, 8742, 8751, 8755,

7228 Adyanced Programmer $ 549
7128 Standard Programmer 429
7956 Laboratory Gang Programmer 1099
7956-SA Stand-Alone Gang Programmer 879
GDX Drlyer Software 95
481 8748 Family Socket Adaptor 98
511 8751 Socket Adaptor 174
755 8755 Socket Adaptor 135
CABLE RS-232 Cable (specify gender) 30

(in the U.S. Except Alaska and Hawaii)

VISA dnd MdSllo'rcard acct:'plt>d All popular diSC formdlS now dV<llldbl.,.
pl\:!dse spt't:lfy. PncesdonollOcludl' shlppmgdod hdndllng I.-dll for eXdCI

quote". OEM INQUIRIES INVITED

"Trademark of L~h911dl Rese'ln.:h uTrddl'm"lrk of MIt:rosof1

CP/M-86
IBM PC, MSDOS**

$ 250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
500.00
250.00
300.00
300.00
250.00
250.00
595.00
595.00

CP/Mc80
$ 250.00

200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
500.00
250.00
300.00
300.00
200.00
250.00
595.00
595.00

Sales and Development:
10 Summer Street
P.O. Box 490. Dept. 185-B
Rockport. Maine 04856
(207) 236·9055 Telex: 467210 AVOCET CI

Corporate Offices:
804 South State Street
Doyer, Delaware 19901

AVOCET~
SYSTEMS INC.

68000 CROSS-ASSEMBLER - With
exhaustive field testing completed, our
68000 assembler is available for imme
diate shipment. XMAC68K supports
Motorola standard assembly language for
the 68000 and 68010. Macros, cross
reference, structured assembly statements,
instruction optimization and more, Linker
and librarian included, Comprehensive,
well-written manual.
To find out more, call us toll-free.

1-800-448-8500

Target
Microprocessor

6804
6805
6809
1802/1805
8048/8041
8051
6502/65C02
6800/01,6301
NEC 7500
8085
COP400
F8/3870
28
280
68200
68000/68010

Avocet
Cross-assembler

XASM04 NEW
XASM05
XASM09
XASM18
XASM48
XASM51
XASM65
XASM68
XASM75
XASM85
XASM400
XASMF8
XASM28
XASM280
XMAC682 NEW
XMAC68K NEW

Development Tools That Work
Avocet cross-assemblers are fast, reliable
and user-proven in over 4 years of actual
use. Ask NASA, IBM, Xerox or the
hundreds of other organizations that use
them. Every time you see a new micro
processor-based product, there's a good
chance it was developed with Avocet
cross-assemblers.
Avocet cross-assemblers are easy to use.
They run on almost any personal com
puter and process assembly language for
the most popular microprocessor families.

Your Computer Can Be A
Complete Development System
Avocet has the tools you need to enter
and assemble your soft-ware and finally
cast it in EPROM:

VEDIT Text Editor makes source code
entry a snap. Full- screen editing plus a
TECO-like command mode for advanced
tasks. Easy installation - INSTALL pro
gram supports over 40 terminals and
personal computers. Customizable
keyboard layout. CP/M-80, CP/M-86,
MSDOS, PCDOS $150

EPROM Programmers let you pro·
gram, verify, compare, read, display
EPROMS but cost less because they
communicate through your personal
computer or terminal. No personality
modules! On-board intelligence provides
menu-based setup for 34 different
EPROMS, EEPROMS and MPUs (40-pin
devices require socket adaptors). Self
contained unit with internal power supply,
RS-232 interface, Textool ZIF socket.
Driver software (sold separately) gives
you access to all programmer features
through your computer, lets you down
load cross-assembler output files, copy
EPROM to disk.

Model 7228 Advanced Programmer
-Supports all PROM types listed. Super
fast "adaptive" programming algorithm
programs 2764 in 1.1 minutes.

Model 7128 Standard Programmer
Lower-cost version of 7228. Supports all
PROM types except "A" versions of 2764
and 27128. Standard programming algo
rithm programs 2764 in 6.8 minutes.
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Availability and prices subject to change without notice.
Not responsible for typographical errors.

(o!o}DISK DRIVES

IBM PC 64K, I DRIVE $1395
IBM PC 64K, 2 DRIVE $1575
IBM PC XT, I DRIVE , CALL!
IBM AT CALL!
COMPAQ 128K, I DRIVE CALL!
COMPAQ 128K, 2 DRIVE , CALL!
TAVA PC 128K, Complete System $1595
SANYO 555-2 CALL'
SANYO 550-2 CALL!
APPLE IIC , .. , CALL!
MaciNTOSH CALL'

TEAC 55B, 360 KB 1/2 HT $123
PANASONIC (MATSUSHITA)

360 KB, 1/2 HT $118
SANYO 360 KB, 1/2 HT $118
IBM PC-AT, 1.2 M6, DUAL SPEED,

1/2 HT CALL!
TOSHIBA 360 KB, 1/2 HT ,.,., $145
MITSUBISHI QUAD DENSITY

1/2 HT " $149
TANDON TM 100-2 : , $169
A.M.1. lIe $175
A.M.1.IIe , .. , .. , $175
IBM COMPATIBLE SSIDD $90
TRS 80 COMPATIBLE SSIDD $90
10 Mb HARD DISK

W/CONTROLLER $799

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, INC.rtf!!J
(ADD ON CARDS)

7-PACK (S,P,C, 0-384K) $209.95
MULTI-PACK (S, P, C, 0-256K) $179.95
PCM-I (0-256K) $129.95
PCM-2 (0-384K/512K) $162.50
64K UPGRADE IBM $39.50
LOCKING DISK FILE (90 CAP.I .. $23.95

000000000000

ADVANCED
MEMORIES

187 W. Orangethorpe
Building 1, Unit C

Placentia, CA 92670

(714) 528-4300
[ffi] CA RESIDENTS ~

ADD 6.5% SALES TAX~

1B\1 CO\lP \lIB! F
PRODl CIS \cn SSORII S

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

AD~NC=D
1-----AMERICAN-----I

A1:MORI:S

amuch of the housekeeping, so that
even 8-bit programs ran faster.

When my friend Ezekial the Z80
finally expired, I was strongly tempted
to replace him with a System 8/16; the
only problem was that the 8/16 was
at that time a development system
that constantly changed, and I'm suf
ficiently paranoid as to want some
thing stable when it comes to writing
tools. The result was two systems:
Zeke II. a CompuPro Z80, and the
Golem, a CompuPro System 8/16. Sys
tem 8/16s are now very reliable, and
a lot of businesses use them; but
mine, the Golem, remains truly ex
perimental: he's absolutely stuffed
with boards, and we often try out new
boards and software on him. Zeke II.
meanwhile, hasn't had the cover off
for nearly two years.

A few months ago Tony installed a
CompuPro 40-megabyte hard disk in
the Golem. We also installed Tony's
latest TMI BIOS (basic input/output
system) software, including some revi
sions to the CP/M command pro
cessor. The machine runs with inter
rupt-driven I/O software and talks to
the console at 19,200 bits per second
(bps); the only reason we don't use a
faster rate is that we've yet to find a
terminal that can handle it.

In other words, my 8/16 is pretty ad
vanced machinery.

In midsummer Tom Harincar. presi
dent of Macrotech International.
came over to Chaos Manor with his
new Dual Processor board. The
Macrotech board uses an 8-/8-bit
Z80h running at 8 MHz and the 80286
for greater-than-8-bit operations. (I
don't want to get into the argument
about just what the 80286 "really" is,
so we'll leave it at that.) What Tom
wanted to do was drop his board into
the Golem.

"Well. I don't know," said I. "That
machine is just chock-full of boards,
and 1bny has some pretty special soft
ware running in it ..."

"It should be a good test." Tom
said. "If my board will run with your
system, it ought to go with any Com
puPro 5-100 system."

"Sounds reasonable."

MACROTECH'S MI~286

The other reason I don't convert to
the IBM PC with PCturbo 186 is that
I've been using Macrotech Interna
tional's Z80h/80286/80287 processor
board in my big CompuPro system.
You talk about fast! That board is
supersonic.

Way back in the dark ages, Compu
Pro brought out the Dual Processor
8/16 as a painless transition between
8-bit and 16-bit micro systems. The
system had an 8-/8-bit 8085, which
would run under CP/M 2.2, and a 16-/
8-bit 8088, which could be run under
CP/M-86. CompuPro and consultants
then developed the 8/16 operating
system, which let the faster 16-/8-bit
8088 handle disk operations and

200K bytes, the other lOOK bytes, Put
the following files on the boot disk
and include the following file in AUlD
EXEC.BAT' List the exact contents of
every required configuration file, If
there can be problems about switch
settings-apparently there can be
include examples of that. too. A few
extra pages.

Another thing: Never Assume Too
Much. Alex tells me that CONFIG.SYS
is an optional file, one that is read auto
matically if included. I didn't know
that. Orchid assumed that I had
spelunked the DOS manual enough to
know such things. Why should I? Will
most IBM PC users do so? While I
understand the counterargument: "If
we assume you know nothing, we
must recapitulate everything," ex
amples can't hurt and will generally
be enough.

After all. paper is cheap, and if you
really understand your product.
you're only talking about a couple of
days' work haVing a naive user-some
one who really doesn't understand
the machine, possibly an engineer's
spouse-follow the expert around and
watch as the system is configured and
brought up. A really naive user will
ask lots of questions. "What did you
just do? Why did you do that?"

Examples are sure cheaper than
providing telephone support.

Orchid agrees and has fixed its
documents.
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Thus started months of experimen
tation. Tom had brought Frank
Nichols, his design engineer. who did
the actual work. The first attempt
didn't work at all. Nichols wanted to
make modifications in my system. 1
wouldn't let him; we were not. after
ali. testing his capability to modify a
CompuPro system; what I wanted to

11111111111111111
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know was if an unmodified CompuPro
system works with the Macrotech
board.

The next attempt was closer. The
board worked, but it didn't work for
long. A month later. another attempt
was made: this one worked for several
days before it died.

Each time, though, things went
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smoother and faster.
Just before the World Science Fic

tion Convention over Labor Day week
end, Tom Harincar and Frank Nichols
came back with two of their MI-286
Dual Processor boards. The idea was
to take the lid off my CompuPro,
remove the CompuPro Dual Pro
cessor's processor board, drop theirs
in, and turn the system on; it should
work.

It didn't, quite. Frank had to do a bit
of fiddling. The fiddle, however, was
to make a CompuPro-documented re
vision to the CompuPro System Sup
port board (one of the chips needs to
have one of the pins disabled). Once
that was done, nothing else was re
quired. My system, with CompuPro
memory, CompuPro M-Drive/H, Com
puPro Disk Controller and hard disk,
and CompuPro I/O boards, running
under Tony's unmodified software,
works like a screaming bomb. I
mean-it's fast. The floppy-disk opera
tions take about 80 percent of the
time they previously took. Computa
tion using the 80287 math chip is so
fast I'm going to have to invent new
benchmark software; my reaction
times aren't fast enough to time the
system using my matrix multiplication
"benchmark of sorts."

The 8-MHz Z80h is no slouch,
either; all my 8-bit software runs
faster. and because it makes use of
the CompuPro 8/16 software, CP/M-80
programs have the same increased
temporary program area (workspace)
they had under the CompuPro pro
cessor.

In other words, the Macrotech
MI-286 sounds too good to be true.

BUGS, BUGS, BUGS
When I first told Dr. Godbout about
the Macrotech board, he said it was
too good to be true. The Intel 80286
chip has a number of documented
bugs; enough that Godbout sells his
802 86 board as a development sys
tem.

When I put that to Macrotech's
Frank Nichols, he agreed completely.
There are a lot of bugs in presently
delivered versions of the 286. "I de-

(continued)



Introducing the most complete t4-hour We even take care of your portfolio up-
Investment service on the market. dating and record-keeping. And your

Spear Securities has teamed up with account is protected up to $10 million~

The Source to bring you the most com- Get started for $35 -a-trade.
prehensive personal investment service Between now and February 28, 1985,
ever introduced. most market orders placed with Spear

Now you can use any personal com- Securities (up to 1,000 shares) will cost
puter to trade stocks, options or bonds only $35 each. After that, you'll enjoy our
quickly and i~xpensively. Without soft- regular discount rates, which will save
ware. But that s not all. you up to 7(J%on stock transactions com-
ImmedletellCcess to market Intelligence. pared to full-cost broker commissions.

If you're going to compete with pro- The cOl.!pon on the right will get you
fessional investors, you need more than ?II the details. Fast. C?ur toll-free number
instant trading. That's why we give you IS eve:n f~ter. Just dial (800) 811-1901.
the ability to analyze and compare thou- In California, call (800) 311-6116.
sands of companies. And we provide ·Combination of SIP<: protection and private insurance.
immediate access to critical business see brochure for details. C'f Member

news and price changes as they occur. Available exclusively via The SourceC).~ NASD

r-----------l
SPEAR SECURITIESI The Electronic Investment Center I

I 626 Wilshire Boulevard I
I Los Angeles, CA 90017 I
I D Send me information on how I

to Dow it myself.
I D I have a personal computer. I
I 0 I am currently a member of I
I The Source. I

Name--------- II Address _

I I
I City I
I State Zip I
L~ J

Spear Securities, a member of the NASD and SIP<:, is a wholly owned subsidiary of Investment Resources & Technology, Inc. The Source is a service mark of
Source Telecomputing Corporation, a subsidiary of Reader's Digest Association, Inc. The Source services are offered in participation with Control Data Corporation.
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signed around them:' he said. "And
not the way that IBM did with the AT.
either. IBM can control the firmware
and much of the software environ
ment of the machine. I can't control
what the user will do with our board,
so I had to put logic on the board to
compensate for the bugs:'

Tom Harincar and Frank Nichols are
proud of their MI-286 board. "It'll eat
the IBM PC AT alive:' Harincar says.
"It's faster by a factor of four to three:'
He's very much looking forward to the
time when the CompuPro video
board will come out: that will make
a CompuPro system with Macrotech
MI-286 truly competitive with the PC
AT.

The last time I spoke with Dr. God
bout he was still somewhat concerned
about problems with the 286 and not
convinced that Macrotech had done
everything just right in interfacing the
MI-286 board with the rest of the

components of a CompuPro system.
I have no right to an opinion based

on theoretical analysis. I can testify
that I've had the Macrotech MI-286
running for more than a month now.
It does spelling checks, runs Logi
tech's Modula-2 compiler, prints (in
cluding the 1000-page manuscript of
Footfall). drives WRITE and other text
editors, does calculations, runs BASIC.
drives databases, and runs my ac
counting system, I've gradually come
to depend on it more and more; my
big CompuPro Dual Processor is, ex
cept for word processing, the most
important machine I own; and the
MI-286 makes it fast. I love it.

There have been no glitches, None,
No disk retries, no hiccups, nothing of
that sort. Macrotech says the MI-286
will also let you add more users to
your MP/M-8/16 system. I believe that.
but I have no firsthand experience; I
don't use MP/M. The MI-286 sure

jazzes up CP/M-8/16.
I'm going to keep using the MI-286.

In fact. I'm just about to make an even
more serious step: I'm going to con
vert Zeke II. my writing machine, to a
Dual Processor using the Macrotech
board. I haven't done that before in
part because the CompuPro Dual Pro
cessor has an 8085 rather than a Z80,
and there is some software-including
Charlie Merrit's wonderful trapdoor
public-key encryption system-that
won't run without a Z80. Systems run
ning under 8/16 have larger work
space and faster disk operations, but
even so I've had insufficient incentive
to tinker with Zeke II. That 8-MHz
Z80h, plus the significantly faster
floppy-disk operations, provides one.

So WHY DON'T YOU?
Macrotech advertises the MI-286 as
"the 20-second revolution" because
it takes about this long to change from

DATA ACQUISITIONandCONTROL
Ready To Use System

8 to 192 ANALOG INPUTS and
8 to 192 Digital Input/Outputs

2 to 24 Analog Outputs

Comprehensive
menu driven
SOFTWARE

FREE unlimited
assistance from

our experts

Strawberry Tree Computers _949 Cascade Dr.•Sunnyvale, Ca. 94087 _14081736-3083

Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.IBM PC & XT are trademarks of IBM Corp.

ANALOG CONNECTION PC for IBM-ANALOG CONNECTION II for Apple
For laboratory research, industrial monitoring and control, environmental monitoring,
and energy management. Start datalogging and controlling in just one hour using
menus! No programming required. Easily measure temperature, pressure, voltage or
current. Most sensors connect directly without special modules. Ranges from 50 mV
to 10 volts and 5 to 50 milliamps with 14 bit (0.006%) resolution. Compensation for 10

'" different thermocouple types included. Starts at $490 for Apple II + and lie, $690 for
IBM PC and XT for 8 channels.
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the 8085/8088 processor to it. "That's
all there is to it." Macrotech says.

This is essentially true. but- There's
always a but.

First. you have to be sure your Com
puPro S-100 8/16 system is complete
ly up to specs; if it's not standard-if
there are wait states set in or there's
been some software compromise
with slightly nonstandard hardware-it
may take a bit more time and con
siderably more knowledge to convert
your system to the MI-286. That's not
inevitable. It's likely to be as easy as
the Macrotech advertisements say,
and I've heard no complaints about
Macrotech's support services. Still. be
prepared.

Second. it must be an 8/16 system.
zeke 1/. the machine I'm writing this
on. is not; he runs just fine under
CP/M 2.2, but he's never been con
verted to any kind of 8/16 system. You
must have the 8/16 software.

Third. you must have fast memory.
If you are using (ahem) inexpensive
dynamic memory. you must put in so
many wait states that it's not worth it.
All of the later CompuPro memory
all of the boards marked "816·:....will
work. Naturally. so will Macrotech's
half-megabyte static RAM boards
but the I-megabyte dynamic board
won't work at all.

Fourth. the newest CompuPro soft
ware that can accommodate Concur
rent CP/M and slave units will not
work. You need an older version of
the SW!.CMD program.

Fifth. I understand the real bugs in
the 80286 chip show up when you
have multiple users. If you're using
MP/M and more than one terminal. be
wary.

Given those cautions, it ought to be
easy to convert to the MI-286. Thus.
in theory I could simply configure
zeke II to match the Golem and use
the same operating system for both.

In practice. it's much more difficult
than that.

Remember earlier when I men
tioned memory-mapped video? That's
what zeke 1/ uses to communicate
with me. What this means is that
there's a board in there that looks like
memory. but it takes what's in those

..

CHAOS MANOR

memory cells and displays it on a
monitor. Thus. to change my screen
image. the software merely writes
something new to memory. That's
about the fastest operation a com
puter knows how to do. so the reSult
is great speed in updating the video
display.

The "software driver" that tells
zeke 1/ how to do that is built into the
CP/M 2.2 BIOS that runs the machine;
and although I have the source code
to that BIOS, it has been just long
enough that I don't want to go hack
ing around on my own. Tony will be
back soon enough. and I can get help
from him. I hope.

And. finally. I do have some reluc
tance to mess about. "If it ain't broke.
don't fix it" is awfully good advice.
"Better is the enemy of good enough"
is another statement I believe with all
my heart.

The upshot is that I've got a second

Inquiry 91

Macrotech MI-286 board. Tom Harin
car is waiting for me to report that I'm
using that board for all my writing. I
mean to do it. too. Real Soon Now.

MORE THAN YOU'LL
EVER KNOW...
On the subject of upgrading your IBM
PC; Bob Brown. of an outfit called
Landmark Software (1142 Pomegran
ate Court. Sunnyvale. CA 94087. (408)
733-4032). has a book-well. it's more
than a booklet. if a bit smaller than
a real book-called About Hard Disks for
the IBM Pc. It contains seventy-five
8Y2- by II-inch single-spaced pages of
solid information. (It's available for
$25 plus tax and $2 for shipping and
handling.)

Brown promises to tell you "more
than you ever wanted to know" about
selecting the right hard disk for your
IBM Pc. and he does just that. The

(wntinued)
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remarkable talents for explaining the
complex with clarity, but he does
write real English sentences and
doesn't assume all that much. I con
fess I haven't read the whole book
it's not light reading-but I'm very glad
we have it. and both Alex and I have
no difficulty recommending it.

THE SUPPORT PROBLEM
REVISITED
Digital Research's people continue to
provide free support for their prod
ucts; they just don't do it by telephone
any longer. If you want telephone sup
port. you must subscribe to their
'Technical Support Service. Otherwise,
use mail.

This doesn't seem unreasonable.
The support problem is a sticky one,

particularly for companies that pub
lish operating systems intended for a
wide variety of machines. It's just not
very easy to explain BOOS calls and
how to hack a BIOS; there are whole
books on those subjects, and reading
one of those books, or otherwise con
ducting basic education classes in
computer programming, is a pretty
expensive proposition by telephone.

In the old days when most com
puter users were hobbyists, it made
some sense for manufacturers to pro
vide direct support; now, alas, I think
we've outgrown that There's no help
for it: dealers will have to be the in
termediaries. There are just too many
users for Digital Research, or Compu
Pro, or Cromemco, or Microsoft. to
provide telephone answerers fo"r.

Pretty soon they won't be able to
provide free support by mail. either.

The problem, of course, is that
some companies continue to sell
direct to the consumer-and thus are
dealers-and many others have their
products sold through discount
houses operating on such a small
margin that they can't possibly pro
vide support.

If you buy your automobile at $10
above dealer's cost. you don't really
expect a lot of help from that dealer,
do you? Alas, the computer business
has got there as well.

Thus, while I'll continue to try to
(continued)

statement; goes through different ven
dors and their strong and weak points,
complete with addresses and phone
numbers; and talks about boot ROMs
(read-only memories) and the like.

The latest edition even includes IBM
PC AT test results. It doesn't cover PC
clones, but you can't have everything.

Brown hasn't quite Peter Norton's

© 1984 Anchor Automation. Inc

Who says basic transportation
for data can't boast sports car
performance? Compatible with
virtually every personal com

puter on the market today, our
VOLKSMODEM 12 is loaded

with today's most desired performance
features, and no sticker shock! Auto dial/auto

answer. Hayes command structure. 300/1200
baud data rates. And more, With the Volksmodem

12 and one of seven adapter cables you are instantly in touch with the
world of data communications,

How can we offer all this at a sticker price that makes the competition
cringe? Because we're Anchor Automation, one of the world's leading
independent modem makers.

Visit your local computer store, today!
Kick the tires. Look under the hood.
Compare what you pay with what you
get. You'll find the VOLKSMODEM 12 runs
away from the pack.

Anchor Automation, Inc., 6913 Valjean
Ave" Van Nuys, CA 91406. (818) 997-7758

~NCHOR AUTOMATION
A Leader in Modem Technology

book is written in English, too. Ab
solute beginners will find it a bit tough
sledding; on the other hand, if you're
a beginner, it might well pay to buy
the book for your adviser. Alex now
uses it as our reference work for IBM
PC hard-disk problems: it explains
things like the mysterious CON
FIGSYS, with its mystical "buffers ="

INTRODUCING
VOLKSMODEM 12.

PORSCHE
PERFO CE
¥ LKSMODEM'

RICE.
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el-2-3
Look Like 1-2-3~

•I f you're a Lotus 1-2-3
user, you're already
using the state of the

art in business software, but
if you're using a dot-matrix
printer to produce your 1-2-3
graphics, you're living in
the Stone-Age of
computer
graphics.

Produce
outstanding
1-2-3 business
graphics with the
Roland DXY-880 8-
Pen Plotter. Why is the
Roland DXY-880 better
than any dot-matrix printer?
For the same reason a Rolls
Royce is better than a pick
up truck-both will get you
to the dance, but one does
it with so much
more style.

The Roland
DXY-880 pro
duces high
quality business
graphics in eight
different colors
on standard 812" x
11" or 11" x 17"
paper, and draws with
a lightning quickness
and accuracy that can't be
matched by any artist. And
because the DXY-880 emu
lates the Hewlett-Packard
graphics language, it has at
its disposal hundreds of
business graphics and CADI
CAM software packages.

If you do a lot of group
presentations, you'll like the
fact you can easily produce
instant overhead projection
graphics just by using ace
tate instead of paper.

Actual Lotus
graph drawn by

the DXY·880

l otus 1-2-3 and
Rotand DXY are
very compatibte

d raw your graphics on ace·
tate for instant projection
presentalion

MODEL

DXY·880

t he DXYcan
even work on
a 9 inch shetf.

•I s limited desk-top
space a problem?

The DXY-880
also stands up to run at a 60
degree angle-perfect for a

bookshelf. You can even
reverse the plotting process

and use the DXY-880 as
an input device by

activating the
built-in multi

speed digitizer.
And the

best part of all,
is that the

DXY-880 does
all of this for a price

that is unbelievably low
($1295.00-hundreds less

than its closest competitor).
How is this possible? Be-

cause the DXY-880 is from
Roland DC-the new kid on

the com
puter

periph
erals

block
(who's out
to make a
name for
itself by
packing
innova

tion, per
formance, and low-price into

every product).
Don't settle for 1-2-3

when you can have 1-2-312
with a DXY-880 Plotter

from Roland DC. Ask for it
at fine computer dealers
everywhere. Roland DC,
7200 Dominion Circle,

Los Angeles, CA 90040
(213) 6855141.

Lotus and 1·2·3 are trademarks
of Lotus Development
Col']X>ration, Hewlett Packard is
a trademark of Hewlett Packard,
Roland and Roland DC a,e
trademarks of Roland
Corporation.
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ITEMS DISCUSSED

help, I will not automatically intervene
in every problem I get letters about.
In the old days I could act as a sort
of general ombudsman, and heaven
knows I tried; but there are just too
many problems, and many of them
are not problems I can do anything
about.

Pournelle's law; If you don't know
what you're doing, deal with those
who do-even if that costs more.

FOR EXAMPLE . ..
Some months ago I wanted to add
color to my IBM Pc. (You can't run the
wonderful KoalaPad paint stuff with
out color.) We have several Zenith

ARIS , $395
Excel Systems Corp.
655 Redwood Highway
Suite 311
Mill Valley. CA 94941
(415) 381·4410

COMPUPRO 8/16 SYSTEM ..... $5995
CompuPro
3506 Breakwater Court
Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 786-0909

DBASE III $695
Ashton-Thte
10150 West Jefferson Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90230
(213) 204-5570

ELSINORE $19.50
SAFARI , $19.50
MAGIC KEYBOARD $32.50
Workman and Associates
112 Marion Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91106
(818) 796-4401

MI-286 PROCESSOR BOARD ... $1395
Macrotech International Corp.
9551 Irondale Ave.
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(818) 700-1501

PCTURBO 186 from $1095
ExPANSION BOARD (l28K bytes) to

Orchid 'Technology $1970 (640K
47790 Westinghouse Dr. bytes)
Fremont, CA 94539
(415) 490-8586
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ZVM·135 13-inch color monitors
about as good as you can get-so all
I needed was a board for Lucy Van
Pelt. We bought an STB Graphix Plus
board from a discount house.

Alas.
The board wouldn't work with our

monitor. When we returned it. the
people we bought it from said it works
fine-with an IBM color monitor. The
board has both composite and RGB
(red-green-blue) outputs, but it
doesn't put color out the composite
port.

More tests are in the works; they
will. eventually. make the board work
as I want it or give me my money

RIO PWS BOARD
64K bytes $395
384K bytes $845

STB Systems Inc.
601 North Glenville
Richardson, TX 75081
(214) 234-8750

SPRINTER $795
Micro Peripherals Inc.
4426 South Century Dr.
Salt Lake City, UT 84107
(801) 263-3081

SUPERDEX DOCUMENT-INDEXING
SOFTWARE $59.95

Spite Software
13531 SE Foster Place
Portland, OR 97236
(503) 224-0137

TAX SHELTER EATER $150
lax 'Tech
4038 Coolidge Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90066
(213) 201-8911

UNIX PASCAL COMPILER
SOURCE CODE $7500

AT&T
222 Broadway
New York. NY 10038
(800) 828-8649

back. I make no doubt I'll eventually
have color, so we can hook up the
KoalaPad. but so far we've used a cou
ple of months; if I'd gone to a full
price dealer, I expect things would be
settled by now.

THE CLOCK QUEST CONCWDED
Last month we reported on our quest
for a clock board for Mrs. Pournelle's
l-150 PC clone (the Zenith people
want me to call it the Heath/Zenith
PCI50, but that's just too much to
write each time). We had bought an
STB RIO Plus board, and it didn't work
properly.

Blake Handler, Priority One's tech
nical-support guru, figured out what
the problem was.

The IBM PC normally has either 64K
bytes or 256K bytes of memory on
the motherboard, and the RIO Plus is
set to add memory above those ad
dresses. The l-150 has 320K bytes of
memory on its board; consequently,
if you pack memory onto the RIO
Plus. you must leave the first bank blank.
(I don't know what would happen if
you leave off the top bank on the
l-150; better to populate it fully and
leave out the first bank on the RIO.)

The RIO's documents have this, and
only this, to say: "Note that memory
map 4 requires the memory chips on
the RIO Plus board to be installed
starting in row #2 if all six rows of
memory chips are not implemented:'
This accompanies a diagram and text
of remarkable obscurity; it took the
Priority One technicians about two
weeks to figure out what was wrong.

The RIO's parallel port must be con
figured as LPT2. There's also a poten
tial problem with the RIO's serial port:
if your l-150 already has two commu
nications ports, then the one on the
RIO Plus board must be disabled. STS
sells a chip, PLSNOS, which you plug
into the board to accomplish that.
This is a PAL (programmable array
logic) chip, and you must use it if you
want to disable the RIO's serial port;
that cannot be done with sWitche~.

This means that if you want an RIO
Plus for your l-150, or any other com
puter with two serial ports, you must

(continued)



TEK 2213A12215A12235
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES

THE ANSWER
BY ANY MEASURE

Now! Tek quality and expert advice
are just a free phone call away!

100 MHz dual
time base scope.
Easy-to-read CRT;
bright, full-sized
8x10 cm; 14 kv
accelerating
potential complete
with BEAM FIND,
separate AlB
dual intensity
controls, FOCUS
and TRACE
ROTATION.

Wide range verti
cal sensitivity.
Choose from
2 mV/div (1x
probe) to 50 V/div
(10x probe);
color-keyed for 1x
and 10x probes;
variable control
increases scale
factor by 25 to 1.

Two 100 MHz,
high sensitivity
channels. 3.5 ns
risetime; dc to ~

100 MHz band
width from 5 V/div
to 5 mV/div;
extended sen
sitivity of 2 mV/div
at ~ 90 MHz.

AlB sweep selec
tion. Calibrated
A sweeps from
50 ns/div to
0.5 s/div; B sweeps
from 50 ns/div
to 50 ms/div; vari
able control for up
to 2.5 to 1 reduc
tion and tOx
magnification for
sweeps to
5 ns/div

Dual time base
measurements.
Select either A or
B sweeps, or both
alternately with A
intensified by B.

B trigger slope
and level. Use B
trigger level to
select B-triggered
or run-alter-delay
modes; use B
TRIGGER SLOPE
to select transitions.

Our direct order line gets
you the industry'S leading
price/performance portables ...
and fast answers from experts!
The 60 MHz single time base delay
2213A, the 60 MHz dual time base
2215A and the 100 MHz dual time
base 2235 offer unprecedented
reliability and affordabiI ity, plus the
industry's first 3-year warranty'
on labor and parts, CRT included.

The cost: just $1200 for the
2213A, $1450 for the 2215A,
$1650 for the 2235.t Even at
these low prices, there's no
scrimping on performance. You

have the bandwidth for digital
and analog circuits. The sensitivity
for low signal measurements. The
sweep speeds for fast logic fami
lies. And delayed sweep for fast,
accurate timing measurements.
All scopes are UL Listed and CSA
approved.

You can order, or obtain
literature, through the Tek
National Marketing Centet Tech
nical personnel, expert in scope
applications, will answer your
questions and expedite delivery.
Direct orders include comprehen
sive 3-year warranty', operator's

manual, two 10X probes, 15-day
return policy and worldwide ser
vice backup.

Order toll free:
1-800-426-2200,
Ask for Rick.
In Oregon, call collect
(503) 627-9000.
Or write Tektronix, Inc.
P.O. Box 500, Delivery Station Y6-088
Beaverton, OR 97077

CQMMtTTEO TO EXCELLENCE

Inquiry 411

Copyright © 1984. Tektronix, Inc. All rights reserved #TIA-439-1 tPrice FO.B. Beaverton. OR "3-year warranty includes CRT
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Any modem can send
and receive information.

But what good is a modem if
you can't communicate with it?

In plain English.
The Maxwell Modems and

George: M our communications
software, let you do just that

In fact, learning to use them
is as easy as reading a menu.
Instead of a manual.

All the features make sense.

Like auto-dialing directories.
Automatic log-on. Auto-answer.
Automatic error-checking.
And complete unattended
operation. Which means you
can send and receive files late
at night when the phone rates
are lower. And you're asleep.

Plus, with single keystroke
dialing, you can call a database
faster than you can say Racal
Vadic. While the handy mes-



FINALL~A
MODEM YOU CAN
COMMUNICATE

WITH.

sage editor makes jotting a
quickmessagejustthat Quick.

The Maxwell Modems are
available in two versions, inter
nal* or desktop. And, no\¥, in
three different speeds. 300,
1200 or 2400 bits-per-second.
So there's bound to be one
just right for you. And your
personal computer.

Best of all, they're from

Racal-Vadic-the world's
leading supplier of switched
network modems. The kind
of modems data networks use
to take calls from modems
like yours.

Just as soon as you get one.
And the easiest way to do

that is to call800-4-VADICS
for the name of the Maxwell
Modem dealer nearest you.

IIII111BlIIJIII[
From Racal-Vadic

'~The Maxwell Modem and George are trademarks of Raeai-Vadie. ·Internal modems for IBM oo PC. XT and compatibles. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. C 1984, Racal-Vadic
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1. Full support for 640K memory 2. Structured language with BASIC

syntax 3. Separately compiled program modules 4. Speed: FAST

5. Extensibility (Make your own BASIC.) 6. User-defined procedures

and functions 7. Built-in windows support 8. Interactive programming

language based on an incremental compiler 9. 8087 math support

10. Runs on IBM PC, IBM PC/XT and compatibles

WHY WOULD ANY
SANE PERSON
SPEND $199

FOR ABeHerBASIC
SYSTEM

WHEN DOS's IS FREE?
HERE ARE 10 REASONS:

TEST YOUR SANITY

board, but the documents need revi
sion. Rewriting would be better.
There's no reason why STB can't ex
plicitly state the potential problems
with PC clones.

The memory-conflict problem is
likely to be generic for all manufac
turers: most PC-compatible boards
are going to conform to the IBM PC

memory pattern, so z..l 50 owners
should be wary, as should anyone else
with a clone that doesn't have exact
ly 64K bytes or 256K bytes of mem
ory on the motherboard.

SPRINTING
We've mentioned MPI printers before.
We're now in a position to state that
they're pretty rugged.

Last week Alex hooked up the
serially configured MPI Sprinter to the
z..150; alas, he hooked it to the parallel
port. It doesn't seem to have hurt any
thing. Didn't work, of course.

The printer works fine now that it
has been connected to the serial port.
We did have to swap pins 2 and 3 in
the Sprinter's cable; we did not have
to do that to get it to run on the
Otrona Attache.

I've never really understood the
RS-232C "standard" connectors and
certainly never understood when you
have to swap wires in a cable. The
only real solution I know of to the
problem is to get an RS-232C "break
out box:' which looks like a cable with
a plastic box in the middle; inside the
plastic box ~re pins and jacks that let
you reconfigure the cable. Given one
of these, good documents, and plenty
of time, you can generally manage to
make serial connections, provided the
phase of the moon isn't too unfavor
able and you hold your mouth right.

Do You REALLY NEED
SHELTER?

There are about a zillion tax shelters
offered for sale. I'm no financial
wizard, but all the investment brokers
I know counsel lots of caution for
those contemplating buying one of
these things. The advertisements
promise wealth untold and the riches
of Croesus, all at the expense of the
government; but the realities can be
quite different.

Comes now the lax Shelter Eater.
This is a program by attorney

Schuyler Moore, member of a pres
tigious Los Angeles (Century City) law
firm. The version I have runs on an
IBM PC; I'm told there's also one for
Apple DOS 3.3.

This program analyzes tax-shelter

Price: $199
8087 Math Module: $99

Runtime System: $250
Sample Disk: $10

MaslerCard, VISA, PO. Checks,
Money Orders, and
COD accepted

Sane Programmers
Order BenerBASIC NowNOW AVAILABLE FOR

THE TANDY 2000 & 1200
Summit Software
Technology,lnc.™

p.o. Box 99
Babson Pork

Wellesley, MA 02157

(617) 235-0729
Betlc,BASIC 1$ 0 trademark of
Summil Soflwore Technology, Inc.
IBM PC, IBM PC/XT and PC/DOS
orc trademarks 01 In lerna tiona I
Business Machines Corp_ MS-DOS
IS a trademark of Microsoft (Olp

order the PAL chip at the same time.
In the unlikely event that your Z- J 50
has only one serial port-two come
standard-address the RIO's serial
port as COM2.

The RIO Plus has a number of nice
features, including the ability to con
nect two game paddles-Apple game
paddles would work. We like the
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The Brand NEW

g0/lUAf geynf 2
printed this ad on an Epson FX printer

Create Your Own Characters
Hundreds of fonts are available in our font library, and furthermore, you
can create any new characters or logos you like, up to 1 inch by 1 inch. A
database of over 1500 characters is included that makes it p088ible to print
foreign languages and mathematical notations.

Letter Quality
Say goodbye to correspondence quality and hello to ffanu:Af fftYni,'s
high-resolution. proportionally spaced, letter quality. Fonts are available
in sizes from 6 to 72 pointsj styles include Roman, Bold, Italica:Script~pld
English, and more. All this on low-cost dot-matrix printers. :fanu:AJ-:ftYni,
is an easy-to-use software package, developed by SoftCraft, Inc., fOr IBM
PC compatible systems and CP/M systemsj no special hardware or
installation is required.

New Features Now Available in Version 2
The latest version of ffO/l'lGlJ' fftYni, takes advantage of the phenomenal
resolution of the Epson FX and RX printers to achieve laser printer
quality. High resolution versions for the Toshiba 1350, 1351, 1340 and the
Epson LQ-I500 will soon be available.

This version boasts a greatly expanded set of formatting commands,
including word-wrap. Special typesetting features such as kerning and
automatic ligature formation are provided by an optional utility.

ISollCnft, Inc., 222 Slale 8\. *400, l.I.adIoon, WI 68703 orden: (800) 861-0600\
I (We've moved from CalifornIa) from WIoc:(808)2li7-lIlIOOI
IF&IICY Fonl SyoIem 1180 ---1
IF&IICY Fonl Demo Diok 110 __--!
ICaIif. &lid Wioe. rooidenlo add oaI.. lax 1.5" or 6" ---1
100loide US add 110 ........ (oDly 12 for demo) 110 or 12 __--!
IDiokeUe Formal: (IBM PC, Epoon QXl0, Ooborne DO,
1 Kayp"" 8" CP/N, Apple CP/N, Vielor)
IPrinler: (EpooD FX, Epoon I.I.X, ok.; _ box aI left)
117.50 of demo cool io apptieable lowarda Fancy FODI purchMe.
ICP/I.I. ""IWreo UK, I\lSDOS l:l8K memory.
IFuIIy lranoporenl 8-hil prinler inlerfa<e ""IWred on Apple &lid CP /1.1..

I\lSDOS &lid CP/M venia.. ....
available for the foUowlnJ
prinlero: Epoon I.I.X FX RX,
IBN a_hi.., Slar Gemini lOX
Radix Dell&, TI 860 866,
Infonmner. MSDOS veniODa
g aft available or .ill IOOD be
available for: Toobiba 1S50 1361
1S4Q, Epoon LQ-l600, C.hoh
p",..nler, NEC 802S. Speeify
printer when orderinc.

Font Style Samples

1 "5~ ~ iJvNmi i6.

.mail arge Bold Italic ~~ ~~
Sans Serif :f~ OMb£nglisly ~. ' .... WcK__ I,.,..

ep'lt 0 m~ 6 P; JK ± -:- -:1= B fi § n ~ 0 ~ b D ~ V

As part of our library of fonts and utilities we have packages that make
ffa;";1' fftYni, directly compatible with Microsoft Word, Worddtar and
Valdocsj if you know how to use any of these word processors then you
already know how to use ffaHlA:Af ff~. Alternatively, you can still use
almost any word processor to create a text file to be printed with ffaHlA:Af
fftYni,.

Numerous Applications
ff~ fftYni customers are constantly discovering new applications.
• Business and personal letters • Custom Letterheads
• Mailing labels from databases • Narne tags, badges
• Custom forms, invoices, signs • Articles for publication
• Foreign Languages • Newsletters, brochures
• Mathematical Notation, Greek • Complete manuals
• Super- and Sub-scripts • Advertisements
• View Graphs • Resumes, invitations

ta~shelter offers.
Eater analyzes

offers. It does it by asking you ques
tions; if you can't answer those ques
tions, you've no business buying into
a tax shelter in the first place. If you
got nothing from the program but the
questions it asks, you'd probably be
ahead.

Alas, that's about all I can say about
it. I'm no investment counselor. You
don't need a Pepperdine M.B.A. to
understand the financial theory that
comes with the program, but it
wouldn't hurt, either. One of my
friends who does have an M.B.A. says
it looks like a pretty good program.

I mention the 'lax Shelter Eater
because I've seen friends get burned
by odd tax-shelter investments. If
they'd had this program and followed
its advice, they wouldn't have. Fair
warning, though: for all I know the
program might cause you to miss out
on a good deal. and I cannot possibly
know whether it would reject all the
bad ones.

Use it at your risk, not mine.

MIS
One reason I want an IBM PC
compatible machine is that all the
new integrated software is being writ
ten for them. I don't know whether
Aris is the program I really want to
use-there are a lot of them, and I
haven't had a chance to test many
but it certainly has many of the char
acteristics of the "Executive
Secretary" program I put on my wish
list three years ago.

Aris bills itself as a "personal work
processor." It integrates your spread
sheet. a word processor, printing,
phone answerer, etc., into one pro
gram. It's a desk-replacement pro
gram, though-its word processor
isn't designed to compete with Word
Star, and you use your own spread
sheet. Instead, they are all for "run-

(continued)

The Tax Shelter
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ning your business life": taking down
phone notes, writing a simple letter,
balancing payments. etc.

At least. that's what a first glance
showed me. There are bugs-espe
cially in the word processor. For in
stance, you cannot press Return to go
to a blank line below unless you are
in insert mode. Mode-oriented editors
have never been among my favorites
anyway.

On the other hand, you can use
your favorite word processor; you're
not stuck with the one built into Aris.

A few random observations: Aris
works much better with a hard disk
and lots of memory than with a
machine with two floppy disks, but
that will be true of all the "executive
assistant" type programs. Alas, there
is no single "bailout key" that gets you
out of the current function. although
Esc comes close. If there are no as
signments to print out. Aris says "no
matching assignments" instead of
"there are no assignments:'

Aris prOVides an interesting contrast
to Sidekick. Instead of one program
you can call up at any time. Aris is one
program from which you can call
others. Of course. that means you
must use its command structure.

The appointment calendar is called
a "diary:' and I couldn't find it at first.
It's pretty neat and keeps track of
time, and work-assignment due dates,
and the like.

The Aris documents are obviously
preliminary. The manual needs to be
typeset. indexed, and longer. It's a
good start to a tutorial and manual.
but it's nowhere near complete. Excel
seems to be primarily concerned with
Aris, and the program advertisements
say the program was written by the
company's President Krista LaBianca,
so I expect there will be improve
ments in both software and docu
ments.

The program comes in fairly elegant
packaging. It is not copy-protected: the
documents urge you to make backup
copies immediately. This is a very large
plus over some of the better"
advertised programs.

Aris has considerable promise. but
(continued)

DSOD

5-1/4"
OTY 20

1-4 11.50 + .15lft
5·7 12.00 + .22/ft
8·1 2 13.00 + .30/ft

13'16 14.00 + .40/ft
17-25 16.00 + .50/ft

TIMELESS WARRANTY

Conductor Price

QD "~Cables S:;d
EIA RS 232-C Catalog
QualIty cables with immediate

delivery and low ",ices.

31/,' ~gg ""Fl-DON $ 3.50
MF2-0DM (call) 5_75

5Y....~ M01-00M96 TPI S 2.93
MD2·00M 96 TPl 3.64

0500 M02-HOM IBM PCAT 5.87

8" 5500 FDl-128-M-l100 $ 3.33
osoe FD2·OJ•.., 100 3.67

SSDD

24 Hour Order Desk

~~~~~1-800-634-2248

Specify Male 0< temale connectors, length
01cable and pins tobe connected Extended
Distance, centronics (Parallel), Coaxial
(RG59U, 62A1U~ Dual Wang. Twin-axial.
Ribbon, IBM. DEC Compatible cables and
All Switches also available.
We supply connecto< part.. bul< cable,
tools and hardware (weI plateal, to< thoae
who Pfefer to buikt their own cables.

Communication
Cable Company

PO Box 600-L., Wayne, PA 19087
lrl... 215-964-9404 ~

Visa, MaslerCard. Celt chk MID. COO cash
Gel Immediate shipment Schools & gO\/1 on PO.

Personal or company checks held 14 days.
APO. FPO Can and other non-UPS delivered. add 55

Software Services"
1323 23rd 51. South, SUlleC2, Fargo, ND58103 1·701·280~121

$2 30 • 96 TPI .. $290

Organize your diskette hie with the Premium
Quality CenTech Color dtskettes. Available In
red. yellow. blue. orange. green and many other
colors.
Shipping: Add $2.50 per 50 or fractIon there
of. Guoted pnces Include a discount for cash.
Please add $3.00 handling charge for COO,
VISA or Mastercard orders only. Utah reSidents
add 5-3/4°10.

FOR FAST SERVICE CALL TOLL FREE:
JII!!!IIII 1 -BOO"233"2477 I<iiIiiiiiIiiI
~ or 1 "BOO-AFFAIRS~

HOURS. 9 AM~ PM MOUNTAIN STATES TIME

,.

Inquiry 60

Inquiry 69

~
FOR HOME, SCHOOL,

.. AND OFFICEIa TheUL.,...TlSoftw.,rJ
~ A.,.-yloralc~IolrefS'

BROil GREEN II C 0 IlEnERS
~~OiIII."'e..lNO

- HIGH TECH DESIGN! -
Rrr.oe ...........tD~ ___

o-T_Onlysa......
HotIeI,.U.5.A. s...p,....,~ ...,ee.w-.__

B~'T.,----ST .. t(_"·--c-cne-

312-4~9239
SHEPHERD MARKETING

P.O. BOX 941338
SCHAUMBURG, IL60194

-Add $7 each shipping & handling

ur-SUfltt"ff.,I'()ICI'.":-"_I_" ......,:
,,,,at A ."'f oor OF W I.~I ;e..- .. G<wy ~ ,.. .. 1
'WvaE"'''JfNOC.t''.JJ: "'-c_.' :
HA-'Nf'$$1S A MOGAAaf rH~';';o;;;s;;~'--'-
I. COflHl'VJfltSl-SJ Sins S __l_ll_______ - - - cur _

,...... ....
~_CoIDt1J~_/s-._C<llllln_S-_... .........- ..... ...-,

.000<5$ ----------191

ICOI'lPUTER T'SHIRTSI

TAPE WORLD
~ 1·806-245-6000 ~
maxell. • DysgJ
ID·I SV•. SSDD .. 1.69 104/1D .. SV,". SSDD .. 1.19
ID·2 SV,". DSDD .. 2.39 l04nD .. SV,". DSDD .. 2.69
FD·I S·', SSDD 2.69 3140/ID .. S", SSDD .. 2.69
FD·2 S", DSDD 3.29 314012D .. S". DSDD .. 3.29

TOK IBM
SV," SSDD . .. .. 1.99 SV," SSDD 1.99
sv." DSDD . . ... 2.S9 sv,- DSDD . . 2.S9

BASF SCOTCH
SVo" SSDD 1.99 SV,"SSDD 1.19
SV." DSDD 2.S9 SVo'·DSDD..... . 2.49

VERBATIM ELEPHANT
sv." SSDD 1.19 SV,"SSDD.. .. 1.19
SV," DSDD 2.49 SV,"DSDD 2.49

[!~SA] $299* •

STAND-BY POWER SUPPLY

EV
.200WATIS
.10....TE

--.., BACKUP-niE
• BATTERY

INCLUDED

Fils mosl desIrop and portable oomputers.
Complele, just plug it in. 4"(3 prong) outlets
on back protected by line fillers. Neal, dean
appearance on desk. Don'1 risk damage Of

dala loss with POWER FAILURES.

MODEL BC2OG-10

Units available kl 1000 Watts

WE WILL BEAT ANY PRICE!
Prices 1* east of 10. Shippilll 3.75 Illy Sizl order

Pr.-paid, COD, or credit card. COD ,del 1.65
All OllDERS SHIPPED WITHIII 41 HOURS.

Also, TDIt end IUIII IUdio end vicllo caSSlttlS.

220 SPRING ST. BOX 361 BUTLER, PA 16001
412"213"8621 I-F 8:30-5:00

Inquiry 345

Inquiry 77

Inquiry 317 Inquiry 322



We put hard disk storage
and backup
where it belongs.

Maximum storage in a
minimum space.

A mass storage solution for personal
computers need not occupy massive
amounts of space.

That's why Kamerman Labs packs an
entire hard disk storage and backup sys
tem into a package only 2112 inches high.

In fact, our Masterflight system is so
well integrated with your PC, it looks like
it should have been there all along.

Hard disk storage.
Inside the Masterflight is a high

performance hard disk system, available
in 10, 20 or 30 Megabyte versions. You
get up to 100 times the storage capacity
of floppies. At up to 10 times the speed.
Spend more time working and less time
waiting.

Hard Disk Unit

Controller Cards

Power Switches

Streamer tape backup.
Any professional working environment

demands a reliable backup solution. The
Masterflight provides it through a high
performance streamer tape that backs
up an entire 10 Megabytes in less than
4 minutes. Streamer tapes are available
in 20, 40 and 60 Megabyte capacities.
Instead of just a hard disk, Masterflight
gives you a complete data storage
solution.

Surge Protector

Streamer Tape Unit

Security Lock

Power control.
Masterflight directs power to your

computer, monitor, printer and two other
devices through front panel switches.
No more blind groping on back panels to
power up your system.

Surge protection.
A little power surge can produce a lot

of damage. Masterflight protects your
system with special circuitry that filters
out spikes, surges and line noise.

Security.
Masterflight guards access to your

system through a fully lockable power
switch.

Phone today. Dealer and OEM
queries welcome. 800-522-2237

In Oregon, Hawaii and Alaska call
503-626-6877

~Kamerman

"" Labs
8054 SW Nimbus, Bldg. 6
Beaverton, OR 97005
Phone 503-626-6877

Inquiry 192

'IBM PC, IBM XT and IBM AT are registered trademarks of International Business Machines,



The 382/300
has the potential
to be an important
microcomputer of
the future.
it needs work. More when I've played
with it more or have an update.

Excel says it's doing new documents
now.

WELL, IT'S A STEP UP•••
AT&T recently sent around an an
nouncement of a new UNIX Pascal
compiler to run on the AT&T 3B com
puter series. The compiler is said to
have lots of goodies, including

CHAOS MANOR

separate compilation, hooks into
UNIX utilities, and the ability to call
programs written in C.

The price for source code is $7500
($2000 for qualified educational in
stitutions). This isn't cheap, but it's
pretty reasonable compared to the
goofy prices AT&T wanted last year
for the COBOL syntax checker.

I'm less convinced than I was last
~anuary, but I still believe the AT&T
3B2/300 has the potential to be one
of the most important microcom
puters of the future; certainly the
more languages AT&T has, the better
its chance.

THE BACK ROOM
The back room at Chaos Manor is
filled with computers: the Apple, an
AtarL a Corvus Concept. ZOrro the
Z-IOO with his attached wonderful
Disk Maker I that can read and write
more than 100 disk formats, and any

number of other machines. In the
center of it all sits Peter Flynn and
Shirley (officially known as a Compu
Pro 10).

One of Peter's jobs is indexing
books. After his problems with my
first computer book (see the October
1984 BYTE, "The Index Dilemma:'
page 332), we got a new version of
SuperDex with faster screen I/O. The
theory is that you go through a Word
Star copy of your manuscript marking
words and phrases with Control-P.
after which SuperDex does, if not all.
then much of the work.

Peter didn't use that approach. in
stead, he made a paper copy using
WRITE. With our HP LaserJet printer,
that's a fairly quick and easy thing to
do. Then he brought up WRITE on
Shirley and proceeded to page
through the paper copy making notes
that look like

(continued)

t) FREE SHIPPING
~ ~ WE PAY THE SHIPPING ON THESE SELECTED PRODUCTS

L'fti. £ 1~ EPSON OKIDATA STAR MICRONICS WYSE TELEVIDEO

O~.:$
~~~~~ ~ RX-l00 Printer 82A Printer Radix 10 & 15 Printers 75 Terminal TPC-2 Dual Drive Portable Computer

Delta 10 & 15 Printers MAXELL
NEC QUME
2015 Printer letter Pro 20 Printer MD-l Diskettes

Free Shipping is by UP.S. ground only
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COMPUTERSARECREATINGJOBS
FOR NRI-TRAINED PEOPLE

TRs-BO is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp.

~~~SCHOOLS
McGraw-Hili Continuing
Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Avenue. NW.
Washington. D.C. 20016 ~,,!~

We'll give you tomorrow. I'!nlll

For greater computer memory capacity, a double
density disk drive Is Included.

It's a valuable guide to opportu
nities and training in the high
tech revolution. You'll see how
easily you become part of the
growing high-tech world of
microcomputers.

If the card has been removed,
please write to us today.

With NRI training you'll explore
your computer's registers,

memory and input-output
ports. You'll even write
programs to control the
circuits you've designed

and built. You'll perform
hundreds of challenging
experiments, always backed
by a full-time faculty ready to

help you personally.
When your NRI training is

complete, you'll be a computer
technician, ready for your first job
servicing, testing or programming
all types of microcomputers-in a
rewarding and challenging new
career.

THE CATALOG IS FREE,
THE TRAINING IS PRICELESS.

Send the postpaid card today

II
for your FREE

lOO-page
catalog.

~

who can handle the operational,
programming and technical as
pects of all kinds of microcom
puters and microprocessors.
LEARN IN YOUR SPARE TIME.

NRI trains you in your own
home, at your conveniencE:...no
classroom schedules to meet, no
need to quit your job. As a class
of one with complete course
materials and the backing of a
staff of professional electronics
instructors, you'll get extraordi-

nary hands-on training on the
latest, most popular micro

computer: the new TRS-80lM

Model 4 with Disk Drive. De
signed to perform diverse per-

sonal and business functions
and accept more software, the
TRS-80 is yours to keep.

LEARN HOW TO USE,
PROGRAM AND SERVICE

STATE-OF-THE-ART
MICROCOMPUTERS.

Through your carefully de
signed NRI course, you'll get a
wealth of practical experience.
You'll build circuits...from the
simplest to the most advanced
...with your NRI Discovery Lab~

You'll use a professional 4-func
tion LCD digital multimeter for
analysis and troubleshooting.

IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT
MAKING MONEY IN

MICROCOMPUTERS,
NRIIS SERIOUS ABOUT

SHOWING YOU HOW.
The U. S. Department of

Labor projects job openings
for qualified computer tech-
nicians will soon double. ., /.
International Resource ~/'"
Development, Inc.,estimates a
600010 increase in these jobs in ,.....-;;::>,
a decade. And most of these
will be new jobs, created by the
expanding role of computers.

NEVER HAS THERE BEEN A
FASTER-GROWING FIELD

OF TECHNOLOGY.
Many people are afraid of

losing their jobs to computers,
but thousands of jobs will be cre
ated for those who are prepared
to meet the challenge.

With NRI training, you'll be
prepared. You can have a profita
ble, exciting future as an expert

Yow NRI course wHi Include the TRS-80 Model 4
with DIsk Dr#ve, the Gemini lOX dot-matrix
ptfnfrN plus a pI'OfeSS1ona1 LCD multJmeter. NRI
DitJcovtNy Lab and hundreds at demonstnJtions
and experlmerrts. It's all yours to keep.
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The COPlJ protection
of dBASE III puts
a number of bad
sectors on the disk.

P> Major Heading
S> Subheading
@>57
P> another major head
@>57
P> Yet another major
S> corresponding minor
@>60

and so forth. This creates the "raw
index" file wanted by SuperDex; the
program takes it from there and prints
out quite a nice-looking index keyed
to the paper copy. Now our pub
lisher's copy editor can take the
typeset page proofs and our index
and finish the job

Peter says this works better than the
primary method recommended by
SuperDex. For one thing, he would
have to convert from a series of
WRITE files into one big WordStar file;
and WordStar is pretty slow even run
ning on Shirley. (Next time he can, I
suppose, use WordStar 3.3 on our
IBM PC with the PCturbo 186; we'll
see.) For another, simply scrolling
through the manuscript marking
pages won't give you an index entry
for, say, "future of computers" on a
page that never actually uses that
phrase.

As Peter notes, what he's doing is
a bit like the old-fashioned method of
indexing with a card-file box, but
using the computer to write the card
entries, file them, sort them, then for
mat and print out the index; much
easier. He does wish he had a pro
gram that would give him a current list
of indexed words and phrases. (Of
course, he can from time to time print
out the partial index already made,
but it won't be on line-ha! Phrases
it won't do, but The Word Plus has a
program that will make an alpha-
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betized list of unique words; aim that
at the "raw index" file.) He would also
like a computerized way to handle
multiple listings, as, for example, each
computer to be indexed under its own
company name as well as being sub
heads under "computer."

Indexing is still as much art as
science, but computers sure make it
a lot easier.

Go FOR IT
We just received a new copy of
Ashton-1ate's dBASE III. I haven't had
a chance to do more than put it into
Lucy Van Pelt and determine that it
does come up, and it does seem to
work with PCturbo 186.

The manuals look much improved
over the old dBASE II (Vulcan)
manuals, and there seem to be a lot
of nice features. I don't know how
many of those I'll learn, because, alas,
dBASE III is copy-protected. I used
dBASE II for years; it wasn't copy
protected and indeed urged you to
make backup copies.

The scheme of copy protection (I)
puts a number of bad sectors on the
disk and (2) won't let you use the pro
gram on a hard disk without the
original system disk. Moreover. when
we were trying to determine whether
we could run dBASE III with PCturbo
186, we crashed it; I'm not sure how,
but now the dBASE III master locks
up the machine when we try to run
it. It may be that we had a defective
disk to begin with; when you deliber
ately put bad sectors on a disk, it's
pretty hard to devise good quality
assurance procedures.

We have dBASE III running under
the backup disk provided, but this is
absurd.

The only good news is that dBASE
III is copy-protected with one of those
"unbreakable" systems, meaning that
it took the crackers almost three
weeks to break it; I'm reliably in
formed that a number of dealers will
give you a copy of the backup pro
gram when you buy your regular
copy. There are other ways to defeat
the copy protection if you have a hard
disk.

However, most business owners will

not want to fool with demons and un
authorized copies; it will be interest
ing to see how many will entrust their
business records, including all their in
ventories and accounts, to the frailties
of a floppy disk-and that is precise
ly what AshtonThte is inviting them to
do. Just think, you too can be at the
mercy of kittens, telephones (one
good way to lunch a disk is to put it
under the phone and wait for it to
ring). coffee, magnetic paper-clip
holders, and other such goodies. Me,
I think ['II stick to my own accounting
system and dBASE II.

One of the Ashton-1ate program-'
mers tells me that dBASE III was
developed in C on a VAX, so there is
obviously a version that will run on a
VAX. AshtonThte's people don't know
what to do with it. One possibility is
to market it. but the problem would
be to provide support; they don't
have that many VAX wizards. If they
go this route, it will be interesting to
see what they sell it for: recall the
database program that sells for $500
to run under PC-DOS and $98,000 to
run on an IBM mainframe.

Another thought they've had is to
market the VAX version unsupported
for the price of the distribution tape.
If they want my opinion, that's the
route they ought to go. They'll get an
awful lot of students, hackers, wizards,
and general VAX users accustomed to
dBASE Ill; it won't be hard to guess
what program they'll get for their own
computers and recommend to their
friends.

Of course, if they want my advice
they'll get rid of the stupid copy pro
tection, too. AshtonThte made a lot of
money with dBASE II while remaining
good guys; why do they want to go
spoil it now?

WINDING DOWN
There are several recommended
books this month. First. The Odyssey File
by Arthur C. Clarke (Ballantine Books,
1984, $3.95) details his conversations,
by modem, from Sri Lanka as he was
setting up his system, writing books,
and working with the director of 2010.
Amusing, instructive, and fun.

(continued)



$25900

$199.00
$469.00
$399.00
$249.00
$28900
$179.00

Westridge
$79.95

ANCHOR
55599
59599

Volksmodem
Mark VII

lauto anS/dlall
Mark VII

~ 510900

Hayes
Smartmodem 300
Smartmodem 1200
Smartmodem 1200b
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Mlcromodem 100
ChrQ"lograph

STAR
MICRONICS

.... $239
.. $355

$339
$«9
$499
$589
$319
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.. $CALL

MPP1000C

535900

RISK FREE POLICY
In'stock item shipped within 24 hours of order. No deposit on C.O.D.
orders. Free shipping on prepaid cash orders within the Continental U.S.
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IBM-PC
Zenith

COMPATIBLE l·150. Call

CORONA
Columbia Data
1600 .. Call

PPC22A
TelevideoPortable 256K-Amber $1995

PPC22G TS1605 Call
Portable 256K-Green 51995

PPCXTA Leading Edge
Portable 256K·l OMeg PC Compatable Call

COR128K 128K RAM

* IDISK DRIVESI *
INDUS MSD

At.ri $259.00 SO 1 DRIVE $309 00
Commodore ...........•....... CALL SD2 DRIVE $499 00

J·Cal
Cal
Smart Cal 1031
Smart Call 031212
AuloCat
212 AulO Cal
Apple Cal II
212 Apple Cat
Apple Cal 212

,Upgradel
Smart Cat Plus

MIGHTYMO MODEMS
$79.95

MICROBITS
NOVATION
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Gemini 10•.
Gemini 15.
Delta 10
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880 .. $259.00 LOl . $449.00
1000. . .... $279.00 NEC L03. $339.00
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Lyco Computer
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" MD·l $1995
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SAKATA
SC· 100 Color
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Color 4T·IBM

NEC
JB 1260 Green
JB 1201 Green
JB 1205 Amber
JC 1215 Color
JC 1216 RGB
JC 460 COlor

Citoh

ON THESE
'''·STOCl<

SKC

PANASONIC
1090 . .. .... $229
1091 .. $289
1092 $439
1093 $CALL

Prowiter 851 OA $309
8510BC2 .. .. $429
8510BPl $349
8510SP 5449
8510SR $499
8510SCP $519
8510SCR . . .. $569
1550P $499
1550BCD $589
A 1Q-20P $469
Fl040PU or RDU $899
Fl055PU or RDU $1199

LL FR
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TO ORDER

5 9500
$ 8500
$ 12900
$27500
$38900
544900
$58900

525900
511500
512500
529500
534900
545900
$ 14500
$14900

$ 8200
$ 8900

SKC·SSSD
SKC·SSOD
SKC·DSOD

DISKETTES

51599
51799
52299

. ..$389
.. $119

. $269.00
.. $549.00

... $749.00

(MONITORSI
AMDEK

JUKI

Epson
........ $239

·$279
. $379

.... $389
... $559

$529

includes Kit' $ 1089
. $1149

•

TAXAN
210 Color RGB
100 Green
105 Amber
400 Color RGB
410CoIor RGB
420 COlor RGB·IBM
121 Green·IBM
122 Amber·IBM

ZENITH
ZVM 122A AmlJer
ZVM 123G Green
ZVM 124 Amber·IBM
ZVM 131 COlor
ZVM 133 RGB
ZVM 1 5 Compos,te
ZVM136 HI RES COlor

GORILLA
12' Green
12' Amber

Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants
"PEOPLE WHO KNOW WHAT THEY WANT AND KNOW HOW TO USE IT RECEIVE THE LOWEST PRICES FROM US"

CALL TOLL FREE

800-233-8760
Customer Service 1·717·327·1825

MANNESMANN
TALLY

SPIRIT 80
MTL·l60L
MTL·180L.

RX80.
RX80FT
RX100
FX80.
FX100
JX80 .
L01500P
LOI500S

Juki 6100 .
Tractor kit

ELEPHANT
5','SSSO
5','SSDD

5''''OSDD

*[SAVE



NEW!
RS·232 LINE BOOSTER

Extends RS·232 past the 50 ft. limit
CHAOS MANOR

For S-l 00 Bus
Two great 256k/lm Dynamic Rams

Model-256KM 256kb $659, 1mb $1895
'8/16bit Dala '24b address' Parity '175ns
Access time' 8086,68000 to 8mhz, Z80/
Z8000 to 6mhz without wait states' Unlimited
DMA.

Model-256KB Price starts from $425
,8bit data '16/24 baddress' Parity' Memory
Mapping for Ram disk, CP/M 3, MP/M
Applications '128k, 192k, 256k boundaries
for Zenith Z·l 00 applications '180ns Access
time' 8080,8085,8088 to 8mhz, Z80 to 6mhz
without wait states' Unlimited DMA.

80286 CPU Price starts from $350
,with math coprocessor interface' Optimized
for DRAMs such as our Model·256KM

OEM, Dealer prices available

S. C. Digital, Inc.
1240 N. Higltland Ave .. Suite 4

Aurora, Il60506
312·897·7749

......................................
Jerry Pournelle welcomes readers' wm.. •
mel1ts and opinions. Send a self- :
addressed, stamped envelope to Jerry
Pournelle, c/o BYTE publications, POB
372, Hancock, NH 03449. Please put
your address on tfle letter as well as' on
tfle envelope. Due to tfle fligfl volume of •
letters, Jerry cannot guarantee a personal
reply. :......................................

Fortunately. the rest of the book is
somewhat clearer. Structure and Inter
pretation is a frustrating book; I get the
distinct impression that if I could just
go through it (possibly by taking a
month off to plow through without in
terruptions) I'd learn a lot: but so far
enlightenment has eluded me.

lWo games of the month are Safari
and Elsinore, both for the IBM PC and
sold by Workman. They're Adventure
type games (no graphics. just script)
written by Dian Girard, My personal
game of the month was Millionaire on
the Macintosh; the Mac is very well
suited to that kind of game. Inciden
tally. Workman reports that replace
ment door latches for the Thndon disk
drives on the IBM PC are one of his
hottest selling items,

Macintosh software continues to be
more potential than real. I've even
signed a bunch of papers, although
I've yet to get much actual software.
The 512K-byte memory expansion is
now available and we've ordered ours;
I suspect that when Fat Mac becomes
widely available we'll finally see some
of that promised flood of programs.

As usual. I'm out of time and space,
but there's much to cover. Next time
I'll try to get to the new Sage VI. which
is now officially known as the Stride
460; Sage Computer has now become
Stride Micro. Alex says the name
reminds him of "the really great cof
fee with the really ugly label:' I can't
say the new name instantly appealed
to me, either. I do like the new line of
computers, which run at 10 MHz and
sell for prices ranging from $2900 to
nearly $60,000 for an all-up 448
megabyte system.

David Gerrold says the micro revolu
tion "shambles" onward. Maybe for
him. Me, I feel like I've been run over
by the Bullet 1rain. , , •

Macintosh continues
to be more

Software for the

potential than real.
The Omni Complete Catalog of Computer

Software edited by Owen Davies (Col
lier Books, 1984, $23.99 hardcover.
$13.95 paperback) is well worth your
attention. The reviews are a bit
uneven. With darned near 1000 pro
grams reviewed, how could it be
otherwise? They are, for the most
part, very fair, and I found few to dis
agree with, Coverage is also spotty-it
would have to be-but they don't just
review the biggies. For example, there
is a very fair treatment of WRITE, my
favorite (if a bit obscure) text editor,
and it includes a number of other
smaller programs, including several I
never heard of but have decid~d I
want to look at. Recommended,

Structure and Interpretation of Computer
Programs by Harold Abelson, Gerald
Sussman, and Julie Sussman (McGraw
Hill. $32.50) is written by the people
who teach the MIT course of the same
name; this is traditionally the first
computer course at MIT for com
puter-science and electronics-engi
neering majors,

If you hate Pascal and love LISP,
you'll like this book, If you don't know
much about either Pascal or LISP, you
will not get an objective treatment.
The authors say: "In teaching our
material we use a dialect of the pro
gramming language LISP. We never
teach the language, because we don't
have to, We just use it. and students
pick it up in a few days."

That may happen at MIT. It hasn't
happened yet for me.

The preface of the book is by Alan
Perlis and contains this sentence:
"The discretionary exportable func
tionality entrusted to the individual
Lisp programmer is more than an
order of magnitude greater than that
to be found within Pascal enterprises:'

• Handles 7 standard lines
plus one spare

• Amplifies, filters lines
• Low power consumption
Order Direct! Only $84,95,
All cash orders postpaid. IL
res. add 6% sales tax. MG,
Visa accepted. Free: New
Illustrafed catalog of RS·232
intertace and testing eqUip'
ment.

Phone:
(815)·434-0846

Model 232LB \

\
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IsyourcalculatOr----~GA
program.m.edfor success?

Move up to the TI-66.The easy 512 step programmable.

Copyright ec 1984 Texas Instruments Incorporated.

You're in the fast lane now, and the
last thing you need is a calculator that
slows you down. That's why you need

the TI-66 program
mable calculator

from Texas Instruments. The TI-66
offers full programming power and
flexibility so you can handle complex
and repetitive math problems quickly,
easily, and with fewer keystrokes.

Its 512 merged program steps and
over 170 built-in scientific, engineer
ing, and statistical functions make for
powerful programming. And its sleek,
streamlined design makes for easy use.

Its Algebraic Operating System lets
you key in problems as they are writ
ten, left to right. And its lO-digit
angled Liquid Crystal Display not
only makes it easy on your eyes, but
provides alphanumeric notation of

your program steps so you can make
easy modifications as you go along.

The keys are readable and large
enough for your fingers. The guide
book is a quick study. And at $69.95
suggested retail, the price is easy. So
instead of spending extra time on
routine calculations that won't get
you noticed, promote yourself with
the TI-66 programmable

calculate<TEXAS...,
INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products and services for you.
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The key word in that long, drawn-out
headline is system.

A system built for PCs.
At Hewlett-Packard, it's a quality

system of personal computers, plotters,
a truckload of software, and Local
Area Network (LAN) capability.

It's all matched and designed to work
brilliantly together.

Yet the system is so flexible each
part can stand alone. Or even team with
an IBM Pc.

So you can build just the system
your staff needs.

It all starts with two of our Hewlett-

PG02,02
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Packard personal computers.
We call one the HP Touchscreen

and the other (because it can do even
more) the HPTouchscreen MAX.

The first comes with two double
sided disc drives that give you 256K
bytes of main memory, expandable to
640K bytes.

The HP Touchscreen MAX has
even more capacity, with the added
power of a 14.8-M byte Winchester
disc drive.

And both have DSN/Link, to let you
set up a direct line of communication
between them and your HP 3000
Department Computer.

As the names imply, you can actually
change things on either screen just by
touching the screen.

That makes the Touchscreen PCs
easier to use. And a lot easier to learn.

The system also includes two printers

many people think are simply the
best around.

Our Hewlett-Packard LaserJet and
ThinkJet printers are both breath
takingly fast and refreshingly quiet.

The ThinkJet printer runs at a rapid
150 characters per second.

Yet because the ThinkJet paints
each character with a small jet of ink
(instead of smashing the paper with
keys), it's as quiet as a sigh.

At 300 characters per second, our
LaserJet printer is even faster.

Ten times faster than the best daisy
wheel printers. Yet the image is as sharp
as you'll get from a printing press.
Amazing.



and whenyouget to ourhotel,
charige eve · g.

Two different plotters are also part
of the HP personal computer system.

Both create full-color graphics. One
with two pens, the other with six for
even more detail.

If you like, the system can be knitted
together through a LAN.

It lets a number of HP personal com
puters link up, talk to each other, share
printers, and exchange information.

By the way, there can be a lot of
information to exchange. That's be
cause there are more than 500 business
software titles available. For word
processing, accounting, spread sheets
and graphics. You'll find the big names
there, too.

1-2-3'" from Lotus:"*WordStar~**

MicroPlan:"*** And the whole cata
logue of software from HP.

Finally, when you travel, you can
take the system with you.

Hewlett-Packard's portable personal
computer turns your hotel room (or
your den at home, or your customer's
desk) into another part of your personal
computer system.

The Portable has plenty of capacity;
272K bytes of RAM and 384K bytes of
ROM. And with its built-in modem,
it caillink you with your office printers
and plotters. Not bad for a computer
that weighs just nine pounds and can
fit into a briefcase.

The system is all linked up, all on the
same programs, all designed to work
together, and all ready to go.

And all, from Hewlett-Packard.

Just dial 800-FOR-HPPC, toll free,
to find the name of a Hewlett-Packard
dealer or sales representative near you.

Flin- HEWLETT
~~ PACKARD

*1-2-3Nand LotusNare U.S. Trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. **Available for the HP Portable beginning January. 1985.WordStar" is a U.S. Registered Trademark
of MicroPro International Corporation. ***MicroPlan ftl is a U.S. Trademark of Chang Laboratories, Inc.
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Submarine Engineering.
Tomorrow is today at NUSC

The Naval Underwater Systems
Center is the Navy's principal
research, development, test and
evaluation center for submarine
warfare and subma
rine weapon sys
tems. We provide
high technology
vital to the Navy's
tactical and strate
gic edge in combat
systems (sonar,
combat control,
electromagnetics,
underwater weap
ons and targets,
weapon launch and handling), sur
face ship sonar and undersea
ranges.

Engineers and scientists who
join the Center's laboratories at New
port, Rhode Island and New Lon-
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don, Connecticut, are encouraged
to take responsibility almost imme
diately. They design, develop and
test prototypes of these systems

and work with private
industry on produc
tion of the final prod
uct.

"I got responsibility
right away," says
Ronald Jackson, an
electronic engineer.
"As I showed ability,
my responsibility
grew. Today, I'm a
project engineer."

Through NUSC's liberal education
policy, Ron has earned a master's
since he joined Newport and is
working toward a Ph.D.

Because the Center helps its
scientists become expert in other
fields, electronic engineer Donna
Doane is concentrating on com
puter software. "I'm doing things
people never have done before,"
Donna says "I design the proJect,
and I see it to the end-to the final
product." Monica Sachs is learning
something new each day. "I'm work
ing on weapons systems engineer
ing, a broad subject that allows you
to get into several different kinds of
engineering. I use my electronic
engineering background to under
stand the other disciplines." And
Peter Santiago applies his com-

puter background to quality assur
ance. "I look for self-gratification in
the job, and I get that at NUSC."

We seek graduating and expe
rienced electronic and computer

, engineers with degrees from accre
dited colleges and universities. We
also need computer scientists with
degrees from colleges and universi
ties affiliated with a school of engi
neering and specializing in
scientific and technical applica
tions.

We offer you challenge, free
dom to be innovative and creative,
and the opportunity to contribute
your skills to our national defense.

And the living is good, tool
Newport and New London areas
are popular for their excellent
beaches, fishing and sailing.

We believe we have both the
challenge and the opportunity for
you. For further information, contact
Naval Underwater Systems Center,
Personnel Staffing Division, B
Newport, Rhode Island 02841 or
call (401) 841-3585.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Citizenship Required



C·H·A·O·S M·A·N·O·R M·A·I·L

MORE MACLETTERS

Dear jerry,
As an avid BYTE reader. I generally find

the shoot-from-the-hip style of your col
umn both informative and entertaining,
Alas, your stabs at the Macintosh in the
july 1984 BYTE ("Big Mac:' page 312) had
neither characteristic for anyone who
knows that excellent machine. Your com
ments on the lack of Macintosh applica
tions at the West Coast Computer Faire
(July, "The Big Mac:' page 376) complete
ly miss the point. It is of course true that
just two months after its introduction a
machine that attempts something really
new and thereby spurns compatibility with
existing systems will have little written for
it. But what of the ease of use of the
machine, its speed and flexibility, and
future software?

In fact. MacWrite is fast. powerful. and
easy to learn. As a university professor,
I have watched in dismay as secretaries
suffered through WordStar on the office
IBM PC It is a real thrill to see how quick
ly they can pick up MacWrite and how they
enjoy the restful screen, the easy format
ting, and the magnificent flexibility of the
Mac (try doing French in WordStar, jerry!):
the high-quality mode on the printer pro
duces a very pleasing typescript. By July
we had Multiplan up and running beauti
fully (the bug in the first release having
long since been corrected) and were
eagerly awaiting Microsoft Chart, which
will combine with the Imagewriter printer
to produce knockout graphics already evi
dent in MacPaint. And all this without the
expense and bother of running separate
monitors and/or adapter cards for graph
ics, as one must for the IBM PC

And what does BYTE have to say about
all this, apart from the superb and bal
anced preview by Gregg Williams in the
February 1984 issue? Not much. You say
it takes two minutes to call MacWrite, and
the july editorial by Phil Lemmons com
plains that it takes three selections to eject
a disk. I timed my II-year-old son, who is
an eager Mac user. on these operations:
50 seconds to enter a specific MacWrite
document from the time the power is first
turned on: 12 seconds to eject a disk start-

..

ing from the desktop, For many operations
in word processing and spreadsheets, the
mouse is much faster than cursor keys
(note the large sums of money people are
paying to attach a mouse to existing PCs).

Indeed, to paint the Mac a slow or in
flexible machine for the average user is
the reverse of the truth. Yet when a Macin
tosh owner writes to ask you to join him
in criticizing Microsoft for its copy
protection format on Mac Multiplan
("maybe Microsoft will listen to you"), you
respond by attacking the Mac! Those of
us using the superb Mac version of Multi
plan in an office setting can only grind our
teeth in dismay and amazement when you
refer to it as "an expensive toy" that is
"Macuseless for business:'

The Apple people did make one big
mistake, for which you and many other
reviewers have rightly chastised them: the
original model should have had 256K
bytes of RAM. By resisting the IBM-com
patibility bandwagon, the Mac owner
therefore runs a risk, but I bet it's one that
pays off. I wager that soon the Mac with
512 K bytes will have a large supply of
superb software, while many of the IBM
clones and compatibles will face declin
ing sales and/or imminent bankruptcy.

PAUL DAVENPORT

Montreal, Quebec, Canada

Sigh. If Macintoshes were free, we'd
have no quarrel. Indeed. I've said before
that if you can get one at the heavily dis
counted university price, you should think
about that seriously,

On the other hand. in my judgment you
can get more bang for the buck with
some other machine. That may not
always be true, but I think it's true now

I don't know what to say about the
Microsoft copy protection of Multiplan.
I don't like copy protection, and I'd think
everyone south of Oshkosh would know
that Alas, I don't think Microsoft is go
ing to change policies because ofme. It's
just too easy to copy-protect Mac disks.

As to doing French in WordStar, thank
you, no: of course, a Mac won't help
either, since French is what my parents
spoke when they didn't want me to
understand.

Stay well.-Jerry

Dear Jerry,
As an owner of a Macintosh, having but

recently come to the world of the personal
computer. I was interested in your com
ments in your August 1984 column (page
313).

It is difficult to understand why the
Macintosh manual and the books I have
read are so poorly written and so lacking
in vital information. To make matters
worse, the commercials for the Mac that
I saw on TV during the Olympics actually
dwell upon the fact that the manual is
small compared with the competition. To
my way of thinking, this is not an advan
tage to be advertised but a serious disad
vantage that needs immediate correction.
One would expect that Apple would be
making every effort to correct the matter
instead of using it as advertising copy.

For example, some of "the rest of us"
are interested in how to fix a disk that has
"bombed." I experienced two "bombed"
disks within the first two weeks of Macin
tosh ownership and only a chance reading
of a magazine article gave me the answer.

While the Macintosh does what I want
it to do, I would still like to be provided
with a detailed, correct. and thorough
manual. It is irritating. when setting up sim
ple programs in BASIC to have to work
through feature after feature by trial and
error. This computer has not been well
served by its documentation. and I appre
ciated your comments, Perhaps in the near
future. Apple will undertake a serious
reexamination of its objectives for the
Macintosh and make a new manual one
of its high-priority projects.

CHARLES S. ALLYN

Pauma Valley. CA

Agreed. There are a lot of "features"
about the Macintosh that seem inspired
more by ideology than anything else,
-Jerry

PERFECT WRITER

Dear jerry.
I read with interest your problems in

volving indexing and other jobs using
WRITE and WordStar. I think that you

(continued)
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might want to look at some of the features
of Perfect Writer.

I received Perfect Writer as part of a
Kaypro package a year ago and have
grown to like it For example. it has index
ing already built into the basic program
As you write. you can include an index
command and a reference word(s). and
Perfect Writer automatically will make an
alphabetized index of subjects and the
pages on which they appear. Perfect
Writer also will create a table of contents
if you desire. with chapters. sections. sub
sections. and even paragraphs. Perfect
Writer also can print automatically
numbered footnotes on the bottom of
each page or references listed at the end
of the document

Although Perfect Writer is not compati
ble with WordStar. it can be made com
patible by judicious use of the PIP com
mand or probably by a program such as
FILTER.COM. (Of course. a program such
as Footnote is superfluous to Perfect
Writer users.) Perfect Writer is not the "in"
program these days it seems. but it does
have some interesting features.

ROBERT J. SCHECHTER

Los Angeles, CA

You're hardly the only one who likes
Perfect Writer: which does have a number
of features, I don't use it myself; and one
reason it isn't the "in" program is that you
have to know some of its idiosyncrasies
before you're totally safe from text-losing
blunders.

Thanks.-Jerry

PRINTERS

Dear Jerry.
Concerning your quote "... one day we'll

be able to replace both the office copier
and the printer with one device" ("Elec
trostatic Printers:' July 1984. page 328).
IBM has already achieved this goal with
its 6670 (Models I and II) laser printers that
double as convenience copiers.

TONY PATTI

Arlington, VA

Yeah, IBM sure has, but to buy one
you'll need scientific notation to write the
price and a government subsidy to pay it.
-Jerry

THE SCIENTISTS STRIKE BACK

Dear Jerry,
Ye gods and little fishes I 'Talk about turn

ing a nonproblem into pandemia. APL to
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CHAOS MANOR MAIL

do complex arithmetic-and data typing
yet? What is all this talk? You are (sob

'
)

beginning to sound like one of those
(aaargh!) computer high priests. Steve
Maas posed a valid point about the wide
spread use of complex arithmetic in
science and engineering ("Scientific Com
puting:' August 1984. page 334). For
microcomputer users your suggestions
had about as much practicality as propos
ing to do sums and differences on a slide
rule. Who has. and at what price. APL for
microcomputers?

If a language can handle trig and log
functions. it can be used to do complex
arithmetic (provided it can recognize the
difference between a character and an in
teger). Most microcomputer BASICs have
these capabilities. What you should have
told Mr. Maas is to put together a set of
subroutines to perform addition. subtrac
tion. inversion, and square roots of com
plex numbers in BASIC and deal with his
inversion of a matrix of complex numbers.

I do all this and more (e.g.. complex
hyperbolic functions) on a Sharp PC-1500
hand-held computer. 10 show the simplici
ty. here are the BASIC statements for
multiplication of complex numbers:

REM (S + j T) • (U + j V)
"MULT" WO ~ (S • U) - (T • V) :

T = (S • V) + (T • U)
S ~ WO : RETURN

This subroutine is entered with the vari
ables Sand T containing the real and
imaginary parts of the first complex
number. and U and V. respectively, for the
second complex number. The product is
returned in Sand T. WO is a temporary
variable.

The remaining functions are similarly
succinct and not at all difficult APL
indeed l

FORREST GEHRKE

Mountain Lakes, Nj

Ah. well. you see I have this mad desire
to play about with APL and the (theo
retical) problem posed to me prompted
me to say I'd use APL to work the prob
lem.

Actually. like you. I'd very probably use
BASIC, which I understand and have at
hand.

Thanks, - Jerry

Dear Jerry,
1 have been using Pascal for scientific

computing for several years. and I couldn't
resist writing. FORTRAN was the first lan
guage that I learned (more than 10 years
ago). while I have known Pascal for only

the past four. My scientific-computing
needs include numerical simulation,
statistics, and the analysis of experimen
tal data. Yet my preferred language for
such work is Pascal. and I will use it when
writing a new program unless I have an
explicit reason not to. (One such reason
is when the program must be used on
several mainframes. Alas. not many main
frames have a very good implementation
of Pascal: no one thinks it's suitable for
scientific computing.)

I did a survey of my disk directories and
found that of 420 programs, packages,
and library routines, literally half of them
were written in Pascal and the other half
in FORTRAN. I now use FORTRAN for sci
entific computing like I use BASIC-only
when I have no other choice.

On another note, I'd like to let you know
of a rather horrifying experience that I
recently had at several computer stores.
First. I should let you know that my per
sonal computing experience is with home
brew hardware and software (including
operating-system and language implemen
tations), and I understand the point of
view of a friend of mine who once said
that it was all over when they started
carpeting the floors of computer shops.
After all. who would ever walk around
such a place with bare chips in their
hands! Anyway, I wasn't looking for any
thing too exotic-just an ordinary R5-232C
cable with a 25-pin subminiature D con
nector that was male on both ends.
Because I needed the cable in order to
connect a terminal to a modem, the cable
didn't even need all 25 pins wired (just I
through 8 and pin 20 would do). Sound
simple? I usually get such things from one
of several mail-order sources, but I was in
a hurry.

The first three places I went to asked
what kind of computer I wanted to con
nect to. When I told them just an ordinary
terminal. they looked at me like I was from
Mars. A fourth place said that they had
heard of such cables, but the store
manager told me-with a straight face
that it was not a standard cable and the
industry was phasing it out! Start hoarding
those cables now! Anyway, in a panic I
found another shop. They said that they
thought that they could help. The sales
man looked around for the one guy in the
shop that knows what's in the back room,
and he found them in the basement They
even had two cables, which I wanted. The
only catch was that they wanted S55
apiece for them. This was turning into a
nightmare. I eventually gave up and went

(wntinued)
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VIS •
OItJs",oIJile Gil/loss SlIprtmt.

C /984 Avis Rntt A ellrS,,_. ItIL. A.....

from your plane to an Avis Express bus
that delivers you directly to' our lot,
where your car and contract are waiting.

We're trying harder than ever to save
you time, from reservation to return. So
call Avis at 1-800-331-1212 to apply for

an Avis Wizard Number. And
see how much faster it makes

renting a car.

We try harder. Faster....

Avis Knows
Even TheNicestGuys CanGetUgly

Waiting ForARent ACar.
That's why we invented the
Avis Wizard Number. It puts
all your renting information

right at our fingertips so we can reserve
a car for you in just over a minute.

1De Avis WIZ8ld System.
A faster way to rent a car.

When you make a
reservation with a Wizard
Number, you can bypass
car rental counters at
major U.S. airports.
Just go straight
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back to my mail-order sources. One of
them, Inmac. which is a premium-price,
premium-quality place with a superfast
delivery time (about 18 hours for me), had
the identical cable for about S35. And I
found ribbon-cable versions for less than
S25 from several sources.

I'm not sure what circumstances could
now drag me into a typical computer
shop, Those people remind me of a used
car salesman I once knew.

EVERETT CARTER

Your letter is typical: lots of people
familiar with both FORTRAN and Pascal
(or Modula-2) prefer the highly struc
tured languages for number crunching,

I've had good experiences with Inmac.
You can find stuffat lower prices, but I've
had fast and reliable service,-)erry

LOOKING FOR A PASCAL

Dear Jerry,
I am interested in buying a Pascal for my

Morrow MD2, but I don't think JRT is good

CHAOS MANOR MAIL

enough, and Borland's 1lJrbo doesn't
come in the right DOS. A recent Ellis Com
puting ad in BYTE included the addition
of evada Pascal to its line of products.

I sent for a catalog hoping to learn more
about it. but I received the same catalog
that I had before, without the Pascal. I am
left almost totally ignorant as to what

evada Pascal is like. Since you seem to
be an expert on Pascal. why don't you do
a review of Nevada Pascal?

ANDY MARKEN

Columbia City. IN

Alas, the Ellis Nevada Pascal is JRT
Pascal (version 3.0), or so I've been told.
-Jerry

TKISOLVER

Dear Jerry,
I have been reading for some time of the

Japanese fifth-generation computer and of
nonalgorithmic languages. I thought I
would let you know that I have been using
such a language for a couple of months.

It is called TK!Solver, and it's wonderful.
It solves problems that can be modeled
as algebraic equations,

About six months ago I had to design
a three-port network with five unknown
resistors, subject to five constraints, The
equations were nonlinear, involving sums
of reciprocals of the resistors. Using
various mathematical tricks, I reduced the
problem to three equations in three
unknowns and then wrote a FORTRAN
program to help evaluate the equations
as I searched a three-dimensional space
for an answer. I am a computer user, not
a computer programmer, and the inevit
able bugs took their toll. I finally got my
answer after 40 man-hours. Was it worth
it? Yes, the payback over the life of the
product will cover the cost. Would I have
spent the 40 hours if I had known it would
take that long? No, a more expensive solu
tion was available, and there were more
important problems to solve,

Well. about two months ago, some
fellows down the hall bought TK!Solver
and put it to work evaluating some
straightforward equations and making

MultiGuard is ALF's new IBM copy protection system. It's
reasonably priced, yet offers maximum protection and flexi
bility. Call the toll-free number above for our pamphlet on copy
protection systems. Inside Colorado, call 234-0871.

BLANK
DISKS

Major Brands · Low Prices

Call ALF first
1-800-321-4668

If you need 50 or more top quality disks, bulk-packed (without
expensive labels or fancy packaging), call the toll-free number
above for the latest price on your favorite brand. ALF copies
thousands of disks each day-so we know which disks will
perform best with your system! Inside Colorado call 234-0871.

ALF ALF Products • Denver, CO ALF ALF Products • Denver, CO
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END OF MSG # 10705 FROM SYSOP (I)

Figure I: Message from Tom Tcimpidis's bulletin board.

FROM MOG-URS BULLETIN BOARD
(818) 366-1238

MSG #10705 ON 08/29/84 AT 00:49:04
FROM: SYSOP (I)
TO: ALL
SUBJECT: THE MOG-UR BATTLE WITH PACTELIPOLICE MAY NOT BE OVER
YET' 8

KENNY HIRSCH

Chapel Hill, NC

Pittsburgh Area Computer Club
c/o Engineers Society of Western PA
Wm. Penn Hotel
530 West Penn Place
Pittsburgh, PA 152\9

Meetings on Apple, Apple CPIM,
Lobo Max-80, IBM PC and other
machines. Write for meeting schedules.

USERS GROUP CORNER

should easily make up for that. Nor should
the encryption affect the speed, since the
decryption can be done in parallel with
the execution of previous instructions.
Since the decryption key is locked inside
the processor. it would be almost impos
sible to decrypt the program. As a pro
grammer and a user, I'm looking forward
to the day of secure (and affordable)
software.

Over my dead body! Next they'll want
us to have our social security number
permanently stamped into any copy of
a book we buy. and severe penalties for
reading someone else's book.

The decline in software prices will be
enough; we don't need schemes like this!
-Jerry _

torney is Ira Reiner. Los Angeles City At
torney. Suite 2000, 200 North Main St.,
Los Angeles, CA 90012.

When I talked to Pacific Telephone of
ficials, they swore they wanted to find a
reasonable settlement to the conf/jct of
interest between the free flow of infor
mation and protecting their property
rights; this seems an odd way to go about
it.-Jerry

ENCRYPTED SOFTWARE

I HAVE RECEIVED WORD THAT THE L.A. CITY ATTORNEY HAS. WITHOUT
ANY ADVANCE WORD NOR ANY INDICATION OF REASON, INDICATED THAT HE
INTENDS TO FILE CHARGES UNDER SECTION 502 (?). CHARLES LINDNER, MY AT
TORNEY. WAS NOTIFIED OF THIS TODAY AND WILL ATTEMPT TO FIND OUT
WHAT IS TRANSPIRING.

I WILL KEEP EVERYONE INFORMED AS INFORMATION BECOMES
AVAILABLE. THE FIGHT MAY NOT BE OVER YET (UNFORTUNATELY)'

-TOM

Dear Jerry,
Be patient. Only a few more years of

copy protection and software piracy re
main. Soon, microprocessors will be able
to run encrypted software. Each processor
will come with its own encryption key.
When ordering software, you give the key
over the phone to the manufacturer who
will send you your own special version of
the program. You can make as many
copies as you want or copy it to a hard
disk: it doesn't matter since you can run
the program on only that particular pro
cessor. Of course, if you use more than
one computer (one at home, one at the
office) or if several computers share a
single disk, there is still a problem, but
software vendors will probably have a
more liberal policy for multiple copies.

While each processor will probably cost
a little more, the decline in software prices

TOM TCIMPIDIS

I've previously reviewed TK!Solver. and
I agree: it can do wonders for my ability
to work algebra problems. The manuals
leave a bit to be desired. but if you study
them hard you'll figure out how to use
the program-and it certainly works.
-Jerry

Dear Jerry,
As a follow-up on your comments in

September 1984 ("The RCBS Blues:' page
368), you may be interested in this mes
sage from Tom Tcimpidis's bulletin board
(see figure I).

MERVIN E. FRANK

Santa Ana, CA

some plots. It looked interesting, and I
looked through the manual. After two
hours, I decided to try the three-port prob
lem on it as a test. Four hours after I
picked up the manual. I had a solution. A
10:\ improvement. Actually, more than
\0:1 when you consider my years of FOR
TRAN experience and no experience with
TK!Solver.

Now I use the TK!Solver program fre
quently. I have several of my favorite ac
tive filters programmed into it. I just enter
the desired center frequency, 0. gain, and
capacitor values, and TK!Solver calculates
the required resistors.

This program is going to do to algebra
what calculators have done to arithmetic.
You ought to try it.

Any complaints? A few. It does not han
dle complex numbers. (Laplace transforms
have to wait.) The control structure lacks
orthogonality. Some commands are in
voked by special characters, some from a
menu, and some by typing things in
special fields.

I really enjoy your column.
Roy MCCAMMON

Austin, TX

I understand that Pacific Telephone and
the Los Angeles City Attorney held a
meeting to which neither Tom Tcimpidis
nor his attorney were invited; and after
that meeting, the City Attorney changed
his mind and decided to prosecute Tom
because some wag had put telephone ac
cess codes on Tom's public bulletin
board. Tom's bulletin board can be
reached at (818) 366-1238.

Those interested can send funds for
Tom's defense to Lynzie's Motherboard.
POB 284, North Hollywood. CA 91603.
The address of the Los Angeles City At-
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-Mark DaVia/National Microware, Inc.

ASH10N-1ATE
HAS L1S1ENED 10

"HEIR U5E.~. THIS
PROouc.r Aa?R~US E.VERY
ITEM ON MY WISH-t./Sr.

"THE NE.W REPORT
c;ENE.AATOR. IS SUPER 10

USE. AND MODIFY.
LABEL C;,ENERATION IS
AL~ A NICE. ,.OULH.

-Michael Broska/Agate Systems, Inc.

ASH10N-TAlE.
HAS USHE.RE.D IN AR£NAIS~C£.

THE NEXT ~eMT/QY OF SOFTWARE.
IS NO'N A REAJ.lTY.

-Chris MacNeil/Abel Computers

-Larry Heimlndinger/Origin, Inc.

AfTER A iWO- HOU"
HANDS-ON SE.SSION WIiH

dBASE.ID,llISEY/awT THAT
A~HTON-TAIE ~ MADE A S/6N/r/cANT

ADVANC.EMENl IN THE. TEC.HNOL06Y
OF MICROPROCESSOR-BASED DBMS.

-----~-__ -Robert Dew, Vice PresidentlThe Computer Society

RATHER 1HAN BEING
AN IMITArOlr, ASHTON-TATE

HAS ONC.E AGAIN SHOWN I1SE.LF TO
BE. AN /NNOV'Amq.

dBASE IIITM is the powerful and easy-to-use relational database management system you've been
waiting for. You can use it without hesitation whether you're a beginner or an expert.

The big winner in the easy-to-use vs, more powerful controversy is you.
If you want to know all about dBASE III, come to your Ashton-Tate software dealer for a free demon

stration. For more information call (800) 437-4329 ext. 232 or in Colorado call (303) 799-4900 ext. 232.

dl3ASE III and Ashton-Tate are trademarks o( Ashton:rate. ©Ashton·Tate 1984. All rights reserved.
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,.HE NATURAL CHOIC.E
OF THE NOVICE. USER

WnH EXPANDABLE. NEEDS.
d&.SE III 15 REALLY
EASY TO USEI

A5H'TQN-TATE.
t4A.S O8Y10fAJY LI~TENED

TO THE END USERS.
-Dave Browning, Chairmanl

Database SIG, Capital PC Users Group

dBASE U1 IS MUC.H DSlEAI
TO OPERATE AND UNDERSTAND.

PP.DGAAMMINC7 WITH IT IS A IJIl£EU.
-Michael BroskalAgate Systems, Inc.

dSASE 1Il
SUc.cESSFULL'Y

C.OMBINES iHE.
FEATURES OF A A?W~1I.l

MTABASE. MANAGER WIlH "THE. SIMPLIC.ITY
AND USER.-FRIENDLINESS OF A FILE. N\ANA6E.R.

11 ~E"T~ "TtiE. S'TAN()C\RD AC:1AINST WHIC.H ALL
OTHE.RS WILL HAVE 10 BE COHP.«£lJ.

"THf- DE6RE.E.
OF RESPONSIVENESS

WHlc.H P6HTON-TATE. HAS 5H<MfN
IN I"TS WILlIN6t+'ess TO J.IS7EN AND ADAPT

TO USER. N£El) SHOULD C:1UAAAN1'EE. 11 A
C.OMMITTED FOU.OWINb IN THE.
Ml~MPU"~R <-OMMUNtTY.

dBASEm IS BY
FAR "THE EA~£S7; MOST

COST-$FF£CTIV£
WAY ,.0 MANAC:1E. A
LAR<£ DATA BASE..

-Robb AuspitziMcEntyre Designs

dBASEIII
Software from ASHTON .TA1ETM
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The Amstrad
epe 464
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B·Y·T·E U.K.

The home
computer

in the U.K.

BY DICK POUNTAIN

Dick Pountain is a technical author
and software consultant living in

London. England He can be
contacted c/o BYTE. POB 372.

Hancock. NH 03449.

I t's not easy for a U.K. citizen to write
about home computers for an Ameri
can magazine. We use the term to refer

to an altogether different object on our side
of the Atlantic.

In the U.S.A.. an Apple II is a home com
puter; the IBM PC in its smaller configura
tions is a home computer; the Macintosh
is a home computer. Home computers use
floppy disks for mass storage and perform
useful functions like word processing and
income tax preparation as well as playing
games.

In the U.K.. those computers would be
considered rather expensive as business
computers, let alone for home use. Home
computers here typically cost less than
£200 (about $250) and use cassette tape
recorders for mass storage. We have various
manufacturers of our own, some unheard
of in the U.S.A.-Sinclair Spectrum, Acorn
Electron, Oric Atmos, Memotech, Enter
prise, and Amstrad. Others, like Newbrain,
Jupiter, Lynx, and Dragon, are already
defunct. Even when we do have machines
in common (the Commodore 64). I suspect
that the vast majority of U.S. users buy the
disk drive, while the majority of U.K. users
have only the cassette deck.

A philosophical question that our Sunday
newspapers love to debate (once a month
on average) is: what are home computers
for? The truthful answer (though seldom the
one given) is: to play with. The vast majori
ty of home computers are used solely for
playing games or learning programming.
Until disk drives become the norm rather
than the exception, that will remain the
case.

The fact that "home computer" has an
essentially different meaning in our respec
tive cultures is clearly demonstrated by the
relative lack of success of those British
models marketed in the U.SA (e.g.. the
Timex Sinclair 2068). With higher spending
power and expectations than their British
equivalents, U.S. buyers aren't tempted (and
might even be repelled) by ultralow prices.

I'm devoting this month's column to a re
cent British home computer that promises
to be more useful than most. My criteria for
usefulness include a robust typewriter key
board, the ability to display the standard
80-column by 24-character text screen
(most go up to only 40 columns), a disk
drive option of reasonable capacity and
cost. and support for a mainstream oper
ating system such as CP/M or MS-DOS. Only

- then could I recommend a home computer
as a dual-purpose business and pleasure
purchase. The Amstrad computer comes
the closest yet to filling this bill.

AMSTRAD CPC 464
The name Amstrad is associated with
budget hi-fi in Britain. The firm, part of the
giant GEC group, has beaten the Japanese
at their own game and captured a lion's
share of our home market for low-priced
racked systems.

In June 1984, Amstrad entered the home
computer market with a machine bearing
the unsexy title CPC 464. It was designed
wholly in Britain in conjunction with Loco
motive Software, a seasoned Z80 systems
house. Locomotive produced a neat oper
ating system for the CPC 464; it incor
porates so many good ideas that I wish it
had emerged four years ago when the Z80
was still hot.

The CPC 464 is based around a 4·MHz
Z80A with a full 64K bytes of RAM
(random-access read/write memory) and a
paged ROM (read-only memory) system of
fiendish ingenuity. The computer package
is noteworthy for consumer-oriented fea
tures that have accrued from Amstrad's hi
fi experience. It's a "ready to go" system,
incorporating both a video-display unit
(VDU) and a cassette recorder in the basic
package. 1Wo models are available, with
either a monochrome or RGB (red-green
blue) color monitor, for £200 or £300 (about
$250 or $375), respectively. Most color
monitors cost £300 here, without a computer.

(continued)
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The color monitor uses a modified
Amstrad television tube and the
bandwidth is barely adequate for the
computer's 80-column text mode.
though it gives good saturated color
and a steady display. The green
screen monochrome monitor is fine
for 80-column work.

A power supply. which is incor-
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porated into both monitors. drives the
computer console. so only a single
power cord is necessary for the whole
system. The console is the size of an
IBM keyboard unit (though deeper)
and has a cassette recorder built in
at the right end. This unit is not fully
software-operated though: like the old
PET. you must switch the Play. Record.

Inquiry 133

and Rewind buttons by hand. The key
board is the best I've found on a
home computer and quite adequate
for word processing. It has a huge
Enter key. a separate numeric pad.
and a compass-style cursor group: the
keys are brightly color-coded.

Sound and color are strongly fea
tured. The CPC 464 has a total of 27
colors. from which a palette of 16. 4.
or 2 must be selected according to
screen mode. The GI AY-3-8912 chip
provides sound: it supports three
voices (in stereo). with both tone and
volume envelopes. The operating sys
tem allows sophisticated concurrent
manipulation of sounds using queues
and rendezvous. While this chip lacks
the filters and ring modulators of
Commodore's sound interface device
(SID). you can easily exploit its
capabilities through BASIC; I certain
ly can't say that about the Commo
dore 64.

As for the CPC 464's other silicon
content. a 6845 controls the CRT
(cathode-ray tube) display while an
8255 parallel peripheral interface con
trols the cassette recorder and the
built-in Centronics printer port. A
single Ferranti custom gate array does
everything else. Since the memory is
in the form of a mere eight 64K-byte
chips. the circuit board resembles an
underpopulated suburb rather than
the usual city center.

The most obvious hardware omis
sion is a serial port: Amstrad will offer
one later but only as an add-on.

BASIC
The most interesting features of the
CPC 464 are Locomotive's BASIC and
the operating system. The BASIC is
largely standard Microsoft version 5.X
with extensions for graphics. sound.
multitasking. and interrupts. and a
clean implementation of streamed I/O
(input/output) It ran the Sieve of
Eratosthenes in 1324 seconds. faster
than a grown-up CP/M machine run
ning MS-BASIC.

A SOUND command that takes
seven parameters supports sound.
Envelopes are declared like arrays
with the ENV (volume) and ENT

(wntinued)
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Get the Proportional Printing
Program which Really Works!

Get type-set quality true proportional
spaced printing from unmodi tied Word
Star and NewWord document files.
PropStar prints on most daisy-wheel
printers with ps type-wheels including
Diablo, Qurne, NEe, Brother, Juki, S-R,
C.ltoh and many others.

BYTE U,K.

Inquiry 112
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run (even if it isn't what you intend).
an important feature in a system
aimed at beginners.

When it's important that some pro
gram be allowed to terminate un
molested, you can disable software in
terrupts with the 01 directive and
reenable them later with EI. The
operating system maintains a queue
for all interrupt routines. although
calls that overflow the queue will be
lost. The REMAIN keyword returns
the current count from any of the
timers and resets it to zero.

I/O is handled by streams with an
associated windowing capability.
There are 10 streams recognized by
the system, 0 to 7 for the screen, 8 for
the printer, and 9 for the cassette.
They don't have to be declared.
opened, or closed, and stream 0 to
the screen is the default. The WIN
DOW command links a stream with a
screen window whose corner coor
dinates are optional arguments
(whole screen is the default). Then
PRINT and INPUT are simply
redirected, by specifying the stream
number, to the desired window. You
can also create a high-resolution
graphics window. These ideas aren't
new, but the syntax feels cleaner and
easier to use than previous attempts
I've seen.

In short. the CPC 464's BASIC sup
ports the available hardware to the ex
tent that PEEK and POKE become
redundant (though people will use
them just the same).

OPERATING SYSTEM

The CPC 464's operating system (OS)
and architecture are neat. The OS sits
in 16K-byte ROM at the bottom of
memory while BASIC is in a 16K-byte
ROM at the top of memory. Both

Listing I: Program to check out interrupt timing on the CPC 464.

100 EVERY 10,0 GOSUB 1000
200 EVERY 10,1 GOSUB 2000
300 PRINT "c";:GOTO 300
1000 FOR x= 1 TO 100: NEXT x:PRINT "a";:y=y+ 1
1100 RETURN
2000 FOR x= 1 TO Y :NEXT x :PRINT "b";
2100 RETURN

(tone) keywords. You can declare any
number of envelopes because only
the envelope number is passed to
SOUND. which means you can swap
envelopes easily.

The graphics commands are unso
phisticated by today's standards: only
point and line draWing, with no fill or
circle draw routines. Amstrad will
release an extended graphics set as
a ROM expansion.

The multitasking and interrupt facil
ities use a nice natural syntax, similar
to the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) BASIC real-time exten
sions. Four independent interval
timers are provided, prioritized in the
order 3, 2, I, O. A task is set in mo
tion by calling its subroutine with
either EVERY (repeat at stated inter
vals) or AFTER (delay for stated
period) and a timer number. Such a
subroutine then interrupts the main
program at the specified times. The
time units for specifying intervals are
1/300th-second timer ticks, which
allows some pretty fine-grained inter
leaving of tasks. I used listing 1 to
check this function.

Listing I uses interrupting routines
on timers 0 and 1 and, at first. prints
a string of c characters interspersed
with an ab combination. As y in
creases and the b routine takes
longer. the main program gets
squeezed out (the c characters
gradually disappear). Then the a rou
tine is smothered, leaving only a
string of bbbbbbbbbbbb. . .. If I
change line 100 to give a the higher
priority timer 2, then only aaaaaaaa

will survive this Darwinian strug
gle for processor time. This simple
scheme of resource allocation en
sures that you can't blow up the sys
tem and that something will always

tll 'il oI';i-8080

PropStar is a stand-alone program, not
a patch to your w.p. program, it main
tains correct letter spacing, never
crowds capi tals (even on short 1ines),
gives higher quality print than modi
fied WordStar. PropStar supports most
of the common WordStar and NewWord
print enhancements. No installation
patching required. For CP/M-SO sys
tems on 8tl and 5-1/4" media, also for
MS-DOS systems on 5-1/4" PC media.
Only $ 49.95, Visa & M/C o.k. Specify
computer and printer. Dealers wanted.

C CIVIL

COMPUTING
CORPORATION

21 t 1 ReSCaf(h Drwe SUite I
LIvermore California 94';';0

• AMPRO UTILE BOARO" -64K. l80a CPU. CTC.
DART, 1 parallel port. 51/4 controller supports four
48tpi and or 96tpi dnves W CP M 2 2 and lCPR3
(A & T) from S329

• SYSTEM SUPPORT PKG-Manuals. source code
schematics. connectors & cables S99

• SCSI PLUS-DMA Hard dis Interlace S99
• TEAC 55B DSDD 48tpi In hI dnve S195
• TEAC 55F DSDD 96tpi 'n ht dnve S239
• INTEGRANO Custom two dnve cabinet With 5 amp

power supply & power cables . S199
• TERM-MATE-Cablnet for 2'n ht + UTILE

BOARD w all cables & supply S229
• AMPRO SERIES 100 complete systems SCALL
VISA & MASTER CHARGE Personal Checks
Please allow 2 weeks Shipped via UPS
Prices fOB Pralfle View Il
for addlllOnal IOformallOn write or call
DISKS PLUS· 15945 !Nest Pope Blvd • Prairie View. Il 60069
(312) 537·7888

BIG DISCOUNTS ON
LITTLE BOARDS ™

&ACCESSORIES

Turbo + PC Tools = Programs
Tools for Turbo Pascal™ on the IBM PC
Window Management:;:; menus, h.elp files.
• Unlimited windows • Window overlay & recall
• Cursor save & jump • Access all colors & chars
• Window Compiler/Librarian manages window files

Graphics Drawing :;:; HiRe~ plotting power!
" Ellipses, polygons " Region fill and clear

& more
String Fonnula Evaluator = easy calculation

• 22 functions with nesting and implicit
multiplication

• Won't bomb on overflow or division by zero
System Check and Control = m&X De,ubillty!
• Time & date access • Get disk types & room
• Get & set default • 110 information

drive
All this for only $39.95" ... Incredible!

You get 321 K of source code on a double-sided disk
and a 35 page manual. For single-sided drives add
$2. Works with DOS 2.0, Turbo 2.0.
• Please include $2 for postage and handling ($4 if
outside of USA). Californians add 6%.

Paragon Courseware
4954 Sun Valley Road

Del Mar, CA 92014
(619) 481-1477

Turbo Pascal is a trademark of Borland International
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ROMs overlap the 64K bytes of RAM,
the upper one overlapping screen
memory, They are switched in and out
in a most ingenious fashion, loco
motive Software uses five of the Z80
RESTART instructions to effectively
extend the processor's instruction set.
so that programs bring ROMs into the
address space in a way that's trans
parent to the user. In particular the
RST pseudo-instructions guarantee
that a write operation always accesses
RAM regardless of the ROM switch
state, If an operating-system routine
is called, the lower ROM will be
switched in; the operating system
switches out the upper ROM if it
needs to access the screen. All oper
ating-system routines restore the
previous ROM state when they return.
This scheme leaves you with a total
of 43.533 bytes free for BASIC pro
grams. which is at least 10K bytes
more than on comparable machines.

BYTE U.K.

Furthermore. you can place up to
252 extra 16K-byte ROMs into the up
per ROM area. bank-switched via an
I/O port and a unique ROM address.
Expansion ROMs can be one of two
types: background or foreground.
BASIC is a foreground program that
could be replaced by another. such as
FORTH or CP/M. Whichever program
is installed at ROM address 0 will take
over the machine at boot-up-you
don't need to physically replace the
on-board ROM.

Background ROMs provide services
to the current operating system, such
as device drivers for new peripherals
or extensions to the graphics routines.
Only seven background ROMs can be
installed. The operating-system kernel
supports a kind of far addressing (a
branch via I/O mapping to anyone of
252 parallel ROMs in the upper ROM
area) that lets a program call subrou
tines in ROM. In addition, ROM rou-

tines can call subroutines in other
ROMs. Resident system extensions
(RSXs) behave like background ROMs
but must be loaded into memory
they are similar to MS-DOS version 2
configurable device drivers. For some
applications that don't justify the cost
of blowing a ROM, an RSX might be
more suitable.

The operating-system software is
written in a highly modular fashion.
Separate units (called packs) deal with
the keyboard, text VDU, graphics
VDU, cassette, and sound. while a
kernel handles interrupts, events, and
the ROM selection mechanism. All OS
calls are vectored through a RAM
based jump table in proper fashion,
so programs can be insulated against
future firmware changes.

The Keyboard Manager pack com
pletely defines the interface to the
keyboard hardware, so that a program

(continued)

It's powerful, fast and fun!

For IBM PCs and compatibles with 512K
bytes RAM using PC-DOS or MS-DOS.

i)iGii:ALI(, inC.
5200 West Century Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90045 (213) 645-1082

Smalltalk-BO is a trademar1< of Xerox Corporation. MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft.
Inc. PC-DOS is a trademar1< of IBM Corporation.
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YES! Please send me a copy of METHODS for $250.

ChecL....- Money Order__Vis~MastercarL-
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Address _
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Signature _

California residents add 6% sales tax. Outside U.S.A add $15.00
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The Silicon Systems SSI 263 Speech Synthesizer
Chip is a third generation speech synthesizer chip
that produces even more intelligible speech than
did older devices. The SSI 263 has improved into·
nation, inflection and filtration.
SSI 263 Quantity 1·9 $42. ea.

10·99... . $34. ea.
100 $30. ea.

The SC·01A Speech Synthesizer is a completely self·
contained solid state device that phonetically syn·
thesizes continuous speech of unlimited vocabulary.
SCOl A Quantity 1·99 532.

tOo. $24.
1000+.. . call

MICROMINT INC. 561 Willow Avenue.
Cedarhurst. NY 11516
To Order: Call Toll Free 1-800-645-3479
For Information Call: 1-516-374-6793
Call: Monday-Friday, 9-5 PM

The Micromint Sonar Ranging Experimenter's
Kit is an updated and higher functioning version of
the Polaroid SX·10 Camera sonar ranging circuit
used in the original Polaroid Ultrasonic Ranging
System Designer's Kit. There are similar performance
characteristics but Ihis unit requires far less sup·
port circuitry and interface hardware.

The Tl ranging module can function between 4.5
and 6.8v. With a 5v supply, the ranging module
I/O is TTL compatible and can be connected
directly to most computers with one input and
one output bit.

The Sonar Ranging Experimenter's Kit includes
one SN2S827 ranging module. one Polaroid 50
KHz electrostatic transducer, and user's manual
with data sheets.
TIOl Sonar Ranging Experimenters Kit ... $60.

Micromint's latest 300 Baud Modem Kit is crystal
controlled, uses the TI TMS99S32 IC, contains
just 25 parts and requires no calibration or ad·
justments. Use with acoustic coupler or in direct
connect mode.
M004 Complete Kit IS shown .••....... $60.
MOOS Transformer for Oirect Connect Mode $9.
ACOl Acoustic Coupl.r Kit........ " $20.

Give your computer the dimension of sight.
- Interprets, enhances and stores images.
. 256 x 128 digital image sensor.
. Plug·in boards for the IBM·PC, APPLE II or e.
- Software includes utilities for auto exposure.

multi-level greyscale. screen dump and image
enhancement.

- Includes interface card, 4 loot extension cable
camera assembly, manual, and software on
diskette.

DCOl IBM PC Assembled & Tested.
DC021BM PC Complete Kit .
OC03 APPLE II AssemiJled & Tested ....
OC04 APPLE II Complete Kit.

The Micromint is stocking thousands of SP1000
yoice recognition chips. Call us for a quote.

Microvox isa professional voice quality text· to
speech synthesizer that is easily interfaced to
any computer. modem, RS·232C serial or parallel
output device and provides speech of unbelievable
clarity.
· Unlimited vocabulary.
- 64 programmable tnflectlOn levels.

6K text-to·speech algorithm.
· Full ASCII character set recognition and echo.
· RS232C and parallel input. .
· 1000 Character buffer. 3000 optional.
· Adjustable baud rates 175·96001.

Spelling output mode.
·7 octave music and sound effects.

On board audio amplifier & power supply.
· X-On/X·Off handshaking.
MVOl Assembled INith 1K buffer. .. . .. 5349.
MV02 Complete Kit with 1K buffer ...•. $269.

Add $15.00 for 3K buffer option.

SWEET TALKER II. a 3rd generation speech
synthesizer, is based on the SSI 263. SWEET
TALKER II directly drives a speaker to provide
music, sound effects and continuous speech of
unlimited vocabulary at data rates as low as
50-70 bps.
· SSI 263-based Apple II compatible speech

speech synthesis board
· Comes with text-to·speech algorithm on

disk 100S 3.31
· Appropriate control inputs for mapping with

several buses
· On·board 1 watt amplifier with volume control
· Measures 3" x 3%"
• Operates on +5 and +12v

ST22 SWEET TALKER II Apple II compltible
speech synthesizer with text·to-speech algorithm
on drsk...... ...$104.

Uses the new, high
performance SPl 000
voice recognition chip.

The LIS' NER 1000 provides voice input capability
for your computer. The unit functions in the same
manner as your keyboard, serving as a data entry
device for application programs or the normal op·
eration of the computer.

The LIS' NER 1000 recognition system works
by analyzing human speech and extracting the
most important features. These impressions of
words are compacted into "templates" which
can be stored and later compared to someone
talking to the recognition unit. The LIS' NER
1000 supports a 64 word vocabulary in speaker
dependent, discrete utterance mode. The rec·
ognition accuracy is greater than 98%. Each
unit comes with a professional quality head·
band style electret microphone to assure accu·
racy. software on diskette and a user's manual.

The APPLE II LIS' NER board has provision for an
SSI 263 phonetic speech synthesizer chip with text·
to-speech algorithm, ThiS addition provides all th~

features described for the Sweet Talker II as well
as speech recognition.
APPLE II LIS' NER tODD w;'h SP1000
recognition/synthesis components only
VROl Assembled & Tested. .5189.
VR02 Complete Kit. 5149.
APPLE II LIS' NER 1000 with SP'1 000
recognition/synthesis components and SSI 263
phoneme synthesizer chip with text to speech
algorithm.
VR03 Assembled and Tested 5259.
VR04 Complete Kit. 5219.
COMMOOORE 64 LIS' NER tODD w;,h SP1000
recognition/synthesis components
VR10 Assembled & Tested
VRll Complete Kit ..

From Micro Resources
IBM PC. APPLE. 6502 Systems 5%",

CP/M 2.2 800
••••••••• $75.

From Allen Ashley
TRS·aO Modell, III, Northstar 5%". . ... 75.
CP/M 2.2 Boo ••• • •••• lS0.

· Uses Analog Devices 75811C, 8·channel 8·bit.
· Adds process control capability to the Z8 system
· Over 1,000 conversions per channel per second.
· Monitors 8 analog signals in one of two 10v Ranges.
BCC13 Assembled & Tested. . .... 5140.

· Expand your Z8 BASIC System with minimum
effort.

· ContaIns five slots complete w/44 pm connectors.
MB02 Assembled & Tested $69.

+5V @300 mao +/. 12V @25 mao
UPSOl Assembled & Tested. . $35.
UPS02 Complete Kit. 27.
+5V@ 1 Amp. +12V@.5 Amp. ·12V@50 rna.
UPS03 Assembled & Tested.. . .. 60.
UPS04 Complete Kit. . .. 50.

· Transfer BASIC or Assembly Language application
programs from RAM to 2716 or 2732 EPROM.

· Comes with programming & ulility roulines on
EPROM.

· Requires Z8 I/O Expansion Board for operation.
BCC07 Assembled & Tested. .. $145.

The Z8 Basic
System Controller
is an updated version
of our popular BCC01. The price has been reduced
and features added. The entire computer is 4" by 4%"
and includes a tlOY BASIC interpreter, up to 6K bytes
of RAM and EPROM, one RS-232C serial port with
switchable baud rates and two parallel ports. BASIC
or machine language programming is accomplished
simply by connecting a CRT terminal. Programs can
be transferred to 2732 EPROMs with an optional
EPROM programmer for auto start applications. Addi
tional Z8 peripheral boards include memory expan·
sion, serial and parallel I/O. real time crock, an A/O
Converter and an EPROM programmer.
· Uses Zilog Z8 single chip microprocessor.
· Data and address buses available for complete

peripheral expansion
· Can be battery operated.
- Cross assemblers for various computers. New
BCCll Assembled & Tested. . . . ..... 5149. Low Price

Triple Voltage Power Supplies

Z8COMPUTERSYSTEM

Five Slot Mother Board

Analog to Digital Converter

•.,.I I'

The M;cro,";nt Collection

All you need to bUild a Smart Video Terminal equiva
lent to the types advertised for $1000 or more is a
Term·Mite ST circuit board, scanned or parallel key·
board, video monitor and power supply.

TERM-MITE is a completely self-contained video
display controller.

TERM-MITE ST
SMART TERMINAL BOARD

· Uses brand new Nat'l Semi NS405 Terminal
Processor.

· 24 lines by 80 characters, 25th reverse·video
status.

· Upper & lowercase. Line (block) graphics.
· Selectable data rate, parity & di~lay options.
· Reverse video, half intensity. double height &

width, underline. blinking and/or blank character.
· Separate sync or composite video output. Self Test.

The Computer with a Split Personality

- Use it as an IBM PC look alike that directly boots
PC DDS 2.0 and accepts all expansion boards
designed tor the IBM PC.

- Use it as a powerful 8088 single board computer
for all your OEM applications. Just add serial ter·
minai, disk drive and power supply. Directly boots
CP/M·S6.

Buy the MPX-16 in the form that best meets your
needs or budget. As a bare board, as a wave soldered
board that contains all components less ICs, as an
assembled and tested circuit board or as a complete
system.

· Directly boots PC DOS 2.0 and CP/M·S6.
· Most IBM PC software executes with no

modifications.
- IBM PC bus compatible +9 expansion slots.
· Intel 8088 16·bit microprocessor.
· Optional Intel S087 math cocprocessor.
· 256K bytes on board memory.
· Up to one megabyte of system memory.
· Up to 64K bytes of system ROM/EPROM.
- 2 RS·232C Serial & 3 Parallel I/O ports.
- Disk controller for 5%" or S" drives.
- Sixteen levels of vectored interrupts.

MPX·16 Circuit Board Assembled
w/64K RAM. .$1.200.

OEM 100 quantity price. . .... 840.
MPX·16 Circuit Board Assembled
w/256K RAM t.400.

MPX·16 Semi·Kit (wave soldered circuit
board w/all components) Less ICs. ..595.

Complete Kit of ICs w/256K RAM 595.
MPX·16 Unpopullted (lJare) PC Board 300.
CP/M-86 Operating System + Mlnuals 80.
MPX·16 Switching Power Supply.. . 300.
MPX·16 Technical Reference Manull 50.
MPX·16 Metal Enclosure with Fan 225.
Tlndon TM 100·2 Double Sided/Density
Drive........................ .300.

IBM/PC Keyboard Interface Adaptet' ..... 100.

As featured on the cover of BYTE Magazine. Also
featured in Ciareia's Circuit Cellar November.
December '982 & January '983

Shipping and handlmg additional on MPX-/6 orders.

IBM PC is a trademark of International BuslOess Machines Inc.
CP/M·86 is a trademark of Digital Research Inc.
Z8 is a trademark of Zilog Inc.
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can alter attributes such as which keys
repeat and their repeat speed. Joy
sticks are scanned as part of the key
board. You can program up to 32 keys
(except Escape) to produce user
defined strings or to generate any of
the 255 (full 8-bit) characters. The
Escape key is given special treatment;
pressing it once suspends execution
and a second Escape causes a break
out from the program, while any other
keypress resumes execution. This
global-friendly behavior should be a
function of all operating systems, but
usually it's left to individual applica
tions and so is inconsistent.

The VDU is handled by two packs
for text and graphics, which are coor
dinated by a third layer, the Screen
Manager. All screen output on the
CPC 464 is fully bit-mapped (maxi
mum resolution: 640 by 200 pixels).
Text and pixel graphics use the same
16K-byte buffer. The standard charac-

BYTE U.K.

ter matrixes are stored in ROM but
the user can, as on the Commodore
64, download them into RAM and re
define them.

A special mode of character output
called "transparent print" permits
superimposing a character shape on
the current screen contents (i.e" the
cell background is transparent). so
graphics can be annotated with text
without making holes in the lines.

The CPC 464 supports three screen
modes corresponding to 20, 40, and
80 columns, and the graphics pack is
cleverly designed so that the plotting
coordinates remain the same in all
modes. A picture will remain the same
size but will have coarser lines as the
modes change. The cost of this
scheme is that the screen memory
map has a nasty, interleaved structure
that complicates attempts to bypass
the operating system and poke
straight into it. On the other hand, the

OS offers four graphics write modes
(replace, and, or, xor) that allow a
combination of the new pixel color
with the current color so you can have
tricky bit-plane effects if you stay
legal.

The Sound Manager is complicated;
suffice it to say that it maintains a
separate sound queue for each of the
three channels, and these are pro
cessed concurrently. When a tune re
quires synchronization, you can force
a rendezvous between any or all of
the queues. You can also cause a
channel to hold until explicitly re
leased.

The kernel is based around an event
handler that is driven by a regular
timer interrupt synchronized to the
VDU frame flyback. Elapsed-time
measurement for the BASIC multitask
ing is provided by a separate counter
that counts these timer interrupts and

(continued)

2 YEAR WARRANTY ON CARD AND DRIVE

!!A!!byte
GUARANTEED

-------------Yes. send me more
Information on:
o 10 Mbyte Disk Drive
o 20 Mbyte Disk Drive

Linde Technology. Inc.
8820 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 204
los Angeles, CA 90045

Suggested retail price $1095

"45SPECIAL"'7 SALE PRICE
EIIpINS Now....... , ...

100% refundable within 30 days.

For IBM pc. & compatibles. 2
Years Warranty on disk drive and
controller card.

• Half-height drive with
controller card

• Low error rate
• Low power
• High performance and

reliability
• Easy installation

20 Mbyle for'I,495.

Inquiry 202

TO ORDER SEND CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER 10:

Uncle Technologr, Inc.
8820 S. sepulveda Blvd.,
Suite 204
Los Angeles, CA 90045

OR CALL TOLL FREE:
I 18001 227-2400 ext. 974
In eatil'omIa caN

I 18001 772-2666 ext. 974
Visa and MasterCard accepted.
Callfomla~ add 6~ 'If> s2s tax.

.......... InquIIy ... 

.... 1ta R qIk 1Z1a) 21......
'/SM Is a reglsrered triJdemark of InternatiOnal
BusIness~ Corp.

NAME _

ADDRESS, _

C1TY. STATE__ ZIP __
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"'1I0VE SOFTW"'RE "'V""LAlllE IN OTHER FOR..... TS. C...ll FOA ...V...ILAeILITY "'ND PRICE

SOLD IN BOXES OF TEN ONLY

Minimum ahlpplng and handling $2.00. C.lIIornla ,..Idenla.dd 6% ul.. I....
P,le...ubjecl to ch.nge without !>OUc•. Writ. lor 00' I'M c.l.log.

upper 16K bytes of memory. it can
support only a 43.5K-byte CP/M sys
tem, which leaves a transient program
area (TPA) of some 36K bytes. Some
CP/M software (including standard
WordStar) needs more space. How
ever, since 48K-byte CP/M systems
were quite common until recently, a
lot of older packages should work.

OVERVIEW
The technical problem posed to de
signers of low-cost home computers
is: how can you support the color
graphics, complex sound capabilities,
acceptable speed, and adequate
working store that the market
demands, by using a cheap 8-bit pro
cessor with only a 64K-byte address
space? The most obvious solution is
not to try. but to use a 16-bit pro
cessor. The prices of 16-bit com
ponents and the relative lack of
design and programming experience
for them have delayed this natural
step, although the picture will change
drastically if Commodore drops the
launch price of the Amiga to the
rumored level.

The Amstrad approach might be
the best compromise I've seen so far,
providing fast (for an interpreter) and
usable BASIC with more than average
free workspace. The ROM paging sys
tem allows virtually unlimited expan
sion or reconfiguration of the firm
ware. Its closest competitors are the
Commodore 64 and the proposed
machines based on Microsoft's MSX
standard. The operating firmware and
BASIC are better thought out than the
ad hoc jumble supplied by Commo
dore, while MSX is likely to be slower
and offer less free workspace. On the
other hand, both competitors offer
sprites, and MSX has more powerful
graphics commands (including a
graphics macro language). The
Amstrad compromise allows for the
possibility that the CPC 464 will be
used for serious work as well as game
playing, although time will tell
whether the marketplace agrees.

Heeding the dismal experiences of
other U.K. manufacturers, Amstrad
has no plans at present to launch the
CPC 464 in the U.S.A •

BYTE u.K.

as well as for
game playing.

CPIM
As I write this column, Amstrad is a
few weeks from releasing a disk drive
for the CPC 464 based on the Hitachi
3-inch floppy disk, giving 180K bytes
per side in "flip-over" two-sided
operation. 'TWo drives can be sup
ported by the same interface and
cable. At £199.95, the drive is cheaper
than the notorious Commodore 1541.

Amstrad will supply CP/M free with
the drive. A foreground ROM in the
drive contains a special BIOS (basic
input/output system) that actually
works through the Amstrad OS ROM
routines. When you boot a disk, the
BDOS (basic disk operating system)
and CCP (console command pro
cessor) will load into memory from
disk as usual. You can also use the
disk from Amstrad BASIC via a
stream, and the file format will be the
same as CP/M's to avoid introducing
two different disk formats.

Although the CPC 464 will be the
cheapest CP/M system available by a
comfortable margin (just £400 or
about $ 500 for a single-disk, mono
chrome system). it has limitations.
CP/M was not designed to cope with
the memory-mapped video of typical
home computers, but for systems with
a serial terminal. Because the CPC
464 has its screen buffer fixed in the

then triggers an event. This avoids the
heavy overhead of triggering a timer
event every tick.

All the foregoing is documented in
an impressive programmers technical
manual that is clear, intelligent. and
comprehensive (more so than those
for many supposedly professional
operating systems).

The epe 464 was
designed to he used
for serious work

Franklin Ace
IBM
Kaypro
Okidata
Rana Systems
Star Micronics
Televideo
Texas Instruments
PLUS OTHERS

Amdek
Apple
Atari
BMC
Columbia
Commodore
Corona
Eagle
Epson

• 16 CHANNEL AID SINGLE ENDED

• S CHANNEL AID DIFFERENTIAL

.2 CHANNEL D/A

• 12 BIT RESOLUTION

· DISPLAY 1 TO 4 CHANNELS OF DATA
ON SCREEN IN REAL TIME

· BOARD MOUNTS IN ACe SLOT OF HP
150

· COMPLETE LOW COST SOFTWARE
HANDLER AND EXAMPLE PROGRAMS
AVAILABLE.

$995 QTY 1-5

CLINICAL MICROSYSTEMS. INC.

Box 1055
Melbourne, Florida 32936

(305) 723-5475

ANALOG I/O CAPABILITY
FOR

HP 150

DUST
COVERS

ABC data products
P. O. BOX 115120, SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92116

619-283-5488 ~ 800-854-1555

tremendous selection of software
books, accessories and supplies

UP TO 50"" OFF!

~_SOFTWAREFOR IBM PC ~_
dBASEIlI.. . .. 415.00 MUlTiMATE ..270.00
FRAMEWORK. ..430.00 SYMPHONY. ..449.00
HOME ACCT. PLUS .. 85.00 W.S. PRO PAC .265.00

.. w/UlTRAFllE .169.00 UlTRAFllE ... 115.00

For Personal Computers and Small
Business Systems, Peripherals, Game
Units - Protective, Long-Lasting Vinyl
Resists Both Dust and Liquids.

- CHOICE OF COLORS-

GROUP/VOLUME DISCOUNTS AI/AILABLE

FOR FREE BROCHURE WRITE:
ENCHANTED FOREST

P.O. Box5261. Newport Beach, CA 92662
(118 Onyx)

Dealer Inquiries Invited
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Circuit-Board-Design
Without the Tedium

smARTWORK™ lets the design
engineer create and revise ,

printed-circuit-board artwork
on the IBM Personal Computer.

Forget tape. Forget ruling.
Forget waiting for a technician,
draftsman, or the CAD depart
ment to get to your project.
smARTWORK™ software turns
your IBM Personal Computer
into a professional, high-quality
drafting tool. It gives you
complete control over your
circuit-board artwork - from
start to finish.

smARTWORK™ trans
forms your IBM PC into a CAD system
for printed-circuit-board artwork.
Display modes include both sin
gle-layer black and white and
dual-layer color.

What makes smARTWORK™
so smart is that it understands
electrical connections. Con
ductor spacing is always cor
rect, lines don't become too
narrow, and connecting lines
do not intersect other con
ductors. smARTWORK™ can
automatically find and draw
the shortest route between two
conductors. Or you can specify
the route.

smARTWORK™ is the only low
cost printed-circuit-board

artwork editor with all these
important advantages:

o Complete interactive control
over placement and routing

o Quick correction and revision

o Production-quality 2X artwork
from pen-and-ink plotter

o Prototype-quality 2X artwork
from dot-matrix printer

o Easy to learn and operate,
yet capable of sophisticated
layouts

o Single-sided and double
sided printed-circuit boards
up to 10 x 16 inches

o Multicolor or black-and
white display

o 32 user selectable color
combinations; coincident

points can be displayed
in contrasting
colors.

Twice scale
hardcopy of your
artwork is produced using
the Epson dot-matrix printers or the
Houston Instrument DMP-41 pen
and-ink plotter. Quick 1X check plot
is also available from Epson printers.

Dual-layer color display of a 2/1 by 4/1
section of a 10/1 by 16/1 circuit board

The Smart Buy

At $895, smARTWORK™ is an
exceptional value, particularly
when compared to conven
tional engineering workstation
costs.

Call or write us for more
information on smARTWORle
We'll be glad to tell you how
smARTWORK™ helps us design
our own circuit boards and
what it can do for your business.

Send a purchase order. or
major credit card number.
and smARTWORK™ can be
working for you next week.

System Requirements

o IBM PC or XTwith 192K RAM 2 disk
drives and DOS Version 2.0

o IBM Color/Graphics Adapter with
RGB color or b&w monitor

o Epson MX-80/MX-100 or FX-80/
FX-100 dot-matrix printer

o Houston Instrument DMP-41
pen-and-ink plotter (optional)

o Microsoft Mouse (optional)

"smARTWORK" and 'Wintek" are trademarks
of Wintek Corporation.

WINTEK CORPORATION, 1801 South St., Lafayette, IN 47904-2993, Phone: (317) 742-8428, Telex: 70-9079 (WINTEr CORP UD)
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The vast majority of
programming time is
spent waiting, and the
biggest slowdown is most
often with compilers.

How to turn "wait time"
into "work time"

And if you leave an undefined variable or data type,
the editor detects the mistake and gives you the option
of on-line "help" to correct it. No other programming
text editor offers you so much innovation at any price.

Our compiler turns
wait time to work time
with a new innovation
that lets you compile
in the "background."

With background
compilation, your program is automatically compiled
into object code line by line as you work, every minute
you spend writing or editing a Modula-2 program!

When you're finished editing, all that's left for the
compiler is a quick mopping up job that generates
optimized native code in a single pass.

How quick is "quick"?
Thanks to background compilation and the fact that

the compiler itself is so fast, Interface Technologies'
compiler turns 100 lines of typical Modula-2 text
into optimized machine code in under five seconds.

Plus the Interface compiler produces compact code
with execution speed superior to that produced by any
other Modula-2 compiler on the market.

How to do two things at once
Along with the background compiler and syntax

directed editor, which can save you hours every day and
make you more productive, Interface Technologies'
Software Development System gives your monitor

INTRODUCING
Interface Technologies' Modula-2

Software Development System
The computer press is hailing Modula-2 as "the next

standard in programming languages." Modula-2
combines the strengths of Pascal with the features
that made C so popular, like independent
compilation and direct hardware control. ---~----"""

But until today, no company offered a
Modula-2 system that made the development
of software fast, easy and efficient. Now,
though, there's a new tool at your disposal.

How to speed input and
eliminate 30% of errors

The fast, powerful tool
for programmers

The breakthrough is here: Interface Technologies'
new Modula-2 Software Development System for
the IBM® PC, XT, AT and compatible
computers to give programmers the same
quantum leap in productivity spreadsheets
and word processors gave to end-users. It
can reduce monotonous wait time, will
dramatically increase speed, help stop
thoughtless mistakes, and free you to become more
creative in virtually all of your programming efforts.

Thirty percent of programming mistakes are syntax
errors and simple typos in the program structure. Our
"syntax-directed" Modula-2 editor does away with
these time-consuming headaches once and for all.

It speeds input by
cutting manual typing
as much as 90%, letting
you enter statements
with a single keystroke.
For example, if you type
a capital "I" to begin a

line, the editor completes
the logical "IF THEN"

statement automatically, so
you can concentrate on what you

Enter complete statements want to program, rather than con-
with one keystroke. centrate on what you're typing.

The editor locks out errors, finishing statements and
procedures in perfect accord with the standardized
rules of Modula-2. It also indents and formats your
text automatically, making programs easy to read and
maintain, an important feature on big projects.
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windows so you can refer to one file while you edit
another simultaneously, saving you even
more time.

Concurrent editing of two
or more files is especially use
ful when doing programming
work that's intended for
separate compilation, and
Interface Technologies has
the only Modula-2 system
on the market that provides - ~L
you with this helpful benefit
t: d I' ft Work with multiple files
lor eve opmg so ware. faster, easier in windows.

How preprogrammed modules
speed development

One of the advantages of Modula-2 is that it lets you
build large, reliable programs quickly, by linking
together many smaller "building-block" modules.

The development system's toolkit of precompiled
program modules includes the standard Modula-2
library, and adds exclusive link-and-run' modules for
direct calls to the operating system, sound, and color

graphics support.
InOut Plus you get low

cost updates from
L""'!li;;;:::::~~~F~l the Interface

fieS Technologies
fast - growing

library of new

::~",~~~=~programming modules.
... The Modula-2 development system's toolkit of

ready-made modules turns big programs into smaller projects.

Increase productivity for $249
Interface Technologies' Software Development

System is fast, powerful and unlimited. It works so well
that it's the same tool Interface Technologies is using to
write business and consumer applications in Modula-2.

For $249, you get the syntax-directed editor and
compiler, linker, module library and tutorial that will
have even modestly experienced programmers writing
in Modula-2 in days. And you have full rights to your
work; there's no license fee for programs you develop
with the Interface Technologies system.

You can use it on any IBM® PC, XT, AT or
compatible computer with two double-sided, double
density floppy drives and 320K RAM diskette.

You get a thoroughly indexed, comprehensive user's
manual and free telephone support from Interface
Technologies. But the most important thing you get is
the future, and the programming language ofthe future
is Modula-2, and now it's easier than ever.

For more information, or to order the Modula-2
Software Development System, call 1-800-922-9049
today. In Texas, call (713) 523-8422.

You can also order or
request further in
formation by
mail. Just fill
out the cou
pon below
and send it
in. Act today
and receive
your system
soon.

ImlllACf TECHIIOI.OGIES

I ~(O)[Q)llJJllJA\..~ SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT SYSrEML .J
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This is not an exception. In the same
issue on page 409, WYSE Technology's ad
generated 1,792 inquiries and the Pro
metheus ad - way back on page
495 - garnered 1,588.

Advertisers in BYTE receive an average
of over 1,000 inquiries per page of advertis
ing, an average of 1,300 for full-page or
larger ads. And not just in special, front-of
the-book positions, but all through the
pages of BYTE.

This October; 1983ad

pulled ~39'
sales leads.

On page If-8~.
Why? Because more than 400,000 high

tech computer sophisticates pay to read
BYTE - cover to cover every month - for the
microcomputer information they want and
need. They'll send advertisers over 6 million
ad inquiries this year, and over a half a
million BYTE readers will buy products
from ads they've seen in BYTE.

Including yours.

Talk to us-we're the people who wrote
the book on microcomputer marketing. Just
call Pete Huestis, Advertising Sales10. ITI Manager, at (603) 924-9281.IIJ.., THE INTERNATIONAL STANDARD

~':~
.tnl. BYTE ispubli.sho:! morr+nl'y b:J WGr.ilw-~ill,In(,withof(;ces ...+70 MainS!, Pd:er~,N~OYf5B
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Conducted by Steve Ciarcia
MORE 1/0

Dear Steve.
I would like to embark on my first hard

ware project by building a home-control
system constructed around a Z80-based
Heathkit H-89 CP/M computer. My prob
lem is the I/O interface. My computer has
only two available I/O slots. I need more.
so I want to build a board that fits into the
processor socket and runs all the signal
lines into a ribbon cable that connects to
new I/O slots. This board will also contain
the processor Ie. I will have to bypass the
I/O-mapping ROM in the computer to
enable the new I/O slots. What do you
think. Steve?

CHARLES M. FINGERMAN

Toms River, NI

My April article wiJI address most of
your questions on 110 for a home-security
system. The system wiJJ use a
microprocessor that sends its control
signals through the power lines to various
BSR modules but has closed-loop input
and output lines in addition. While my
unit is built around a Motorola 6800
microprocessor, the techniques and soft
ware should be applicable to your Z80
system.

You may want to consider my unit for
your control applications and merely use
your H-89 to remotely communicate with
my home-control system. Tying up an en
tire Z80-based CPIM system for home
control is a bit of overkiJI. A small, dedi
cated controller is more practical.-Steve

TERM-MITE AND COLOR
TELEVISION

Dear Steve.
I want to build the '!erm-Mite smart ter

minal that you described in the January
and February 1984 issues of BYTE. Can
you tell me how to connect the composite
video output of the '!erm-Mite to a color
television?

ROBERT E. SCOTT

LawrenceviJIe, GA

The composite video output of the
Term-Mite is similar to the composite out
put of any computer and wiJI directly

drive a video monitor. To drive a color
or black-and-white television. this com
posite video signal must be superim
posed on a radio-frequency signal so that
the television can receive it. The device
to do this, an RF modulator, is available
at almost any computer or electronics
store.

Simply connect the video output of the
Term-Mite into the RF modulator, con
nect the modulator output to your televi
sion antenna terminals, and apply power
to all units. 1I.Jrn the channel selector to
the channel for which the modulator is
designed and adjust the fine-tuning con
trol as required.-Steve

SIMPLE CLOCK NOT
So SIMPLE

Dear Steve.
In your May 1982 article you highlighted

the then-new MM58167A clock chip and
its companion. the MM58174A. I wired the
MM 58174A to my Apple II to use the chip
as a simple clock. Though I did so exact
ly as shown in National Semiconductor's
data sheet. one problem has always re
mained: the interrupt output refuses to
work as it's supposed to. I followed the
interrupt-setting procedure but could get
no more than a single immediate pulse or
a change of state. As you may know. the
interrupt is supposed to be programmable
for three different intervals, single or
repeated. Do you have any idea what I can
do to resolve the problem?

LANCE WALLEY

Carmichael, CA

A rather subde problem exists with the
MM58174A real-time-c1ock chip. It is
relatively slow when compared to a
typical microprocessor clock cycle, with
access times on the order of I microsec
ond. An interrupt pin is available to in
troduce wait states for the read and write
cycles of the microprocessor to offset this
timing difference. This is fine for an 8080
system that supports such wait states but
cannot be direcdy implemented on your
Apple II since the Ready input of the
6502 is available only during a read cycle.

One solution would be to drive the
MM58174A chip through a PIA or VIA

chip such as a 6520 or 6522. One port
can be used to latch the address of the
desired clock registers, and the other
used to write data on a subsequent cycle.
-Steve

TRUMP CARD HARMONY

Dear Steve.
Will the Trump Card (May and June

1984) memory interface with other cards
in the computer? Also, can I use it as RAM
in addition. to other RAM boards in the
system?

CHIP O'NEAL

Orlando, FL

The Trump Card memory is totally in
dependent of the memory in the host
computer and does not take up any
space in the host memory map. The
other memory boards in the system wiJI
operate the same as they did before the
Trump Card was installed. The memory
on the Trump Card can be used as an in
dependent spooler and RAM disk for the
host system when not being used to run
any of the Trump Card languages. In this
mode, the Trump Card memory acts like
an extra 512K bytes of memory added
to your system.-Steve

A MISTAKE?.......................................
Dear Steve.

I really enjoyed your BYTE articles on
the Trump Card. and I intend to implement
it in 'part or whole some day. I may not
fully understand the circuit. but there are
a couple of anomalies I want to ask about
and some ideas that I would like to hear
your reaction to.

The INH line of the Z8581 clock IC is tied
to ground on the Trump Card circuit. The
Z8581 data sheet indicates that this should
make the ADDI and ADD2 lines inactive.
Yet. you have logic feeding ADD2 Is
something drawn wrong. or am I misinter
preting something?

The 6116 buffer is normally a 2K by 8-bit
RAM. but the Trump Card appears to use
only 256 bytes of it. since only eight of
the address lines are fed from the
counters. I suppose that's enough. but it

(continued)
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DWAIN HENDERSON

Florida, NY

Yes, something is wrong! The four pins
on the Z8581 clock chip numbered 4, 8,
9, and 10 are mislabeled but wired cor
rectly. They should be labeled as follows:

This arrangement allows ZCLK to be
stretched by one period when ADDR2 is
low to account for the slower PROM
memory.

Again, you are correct about the Trump
Card using only the first 256 bytes of the
2K-byte 6116 buffer. A smaller static RAM

seems a waste. Would there be any advan
tage to adding another 74LS393 or similar
(maybe single 4-bit) counter to supply the
other three address lines? I realize the
software on both sides would have to be
changed to make use of the larger buffer
size.

Your software and documentation offer
sounds almost too good to be true. Is the
host (IBM PC) software locked into the IBM
or the 8088? The reason I ask is that I
would really like to implement a Trump
Card and use the software package you
are offering, but my present system is a
Heath H-8 with an 8080 processor I may
someday change to a Z80, but I don't ex
pect to go to an 8088. I can't justify an
8088-based system, IBM or otherwise,
since my current system does what I need
as it is.

So why implement the Trump Card? I
guess I've got solder in my blood and a
hacker'S spirit of adventure. (I also prefer
programming in solder and wire.) Anyway,
since I do my software hacking in C (most
ly) or assembly language, I don't see any
problem making the Trump Card work
with my 8-bit CP/M system, assuming that
the source for the host code is available
(hopefully, part of your offer) As a mat
ter of fact. I like C so much that the C com
piler part of your software offer is the
most important part to me. The Z80
emulator sounds interesting, though Does
it emulate any specific operating-system
calls (BDOS or BIOS), or does the applica
tion software have to know that it's talk
ing to another processor through the FIFO
buffer? If I can plug a Trump Card into my
CP/M-80 system, I won't have to even con
sider getting an 8088 or other 16-bit pro
cessor, will J? With TBASIC pnd Z8000 C.
and Pascal on the way, what more could
I want?

Dear Steve,
Your July 1984 article about the Whimsi

Bell contained information and circuits on
a ring detector for the phone line. Do you
have circuits that will detect the busy
signal and dial tone?

PAUL I, ROUMANIS

Roanoke, VA

Dial tones, busy signals, ringing tones,
and recorder tones are known as call
progress tones. They are easily detected
by specialized integrated circuits, One
company making such chips is Teltone,
10801 120th Ave. N,£., POB 657, Kirk
land. WA 98033, (8001 227-3800 ext.
l/30.

Its M-980 is a CMOS call-progress tone
detector that monitors dial tone, circuits
busy, station-busy, audible ringing, and
other call-routing tones in the 300
640-Hz band. It operates from a single
5-V supply and uses a color-television
crystal (3.58 MHzl.

The M-982 gives precise detection of
the four common call-progress tones and
features Tri-state output. It too is
powered by a single 5-V supply and uses
the 3,58-MHz crystal time base.

My March project is building a Touch
Tone interaCtive messaging system.
-Steve

BUT WILL IT WORK IN
HOBOKEN?

The Texas Instruments TMS99532
modem chip is designed to be Bell
103-compatible and will not work with
the CCITT format. However, the TI
TMS99534 modem chip is designed for
the CCITT format and will work fine, just
replace the TMS99532 with the
TMS99534 and you have a CCITT-com
patible modem.-Steve _

Dear Steve,
Many thanks for your article about the

ECM-103 modem in the March 1983 issue
Here in Switzerland our CCITT-compatible
modems use 980 Hz for a I and 1270 Hz
for a 0 in the originate mode and 1650 Hz
for a I and 1850 Hz for a 0 in the answer
mode. Can I make any modifications so
that your modem will work here?

KARL KLINGLER

Zurich, Switzerland

scribed in my article first. After you
understand how it functions, you can
adapt your own variations, -Steve

Do I HAVE CIRCUITS?

Dear Steve,
After reading your article "Use ADPCM

for Highly Intelligible Speech Synthesis"
in the June 1983 BYTE, I became inter
ested in building the circuit you described.
Since I am not familiar with the ICs used,
I would appreciate it if you can send me
more information concerning the design
of this circuit. I would also like to know
if there have been any new developments
in this area of waveform speech synthesis,
Finally, are there possible variations on the
circuit built around the Oki MSM5218?

IOE LEE

New York, NY

could have been used in this case, but the
low cost and availability of the byte-wide
6116 outweigh any advantage of using
the smaller RAM. There is no advantage
in board space with the smaller RAM
since the available 256-byte RAM chips
are 4 bits wide, and two chips would have
been required for the buffer.

You can add an additional 74LS393
and use more of the 6116, but since much
of the 110 between the Z8001 and the
8088 consists of short commands, this
would only add an additional delay in
these operations.

Your ideas about using the Trump Card
with another host processor can be im
plemented, but the object code for
LDSYS would have to be modified to ac
commodate your new host. Unfortunate
ly, at the moment the source code for the
LDSYS program is not part of the avail
able software package.

The Z80 emulator supports most of the
standard CPIM BIOS calls, except for calls
dealing with the disk, the punch. and the
reader. The calls that are supported by
the emulator are listed in the software
manual for the Trump Card.-Steve

SPEECH CHIPS

The chips used in that article are manu
factured by Oki Semiconductor, 1333
Lawrence Expressway, Suite 401, Santa
Clara, CA 95051, (408) 984-4842,

Oki has several technical data sheets
that give additional information and ap
plications, 1Wo of them are "Simulta
neous Speech Analysis and Synthesis
with the OKI MSM5218" and "Speech
Synthesis using the OKI MSM5205
ADPCM Speech Synthesizer Circuit."

The information in my article and the
additional data from Oki should give you
the background you need to build your
own speech circuits, If you are unfamiliar
with such circuits, build the one de-

HI
NIC
NIC
LOW

INH
CO
CI
STRT

Pin 4
Pin 8
Pin 9
Pin 10
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Light Touches

~B·Y·T·E W·E·S·T C·O·A·S·T

Macs, Mice,
and laser

Disks

BY JOHN MARKOFF
AND

PHILLIP ROBINSON

BYTE West Coast is prepared
montilly by BYTE's editors and staff

in San Francisco and Palo Alto
Correspondence silould be addressed

to BYTE West Coast. BYTE
Magazine. 425 Battery St.. San

Francisco. CA 94 Ill.

A Pple Computer's policy of seeding
college campuses with Macintosh
computers is starting to bear fruit.

On a recent visit to Reed College in
Portland, Oregon, we saw a number of com
mercial-quality programs for the Macintosh.
All were developed by students and faculty,
under the direction of physics professor
Richard Crandall, in the college's newly
established "Maclab:' Crandall's direction of
the Maclab has given him a key role in plan
ning the college's computer future.

The plan is for Reed College to become
a heavily computerized liberal arts campus
of the future, and the Macintosh software
development effort is just the first step in
a five-year program. Ultimately the plan will
supply each member of the Reed academic
community with a Macintosh computer, link
classrooms, dormitories, and administration
buildings by means of an Ethernet-type
local-area network (LAN), and provide high
bandwidth access to microprocessor-based,
timesharing network nodes.

According to Crandall. the people at Reed
College are working with the Intel Corpora
tion on the LAN aspect of the five-year pro
gram to develop the "ultimate Macintosh
network." Their goal is to develop in
dividual. $5000, 32-user, timesharing net
work nodes that can be distributed around
campus. Crandall refers to the network as
a "running-water network:' in which facul
ty, students, and administrators will have
"taps" into dispersed computing and
storage resources. The plan calls for the net
work to be "iconic:' depicting such remote
resources as file, communication, and print
servers with pictographs.

Reed College has set up a private cor
poration, Metaresearch Inc" to market prod
ucts developed in the Maclab Metaresearch
currently offers GriffinTerminal (a terminal
program for the Macintosh with Tektronix
terminal-emulation capability for $89). Grif
finText (a simple text editOr). and the
EMM-2048a Universal Microcontroller. an

Intel 8031 microprocessor-based stand
alone serial laboratory interface to the
Macintosh.

Students and faculty at Reed have
developed software and hardware that per
mit the Macintosh to emulate more expen
sive laboratory instruments. Simple demon
stration projects include a light meter and
thermometer written in MacPascal. the in
terpreted Pascal language developed for
Apple by Think Technologies Inc. The light
meter displays the logarithmic light inten
sity measured by a photosensitive cell con
nected to the Metaresearch EMM com
puter. A light-meter-type dial is drawn on
the Macintosh screen using both Apple's
OuickDraw and additional graphics
routines. The beefed-up graphics software
lets the light-meter program create a picture
based on a real-value coordinate system (as
opposed to the Macintosh system, which
permits only integer values for coordinates).
The thermometer program takes tempera
ture data input via the EMM interface and
draws a thermometer on the screen with a
range of 54 to 104 degrees Fahrenheit. The
degrees are five pixels apart on the Macin
tosh display.

The' EMM Universal Microcontroller can
be used for a wide range of interfaces
process control. energy management (Reed
is already using a similar system for on
campus energy management), and labora
tory test management. Up to 256 separate
microcontrollers may be networked and
controlled by a single terminal or computer
with an RS-232C interface. The EMM has 2K
bytes of on-board RAM (random-access
read/write memory) for program and/or
data storage. Monitor software that resides
in 4K bytes of ROM (read-only memory) in
cludes communications routines and func
tions such as selecting a multiplex channel.
setting and reading I/O (input/output) ports,
accessing the real-time clock, digital-to
analog (D/A) and analog-to-digital (A/D) con-

(continued)
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Higher..resolution
mice cut down
work--surface movement
while still letting
you point to
individual pixels.
version, reading the auto-ranging fre
quency counter, and displaying mem
ory and registers.

The EMM hardware includes both
8-bit and 12-bit CMOS (complemen
tary metal-oxide semiconductor)
multiplying DIA converters, com
parators for AID conversion, a 13-bit
voltage-to-frequency converter, a real
time clock, onboard SIN (symbolic in
tegrator), and TTL (transistor
transistor logic) square-wave
generators, an 8-channel analog
CMOS multiplex switch, 16 bits of TTL
1/0, eight diode-protected relay
drivers, and optoisolated serial com
munication lines.

In a network, each EMM can be in
dividually addressed and controlled
(there is an onboard 8-bit network ad
dress jumper), either manually or
under program control.

The GriffinTerminal communications
program was originally written to pro
vide Reed's Macintosh users with

BYTE WEST COAST

high-speed access to the campus
mainframe computers. It has full
TektroniX 4012 terminal-emulation
capability to let it run graphics pro
grams on the host computers and dis
play the output on the Macintosh. Ad
ditionally, GriffinTerminal can be set
for data rates ranging up to 38.400
bps, It can save graphics screens in
MacPaint format and transfer 8-bit
text and graphics files between the
Macintosh and host computer. Griffin
Terminal lets you control the cursor
location with the Macintosh mouse.
The software translates mouse move
ment into x,y-coordinates and then
sends them back to the host
computer.

TAILLESS MICE
It had to happen. When Metaphor
Computer Systems, a recent addition
to Silicon Valley, introduced its sleek
new information-retrieval system,
those who looked closely noticed that
the workstation came with a tailless
mouse. In fact. founders Donald
Massaro and David Liddle also left off
the cable for the keyboard and the
auxiliary keypad In its place, they
chose an infrared technology that
resembles the IBM PCjr keyboard ar
rangement. There are significant dif
ferences, however. The Metaphor
infrared transmitterlreceiver has a
shorter physical range, operates on
multiple frequencies, and has a wide
field of view (270 degrees)

Metaphor decided to use a cordless
mouse because it wanted a highly

ergonomic workstation for executives
who weren't used to having com
puters on their desks The Metaphor
mouse is easily used by both Idt- and
right-handed people and comes with
a rechargeable nicad (nickel
cadmium) battery. To conserve power.
the mouse goes to sleep if you don't
use it for more than one minute. It
wakes up again when you move it or
click one of its buttons. When the
mouse isn't in use, you store it (along
with the keyboard and two separate
keypads) in the terminal's special
recharging sockets.

Now that mice are becoming more
popular. it has become apparent that
their design problems are much more
subtle than previously suspected.
Issues include resolution, optical ver
sus mechanical technologies, and
even the appropriate number of
buttons.

Metaphor turned to Logitech, a US)
Swiss company, for development as
sistance. For Daniel Borel. a Logitech
vice president involved in designing
the Metaphor tailless mouse, resolu
tion has become crucial as high-res
olution, bit-mapped displays pro
liferate. In particular, higher-resolution
mice cut down work-surface move
ment while still letting you point to in
dividual pixels If you use a mouse
with a resolution of 200 dots per inch
(dpi), says Borel. you should be able
to move the cursor from one side of
the screen to the other without beinp
forced to lift and reposition you.
hand

THE$2395 DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
Turns any personal computer into a complete micro
computer DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM. Our integrated
control/display program runs under MS-DOS, CP/M,
ISIS, or Apple and controls the UDL via an RS-232 port.

(415) 851-1172

Up to 128K bytes of EMULATION ROM
(8K standard) allows you to make pro
gram patches instantly. Since the target
ROM socket connects data and address
lines to both the analyzer and the emula
tor, no expensive adaptors or personality
modules are needed.
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The powerlul BUS STATE ANALYZER
features four-step sequential triggering,
selective trace, and pass and delay
counters. Symbolic trace disassemblers
and debuggers are available for Z-80,
8048,6S00, 6800, 8031,808S, Z-8, 1802,
8088/80188,8086/80186, R6S and 68000.

The PROM GENERATOR also doubles
as a STIMULUS GENERATOR.

For further information, call or write:

g~~y~ 172 Otis Ave., Woodside, CA 94062
Instruments
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According to Borel. the Apple
Macintosh mouse. which has coarser
resolution. gives the illusion of high
resolution by employing a "software
gearshift" mechanism. When the
Macintosh mouse is moved quickly in
any direction. the cursor moves
several pixels at a time. Borel argues
that this is only a partial solution. If
the mouse is moved at different rates
of speed. he says. it will gradually
relocate itself on your d sk (ie. its 0.0
position on an imaginary work surface
X.Y graph will "drift"). forcing you to
pick it up and replace it in its original
position on your work surface.

Mice sense motion differently. de
pending on whether their basic
design is mechanical or optical. and
each type has its own advantages. Op
tical mice are generally said to be
quieter and more reliable than their
mechanical cousins as they have no
moving parts. On the other hand. the

BYTE WEST COAST

optical mice require a special reflec
tive surface.

The Logitech mouse employs a
hybrid of the two technologies It has
a specially coated metal ball for track
ing its movement across the work sur
face. The coating is important
because it makes the mouse signifi
cantly quieter and because rubber
balls tend to pick up dirt However.
the mouse optically decodes the
movement relayed by the ball with
photo diodes and sensors inside its
housing. This design makes it ex
tremely simple for Logitech to in
crease the resolution of its mouse:
models have been manufactured with
resolution in excess of 380 dpi

The Logitech mouse is also micro
processor controlled and therefore is
quite flexible in meeting different pro
tocols. The Motorola 6805 is used in
the standard design and a CMOS part
was added for Metaphor It can be re-

configured in firmware to meet either
the Summa. Microsoft. or Mouse Sys
tems requirements.

Borel argues that communications
speed is an important factor in mouse
design. Given the increasing populari
ty of high-resolution displays (the
Metaphor workstation has a resolu
tion of 896 by 960 pixels. and displays
of 1024 by 1024 pixels are not all that
unusual). he makes the point that you
need high bandwidth between the
mouse and the system in order to
reproduce the mouse's movement ac
curately The bit rate of the Logitech
product is selectable under program
control from a range of 1200 to 9600
bps

Borel is pleased that Logitech has
been successful in gaining a foothold
in the growing mouse market There
were times over the past two years.
he says. when he was discouraged by

(continued)
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what seemed the almost universal re
jection of the mouse in favor of key
boards. Another factor contributing to
his discouragement was the mouse's
dependence on slow-to-develop soft
ware technology. "People miscalcu-

BYTE WEST COAST

lated the complexity of interfacing the
mouse he notes.

A LASER DISK FOR DATABASES
The optical disk drive from Reference
Technology won't replace Win-

chesters: it can only read, not write,
data. But its use of cheap, removable
disks makes it ideal for "electronic
publishing and information distribu
tion:-a phrase that turns up re
peatedly in Reference Technology

A TRIP TO THE UNIX SHOW

S eptember's UNIX Systems
Expo/84 in Los Angeles wasn't a

huge affair like COMDEX or a West
Coast Computer Faire, but a lot of the
big guns were there: AT&T. IBM, Honey
welL Digital Equipment Corporation,
Tandy, Data General. and so on.
Because the show was dedicated to
UNIX. rather than personal computers,
there were many firms displaying mini
computer software and hardware.
However. the interest in microcom
puters was obvious XENIX was run
ning all over he place-on IBM Per
sonal Computers IPCSI Tandy Model
16Bs lone with a Model 100 as a ter
minal). and Lisas (one with a Macintosh
running MacTerminal hooked to the
Lisal. IBM was shOWing PC/IX on ATs
and XTs and was selling it for 5800 Ithe
list price is 5900).

Plenty of people were shOWing con
nections between UNIX systems and
DOS-type personal computer systems.
AT&T. for instance, had one of their
3B2s connected to a 6300 PC The
6300 could directly call up a DOS ap
plication that was stored on the 3B2
hard disk, which was controlled by
UNIX.

Another DOS-UNIX link was shown
by Computerized Office Services Inc.
ICOSI1. This scheme use the UNIX
machine to direct the workings of
various DOS machines. Jeff Spencer of
COSI regaled me with the vision of an
office of PCs left idle at night trans
formed into an office where they were
left on for the big guy (probably a VAX)
to slave drive. The COSI software on
the VAX finds a sleepy PC and barks
out orders to run thiS or that applica
tion and report back when done.

A different approach, and the one of
most immediate use to those with a
single system, was exemplified by the
first appearance of a product from
Uniform Software Systems called The
Connector. This program allows DOS
to be run as a U IX lin thiS case, PC/IXI
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process In turn. DOS can then run
applications-all without leaVing UNIX.
The particular advantage of this ap
proach (having DOS under U IX in
stead of just co-resident on the diskl
is that other UNIX processes can be
running simultaneously with the DOS
applications. I watched Lotus 1-2-3 run
ning underneath DOS underneath
U IX-all without the XT leaving U IX.
Switching from DOS to U IX is very
simple DOS is treated as a U IX pro
cess so you don't have to alter any of
the U IX procedures and operations
The Connector comes on a single disk
and can then be stored on the hard
disk. Entering a command as simple as
"dos" lets you move to DOS and "unix"
lets you move back.

The Connector automatically sets the
DOS date and time from U IX. To run
a DOS application you can enter DOS
and then use the standard procedure
to call the program. Alternatively, you
can create a special link to enter the
application call directly from UNIX.
Files can also be exchanged between
UNIX and DOS.

To run The Connector you need an
IBM PC XT with at least 512 K bytes of
RAM (random-access read/write mem
ory). a dual-sided floppy-disk drive, a
IO-megabyte hard disk, PC/IX, PC-DOS
11.0, 1.1. 20. or 2.11 and whatever DOS
applications you want. The program
costs 5299, and the PC/IX version was
supposed to be available on October
15. The Venix version should see the
light of day by December 15.

I was assured there would be no
problem getting The Connector up on
the IBM PC AT. though it hadn't actually
been done by the time I saw it. The
only problem. and again I was assured
that it is a small problem, is that UNIX
runs in the protected mode and DOS
in the unprotected.

In an unrelated matter, 1 wandered
into the small Sun Microsystems Inc.
booth. The Sun workstation has a 42-

megabyte disk, 68010 CPU (central pro
cessing unit). I-megabyte RAM, runs
UNIX 4.2 with a proprietary window
system, and can drive the screen with
magnificent resolution. I asked, just to
get the official line, what was the ad
vantage of having this expensive micro
computer over having a terminal
hooked to a VAX? A foraging software
engineer who was playing with the Sun
stopped, glanced dryly at me. turned
back to what he was doing, and con
tributed a few comments about how
slow a VAX can get when several
engineers are crunching on it.

Finally, there eems to be an inter
esting relationship between U IX and
men's fashions. While I was watching
the melee at the LA International Air
port rental-car counter. I was told that
there weren't any cars available
because of The Magic Show The Magic
Show turned out to be a Men's Fashion
Extravaganza. Larger than the UNIX
show, it was also accorded more im
portance at the LA convention center.
The Magic Show had shuttle buses:
UNIX did not. The Magic Show got free
parking at the Shrine parking lot: when
1pulled into that lot. the attendant gave
me a quick once-over and said, "UNIX:'
I agreed, and he directed me back out
into the street. When I arrived at the
convention center, there were Magic
Show people handing out brochures
for some rather interesting clothing
designs. No one handed one to me. In
fact. I failed to fool anyone into think
ing that I was attending a fashion show
As the coup de grace, Magic Show at
tendees got complimentary passes to
the U IX show: UNIX show partici
pants did not get treated in kind.
Perhaps it was the miniature red dirigi
ble tethered to the UNIX show's roof.
With its three bomb-like fins and its
"USE/84" slogan. it looked more like
a commentary on arms talks than an
invitation to a good time.

-Pliil Robinson
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Each subject is a 3-tape series_ The Basics will take you from the beginning and lead you through
dBASE II commands. You will soon be creating your own databases, editing files, deleting records, etc.
Application Programming will teach you program layouts, loops, structures and so much more. You
will be writing your own programs within hours.

1-800-624-4525
1-916-546-3371

Reference Technology proprietary,
three-dimensional. interleaved, Reed
Solomon code with 26 percent redun
dancy at a data density of I gigabyte
per disk side. The maker claims that
it will correct input-error rates as high
as 1 percent and will yield output
error rates of less than 1 in 10 trillion

(continued)

1&10.,,11+1 COD, CHECKS, Mia
- ORDER BY PHONE -
Call Toll Free
From California

#OB125 - THE BASICS

#OB135 - APPLICATION
PROGRAMMING

~--I:VHS-BETA :1-----,

Q Western Video
Productions

- ~- P.O. Box 2300
. 8079 N Lake Blvd.

Kings Beach, CA 95719

Coming soon",
dBASE Ille
WOROSTARe
MS-OOSe
CP/Me
LOTUS 123e
MULTIPLANe

" MuiliPIIln and MS·OOSare registered trademarks 01 MicrO$Ofl,
Inc. CPM is ill registered trademark of Digital Research. Wordstar
is ill regisTered trademark 01 MicroPro. dBASE II and dBASE III lire
registered trademarks of Ashton-Tate. Lotus 123 is ill registered
trademark of Lotus Corp.

d

by 23.6 inches and weighs 70 pounds.
The DataDrive connects to the SCSI
interface. With a video option kit.
which can be added at the factory or
in the field, it can read mixed video,
audio, and digital information

The TRIDECC error-correction and
-detection technology is an important
element of this system. TRIDECC is a

W

literature. It isn't inexpensive-$8900
apiece in lots of lOa-but it offers
direct. fast access to 1 gigabyte of
cheaply stored information (a disk
costs only $14 in quantity), and the
drive's speed makes it a fine can
didate for multiuser systems.

Reference Technology, located in
Boulder, Colorado, is just beginning
to explore this new market. Prior to
September, only seven units had been
shipped According to Ronald
Rediesel. vice president of strategic
marketing, most of the company's
sales will be to OEMs (original equip
ment manufacturers). The OEMs, in
turn, will take the disk drive, add a
particular set of data, some software,
and a controlling computer system,
and then resell the entire package.

The Reference Technology CLASIX
(Computer/Laser Access Systems for
Information Exchange) DataDrive
holds 1 gigabyte per disk side. The
DataDrive uses a CAY (constant
angular velocity) scheme and can
transfer data at I megabyte per sec
ond. There are 51,000 tracks per side,
2 fields per track, 11 planes per field,
and 892 bytes in each plane. That
yields a data-carrying capacity of
19,624 bytes per track and 15,000
tracks per inch. The average access
time is 151 milliseconds, with an
average seek time of 125 millisec
onds. The disk rotates at 1800 rpm
(revolutions per minute) and is read
by a single head. It takes the drive
about 20 seconds to get the disk up
to speed and about 10 seconds to
stop it. The significance of the tremen
dous access speed is apparent when
searching through huge databases
The next generation of full-size Data
Drives will be coming out in 1987 with
better access times and greater stor
age density, as well as double-sided
drives.

The DataDrive uses a standard, pre
recorded NTSC (National Television
System Committee) videodisc of alu
minized acrylic (stamped by the com
mercial videodisc process) that comes
in a plastic carrier. It can hold digital
data, still-frame, or full-motion video,
and analog or digitized audio.

The entire drive measures 8.4 by 16
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bytes Without excellent error detec
tion and correction. such huge
volumes of data would not be useful

Reference Technology sees OROM
(optical read-only memory) augment
ing rather than replacing traditional
data-storage techniques Some of
OROM's most obvious markets in
clude library services (card catalogs.
bibliographies. indexes): legal services
(case and patent law). medical-in
formation services: scientific and
technical services (specifications.

ApPLE COMPUTER INC,
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino, CA 95014
(800) 538-9696
in Canada, (800) 268-7796 or
(800) 268-7637

COMPUTERIZED OFFICE SERVICES INC,
(COSI)
313 North First Street
Ann Arbor. MI 48103
(313) 665-8778

INTEL CORP,
3065 Bowers Ave,
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 987-8080

INTERNATIONAL THOMSONI
CARROLLTON PRESS
1611 North Kent Street, Suite 910
Arlington, VA 22209
(703) 525-5940

LASERDATA INC,
I Kendall Square
Building 200
Cambridge, MA 02139
(617) 494-4900

LoGITECH INC,
805 Veterans Blvd,
Redwood City, CA 94063
(415) 365-9852
in Switzerland, (021) 77 45 45

METAPHOR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
2500 Garcia Ave,
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 961-3600
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abstracts. bibliographies). economics.
econometric. and financial analysis
(data for modeling): and government.
A number of companies have already
developed applications that showcase
the technology

Strategic Information Corporation.
of Burlington. Massachusetts. has de
veloped a multiuser system compris
ing: two DataDrives, a Micro VAX, the
Strategic Information Search Software
(Data Visual Management System),
several terminals, and the Haystack

METARESEARCH INC,
1100 Southeast Woodward St.
Portland, OR 97202
(503) 232-1712

NCR/MICROMEDEX CORP,
1700 Patterson Blvd,
Dayton, OH 45479
(513) 445-2380, (513) 445-5000,
(800) 222-1235

REFERENCE TECHNOLOGY INC,
1832 North 55th Street
Boulder, CO 80301
(303) 449-4157

STRATEGIC INFORMATION CORP,
80 Blanchard Rd,
Burlington, MA 01803
(617) 273-5500

SUN MICROSYSTEMS INC.
2550 Garcia Ave.
Mountain View, CA 94043
(415) 960-1300

TEKTRONIX INC,
POB 500, Station Y3-314
Beaverton, OR 97077
(503) 643-7768
(800) 452-1877 or
(800) 547-1512

THINK TECHNOLOGIES INC,
420 Bedford St.
Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 863-5590

UNIFORM SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
201 Santa Monica Blvd,
Santa Monica, CA 90401
(213) 395-9674

database, (lWo DataDrives were nec
essary because the database takes up
2 gigabytes) Haystack contains an in
dex to government military specifica
tion data. standards, vendor catalogs,
parts, and components,

From NCR/Micromedex Corpora
tion, a multiuser system (built around
a single DataDrive, an IBM Personal
Computer (PC), an NCR PC and the
NCR 6650 Micro Modus intelligent in
put/output controller) provides fast
access to a hospital database on
poisons, toxicology, and pharmacol
ogy, The information in the database
is already available as an on-line ser
vice, but when you bring it into a
microcomputer system, you don't
have data communications problems
or expenses In fact. this is the sort of
application that makes you see how
microcomputers can save lives. For in
stance, by working through a menu
quickly, a doctor can call up a par
ticular poison and check effects,
therapies, and special dangers-even
enter the known data about the vic
tim (sex, weight. and approximate
age). The doctor can then have the
computer infer related data and dis
playa nomograph showing the risks
of particular combinations of drugs,

In another demonstration, an IBM
PC was hooked up to a single Data
Drive and a Metheus display system
This combination delivered individual
images from a National Aeronautics
and Space Administration/let Propul
sion Laboratory (NASA/IPL) library
NASA commissioned the Laboratory
for Atmospheric and Space Physics
(LASP) to find a way to economically
distribute the enormous data from in
terplanetary exploration missions,
That data, claimed to be approxi
mately 10 15 bits per year and accumu
lated on magnetic tapes (some stored
in a paint shed because there was
nowhere else to put it). can now be
sent out to those who can use it.
Because the data consists of 1024- by
1024-pixel images, 1000 of them fit on
a single disk (each pixel requires a
single byte to specify color and inten
sity), The system allows close inspec
tion (and temporary manipulation) of
any part of the image, The distribu-
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tion. storage. and manipulation of im
ages will plainly be revolutionized by
such optical disk-storage systems.

An International Thomson/Carroll
ton Press demonstration showed the
DataDrive searching through a library
card catalog Though the catalog was
incomplete (covering only education
and library-science classifications). the
ability to search using keywords and
Boolean operations was exciting. in
ternational Thomson/Carrollton Press
will eventually offer the complete
Library of Congress shelflist

Reference Technology isn't the only
company eyeing this market Laser
Data Inc. of Cambridge. Massachu
setts. is making an optical disk-drive
controller that personal computer
owners can use with commercially
available optical disk drives (such as
Hitachi and Pioneer). Actually. there
are two controllers The Trio-I 10.
which has an embedded 80186. can

control up to four disk drives or
players. can work with up to four
hosts. and costs $2950 (without the
disk player). The PC-Trio is a card for
the IBM PC and compatibles It con
trols a single player. works with a
single host. and costs $1365 (without
the disk player) The disk players cost
around $1000 The name "Trio"
comes from the system's ability to
work with video. data, or audio infor
mation. Either Trio version holds a
mere 800 megabytes per disk but
both are substantially slower than the
Reference Technology system (an
average access time of I second com
pared with the DataDrive's 151 milli
seconds).

Another form of competition comes
from the audio sector. Such manufac
turers as Sony and Philips, who have
been selling huge numbers of com
pact-disk players. which use smaller
optical disks as a medium for digitized

Manufacturers such
as Sony and Philips
are eyeing the
data-storage market.
audio signals, are eyeing the data
storage market Because of the econ
omies of scale afforded them by suc
cess in the consumer market. they can
experiment with computer applica
tions. Most schemes see the 12-cm
1468-inch) compact disk holding 550
megabytes and moving that data at
1.44 megabits per second with an
average access time of 05 second.
Reference Technology intends to in
clude a compact-disk ROM in its own
line within the next eighteen
months. _

CAD SYSTEM DISI(ETTES DISC DRIVES

SOFTWARE

COMPUTERS

2D Starting at $9,999.99
3D Also Available - CALL

All Plotters, Digitizers, Software and
Training, one place for all your needs,

SYMPHONY $409
LOTUS 123 $285
dBASEII/III.. . $265/$398
WORD STAR PROPACK $328
FRAMEWORK. . " $398
RBASE , , CALL

MICROSOFT SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

PC PEACOCK. . . $229
HERCULES CARD $313
64K RAM SET.. ". $39
AST 6-PAC 64K . . CALL
AST MEGA PLUS II 64K . . CALL
KEYTRONIC KEYBOARD 5151 . .. $199
TECMAR GRAPHICS. . . . $485
EVEREX GRAPHICS. . .. $450
OTHER HARDWARE CALL
SIGMA MAXMISER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $244
8087 CHIP . $178
QUAD BOARD 10K . $225
PLANTONIC PLUS. . .. $368

HARDWARE

EVEREX COGITO 10 MB INTL $848
SIGMA 10 MB INTERNAL. . . $875
TEAC - V2 HT for IBM 360K $129
SHUGART 455 for IBM 360k . . $155
TANDON 100-2 . $169
IBM DISC DRIVE.. . .. $199
CDC DRIVE for IBM $195
TEC V2 HT for IBM 360K $120

LEASING ARRANGED UP TO $1 MILLION AT
LOW RATES. CAN INTRODUCE YOUR NEW
PRODUCTS TO MARKETS. UPGRADE YOUR
PRESENT COMPUTERS WITH 10MB PLUS
HARD DRIVES. COMPANY P.O. WElCOME.
MC/VISA + 3% CASH PRICES SUBJECT TO
STOCK ON HAND. OPEN 7 DAYS.

.... $25.85
... $19.79

.$25.00

OVERSEAS ORDERS
WELCOME:

TELEX:
855771 BEENAT

MODEM SALE

PRINTERS SPECIALS
CABLE. . $19
OKIDATA 92P . . $375
OKIDATA93P .. $625
EPSON FX 100/80. .VERY VERY LOW
BROTHER HR 15/HR25. .. $385/$598
BROTHER HR 35.. . .$895
DTC STYLEWRITER 35K BUF. . . .$499
DTZ 380Z t 48K BUFF. . . .. $933
EPSON LQ 1500 . . ..... VERY VERY LOW

VERBATIM OS / DO ..
VERBATIM SS/DD .
JANUS DS/DD ..

HAYES 1200 MODEM . . .$480
HAYES 1200B $397
1200 BAUl) Aulo Olill. AulO Answer. AulQ L~ a,l. File

~~~~~~:I'IC~:I~~¥C~ll Cr~~~ I~~PC~~T ~~~:~O~I'~Y' Aulo
and COlllpalll)le. Made III SHnnyvillc USA. . $249

DenIer InqtllrlCS welcome.

. $475
." $469
". $469
... $149
" $149
, $195

MONITORS

IBM PC 64K t DISC CONT CARD.. , .. $1299
IBM PC 256K 2V2 HT DR, , " .. $1549
IBM PC 256K 2V2 HT DRt 10 MB . , $2550
SANYO 550-1 , . , . "" .. $770
SANYO 555-2 (2) DS/DDtMONt8 . $1299
IBM PC XT 256K " " , $3550
IBM PORTABLE .. " . . .. ...""" .. CALL
SANYO 555-2tCOL.MON
t5 SOFTWARE " , . . " " . $1559

QUIMAXCOL.
QUIMAXCOL ..
PRINCTON GRAPHIC HX 12.
SANYO.
AMDEC300
PGSMAX 12 ..

ADVANCED COMPUTER SYSTEMS
665 GRAPE AVENUE
SUNNYVALE, CA 94087
408-732-6200
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Stand-alone programs
can't be made to work as asystem
no matter how hard you might try.

Stand-alone programs
are fine. Unless, of course,
you need them to work
together. Because the sum
of the parts will never equal
a whole.

That's why even the
highly touted WordStar,'"
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dBase II'" and 1-2-3,'" pro
grams don't make sense
as a business system.

They were designed to
perform very specific appli
cation functions only, and
therefore, make miserable
workmates.

Fortunately, there's a
smart solution. It's the new
Smart Software System.

Smart's unique "modular
integration" is the key to
productivity. It means that
The Smart Word Processor,
The Smart Data Manager



The fully integrated
Smart Software System is designed
to make the whole office more productive.

•

and The Smart Spreadsheet
with Graphics not only have
the uncompromising power
and capacity of these lead
ing stand-alone programs,
but they also have the unpre
cedented capability to work
brilliantly together.

So you can easily transfer
data and pass commands
from one to another_ Which
means that you can compile
financial data, to be included
in graph-form, within the
text of a printed report,
that's mailed to a list drawn

from the data manager
automatically.

Don't short change your
business by attempting to .
squeeze the impossible out
of a makeshift software
system. Get Smart, and the
whole office will thank you.

Smart is available for the
ffiM PC, PCIXT, PCIAT,
and compatibles. For informa
tion call, 800-GET-SMART.
(In Kansas call, 913-383-1089).

Smart Software
from Innovative Software

Inquiry i 71

"1·2-3'·, WordStar'" and dBase 11'- are registered trademarks 01 Lotus O~e'opmentCorporation. Micro Pro Internalional Corporation and Ashton-Tate respectively. "-1984lnnovalive Software, Inc.
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ACOMPUTER
PROGRAM

DELIVERED VIA
SATELLITE!

Produced by KCSM, San Mateo, CA and WITF, Harrisburg, PA with funding from McGraw·Hill's I3\lTE and {!IJiIJlMfiiiiiJ magazines.

The Computer
Chronicles, a half
hour weekly television
series brings you an
in-depth look at the
latest developments
in the computer
world.

Correspondent Ste
wart Cheifet and
Gary Kildall, creator
of CP/M provide
interviews with indus
try leaders plus news
and information from
Silicon Valley and
around the world.

The Computer
Chronicles, every
week on a

l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Publicte,e~sionstation near
you.
(Check local listings for
time and channel.)
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M ·A·T·H·E·M ·A·T· I·e·A·L
R·E·e·R·E·A·T·1·0·N·S

The Fundamental
Counting Principle

Counting
without

enumerating

BY MICHAEL W. ECKER

Dr. Michael W. Ecker (do BYTE,
POB 372, Hancock. NH 034491

is an associate professor in the
Department of Mathematics and

Computer Science at the University
of Scranton, Pennsylvania.

y ou are at a racetrack trying to pick
the triple for a race featuring 10
horses. That is, to win you must

predict which horses will come in first, sec
ond, and third place. with the specific order
significant How many possible triples do
you have to choose from?

You wish to choose a fraternity name
following the practice of using three Greek
letters (e.g., Alpha Beta Alpha), where
repetition of letters, as in the example, is al
lowed. The Greek alphabet has 24 letters.
How many possibilities are there?

You want to count the number of divisors
of 750. How can you do this without actual
ly finding all the divisors first?

What is the smallest army that can be
arranged in rows and columns of consistent
sizes in exactly 16 different ways? (To
illustrate, an "army" of 14 people could
be arranged in four configurations: I x 14,
2 x 7, 7 x 2, and 14 x I.)

These four ostensibly different problems
can be handled without recourse to
enumeration (meaning lengthy listing of all
possibilities) The branch of mathematics
dedicated to counting without enumerating
is called combinatorics. The most basic
theorem of combinatorics, known as the
fundamenta,l counting principle, can be
stated this way: If a first thing can be done
in m ways and a second thing in n ways, then
the number of ways in which you could do
both things (first one of the rn followed by
one of the n) is m times n, or mn.

As an example, suppose you wish to
travel from A to B and then from B to C.
as in figure 1 (without retracing any path or
going in the wrong direction). Since you can
go two ways from A to B and three ways
from B to C. you have 2 x 3 = 6 ways to
go from A to C. As a check by direct
enumeration, suppose you call the A to B
paths u and v, and the B to C paths w, x, and
y. Then the possible paths from A to Care
the six paths u-w, u-x, u-y, V-W, v-x, and v-yo

The fundamental counting principle is
easily proven in general, but I think the

enumeration of the possible paths in our
example should be convincing (table 1)
Note that since you are essentially count
ing with rows and columns, with all possi
bilities considered exactly once, the reason
why you multiply is clear. This process ex
tends to more than two things being done,
as the solutions to the fraternity name ques
tion will show.

Since you have 24 choices for the first let
ter. 24 for the second, and 24 for the third,
24 x 24 x 24 = 13,824 names are possible.
If instead the requirements insisted on no
repetition of letters, you would have 24
choices for the first letter. 23 for the second
(because 1of the 24 choices can no longer
be used), and 22 for the third, thus 24 x
23 x 22 = 12,144 possibilities. The number
of names with at least two letters repeated
is 13,824 - 12,144 = 1680 names.

Applied to the horse race, where order
matters, you could play 10 x 9 x 8 = 720
possible triples. You can now understand
why the racetrack can afford to give such
luxurious odds. Similarly, you could apply
this principle to counting possible numbers
of license plates, ways to line up people, etc.
In any case, you can appreciate that the
numbers in question begin to get large.

FACTORIALS
Combinatorics makes extensive use of fac
torials. Recall that the factorial of a positive
integer n is written "n!" and read as "n fac
torial." The product is found by multiplying
n by n-I by n-2 ... and so on down to
I. For instance, 51 = 5 x 4 x 3 x 2 x 1
= 120. Before continuing, you may want to
write a BASIC program to compute fac
torials of small positive integers. You might
be able to produce a more useful one than
mine, which simply implements the defini
tion and quickly gets into accuracy and
precision questions for larger values (listing
I). For technical reasons, O! is defined to be
I, much as a zeroth power (of a nonzero
number) is defined to be I. (The primary

(continued)
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Listing I: A program to generate factorials tlirougli 33!.

Table I: Tlie possible patlis tlirougli figure I witliout backtracking

w x y

u

I
u-w u-x u-y

v v-w v-x v-y

has precisely two divisors. Now take
750. You could enumerate all its
divisors, but you don't want to. In
stead, think about the following idea.
The number 750 is uniquely express
ible, apart from order. as 2 x 3 x 5
x 5 x 5 or 2 x 3 X 53 when delin
eated as a product of prime numbers.

For a number to be a divisor of 750,
it cannot contain any prime that 750
doesn't contain, nor to a higher
power. In other words, a typical
divisor of 750 has to look like 2 to the
power a or I; times 3 to the power a
or I: times 5 to the power 0, I, 2, or
3. Since two choices for the first
power are possible, two for the sec
ond, and four for the third, there are
2 x 2 x 4 = 16 divisors. In general.
if you have prime factorization p to the
a, times q to the b, etc. then the
number of divisors is (a + I) times (b
+ I) times etc., coming from a + I
choices for power on p, then b + I for
power on q, and so on. The reason
you have power + 1 choices for each
prime's power is that aas a power is
an extra choice. You might try writing
your own program to calculate the
number of divisors of any number.
Then compare your version to mine
(listing 2)

Factoring and the army problem
have a strong similarity since a single
configuration of an army corresponds
precisely to one means of factoring
into two factors, with order mattering.
Specifically, a factoring into j x k cor
responds to a divisor j. On the other
hand, k x j corresponds to the other
paired divisor k. All this is to say that
each configuration corresponds
precisely to a choice for the first fac
tor. that is, the first divisor. Hence, the
number of configurations equals the
number of divisors. As such, since you
know the number 750 has 16 divisors,
the solution to the army problem is
at most 750. Modifying the previous
program to finish this should not be
too difficult although it can be done
without a computer as well. (For the
same problem applied to 64 divisors
with a purely mathematical solution,
see my article "Some Recreational
Applications of Elementary Number
Theory:' Tlie Pentagon, Spring 1982.

= ";FACTORIAL(I + 1)

The connection of factorials to the
fundamental counting principle is that
the number of possible orderings or
arrangements of n distinct objects is
n'. Thus, four people can line up in 41
= 24 orders; the 10 horses in the race
can finish (assuming all finish) in la'
= 3,628,800 different orders.

ARMIES AND PRISONERS
Let's now see what consequences can
be derived from all this. Consider the
question of how many divisors a given
integer has. You probably know that
a prime number is a positive integer
greater than I whose only divisors are
I and itself. To say that more elegant
ly, a prime is a natural number thQt

REM ROUTINE TO COMPUTE FACTORIALS TO 33 1, THE LARGEST
FACTORIAL THAT MICROSOFT BASIC CAN HANDLE IN THIS WAY.

CLS
DEFDBL F
DIM FACTORIAL(33)
FACTORIAL(O) = 1 'DEFINE 01 TO BE 1.

REM COMPUTE FACTORIALS
FOR 1= 1 TO 33

FACTORIAL(I) = '<FACTORIAL(I-1)

10

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90 NEXT
100 REM PRINT RESULTS
110 FOR 1=0 TO 32 STEP 2
120 PRINT 1;"1 = ";FACTORIAL(I);TAB(40);1 + 1;"1

130 NEXT
140 END

possible orderings
or arrangements

reason for 01 equaling I is so that the
formula for combinations C(n,k)
arrangements where order is not
significant-will be valid even if k = a
or n.)

of n distinct ob;ects
is n factorial.

Figure I: Tlie two- by tliree-patliway map.

The number of
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Listing 2: A program to count tne number of divisors of a number witnout
enumerating tne cnoices.

200 FLAG.ARRAY(I) = COMPOSITE,
210 NEXT
220 NEXT
230 INPUT "Do you want a listing of the primes found (y/n)";PRIMEPRINT$
240 IF PRIMEPRINT$ = "y" THEN PRIMEPRINT$ = "Y"
250 REM COpy ALL PRIMES FOUND TO PRIME ARRAY, PRINT

PRIMES IF SO REQUESTED IN 230.
260 FOR 1=3 TO NUMBER STEP 2
270 IF NOT FLAG.ARRAY(I) THEN INDEX = INDEX + 1:PRIME(INDEX) = I

IF PRIMEPRINT$ = "Y" THEN
PRINT PRIME(INDEX);

10 '" '" 1< *'" '" I< '" '" ** '" '" '" '" "' .. '" '" '" '" "' .. '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" *** ** .. '" '" "' .. ** '" '" '" '" '" "",.,.. .... '" '" '" '"

20
30 PROGRAM TO FACTOR A NUMBER INTO PRODUCTS OF PRIMES
40
50 '" '" '" '" '" '" '* '" ,. '" '" ". 1< '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 1< "* '" '" '" '" ... '" .. '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" ... '" '" '" '"

60 CLS
70 DEFINT A-Z
80 INPUT "Enter largest number to be factored";NUMBER
90 IF NUMBER<2 THEN PRINT "NUMBER MUST BE LARGER THAN 1"GOTO 80
100 REM FIRST, FIND THE NECESSARY PRIMES. FLAG.ARRAY WILL FLAG

NONPRIME (COMPOSITE) NUMBERS, PRIME ARRAY WILL HOLD
PRIMES WHEN FOUND. SOME BASICS REQUIRE SHORTER
VARIABLE NAMES.

110 REM SIEVE ALGORITHM PROVIDED BY WILLIAM F. DOSSETT OF AUSTIN, TX.
120 DIM FLAG.ARRAY(NUMBER),PRIME(NUMBER)
130 COMPOSITE = -1 'NONPRIME FLAG.ARRAY ELE

MENT WILL BE GIVEN
TRUTH-VALUE T

140 INDEX = 1 'SUBSCRIPT OF LARGEST
NON EMPTY ENTRY IN PRIME
ARRAY

150 PRIME(INDEX) = 2 'DECLARE 2 PRIME AND
LIMIT PRIME SEARCH TO
ODD NUMBERS

160 REM AVOID UNNECESSARY DUPLICATION IN SEARCH FIRST NONPRIME ODD
NUMBER IS 9 (3 SQUARED), FIRST COMPOSITE ODD NUMBER NOT
DIVISIBLE BY 3 IS 25 (5 SQUARED), ETC.

170 FOR K = 3 TO SQR(NUMBER) STEP 2
180 IF FLAG.ARRAY(K) THEN 220 'SKIP TO NEXT PRIME
190 FOR I=K·K TO NUMBER STEP K+K 'FLAG THE ODD NUMBERS IT

DIVIDES

'MARK END OF PRIME ARRAY
IN CASE NUMBER IS PRIME
'SAVE VALUE OF LARGEST
NUMBER GUARANTEED FAC
TORABLE WITH CURRENT
PRIMES LIST
'INITIALIZE NUMBER OF
DIVISORS COUNTER
'ACTIVE ELEMENT OF PRIME
ARRAY

280 NEXT
290 PRINT:PRINT
300 PRIME(INDEX+l)=NUMBER+l

310 MAXNUMBER=NUMBER

330 SUBSCRIPT = 1

320 DIVISORS = 1

Still another use of this result from
the fundamental counting principle is
the following alternate explanation of
the jailer problem (Mathematical
Recreations. November 1984 BYTE.
page 425). In that problem. the
prisoners in cells that are open at the
end of a certain process to determine
a partial amnesty-based on locking
and unlocking cell doors-were set
free. It turned out that release re
quired. as a necessary and sufficient
condition. that the cell number have
an odd number of divisors. I showed
this condition to be equivalent to the
cell number being a perfect square.
I will now show a different reason why
a number with an odd number of
divisors is necessarily a perfect
square (and conversely).

If the cell number N is factored as

then the number of divisors it has is
(al + 1) (a2 + I) (a j + I). In order
for an integer to be odd. all its factors
must be odd. and conversely. Hence.
allofa, + l.a2+ 1. etc.. are odd. But
then all of al. a2. ... aj are even. Write
al = 2b l. a2 = 2b2. etc. By virtue of the
identity

N = Pia, P2a, ... p/j = P1 2b , p/b, ...
p/bj = (Pl b, p/' p/j) 2

N is forced to be a perfect square.

LAGNIAPPE
With all the attention mathematicians
pay to perfect squares. it might come
as a bit of a surprise that there is a
formula for producing nonsquares.
only nonsquares. in order and without
repetition I will skip discussion or
proof of the formula and just give you
the program (listing 3).

The key is the formula for the kth
nonsquare given in line 30. The result
is stored as A. Since the program has
an infinite loop. hit your computer's
Break key or equivalent when you've
seen enough. I have avoided arrays so
as not to limit how high you go.

COMBINATIONS
I've digressed a bit from the original
topic. so let's get back to counting.

(continued)

340 PRIME = PRIME(SUBSCRIPT)
350 REM PRINT UNIQUE FACTORING OF NUMBER
360 PRINT NUMBER;" CAN BE UNIQUELY FACTORED AS"
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MATHEMATICAL RECREATIONS

Listing 3: A program to generate nonsquare numbers

10 REM ROUTINE TO GENERATE NONSQUARE NATURAL NUMBERS,
PROGRAM CREATES AN INFINITE LOOP HIT THE BREAK KEY

TO TERMINATE,
20 CLS
30 COUNTER = 1
40 NONSQUARE = INT (COUNTER + SQR(COUNTER) + ,5)
50 PRINT "Nonsquare number"; COUNTER;" is";NONSQUARE
60 COUNTER=COUNTER+1
70 GOTO 40

is necessarily

office, In the second case. order is not
relevant. From these considerations.
you discover that the fundamental
counting principle applies to the first
situation but not to the second, The
number of possible slates for can
didates is 10 x 9 x 8 = 720

The solution to question I can assist
you in handling question 2, For each
clean-up committee (A. B. C) chosen.
there are 3' = 6 possible slates.
namely A. B. C: A. C. B: B. A. C:
B. C. A: C. A. B: and C. B. A. In other
words. there are six (3 1) times as many
slates as clean-up committees. or the
number of clean-up committees is
one-sixth the number of slates: in this
case. 720/6 = 120, More generally. let
C(n.k) represent the number of ways
to choose k different things from n
without regard for the order of choice.
If order mattered. you would have n
x (n-I) x (n-2) x" ,x(n-k+l)po~

sibilities, But because each choice of
k things has been counted kl times.
this answer is k! times too large, If you
now divide by k!. you will have a rep
resentation for C(n.k), However. you
customarily multiply top and bottom
by (n-k)1 to tidy up the numerator so
that it contains only a factorial. Then
C(n.k) = n!/(kl(n-k)l)

As a quick example, how many
choices do you have if you wish to
pick 3 distinct flavors from a choice
of 31 flavors? Since the order of
choice is irrelevant. there are C(31.3)
= 31 1/(3 128 1) choices, In practice. you
would not compute 31 1 first. but
rather would simplify first- 31 x 30 x
29/6 = 4495,

After the foregoing. you should find
it easy to write a program to calculate
combinations _

a perfect square.

A number with

of divisors
an odd number

2. From 10 people. a clean-up com
mittee of 3 people is to be formed,
How many such committees are
possible?

The distinction is this In the first
situation. order is significant A. B. C
is not the same as B. C. A since it is
of interest not just which three peo
ple are chosen but which holds which

REM IF YOUR BASIC DOES NOT SUPPORT 'WHILE ,WEND',
CHANGE LINE 460 TO GOTO 380

480 PRINT PRINT "NUMBER OF DIVISORS= ";DIVISORS
490 PRINT PRINT
500 REM IF MORE NUMBERS ARE TO BE FACTORED, DETERMINE

WHETHER THE CURRENT PRIMES LIST IS ADEQUATE, IF
SO, USE IT, IF NOT, ERASE ARRAYS TO AVOID PROGRAM
CRASH AND RECALCULATE PRIMES,

510 INPUT "Do you want to factor another number (y/n)"; CHOICE$
520 IF CHOICE$< >"y" AND CHOICE$< >"Y" THEN 560
530 CLS
540 INPUT "Enter the new number to be factored";NUMBER
550 IF NUMBER< = MAXNUMBER THEN 320 ELSE

ERASE FLAG ARRAY,PRIME GOTO 120
560 END

400

410
420

REM IF YOUR BASIC DOES NOT SUPPORT 'WHILE WEND',
CHANGE LINE 380 TO IF PRIME>NUMBER THEN 480

380 WHILE PRIME< = NUMBER
390 REM WHAT POWER OF THE ACTIVE PRIME IS A FACTOR OF THE

NUMBER?
NOTE THAT, ALTHOUGH ALL VARIABLES HAVE BEEN DE
CLARED INTEGER, NUMBER/PRIME NEED NOT HAVE AN
INTEGER VALUE,

IF NUMBER/PRIME = INT(NUMBER/PRIME) THEN
EXPONENT=EXPONENT+1,
NUMBER = NUMBER/PRIME GOTO 400

REM PRINT THE RUNNING RESULTS, INCREMENT DIVISORS
IF EXPONENT>O THEN PRINT "("; PRIME;"TO THE";EXPONENT;")";

DIVISORS = DIVISORS*(EXPONENT + 1)
430 REM RESET POWER COUNTER, LOOP
440 EXPONENT = 0
450 SUBSCRIPT = SUBSCRIPT + 1 PRIME = PRIME(SUBSCRIPT)
460 WEND
470

370

Suppose you have a situation in which
you have choices where the order
doesn't matter. To dramatize the
distinction. consider the folloWing two
questions:

I, From 10 people. a president. vice
president. and secretary are to be
chosen, How many slates of can
didates are possible?
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The New
and the Old

B·Y·T·E j-A·P·A·N

Denser Chips
NEC PC-8401A

Casia LCS-2400
Fujitsu FM-II BS

Piracy

BY WILLIAM M. RAIKE

William M. Raike. who holds a
PhD i~ applied mathematics from

Northwestern U~iversity. has taught
operatio~s research a~d computer

scie~ce i~ Austi~. Texas. a~d

Mo~terey. California. He holds a
pate~t o~ a voice scrambler a~d was

formerly a~ officer of Cryptext
Corporatio~ i~ the U~ited States. I~

1980. he we~t to lapa~ looki~g for
64 K-bil RAMs. He has bee~ there
ever si~ce as a tech~ical tra~slator

a~d a software developer.

I have just spent the last two weeks ex
ploring the quirks and idiosyncrasies
of my new Fujitsu FM-II BS. my first

16-bit machine, and I happily admit that I'm
delighted with it. I'll say more about it later
in this column. Meanwhile. there's news
about integrated circuits (lCs). a report from
my own source about a new hand-held
computer from NEe. an announcement of
a new printer from Casio. and some com
ments about the burgeoning market in
pirated software in Thiwan.

MITSUBISHI'S TINY TRANSISTORS
It seems as if every week there's an an
nouncement of some "revolutionary break
through" in IC technology that makes the
previous week's revolutionary breakthrough
seem old. My candidate for this week's
mind-blowing achievement award is Mit
subishi Electric. They have just announced
the development of what they call "sub
micron-wafer processing technology" which
can produce the types of thin wafer-like
plates from which the next generation of ex
tremely large-scale memory chips will be
manufactured. Mitsubishi produced sample
wafers that contain transistors small enough
to build 4-megabit (half-million character)
dynamic RAM (random-access read/write
memory) chips

The newest generation of memory chips is
the 256K-bit chip; the impact of these ICs,
which can hold over 32K bytes each, is just
starting to be felt by designers who can now
put 246K bytes of memory in the same cir
cuit-board area that previously held only 64K
bytes. In order to cram enough microscopic
transistors into the space of a single chip to
hold that volume of data. the photographical
ly produced lines on the chip can be only
a few microns wide. (A micron is one-mil
lionth of a meter) For a 4-megabit RAM chip.
the lines need to be almost an order of
magnitude slimmer. Mitsubishi succeeded in
making transistors with lines only 0.4 micron
wide. For comparison. the wavelength of
violet light is only about 0.4 5 micron.

It's too soon to predict who will be first
into the marketplace with a 4-megabit RAM
(or a I-megabit RAM, for that matter), but
this development means that technology
that would have been considered esoteric
even for research labs only a few years ago
is coming closer to the production line.

NEW NEC HAND-HELD COMPUTER
Last month's BYTE Japan talked about the
new hand-held computers from Epson and
the 68000-based. APL-oriented machine
that Ampere Corporation will be intro
ducing soon. This month we bring you a
peek at the recently released NEC portable.
the PC-8401A (See What's New. December
1984 BYTE. page 39.) It is a substantial up
grade of the handy little PC-8201 and is
clearly intended to compete with the
machines already being marketed in the us.
by Hewlett-Packard. Epson, and others.

The PC-8401A will be based on NECs
CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semi
conductor) version of the Z80 processor;
the operating system will be a version of
CP/M in ROM (read-only memory). The
machine will have a liquid-crystal display
(LCD) with 16 lines of 80 characters each
(128 by 480 dots) and will include both a
Centronics-type printer interface and an
RS-232C interface as standard equipment.
It will be supplied with 64K bytes of RAM.
plus at least 96K bytes of ROM to hold the
standard software supplied with the com
puter. which will include portable WordStar,
spreadsheet and filing programs. and a tele
communications program.

The telecommunications program will
support the built-in 300-bps (bits per sec
ond) auto-dial modem, including a feature
that will select telephone numbers from a
telephone-directory file and will be able to
upload and download files either with or
without the popular XMODEM protocol.
You'll be able to store frequently used log
on procedures in files and to check the
names of all current files at any time using

(co~ti~uedl
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The PC...8401A

sounds like
a powerful,
usable machine,
if not as dramatic
as some others.

an on-the-fly directory command.
'TWo CP/M modes will be available:

32K-byte mode and 64K-byte mode.
In 32K mode, half of the built-in 64K
RAM will be used as a RAM disk for
rapid-access file storage, In 64K
mode, the transient program area
available for application programs will
be a full 60K bytes, but in that case
either an optional 320K-byte micro
floppy disk unit or a 32K-byte RAM
cartridge will have to be connected in
order to provide external file storage.
Other options said to be available will
include 32K-byte ROM cartridges for
user programs, a 1200-bps modem,
and an expansion unit containing a
standard CRT (cathode-ray tube) inter
face and a floppy-disk interface. An
other option that sounds interesting
is a ROM cartridge with a built-in
spelling-checker dictionary.

All in all. the PC-8401 A sounds like
a powerful. usable machine, even if it's
not as dramatic as some of the other
current (and prospective) offerings.

NEW CASIO PRINTER
In a future column, I'll survey some of
the printers available here in Japan for
use with personal and office-type
computers ("pasocom" and "ofcon").
Meanwhile, the latest high-tech entry
is the new LCS-2400, just announced
by Casio: first shipments are expected
in the second quarter of 1985. It's
billed as a desktop machine, even
though it weighs over 70 pounds It
uses the same printing method used
in electrostatic copying machines.
There's no moving print head at all:
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instead, the characters are transferred
to the photoconductive surface
through a liquid-crystal shutter, which
should produce very clear characters.
The LC5-2400 can print nine standard
size pages per minute, with a resolu
tion of 240 dots per inch.

The Japanese price will be equiva
lent to about $1650

HAPPINESS IS
A NEW COMPUTER
I had a number of reasons for look
ing for a new computer, besides the
slow screen functions on my NEC
PC-880!, I finally settled on the Fujit
su FM-ll BS. It uses separate micro
processors as display and keyboard
handlers to reduce the load on the
main processor, which is an 8088 type
that runs at 8 MHz.

First. I wanted to be able to run and
evaluate contemporary 16-bit soft
ware, The FM-I 1can run either Digital
Research's CP/M-86 or Microsoft's M5
DOS operating system, although the
machine is supplied with Fujitsu's ver
sion of Kanji CP/M-86, which supports
a large Japanese-language character
set. It's also supplied with a fairly
elaborate dialect of BASIC. plus a
Japanese-language word processor
called JWORD. The last few weeks
have been so busy, though, that I
haven't even had time to take the
JWORD disk out of its envelope, I also
have a Z80 card on order. so I'll be
able to run a considerable amount of
my existing 8-bit software.

Another reason for selecting the Fu
jitsu machine was that I'm completely
sold on RAM disks. The FM-li is sup
plied with 256K bytes of RAM and is
expandable to 1 megabyte (MB); I've
ordered an additional 256K-byte
memory board (for about $300), With
jumpers on that board to accommo
date 256K-bit RAM chips, I should
have my megabyte in less than a
month, I can use up to 512 K bytes of
the available memory as a RAM disk
under Fujitsu'S version of Kanji
CP/M-86. WordStar works with blind
ing speed when it is located in the
RAM disk along with its overlay and
message files, When the new memory
board arrives, I'll be able to load all

the C compiler, linker, and library files
into a 512K-byte RAM disk and really
sizzle.

Finally, I had gotten tired of disk
swapping. With myoid 320K-byte
drives, I had a text editor on one disk,
the compiler, assembler, and debug
ger on another. and source library
and archives on a third. In addition to
the time it took to switch disks and/or
copy files, there was always the prob
lem of remembering just what files
were in which drive at any given time,
That's the kind of thing computers are
supposed to keep track of. The FM-1 I
has dual 1-MB 5\t,l-inch disk drives
(with the same track and sector for
mat as 8-inch floppy disks): the large
capacity saves me considerable time
during the edit-compile-debug cycle.
And it's delightful to be able to sim
ply assume that everything I'm cur
rently working on is in drive A (or in
drive M, which is the RAM disk). The
next logical step is Fujitsu'S 10- or
20-MB hard disk, but at the moment
that looks postponable.

Software conversion has been fairly
hassle-free. It was simple to download
my C-Ianguage source files directly,
with the machines side by side,
through the RS-232C ports, I'm run
ning Digital Research's C compiler,
and converting my Software Tool
works C/80 source programs for use
on the Fujitsu required only modest
effort. In a few cases the conversion
turned out to be a pain in the neck,
due largely to Digital Research's ba
roque approach to documentation
and software "features," For instance,
as far as I can tell, CP/M-86 retains
such quirks from CP/M-80 as convert
ing the command line to uppercase
letters but no longer copies the full
command-line tail (containing options,
parameters, etc.) into a buffer for use
by application programs. That made
it tricky to convert the command-line
batch submission utility 1 presented
in the November 1984 BYTE Japan
(page 401). which does its own pars
ing of the command line. I finally
settled on the kludge of picking up
the entire command line out of the
CCP's (console command processor)
own buffer.



Advanced feature display controllers for IBM· PC / XT and compatible systems Features
include NEC7220. programmable resolution to 1024XI024. slave confrollers. transparent
mode allows monochrome adapter and ULTRA-RES on same monitor. DMA compatible. light
pen. externally powerable. Monitor protection circuits. Video outputs are TIL direct dnve or
analog. Software drivers.

I'm as anxious
to tryout new
software as the
next person, but
not at the price of

. .encouraging piracy.

Another problem arose when I tried
to convert the CDIR do-it-yourself
directory program presented in the
August 1984 column (page 339).
Digital Research's C compiler has a
"feature" that automatically treats
asterisks or question marks in the
command line as CP/M wild-card file
specifications and expands them on
the spot before passing them to the
main C routine via the argc and argv
parameters. The expansion apparent
ly cannot be disabled, and evidently
it never occurred to Digital Research
that there might be cases where it
would be undesirable. Still worse, if
there are no files that match the wild
card specification, the run-time
module prints a gratuitous "No
Match" message to that effect on the
console, whether you want it or not.

Still another feature is that there are
27 different compiler options that you
can specify on the command line, but

Available from stock
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there's no way to change the default
values of the options (such as loca
tions of standard files, the levels of
message and error output you want.
etc.). My C/80 compiler. which costs
about one-fifth the price, comes with
a configuration program that lets you
change the compiler's default options

PIRACY
A friend of mine returned recently
from a week-long business trip to
Thipei I hadn't been there in nearly
three years and was anxious to learn
whether the people were still as kind,
the food as delicious, and the city as
busy as I remembered. The answer to
all three questions was "yes:' but an
active new industry seems to have
emerged: software piracy. Years ago,
Thipei was notorious as a source of
unauthorized (pirated) copies of
books, especially English-language
technical and reference books. Bow
ing to international pressure, the
government gradually made it more
difficult for the pirates to operate, and
in recent years the production of
pirated books has been reduced to a
bare trickle. But with the worldwide
microcomputer explosion, a whole
new fertile field has presented itself.
and the enterprising citizens in Taipei
have been copying floppy disks even
faster than they used to run their
printing presses.

Literally dozens of computer shops
have sprung up near Pateh Road and
all offer lists of hundreds of well
known U.S.-produced software pack-

ULTRA-RES'" GRAPHICS

C.S.D. Incorporated
P.O. Box 253 SUDBURY, MA 01776

(617) 443-2750

ages, usually in either IBM PC or
Apple disk formats, for $10 to $12
each. Now it may simply be my sus
picious nature, but I doubt that those
shops could buy legitimate copies of
Lotus 1-2-3, dBASE II, or WordStar
and make a profit by selling them for
$10.

I'm as anxious to tryout new soft
ware as the next person but not at the
price of encouraging piracy. The U.s
Customs Service, quite properly, takes
a very dim view of trying to bring
bootleg software back into the United
States, but total control is impossible,
and the potential market outside the
U.S. is very large. If carried to ex
tremes, software piracy will only make
it unprofitable, and therefore impossi
ble, for high-quality software to be
produced and marketed.

Copy protection is not the answer;
Jerry Pournelle's Chaos Manor column
has given plenty of reasons why that
approach is both unreasonable and
impractical. In the end, the solution
to software piracy is probably the
same solution that works for any kind
of piracy: apply enough pressure to
discourage the countries that harbor
pirates from giving them the shelter
they need.

NEXT MONTH
In the Feburary BYTE Japan I'll report
on some interesting optical disks and
laser printers I saw at the 1984 Data
Show in Harumi I'll also discuss the
Toshiba MS-X computer and some
other tidbits.•

ULTRA· RES Trademark CSD Inc

IBM·PC Trademark IBM

Prices from $995

ULTRA-RES.
a family of graphic controllers for IBM-PC I XT and 5-100 syslems
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Call Oryx and order by phone
...without a single hang-up!

IBM/PC
SOFTWARE

Alpha Software
Data Base N\gr II ...... $179

Arrays, Inc.
Hame Acc!. + $ 95
Hame Acc!. wi
Tax Advntg $139

Central Point
Copy II Pc............... $34

CompuView
Vedit $130
Vedit + 179
VPrint 65

Connecticut Software
Printer Boss
wi Letter Boss ......... $ 79

Above wi Side Kick... 119

Creative Software
Creative Filer $ 39
Creative Calc........... 39
Creative Writer ........ 39
Creative Bundle Box

(Filer, Calc, Writer) 109

Digital Research Call

Dow Jones
Market Analyzer ....... $229
Market Manager....... 189
Spreadsheet Link.. ..... 179

Ecosaft, Inc.
Micrastat $259

Electronic Arts
Get Organized......... $159

Enertronics
Energraphics $259
wi Plotter Option...... 299

Fastware Thor (the
thought organizer .... $245

Financier, Inc.
Financier II $119

Fox & Geller
Grafox $189
RGraph (for
R·bese 40(0) $175

FYI
Superfile $149
FYI 3000.................. 287
Sort Facility 99

Harvard Software
Project Manager ....... $249

Hayes
Please Call

Lifetree
VoIkswriter Deluxe ..... $179
Valkswriter Scientific.. 359

Living Videotext
Think Tonk (256K) ...... $139

MOBS
Knowledge Man ....... $299

Menlo Corp.
In Search $299

Micropro
Wordstar ProPak

rvvS, CS, MM,SI) $299
Wordstar 199
Professional
Options Pak $129

PraPak Plus rvvS,
CS, MM, 51, TM) $399

TeleMerge 109

Microrim
R-bose 4000 $279
R-base Clout............ 169
R-Writer 119
Prog Interface..... 259

Microsoft
Flight Simulator II $ 39
Project 1.01......... 199
C Camp 309
Basic Camp............. 249
Word 1.15 229
MuMathiMJSimp 199

(All Microsoft products
provided in MS DOS.)

Morgan Computing
Prof Basic $799
Troce 86.................. 99
Pathfinder................ 59

Muftimate Call

Northwest Analytical
Statpok $365

Peter Norton Computing
Norton Utilities ......... $ 55

Peachtree
PeachText 5000 ......... $249
~ries 8 Account-

ing Modules $389

Samna Corp.
Samna Word + ........ $229
Samna Word II......... 369
Samna Word III ........ 439

Satelhe Software
Word Perfect wi Sp... $255

Software Arts
Spotlight $109

Software Publishing
PFS: File, Graph
Write ea $ 89

PFS: Plan................. 89
PFS: Report.............. 79
PFS: Access, Proof..... 69

Sorcim
Supercalc III $249

Star Software Systems
Accfg Portner .......... $229
Accfg Portner II........ 659

Supersoft
C Campiler - 8086 .... $350

Wang Software
Grammatik $ 60
Proofreader....... 42

Warner Software
Desk Organizer ........ $219

Westminster Software
Pertmaster Call

... and many more!

APPLE
SOFTWARE

Alpha Software
Apple-IBM

Connection $169
Typefaces.... 69

Arrays, Inc.
Hame Acc!. $ 59
FCM 79

BPI. Call
Broderbund
Bonk Street Writer .... $ 45
Bonk Street Speller.... 45
Others Call

Cdex
All Trng Prog·s ...... ea $ 49

Central Point
Copy II + $ 34

Digital Research Call

Dow Jones
Market Analyzer $229
Market Manager 189
Spreadsheet Link....... 179

Eduware .... .... .... .... Call

Living Videotext
Think Tonk $ 99

Micropro
Pro Pak (WS,
55, MM, 51) $349

Microsoft Call

Peachtree
Bock to Basics .......... $149
PeachPak
Series 40 or 80 $239

Penguin Software Call

Sierra
Frogger $ 25

Software Publishing
PFS: File, Graph,
Report eo $ 79

Spinnaker...... .... Call

Xerox Education
Sticky Bear Series .. eo $ 35

dBASE II CORNER
Anderson-Bell
Abstat $289

Ashton-Tate
dBase II Call
dBase III Call
Framework Call
Friday Call

Fox & Geier
dGraph $169
Quick Code 169
dUtil................... 58

Human Soft
DBPlus $ 90

Sensible Oetigns
dProgrammer ....... $199

CP/M
SOFTWARE

All prices below are for
8" standard.

ATI
All Trng Prog·s...... eo $ 52

CompuView
V-Edit 8080 $130
V-Edit CPIM 86......... 130

Digital Research
Pascal MT+ wi SPP ... $389
DR Assembler & Tools 149
CPIM 2.2 125
C Basic : 115
PLlI-80.................... 375
Personal Basic.......... 120
CPIM Gold Cord ...... Call
Access or

Display Mgr $299
C Lang/campiler....... 260
All 8" - 86 Version

of Above Call

Infocom
Deadline $ 49
Starcross 39
Suspended........... 39
lark, I, II, III ......... eo 39

Micro Pro
WardStar $250
InfoStar................... 265
Pro-Pak (WS,
MM, 51, 55) $359

All Others Call

Microsoft... Call

Microstuf
Crosstalk $109

Northwest Analytical
Statpok $365

Oasis
Word Plus $120
Punctuation & Style.... 99

Supersoft
Disk Doctor $ 74
Scratchpod Plus........ 129

MACINTOSH
CORNER

SOFTWARE
ATI
MocCooch $ 60

Dow Jones
Stroightalk 59

Human Edge
Soles Edge $195
N\gmt Edge.......... 195

Intermatrix
MocPhone $159

Living Videotext
Think Tonk $119

Main St. Software
Main St. Filer $225

Microsoft
MocBosic V 1.01 $ 99
MocChart 85
MocWord 139
MocFile 139

Monogram
Dollars & Sense ..... $139

Software Publilhing
PFS: File,Report . eo $ 89

T/Mak.r
Click Art $ 39

Telos Software
Filevisian $109

Games
Hayden, Infocom

Penguin, Mirage
Concepts, Sierra,
and more........... Call

HARDWARE
Davong
Disk Drives........... Call

Kensington Microware
Swivel $ 29
Surge Supressor..... 45
Madem S399
Memarex
3W' Diskettes. ....... $ 49

Tecmor
Disk Drives Call
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APPLE/
FRANKLIN
BOARDS

ALS
CPIM Cord $269
Smorterm II 119
Z-Engine 139

CCS 7711
Asynch Serial .......... $ 99

Microsoft
16K Romcord $ 69
Softcord.................. 249
Softcord +............... 449
Prem Softcord (liE)..... 335

Microtek
Printer I/F $ 75
Dumpling - 16K......... 169
Dumpling-GX.......... 89

Mountain
A-D/D-A..... Call
Music System $349

Orange Micro
Grappler + wi buffer. $175

Prometheus
Versocord $159

Video-], Inc.
V-Color RG8 cords .... Call

Videx
Videoterm VT-602 $249
Ultraterm 249

IBM/PC
BOARDS

AST Research
Six Pok + 64K

(exp 384K. SIp, elk) .. $279
MegoPlus 64K. (CIlCol,

SPort, 512K cop
wi Megopok) .......... $279

Extra ports available
for Megoplus and
1/0 Plus II (Game,
Par S) $ 40

Megopok 256K up-
grade for Megoplus. Call

1/0 Plus II CIICol
and SPort $139

Maynard eectronics
Floppy Drive Cntdr $139
wi Par Port 169
wi Ser Port............. 179

Sondstor Call

Orange Micro
fotr. Chips............. Call

Orchid Technology
the "Orchid 810ssom"
(To 384K, elk wi alarm,
s&P ports, rom disk,
disk caching. upgrade-
able to PCNet)........ Call

Quodrorn
Quodboord 64K, (exp
384K, ClklCol, S&P
Ports, Software) ....... $269

Microfoler Stock Printer
-PIP 8K (exp 512K) $139
-SIP 8K (exp 64K) 149
-SIS 8K (exp 64K) 149
Quodlink 64K Memory

(allows Apple SW to
run on 18M/PC) $469

Other Products Call

Tecmor Products...... Call

Xedex/Microlog
80by 8Iue $325
Baby Blue II 525·

DISPLAY CARDS
Amdek
MAl Cond $399

Frederic:kslPlm1
trona Colorplus ... Call

Hercules
Graphics Boord..... $349
Color Boord......... 199

MA Systems
PC Peacack
Color Boord........ $249

Paradile
Display Cond
(c1r/monochrome). $379

M:xlulor/Disploy.... 359

Quadram
Quodcolor I $199
Quodcolor II 389

Teanar
Graphic Moster..... $479

MONITORS
Amdek
300A Amber $149
310A 199
300 elr 299
500 Clr RGB 449
600 Clr HR 549
700 Clr Ultra HR 629
710 Clr Non Glore.... 649

NEC
JBl201-12" Green $169
JBI260-12" Green 119
JC1216 RGB ......... 429

Panosonic
CT160 10" camp....... Call

PGS
HX12 RGB Clr $489
MAX 12 lB9
SR12 (690 x 480 Res) 639
Doubler Cord...... 175

Quodrorn
Quodchrome $4B9

Sonya
B11212" HR Green .... $195

Taxon
4-40 $679

USI 1200A
12" HR Am $139

Zenith
135 (RGB or camp) $499
136 669

MODEMS
Hoyes
Smortmodem 300...... $195
Smortmodem 1200.... 489
Smortmodem 1200B... 399

Prometheus
Promodem $399

Quadram
Quodmodem $529

US Robotics
Auta-Diol 300/1200 $459
5-100 Modem 349
Password................. 525

Zoom Telephonics
Networker wlo SW ... $109

DISK DRIVES
CDC 1800 $209

Corona Call

Corvus Hd Call

Dotamac
Trustor 10H (for
Macintosh, lie, PC) Call

Dovong Hd Call

Maynard HD Call

Mountain, Inc.
FileSofe Combo
DiskITape Pock for
the IBM PC or XT

M:xlel 01-4000-04:
35MB HD wl1lMB
tape backup

Model 01·4000-06:
35MB HD w/60MB
tope backup.

For more info ......... Call

Toll Grass
Far WlSCO<lSin cus10mers Call

london TM-l00-2...... $199

PRlNnRS
C. Itoh Electronics, Inc.
Prowriter

B510 AP (Par) .......... $349
B510 PC-II (Ser)
(wi 3K Buffer) $499

1515P 599
Storwriter

Fl0·40P (4Ocps) $999
AlO·20S (2Ocps) 529

Diablo
630 ECS Call

Juki Industries
6100 $449

NEC Call

Okidota B2·93 Call

Printele, Inc.
920 SiP $2050
Quodrorn
Quodiet...... ...... ...... Call

Star Micronics......... Call

Teletex Tl014 $399

Transtar
T-I30 P&S $659
T-315 P - Dot Matrix .. 489
T-l20 P&S 475

... and much mare.

DlSKlnES
3M 5" DS, OD Box $ 35

CDC $ 32

Maxell 5" OS,
DD MD2 Box $ 32

Verbotim
5" DS, DO, Box ........ $ 32

Ultra Mognetics 5"
DS, DD, (box/lO) ....... $ 32

(3 Boxes Diskettes Min.)

PWIIERS
Enter
Pl00 Sweet P $545
Sweet P Six Shooter Call

Houston Instruments Call

Panosonic
VP6801P Plotter ....... $1375

Alpha-Delta "MACe
Surge Protector ........ $ 69

Computer Accessories
Power Director ......... Call

Electronic
Protection Devices
Lemon I EC 1.. $ 45
Lime I EC II 65
Orange I EC III 105

Hauppoge
87 Chip $159
Other Products......... Call

Kensington
Masterpiece.......... Call

Keytronic
KB 5150 $169
KB 5151... 175
KB 5151 Dvorak........ 175

Street Electronics..... Call

TG Call

Versa Computing
VersoWriter $239

A variety of complete
PC compatible systems
are available at Oryx.
For assistance in
determining your needs
use our technicalline~

We will be happy to
provide full support.

POLICYa
~ Wisconsin residents odd 5% for sales tax.
~ Minimum $4.00 for shipping, handling and insurance

for orders to $200.
~ For orders over $200, odd 2V,% for shipping, handling

and insurance.

~ For cosh prepayment of orders $200 or more, odd
ONLY 2"10 for shipping, handling and insurance.

~ Foreign - either odd 15% handling & shipping
(Int'I money order) or inquire.

~ Prices are subiect to change without notice.
~ All items subiect to availability.

WE WELCOMEa
~ Visa, MosterChorge and American Express. (No charge for credit cords.)
~ Corporate, govemment or educational volume purchases, please ask for special accounts

desk for additional discount. (1-715-848-1374)
~ COD (Add $2.00 per boxlporcel. Cosh or certified check required.)
~ Checks. (Allow 1-2 weeks for clearing.)

WORKING NOURSa
Monday-Friday 8:30-6:00 • Saturday 10:00-2:00 (Ordering Lines only) • Central Time
For tech. support, order status and customer service, call (715) 848-1374 (M-F, 8 am to 5 pm)

Inquiry 378 for Hardware. Inquiry 379 for Sohware. Inquiry 380 for January Specials.

ORYX SYSTEMS, INC.
CRAFTSMEN OF THE NEW TECHNOLOGY

1 800 826-1589
WISC~~~~ 1800 472-3535
425 First Street • P.O. Box 1961
Wausau, Wisconsin 54401
INT'L TELEX: 260181 ORYX SYS WAU
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Not for sale in any book
store! Not available at any price!

The oold new booklet
that has thousands of Americans
writing to Pueblo, Colorado.

With all the color and
excitement of the last catalog,
the Consumer Information
Center of the U.S. Government
unveils the paperback version
of the newest Consumer
Information c,tal'1'

At last, here s the newest
edition of the free catalog that
lists over 200 helpful Federal
publications, more than half of
them free.

Publications WIth inside
informahon on home repairs.
Money management. Nutri
tion. And more.

Information that could
help you to a better way of life.

&> don't delay! Act
today! Send no money to

get your free copy.
Just write:

COIlJSUIIEllIllJFOIlllLUIOIlJ

=t
~BADO

If you know
HUNTINGTON'S
DISEASE
we need to know
about you...
and your parents,
and your children.
(it can make abig
difference)

II NATIONAL
HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE ASSOCIATION

Call this number: 212-966-4320
79-12

THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER

IBM PC"'COMPLETE LINE

256K RAM, 360KB Disk Drive. FDC. Video
Monitor & Adaptor 10MB Hard Disk

Sub-System $2795
Hard Disk for IBM PC Complete Sub
System Internal 10MB H, Winchester
Drive $775

IBM PC 256K. Floppy Controller, 2 Disk
Drives 320 KB Each, Monochrome Card
Monochrome Monitor $1895

YEAR END SPECIAL ON I.B.M. P.C.
Enhance your I.B.M. For Less

Complete CPU Board with 64KB Memory, Serial Port. Parallel Port.
Runs DOS, CPM/86 and more $399

Assembled complete: Chassis with Cover, Fan. Power Supply, Filter,
AC Outlet. Power Cord. Speaker $399

~~~GiiIIa Power Supply 135 Watts. $189
Floppy Drive Controller . $ 99
Monochrome Card .... $129
Color Graphics Card . .. $149
RAM Chips kit 64K ..... $ 39
I.B.M. Compatible

Keyboard $ 99
P.C. DOS 2.1 $ 60
A.S.T. Multifunction board Call
Epson FX-100 Call
TEAC 55B $149
Tandon TM 100-2 $179
P.G.S. HX-12 $469

•t~lImlW"'.
.r~~~

--- ------ - ---- ---- - ---
=':':=~=<!l

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

Special
of the
Monthl

SCientific Research Corp.
17895 Skypark Circle / Suite E • Irvine, CA 92714

714/281-9137
434 BY T E • JANUARY 1985

IBM PC Is a registered trademark 01 IBM Corp.
CPM/86 Is a registered trademark 01 Digital Research. Inc.

~J.g?,s~sr~~~~~~~~~~~':kao~~'g~~" Corp.
Taxan Is a trademark 01 Taxan Corp.

All transactions subject to COD. Cashier Check or Prepaid

Prices and Availability subject to change without notice.

Inquiry 390



B·O·O·K·S

TH IS IS A LIST of books recentl~ received at BYTE Publications. The list is not meant
to be exhaustive, its purpose is to acquaint BYTE readers with recentl~ published titles in
computer science and related fields. We regret that we cannot review or comment on all the
books we receive: instead, this list is meant to be a monthl~ acknowledgment of these books
and the publishers who sent them.

ADVANCED BASIC AND BEYOND
FOR THE IBM Pc. Larry loel
Goldstein. Bowie, MD: Robert
J Brady Co, 1984: 368
pages, 17.8 by 23.5 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-89303-324-3,
$1995

ThE AMERICAN PASCAL STAN
DARD, Henry Ledgard, ed. New
York: Springer-Verlag, 1984: 112
pages, 21.5 by 27.8 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-387-91248-7,
$1695

ApPLE GRAPHICS ACTIVITIES
HANDBOOK, Harold J. Bailey and
J. Edward Kerlin Bowie, MD:
Robert J. Brady Co.. 1984: 432
pages, 17.8 by 23.5 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-89303-308-1.
$1695

ThE ApPLE liE PERSONAL COM
PUTER FOR BEGINNERS, Seamus
Dunn and Valerie Morgan.
Englewood Cliffs, NI Prentice
Hall. 1984: 272 pages, 15 by
22.5 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-13
038969-2, $1495

THE ApPLE WRITER II HANDBOOK
FOR THE liE, Kate Lee Johnson.
Somerville, MA: Curtin & lon
don, 1984; 108 pages, 21.5 by
28 cm, softcover, ISBN 0
939764-82-X, $1950

ThE ART OF COMPUTER MANAGE
MENT, Jim McNitt. New York:
Simon and Schuster. 1984; 272
pages, 14.8 by 22 cm, hard
cover. ISBN 0-671-464 71-X,
$1595

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE TOOLS,
TECHNIOUES, AND ApPLICATIONS,
Tim O'Shea and Marc
Eisenstadt. eds. New York:
Harper & Row, 1984; 512
pages, 18.5 by 23.5 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-06-041894-X,
$2295

ATARI USER'S GUIDE, Mark Ellis,
Robert Ellis, and Larry Joel
Goldstein. Bowie, MD: Brady
Communications Co.. 1984; 286
pages, 17.8 by 23.5 cm, soft
cover. ISBN 0-89303-323-5,
$15.95.

BASIC EXERCISES FOR THE IBM
PClR, lean-Pierre Lamoitier
Berkeley. CA: Sybex, 1984; 270
pages, 17.5 by 22.5 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-89588-218-3,
$1595

BASIC PROGRAM CONVERSIONS,
the editors of Computer Skill
Builders. Thcson, AZ: HP Books,
1984; 240 pages, 21.8 by 27.5
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-89586
297-2, $12.95.

BIG DECISIONS FOR SMALL BUSI
NESS, Linda Strosberg. New
York: Harper & Row, 1984; 148
pages, 18.8 by 23.3 cm, soft
cover. ISBN 0-06-046485-2,
$1595.

BLAST OFF WITH BASIC GAMES
FOR YOUR VIe-20, David D.
Busch. Bowie, MD: Robert I
Brady Co.. 1984; 192 pages,
17.8 by 23.5 cm, softcover,
ISBN 0-89303-334-0, $1295

C. A REFERENCE MANUAL,
Samuel P Harbison and Guy L
Steele Ir Englewood Cliffs, NI:
Prentice-Hall. 1984; 368 pages,
18.3 by 24 cm, hardcover,
ISBN 0-13-110016-5, $24.95

ThE CAMPUS AND THE MICRO
COMPUTER REVOLUTION, I. Victor
Baldridge, Janine Woodward
Roberts, and Terri A Weiner
New York: American Council on
Education and Macmillan Pub
lishing, 1984; 192 pages, 16 by
24 cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-02
901370-4, $1995

ThE COLECO ADAM ENTERTAINER,
Brian Sawyer Berkeley. CA:
Osborne/McGraw-HilI. 1984; 190
pages, 205 by 27.5 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-88134-134-7,
$12.95

COMMODORE 64 BASIC PRO
GRAMMING AND ApPLICATIONS,
Larry loel Goldstein and Fred

Mosher. Bowie, MD: Robert I.
Brady Co.. 1984; 320 pages,
17.8 by 23.5 cm, softcover,
ISBN 0-89303-381-2, $15.95.

COMMODORE 64 SUBROUTINE
COOKBOOK, David D. Busch.
Bowie, MD: Robert I Brady Co..
1984: 208 pages, 17.8 by 23.5
cm, softcover. ISBN 0-89303
383-9, $12.95

COMPUTER, David L Heiserman.
Blue Ridge Summit. PA: lab
Books, 1984; 208 pages, 18.8 by
23.5 cm, softcover, ISBN 0
8306-1741-8, $1150

ThE COMPUTER DATA AND DATA
BASE SOURCE BOOK, Matthew
Lesko. New York: Avon Books,
1984: 944 pages, 15.5 by 228
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-380
86942-X, $1495

A COMPUTER DICTIONARY FOR
KIDS AND OTHER BEGINNERS,
David Fay Smith. New York
Ballantine Books, 1984; 112
pages, 20 by 25.3 cm, softcover,
ISBN 345-31693-2, $995

COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS,
Barbara Kurshan and Nancy
Healy. Reston, VA: Reston
Publishing, 1984; 222 pages,
21.5 by 28 cm, spiral-bound,
ISBN 0-8359-0939-5, $16.95.

COMPUTER HUNTING, Susan B.
Perricone and Charles R.
Schneider New York: Harper &
Row, 1984: 256 pages, 18 5 by
23.5 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-06
046575-1. $1695.

COMPUTER MATHEMATICS, D. I.
Cooke and H. E. Bez. New York:
Cambridge University Press,
1984: 408 pages, 16 by 23.5
cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-521
25341-1. $4950

ThE COMPUTER ThTOR: IBM PER
SONAL COMPUTER EDITION, Gary

W Orwig and William S.
Hodges. Boston, MA: Little,
Brown and Co.. 1984; 242
pages, 21.5 by 28 cm, softcover,
ISBN 0-316-66503-7, $15.95

COMPUTERS IN CRISIS, lerome T
Murray and Marilyn I. Murray.
Princeton, NI: Petrocelli Books,
1984: 360 pages, 18,3 by 26
cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-89433
223-6, $32.95.

COMPUTERS: ThE NON-TECHNO
LOGICAL (HUMANI FACTORS, lohn
L Burch, ed. Lawrence, KS: The
Report Store, 1984: 106 pages,
17 3 by 2 I.3 cm, softcover,
ISBN 0-916313-00-X, $34.50.

COMPUTERSPACE: HOME DESIGN
STRATEGIES THAT WORK FOR
COMPUTERS, lames Wagenvoord.
New York: Perigee Books, 1984:
128 pages, 18.8 by 23 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-399-51020-6,
$1495

COMPUTING FOR PROFITS, Allan
H. Schmidt and Ira Alterman
New York: Macmillan Publishing,
1984; 320 pages, 14 by 21 cm,
softcover. ISBN 0-02-008760-8,
$1095

CONTEMPORARY BUSINESS
LETTERS WITH ApPLE WRITER II
FOR THE liE, Jane E. Robbins
and Kate Lee Johnson. Somer
ville, MA: Curtin & London,
1984; 240 pages, 21.3 by 27.8
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-930764
80-3, $19.50.

COPING: SURVIVAL IN A COM
PUTERIZED SOCIETY. Robert S.
Cheney and lean E. Cheney.
Princeton, NJ: Petrocelli Books,
1984 230 pages, 155 by 23.3
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-89433
232-5, $1995

CREATING COURSEWARE, Ruth K.
Landa. New York: Harper &
Row, 1984: 318 pages, 20.5 by
27 cm, spiral-bound, ISBN 0-06
043837-1. $2095.

DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS PRO
GRAMMING ON THE IBM Pc. W

(continued)
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Inquiry 159

HARMONY VIDEO & COMPUTERS
2357 CONEY ISLAND AVE. BROOKLYN. NY 11223

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE
800·VIDE084 OR 718·6271000 OR 800·441 1144 BOOKS RECEIVED

IBM PC WIDRIVE
$1299.95

OKIDATA92
$356.95

APPLE 2C
$869.95

GEMINI10X
$229.95

LET'S LEARN BASIC. A KIDS' IN
TRODUCTION TO BASIC PROGRAM-

LEARN TO 1YPE ON YOUR HOME
COMPUTER, Fred N. Grayson.
New York: Perigee Books. 1984:
96 pages. 20.5 by 27.3 cm, soft
cover. ISBN 0-399-50991-7.
55.95.

softcover. ISBN 0-13-383829-3,
51095

ThE IBM PCiR USER'S GUIDE.
Michael Bane. New York: Mac
millan Publishing. 1984: 126
pages. 13.5 by 2i cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-02-008810-8. 55.95.

ThE IBM PC/XT GRAPHICS BOOK.
John Fowler. Englewood Cliffs.
NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1984: 366
pages. i7.8 by 23.3 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-13-448416-9.
529.95. Includes floppy disk.

ThE IBM PC AND ITS ApPLICA
TIONS. Laurence Press. New
York John Wiley & Sons. 1984:
366 pages. 17 by 25.3 cm. soft
ware. ISBN 0-471-88440-5.
514.95.

LET'S LEARN BASIC. A KIDS' iN
TRODUCTION TO BASIC PROGRAM
MING ON IBM PERSONAL COM
PUTERS. Ben Shneiderman.
Boston. MA: Little. Brown and
Co.. 1984: 208 pages, 19 by
23.3 cm, softcover. ISBN 0-316
78726-4. 58.95.

LEARNING TI 99/4A HOME COM
PUTER ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PRO
GRAMMING. Ira McComic. Plano.
TX: Wordware Publishing. 1984:
344 pages. 19 by 233 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-13-527862-7.
516.95.

ThE ILLUSTRATED MS-DOS
WORDSTAR HANDBOOK. Russell
A: Stultz. Englewood Cliffs. NJ:
Prentice-Hall. 1984: 288 pages.
15.3 by 22.5 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-13-451089-5,51495.

LEARNING WITH ApPLE loGO.
Daniel Watt. New York: McGraw
Hill. 1984: 336 pages. 20.5 by
27.8 cm. spiral-bound. ISBN 0
07-068571-1. 519.95

HOUSEHOLD BUDGETING AND Ac
COUNTING ON YOUR HOME COM
PUTER. Fred N. Grayson. New
York: Perigee Books, 1984: 96
pages. 20.5 by 27.3 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-399-50986-0.
55.95

HARNESSING INFORMATION TECH
NOLOGIES. Carolyn j. Mullins and
Thomas W. West. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1984:
256 pages. 173 by 23.3 cm.

David Schwaderer. New York:
John Wiley & Sons. 1984: 352
pages. 17 by 25 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-471-89016-2.547.90.
Includes floppy disk.

ELECTRONIC liFE. Michael
Crichton. New York: Ballantine
Books. 1983: 276 pages. 10.5 by
17 5 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-345
31739-4.53.95.

HANDBOOK OF COMPUTER ApPLI
CATIONS FOR THE SMALL OR
MEDIUM-SIZED BUSINESS. Howard
Falk. Radnor. PA Chilton Book
Co.. 1983: 350 pages. 18.3 by
23 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-8019
7393-7. 519.95.

GRAPHICS MADE EASY FOR THE
IBM PC AND Xl Gabriel Cuellar.
Reston. VA: Reston Publishing.
1984: 464 pages. 17.8 by 23.3
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-8359
2569-2.518.95

EASY INTERFACING PROJECTS FOR
THE VIC-20. jim Downey. Don
Rindsberg. and William Isher
wood. Englewood Cliffs. NJ:
Prentice-Hall. 1984: 176 pages.
17.5 by 23.3 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-13-223421-1. 510.95.

50 SIMPLE. READY-TO-RUN VIC20
PROGRAMS. Barbara Fulgham.
Blue Ridge Summit. PA: lab
Books. 1984: 176 pages. 18.8 by
23.3 cm. softcover. ISBN 0
8306-1 754-X. 5695.

HANDBOOK OF ApPLESOFT BASIC
FOR THE ApPLE II AND liE. Roy
Earl Myers and David I.
Schneider. Bowie. MD: Brady
Communications Co.. 1984: 336
pages. 17.5 by 23.3 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-89303-504-1.
516.95.

GETTING INTO COMPUTERS. Kurt
Hanks. Chatsworth. CA Data·
most. 1984: 128 pages. 20.8 by
27.5 cm. softcover. ISBN 0
88190-395-7.512.95

HANDBOOK OF BASIC FOR THE
COMMODORE 64. Frederick E.
Mosher and David I. Schneider.
Bowie. MD: Robert J. Brady Co..
1984: 368 pages. 17.8 by 23.5
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-89303
505-X. 514.95.

444
389
t89
214
374

95

114
t69
t59
279

259
204
389
292
759

1334
659
319

1674
1674
648
578
389

859
1689
869
486

from 599

BOO XL
1027 Prmter
1050 Dnve
tndus Drive

MODEMS
Hayes 1200
Haves 12008
Hayes 300
Mlcromodem 2E
Access 123
NovatlonJ cal

ATARI

APPLE
2E wlOtSk Drive
Maclnlosh
Appte 2G
tmagewrller
Addl Drives

PanaSOntC KXP 1091
PanasonlC KXP 1090
Silver Reed EXP550
Silver Reed EXP 500
Sltver Reed EXP 770
Nee 3550
Nec 2050
OtymplaRO
Nee 7730
Nee 7715
OKlB4
PanasonlC KXP 1093
PanaSOnJC KXP 1092

'UNDER $toO IN
OEM QUANTmES

Dlstnbutor/Dealer/Reps
Inquiries Invited

648
659
949

99

575
489
296
789
345
579
794
129
279
699
237
539
364

114
124
t39
229
324
384
489
529

74
209

MONITORS
Amdel< 300 Green
AmdeK 300 Amber
310 Amber
Cotor 300
Gator 500
Gator 600
Color 700
Gator 710
Zenith Green
TaKan 210

55055
550 D 5
555 D 5
GRT 30

SANYO

Radix 15
RadiI<. 10
Powertype
Oalsywflter
Brother HA15
Brother HFl25
Brother HFl35
Keyboard
Alleman Blue ...
Diablo 620 API
Mannesman Spin! 80
Mannesman 160L
Juk16100

800·441·1144

"PRINTER SPECIALS"
356
559
29t
237
395
399
598

1118
\229
338
464
229
339

329
279
239

2399
224
254
t64
t59

1299
2499
1799

459
\69
244

\89
204
208
179
215

CP/M 2.2
INCLUDED

COMMODORE
Cummodore 64
1541DIskOfive
1702 Monllar
MPS801 Printer
1')26 PflnlPr

ZPlJA IS a re9lster~d trad~marlc of ZII09. Inc

COMPUTERS. INCORPORATED (jJ/M IS a registered tradefMf'I( of Digital Research

67 East Evelyn Ave.• Mountain View, CA94041 • (415) 962-0230. TELEX 4940302

IBM

• 4 MHz. ZIOA CPU, 64K RAM, ZIOA CTC, i73V: Boot ROM

• Mini/Micro Floppy controller (1·4 Drtvc:s, Single/Double: Density, 1-i Ildc:d, 40/10 track)

• Only 5.75 x 7.75 Inches, mounts directly to _ 5 1/4'" ftoppy drtvt

• g RSg3K SC....I Ports (75-9600 baud & 75-31,400 baud), 1 Centronics Printer Port

• Power Rc:qulre:mc:nt: +5VDC at .75A,; +12VDC at .Q5AjOn-board -12V converter

• CP/M. g.g BOOS • ZCPR3 CCP • Enhanced AMPftO 8105

•~ UtHttJa Included:
• re:.cI/wrlte to more than g doz.e:n other formats (Kaypro, Te:lcvtdeo, IBM CP/MlI4•.•• )
• format disks for more than _ donn other computers
• mc:nu-buc:d system customluUon

• BIOS and UtJlltics SOurce: Code: Available:

• SCSI/PlUS Adopter:
• Mounts direetty to Little ao.d • SI8¥C I/O bo«d control • Full ANSC X3T9.2
• 16 bldlrtetJonoll/O II.... • $99/QuontJty 1

Okldala92
Okldala 93
Epson Axeo FT
Epson AX80
Epson RX100
Epson Flt80
Epson FXH)()
Epson LQl500
Toshiba 1351
Delta 10
Delta 15
Gemtnl lOX
Gem.n.1SX

The Little Board™ •••$349*
The world's simplest and least expensive CP/M computer

PC wIDrllle
PC Xl
Porlable
PCJr
Color Card
IBM Monllor (GRNI
Hercules Graphic

Master
Tecmar Captam 64K
AST 5lli: Pack
TallQI3ss 20 MOQ
Quad Board
Paradise
Hercules
Keyllon,cs
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Inquiry III

BOOKS RECEIVED
FREE SHIPPING

·DISKBTTBS ·

3M AMARAY MEDIA MATI'" H d CI95 (31L.." 95) (51,.': ..11~) e~ eaners
DC100A .. ..13 - '"L .. .11_ '4 Kits 520
DC300A ...184:9 DISK MINDERS :. .. .. -
DC300XL 20~ (5~'.... 16[9) (8".. 21QP) Refills... 9Q;i
DC600A..244.? BULK PACKED DISKS "CALL" Analizers 2500

D~3?~~~S theD.~ ......~ De~~cl~~~~es
I K8111 1 (BOO) 654-4058

• O{~~~~~l "nee iO"lm CIC
.·UP's Delivery Only, Add 3'19 on orders under 35'19 or 20 disk.•

NEW MODEMS
ARE CHEAPER THAN

250 FT CABLES*
AND OPERATE UP TO

19,200 BAUD!

West Coast"Call" Central & East"Call"
1(800) 621-6221 1(800) 654-4058

Discounts Starting at 3 Box Quantities
.~-::::::-=-=-,-,-,:....::,-:,,--~.:...:..:c.;...:.;-'-"'--r:......o~---,,-:-::--r.~--=--"-"\.

3NI a Dysan maxell Verbatim
• 51;'· .51". 3"2" CALL .51~Datalife

4 - -d 1895s-side 17!!.5 . s-side 2295 1" s SI e -
d-den. d-den. - • 5~ • d-den.
d-side 23~ d-side 305.9 s-side 199_5 dd=sd

lde
24

9ji
d-den. d-den. d-den. en.
s-side 275_0 s-side 345.9.d-side 25!!.5 s-side 30!!.5
quad quad d-den. . quad

d-side 3392 d-side 45~ s-side 20!!.5 d-slde399_5
quad quad quad O· quad

• 8"· • 8'· d-side 3~ • 8"Datallfe
s-side 215.9 s-side 28!!9 quad " U - s-side 24~
soden. Soden. • 8 • soden.
s-side 26~ s-side 30~ s-side 319_5 s-side2~
d-den. d-den. d-den. d-den. u-
d-side 315.9 d-slde 34!!> d-side 'J~ d-side 31~
d-den. d-den. d-den. .,)If - d-den.

• DTE/DCE selector switch
• Operates from DC 10 19,200 baud
• 1 mile at 19,200, 3 miles at

9600 baud

• Only $ 77 In single unit quanllfy

ModelSl

Modem cost -'" $ 77
Tw;sted pair (2) @ 500ft = $ 30
(2 x 77)+30=$184
Maximum baud rate = 19,200

;:rL~a'.:l;:c
TECHNOLOGY INC.
'48 New York Avenue
Halesite. New York 11743
(516) 423-3232
TWX 510·226·0449
A Pubhc Company

'Cost comparison (250 ft extended distance data cable)

• No AC or DC Power required
• Derives power from signal leads
• Male or Female connectors
• 4-wire line termination with

screw terminals or phone jacks

Data Cable

Cable cost = $ 20 + .801ft
(250 x .80) + 20 = $ 220

Maximum baud rate = 9600

POCKET COMPUTING POWERI.
Henry Mullish and Richard
Kestenbaum. New York: Harper
& Row. 1984: 192 pages. 15.5 by
23.5 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-06
044659-5.5\2.95.

PERSONAL COMPUTERS FOR THE
SUCCESSFUL SMALL BUSINESS.
Donald Hockney. New York:
Macmillan Publishing Co.. 1984:
208 pages. 16.3 by 24 cm. hard
cover. ISBN 0-02-551870-4.
519.95.

(continued)

PC GRAPHICS. Dick Conklin. New
York: lohn Wiley & Sons. 1983:
\92 pages. 17 by 25 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-471-89207-6.
51595.

ONLINE GUIDE FOR THE COM
MODORE COMPUTERS. Mike Cane.
New York: New American
Library. 1984: 400 pages. 15.3
by 228 cm. softcover. ISBN 0
451-82084-3.5995

101 PROGRAMMING SURPRISES &

TRICKS FOR YOUR IBM PC COM
PUTER. David L. Heiserman. Blue
Ridge Summit. PA: lab Books.
1984: 208 pages. 18.5 by 23.5
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-8306
1711-6.511.50.

lHE OSBORNE/McGRAw-HILL MS
DOS USER'S GUIDE. Paul Hoff
man and lamara Nicoloff.
Berkeley. CA: Osborne/McGraw
Hill. 1984: 218 pages. 18.8 by
23.3 cm. softcover. ISBN 0
88134-131-2.517.95.

10\ PROGRAMMING SURPRISES &

TRICKS FOR YOUR TR5-80 COM
PUTER. David L. Heiserman Blue
Ridge Summit. PA: lab Books.
1984: 208 pages. \8.5 by 23.5
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-8306
1741-8.511.50.

PERFECT WRITER MADE PERFECT
LY CLEAR. Elyse Sommer. Rad
nor. PA: Chilton Book Co.. 1984:
190 pages. 18.5 by 22.8 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-8019-7427-5.
512.95

cm. softcover. ISBN 0-8306
1731-0.511.50.

PERSONAL MONEY MANAGEMENT
WITH YOUR MICRO. Wendy L.
Milner. Blue Ridge Summit.
PA: lab Books. 1984: 240
pages. 18.5 by 23.5 em. soft
cover. ISBN 0-8306-1709-4.
51350

MODERN INTELLECTUAL PROP
ERTY. Michael A. Epstein. Clin
ton. NJ: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich. 1984: 650 pages. 19
by 25.3 cm. 5-punch binder.
ISBN 0-15-004367-8. 575.

MICROS. MINIS AND MAiN
FRAMES. D. Michael Werner and
Thomas W. Warrner. Radnor. PA:
Chilton Book Co.. 1984: 420
pages. \8.5 by 22.8 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-8019-7303-1.
519.95.

MICROCOMPUTING IN SPORT AND
PHYSICAL EDUCATION. David A.
Brodie and John I. Thornhill.
New York: Sterling Publishing
Co.. 1983: 160 pages. 19.8 by
25 3 cm. hardcover. ISBN 0
86019-106-0. 5\6.95.

MR. BABBAGE'S SECRET. Ole Im
manuel Franksen. Birkerod. Den
mark: Strandbergs Forlag. 1984:
320 pages. 17.8 by 22 cm. hard
cover. ISBN 87-872-0086-4. 530.

\01 PROGRAMMING SURPRISES &

TRICKS FOR YOUR ATARI COM
PUTER. David L. Heiserman. Blue
Ridge Summit. PA: lab Books.
1984: 208 pages. 185 by 235

MICROPROCESSORS: HARDWARE
AND ApPLICATIONS. Andrew
Veron is. Reston. VA: Reston
Publishing. 1984: 944 pages.
18.5 by 24.3 cm. hardcover.
ISBN 0-8359-4382-8. 534.95.

101 PROGRAMMING SURPRISES &

TRICKS FOR YOUR ApPLE lilliE
COMPUTER. David L. Heiserman.
Blue Ridge Summit. PA: lab
Books. 1984: 208 pages. 18.5 by
23.5 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-8306
1721-3.511.50.

loTUS 1-2-3 SIMPLIFIED. David
Bolocan. Blue Ridge Summit.
PA: lab Books. 1984: 192 pages.
\8.8 by 23.5 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-8306-1 748-X. 51025

loGIC AND MACHINES: DECISION
PROBLEMS AND COMPLEXITY. E.
Borger. G. Hasenjaeger. and D.
Rodding. eds. Lecture Notes in
Computer Science # 17 I. New
York: Springer-Verlag. 1984: 464
pages. 16.5 by 24 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-387-1333\-3. 520.

MiNG ON THE COMMODORE 64.
Ben Shneiderman. Boston. MA:
Little. Brown and Co.. 1984: 208
pages. 19 by 23.3 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-316-78725-6. 58.95.
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BOOKS RECEIVEDCould you pass
this Red Cross

swimming test?
SWIM:
1. Breaststroke -100 Yds.
2. Sidestroke-lOO Yds.
3. Crawl stroke-lOO Yds.
4. Backcrawl-50Yds.
5. On back (legs only) - 50 Yds.
6. Turns (on front, back, side).
7. Surface dive - underwater swim - 20 Ft.
8. Disrobe - float with clothes - 5 mins.
9. Long shallow dive.

10. Running front dive.
11. lO-minute swim.

Anybody who's taken a Red Cross swim course knows
how tough it can be. There's a good reason.

We believe drowning is a serious business.
Last year alone, we taught 2,589,203 Americans not

to drown - in the seven different swim courses we offer
all across the country. (Incidentally, most of the teaching
as with almost everything American Red Cross does
is done by dedicated volunteers.)

A good many of the youngsters not only are learning
to keep themselves safe. Thousands upon thousands of
them are learning to become lifesavers.

And the life they save - may be your own.

Reel Cross
iscounting

onyou.

A Public Service of This Magazine & The Advertising Council~
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ThE POWER OF: ApPLEWORKS.
Robert E. Williams. Portland,
OR: Management Information
Source. 1984; 238 pages, 21 by
27.5 cm, softcover, ISBN 0
943518-16-4, SI9.95.

PROGRAMMING THE IBM PC &

Xl Clarence B. Germain. Bowie,
MD; Robert I Brady Co.. 1984;
346 pages, 17.8 by 23.5 cm,
softcover. ISBN 0-89303-783-4,
SI9.95.

ThE RESTON DIRECTORY OF ON
LINE DATABASES. lay M. Shafritz
and Louise Alexander. Reston,
VA: Reston Publishing, 1984;
254 pages, 21.5 by 28 cm, soft
cover. ISBN 0-8359-6666-6,
SI7.95.

SELECTING THE RIGHT DATA BASE
SOFTWARE FOR THE IBM Pc.
Kathleen McHugh and Veronica
Corchado. Berkeley, CA: Sybex,
1984; 128 pages, 15.3 by 22.8
cm, softcover. ISBN 0-89588
174-8, S695.

SELECTING THE RIGHT SPREAD
SHEET SOFTWARE FOR THE IBM
Pc. Kathleen McHugh and
Veronica Corchado. Berkeley,
CA; Sybex, 1984; 142
pages, 15.3 by 22.8 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-89588-178-0,
S6.95.

SELECTING THE RIGHT WORD
PROCESSING SOFTWARE FOR
THE IBM Pc. Kathleen McHugh
and Veronica Corchado.
Berkeley, CA; Sybex, 1984; 114
pages, 15.3 by 228 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-89588-177-2,
S6.95.

SHAPES AND SOUNDS FOR THE
MARl. Herb Moore. New York;
John Wiley & Sons, 1984; 132
pages, 13.8 by 21.5 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-471-88547-9, S45.
Includes two floppy disks.

SIMPLIFIED BASIC PROGRAMMING
FOR MICROCOMPUTERS, Gerald
A. Silver and Myrna Silver. New
York: Harper & Row, 1984; 320
pages, 188 by 23.5 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-06-046162-4,
S1595

SMALL BUSINESS PROGRAMS FOR
THE COMMODORE 64, S. Roberts.
Holzkirchen, West Germany:
Ing. W. Hofacker GmbH, 1984;
136 pages, 13 by 21 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 3-88963-186-X,
S9.95.

SMALL BUSINESS PROGRAMS FOR
THE IBM Pc. F. Ende.
Holzkirchen, West Germany:
Ing. W. Hofacker GmbH, 1984;
120 pages, 13 by 21 cm, soft
cover. ISBN 3-88963-052-9,
SI295

SMART BASIC FOR THE ADAM,
Bill Searle and Donna lones.
Bowie. MD: Robert J. Brady Co,
1984; 384 pages, 17.8 by 23 5
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-89303
846-6, SI195

ThE SOFTWARE CATALOG. Spring
1984 ed. New York: Elsevier
Science Publishing Co.. 1984;
1412 pages, 21.3 by 27.8 cm,
softcover, ISBN 0-444-00914-0,
S75.

ThE STATE-OF-THE-ART ROBOT
CATALOG, Phil Berger. New
York: Dodd, Mead & Co., 1984;
160 pages, 19 by 23.3 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-396-08361-7,
SI2.95.

TRS-80 MODELS III & 4, Larry
loel Goldstein. Bowie, MD:
Brady Communications Co..
1984; 320 pages. 17.8 by 23.5
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-89303
903-9, SI5.95.

UNIX ON THE IBM Pc. William
B. l\vitty. Englewood Cliffs, NI
Prentice-Hall. 1984; 224 pages,
15 by 22.3 cm, softcover,
ISBN 0-13-939075-8, SI4.95.

ThE UNIX SYSTEM EN
CYCLOPEDIA. Los Altos, CA
Yates Ventures, 1984; 448
pages, 21.3 by 27.3 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-917195-00-0,
S34.95.

USING & PROGRAMMING THE
MACINTOSH, Frederick Holtz.
Blue Ridge Summit. PA: Thb
Books, 1984; 254 pages,
18.5 by 23 5 cm, softcover,
ISBN 0-8306-1840-6,
SI250

USING MICROSOFT COMPILED
BASIC. Murray L. Lesser.
New York: McGraw-HilI. 1985;
288 pages, 15 by 22.8 cm, soft
cover, ISBN 0-07-037302-7,
SI6.95.

USING THE IBM PC/R, Kenniston
W. Lord Jr. New York: Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 1984;
384 pages, 15.3 by 228 cm,
softcover, ISBN 0-442-25964-6,
SI6.50.•



Inquiry 49

IBM OR COMPATIBLE ADD-ON CARD

1·]:t4·#I;.·]4&'·)1'.1·;II:IIII·];"m'~·'a·]
IBM is a trademark of I.B.M. Corp.

MICTRO (U.S.A.) INC.
1807 S. SAN GABRIEL BLVD. SUITE B
SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776
TEL: (818) 288-8422, (408) 738-3105

$99.00
$145.00

$60.00
$60.00

$185.00

$399.00
$160.00
$129.00

IPS-135

1 YEAR WARRANTY

EXACTLY FIT TO IBM
PC/XT
OUTPUT

2 DISK DRIVES
2 HARD DISKS

AC INPUT
115V or 220V

DISK CONTROL CARD WITH CABLE
COLOR GRAPHIC CARD
SERIAL I~TERFACECARD
PARALLEL PRI~TER CARD
MONOCHROME CARD
IDEAMAX 384 MULTI-FUNCTION CARD

WITH 384K RAM
IPS-135W POWER SUPPLY
HALF HEIGHT DISK DRIVE

~

\-MEP~TTI

SOURCETEK
SWITCHING POWER SUPPlY

a message to
our subscribers

From time to time we make the BYTE subscriber list
available to other companies who wish to send our
subscribers material about their products. We take great
care to screen these companies. choosing only those
who are reput.;tble. and whose products. services. or
information we feel would be of interest to you. Direct
mail is an efficient medium for presenting the latest
personal computer goods and services to our
subscribers.

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use
of our mailing list. and look forward to finding
information of interest to them in the mail. Used are
our subscribers' names and addresses only (no other
information we may have is ever given).

While we believe the distribution of this information
is of benefit to our subscribers. we firmly respect the
wishes of any subscriber who does not want to receive
such promotional literature. Should you wish to restrict
the use of your name. simply send your request to the
following address.

BYTE Publications Inc.
Attn: Circulation Department

70 Main St., Peterborough, NH 03458

Subscription Problems?
We want to helpl

II you have a problem with your BYTE
subscription, write us with the details.
We'll do our best to set it right. But we

must have the name, address, and zip of
the subscription (new and old address, if
it's a change of address). II the problem
involves a payment, be sure to include
copies of the credit card statement, or

front and back of cancelled checks.
Include a ''business hours" phone

number if possible.

Subscriber Service
P.O. Box 328

Hancock, NH 03458
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WHAT'S NEW

Sanyo Introduces MBC 775

NEW SYSTE 5

S anyo's MBC 775 is an
IBM PC-compatible por

table color computer. It
features the 8088 processor
and provides for the 8087
chip. Its 256K-byte RAM is
expandable to 640K bytes.
Also standard are two
5!4-inch 360K-byte f1oppy
disk drives and a built-in
9-inch color monitor.

The MBC 775's detachable
keyboard has 84 keys,
including a numeric keypad
and special-function keys.
1Wo expansion slots will
accept IBM PC-compatible
add-on boards, and a
Centronics parallel port lets
the operator connect the
color computer to most
printers.

The Sanyo's screen
accommodates 80 by 25
characters in regular mode
and 40 by 25 characters in
double-sized mode. The
machine has 16-color

graphics capabilities with
640- by 200-pixel resolution
in color mode. In black-and
white mode, resolution is
320 by 200 pixels

Bundled software for the

MBC 775 includes
EasyWriter 2, EasyMailer,
EasyPlanner, and EasyFiler.
Its operating system is MS
DOS 2.11. and it also
features GW-BASIC

Among several available
options are an RS-232C
serial board, an expansion
RAM board, a Sanyo mono
chrome monitor CRT 30/CRT
36, the Sanyo color monitor
CRT 70, and the Sanyo PR
5000 and PR 5500 letter
quality printers.

The MBC 775 retails for
$2599 Contact Sanyo Busi
ness Systems Corp.. 51
Joseph St. POB 387,
Moonachie, Nl 07074-1098,
(201) 440-9300
Inquiry 513.

Ergo-lnteUigent Personal Computers...........................................................................................................................

Multiuser UNIX Workstation

E ricsson Information
Systems has introduced

a series of IBM PC
compatible personal
computers that offers
ergonomic features. For
example, the operator can
mount the system console
vertically beneath a desk,
and a special cooling fan
reduces the noise level.

The Ergo-Intelligent series
comes with a 12-inch mono
chrome or color Ergo-Screen
monitor. The non-glare
monochrome display has
amber characters and 640
by 400-pixel resolution. The
color monitor has a
maximum resolution of 320
by 200. The monitors can
display text and graphics
simultaneously: they use a
modified typeface to
improve clarity. An Ergo-Arm
display stand lets you
control the monitor's height
and angle

The Ergo-Touch keyboard
uses 84 enlarged alpha
numeric keys in the IBM PC
XT layout. It has 10 function
keys and indicator lights for
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the Num Lock and Caps
Lock keys The numeric key
pad has its own Enter key

The Ergo-Intelligent
computer uses the 8088
processor. has 256K bytes
of RAM, and provides for
use of the 8087 math
coprocessor. It features two
360K-byte floppy-disk drives
or one floppy drive and a
10-megabyte hard-disk drive.
Other hardware features

H eurikon Corporation
has introduced the

Minibox, a multiuser UNIX
System III or V workstation
that uses the 68000/68010
processor. It features a built
in C compiler, six Multibus
card slots. single or dual
5!4-inch floppy-disk drives,
30- to 280-megabyte
Winchester hard-disk
storage, and an interactive
streaming-tape drive.

The Minibox is based on
the Heurikon HK68 micro
computer, providing 8- or

include five IBM bus
compatible expansion slots.
one RS-232C serial port. and
one Centronics parallel port.

Prices depend on
configuration. The basic
model. designated the
8512-254S, comes with a
dual disk drive, 256K bytes
of RAM, monochrome
monitor. graphics board,
Ergo-Arm, floor stand,
extended cable, keyboard,

10-MHz processor per
formance, quad-channel
DMA. 64K bytes of EPROM,
512 K bytes to I megabyte
of RAM, two iSBX
expansion connectors, MMU
(addresses 16 megabytes of
RAM), four serial I/O ports
(expandable to 12). three
16-bit cou nter ti mers, and
two parallel I/O ports.

Two forward drive bays
hold one or two 5!4-inch
floppy-disk drives or a
5!4-inch floppy drive and an
interactive streaming-tape

and DOS. It costs $3295:
with a color monitor it's
$3769. A system with a
single floppy-disk drive and
a 10-megabyte hard-disk
drive sells for $5230: that
system with a color monitor
is $5695. Contact Ericsson
Information Systems, Green
wich Office Park I, POB
2522, Greenwich, CT 06836
2522, (203) 661-1666,
Inquiry 514.

drive. 1Wo rear drive bays
hold one or two 5!4-inch
Winchester hard-disk drives.

Prices vary depending on
configuration. A standard
system with 512 K bytes of
RAM on a single card and a
30-megabyte hard-disk drive
sells for $14,675: the same
system with a 65-megabyte
hard-disk drive is $15,375.
Contact Heurikon Corp..
3201 Latham Dr., Madison,
WI 53713, (800) 356-9602: in
Wisconsin, (608) 271-8700.
Inquiry 515.



WHAT'S NEW

The S-100 + Outboard Bus...........................................................................................................................
S -100+ from IMS

International combines
a high-speed. outboard.
networking bus with the
standard S-IOO bus. The
bidirectional outboard bus
lets data transfer occur on a
priority basis using byte
wide high-speed transfer
components.

S-IOO+ eliminates bus
contention problems.
Simultaneous data transfer
can be made from the
master processor to the
storage device and to the
network slaves. A two-wire

cable. daisy-chained from
the master to the slaves.
allows equal access to the
bus through priority
interrupts.

This design uses the
following new circuit boards:
a 16-bit 80186 8-MHz master
board with one or two
512K-byte RAM boards.
80186 slave boards with
256K bytes of on-board
RAM. and 8-bit Z80B 6-MHz
master/slave boards with
128K bytes of on-board
bank-switchable RAM.

The operating system for

the S-IOO+. ThrboDOS
140+. contains a PC-DOS/
MS-DOS 1.1 emulator and
allows a DMA transfer of
data at up to I megabyte
per second. All S-IOO+
boards are designed for
both asynchronous and
synchronous communica
tions. and 3270 and 3780
communications software
has been integrated into all
models.

A basic S-IOO+ system.
the 5000SX. has the
potential for up to nine
users and features

ThrboDOS. a Z80B file
server. two serial ports. a
paddleboard. a DMA floppy
disk drive controller. 128K
bytes of RAM. four MPU
8-bit boards. one quad
density floppy-disk drive.
and a 20-megabyte
Winchester hard-disk drive.
The 5000SX sells for $8195
For further information. con
tact IMS International. Divi
sion of LlF Technologies.
2800 Lockheed Way. Carson
City. NV 89701 (702)
883-7611
Inquiry 516.

Doctoring Disk Drives Power Strip Series

IBM PC AT Disk Drives for the PC and XT

T he Model 803
Alignment Scope uses

liquid-crystal graphics
display technology to
combine the features of an
oscilloscope with a digital
readout. It presents disk
drive alignment information
on a solid-state display.

A wall-mount transformer
powers the Model 803.
which uses an 8085 micro
processor. The device works
with all sizes of floppy disks
and is self-calibrating

The Model 803 has only
six push buttons. It
measures and displays all
parameters necessary for
alignment of a floppy-disk
drive. including index pulse
parameters. radial alignment
(cat's-eye pattern). azimuth
bursts. track average
amplitude. index to burst
time. and track 0 adjust
ment. The scope presents all
measurements both
pictorially and digitally.

The Model 803 Alignment
Scope is $1195. For more
information. contact Ava
Instrumentation Inc.. 8010
Highway 9. Ben Lomond. CA
95005. (408) 336-2281
Inquiry 517.

A hardware and software
package puts 1.2-mega

byte IBM PC AT-compatible
disk drives in the IBM PC
and XT The AT-compatible
disks cut down on storage
problems. eliminate disk
swapping and disk-full
errors. and let you back up
a hard disk to only a few
floppy disks.

The AT disk-drive package
includes a Teac l.2-mega
byte half-height drive: a

Teac 360K-byte half-height
drive: a disk controller that
supports up to four drives: a
mounting bracket: and
software to format. read.
and write to 1.2-megabyte
drives.

The basic two-drive
package sells for $499
Contact 'Jail Tree Systems.
Suite 124. 1032 Elwell Court.
Palo Alto. CA 94303. (415)
964-1980.
Inquiry 518.

T he Voltector Series 10
conditioned power strip

protects computer equip
ment from power surges
and high-frequency AC-line
noise Each receptacle is RF
isolated from the others and
from the power line.

This power strip eliminates
the need to plug pieces of
equipment into separate
outlets or to install a
separate circuit for your
computer. The unit is a
solid-state. multistage.
bidirectional. cooperative
transient-voltage suppressor
and high-frequency EMI/RFI
noise filter. All models are
circuit-breaker protected.
They include a pilot light.
master on/off switch. and
Moot. heavy-duty. three
conductor line cord. They
are rated 15 amps. 125
volts. 60 Hz. and 1875 watts
continuous duty

Four-outlet models cost
$14640. six-outlet models
are $152.90. and eight-outlet
models are $15940. Contact
Pilgrim Electric Co. 29 Cain
Dr.. Plainview. NY 11803.
(516) 420-8989.
Inquiry 519.

(continued)
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WHAT'S NEW

PER II? RALS

Penman Robot Plotter

P enman is several
peripherals in one: a

three-color plotter. a high
resolution printer. a desktop
turtle, a precision robot with
collision detection, and a
mouse, Penman connects to
computers with an RS-232C
interface, It has no controls:
it automatically adjusts to its
host computer.

High-Speed Daisy Wheel

P rimages' daisy-wheel
pnntIng system com

prises the Primage 90
bidirectional printer and a
choice of Pagemate sheet
feeder options. The Primage
90 performs at 90 cps and
prints proportional. 10, 12,
and 15 pitch It also offers
horizontal spacing in
increments of Y120 of an inch
and vertical spacing at ~6 of
an inch.

The Primage 90's design
innovations incorporate 10
patents for stepper-motor
controller technology, use of
a Teflon-coated lead screw
to carry the daisy wheel.
and sheet feeders with
short. straight paper paths
to avoid skewing.

Other featured technology
includes "print in flight" (the
printer does not have to

The unit comprises two
parts linked by a ribbon
cable: the control box
containing the electronics
and a 5-inch-square robot
that moves around on paper
to produce graphics, Three
built-in pen holders let the
operator change pen color
or thickness at any time,
even in mid-line, Penman

start and stop the print
head for each letter), a
refined hammer assembly,
and enhanced electronics.
The results are increased
speed. reduced wear.
improved registration, and
less noise than previous
printers.

The Pagemate sheet
feeders come in one-, two-,
or three-bin models. Paper
bins hold 150 to 200 sheets
of 8 Vl- by II-inch paper
loaded horizontally or
vertically: another bin holds
30 envelopes. The sheet
feeders are motor-driven
(not friction-driven), with one
motor to choose sheet A or
B and a second motor to
drive the envelope and eject
the paper.

The Primage 90 printer is
also available with a snap-on

can draw perfect circles or
straight lines in any
direction.

To use Penman, you place
any size of paper on a flat.
horizontal surface. When the
robot is set on the paper. it
uses optical sensors to find
the bottom left corner.
which it uses as a point of
reference. The robot also
senses when the cable is
twisted around it and auto
matically rotates to free
itself.

The Penman robot moves
at speeds up to 50 mm per
second and achieves its
accuracy by servo control of
the drive motors. An 8-bit
single-chip microcomputer
performs the necessary
calculations 1500 times per
second to ensure precision.

Penman costs 5395.
Contact American Micro
Products Inc.. 705 North
Bowser. Richardson, TX
75081. (214) 238-1815.
Inquiry 520,

tractor feeder. and the
operator can install or
remove both the sheet
feeder and the tractor
feeder in seconds to permit
printing on computer forms
as well as on individual
sheets.

The Primage printing
system features RS-232C and
Centronics interfaces. The
Primage 90 printer with the
Pagemate I single-sheet
feeder sells for 51895: with
the Pagemate II two-sheet
feeder it costs 52095: and
with the Pagemate III two
sheet plus envelope feeder
the price of the printer is
52295

For further information,
contact Primages Inc., 620
Johnson Ave.. Bohemia, NY
11716, (516) 567-8200
Inquiry 521.

Letter Ouality with
Dot-Matrix Versatility

M icro Peripherals' SX
printer is a low-cost.

letter-quality dot-matrix
printer. It prints at 300 cps
in draft mode, 71 cps in
near letter-quality mode, and
52 cps in letter-quality
mode. This printer also
provides correspondence
quality documents.

The SX uses a 23- by
18-dot matrix to produce
letter-quality print. In that
mode, the printer can
generate fonts with dot
elements that overlap
horizontally, vertically, and
diagonally within the matrix.

In its IBM PC-compatible
mode, it responds to IBM
PC command sequences
and prints the expanded
character set. You use the
SoftSwitch Keypad to switch
from IBM to MPI operating
mode and back The
SideWinder mode prints
wide-column spreadsheets
lengthwise on the paper.
The SX prints the data at 12
cpi using a special font for
sideways printing. (This
feature requires MPI's 64K
byte buffer) In Repeat
mode, the printer receives
the entire document and
prints it up to 99 times.

The 18-key SoftSwitch
Keypad lets you change the
printer parameters without
using software commands or
changing DIP-switch settings.
Accessible features include
character densities, margins,
form length, print quality,
and modes.

The SX has 8 standard
fonts and can access Style
Writer. a library of more
than 40 additional fonts. A
travel cover (550) converts
the SX to a portable printer.
The SX is 5795. Contact
Micro Peripherals Inc., 4426
South Century Dr., Salt Lake
City, UT 84123. (800) 821
8848: in Utah, (801) 263-3081
Inquiry 522.
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Electrohome Introduces NAPLPS Decoder

Expanding the IBM PC AT

IBM PC Preview!

A monochrome display
adapter for the IBM PC:

PC XT. and PC AT is now
available from AST
Research. Preview' offers bit
mapped graphics
compatible with popular
business software packages.

The board occupies a
single full chassis slot and
has an IBM PC-compatible
parallel-printer port. Preview'
includes ASTs SuperDrive
RAM-disk simulator and
SuperSpool print-spooler
utilities to speed graphics
file manipulation and
graphics image printing.

S TB Systems recently
released a memory

expansion board. Grande
Byte. and a multifunction
board. Rio Grande. for the
IBM PC AT. Each 128K-byte
board occupies one
expansion slot.

Grande Byte gives AT
users the additional memory
necessary for multitasking
programs or multiuser
systems. The board prov ides
extra memory for RAM
disks and for handling large
amounts of data. Parity
checked memory from 128K
bytes to 2 megabytes is

A peripheral card for on
board decoding of

NAPLPS information is avail
able from Electrohome
Electronics. The IBM PC
compatible Ouickpel is a
single-board decoder with
multitasking capabilities
including telesoftware.

Ouickpel conforms to the
Service Reference ModeJ
(SRM) in its use of macros. a
dynamically redefinable
character set. full color map
ping. logical pel. and unpro-

AST has priced the
Preview' board at 5399
Contact AST Research Inc..

user-expandable with 64K
or 256K-byte memory chips
The board features split
memory addressing that fills
the ATs system memory to
640K bytes and continues
memory expansion at I
megabyte.

Rio Grande includes I/O
expansion as well as
memory expansion. Memory
is user-expandable from
128K bytes to I. 5 megabytes
with 64K- or 256K-byte
chips. This board also uses
split memory addressing.
Rio Grande offers two IBM
compatible serial ports (one

tected fields. Features that
exceed SRM requirements
include complete text
scaling. splines. automatic
clipping on screen bound
aries. 6K-byte dynamic
memory that can be shared
between macros. textures.
and object memory
management.

Display resolution is 256
by 200 pixels and the status
line is 256 by 10 pixels
OUickpel provides a choice
of 16 simultaneous colors

2121 Alton Ave. Irvine. CA
92714. (714) 863-1333.
Inquiry 523.

standard and one optional)
for attaching a modem.
serial printer. plotter. mouse.
or other asynchronous
communication devices. Its
parallel port is a standard
feature for connecting
printers to the AT. An
optional game port provides
for graphics and recreation

The Grande Byte is
available for 5395. and the
Rio Grande sells for $495
Contact STB Systems Inc..
Suite 125.601 North
GlenVille. Richardson. TX
75081. (214) 234-8750
Inquiry 524.

from its 512-color palette.
The board plugs into a
single IBM PC slot and
drives a color monitor
directly or a standard TV
through an optional RF
modulator.

The manufacturer expects
Ouickpel to sell for
approximately $750. Contact
Electrohome Electronics
Ltd. 809 Wellington St. N.
Kitchener. Ontario N2G 4)6.
Canada. (519) 744-7111.
Inquiry 525.

68000 Support for
the IBM PC XT or AT

L anguage Resources
offers an upgrade

product. PC-68K. that
supports 68000 family
software development on
the IBM PC XT or AT. The
PC-68K comprises an IBM
PC-compatible plug-in
board. software on disks.
and documentation.

The board. which acts as a
68000 execution vehicle.
contains a 68000 processor.
256K bytes of high-speed
RAM. and a memory-man
agement subsystem. The
disks contain the develop
ment tools: a 68000 macro
assembler. a linker and
locator. and a symbolic
debugger. The symbolic
debugger is for assembly
language and high-level
language modules.

Optional Pascal and C
compilers provide separate
translation of C. Pascal. and
MASM (meta assembler)
modules. A host communi
cation utility transfers binary
and text files between the
PC XT or AT equipped with
PC-68K and an IBM VM
CMS. DEC. or VAXNMS
system running Language
Resources' XDS-68 cross
software. Then you can
download programs
developed on the large
system to the XT. With the
emulator communication
utility. you can connect
several 68000 emulators to
a PC XT or AT for
integration.

The standard PC-68K
system costs 52995. The
high-level language
compilers are 5895 each.
The host and emulator
communication utilities cost
5495 each. Contact
Language Resources Inc..
4885 Riverbend Rd.
Boulder. CO 80301. (303)
449-8087
Inquiry 526.

(continued)
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A-One. A-Two ...

Relational Database Manager

A nyone with a basic
knowledge of music

notation can use the Musi
Cal Music Partwriting System
(MPS) to create. edit. trans
pose. store. and print full
size sheet music This pro
gram. which runs on an
Apple 11+ or lie with two
disk drives. a monitor. and a
Super Serial Card. is de
signed to eliminate the
tedious task of copying and
transposing parts by hand.
You don't have to learn any
special commands or pro
gramming languages nor do
you have to be able to play
an instrument. MPS can
create sheet music in any
key or time signature. with
proper beaming of notes.
ties. triplets. and rests.

The Music Screenwriter.
the system's intelligent
editor. lets you input and

Integrated Mac Pack

T imeBase. a business
tool for the Macintosh.

makes use of an overlapping
windowed environment to
provide five applications on
a single disk: time manage
ment. information manage
ment. centralization. forms
and letters. and a feature
called TMP (tracking. main
taining. and planning). Vir
tually all commands and

delete music in the same
way you input and delete
characters with a word pro
cessor. The program moni
tors your typing and cor
rects any obvious errors. If
you like. the computer will
sound the notes as you type
them. Any music you write

M acLion is a relational
database-management

system for the Macintosh
Because MacLion is a true
relational system. there is no
limit to the number. range.
or variety of data that may
appear on the screen. Many
relations can be combined
to suit the user's need.

The program facilitates the
handling of files and rela
tions with two features: a

functions are generated with
the mouse: the only time
you need the keyboard is
for data entry.

For those situations not re
quiring a stand-alone data
base. the program provides
a fixed-field. limited data
base known as the File
Cabinet. capable of storing
up to 100 records. The File
Cabinet has complete search

can be stored on the pro
gram disk: later. you can
print it out in original form
or transpose it to a different
key. An average sheet of
music takes about 10
minutes to print: the system
uses Houston Instrument's
DMP-29. DMP-40. or PC

report writer and a screen
generator. The user can
define a report or screen by
clicking fields into position
with the Mac's mouse. thus
getting a preview of the
screen or report. The screen
generator has multifile capa
bilities for both inputting
data into and drawing data
from the database.

Features implementing the
Mac's desktop metaphor

and print capabilities.
Business forms and letters

created with the package
can be transferred to Mac
Paint for editing and cus
tomizing. TMP. the heart of
this interactive system. lets
you track multiple sched
ules. information flow. ac
counts payable and receiv
able. and equipment mainte
nance. The program can

digital plotters.
The price of 51495 gets

you the software. key caps.
plotter cable. and the 5695
PC 695 plotter. Contact
Newgo Inc. POB 430.
Stephens City. VA 22655.
(703) 869-1600.
Inquiry 527.

have been incorporated in
the language of MacLion.
Applications developed
under MacLion can use the
Mac's mouse. pull-down
menus. dialogue boxes. and
programmable buttons.

MacLion costs 5379 Con
tact Computer Software
Design. 1911 Wright Circle.
Anaheim. CA 92806. (714)
634-9012
Inquiry 528.

also handle records. billing
cycles. and timely mailings.

TimeBase is available for
both the 128K- and the
512 K-byte Macintosh and
will run on the Lisa under
MacWorks. The suggested
retail price is 5149.95 Con
tact SoftDesign. POB
161377. Miami. FL 33116.
(305) 253-552 L
Inquiry 529.

Business Software for lie. lie...........................................................................................................................
T he Business Accountant

is a double-entry busi
ness accounting system that
includes programs for
general ledger. accounts
payable and receivable. in
ventory. and payrolL These
programs can be used
together or separately and
are designed for small and
medium-sized businesses.

General Ledger lets you
define the way a chart of ac-
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counts is set up and the
manner by which data
should be consolidated.
Out-of-balance journal en
tries are not permitted. Ac
counts Payable can produce
checks automatically: Ac
counts Receivable lets you
review a customer's credit
status at any time. Inventory
Control tracks all inventory
parts and produces reports
for order recommendations.

The Business Accountant's
Payroll system handles hour
ly. salaried. and commis
sioned employees on a
weekly. biweekly. semi
monthly. or monthly basis.
The system also produces
W-2 and W-3 forms and 940
and 941 reports and can
handle up to 14 types of
deductions. The System
Manager is necessary to in
tegrate any of the modules

and includes a mailing-label
system that can access the
other modules for names
and addresses.

The System Manager is
595. The Payroll package
costs 5345. The other
modules are 5295 each.
Contact Manzanita Software
Systems. Suite 200-A. One
Sierra Gate Plaza. Roseville.
CA 95678. (916) 781-3880.
Inquiry 530.
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Database with Analysis

D esigned to aid
managers. researchers.

and planners in the collec
tion and interpretation of
data. Reflex is a database
software package that com
bines information manage
ment with analysis features.
Information can be grouped
and summarized in ways
that reveal interrela
tionships. trends. and
deviations.

Data can be organized in
lists and tables. selectively

extracted and displayed in
charts and graphs. and sum
marized or combined using
built-in financial. statistical.
and mathematical functions.
You can shift quickly be
tween formats. or "views:'
and move from a detailed
look at a particular record
to a summation of informa
tion from many records.

Reflex has pull-down
menus. screen windows. and
help screens that can be ac
cessed with one keystroke. It

can hold up to 64.000
records on disk and more
than 7000 records in its
working database. Because
the entire program and the
data being worked on are
stored in RAM, the system
does not have to continually
load and reload portions of
the program from disk.

Reflex can accept informa
tion from several popular
business packages. including
dBASE II. Lotus 1-2-3. and
DIE as well as ASCII text

files downloaded from main
frames and minicomputers
or transferred from other
mic rocomputers.

The package runs on the
IBM PC and compatibles
and requires 384K bytes of
RAM and graphics capabili
ty The suggested retail price
is $495. For more informa
tion. contact Analytica
Corp.. 31 55 Kearney St. Fre
mont. CA 94538. (415)
490-3643
Inquiry 531.

APL Programming Package UNIX-Compatible Tool Kit

P ocket APL. an APL pro
gramming package for

the IBM Pc. PCjr. and com
patibles. is designed to save
development time by en
abling users to execute
multiple tasks in a single
line. According to the ven
dor. the product lets you
develop applications 4 to 10
times faster than with
languages like BASIC or
FORTRAN.

Features include full-screen
capabilities. an on-line help
facility. English-like keywords.
report formatting. and error
trapping. Additionally.
Pocket APL can serve as an
on-line calculator for
number crunching and
analysis. The package also
provides an APL soft-

character set for computers
with a graphics board or
color monitor: for machines
with monochrome monitors
there's a set of keywords.

STSC's Pocket APL has
many of the capabilities of
the company's APL·Plus.
Purchasers of Pocket APL
can upgrade to APL·Plus.

The program. which comes
on one disk. operates with a
minimum of 128K bytes of
memory and either PC-DOS
or MS-DOS. The system in
cludes a textbook. reference
guide. and keyword refer
ence card. Contact STSC
Inc.. 2115 East Jefferson St.
Rockville. MD 20852. (800)
592-0050: in Maryland. (301)
984-5123
Inquiry 532.

L antech Systems has
released a software de

veloper's tool kit that's
designed to enable an IBM
PC to be used as a worksta
tion in mainframe. minicom
puter, and microcomputer
environments. Retailing for
$399. the Tool Kit contains a
terminal emulator. window
ing capability, and a choice
of text editors (the Bell
Editor. vi Editor. ed Editor.
or an EMACS-like editor
called Epsilon)

The Tool Kit also includes
uNETix. a UNIX-compatible
multitasking operating
system developed by
Lantech.

Developers can use the
editor to write applications
off line from the larger sys-

tem. which frees up pro
cessor cycles. Once the
code has been generated. it
can either be uploaded to
the larger computer for
compilation or it can be
compiled on the PC

The Tool Kit can be oper
ated in stand-alone mode or
in conjunction with a host
system.

The Lattice C-Compiler is
offered as an option With
the compiler, the user can
develop applications in a
local mode. which eliminates
the need for a UNIX host
machine.

For more information. con
tact Lantech Systems Inc..
9635 Wendell Rd. Dallas. TX
75243, (214) 340-4932
Inquiry 533.

Text-Composition System

ScenicWriter/HP is a text
composition system that

enables the IBM PC and PC
XT to operate with Hewlett
Packard's LaserJet printer.
ScenicWriter uses all of the
laser printer'S font car
tridges. built-in fonts. and
symbols. Graphics such as
frames. screens. and
simulated cursors can be
placed anywhere on a page.
Output from the printer is

said to be camera-ready for
publication.

With ScenicWriter. you can
number chapter headings.
sections. footnotes. and il
lustrations in order as each
document is printed. The
full-screen editor features
nested editing. global search
and replace. block copying.
and a macro system. Any
sequence of formatting com
mands can be collected into

a macro command.
ScenicWriter sets text on

the page in single- or multi
ple-column format. Dimen
sions can be specified to fit
a page design The package
includes a 40.000-word
spelling checker that accepts
unlimited additions.

ScenicWriter is also
available for PC-compatibles.
Stride Micro computers. and
versions are slated for the TI

Professional and the DEC
LSI/PDP series. The program
is also available for other
laser printers. phototypeset
ters. and daisy-wheel
printers. The Laserjet version
costs $995. Contact Scenic
Computer Systems Corp..
14852 Northeast 31st Circle.
Redmond. WA 98052. (206)
885-5500.
Inquiry 534.

(continued)
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Files Protected

SOFTWAR£. CP/MfMS~DO

O nce a file is protected
by For Your Eyes Only.

Grebar claims. no one will
be able to access it without
the correct password. The
program protects files
created by any software run
ning under MS-DOS. includ
ing dBASE II and dBASE III.
VisiCalc. WordStar. Frame
work. RBase. and Lotus 1-2-3
files

Grebar's data-encryption
algorithm alters every byte

FORTH Interpreter

of a file: the company says
no utility can bypass this
security measure. The
algorithm employs a 560-bit
encrypting code. According
to Grebar. it would take a
thousand Cray-I supercom
puters more than 4 billion
years to generate all possi
ble code combinations.

For Your Eyes Only can
protect files on floppy or
hard disks. You can re
encrypt a file up to 99 times

Disk Recovers Lost Data

with one run of the program
and protect more than 100
files with the same password
in a single operation.

Protected files are auto
matically hidden and do not
appear in a normal directory
listing. Only you know
where they are stored.

You must enter an access
code before an encrypted
program will run. and illegal
attempts to use the program
or break into a file are

recorded in a log that's ac
cessible only to authorized
users.

Minimum requirements are
an IBM PC or Compaq with
192K bytes of RAM. one
single-sided disk drive. and
DOS 2.0 or later. For Your
Eyes Only costs 5150 IUS)
For more information. con
tact Grebar. 2926-266
Graham Ave. Winnipeg.
Manitoba R3C 4B5. Canada.
Inquiry 535.

MS-DOS Information Management

: WHERE DO NEW PRODUcr ITEMS COME FROM? :
: The new products listed in this section of BYTE are culled:
: from the thousands of press releases. letters. and telephone:
: calls we receive each month from manufacturers. distributors. :
: designers. and readers. The basic criteria for selection for :
: publication are: (al does a product match our readers' in-:
: terests? and (b) is it new or is it simply a reintroduction of :
: an old item? Because of the volume of submissions we must:
: sort through every month. the items we publish are based:
: on vendors' statements and are not individually verified. If :
: you want your product to be considered for publication (at:
: no charge). send full information about it. including its price:
: and an address and telephone number where a reader can:
: get further information. to New Products Editor. BYTE. POB :
: 372. Hancock. NH 03449 :............................................................

A FORTH interpreter op
timized for MS-DOS

and IBM PC machines. HSI
FORTH includes utility files
to read. write. and load
standard MS-DOS files. stan
dard screens. and screens
mapped onto random-access
files Other utilities are seg
ment management. graphics.
string functions. a program
editor. and 8087 floating
point arithmetic

The assembler. which im
plements the complete
8088/8086 instruction set.
can create new code primi
tives or complete stand
alone program files.

Users unfamiliar with
assembly language can take
advantage of an Auto-Opt
utility to generate optimized
machine code from FORTH
source code. The assembler
also supports 8087 and
80186 microprocessors.

According to the company.
HSIFORTH can run the Sieve
of Eratosthenes benchmark
in 47 seconds With Auto
Opt. the benchmark re
portedly takes 9 seconds.

HSIFORTH requires 64K
bytes. one disk drive. and
PC-DOS or MS-DOS The
price is 5250. Contact Har
vard Softworks. POB 2579.
Springfield OH 45501. (513)
390-2087.
Inquiry 536
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A set of disk media
utilities. UT Disk can

restore deleted files on flop
py disks and internal and
external hard-disk sub5Ys
tems. The product supports
64 DOS volumes. Clusters of
an erased file assigned to
another file can be restored
unless the user has physical
ly written over every byte of

W ith RMI Profiler. an
information-manage

ment system. you can
"draw" input formats and
report structures on the
screen using standard key
board entries RMI Profiler
accepts up to 80 fields and
2000 characters per record.

the original data
In addition to restoring

lost data. UT Disk provides
diagnostic checking. sector
editing. raw sector data
searching. and file and sub
directory editing Its Custom
Volume Configuration fea
ture lets a programmer
change certain fixed at
tributes of a DOS volume.

It requires at least 128K
bytes of memory. The price
is 5795 (Canadian). Contact
Reality MicroSystems Inc.
Suite 203. 103 Lakeshore
Rd. St. Catharines. Ontario
L2 N 2T6. Canada. (416)
935-3032
Inquiry 538.

including the number of
root entries or reserved
sectors.

UT Disk is written in C
and is menu-driven. It sells
for 599 Contact Great Lakes
Computer Peripherals Inc.
Suite 245. 2200 West Hig
gins Rd .. Hoffman Estates. IL
60195.1312) 884-7272
Inquiry 537.

Free-Form Retrieval

y ou can retrieve all
sentences or paragraphs

relating to a specific topic.
no matter how many files
the topic is in. with a pro
gram called Electra-Find.
The package. which runs on
CPIM computers. is designed
for writers. researchers. and
anyone who uses a word
processor to save informa
tion in text format.

After you've retrieved
materia!. it's saved in a new
file along with the name of
the file the text was taken
from. According to the de
veloper. nearly any type of
file can be searched. includ
ing database. word-process
ing. and binary files.

Electra-Find costs 550
Contact O'Neill Software.
POB 26111. San Francisco.
CA 94126. (415) 398-2255
Inquiry 539.



. $199.00

10 Meg $1295*
20 Meg $1495*
40 Meg $1995*

Add-On Hard Disk
Two ways 10 go. The Intemalsyslem Is cheaper becauseit does
nol need aPIS &Chassis. The same PIS &Chassis can be us
ed lor a10 Meg Tape Back·upon \'00' XTl

10 ....brt. 85 ....brt.
9795 Intl9995 oxt 92495

20 ....brt. 1051ht.brte
910951nt191295 oxt 93295

40 Iht.brt. 140 ....brt.
915951nt191795 in 94195

Add-On 10 Meg Tape
If your IBM·XT needs alittle
help In the Back·upcalegory,
yoo won'I be able 10 bealltlis
price! Cables, software and
everythingl!
Internal .. $395.00·

........... '$495.00*

11I11I1

Add-On H.D. & Tape
10 Mtgabyte Irwin on the
top, yw: choice of Hard Disk
on the bottom. Super ap.
peerancel Requires one slot
in yoor PC for SASI interface
and an extension connector
on the floppy card. Every·
thilg else is suppled by us.

65 Meg $2895*
105 Meg $3895*
140 Meg 54595*

MIS ELLANEOUS $ $ SAYERS
300 /1200 Iolld _ wlPC Talk III CamM.nicafions Software
BOA·872S·oo .. $289.00
Adcl-Qn~.RAM Disk &Print SpOOer BOA·8850-oo $149.00
Color Graphlc9 Card. 320 x200 Res. Color. 840 x200 Monochrome
BOA-8400-00 . . .. $245.00
1Ionoc_ Graphlc9 Card. 11·2·3 compatible) 720h x3<48v
BOA·8500-oo . .. $155.00
Clock Ca_r Boord. Parallel Port, fils In "short slot" w/battery Back·up
BOA·87OG-00 . . $75.00
XOR-500 Prln1er. Dol Matrix, 80 col.• IBM Graphcs compatible
PRI·SS7S-DO . .. $495.00
1Ionoc........ 1Ion/lor. 18t.tiz_. composite irI>Jt Green Seteen
MON·l000-Q0Green $ 99.50
MON·l010·ooAmber.. .. $114.50
Floppy Contrvller. Controls up 10 foI.r drives, SY.· 48/98 TPI
BOA·81OG-00 . .. $95.00
Hard Disk Contrvller slarldwd ST S06 intertace lor DOS 1 1&2 0

$1895 00*
20 Meg Color

Complete Systeml

$237500 *
40 Meg wlTape

Complete System!

$2845 00 *
Software
• BASICX
• WORDX

:~~\.COMX

- 1iiiiii-,.. ~

If' ,

- .
, '. -

INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
IIlcro Product. is reedy to SOlVe yw needs in several COU1tries. Each Office
has Sales Uterature. Local Pricilg. Inventory and TechnicaI8eIvice avaiable to
support yw needs. 1hefe are no problems wittl u.s. Export Forms.
HEAD OFFICE TAIPEI OFFICE
D.rryl R. Or..n Ton)' Llo
lS392 Assembly lJI1e. Unit A 2F. 128. Roooevelt Rd.• Sec. 3.
HlIltinglon Baach. CA 92849 T~po;, Tliwan, R.O.C.
Phone: 71 ~ 1898-0640 Phone: 396·9900 / 396·9910
TeIe,· 687641 XOROATA HTBH Telex: 21140 SlGMALTO
ZURICH OFFICE MARACAIBO OFFICE
C)'nthl. CI.rk .11m St.v.n.
__36 Av.3FEaq.Cale81
CH 8032 ZLrich centro Com. MooIga. Local #S
SwitzertlrId MncaiIlo, Venezuelll4001·A
Phone: 1-693633 Phone: 061·913328
Telex: 81605&HKlN Telex: 823<44 PEMIN
AUSTRALIAN OFFICE CANADIAN OFFICE
81twin Street. BeIewe
W. Aualnllla 6058 •• PENDING· •

•Additional64K Memory Chips
ICC·7801·00· (9) . . $ 35.00

$1245*$1245* $1245*
Complete XPC
System! by XOR

I 10 Meg H.D.
Complete SystemI

BOA·6058·00 6·Slot .... S395.00

Standard Feature.:
• FuI·Size. Feather·Tooch. Capacilance Keyboard with 10 Function Keys and calculator·Type Numeric Keypad •

• Comes Slllndard with ParaIeI Ilrld Serial 110 • 2·Slimline SYO' DSlDD 48 TPI360K Drives'
• 8 IBM compatible eXj8l. slots • Oparating Syslem Software Rebate • DOS BIOS on EPROM'

• 258K pMty checked RAM on Motherboard' 8088 16·bit CPU' 4OMA &3Timer channels'
• Up 10 32K 01 EPROM (ful8K suppliedl • Suppo<1s PC·DOS· MS·DOS· CP/M·86 •

• Power Supply Is H1WDisI\·Ready, no • High resolution 12' Monilor with Green
need 10 add-on additional power Seteen' 18 MHz banjdwij·diiilth•••

NEW
IBM "AT"

1.2M Floppy
In Stock - For
your XPC!
Can Read
3.0 or 2.1

DOS
Formats!
*OEM

Qty 11+

. CAB·3060·DO $65.00 *

. CAB-307S·QO $65.00*

-~ .
~;~.:.

-- ,
ra ','

BOA·6000·00 5·Slot .... S395.00

~
.cro Ne~".!,';!!!,!,!!:!!a/s.~~

.. roducts Finallyaprict .....ktllnlu9hon atfiyes compelible. eJdemal 300/1200 • RUIlSthe popuilo'HaYes. ~...~ :~O}.~~~A~.
L1 baud modem This low pnce ~ WIthout oommumcaions software ~ "?' ~~~.. ...

dnvor software.lxJt nyoo need It add 125,00 • FCC approved lor direct RJ·ll connecliori . '-0 ~"'.... 4' ......
Cal lor a26 pogo catalog 010U' special deals • Manual &power supPly included lor Itlis ~ ~........ _

Look "Itlis spot every month for Hot. New,tems one low pnce. lil' • ...-. •
,. ~ ,e;, 0 ''!> ~ surelocatch "terest MOO-81OG-00 . ~ " ....0

A..,.;.~<§'CJ~CJ'~0~OQ~o~i:>tI; ,,0° IBM PC-XT SELECTRIC KEYBOARDS O~ ~ ,,~
o ~(), ~0qCJtGJ ~~O Olrvolt.mepu-chaseollheaeexceDentSeleclrictypekeyboa<dswilbringthe Power SupPly with Fan Ilrld Power lil'~ ~ ~ •
~ ~.{/" '0 ~tI; A..,0 '. ,:,.O Oi IealLres yoo have been wanting down 10 apnce yoo ClI/l't r~t So lTlIll'ly fealures Filter. Uses 140 watts, rtIlS Hard .. Jt. -' ~
~,,~ 04; 'O~ ~0 e;,0 a.: .yoollove ~II' • Single key reset Disk &Tape Back.Up ..... ..... O.A,

;< A b ~ rif ft." .Sepnte nt.mef1C keypad -.~ _ -~
q,<..0 {:;:o0 ~ ~~ ~~ 1" •Sepnte "Arrow" keypad w..w..u .~I.U.IU u IBM Replacement type lor Hard Disk. Q.'"
~o 0q A..,0 0 ,.qj •Dimple l1l8I1<ed "S" F &Jkeys it"" ltd\'-.' New High Velocity F.n! ~.. •
~ ,,0 ~ ~ ~ . , ~ • dill I N.wLowPrlcel ~ ~

O~0;~~<i;-'\qj ~~~:~~ $~:~o~~ POW·l040·00. 04k. •
'&~*,~..." IBM STYLE MOTHERBOARDS POWER BACK·UP ...

00 ~ ~ Two IBM style Motherlloards to Protect yoor Data with Datashield" 11 case of aPower faire. DatashiekP isa battery operated,
CJ'<:' Choose'l;om. 5·sIotand 6-slot. self·contained Power Generator which instantly supplies even

Both expandable to 256K. unWerrupfedACPowertoaMicroprocessorl1theevenlofaPower
Drop or Outage. In addtiorl provides Stxge Protection, which filers

5·sIot has two serial slots and and efiminates vottage s~kes lsurges) above 140 VAC.

one parallel. PC-200 2DO watts. . ..... POW·2000·00 $329.00

PC·300 300 watts .. PCW·20S0·00 $495.00

Do it Yourself!
We think of this System as a"Do it YourseW' System. Start by choosing
5or 8 Slots. Some of the standard Features: • 64K RAM expandable
to 256K • 4 DMA Channels' Runs MS-OOS™ and CP/M·86™
Isoftware nol includedl • Multi·function Keyboard &Cable
• Hard Disk Ready Power Supply' Serial Ports' Parallel Ports
• And MORE' . SYS·8000·00 Only $525.00*

This Is OUR Junior!
Use this "~"wor1<stalioo for Iow-eost Networkilg.
F..tu"s: • 4·5101 IBM™ compatible Motherboard
• 128K Standard Memory • 8088.8087 Math Co-pro-
cessor • Optional Floppy Drive with Centralers.
SYS-81 00-00 . $475.00*
FuU System w/Keyboard, Mono Monnor. Video Display
card. 128K RAM. . .. SYS·872S·00 $895.00·

IBM type Case only
5SIoI
8 Slot.

I.rllonol'll
** U.s. **TeI.o""

U... T • pro-
dlIct•••IO.I r. eIIcMe
eotlOOI adI.*lI8tIwb.to..
WllCe-mail me••IQ88. IUCh •
IIIlIence nolIflcalIons to
Jl8Nf1l8. In the same computer
__ use for oCher wordIdata

.........IQ, i8IInu
fie nMCI far •....,. nrGorder·type
CIIlIIIng cIevICiI r wi d81Iver the lItored.
~WlCem IG"8tpwgi.i..l6d
..... coIIlIcla r8ePOl- Hdesired. II'Id print CIIII pro
are-..-pona. ",.ft...... cen aIIlo be ueed as
voIce-ldIan~for"'" to eel fOr Info on
verloIa lIChooI eventI r.dIOl as en IfthIIIrIng Iei"Aee
lot..., lAd".

..U ..~ ,....(JWf.~

__ lMlitA1nQ",."...ao.... we
...., ".~ao,..,..H:lao

OIhwVtirIIJIIII ,...........oI..~-
" " '~ J;).,. '" ., J,;, "...~. ~~... .) • ;.L... "'"

II, I'lll\ .!!I

• Micro Products • 15392 Assembly Lane • Huntington Beach, CA 92649 • 7141898·0840 •



5279.00
299.00
239.00

89.00

28.50 27.50 23.80
27.7526.6022.25
31.50 29.50 25.60
35.75 32.75 29.75

33.9531.7529.15
31.9527.7526.15
35.25 33.25 28.75
40.75 38.75 32.25
45.5"0 39.75 35.15

22.9521.7520.75

19.9518.7517.85

Plastic library
case supplied

with all diskettes
purchased from

California Digital.

VAB·525/01
YAB,525HO
YAB·525116

MAX·3481
MAX·3483
MRX·3485

5~ml::~22.95 21.75 20.75

m:l~ilg 32.25 31.00,29.75

• Honzontal mounl dual 8 . full height drives
• Vertical mount dual lull heightS" drives.
• HOrizontal mount one futl height or two half height 8"
• HOrizontal one lull height or two half hetghIS ' 4·'.

EIGHT INCH DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY

MMM·74JfO 45.95 43.25 37.50
37.9536.7531.50
41.7537.5032.25

DYS·J740f2D 54.65 49.75 40.50
MXL·FD2 52.50 48.75 40.45

FIVE INCH SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY

~~ ~~:6; Each box 10 Boxes 100 Boxes
S'llteen

~~~I:g~~~~~tal:~~~~~u~;:~~e;I~~~~~:ir~~~I~~:sr:3n~~I~c~~~~I~~
your appllcallon The lallowlng stock disk dnve enclosures are available
All Include power supplJes the 8 enclosures are supplied With exhaust fans

ENCLOSURES

D/SKEn'ES If6.SO

19.95'18.7517.85

EIGHT INCH SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY

SCOTCH MMM·74'fO

MEMOREX MRX-J090

VERBATIM VRB-J4I8000

DYSAN DYS·J740f'D

MAXELL MXL·FD,

SCOTCH MMM-740fO

M'EMOREX MRX·J0ti2

VERBATIM VRB-J4f9000

DYSAN OYS-J740f,

:::g::~ 27.9526.7524.25
MAX·3495

:::t:::g~l1o27.95 25.95 24.25
MXL·MD2Jt6

MAXELL / HD
Mx:it2J96

CALL
DYS· 104/20 I

DYSAN m::g~:~g42.50 40.50 35.50

DYSAN /96 OY:H
0412D

49.9547.95145.75
EIGHT INCH SINGLE SIDED SINGLE DENSITY

CAL DIGITALm:Hi 16.5014.9513.50

SCOTCH 555:mi!~22.9521.75 20.75
VERBATIM

MEMOREX

MAXELL

DYSAN

ShUIlBIt

'tS9
The Shugart 801 R has long been the standard by which all
other eight Inch disk dnves have been jUdged. The 801 R has
historically been used by thousands of quality conscious
equipment manufacturers because of their extremely high
degree of reliability.
These units are current productIon, rack mountable LSI tech
nology. The drives are identical to drives currently sold by
distributors at $600.
California Digital has aqulred these NEW units as a result of
a change of marketing strategy of the A.M. Jaquard Corpora
tion. This is the best valu~ that has ever been offered on any
Shugart eight inch disk drive. SHU-801 R

Five Inch Single Sided Drives

One Two Ten

SHUGARTSA400Lfullheight 189 179 175
TANDON TM100·1 full height 99 95 79

Five Inch Double Sided Drives
TEAC FD55B half height 139 135 129
TEAC FD55F 96 TPI, half ht. 139 135 129
REMEX RFD480 213 ht, IBM/PC 39 39 35
CONTROL DATA 9409 PC 169 159 155
CONTROL DATA 9428 V2ht. 119 115 109
SHUGART SA455 Half Height 139 135 129
PANASONIC JA551/2N (455) 139 135 129
SHUGART SA465 Y2 HI. 96TPI 239 229 219
TANDON 100·2 full height 169 165 169
TANDON101·496TPlfullht. 329319305
MITSUBISHI4851 half height 159 149 145
MITSUBISHI485396/TPIV2Ht.169 159 155
MITSUBISHI 4854 8" elec. 395 385 375
QUME 142 half height 219 205 199

Eight Inch Single S,

SHUGART801R 159 159 154
SIEMENS FDD 100-8 129 125 119
TANDON 848E-1 Half Height 369 359 349

Eight Inch Double Sided Drives
SHUGART SA851 R 495 485 475
QUME 842 "QUME TRACK 8" 319 319 313
TANDON 848E·2 Half Height 459 447 435
REMEX RFD·4000 219 219 209
MITSUBISHI M2894·63 447 439 433
MITSUBISHI M2896·63 V2 Ht, 459 449 409

REMEX
DOUBLE 1M
SIDED I.,

r'II' ell,;"
TE AICSSB SSF

fill 48TPI'96TPI

959
1493
196!>

765
149
395
775

999
1589
1995

795
159
419
795

'·31 32 + 100 ...
1.75 1.65 1.45
1.75 1.65 1.45
3.95 3.40 3.25

18.95 17.50 14.75
18.95 17.50 14.n
39.00 35.00 29.00

4116150ns 161< ICM-411t) )
4116200ns 161< ICM-4116~ )
416415Ons.641< 1 'i1retresl'l ICM-41641.Q
41256 1SOns. 256'" ICM-41256150
422810flBM/AT lCM-4128150
OP8409 dynaml{ onl" ler ICT-8409

STATIC MEMORY

Upon request, all drives are supplied
with power connectors and manual

DYN,.MIC MEMOR

These Qume OT8/842 disk dnves are NEW double
sided unIts acquired from Ihe excess Inventory of a
major computer manufacturer

Five Inch Winchester Hard Disk Drives
One Two

21L02200ns Il<slal.c ICM-21L02200 1<, '.29 1.15
21l02450ns I I< slatl(: ICM-21L02450 ..29 l.l5 .99
211245Oos21<slal>c ICM-21 12450 2.99 2.85 2.15
211430005 II< 1'4 ICM-2114300 , 95 1.85 1.75
.Il)44TMS 4SOns 41( l I ICM-4044450 '" 3.25 2.99
5257300n5 41< I' 1 ICM-5257300 250 2.25 ..99
6116 P4 200ns 21< ... 8 ICM-6116200 3.95 3.85 3,10
6116 P3150ns 21< II 8 ICM-6116150 4.55 4.35 4.15

EPROMS
ICe-2708 '.95 4.15 4.55
ICe-2716 '.50 4.25 3.91
ICE·2716TMS 7.95 7.65 1.25
ICe-2732 '.50 3.75 3,55
ICe·2764 5.95 5.75 6.25
ICe·27128 18.95 16.75 15.25

FUJITSU M2235AS 27 Meg.
RODINE RO·208 53 Meg.
MAXTOR XT1065 65 Meg.
SHUGART 712 13 Meg. '12 Ht
SHUGART 604 6.7 Meg.
TANDON 502 10 Meg.
TANDON 503 19 Meg.



The Olympia Corporation has Just re-

The Re~ex drive is suitable for IBM/PC and all other applications requtrlng
double SIded Tandon 100-2 compatibility. The units are 2!J the hetght of a
standard disk drive and will allow three Remexs to fit in the space of two
standard height drives. All drives are new factory packed units. RMX-480

These 6.7 Megabyte drives are new units recently re
leased by the Shugart division of Xerox.
The Shugart 604 is fully 506 industry compalible. Each drive is tested before
shipment and is supplied with a 90 day warranty. SHU-604

DOUBLE SIDED
REMEX DISK DRIVES

119

Shu~alt
,604 WINCHESTER.

1159

3.95
34.95

119.00

449.79
339.89
189.89
229.00
209.75
379.67

$219.00
399.00
265.00
265.00
249.00
279.00
184.99

CTS·212AH 31900
SGl-MK12 25900
SGl-MK I 7500
HYS·212A0 47900
HYS·I2000 429 00
HYS·I03AO 229 00
HYS·MM2 27900
HYS-eHA232 199 00
PAM·PI2OQ 35900
PAM·PI200B 27900
TEM·SMI200 229 00
USR·212A 439 00
USR-PW212 389 00
PEN-12AO 595 00
UDS-I03LP 16900
UOS·202lP 21900
UOS-2121P 359 00
NQV·JCAT 11500

....- ......./-

monochrome/graphic
two year warranty
new from Hercules

~X~~~d~gl~: ~i~R~~~~
with software

150 or 200 ns
with instructions
arithmetic chip

1m
MODEMS OLYMPIA

Com~uter Printer
~~::~1t9 and Typewriter
~t ,:~/139

PC with Controller

The Team 212A offers all the features of the Hayes
Smart Modem 1200 for a fraction of the price. Now is
your opportunity to purchase a 1200 baud modem at
the price of a 300 baud modem.
California Digital is so confident of your complete
satisfaction that we will allow the return the Team
212A and apply the full credit towards the purchase
of any other 1200 baud modem. TEM-SM1200

--------- ----- ----- -- ---- - - -----------_.-

The CTS212AH Mooem.s 300 1200
AU10 AnsweflAulO o.al HayesCom.
pallble Myc,ott Labs Compamon CO'TlmuncallOlls soItware
S3S00 adOltlOf'lal

CTS212AH 1200 baud auloOial
Stgnalman Mal1l12 1200baud Hayescompat.bIe
SIgnalman MaI1l. 1_ dorect conned WIth lenT\11\31 eatlIe
Hayes $manMooem 1200 baud aulO answer auIOcilal
Hayes 12008 lor use ....,tn Ihe IBM pc. 1200 baud
Hayes SmartrnoOem 300 baud only aUla answE!I' auto tilal
Hayes Mocromooem II 103 Apple cilrecl connect
Hayes Chronograph. lime dale
PromClheus 1200 super lealures
Promelheus 12008 Inlemal PC
Team 1200 Hayes CompaIOle
uS Robol>cs212A3QO'I200oaud alllOd>al ansWEll'
US RobohcsPassword300 1200baud
Pennl300 1200onduslnalquall1y
UnIVersalOala I03LP line power answer & ongmate
Un,.crsalDala202 1200l:IiIlId halfduplexonty
UnlVCfSal Dala212LP lull 1200 baud duplelt kne POW61
Noval>Oll J Cal OIlect connect aul0 answer

AST S,xPackPlus zero memory
AST SixPackPlus 384K fully populated board
AST MegaPlus II 64K to 512K with MegaPak
AST MegaPak 256K piggyback I MegaPlus
Quadboard 64K with six functions
STB RIO Plus 64K with PC accelerator
STB Super I/O serial/pa(l/game port

4164 Memory Chips
64K Set (9 chips)
8087 CoProcessor

AST Monograph Plus
Hercules Graphic
Hercules Color Card
PC Peacock Color
Quad Color I
STB Graphics Plus

1'099 ~~.

ASr l tt9
SIX PAK PL.US

25900
23895
37900
.9900
33900
47500
29900
41995
35995
47895

179500
179500
159900
99500
4$900
..900

176SOO
77500
moo
69500

112500
112500
49SOO

7895
11900
'2895
'3895
158 95
8995
8995

'5900
11900
5900

259.
J65~

399~

179l
1495 (}I
J29~

399~

5590(,
929 <X
25<JOC
4390'
629 <X

11790.
579()l,

1029 ()(
112900
35900
..900

698500
3995 00
579500

'9500
53900
67500
71900
59500

115900
'''00
57500
759.00
9.. 00
''''00

NEC·t401 x
BMC-9191
BMC·9191M
NEC-I203
NEe JeI2'S
lTH-l1J5
AMK-'OO
AMK-200
AMK300
PRN·H)(12

LIB-Floo
0UM-102
APX-OI25G
APX-0175A
WYS'SO
WYS-3OO
ZTH·Z29
TVI·91OP
TVI-925
TVI·950
TVI·970

B"~-12A
BMC·12EN
AMK·3OOG
AMK·3OQA
AMK·JIOA
ZTH·I22
lTH-Z123
NEC·JBI201
NEC-J81260
CON 8W9

COLOR
.ECJC140IDMe6um,H.gh 13 RGB
3MCAU9'9IUColo<awn lY!OeowrltlSOUna
IMC 9191M RGBdesogned 101' use wrIM!he IBMcornputer
~ECJCl2030M RGBcolorrT'l()04Of
"eCJC1215colof I
!eruln ZVM135 RGB & ~le$U,tablel()lIBMPC
\mocot Color I I J ::omPO$ll \0 oeo
~.. CoIorI, 1:1 R(,Btu Ieso!l,lhon
~,na~" Colo! I· 1_ RnB -nOOIl,lm resolulllon
"f'roc. 'Ion Hl( ~2 RGB 1~'lAIPC cor,pal'Dle

Freedom 100, sptd screen delal~keyboard
Oume 102 green~ 18lmlOal
Ampex DIalogue 125 green screen
AmpeItDlatouge 175 amber screen IWOpage rune keys
wyse SO 14 green pI'lOS(JnOf
'Ny$4!l 300. Etghl color etsplay. splltscreen
Zenllfl 29lermlflal. VT52 compallble delalCfl bIe keyboard
TelevKleO 910 Plus. bIockmooe
Televldeo 925. oelald1ab1e keyboard 22 turw;tJon keys
Televldoo 950. graphIC char spill SC100n, 22 tunc
Televll:k!o970 14 green 132cotumn European

~g51.':,"BI_ TRIAL OFFER
WONITOR J. 200 BAUD

MODEM
he NEG J('.\ dO lOIS a 13 medium/high resolulton AGB mOnllor
Jilable for use with the Sanyo MBC-550/555 or Ihe IBM/PC. The
lonttor features a resolUhon 01400 dots by 240 hnes Colors available
fe Red. Green. Blue. Yellow. Cyan. Magenta. Black and While
hese monllors are currenl1y being used In applications lar more
'lllcalthan microcomputers
he NEC monitor carnes the Llllen·Monroe label and was originally
cheduled lor use In their Ollice of the Future' eqUIpment. A change
1Monroe 5 marketing strategy has made these units excess lnVen
lry which were sold to Callforma DIgital We are olfertng these pnme
"lew RGB moniiors at a frachon oltheH onglnal cost Sanyo com
allble NEG-1401/S. IBM/P,C Computer compatible NEC-1401/PC

MONITORS

PRINTERS
MATRIX PRINTERS

;,al Gemini lOX 120ctla"sec STR-GIOX
;:.., G('mlnl·,5X, 100 char /soc 15 paper STR·G15X
;Idl Gemini Della 10. 160Ctlaf/$&C STR·OIO
;tar Coe. 80FT lllctl()(l & Iracto! VST·C80FT
ost1,baPl351,,92cnarlsec lenerQuahty TO$·1)51

)o.l<I<lI,I82A SElrIal & parallel 9' ~"papef OKI-82A
)Ic.,dala 92" parallellnlerlace 160char sec QKI·92A
)"1<1.118 83A & patallel '5 paper OKI·83A
)l"lu.1'a 64A & parallel IS paper OI<I·84A
':pSOll R'<-80lO 12(l ChilrlS&C EPS-RX80
::psonrXOO 10 160ch31 ··sec wlthgraphlfall EPS·FXea
::psonrXl00l" 160cha"5eCwllhgrapt'llfall EPS·FX100
:':pson LOI SOO \ 5 .COfaspondence quality EPS·L01500
:':pson JX80 Color pnnler EPS-JXIlO
II,nadcx 9501B h"jh speed wlln graphics AQX-9501B
"nadc~9620B200char/sec parl&seflal ADX-962OB
PrOWlllcr8510paraI1el9\: paper PRD-8510P
PrOWlller II. paral el15 paper. graphICS PRD-2P
OalaPfodUcls 6-600·3. b<Wld prltller 600 LPM OPS·B600

~:~:~~: ~~~~~~sJ::-:OO300~~le ~i~:~
WORD PROCESSING PRINTERS

NEC1710 ~cna, second.S8f1allnlerlace NEc-nIO
NEC773Q 55cnar1sec par I N"Ilertace NEC·77JO
NECJS50 popular prlnlor C1eSlglle<l tOllhe IBM/PC NEC·355O

~,~"~~a:~~,t~41::~~20p~~i:n~~rI ~g:~500
S,l.(,'r Reed EXP550 17Cha' sec par Ilnlertace SRO·eXP5SO
Dqbk) 40char sec senal DBL-630
o.ablo 620 pt'oporllOn3l SPaong hOIl & vert tab 20 CPS 0Bl-620
Ju.' 6100 18dla' sec SPECIAL JUK 6100
13f00'lerHRIAseILallnterfac.e BTH-HRIS
Star'OtilerFIO!>ellil1 char sec PAD-FIGS
Slarwnlet Fl0parallel 4OCflar'sec PAD-FloP
Comre~CR2 butler p10porhon31~ par I CAX-CR2P

TERMINALS
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CCT·4 SYSTEM
SERIES

The latest CCT implementation of the new
generation Intel 16-Bit Processor technology.
This means extreme speed, unequaled power,
and the ultimate in reliability, and of course, the
innovators at CCT behind it.

CCT-4C

This series in the CCT line exploits the speed and power of the Intel 80286 and Zilog Z-80H (8MHz), on the 286Z CPU
board. This combination, along with CompuPro DMA controllers and I/O boards, yields a dramatic improvement in system
throughput speeds, from basic CP/M operation, up to large powerful multi-user/multi-tasking machines. The CCT-4
represents the most advanced hardware presently available in a microcomputer to run the thousands of CP/M type
software programs on the market, and with CONCURRENT DOS 8-16 and the CompuPro PC Graphics board (when
available), all software written for the IBM PC machines. This series is for the serious business/scientific user.

CCT-4A State-of-the-art power in it's basic form. Consists of CCT-286Z CPU board and CCT-M256 (256K), along with Com
puPro: Enclosure 2 Desk (21 slot MF), Disk 1A, System Support 1, Interfacer 4, the CCT-2.4 floppy drive system, and
CP/M 80 and CP/M 86, and with Surgefree SF-200 surge suppressor system $5,995.00

CCT-4B Single-user/hard disk power. As the 4A, except priced without the CCT-2.4, to add in your choice of CCT hard/floppy
combination drive subsystem, at the published pricing. . . . $4,895.00
(Example: CCT-4B Mainframe with CCT-1011 = $7,244.00) Plus cost of selected drive subsystem

Multi-user/hard disk power. As the 48, with the CCT-M512 (512K static RAM board) instead of M256; Interfacer 3 in
stead of Interfacer 4; Surgefroo SF-400 instead of SF-200, plus MP/M 8-16 operating system. (6 user system) $6,695.00
(Example: CCT-4C Mainframe with CCT-4011 = $10,044.00) Plus cost of selected drive subsystem

CCT BONUS ON 4C: FREE CONCURRENT DOS UPDATE!
The above systems include all necessary cabling, assembly, testing, minimum 20 hour burn-in,

and the CCT unconditional 12 month direct warranty.
CCT-M512 CCT introduces it's 512K static RAM board. IEEE Standard 12MHz. 512K in one slot! Introductory Price: $2,249
CCT-M256 256K version of M512 upgradeable to full 512K. Perfect 256K RAM board for any CompuPro system . $1,149

CUSTOM COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY I BOX 4160 I SEDONA, ARIZONA 86340
TOLL FREE ORDERING: 800-222-8686/ For technical support / service: 602·282·6299

Teamwork is
making a comeback
in America.

Cooperation on the
production line helped America
win World War II. We're in another kind of
battle today -a fight for economic survival in an
increasingly competitive world market. Coopera
tion in the workplace is helping us meet this
challenge too.

In plants and offices throughout the country,
management is asking employees for their ideas
on how to increase productivity and improve the
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work environment. And workers
and their unions are responding

with a wealth of practical sugges
tions and a renewed spirit of

cooperation.
For information about how

others are working better by working
together, contact:

Cooperative Labor-Management Programs
U.S. Department of Labor
Washington, D.C. 20216
202 - 523-6098

US. Department of Labor



TOLL-FREE
ORDERING:

800-222-8686
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORTI

SERVICE liN ARIZONA:
602·282·6299

CCT®CUSTOM COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY

1 CCT PLAZA - RO. BOX 4160 - SEDONA, ARIZONA 86340
Purchase your Hardware and Software directly from an OEM I Systems Integrator. Take advantage of our buying power' We stock a
full line of Board Level Components, Software and Peripherals. Call for your needs. We'll give you the Lowest Prices, and the Technical
Support and Know-Howwe are quickly becoming well-known for Satisfied Customers Nationwide. The Nation's Custom Systems House
for Business, Education and Science. Call for asystem quote. CCf implements tomorrow's technology today!

• FOREMOST QUALITY • ADVANCED SUPPORT • REASONABLE COST •

(Gmpupro~ )

SPECIAL PRICE

$3,559

80286 NOW!
o CCT-286Z is our model designation
for the MI-286 dual processor board
from Macrotech.ltfeatures the super
high speed combination of Z-80H and
80286, with provision for the 80287
math chip. Directly replaces 8085/88
and 8086 CPUs running CP/M, MP/M
Concurrent DOS, and MS-DOS, at
throughput increases of 3X to 5X!

SPECIAL PRICE - $1099
80287 Option - Installed -$395

SEE THE CCT-4 SERIES
USING THIS BOARD

DETAILED ON THE FACING PAGE

• 8" CP/M SOFTWARE SPECIALS •
dBASE II - Latest Version 2.4. . $349
Supercalc 86 ... $990Supercalc 2 . . $259
Wordstar. . .. $2790Pro-Pak . $379
DRI CBASIC Compiler 80. $389086 .. $449
DRI Pascal Compiler 80 . $279086. $449
DRI GSX-86 $790Assembler Toois/RMAC $179
Microsoft BASIC ... $2990Compiler ... $339
Supersoft FORTRAN IV. $3390C Comp. $399

• TOP SELLING PERIPHERALS •
Wyse Terminals -DROPPED-

LIBERTY TERMINALS
• Superior Reliability·

100-12" GREEN-25 X80 . $399
110·14" GREEN-80/132 Column .... $499
200-14" GREEN-80/132 Super Deluxe. $569
220-14" GREEN-DEC Compatible .... $699
CCT RECOMMENDS-

AMBER Screen Options .. $20

OKIDATA PRINTERS - Top Quality
82 - 80 Col. . $329 83 - 132 Col $619
92 - 80 Col ... $429 93 - 132 Col $659
84 - 132 Col/200cps-Top of the Line . $799
For Serial Interfaces - Add $100

DIABLO - Leiter Quality Series
Model620 .. $969 Model630. $1799

INDUSTRIAL GRADE CCT DISK DRIVE SYSTEMS ROLLS ROYCES OF
SUPERIOR QUALITY . THE INDUSTRY

S-100 HARD DISK SUBSYSTEMS
Professionally engineered ST-506type systems forthe business market S-100 Computer user. In
cludes industry top quality drives, CompuPro Disk 3 DMA controller, all cabling, A&T, formatted,
burned-in. Provisions for up to two hard disks in each system. We include operating system update.
CP/M 80, CP/M 86, CP/M 8-16, MPIM 8-16, CP/M 68K. (/1 Systems are CCT innovated hardlfloppy
combinations, with Mitsubishi DSDD 8" drive.) 12 month warranty.
CCT-l0(ll + MEG) $1799 CCT-l0/l $2349
CCT-20 (22 + MEG) $2319 CCT-20/1 $2869
CCT-40 (36 + MEG) $2799 CCT-40/1 $3349
CCT-60 (58 + MEG) (New) $3999 CCT-60/1 $4549
CCT-90 (87 + MEG) (New) $5209 CCT-90/l $5759
CCT-125 (123 + MEG) (New) $6399 CCT-125/1 $6949

Drive capacities shown are after formatting! We are working on tape cartridge back-up units.

CCT-2.4. Dual 8" DSDD FLOPPY SYSTEMS CCT-5 • 5V4" DSDD
Mitusbishi 2.4 Megabyte in Extra Heavy horizontal enclosure, IBM Compatible Tandon 320K. Extra Heavy Cabinet
removeable filter air system, all cabling, A&T, Burned in. The accommodates two drives, hard or floppy. All cabling, A&T,
fastest system available: $1229 Burned-in. Perfect for our MS-DOS Package $399

* SUPER PRICES * COMPUPRO COMPONENTS * IN STOCK *
CCf-2 - $6799 • CCf-3 - $6699 • Disk 1A w/CP/M -$619 • CPU 8086187 - $819 • M-Drive/H - $1099

CPU 8085188 - $349 • CPU 8086 -$559/10Mhz -$599 CPU 68K . $519/1OMhz - $639
CPU-Z - $249 • Disk 1A -$519 • Disk 3- $499 • RAM 23/64K - $3D9I128K - $599 • RAM 21 (128K) - $749

* RAM 16 CLOSE-OUT SPECIAL· $249 *
RAM 22 (256K) - $1179 • Interfacer 3- $499 Interfacer 4 -$349 System Support 1-$329
Enclosure 2Desk -$649/Rack - $699 CP/M 80 (CCfHMX) -$125 • CP/M 86 (CCTTMX) -$175

CP/M 8-16 (CCTTMX) -$199 • MP/M 8-16 (CCTSX) -$499 CP/M 68K (CCTCX) -$279

I 16 Bit Upgrade Kit: CP/M 86, RAM 16, System Support 1, Cable $709 0 CP/M 8-16 - Kit- $733

Operating System Updates/Remakes - $30
• FREE CONCURRENT DOS 8-16 UPGRADE (WHEN AVAILABLE) WITH PURCHASE OF MP/M 8-16 •

CCT-1 - ENTRY LEVEL S-100 BUSINESS SYSTEM
• Enclosure 2-Desk-20 Slot Mainframe • • CCf-2.4-DuaI8" Mitsubishi

• CPU 8085/88 - 6Mhz 8085/8Mhz 8088 • DSDD Drive System - 2.4 Megaby1es •
• Disk 1A - DMA Floppy Disk Controller· • CP/M 80 - 2.2 HMX - CCf Modified •
• RAM 16 - 64K Static RAM - 12Mhz • • All Cabling, Complete CCf Assembly,
• Interfacer 4 - 3Serial/2 Parallel I/O • Testing, and Minimum 20 Hour Burn-in •

RUNS ALL STANDARD 8" CP/M SOFTWARE - INCLUDES OUR EXCLUSIVE 12 MONTH DIRECT WARRANTY

Prices &availability subject to change. All products new, and carry full manufacturer's warranties. Call for catalog. Free technical help to anyone. All products we sell are CCf individually
tested and set up for your system -Plug-In &GOI Arizona residents add sales tax CCT'" Trademark -Custom Computer Technology; MS-DOS'" Trademark - Microsoft; IBM'" Trademark
- International Business Machines; CompuPro") Trademark - w.J. Godbout; CP/M'" MP/M'" Trademarks - Digrtal Research
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Inquiry 337

.:k?Z:=- "'UNTRONICSCO INC. 1-800-421-5775 (Order Only)=.= ~ ., (213) 644-1140 (CA. Order & Inf.)
~ STORE HOURS:

~ 12621 Crenshaw Blvd., Hawthorne, CA 90250 ~~n.-Fri. 1~ ::~::~: ~:~:
NEW BRANCH STORE IN ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA: 17552 BEACH BLVD., #C, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92642 (714) 842-1948

=- - --@ XT Compatible I _ Compatible I
= - -~~§: Products ..applcz Products General Products

S-100 Products I SPECIAL SALE ITEMS

FEATURES:
v Intel 8088 CPU
v Intel 8087 Math Co-Processor (Option)
v Expandable on-board to 256K
v 128K RAM w/Parity
v8 IE'M Compatible Expansion Slots
v 4 Channel DMA 8237
v 8 Channel Interrupt 8259
v Mother Board dimension same as IBM PC

D Mother Board w/128K RAM $399.00
[l Computer Cabinet $69.00
[.J 83 Key full-Iuntiun Keyboard $99.00
D 100 WATT Power Supply $110.00
.J 135 WATT Power Supply $145.00
o Monochrome Graphic Card

w/Printer Port $210.00
[= Color Graphic Card $149.00
o FDD Controller Card $99.00
D Parallel Printer Card $59.00
LJ ASYNC & RS232 Port $75.00
L 320KB DS/DD Slimline Disk Drive $139.00
D IBM Parallel Cable 10' $19.95
'J IBM Prototype Board (SUN-208) $9.50
D MICROLOG Z-80B Co-Processor,

Multi-Iuntion (Run CP/M80 Software,
Require 64K RAM) $499.00

[j Apparat EPROM Blaster $129.00
[J IBM Up-Grade Kit (4164) $35.00/per kit

SUN Z80 Card (w/o software) $55.00
SUN 80 Column Card (w/SOlt switch) $85.00
Power Supply (5 Amp) $59.95
Cooling Fan .............•...... $42.00
Parallel Printer Card $39.00
Floppy Disk Controller $47.00
EPROM Programmer (2716,2732,2764)

........................... $75.00
APPARAT PROM Blaster $119.00
Apple Prototype Board (SUN-722) $5.95

Above items are not compatible with Apple lie

64K Static Memory Board (6116)
w/o RAM A & T $155.00

64K Static Memory Board (6116)
w/RAM A & T $295.00

Uses 6116 CMOS RAMS, Y2 Amp Max,
w/64K @6MHzExtended Addressing, Bank
Select 4-16K Blocks, 2716 EPROM can
replace any 6116RAM, 8 Bit IEEE 696.

UFDC-l 5Y. and 8 Floppy Disk Controller
(BIOS available) A & T $225.00

Clock/Calendar A & T $115.00
Prototype Board (SUN-721) $9.95
Mother Board/Card Cages

(6, 8 & 12 Slots) are available .... CALL

SAM WOO HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR

Features:
v22 MHz Bandwidth
v Composite Video
v Anti-glare Screen
v Passes FCC & UL Approved
v 1000 Lines or 132 Charactors Across
V' Impedance: high or 75 Ohm

12" AMBER or GREEN $99.00
12" Green TTL Monitor

(For IBM, 20 MHz) $135.00

* 10MB Hard Disk Drive (Internal)
w/Controller lor IBM PC $749.00

* S-100 12 Slot Motherboard A & T . $55.00
Bare Board $23.00

* IBM Prototype Board (SUN-208) $9.50

* RAM 4164(150ns) $3.95

TTL IC, ROM, RAM & CPU CHIPS, CONNEC
TORS & IC SOCKETS ARE AVAILABLE.

TERMS: VISA. MASTER Card. C.O.D. (Cash or Certified
Check Required), Check (Allow 2-3 WKS for Clearmg) Shipp
ing & Hie $3.00 for 3 Lbs plus SOc for each add LB. Cali1.
reSidents add Calif. Sales Tax. $10.00 Minimum Order.

IBM & Apple are registered trade marks of IBM & Apple

II FORTRON CORPORATION Power Supply Professional
3797 YALE WAY, FREMONT, CA 94538 ORDER TOLL FREE: [800] 821-9771

INFORMATION & CALIF. RES [415] 490-8171

Fe 135-40 Features:

Dealers/OEMs
are Invited

Please do not confuse this high quality
product with the cheap imported units
sold by others because of same outlooking.

IDEAL FOR:
-Upgrade IBM® PC
-OEM Manufacturer
- Do it yourself an IBM®
PCXT Compatible

140 Wo(max} Power Switcher
#FC 135:...:;-4~O"""'IIiIllIIIIIII.

~~IIlii::~

-Full Replacement
to your regular IBM® PC
65 W. Power Supply

-4 Disk Drives Connectors

-Building "ROTRON" or
equal High Performance
Cooling Fan

-Schematics available

-One year Warranty

-+SVllSA. +12V/4.2-8.SA
(peak)
+12V11A. -SVIIA. (max.
outputs)

For ''Build Your Own

only

175_°0

-------------'[Assembled & Fully Tested in USA]

Computer" and OEM's Convenience, we also carry:

99.00

-
oOn·off switch to be on back side
0Use FORTRON HSC·130-40 power
supply

oGood for Faraday
06400 or DTC
mega·board

169.00
oFor DTC mega·
J:>oard & Faraday
CPU board & other
PCXT Compatibles

oBackside Power
Switch

oUse Cabinet
FC-630

99.00

FC 630A-2 Cabinet HSC 130-40 130 Watt FC-630 Cabinet
oIBM identical Power Switcher
oUse FORTRON FC 135·40 power
supply

07 & 8 slots rear
panels, good for
0.75" or 1" apart
slot
connectors.

FC 427 Keyboard
oFor IBM'" PC or its compatible
products

oHigh Performance 109.00
oHigh
Reliability

/:ijf;:1;\
ffi!:lL
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Inquiry 59

mE13P1·Bl'TES FDA m~CAD·BU[][3ETS
eHpBnd your sys1ern...shr'nh your cost

Why pay more for top quality products when our prices are consistently among the lowest anywhere?
We invite you to compare prices. then call us.

• All Leading Edge Computers come with MS-DOS 2.11. L.E. Word
Processing, GW BASIC, plus more'!!

LEADING EDGE COMPUTERS· AEST~~l
256K, 2 Floppy Drives, Mono Display. . $1995

256K, 2 Floppy Drives, Color Display 2495

256K. 1 Floppy & 10 Meg Hard Drive, Mono Display 2995

256K, 1 Floppy & 10 Meg Hard Drive, Color Display. 3495

SALE
PRICE

$1598

1798

2298

2598

GREAT LAKES (PEGASUS) Hard Disk Subsystems p~~2~
10 MEGABYTE Internal. . . $1049.00
10 MEGABYTE External. . 1195.00
23 MEGABYTE External. . .1869.00
40 MEGABYTE External. . . . . . . . .. . .2449.00
65 MEGABYTE External. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call

140 MEGABYTE External. . . . . . . . . . . . . Call
TAPE DRIVE 23 Megabyte Internal. . . . . . . . . . . .950.00
TAPE DRIVE 23 Megabyte Standalone . Call

EPSON PRINTERS
FX-80
FX·100.
LQ·1500 ..

.... $419.00
.... 619.00
. .. 1135.00

IBM PC-AT ENHANCED
1.2 MEG FLOPPY & 20 MEG HARD DISK

Only ...$4,750.00

DYSAN DISKETTES (10 per box)
104/10 5W' SS DO. $27.98
104/20 5\4" OS DO.......... 29.98
3740/108" SS DO 35.98
3740/2 8" OS SO. . .35.98
3740/20 8" OS DO .. 39.98

PRINCETON GRAPHIC MONITORS
HX-12. . Call
MAX-12 . Call
SR-12. . . Call

SHARP PC-5000X
Portable Computer with On-Board Printer

Only .$1,695.00
HAYES MODEMS
1200B (IBM PC).
1200 (RS232).

. .. $399.50
. .489_50

/NFORMA nON
(213) 559-0596

ORDERS ONL Y 800-858-4810
/N CALIF 80D-821-{)662

I I COMMERCIAL BUSINESS SYSTEMS.
~ 2858 S. ROBERTSON BLVD., LOSANGELES, CA 90034L- --' L- --'

Phone orders accepted on Visa and Mastercard only. California residents add 6.5% sales tax. No C.O.D. Actual shipping and handling charge added to all orders.
Prepaid orders as follows: Money orders or cashier's check-merchandise shipped upon receipt. Personal checks must clear before shipping. 20% restocking fee.

Prices and availability subject to change. $100 minimum order.

HIGH REL * SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES * LOW COST

SW150SW138SW80WSW70WSW40W

5105.95
89.95
44.95
46.95
19.95

C64

SOLDER POST
SOLDER POST
SOLDER POST
SOLDER POST

SHIPPING~
FOR EA. POWER SUPPLY: $6.00 IN CALIF;
$8.00 IN OTHER STATES; $18.00 IN CANADA.
FOR EA. TRANSFORMER: $6.00 IN ALL
STATES; $12.00 IN CANADA. CALIF.
RESIDENTS ADD 6.5% SALES TAX

PRICE
$15.95

21.95
23.95
17.95
14.95
11.95

T1 110/120 VAC 2 x B VACI7A 28 VAC, CT, 2-5A 33/4 x 35/. X 3V.
T2 110/120 VAC 2 x 8 VAC/12A 28 VAC, CT, 3A 33/4 x 4% X 3'/.
T3 110/120VAC 2x8VAC/6A 28VAC,CT,2A 28VAC,CT,3A 3"14 x 4"1. x 3V.
T4 110/120 VAC 16 VAC, CT, 4A 28 VAC, CT, 1.5A 28 VAC, CT, 3A 33/4 x 35/. X 3V.
T4-1 110/120 VAC 16 VAC, CT, 4A 28 VAC, CT, 1.5A 48 VAC, CT, 2A 33/4 x 3% X 3V.
T5 110/120 VAC 16 VAC, CT, 3A 28 VAC, CT, 2A 3 x 3 x 2'12

POWER TRANSFORMERS: (WITH MOUNTING BRACKET) ON SALE
ITEM PRIMARY SECOND #1 SECOND. #2 SECOND. #3 W x 0 x H in.

ITEM FOR +5V -5V + 12V + 12V -12V +24V +BV ± 16V W x 0 x H in. TERMINALS PRICE
SW40W TERM. & 2 ALPS DRIVES 2.5A 2/2.5A pk. .3A 6.3 x 39 x 19 MOLEX 5051 $54.95
SWlOW APPLE III, IBM PC-I, II 7A .3A 2.5/3.5A pk. .3A 9.6 x 4 x 24 MOLEX 126-Pl 64.95
SW80W PC WITH SOFT DRIVES 8A .3A 3/4A pk. .3A 74 x 4.5 x 2.3 MOLEX 2139 74.95
SW138 IBM PC-XT HARD DRIVE 15A 1.0A 4/5A pk. lOA 9.5 x 5.6 x 4.6 MOLEX, AMP. 119.95
SW150 PC WITH HARD DRIVES 12A .3A 4/5A pk. 25A .5A 104 x 5 x 2.5 TERM. BLOCK 129.95

SPECS. OF ABOVE SWITCHERS: 117/220 VAC SELECTABLE, INPUT 90-132 VAC/180-275 VAC, EFFIC. 75% TYPICAL, LINE REGUL. 0.3%, LOAD REGUL. 1%
ON +5V, 5% ON OTHER VOLTAGES, 6.2 OVP SEnlNG ON +5V. OVERLOAD & SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECT, LOW OUTPUT RIPPLE & NOISE, 1% MAX, 50,000 HRS.
MTBF RELIABILITY, UL, FCC & VDE SAFETY & NOISE STANDARDS.

S3 FOR S-100, 10 SLOTS 5A lA * 517A pk. 12A 3A 10 x 6 x 5
S4 FOR S-100, 6 SLOTS 4A lA * 4/5A pk. BA 2.5A 84 x 5 x 4.8
Rl 2 FLOPPY DRIVES 3A .5A * 3/4A pk. 8 x 4 x 34
R1A APPLE II PC 3A .5A 3/4A pk. .5A 8 x 4 x 34
C64 COMPATIBLE TO COMMODORE C64 (OR C+4) POWER SUPPLY; +5V/l.7A, 9 VAC/1A & 117 VAC IN, POnED & U/L.

*: +24V CAN BE CHANGED TO + 12V BY FACTORY, PLEASE SPECIFY WHEN YOU ORDER
THE ABOVE 5 LINEAR PIS ARE WITH 3% LOAD REGUL., OVP ON +5V, FUSED: INPUT & OUTPUTS.

MAILING ADDRE.SS: SUNNY INTERNATIONAL _~ ~ SHIPPING ADDRESS
POBOX 4296 ~ IN BUSINESS SINCE 1975 • 22129112 S VERMONT AVE
J2[~R'~2~5~E CA 90510 - (213) 328-2425 MON-FRI8:30-5:30 TORRANCE, CA 90502
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GENERAL

HARD DISKS

We also carry
CORONA, APPLE lie,

APPLE lie,
MACINTOSH,

TECHMAR.

STB RIO PLUS 64K__ BEST PRICE
STB SUPER RIO 64K _ BEST PRICE
STB PIGGYBACK FOR
SUPER RIO BEST PRICE
STB GRAPHIX PLUS II __ $375.00

MODEMS

MAXELL
DISKETTES MD2 $35.00/box
CONTROL
DATA DISKETTES $30.00/box
MICROSOFT MOUSE $130.00
MOUSE W/WORD $339.00
KEYTRONIC
KEYBOARD KB5151 $199.00
PARALLEL CABLES__ BEST PRICE
IBM PC DOS 2.1 BEST PRICE

HAYES
SMART MODEM 1200 $469.00
HAYES
SMART MODEM 300 $209.00
HAYES 1200B
PLUG IN MODEM CARD__ $429.00
QUBIE PC 212A/1200
INTERNAL $275.00
QUBIE 212E/1200
EXTERNAL $299.00

10MB HARD DISK SUB SYSTEM
INCLUDES:
SOFTWARE, CONTROLLER, CABLES, ETC.
INTERNAL $850.00
EXTERNAL $1025.00

TALLGRASSTECHNOLOGY
12MB W/TAPE BACKUP __ $2750.00
20MB W/TAPE BACKUP __ $3199.00
35MB W/TAPE BACKUP __ $4350.00
INTERFACE IBM $125.00
POWER BACK-UP SYSTEM_ $479.00

DRIVES
TAN DON TM-100-2__ $199.00
SLiMLINE DRIVES:

TOSHIBA $165.00
HITACHI $165.00
PANASONIC__ $165.00
TEAC 55B $165.00

MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS

IBM PC, 256k, 320k
Disk Drive, (Toshiba Half or
Tandon Full-High), Persyst
Color Card, Amdek 300

Monitor, Dos 2.1
PLUSI·A 10MB HARD

DISK SUB SYSTEM
All For Only:

.~. $2699.00

(We configure and test the
system for you at no extra cost)

(714) 838·7530
2640 Walnut Avenue, Unit K, Tustin, California 92680

AST 1/0+1 SER & 1 PAR __ $179.00
AST SIX PACK 64K, 1 SER,
1 PAR $269.00

AST MEGA+64K, 1 SER__ $269.00
AST COMBO $269.00
QUADBOARD 64K $269.00
(EXPANDABLE TO 256K)
QUADBOARD 64K, 15, 1p, GAME PORT
(EXPANDABLE TO 384K) __ $299.00
IBM COLOR GRAPHIC
ADAPTER $225.00
IBM MONO/PRINTER
ADAPTER $230.00
PERSYST COLOR
ADAPTER $199.00
PERSYST MONO/PRINTER
ADAPTER $215.00
HERCULES GRAPHIC $349.00
PLANTRONICS
COLOR PLUS BEST PRICE
PARADISE MULTIFUNCTION
CARD BEST PRICE
ORCHID BLOSSOM __ BEST PRICE
64K RAM UPGRADE KIT__ $50.00
PEACOCK COLOR
CARD W/PP $215.00

Many other products available, Please call for Low, Low Prices!

Prices & availability subject to change without notice - IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corp.

AMDEK 300 $135.00
AMDEK 300A $149.00
AMDEK 310A $165.00
AMDEK COLOR I __ BEST PRICE
AMDEK COLOR 11__ BEST PRICE
PGS HX-12 $475.00
PGS MAX-12 $195.00
PGS SR-12 $625.00
IBM MONOCHROME DISPLAY $260.00
IBM COLOR DISPLAY $590.00
QUADCHROME C. DISPLAY_ $590.00

PRINTERS
EPSON FX 80 $489.00
EPSON FX 100 $689.00
EPSON RX 80 $295.00
EPSON RX 80 FT $349.00
OKIDATA 82A $299.00
OKIDATA 83A $569.00
OKIDATA 92P $399.00
OKIDATA 93P $649.00
OKIDATA 84P $799.00
OKIDATA 2410P $1999.00
OKIDATA 2350P $1849.00
TOSHIBA P1351 $1399.00
TOSHIBA 1340 $825.00
NEC SPINWRITER 3550 __ $1650.00
NEC SPINWRITER 7730 __ $1750.00
NEC PINWRITER 80 COL. _ $720.00
NEC PINWRITER 136 COL. _ $960.00
QUAD INK JET PRINT $799.00
CITOH 40 CPS BEST PRICE
CITOH 55 CPS BEST PRICE
GEMINI10X $290.00
GEMINI 15X $390.00
BROTHER HR-25 $719.00
BROTHER HR-35 $925.00
SILVER REED 500P $465.00
SILVER REED 550P $570.00
SILVER REED nop $995.00
ACCESSORIES ON NEC & OKIDATA
PRINTERS AVAILABLE.

MONITORS

SOMEBODY
Has T"ave The Lowest Prices!

.f" "
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$99

$139
. . S89

$129

$2569

$3495

• •• •

Allows you to sWitch from letter quality
to Dot Matnx by flip of switch

SCN-2/Two POSition Centronics Par
to Centronics Par .

SCN-4/Four POSItion Cen Par
to Cen Par . .

SRS·2/Two POSition Senal to Senal .
SRS-4/Four Position Senal 10 Senal ..

PRINTER SWITCHER

MODEMS

Anchor Mark'XII - External-Direct Connect·
Hayes Commands Includes Serial Cable·
Auto Answer & Dial 5239

Hayes 1200 - External-Direct Conne'ct .. $479
Hayes 12008 - Internal lor IBM

WIth Software . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $399
Pro·Modem 1200 • External-Direct Connect·

w/Clock - Hayes Commands·
Auto Answer and DIal .

3 TIMES SPEED OF XT
IBM-AT (Base Model) ,ncludes 256K RAM.

1.2 MB F.D., Clk/Cal. 8 Slots.
Keylock. KB. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. S3900

IBM-AT (Enhanced) Includes 512K RAM,
1.2 MB FO, 20 MB Fixed Dnve.
Ser / Par Port, 8 Slots, Keylock, KB . . $5700

AT ADD-ON DRIVES

20MG Hard Disk. S1295
30MG Hard Disk. $1695
1.2 MG F.D. w/Rails $329
360K F.D. w / Rails $229

Mono Cards
IBM Monochrome Card $229
Hercules Graphics Card . . . . . . . . . . . $329

Color Cards
IBM Color Card $219
STB Graphics Plus - Composite. Mono

50% Faster Scroll, Lite Pen Intfce,
Flicker Free, Par Port
Runs all Software $349

Everex - "The Graphics Edge" $399
(80X25 or 132X44) Runs Mono and Color
Simultaneously - 1640X200V) 16 Color Par Port

IBM Memory Upgrade K11164K) $32
P.C. Ware Senal Board ..... . $79
P.C. Ware Par Board ..........•••..... $75
P.C. Ware Clock/Calendar. . . ..... $59
Math Co-Processor· 8087 .......•..... $149
IBM DOS 2.1 ....•...•• _.... $57
IBM DOS 3.0 ........•...... $60

190 180
159 140

145 140

140 130

145 140

270 260

129 119

External
$889
$1089
51529
$1889

Internal
$749
$989
51349
$1769

TAPE STREAMER

Size
10MB
15 MB
22 MB
33 MB

.10 MG Streamer Tape back-up • Back·up i'n 8 min.

Internal Stream 1/2 HGT $899
External Stream (w / Power Supply

and case) (1/2 HGT) . . . . $995
10.38 MG Tape Carl11dge 529

INCLUDES 9 EA. 4164-200NS
FOR EXPANSION ON ALL PRODUCTS

WITH PARITY

$32.00 PER SET $29.95 5 OR MORE

CDC 9409 OS/ DO 360K 199

MIT M-4853 1/2 HGT 169

SHUGART SA455L DS/DD 360K
5"1/2HGT 155

TANDON TM100-1A SS/DD 160K
5" Full Size 150

TANDON TM100-2A DS/DD 360K
5" Full Size 155

TANDON TM-l01-4 Quad 720K
5" Full Size 280

TEAC FD55B DS/DD 360K
1I2H 135

TEAC FD55F Quad 720K
1/2 H

Plug In controller and have Instant Mass Storagel

• 3 times faster than XT • Boot from hard disk
• FUlly PC or XT compatIble

10, 15, 22 and 30 MG Hard Disk
Subsystems

IBM UP-GRADE FOR PC

IBM MEMORY UPGRADE FOR AT
9 EA 4128-200 NS (128K)

$229.00
COMPAQ MEMORY (256K) UPGRADE

9 ea 256K CHIP (200NS)

$229.00

IBM PC-3 256K RAM, 2 ea
360K FD, IBM Mono Display,
IBM Mono Card, KB $2129

IBM PC-33 256K RAM, 2 ea 360K FD,
Color Bd. Monitor, KB $2049

IBM PC-4 256K RAM, 2 ea 360K FD,
Everex Graphics Edge,
Quimax PX4, KB

$399

$649

$419

5799
$319
$569
5399
$649

All prices for MC, VISA, AMEX or Pre-pay customers only. Call for P.O. Prices.
Terms:
We accept MC, Visa, American Express (3% handling charge), Wire transfer, and Purchase Orders from qualified firms. All returns
without RMA are subject to 20% restocking charge. Utah residents pay 5.75% sales tax. Call for freight charges. Prices subject to
change and are in U.S. Currency only. MINIMUM ORDER $15.00

UPS Red Label 1 day deliery UPS Surface Min. 3 to 10 day delivery
UPS Blue Label 3 day delivery

IWI~~~

Daisywriter 2000-48K Buffer, 20 to
40 CPS Ltr Quality. . . . . . . . $999

Diablo 620 API (25CPS) .. . .. $749
Diablo 630 API140CPS) .. $1549
Diablo 630 ECS/IBM or API ......••... 51649
Epson FX-80 (160 CPS - 10" -

Graphtrax/Tractor) ...........•.
Epson FX-100 (160 CPS - 15" -

Graphlrax/Tractor) La .
Juki 6100 (18 CPS· D,ablo Compatible

Daisywheel) .
Juki 6300140 CPS - 16" - 3K Bufler

UP9rade 10 15K) . . .
Okidata 82. (120CPS -10") .
Okidala 83a (120CPS - 15") .
Okidata 92a (160CPS - 10") ..
Okidata 93a (160CPS - 15") .
Panasonic 1091 (120 CPS· LogiC

Seeking Head - Runs Faster than
FX-80-Par Port· Double Strike
SWitch - With Tractor $299

Toshiba P-1351
(192CPS/120CPS Ltr) ......•....... 51299

AST 6 Pak+ w/64K (Expands to 384K) has Par,
Senal. Clk, RAM DIsk. Spooler $259

AST 6 Pak+ w/384K Plus all
above features . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $449

P.C. WARE "256K RAM" w/O RAM $119
P.C. WARE "256K RAM" w/64K RAM $159

"Ouadboard 384" w/64K (Expands 10 384K)
has Par. Serial, elk, RAM Disk,
Spooler, Game Port $269

"Ouadboard 384" w/384K and all
above features . . . . . . . . . . . . . $459

NEW - QUI MAX MONITORS

IBM Color Display
IBM Monochrome Monitor ..
OUIMAX PX-IV HI-Res RGB & Green lin One)

(Better than Princeton)

Hi-Res, 14" Screen Tilt & Swivel
DM14A (Amber) .. . $159
DM14G (Green) .. $149
PX-IV (4) - HI-Res RGB w/Switch

to convert to green for Word Processing
w /Tilt & Swivel Base .. $469

(Better than Princeton)

IBM PC-1 Includes 64K, RAM,
1 ea. 360K FD, KB $1449

IBM PC-2 64K RAM, 2 ea
360K FD, KB $1599

IBM PC-22 256K RAM, 2 ea
360K FD, KB $1699



99~ ~~~-S::DS~j qy~ ea.
You've used these diskettes hundreds of

times ... as copy-protected originals on some of
the most popular software packages. They're
packed in poly-bags of 25 with Tyvek sleeves,
reinforced hubs, user identification labels and
write-protect tabs.

LIFETIME WARRANTY!
SOFT SECTOR ONLY! Sold in multiples

of 50 only.
FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION"
1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788) 1-312-944-2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Cenlral Time. Monday-Friday

WE Will BEAT ANY NATIONAllY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK WORLD!, Inc.
Suite 4806.30 East Huron Street. Chicago. IIlinos 60611

We buy paper by the TRUCKLOAD from'the
two biggest mills in the country.

Therefore, we charge a lot less than you've
been paying!

For the complete DISK WORLD paper
catalogs and price lists, call 1-312-944-2788 or
write us. (Please do not use the "800" line for
paper catalog requests, unless you are also
placing an order.

Don't spend more than you have to for top
quality computer printer paper. Call DISK
WORLD! today.

INFORMATION & INQUIRIES:
1-312-944-2788

HOURS: BAM-5PM Central Time
Monday-Friday

WE Will BEAT ANY NATIONAllY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK WORLD!, Inc,
Suite 4806.30 East Huron Street. Chicago. IIlinos 60611

'!lijilt1j1V·'iJjt.,:i'1'
S105 ~~~-SSDD S115ea.

OIy.50 5'1.- DSDD OIy.50

These are poly-bagged diskettes packaged with Tyvek sleeves.
reinforced hubs. user identification labels and write-protect tabs.

NASHUA Corporation is ahalf-billion dollar corporation and a
recognized leader in magnetic media.

SOFT SECTOR ONLY! Sold in multiples of 50 onlyI
FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION"
1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788) 1-312-944-2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time. Monday-Friday

WE Will BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK WORLD!, Inc.
Suite 4806.30 East Huron Street. Chicago. Illinos 60611

Prices sUbiect to change without notice.
This ad supercedes all other ads.

Not responsible for typographical errors.
MINIMUM TOTAL ORDER: 535.00

FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION"
1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-27B8) 1-312-944-2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time

Monday-Friday
WE Will BEAT ANY NATIONAllY ADVERTISED PRICE

ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!
DISK WORLD!, Inc,

Suite 4806 • 30 Easl Huron Street. Chicago. IIlinos 60611

at
extraordinary

prices!
Brand new ribbons. manufactured to Original Equipment

Manufacturer's specifications. in housings. (Nol re-inked or
spools only.)

LIFETIME WARRANTYI

Epson MX-70/80 .. $3.58 ea. + 25¢ Shpng.
Epson MX-l00 .... $4.95 ea. + 25¢ Shpng.
Okidata Micro83 .. $1.48 ea. + 25¢ Shpng.
Okidata Micro84 .. $3.66 ea. + 25¢ Shpng.

FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION"
1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788) 1-312-944-2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time. Monday-Friday

WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK WORLD!, Inc.
Suite 4806.30 East Huron Street. Chicago. IIlinos 60611

Shipping: 5\\' & 3.5- DlSKETIES-Add 53.00 per each 100 or
fewer diskettes. Dlherlt.ms: Add shipping charges as shown ,n
addition to other shipping charges. Plyment: VISA and MASTER
CARD accepted. COD Drd.rs: Add additional $3.00 Special Han
dling charge. APO. FPO. AK, HI " PR Orders: Include shipping
charges as shown lAd additional 2% of total order amount to
cover PAL and insurance. Tilts: I:"nois residents only. add 8%
sales tax.

DISK
WORLD!

$141 ei~~D 5V.,$15gea.
Oty. 20 DSDD Oly. 20

PACKED IN PlASTIC LIBRARY CASES!
8ASF QUALIMETRIC olSKETIES have a LIFETIME WAR

RANTY and are packed in PLASTIC LIBRARY CASES with Tyvek
sleeves. reinforced hubs. user identification labels and write
protect tabs.

SOFT SECTOR ONlYI MINIMUM ORDER: 20 olSKETIES
BASF 3.5" MICRO-FLOPPIES 8ASF 511"HIGH DENSITY

FOR IBM PC-AT
SSDD-135 TPI ~$3.02ea. oSoo-Ho -+$4.72ea.

FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION"
1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788) 1-312-944-2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time. Monday-Friday

WE Will BEAT ANY NATIONAllY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK AuthOrized Reseller
Information Processing -: BASF

WORLD! Med,a

On all your
OFFICE & COMPUTER SUPPLIES!
Now. you can enioy DISK WORLD! savings on more than

21.000 office and computer supply products! You name 't. we got
it.. .at tremendous savings.

Everything from Scotch" Tape to Post-It Notes" to paper clips
and rubber bands ... and thousands 01 computer products as well'

Our catalog is huge...more than 700 pages. listing more than
21.000 items.

We have to charge for it: 510.00 to be exact.
But we include a 550.00 worth of discount coupons that you

can use on future orders.
Now. irs DISK WORLD! for every office or computer supply

need...and always at tremendous savlOgs!
This offer supercedes all prior catalog offers.

Not responsible for typographical errors.
FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION"
1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: f-312-944-2788) 1-312-944-2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time. Monday-Friday

WE Will BEAT ANY NATIONAllY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK WORLD!, Inc,
Suite 4B06. 30 East Huron Street. Chica o. lIIinos 60611

AMARAY MEDIA-MATE 50: A REVOLUTION
IN DISKETTE STORAGE

Every once in awhile. someone lakes the
simple and makes it elegant! This unit holds
50 511' diskettes. has grooves for easy
stacking. inside nipples to keep diskettes
from slipping and several other features. We
like it' $10 95 + $2.00

" ea. Shpng.
DISKETTE 70 STORAGE: STILL A GREAT BUY.

~
Dust-free storage for 70 511' diskettes.

Six dividers included. An excellent value.

~
.' DISK CADDIES $11.95+~

The original flip-up holder for 10 5'."
- . diskettes. 8eige or grey only.$1.65 ea.

+ 2O¢Shpng.
FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION"
1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: 1-3f2-944-27B8) 1-312-944-2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time. Monday-Friday

WE Will BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK WORLD!, Inc.
Suite 4806.30 East Huron Street. Chica o. IIlinos 60611

51~,~';~·":'.O!2g,QM
5\0" SSDD-96TPI-> $2.29 ea. 5\0' DSDD-96TPI-> $2.85 ea.

SOFT SECTOR ONLY! MINIMUM ORDER: 20 DISKETIES
These are factory-fresh 3M diskettes packed in boxes of 10 with

Tyvek sleeves. reinforced hubs. identification labels and write-

prote~~J:~CRO_DISKmES_SS_135 TPI --> $2.89 ea.
LIFETIME WARRANTY ON All3M SCOTCH DISKETIES!
FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION"
1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788) 1-312-944-2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time. Monday-Friday

WE Will BEAT ANY NATIONAllY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIESI

DISK WORLD!, Inc.
Suite 4806.30 East Huron Street. Chicago. IIlinos 60611
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GUARANTEED
I.e.'s. SHIPPED

IMMEDIATELY
The Computer Parts Merchant is a leading nationwide
supplier of wholesale I.C.'s. We have jq.st about every I.C.
made in stock today. Plus, we offer these special services:
Guaranteed parts-every part
guaranteed for 60 days-and pre
tested before shipment.

Guaranteed fast-same day
shipping.

Guaranteed low prices.

Guaranteed satisfaction or pur
chase price cheerfully refunded.

How to order.
Call toll free. We accept Visa,

Mastercard or American Express.
Or we can ship UPS C.O.D.
National 800-235-4900
California 800-238-4900
Local Orange County
(714) 474-1033.

CPM
The Computer
Parts Merchant, Inc.

Visit our retail store:
The Computer Parts Merchant, Inc.
17777 Main Street, Suite D
Irvine, CA 92714

Terms: minimum order $10. For
shipping and handling, include
$2.50 UPS Ground, or $3.50 for
UPS Air. California residents
must include 6% sales tax. All
prices are subject to change with
out notice. We are not responsible
for typographical errors. All mer
chandise subject to prior sale.

Search service. Ifwe don't have
the I.C. you need in stock, we can
find it for you. (There is a $25 min
imum charge for I.C.'s found
through a search.)

A few samples from our million
part inventory:

A few samples from our million 74SXX LINEAR DEVICES STATIC CMOS
part inventory: 74500 5 45 745151 597 LM301 5 47 NE570 53 95 RAMS 4001 5 35 74COO 5 49

74502 49 745153 97 LM307 57 LM709 59 2101 5195 4002 35 74C02 47
74504 49 745157 97 LM309H 195 LM723 59 4008 95 74C04 47
74508 49 745161 1B7 LM312 175 LM741 49 2114 150 4010 57 74C08 47
74510 45 745169 399 LM31B 149 LM747 69

2147 495 4011 37 74Cl0 47
74LSXX 74511 49 745174 99 LM324 79 LM748 59

TM54044 459 4012 37 74C20 49
74L500 5 3B 74L583 5 B7 74L5170 5149 74520 49 7451Bl 439 LM350 495 LMI458 59 TMM2016 459 4020 B7 74C30 49HM6116 475
74L502 3B 74L586 46 74L5191 99 74522 45 745194 199 LMJaO B9 LM2900 as TM54016 695 4021 95 74C73 B7
74L504 40 74L591 75 74LS221 130 74530 35 745197 179 LM393 129 LM3900 79 HM6264 39 95 4022 B7 74C74 79
74L508 40 74L593 66 74L5240 160 74532 59 745240 220 NE555 57 MC4024 395 4030 57 74CB6 59
74L510 40 74L5107 46 74L5241 130 74537 B9 745241 240 NE556 77 MC4044 450 Others on shelf 4034 195 74C90 1 19
74L511 40 74LSH19 46 74L5242 130 74S3B 99 745244 220 Call lor others 4040 97 74C93 175
74L512 36 74LS112 50 74L5243 130 74574 B9 745251 95 4041 97 74C151 225
74lS14 76 7415122 53 7415244 149 74586 95 745253 95 4050 47 74C157 175
74lS20 3B 7415124 290 7415245 149 745112 119 745257 95 74XX 4069 35 74C161 179
74lS21 3B 7415132 91 7415251 75 745113 1 19 745260 79 4071 35 74Cm 79
741530 3B 7415137 99 7415257 75 745124 299 745273 245 7400 5 35 7451 5 39 74160 B9 4082 35 74C174 1 19
741532 50 74l513B B7 7415258 75 745132 159 7452B7 229 7401 35 7473 54 74161 B9 4093 67 74C192 149
74lS37 40 7415147 275 7415266 79 74513B 97 745373 339 7402 39 7474 69 74163 B9 4502 95 74C193 149
74l53B 40 7415151 66 7415273 169 745139 91 745374 339 7404 39 7489 340 74164 99 4512 97 74C373 245
741540 3B 7415153 69 7415373 149 745140 77 745570 350 7406 B9 749B 47 74166 150 4522 125 74C374 245
741542 66 7415157 65 7415374 149 CaU lor others 7407 B9 7492 69 74174 99 4532 195 74C906 95
741551 36 7415158 65 7415377 149 7408 41 74107 39 741Bl 239 4556 99 74C912 B95
741554 3B 74L5161 75 7415640 349 7410 35 74109 59 74191 1 15 4585 99 74C921 1595
741563 150 7415166 195 7415669 199 DYNAMIC RAMS 7411 39 74123 69 74193 99 Many more Call
741574 55 7415169 175 7415670 299 7420 35 74125 69 74194 99

TM54027 5 199 4116 5149 7421 49 74132 59 74221 135
Parllailist MM52BO 195 211B 495 7427 45 74147 175 74273 195 MEMORY EPROMS

TM54060 195 4164 595 7430 35 74151 79 74366 99 2708 53.95 2764 56 95
5, 8,12 AND 15 VOLT UP0411 195 TMS4416 995 7432 35 74153 79 74367 99

MK4108 195 41256 Call 743B 49 74154 125 74393 135 2716 3.95 2712B 34 95

VOLTAGE REGULATORS Call lor more 7442 59 74157 79 2732 4.95

Call for Prices DIners on shelf More available.
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IC SOCKETS

UN EPROM ERASER
General Industries

$37.50

SUPER COOLING
FANS For APPLE

WITH SURG $37. 50

ALL FOR $97.95

WW " WIRE WRAP

1 - 99 100

8 PIN WW 55 .45
14 PIN WW 65 .55
16 PIN WW .65 55
18 PIN ww .89 .79
20 PIN WW 100 .90
22 PIN WW 115 105
24 PIN WW 1 19 109
28 PIN WW 145 1 35
40 PIN WW 1.89 169

LP " lOW PROFILF
6 PIN LP .10 .09
8PINlP ,12 .10

14 PIN LP 14 12
16 PIN lP 16 .14
18 PIN lP 18 .16
20 PIN lP 28 .26
22 PIN lP 28 24
24 PIN lP .30 26
28 PIN lP 40 32
40 PIN lP 48 38
64 PIN lP 4.10

1.25

449.00
9900

199.00
475.00
249.00
7900

Price

IBM is the trademark of International Business Machines.

Prices subject to change without notice.

MOTHER BOARD:
• 8088 CPU with socket for co-processor 8087
• 8088 is supported by 8259A interrupt controller and 8237

DMA controller
• 2 (two) 28 pin sockets for ROM
• 8 (eight) expansion slots
• No RAM on board (RAM is on multifunction board)
Bare Board .69.00
Ready Board 179.00
(With IC sockets, resistors, capacitors, connectors, crystals,
transistors soldered)
Tested Board (w/o ROM) .299.00
IC kit ... 120.00

Speedy EPROM

Programmer

for Apple II

$149. 00

Programming 2716, 2732.
27J2A. 2764, 27128.

2516.2532.2564
in 30 seconds. software
control programming.

no additional
hardware r uir d.

JOYSTICK FOR

APPLE II $19. 95

Contact Centers

Joy Stick $22 95

for IBM PIC
8087

MATHEMATICS $189.00
CO-PROCESSOR

.02 ea
.019 ea
.010 ea
.009 ea

.025 ea

.024 ea

.012 ea

.011 ea

Size

MODEMS

6.00 925 3.50

No. Contacts

50

Description

Part No.

RESISTORS
v. WATT 5% CARBON FILM
FROM 1 OHM TO 10M OHM

50 pes .99
100 pes 1.89

1000 pes 9.50
5000 pes 42.50

'I2WATT 5% CARBON FILM
50 pes 1.25

100 pes 2.35
1000 pes 11.50
5000 pes 52.50

HAYES IBM PC SMARTMODEM 1200B, Plug-in
SMARTCOM II COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE
SMARTMODEM 300, AUTO ANS/DIAl, 300 BAUD. RS232
SMARTMODEM 1200, AUTO ANS/DIAL, 1200 BAUD, RS232
SMARTMODEl lie. 300 BAUD. AUTO ANS/DIAl, Plug-in
SMARTCOM I COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE

Contacts 9
15
25
37

GENERAL PURPOSE BOARDS
BLANK BOARD - HOLES ON 100" GRID, No ETCHED CIRCUIT
EXCEPT CONTACT FINGER

Completed
Unassembled
System
Hardware Only

DEALER AND
OEM ARE
INVITED

MULTIFUNCTION BOARD
• 2 serial ports, 1 parallel port real time clock, 64k RAM upto 256k RAM ... ,219.00 ... _

• Floppy disk drive controller board . 119.00
• Hard disk controller board/DTC 5150BX .299.00
• Color graphic board . .. . 199,00
• Monochrome + color + graphic board , , ,299.00
• Panasonics disk drive, 320k, half height . , , , , .129.00
• Hard disk drive 10 MB/Shugart SA712 .549.00
• lOOW power supply with fan 129.00
• Case . , 109.00
• Manual ,25,00
• Keyboard ."..... . ..... , ... ",., ... ",119,00
• High resolution color RGB monitorlTaxan ., , , .399,00
• High resolution green monitorfTaxan 119.00
• Monitor stand 19.95
• Hayes 1200B modem , , ..... , , , , , , ,399.00
• Hayes 1200 modem ..475.00
• Tandon TM100-2A 160.00
• 64k Memory Expansion Kit .45.00
• 50 51/. Diskelt Store ,19.95

Build Your IBMTM
PC/XT Compatible

at
Competitive

Prices
$1,379

FO~ APPLE II & lie
Apple lillie
Compatible 16K RAM CARD
O· k 0 . Compatible with

I~139
r
:

e
e'~i~a~c3 ~:~AL $39.

95

CONTROLLER r1
_
Y_R_._W_A_R_RA_N_T_Y _

CARD $44,95

New Multichannel Hbbby

Microwave Antenna System

Freq. Range: 2.1 - 2.7 GHz

P 441-1 22/44 4.5"' x 6" .156" 9.95 Includes:
P 442-1 22/44 4.5" x 9" .156" 10.95 1. Wide Band Probe With

: i~;:~ ~~;i~ :~:: ~::~~: 1~~~ Down Converter
• ....,;....;.:c::...;----:::;;.;.;O'---S-U-B-M-IN-''-A:.T'-U'-R:.E-C-O...N-N-E-C-T-O'-R:.s;""'---":":;=-4 2. 20" Wh ile Painted Dish

Solder Cup Ri9h1 Angle PC Mounling Hood 3. 60' and 3' Coax Cable Set

Pin Socket Pin Socket Grey Black 4. Steel Case 5 - 20 DCV

DXXP DXXS RDXXP RDXXS DXXCGY DXXC Tuneable Power Supply

2.05 2.65 3.90 3.20 155 5. Mounting Accessories
2.05 3.60 3.70 540 155 and Instructions
2.50 3.25 4.50 4.80 1.55
4.75 7.10 9.40 10.95 2.95

74S00
74S00 .30
74S02 30
74S03 .30
74S04 .35
74S05 .35
74S08 65
74S09 65
74S10 95
74S11 95
74S15 95
74S20 95
74S22 95
74S30 95
74S32 95
74S38 95
74S40 95
74S51 .95
74S64 95
74S65 95
74S74 .95
74S86 95
74S112 95
74S113 95
74S114 125
74S124 3.65
74S133 95
74S134 125
74S 135 165
74S136 225
74S138 125
74S139 125
74S 140 125
74S151 125
74S153 195
74S157 195
74S158 195
74S16O 195
74S161 195
74S163 2.95
74S 174 2.25
74S175 2.25
74S166 3.55
74S194 255
74S195 2.55
74S196 255
74S225 775
74S240 2.95
74S241 2.95
74S242 2.95
74S243 2.95
74S251 2.25
74S253 2.25
74S257 195
74S258 195
74S260 125
74S280 2.95
74S283 3.95
74S287 3.95
74S288 395
74S289 4.95
74S373 395
74S374 3.95
74S387 395
74S471 4.95
74S472 7.95
74S473 7.95
74S474 995
74S475 9.95

76477 2.95
76489 8,95
AY3-8910 9.95
AY3-8912 12,95

SOUND
CHIPS

STATIC
RAM

22 74LS 166 150
.24 74LS 168 135
25 74LS169 135
25 74LS 170 135
30 74LS 173 1.35
25 74LS174 85
30 74LS175 90
30 74LS181 250
25 74LSl90 145
.30 74LS191 145
30 74LS192 145
75 74LS193 145
75 74LSl94 145
35 74LS 195 1 45
.25 74LS196 135
30 74LS197 135
30 74LS221 1.35
30 74LS240 185
30 74LS242 1 85
30 74LS243 185
30 74LS244 225
35 74LS245 3.95
.35 74LS247 165
35 74lS248 165
35 74LS249 165
35 74LS251 175
35 74LS253 175
45 74LS258 150
45 74lS259 295
45 74LS260 115
75 74LS261 375
75 74LS266 1.35

.75 74LS273 1.75
35 74LS275 1.95
75 74LS279 75
.75 74lS283 75
75 74lS290 75
75 74LS293 125
75 74LS295 165
.35 74LS298 165
45 74LS323 295
75 74LS324 115
75 74LS347 1.55
95 74LS348 1 45
95 74lS352 165
95 74LS353 1 95
.75 74LS363 195
75 74LS365 1 25
95 74LS366 1.25
75 74LS367 95
75 74LS368 .95
95 74LS373 1 95
95 74lS374 195
95 74LS375 .95
95 74LS377 .95
75 74LS378 1 55
75 74lS379 155
95 74LS381 195
75 74LS385 195
75 74LS386 1 25
75 74LS390 2.55
75 74LS393 155
75 74lS395 1 55
75 74lS424 195
75 74LS640 195
75 74LS668 275
95 74LS645 1 95
95 74LS670 150

74lS690 150

74LSOO'
74lS00
74lS01
74lS02
74lS03
74lS04
74lS05
74lS08
74lS09
74lS10
74lS11
74lS12
74lS13
74lS14
74lS15
74lS20
74lS21
74lS22
74lS26
74lS27
74lS28
74lS40
74lS42
74lS48
74lS51
74lS54
74lS55
74lS73
74lS74
74lS75
74lS76
74lS78
74lS83A
74lS85
74lS86
74LS90
74LS92
74LS93
74lS95
74lS96
74LS107
74LS109
74LSl13
74LS 114
74LS122
74lS123
74LS 124
74LS125
74lS126
74LS132
74LS133
74LS136
74LS138
74LS139
74LS145
74lS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74lS156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS 160
74lS161
74LS162
74LS163
74LSl64
74lS165

MOSS
EPRON

Inquiry 157

2708 5.95 2101 295
2716-450 395 5101 4.95
2732-450 5.95 2114-450 1.95
2732-250 6.95 2114-200 2.15
2764-450 7.95 2147 4,95
2764-250 9,95 6116-4 5.75
2764-300 9.95 6116-3 6,75 _._
27128-250 25,95 6116-2 7.95

i~~~~~~ ;~~ ~~ ~~~::; ~:~~ __
.-_TM-:S",2-::-53-:-2-=_5,'9",,5~6..,,' ,..,'6,...lP-:-:=-2-:=::8',:.:95,-i CRYSTALS

1984 IC DYN. RAM
Master Manual 4116-200 1.95 32.758khz 1.75

$79.95 plus 4116-150 2.25 ~g~~z ~:~~
$5.00 shipping :~~~:;~g g~ 20 295

4164-150 6.95 2.097152 2.95MISC 24576 295
8031 24.95 32768 2.95
8035 5.95 3.579535 95
8039 12,50 4.0 2.95
8085 14,95 5.0 2.95
8086 24.95 5.0688 2,95
8087 189.00 5.185 2.95
8088 24.95 5.7143 2.95
8155 12.95 6.0 2.95
8212 3.25 6.144 2.95
8237A 22.95 65536 2.95

~~~~. '~~~ !~~38635 H~ ~~~IES ~;~~~~:ro; ~~~~~~u:~eCI~~~it~02~;~s~~~~; ~;~r~:~ ~~~:ci~O~~~I~7"B~~~eLr~bel Air.

8253 995 1200 2.95 CALL FOR COD Additional $2.00 Fee.
~~~~ ~:~~ 14.31818 2.95' IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Apple is a trademark of

8259 595 150 295 PRICE Apple Computer. .
. '. ~ Price is subject to change without notice

8279 995 16.0 2.95 CAPACITORS
8284 9.95 17.430 2.95 1-(800) 821-3628

mi ~~* ~g~:4 HI :~~~~~~~2c Handwellcorp
~~li;;2cpu 3;~~ 320 295: ~~~~lithiC 4962 EL CAMINO REAL. LOS AL TOS. CA 94022 • (4151 962-9265

1IIIi••III••••••••••••III TELEFAX (415) 962-8249 TXL 171947 HANDWELL LTOS .
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$249.95 SoIw yow"'" .......... l"'IIll1O" ouri-=a
~ I¥en ..--. AI oIIIpped
from otod<. ....,., 2A t-. Call FREE
(110O) 235-4137 .. ...- -.d .-..-.
VIM -.d M-. CMd accepted.

APPIIOTEK 1000

ONLY

EPROM
PROGRAMMER

• COMPL[TE WIT ...
PfRSONALITY

\,10DULE

! 11 AC POWER RS232
·6 BAUD PATfS "'ANDSHA<f TO HOST

AllOWS IlEAO. WIlITE. VEIlIFY " COpy
Comes comple1e WI~~, (PM & BASIC Dr've'
Program lIstings lor ,... '0.... 1 small m,~-ru<,

Full 1 Year Warranty
PfografTls tr-p foliO,<\llr,g 5 Vc:t 24 (Ir 28 pin
deVices 27 ...... serle~ 1t--IQugh 27256
25)(x series 68766 plu .... on-,ers
SpeClty PerS(f"',al'ly Module cles!led w't'- order
Additional Pe's"'lal,ly \I1odv1es or>tv S, 5 00 ea

TO ORDER CALL OR WRITE

APROPOS TECHNOLOGY
1071·A AVENIDA ACASa Add
CAMARILLO. CA 93010 $4.00 Shlpplng·USA
1806) 482-3804 VISA or MC Add 3'll>

DATA ACQUISITION
and control for ANY computer

** STARBUCK **DATA COMPANY
225 Croscont St., Waltham, MA 02154. 61 S99-8629

The Model 8232 communicates via
RS-232, and has 8 analog Inputs (0-5 VDC;
8 bits), 8 digital inputs and outputs, and a
2000 point buffer. Suitable for field data
logging or lab use, the 8232 costs only
$540. Direct bus-connect unit for TRS
8011I1 & 4 is $295. Detailed manual, $6.
Phone our applications engineer or write:

Inquiry 330 Inquiry 28 Inquiry 268 .

KADAK Products ltd.
AMX (lor 8080) $800 U.S. ~l: 206-1847 W. Broadway

1:~~ ~g~~l ~~~ ~:~: ~r: ~~~~ver, B.C., Canada

Manualonly $ 75 U.S, Telephone: (604) 734·2796
(specify processor) Telex: 04-55670

Real-Time Multitasking Executive

: ~~~~~~~~ 3K) I,_~r
• Source code Included .~_

• Language interfaces c' _•._•.-L-..,'.:-~_ ••
• low interrupt overhead ~ _
• Inter-task messages
Options. • ----.-----' .....-.....-,
·c. Pascal, Pl.JM. Fan",n ~~~.

Interfaces s.--- --.0.....---1"'
• CP/M-80 BOOS interface
'IBM PC OOS interface ..., ,_, '" -

:&~f~:t~~mB~fid(:r64K) AM'=X.-AM-'X~86--:.R-"~""'""~O;-"'c"'.,"'==o~"-J
Utility MOAK ProdUCIS lid

-Resource Manager Z80 ,sTM 01 Zik)g Corp

• Buffer Manager :if~~~Ooo~a~~~\=~~~~hCorp
• Integer Math Library
• Real·Time C Library

NEW!

~
KEYBOARD PROTECTOR

Remains in place during keyboard use.
Prevents damage from liquid spills, dust,
ashes, etc. Fits like a second skin. excellent
feel. Homerow and numeric locators.
Available for: IBM-PC. Apple lie, Radio
Shack Model 100, Commodore 64.
Send $29.95, check or M.O., Visa & MC
include expo date. Specify computer type.
Dealer inquires invited. Free brochure
available.

MERRITT Computer Products, Inc.
2925 LBJ, #180 / Dallas, Texas 75234

(214) 942.1142

PRINTER RIBBONS
PRICE PER PER

RIBBON DOZEN
ANADEX 9500 . 10.50 100,BO
APPLE DMP 5.25 52.20
C. ITOH PROWRITER 5.25 52.20
EPSON MX-FX 70/80 5.00 48.00
EPSON MX-FX 100 .... 6.75 69.00
GEM INI IQ-IOX-15-15X 2.50 23.40
IBM HARMONICA 'h" 6.75 78.00
IBM HARMONICA 3,4" 7.95 92.40
IBM 4-COLOR 15.75 180.00
IDS MICROPRISM-480 5.75 58.80
IDS PAPER TIGER 460/560 .. 6.75 78.00
IDS PRISM ... 7.95 92.40
IDS 4-COLOR .... 15.75 180.00
NEC - 3500 M/S Non Flip 6.25 69.00
NEC • 3500 NYLON 9.00 96.00
NEC PC-8023A 5.25 52.20
OKIDATA 80/82/83/92 2.50 23.40
OKIDATA - 84 5.00 57.00
RADIO SHACK OMP-2100 ...... 7.50 87.00
RADIO SHACK LP VI & VIII 5.75 58.80
SILVER REED EX 550 SIS 5.00 57.00
SILVER REED EX 550 NYLON 9.00 105.00
TOSHIBA· 1350 7.50 B7.00
XEROX 610/620 M/S 5.95 66.00

Add $3.00 Sbip. & Hand. - To Order Call
Toll Free 1-800-742-1122

In MI (313) 569-3218 or Write for our Catalog
DWIGHT COMPANY, INC.
15565 Northland Drive - West Tower

Southfield, Michigan 48075·6496

Inquiry 191 Inquiry 224 Inquiry 121

6809
Single Board Computer......

DATALIFE • THE NAME IS THE PROMISE
THE WARRANTY IS THE PROOF

SPECIAL DISKETTE OFFER
Verbatim Datalife Disks have 6 data·
shielding improvements for greater
disk durability and longer data life.
PLUSI If you call, write, or utilize
reader service in response to this
ad-we'll send you our fUll-range
catalog of computer supplies with
Special Offers good for further sav·
ings on Verbatim diskettes and
many other quality products.

Call or write for our discount catalog.

LYBIN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
125D-e Rankin Dr., Troy, MI 48083

pnone: (313) 589-3440

$36.25
13.57
12.47
6.50
6.37
3.31

$14.99
3.77
2.79
3.07

27256
27128
27C64
2764
2732A
2716

256K
64K
64K
64K

8087-3 Co-Processors $124.97
DYNAMIC RAM

256Kxl 150 ns
64Kxl 120 ns
64Kxl 150 ns
64Kx1 200 ns

EPROM
32KxS 300 ns
16KxS 250 ns
SKxS 200 ns
SKxS 250 ns
4KxS 250 ns
2KxS 450 ns

STATIC RAM
6264P-15 SKxs150 ns $19.57
6116P-3 2KxS 150 ns 4.37

Ie PROMPT DELIVERY!!!
S SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)

MasterCardNlSA or UPS CASH COD
Factory New, Prime Parts .JJPoo

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

~~~S~o"~hf"40;~' Ave (918) 267·4961
Prices shown above are for December 3, 1984

~~~=~~~~S
bldfIi'woefedlOyoubytM ...Ktmomlno. .... FecMnlE.-~AJr@se.nl

Inquiry 236 Inquiry 210 Inquiry 372



A Happy & Prosperous New Year From Computer Connection

For The Best Prices & Service
Call (800) 732-0304

.. .. $ 145
189

..$ 229

.. .. $ 179
199
209
70

.. .. $ 205
459
379
259
189

CUSTOMER SERVICE:
(213) 514-9019
Mon.-Fri. 9 B.m. to 3 p.m.

DISK DRIVES
TANDON
TM1(J().2forIBMPC ....
TM85-2, v, Helght,320K .

ALPHA OMEGA
10 Meg HD for IBM & Comp. w/Cont. Card
13 Month Warranty. .$ 875

TEAC
55BDoubleSided360K .... $ 135 2for255
Quad Density. 189

PANASONIC
1l2Helght,360K $ 139

Drives For Apple & Franklin
RANA SYSTEMS
Elite I $ 199
Elite II 339
Elite III . . . . . . . . . . . . ..•. .• . . 399
Controller add. 85

MICRO-SCI
A·2 .
A.5C for IIc w/cable .
A.5 '/0 height for liE.
Controller Add

ORDER LINE
(800] 732-0304

(OJtsde Cehforrva]

[213] 514-9019
llnslde CehfON"llB]

Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

PERSONAL SYSTEMS
APPLE
Apple liE Starter System incl: Apple liE, Tilt
Monitor, 1 Drive w/contoller, 80 col.
card. Call
Apple IIc lightweight Portable ... .. 999

IBM
IBM PC Barew/cont. & keyboard .. $1150
IBM PC64K, 1 Drive 1325
IBM PC64K, 2 Drives. 1499
IBM PC, 2 Drivesw/256K 1599
IBM XT, 128K, 10 Meg., 360K Dr. 3495
IBM AT Base. Call
IBM AT Entioneed. Call

Call About All U Al lJ Systems

KAYPRO
Kayproll $1279
Kaypro 4 1745
Kaypro 10 . 2395

SANYO
MBC 550-2 w/l 320K Drive & sftwr. .. $ 895
MBC 555·2 w/2 320K Drives &
more software. . . . . . . 1075
Serial Port for Sanyo . . 75

TAVA
TAVA PCl Par. & 1Ser. Ports, 128K,2·320K
Drives, Color Card & Monitor $1499
TAVA XT same as above Including 10 meg.
Hard Disk Drive. .$2495

COMPAQ
256K,w/2·320KDrives $2150

MODEMS
ANCHOR
MarkXII .
HAYES MICRO
300 Baud Smart Modem.
1200 Baud Smart Modem
1200Bfor1BM PC.
Micro Modem liE.
Chronograph

.$ 139
145
419
393
259

.$ 185

. $ 135
139
169
279
389
249
449
595

We accept VISA, Me.tareard.
COD (w/depo.it), C.rtified
Checks or Wire Transfers.
Minimum Shipping Charge 14.00.
Some items sub;ect to bKk order.
California Res. add IV. % Sales
Tax. Prices subiect to change
without notice.

DISPLAY MONITORS
NEC
JB1201,80col.,20MHz $ 129
JB 1205(A) 12" Amber,20MHz .. 135
JC 1215CoIorComposit w/audlo. .. 245
JC 1216 RGB, HI·ResllBM 640 x 300 .. 365

AMDEK
V300 ...
V300A .
V310A for IBM PC .
Color I + ,Composite 13"
Color II +, HI·Res. 13"/IBM .
Color 300 ...
Color600 .
Color 710 .

TAXAN
IBM Green Monochrome#121
IBM Amber Monochrome #122.
RGB IBM w/Cable #420.
RGBSuper HI·Res. #415 ....
RGB/Comp. Med. Res. #210 .

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
HX·12forusewlth IBM PC $ 455
Max 12Amber for IBM 179
SR12SuperHi·Res. 595

...... $ 235
265
59
75
85

IBM PC ACCESSORIES
64K MEMORY UPGRADE
64K(9chips) 150ns. lyr.war. ..$ 29
QUADRAM
Quad Color 1 Board $ 199

VUTEK
Vutek . CPS Board, RGB & Composite
w/Par. & Ser. Ports, 2 Yr. War. $ 239

$ 2~ STB
195 Graphics + II $ 359

TECHMAR
Graphics Master $ 459

PERSYST BOARD
Bob Hi·Res Display Adp $ 459

..... $ 249 KEYTRONICS
265 KB5151

Il1O SURCHARGE FOR CREDIT CARDS

MAIL ORDER:
12841 S. Hawthorne 8Ivd., No. 585

Hawthorne, California 90250

lVISA' •

IBM
IBM Mono Card w/Printer Port
IBM Mono Monitor.
IBM Dos 2.1
IBM Dcs3.0 ...........•.
IBM Tech Ref. for PC

PARADISE
Modular GraphicsCard .
ModuleA .
ModuleB .

PC PEACOCK
Color Graphics Card w/Par. Printer Port,
Compat. w/AllIBM Software, 2 yr. war. $ 219

AST RESEARCH
Six Pak + w/64K .
MegaPlusli.

GIVE US A CHANCE TO BEAT THE
COMPETITION'S ADVERTISED PRICE.

IF YDU SEE IT ADVERTISED FOR LESS, CALL
COMPUTER CONNECTION FIRST FOR LOWEST QUOTE !

PRINTER
ACCESSORIES

ORANGE MICRO
Grappler + .......... $ "5
Buffered Grappler +, 16K expo 64K. 165
Mr. Chips for PC & XT, Par. Ser. Clock &
Cal., 64K Realworld I/F, BSR line I/F . 389
TOSHIBA
Bi-Directional Tractor $ 149
Font Disk for Down loading P1351 . 48
MICROTEK
Dumpling GX(same as Grappler +) $ 75
Dumpling GX w/16K buffer. 149
Dumpling GX w/32K buffer. 165
Additional Buffering 16K. 16
FOURTH DIMENSION
Par. Card & Cable for Apple $ 45
OKIDATA
Plug and PlayforlBM $ 35
Okigraph I for82A . 43
Okigraph I for 83A . 43
Tractorfor82A&92 49
CABLES
IBM PC to Parallel Printer $ 18
Serial Cable. 18

APPLE & FRANKLIN ACCESSORIES
ACCESSORIES MICROMAX
System Saver ..... . .$ 69 Viewmax 128K extended 80 col..card
FanforApplell&IIEw/surge. 37 for Apple liE $ 129
APPLE 80 col. card for Apple II & II + 139
Super Serial Card . . .. $ 139

1299

.... $ 319
429
425
527
557
949
479

1069

..... $ 239
315
319
229

PRINTERS
OKIDATA
ML82A, 10" Para. & Ser. $ 299
ML83A, 15" Para. &Ser. 535
ML92P, 160 cps. 389
ML921BM Graphics Comp. 399
ML92S, 160 cps. . . . . . . . . . . . 499
ML92 Apple Mac. 2K Graphics 499
ML93P, 160cps . . . . . . . . . . 599
ML931BM Graphics Comp. 629
ML93S, 160cps . . 769
ML84P, 200 cps. . 679
ML84S, 200 cps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 779

RITEMAN
Rlteman Plus 120cps wlTractor. .. $ 257
Rlteman Blue Plus 140cps IBM. . .. 342
Rileman II 160cps,8Kmem. wlTrac. 369
Riteman 15, 160 cps, 15" carr. 549
QUME
Lellerpro 20P Prop. Spc. Enh Pmt .. $ 567
Sprint 1140 +, 2K, 40 cps,
132 col. width

STAR MICRONICS
Gemini lOX, 10", 120cps $ 249
Gemini 15X, 15", 120cps 359
Delta 10, 10",160cps 385

EPSON
RX80, 120cps .. .. .......... $ 259
RX80FT, Friction & Tractor. 289
FX80, 10" 180cps . 445
RX100, 15" Carriage ,.. 499
FX100,l80cps 599
LQ 1500 . 1095

C.ITOH
Prowrller8510AP, 120cps .
Prowrlter8510BC2,l20cps.
Prowriter8510SP,l80cps
Prowrlter II 1550 P, 15" 120cps.
Prowrlter II 1550BCD, 15" 120cps .
Starwrlter Fl0·40PU, 40cps
Starwriter A1D, 18cps . . _....
Printmaster Fl0·55PU, 55cps

BROTHER
HR25 $ 669

DYNAX
DX15ByBrother,SameasHR15 ... $ 379

JUKI
6100. L.Q. 18 cps w/proportlonal spc.$ 399

TOSHIBA
P1351 Dot Matrix, 192 cps, leller quality
l00cps, does graphics. 3 in 1 printer $1279
P1340sameasabovebul10"carr... 737

PANASONIC
1091 wlTractor, 120cps,l yr. war... $ 299

SOFTWARE
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORP.
Lotus 1·2·3 . .. ...... $ 295
Symphony . 437

ASHTON TATE
oBase II $ 329
oBase III 419

MICROPRO INTERNATIONAL
ProPak(WSiMM/SSIStarlndex) .$ 399
OplionPak(M/M,C/S,S/I). 199

MICROSOFT
Softcard (CP/M)
Microsoft Word .
Premium Softcard for liE

Softcard for II & II +

Inquiry 72 JANUARY 1985 • BY T E 461



WAlliNG Co.

WRITE

&Workman
Associates

This package contains a word
processor, printer program, data
base programs, and more for
$124. For all MS-DOS and IBM
PC compatibles.

112 Marion Avenue Pasadena, CA 91106
(818) 796-4401
Please request our new catalog.

Software Essentials

For creative and report writing.
Includes many features missing
from WordStar, such as alpha
betized directory listings, fast
scrolling, and trial printing to the
screen. Write is $239.WE WIll NOT BE UNDER

SOLDft Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited and C.o.D's
accepted

PACIAC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo, CA
93401 In Cal. call
(800)592-5935 or
(805)543·1037---

MEMOREX
nuJBU DISCS

4401 S. JUNIPER 0 TEMPE, AZ 85282 0(602) 838-1277

Erases Most Eproms
in 3 Minutes

Soli State 2-8 Min.
Timer Version $54.95

For all 24 or 28 Pin Devices
9O-DAY WARRANTEE DEALER INOUIRIES

WELCOME
SHIPPING & HANDLING

$2.50
AZ RESIDENTS

ADD 6% TAX

Inquiry 368 Inquiry 268 Inquiry 373

CPIM.all. CPIM.a6. CPIM-68K TM OAI UNIX TM Bell Lilbs MS-OOS TM
M,cfosotl "C·DOS TM IBM

Fllst Commercial Release
New 50 Release January. 1983

The OueloTM portable 68000 assembler conforms 10 the Motorola
resident assembler, publication M68KMASM[D4j.

Quelo'" 68QQO Assembler
¢

Quelo'" 68000 Assembler Package Features:
Input We concatenation, include function, macros, global
parameter substilutlon Irom command line. lisling date·time
slamp, up to 31 character symbols. conditional assembly, struc
tured programming directives, instruction optimizatIon, 68010 in·
structions. relocation and hnking. compte:- expression linking (all
operatOrs). DB·DW·Dl directives IOf zao byte order data genera'
lion, object library utility. software conligurallon lracking. condi·
llonal linking, oplions for assembler and tinker to write complete
symbol lable 10 a file. detailed symbol table lislings, assembler
symbol cross·re'erence, linker global symbol cross·relerence. ob
Ject library symbol cross·relerence, superb linker load map,
various HEx load formals produced by linker, error messages in
EngliSh. extensive typeset manual wllh mdex, readily transported
to any system With a C compiler and "UNIX like" system interlace

For MS-DOS. 128k minimum.
$395.00

Tatum Labs
P.O. Box 698
Sandy Hook, CT 06482
(203) 426-2184

• New release
• Transient, AC, DC analysis
• Full nonlinear
e Over 200 nodes
• Full editing
• Macro circuits
• Worst case, Monte-Carlo
• Temperature effects
• Frequency dependent parts
• Time dependent parts

Electronic
Circuit
Analysis

SIGI"ALMA:-I
$ 69

*$119

* 239

DIRECT CONNECT DEVICES
P.O. Box 13256, San Lui, Obi,po, CA 9:1406

CALLFOR.~ CALLTO
FREE ~ ORDER:

CATALOG IHO,1Io4:1·6:108

* Hayes Compatible ** Free Communications Software *

Dealer Inquiries Invited

QL'BJE'
Internal :100/1200 Auto AID
External :100/1200 Auto AID

HAYES 1200 *$449

l'.S RDBDTICS. Password
3001I200 Auto ND w/cables, spkr *$:114

ANCHOR AL'TOMATIO:'oI.
Mark I :lOO Baud
Mark X :100 Baud Auto AID
Mark XII 1200/:100 Auto AID

IN MODEMS2DAYSTOCK SHIP

$750 Llmitad
tlmllonly.

$595

Quelo™
2464 33rd Ave W, :Xute 11'173

seattle. WA 98119
Phone (206) 265-2528

telex (TWXj9103338171

Portable source version with detailed
Installation and testing mstlUctlons.

Ready to run In various disk formats for
CPIM·80, ·88. ·88K. "15·005 and PC-DOS

For more mtormahon or to
order write or call

Patrick Adams

COD, Visa, MasterCard.

Inquiry 294 Inquiry 109 Inquiry 346

GOLDEN BOW
SYSTEMS

Box 3039
San Diego
CA 92/03

619/298-9349

• Simple InItanation Instructions Included.
• 30 day laUsfacUon guarantee or your

money back.
• 1 year warranty.
• Prompt Ihlpment via UPS.

Shipping: from stock. Free UPS surface 2 day
air - add $4.00 Continental USA, add $7.00
Canada. Payment: Visa, M/C, American
Express. Checks held 14 days. COD add $5.00.
Tax: 6% (California only).

Df For the NEC PC 8201;

~
,.! IDECAR/$349.

~ 32K Memory Cartridge,
expandable to 128K

, 32KROM
SPREADSHEET1$88.

For the NEG PG 8201, TRS 80 Mode/lOa
and the Olivetti MlO;

8K MEMORY MODULEI
$49.95 each

(800) 732-5012
Inside California
(805) 987-4788

."PURPLE .
f/i/iJCOMPUTING
2068 Ventura Blvd.
Camarillo, CA 93010

VT100
$150.*

'plus your IBM PC or compatible

Use your IBM PC as a DEC VT100 with
ZSTEMpc-VT100 smart terminal emulator

132 columns by windowing -
no additional hardware

Double High/Double Wide Characters
Complete VT100 line graphics

Smooth scrolling
Full keyboard softkeys / MACROS

Bidirectional file transfers 
including XMODEM

Speeds to 38.4KB. High throughput.

ZSTEM Communications Division
KEA SYSTEMS LTD.

#412 - 2150 W. Broadway
Vancouver, B.C.

CANADA V6K 4L9
(604) 732-7411

No-Slot Installation for
IBM PC, COMPAQ, COLUMBIA

$70 - $95 + taxlshpg

~
P&\

DATAMAC, DAVONG,
GREAT LAKES, IOMEGA,

XEBEC, ZOBEX, others.

oaT
DISK B

-\-- CVRITY
sf: FiXTends

boot hassles,
stops data
thieves-

Inquiry 151 Inquiry 375 Inquiry 289
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30 14LS195 ... 14LS424.. 14LSI96 ." 7......... 14LS191 ." 14LSe70.. 14L5221 ... 81LS1l5
75 74L5240 ... .,"'"".. 14LS242 ... 81LSa1

7 "" 14LS243 O. 81LS98
39 30 14LS244 1.26 25LS2521

" .30 14LS245 1.45 25LS2569

3M·S
.20 4028$ .6.5 4O$Q$1.QO .505

" .... .7• .... .. ....
" '030 30 .... 39 '507
70 '03' 325 .... ,.....
25 '032 ,,. 4070 .35 4510
O. "'3A 1.91 4071 '0 4511

"" '035 " 4072 ,. 4512
39 .037 1.95 4073 2. 4514

" .... .75 4075 .2. ..,.
" ..., 75 407& .75 4516
3. ..., ... 4011 .35 ..,.
75 ",." ... A07. 35 ..20
30 .... .0 .... .20 ....
35 .... ... '''2 .. ....... ...7 '0 .... ... ....
70 .... ... .... .0' lKlC05

"" ..., .35 ...3 ... e<lC07., '050 .3A .... 2." ""'"..... '05' .75 .... .... MC14409... ...2 .15 .... .... Me14410
.25 '053 15 '50' 50 Me14411
59 .055 30. ..., O• MC14412
25 .... ,.. A503 .•2 MC14419..

1i~1.r"'a;t.J&S
.35 14514 5.55 145158 $.e9 "'"36 14$85 ".89 145160 2.49 7AS2

35 7..... ... 145181 ,.. 7"'... 745112 55 145114 ". 7"2.. 145113.55 145175 '" 7""
39 145114 .. 145168' I 49 7..,7

"" 1451242.69 145llM 1.49 7AS3ll
35 7451321_39 145195 1.49 ',..7
.35 145133 .45 145190 1.49 7"'7
35 145134 .50 145240 ,.. 7,..'
35 145135 .. 14$241 ,.. ,,..,
35 14S1361.3!il 74$242 L" 7,..'
35 145138 .69 14$243 .... ''55T.. 1451311 ., 745244 .... 7'557.. 745140 .56 145251 1.19 ''557
39 745151 .. ''''50 '" T'55'
35 148153 .. 148251 "0 7

"" 148151 .99 748258 '" 7AS..

""

7_ • '0 7... .... 14123$ .. 7411&$ ..
'AO' '0 7'" ... 14125 '2 14111 50
7.., " 7... ... 14126 .. 14119 , 3A
7.., '0 7"'" ..• 14128 " 74180 75
7... '0 1451 ..• 14132 .. 74181 '15,... 23 "53 ..• 14136 75 14182 ".7_ .. ".. .,. 14141 .85 14184 2_25
1401 " "50 25 14142 ,.. 14185 2_25,- " 7..., ~7 14143 3.10 14190 .,,... ,. 1410 .20 14144 2." 14191 "1410 .,. 1412 .20 14145 .50 14192 ..,
1411 " 141S .33 14141 ..0 141e3 .7
1412 ,. 1414 .3A 14148 ". 14194 "1413 3A 1415 .,. 14150 '.39 14195 .7
1414 " 141& .3A 14151 ... 14190 75
141& " 1419 .... 14152 .•7 14\97 ..
1411 ." 7..., ... 14153 .53 74198 ".
"20 " "'" ... 141501 1.19 741i9 ,,.
1421 35 7.., .. 14155 ... 14221 '"1422 .. 7_ 55 14150 .50 14251 .75
7423 .. 7_ .35 14151 .59 14213 ,..
1425 .20 ,... 1.95 74158 ,... 14216 ,..
1426 20 ".. .35 14158 .... 14279 75
1427 " 1491 ... 14180 .70 142&3 'AO
1428 55 "" ... 14161 ... "... 2 ..
7A30 '0 1493 .35 14162 ... ",.. 2 ..
7<32 20 1494 .. 14163 .. "'.. ..,
"'" ." ".. .50 74184 .50 "'.. 1.49",. 20 lAO. 50 14165 ... 7.,.. ••
""" .. 1491 2.10 14166 ... """" ...
7... " 14100 "50 141&7 2.15 ",., ..
7.. , " 14101

." 14110 1.25 """" ..
1442 .. 14109 37 14112 ". """" 1.45
1443 1.15 14116 1.45 14113 .0 7""'3 ..33
1444 1.15 14121 .20 14114 ... 7.... 2.25
1445 .. 14122 ... 14115 ...

"Ji'"

'1+""
74COO$ 35 I14C74 5 85 174C161 $1 15 I 14C31352 35
l-e02 35 14C85 189 14(;115 115 14C314 235
74C04 29 74C90 1 15 7'C240 1 89 140901 58
14C08 35 74C93 1 15 74C244 1 89 14C92'2 446
74Cl0 35 MORE 14C IN STOCK - AlSO IN CATAlOG

f(RMS:WeatXeOlVlSA loIe 1010 ~~~c:iledls
SC/loolMl(l~POs WtllOllOld!irQeyoulardunblweS/llp
~SO'QldlecI<s requlfe llnvers license and credI1 grd /I No $wdWg1
AdclecleeVISAorMC COOs~S500rlql.llre2O".depl'».IIWI1:llOfllef

Add l'shlppngand twldblig tor UPS Weol1eJ~~
Proc.essubled1octwooeWlthoot nollee We reserve the roont IOsull·
stltu1em;muI;lClureIWe~renolr~IOlly\109rapna1err()(l,

Rel4lil S,lePric:nlUyV,,-,

7A$OO
7AS02
7AS03
7_
7....
7.....
7.....
74510
14811
14815
7"20
14822
7AS30
7AS32
7....
7....

7'55'
7....
7...._EI:Il".

.....
'00'
'00'
'000
'007
'000....
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4018
4011
4018
AO"
'020
4021

"'''.023..,.
'02'
AO"

$2.95

2."
2."
3.15
'.35
3.15".
3.1~

27.

'"1.25
2 ..
2.85,..
"0,..,..
'.55...
2."
3.45
'20".
'"..,
'"1.45,..
2.19....
"0"0
'39

"'.35....
50....

4.10
1.&5
3.20
1.49".
"20
37552.
1.95

39
15

'"3."...
3.15
&.15....
".

5 925
375
57.
8.15

" ..
1195

"" .."" ..
3A ..

1995.00

$349.95
69.95
49.95
49.95
99.95

799.00
1699.00
3499.00

775.00
449.00

......
18411
7....
7....
AY38910
AY38912
SSl·2113

•""U--
$1.19.""000
$1.35••/250
$1.55."'25

58114 $1125
5832 3.15
AY5231& 11 50
AY53800 11.50
2513·()(UU 11.50
2513-OO2l. 9.50
UP01201 21.95
3341 4 so
11C90 13_25

"IBM PCS"
05100

Hub Rings
Tyvac Cover

Major Mfgr.

.w,.,·
$3.95 NE... $2.45 u.o3O"... NE5<>2 2.10 l.M3815

N 35 LM7.... .. LM3018
H .... LM7.... ,.. MCO<l2•.. LMl10 .. ...,....

4.75 LMl11 75 AC4131
N .AO LM715 3 .. RC"".... LM723N ... AC4151.... LM123H 75 CA3023
CN .•2 LM733 .. CA3030

1.115 LM7"" .... CA3OA.
1.45 LM141CN 33 CA3000,.. u.t141H AO CA3000
1.19 LM141N .20 CA3Oll5

I_VAsI LM141 ... CA3000
N .. LM7" .55 CA3Qe,.. LMl014 ". CA3O<l2
I_VAs) LMl303 .... CA3063.. LM1310 ,.. CA30llll.. """330 ,.. CA3OlI9

, 75 MeI349 ,.. CA300e
2.95 """350 ". ='30... MCI358 ,.. CA3140
3 .. MC1312 .75 =,..
375 LM1414 1.55 CA3'"

N .... LM1558H 2." LM'3OllO.. LM'eOCl 235 LM'_
'.05 LM1812 8.10 LM13100

N 1.59 LM"'30 3.AO LF3A7
N '35 LM1671 5.45 LF35'". LM1672 5.45 LF353

1.15 LM1677 3.20 LF355... LMl889 .... LF3..
N ..20 LM1896 "0 LF357
N 1.15 ULN2001 1.95 TL011CP
N .. ULN2003 1.49 TL012CP
N ... XR2206 3.15 TL014CN.. XR2207 2." TL081CP

2.85 XR2208 2.40 TL084CN
.35 XA2211 3.15 TU94.. LM2877P 2.00 TL496

1.49 LM2878P 2.2~ TL497
23.50 LM.... .83 MC3423

2.85 LM2901 .. """'53... LM2l107 2.45 """'..
1.45 LM2911 2 .. """'50.. LM3900 •• """'..
3." LM3005 1.\5 """'70
2." LM300ll ..

W'·J·'·'i";ljdil'.".'*'....
.69

7.... _

12; 15. 24V . 12. 15.24V
• 12. 1511 ....M 19L0!i. 12. 15V.... It.43o9K ...

lllAG. .1.49 lM311K
C .. .8.15 LM3230<- 1.29

LM337K
15.24V LM330K

2~5.24v. __ 79 LM3i5OT ••
LM35OO<.

101##9""411°'#(."113:1'*1

FARADAY 6400/64K MS-OOS
Motherboard

PERFECT AS Switch (Parallel)

TELEDATA Modem for VIC20/64
APPLE lie Keyboard

IBM PC Compatible Keyboard
$ANYQ 555 MS-DOS Computer

OEC "Rainbow l00A" (3245lisll

OEC "Rainbow 100+ "15475 ~I

5Mb Winchester Upgrade DEC
NEC8201 Portable Computer
ZENITH Z151 100% PC

Compatible Computer

SANYO (SilVer Reed 5(0)
LO Printer 299.00

"OEADLINE" Atarl Software t~9 95 WSll 9.95

VISICALC lie Advanced 149.95

DISKETTES

Mel«11 $11.50
BRl941 11.50
34102 12.50
5016 14.95
8116 10_50
5301 10.50
MC4024 3.15
8038 3.15
53&Il 3.50
581&1 12.25

LM'06AH
LM300H
LM30'

""""Uol305H
LM300H
LM307
LM300CN

"""'''''''""""LM312H

"""'ecN""",eN
"""'ON
lM.12O,""'.
u.<J3llN

'""'"LM3AllN
LM06llCN
LM359
LM3llON
LM310N
LM313N
LM316N

"""77
LM.lllOCN
lM300N
LM381

'"302
LM303N
LM,...,.

'"""""LM381

'""'"LM392
LM123
LM123H
NE531
NE555
NE556
Ne.~58

NE5e1
NE....
LMS65,"...
LM5el
Ne510
NE511

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH

5V,tt DISKETTES Box 10
VERBATIM 525<11 SSIOO $19.95
VERBATIM 550-01 DSIOO 29 95
MAXELL MD-l SSIOO 19.95
MAXELL MD-2 DSIOO 29 95
OYSAN 104110 SSIOO 26.95
DYSAN 104120 OSIDO 33 96
GENERIC SSISS 1595
GENERIC OSIDO 11 95
3v,," DISKETTES (MAC. etc) 44.95
511o"HEAOCLEANINGKIT 11.95
8" HEAO CLEANING KIT 11.95
OYMEC IBM PC DIAGNOSTIC 2996
APPLE" DIAGNOSTIC OISI< 29 95
MACINTOSH DISI<ETTE HOLDER 16.915
5110" OISKETTE HOLDER 1501 16.95

-¥£ti1'U;1'·gl\M2M·I;
64KUPGRADE (Set of 9)$39.95
256K RAMS (256Kxl) $24.95

·'·':'·f1"b"'fii·J;I'f'
IBM PAAAJ.l.EL (Shielded) $29 95
IBM SERIAL lShlelded) 24 95
KEYBOARD EXTENSION 9 95
RS232 GENDER OiANGER Mtle-a.we 14.915
RS232 GENDER OiANGER F~e-Femele 14 95
NULL l.IOCIEJ,A ADAPTOR 1495

7605T.. ,
7.....

""""'"'eMG177_
"'0'"'".7005T.. ,

52295
2695

2132A-4 (45OnS) $ $.50
2132A (25OnS) 8.95
2132.A·2 (2OOn$1 1250
2784 (45On$) 650
2184 125OnS1 1 so
2784 (2OOn$) 17 so
TMS2564 145OnS1 1295
MCU681$4 (45OnS) 34 95
MCM68166 t35OnS) 39 95
21128-313OOnS1 2150
27128125OnS1 2295

53.90
3."
.50
3.15
.50
'.50
750......
.25

1095

511.95 I ~~~
i""'-iN¢,S

MM",".'.'.Ii'&1·· I·'tMM

1102 {lmSl
2108 145OnS1
2158(5V)
211&145OnS1
2716 t3SOnS)
251615V)
TMS2116
T...,.."
2132 (45OnS1
2132 t25OnS)
2132 (2OOnS)

CMOS EPAOfIIS
21C16

_il.im:1:mm.11.

uPOl65524.95 1'197 529 95 I 8843 $3295
1771 15.95 2191 4995 8212 24.95
1191 24.75 2193 4995 leGl 1195
17e3 26 50 21~ 49.95 2143 1295
1195 U.50 2101 49.96 9216 12.95

·3-··.,·Jt.·;,·J··:t*-
8845 5141416275 $26.50 ITMS9918 $3950
88845 11.95 1220 39.95 8300 38 95
68A7 11.50 5021 1195 6645 2150
46505 14.15 5031 21 95 BOO:! 1995
66047 24.50

68000 $48.9516810 $ 2.6516850 $ 3.25
Cl8OOOl.10 68.95 8820 3.15 6852 5.65
8800 2.QO 8821 2QO eseo 1.80
S802 1.15 8B2B 1450 6815 6.15
6803 18.95 6840 1215 6880 2.20
6809E 14.50 (CALl. FOIl HOOe FAMILY)

··'&1:'''·'t'··'·J··:t;~·

ff:uu

.... "50 .... $&.15 .." $&.15
8502A .... 0507 9.15 ll532 •.50..... 0.50 ..20 4.25 ..., 11.50

;OUU

llO35 55.15 "'.. 5 3.15 "'59 $ &.15..,. 5.15 "'.. 1.95 8211 ............ 2 .. "''' 220 "'75 "'.......... .... .". ,.. "''' 8.15
00C85A 0 .. "". 3AO 8282 •.".... 24.50 8237 1415 "'83 8.25
"'7 169.95 8231-5 ,... "'.. '.50.... 20 50 "',. ". .,.. ........ ..... "'''' 3." 11287 ....
8155 6.15 "'.. 10.50 .,.. 14.G5.,.. 6.15 8251 '"

.,.. 4495.,.. 26.95 8251A ... .202 12.95
.20' 23.95 .253 6.15 8141 27 ..
.200 37.95 8255 4.25 .,.. 24.50
0... 3.25 8255A ... 8149 " ..8212 1.95 "'51 5.15 .7..... 34.95

j;u
2.5MHz "A" 4.OMHz ..." &.OMHz

no-cpu 3.15 .3. 0.50
ZlO-eTC 3.15 ". 12.25
ZIO-DART '.50 1195
ZIG·OMA 12.95 1195 1195
ZSO-PIO 3.15 4.25 12.50
Z.0-510/O 11.25 12.25
Z8(I·$10/l 11.95 12.15
Zlo-SI0I2 11.95 1215 38.95
ZlG-SIOIt 11.95 12.15

Z80:30 534.9~ I zeoo' $3·4.95 I Ze132 532.95205,. 34.95 Z<lOO2 3A95 Z8611 3195

'f.1·'Lj'f-i"··L
160'28 13.95 I2350 $ 8.95 IIM8403 5 815
101:]A 3.95 8250 1050 TMS5501 1495
10lSA 8_15 IM&402 115 2651 8.95

!#·'·v¥

4021 t25OnS1 5' 29 TM$4416115OnS) $11 15
110313OOnS1 19 4125e·150115Or!) 2995
4116N·2(15OnS) 1.808113.95 4125&-20012OOn124.95
41 16N-3 12OOlS) 1.65 8112 50 TMS4050 t300nSJ 1.85
41 leN-4 125OrlS) 1.456/10.50 TMS4080 13OOnS1 1.85
4164N-150 115OnlS.95 9/44.95 MM5280 (3OOnS1 186
4164N·200 1200II14_95 9139.50 UPQ.41113ClOr\S) 1.85
4184N·12O (12ons) 6.49 MM529812SOnSJ 185
TMS41641150nSJ 1.95

2101 (45OnS) $2.29 MK41 18 $495
21L02 (45OnS) .11 TUM201&-212OOnS1410
2102·1 (45OnS) .11 TMM2016·1511SOn)4.95
21L02·2 (2SOnSl 1.38 TMM2016·1 (100nS)&.10
2111 (45OnS) 2.75 HM6116P-4 (2OOnSl4.75
2112 (45OnS) 2.15 HM&116P-3(15OnSj495
2114 (45OnS) 1.45819.50 HMfl116p·2 (12On$) 8.85
2114L·4145On) 1.898/12.50 HM61161P-4 (LP) 5.QO
2114L·313OOn) 1.798/13.30 HM8116LP-31LP) &.75
2114l·21200n) 1.898113.90 HM&116LP·2 (LP) 9.95
2147 (55nSl 450 Z&132 (3OOnS) 32.95
4044·4145Or1S1 3.25 HM8264P-15 (150132.95
4044·313OOnS1 3.75 HM&284LP-15 (LP) 36.95
40<14.21200nS) 435 74S169\350S1 1.65
UP0410 (lOOnS) 3.75 934115 (sons) 395
5101 (CMOS) 3.50 93426 (5OnS) 3.95

···U·U""i"'l¥

AOC08OO 514.951 AOCOBl1 59.151'4OBL& 5195
AlJC:0804 3.45 DACOlKlO 4.15 1408L8 2.85
DAC0806 1.90 DAC080/3 2.85 OAC100 1 95
AOC0609 4.45 DACl020 1.95 0AC08 195

.A0C0818 14,25 OACl0211 5.65 DACOI 8.95

..."."...
70
20

1001$5.50
1001&.50

100111.25
100114.25

1-" 100
$3.95 $3.25

4.75 4.10
2.15 2.60
4.15 4.25
8&1 6.10
1.215 6.95

1-11 100
509 $08

11 .15
11 15
'0 39
19 .16
19 1&

'''I·N33
1 3!il 4N35

55 4N31
168 4N38

85 TlL117
.. SPX33..

'!""'M;

""4"'&1·""'·'*--

"":"'38·';£

PH"22A 11$100 2N3OO< 111$1.00
PH_A ... 00 """"'" 1111.00
PN9'. 3" 00 T0P29A 211.00
2N2218A .. TOP3OA V, 00
2N2219A .. TIP3IA 211.25
2H2OO/i .. TIP32A 211.25

2H2.'" 25 lN4148 251100
2H3055 .. lH151 .., 00
2H,... ". 00 lN4002 1211.00
2H303ll 4/1.00 ,N_ 101100
2N3T72 ...

·'·"'~&i'r1"'·~19[·'·'f·

OluF D$SC BYPASS CAPACITOR
1 uF Dt5C BYPASS CAPACITOR

.01uF MONOUTHIC CAPACITOR
1 uF MONOUTHlC CAPACITOR

64K STATIC RAMCARD $199.95
PLUS MAJOR OEM PlJRCHAS€

WHILe SUPPLY LASTS
ALL NEW. SOME WIO DOCUMENTATION

• TUART 6OAAO SALE i9 95
• FRONT PANEL BD lIMSAlI SALE 7995
• 8G8O MPU BOARD SALE 49.95
• 8" FLOPPY CONTROLLER (Uorrowl 149.95
• $-100 EXTENDER CARD 24.95

5·100 ST
S-l00WW
44 PlnST
44P1nWW
12 PinST
12 PIn WW

MeT-2
MeT-6
MeT·Be
MCA-255

""'"4N21

"""
........ "............
Jumbo Yello_
MIni SIz, Red
Mini Slze Grqn
Mlr1I SIz, Yellow

I:M'P+:f.ii'·M'i;i
KEYTRONlC 51~1. 156.001199.00
MOUSE SySTEMS MOUSE W/SW. 149.95
OUAD8OARD WJ&4I(. 263.00
TECMAA GRAPt11CS MASTER 545.00
TECMAR CAPTAIN 84K 319.00
CURTIS PC PEOESTAL. . .. 3900
PGS or OUAOCHR<».4E ADAPTOR. . 9.00
TILT end SWIVEL STAND .21.00
SYSTEM STAND. .21.00
EXTENSION CABLE IBM MONO 38.00
KEYBOARO EXTENSION CABLE 2B.00
SURGE SURPReSSORS
OIAMOND (LEMONI. 39.00
EMERALD (LIME) .49.00
SAPPHIRE lPEACHl. .59.00
RUBY lORANGC) ~.OO

AST "COMBOPlUS" G4K. $199.00
SIGMA "UA,XlMIZER" $4K 249.95
SIGMA DISK CONTROLLER 169.95
HARD DISK CONTROLLER. .249.95
10 MIl INTERNAL HARD DISt(.. .. 195.00
10Mb EXTERNAL HARD mst< 895 00
15 MtI INTERNAL HARD DISI<. 995.00
15 Mb EXTERNAL HARD 0tSK 1005.00
80 WAn BOOSTER SUPPLY. .149.95
130 WATT IBM SUPPLY 174.95
PC COMPATIBLE KEYBOARD 99 00
leM PC CHASSIS. 129.95
PLANTRONICS "COLORPLUS" 38995
10 Mb INT. TAPE STREAMER. 1150.00
PERSYST MONO CAFlO .199.00
PAAAOISE MONO/COlOR 409.95
HERCULES MONO CARO. . 389.00

FARADAY IBM PC8 MOST MAJOR__C""_•••I04..... _ LINES IN STOCK
$349.95 CALL TOLL FREE

AlB CP~ 30 PLUS CARO SALE 5199.00 BUFFERED GRAPf>I..EA 534995
COEX 16K RAM CARD . SALE 38.~ GRAPPLER SUPER SEFItAL SALE 511995
COEX PAR PRINTER CAAO _JCABLE .49.95 vtOEO 1 RG8 lie 110 189.95
COEX 80 COL EXT G4K CARD SALE 99.95 AP9LE lie S£fUAl CABLE 36_95
IS PI<ASO 110 llUlel . 139.95 APf>LE lie KEYBOARO 4995
~TOH SYSTEM SAVER .6995 APPLE lUI.. POW£A SUPf>Ly 5e_95
KENHSlNGTON PC SAVER. 39 95 APPLE MIe DISK CONTROLLER. .49.95
KRAFT JOYSTICK .. 36.95 APPLE MIe COOUNG FAN SYSTEJ,l 49.95
MeT SPEED DEMON. .24Q.95 STREET EOiO I SPEECH SYSTEM. 99.95
MICROSOFT Z-ao SOFTCARD 241.95 TITAN AOCEL.EAATOR II CARD 449.95
GRAPPLER PLUS ... 119 95 WlZAAO 80 COLUMN CARD SAlE 99 00

#iW"4;'

8tzCOMP "PC INTELUIM)OEM" !lNT) $3411.~

HAYES SMARTM<:X>EM 1200 (EXT) 499.95
HAYES SMAATMOOfM 12008 liNT) 429.95
HAYES SMAATMOOEM 300 (EXT) 229.95
MICAOMODEM APPLE I" 249.95
PROMETHEUS l200M (MACINTOSH) 489.95
PROMETHEUS 1200 (PC EXT) 359.95
NOVATION ACCESS 1·2·3 389.95
CAT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 419.95
APPlE COMPo LOW COST MODEM (3(0)49.95

;"';""'&1$

AMOEI< 300G (GREEN) 5130.95
AMOEK 300A (AMBER) 14995
AMOe( 310A (IBM AMBER) 169 95

CALL FOR COlOA I • HEW Moons
PGS HK·12 (IBM COlOR) 469 95
PGS SA·12 (I'M·RES) 849.95
PGS 1r.tAX·1211BM GREENI 198.95
PGS DOUBLER 8OAAO 221 00
TAXNl 420 lHI-RES IBM) 399 00
ZENITH 122Af123G 69.95
ZENITH ZVM131/135 Cel
SANYO 5500 (Meo-RE5) 219 00
SNNO 1500 (l·ti·RES) 319 00
SNNO (LOOKAUKE) 12" AM8ER SALE 74.95

M."'J?¥

eROTHER HR·15P/s {l3cpsl SALE 5399.00
BROTHER HR·215P/s (23cpsl SALE 899.00
BROTHER HR-35P/S (3ecpel 979.00
NEWI BROTHER M2024 124p1nl 1299.00
CO£)( 80FfT l~) SALE 149.00
EPSON AX·8OI8OFT (IOOcpe) SAVE 150.00
Ef"SON MX-8OFT (8OcpI) SAVE 150.00
EPSOH fX·80 tl6Oc;pel SAllE 150.00
EPSOH fX·l00 (1eocc-J SAVE 150.00
MACINTOSH 0# lie SERIAL 110 115.00
()I(J()1oTA 82P (I eocc-l 399 95
OKlOATA i3P (leocpe) 629.95
OKlOATA 84P 12OOc:pe1 7i9.oo
OKlOATA 2360P(~l 1895.00
TOSHIBA. PI351 124pin) 1295.00
STAR GEMINI lOX 11:zoocp.) 268.00
STAR GEMINI IOXPC 329.00
STAR GEMINI IS)( 319.00
STAR oeMINI 15XPC 449.00
Sf'£CtAL STAR STX-ao TH£AMAL 129.00
Nee ao27A PORTABLE PAINTER 399.00
PANASONIC 1000l SALE 358.00

M·V,,"';'

SEAGATE ST50e 5Mb $299.00
CMIIOMb Call
CMll5Mb c.II
CM122Mb Cell

=~~::: ~ ..·.iil:'&II~I'.j.il;J_
CAlL FOR QUOTE ON HlGHER

CAPACITY H.UCI DRtVESt ',24 25

--__------...'11 :~~:=- ~:~ s~::
SUPER SAVER HoodSI.25 MlIIHIWS.~

HARD ~g~~ :~) ~.:~ s~:~~

5Mb DISK _ .. 15 ..,HM'."
D050S (F.".) $8.i5 $8.as

$199.00 OO5OP,"", .00 '.15
NEW FACTORY DlRECT Hood $3 25 Mig HIW S ill

NO ..TURNS AT THts PIUCE (OTHER STYl£S IN CATAlOG) • GIll Dol JoII,trix. 8Ocpa,lU-

i.iB~iiii[i•••1 C£NTRONK:S direction-' PrInting'''*''1;''9* ~::~ ::.~';:~.
TEAC 568 SI"~_i5 $ollMIf 3e PIn ...... ~"""Ind 8loek Pmttrog
MlTSUB&SHI4851 1-49 96 SoIdw 36 PIn F..... • SelecUde C. Pitcn. line

~TT~OO-2 :::: (CAll TOU fAU fOR IOC'" ~-::~

SHUGART 801:" DiSl( OfUV£S S2lW 95 1*1""3" to AQOIe 14"'5

SIEMENS 1'00100-8 12$ i5 ,"" 100 I::=====::;;::=====~SIEMENS 1'00200-8 OSIOO 1!iJ500 a PIn SfllP S 13 S ,10
...T5 M2MM .:J995 '4 PIn STIlP 15 11 SUPER SAVER HI-TECH SPEClALS

~~'::::'... ::: ::::::~::::: ~ :: IBM pes TMS99532NL
QUME 242 v.Ht 3G8.95 20 PIn STIlP .28 28 ComcI. OSJDO Oibk Drh'1 300 BAUO UOOEU IC

_'I;''1,'.':'W.i_ ~::~~iL: : :~~ $12495 $1495
28 PIn STIlP .38 32

1514" CASE POWEA SUPPlY S6i.1il5 3e PIn STIlP 45 .30
514" DUAL YtHt....../POWER SUPPlY 711.i5 "0 PIn STIlP 48 42
8" DUAl CASE _/PO'loYER SUF'f'\.Y 279.~ $4 PIn STIlP 395 3.25
8" THINUNE DUAl _IPOWER SUPPLY 199.95
51'''HAROOlSK_IPOWERSUF'f'\.Y 199.95 WlAEWRAP(OOlO) 1-" 100

514" Yo HIGH HARD 0lSK 199.~ ,: ::::: $ :~ 5::

··'##·'·'''1:'·'·''9f- I' 18PW'1WWf3!. 65 .5518 PW'I WW!3L. 88 .77
APPlE Illite COMPATIBLE $174.95 20 PW'I WWI3l.. 99 .90
APf>LElVlleCOMPATtBLEv"HIGH 164.95 22PW'1WWl3t. 119 1.13
MlCROSCI APPlE lie DAM 219.95 24 PIn WWI3l. 1.25 1.17
APPlE 1110 APPLE lie ADAPTOR 19.95 28 p;n WWI3l. I 49 1.39
~E lillie mst< CONTROLLER- • 49.95 40 PIn WW/3t.. 189 1.75

TEllTOOUZIF ZERO INSERTION
16 Pln $&.75 24 Pin $7.85 28 PIn $U15

ewe Sloe" All Type, 01 SodteU)
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$249.95
$239.95
$449.95

2400 BAUD MODEM
• 0-300, 1200, 2400 baud
• Bell 103. 113, 212A, CCITT V.22, V.22
• Auto baud, redial, and answer
• 8 LED status indicators
• Self test & speaker volume control
• Looks like a Hayes smartmodem
• 1200 baud & 1200B modems also avail

liST
Jade 1200 $399
JADE 12008 IBM PC _ $299
Jade 2400 $699

Sophisticated direct-connect auto-answer/auto
dial modem. touch tone or pulse dialing RS232C
Interface programmable LIST JADE

HAYES Smartmodem 2400 __ 5895 5699.00
HAYES Smartmodem 1200 __ 5699 $469.95
HAYES 1200B w/o Smartcom II _ 5539 5359.95
HAYES 1200B for IBM PC__ 5599 $399.95
HAYES Smartmodem 300 5289 $199.00
HAYES Hayes Cronograph __ 5249 5199.95
HAYES Micromodem 100 __._ 5399 5299.95
HAYES Micromodem lie 5299 5239.95
HAYES " Smartmodem IIc 5399 5249.95
HAYES PLEASE Software 5395 $299.95
HAYES Smartcom II $149 $99.95

HAYES Smartmodem

JADE

$395.00
$49.95

JADE

$189.95
$199.95
$469.95
$299.95

$139.95
$179.95

$1995.00
$3195.00

CALL
5395.00
5429.00
$449.00
5695.00
5169.00
$995.00

IBM-AT Multi Function
Expansion Board

• Up to 3 Megabytes of RAM
• Uses standard 64K or 256K chips
• Has PAL for split addressing
• Low power, IBM-A T high speed bus
• One parallel & one serial port
• Second serial port optional

LIST

128K, 1 serial, 1 parallel $495
Second serial port option - $59

Expansion Boards
for your IBM-AT

LIST

Quadport-AT IS. lP 5154
4 Serial port kit $195
Quadmeg-AT 1 MEG 52465
Quadmeg-AT 2 MEG 53995
Quadmeg-A4 4 MEG 57490
JADE AT-Expando plus 5495
AT-Memory Master plus $495
AST Advantage-AT $495
Bar Code Reader System 5895
128K Upgrade Kit . $395
20 Megabyte Hard disk 51790

PERSYST BOARDS LIST

Mono display adapter 5225
Mono display adapter w/parallel _ $250
BoB Hi-res display adapter __ $595
Time Spectrum SB 384 64K __ 5395

List Price $293 SALE PRICE $179.95

HIGH SPEED 8087 APU

MODEM PHONE 300
• Speaker phone & 300 baud modem
• Auto answer, auto disconnect
• 20 number x 18 digit memory

Modem phone 300 __ $149 $99.95

OMNI-READER
TEXT SCANNER

For OATA ENTRY
• Enters data at 160 cps
• Serial interface configured as a modem
• 300, 600, 1200. 2400. 4800. 9600 baud

SALE PRICED AT $479.95

Double sided. double density

Tandon 100-2 $169.00 each
Teac 55B $129.00 each
360K Half height drive $99.00 each

AST for IBM PC LIST JADE

Six Pak plus OK N/A $249.95
Six Pak plus 64K 5395 $269.95
Six Pak plus 256K 5695 $489.95
Six Pak plus 384K 5945 $589.95
Mega plus 64K 5395 $269.95
Mega plus 256K 5665 $429.95
Mega plus 512K 51095 $799.95
I/O plus 5165 $119.95
Graphpak 5790 $574.95

360K DISK DRIVES
for IBM PC

10 Megabyte Hard Disk
for IBM PC $699.00

• IBM PC. XT AT compatible
• Low-power. half-height tape drive
• Uses standard data cassettes
• UniQue flexible software allOWS choice

of file-by-file or complete mirror-image
back-up & retneval

• 6 different file selection parameters
• Automatic error checking & correction
• Includes controller card & software

LIST JADE

20 MB cassette back-up $995 $695.00
45 MB lit tape back-up $1195 $895.00
External 45 MB system $1495 $1095.00

20 MEGABYTE
Tape Back-up System

NEW PRODUCTS--
Jade's guaranteed quality & our low prices make these new products a real bargain!

Plug-n-run. ready to go. complete with controller
card. data cable. and mounting hardware, totally
PC/XT compatible. faster than XT. handles 4
different operating systems, streamer tape back-up
available. External model includes cabinet & power
supply. LIST JADE

10 mbyte internal 51795 $699.95
10 mbyte external 52095 $999.95
15 mbyte internal $1995 $1299.95
15 mbyte external 52295 $1399.95
22 mbyte internal 52495 $1699.95
22 mbyte external 52795 $1799.95

KEYTRONICS KEYBOARDS
LIST JADE

5150 5209 $159.95
5151 5299 $199.95
5152 5329 $229.95
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JADE

$149.95
$149.95
$79.95

$269.95
$145.95

$39.95
$139.95

$49.95
$59.95
589.95

$119.95
$175.95
$159.95
$895.00

LIST JADE

ISOBAR

1200B for IBM PC 5399 $299.95
1200 RS-232 $495 $389.95
1200A for Apple 5449 $329.95
1200 Mac Pac for Macintosh __ 5495 $389.95

The ISOBAR looks Ilkea standard multioutlet power
strip but contains surge suppression cirCUitry and
built-in noise filters. plus 15 amp circuit breaker.

LIST JADE
4 receptacle 589 559.95
8 receptacle 599 569.95

UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLY
A must for every computer system

425 Wall UPS 5539 $469.95

PRO MODEMS
from Prometheus

APPLE ACESSORIES
LIST

Full Height Disk Drive 5299
Half Height Disk Drive 5249
Controller 5100
CP/M 3.0 Card $399
ALS Z Engine 5299
16K RAM Card $99
Besf 80 Column Card 5219
Printer Card & Cable 5109
Fan w/surge protect 599
Koala Pad 5125
Grappler Plus 5175
Buffered Grappler/16K 5245
Disk Drive for Apple lie 5299
10 Meg Hard Disk 51495

JADE

$69.95
$94.95
$49.95

5139.95
5149.95
5179.95
5249.95
5399.95
5469.95
$589.95
$199.95
$469.95
$649.95
5229.95
$499.95
5499.95

$89.95
$99.95

$139.95
$129.95
$349.95
5469.95

JADE
5189.95
5339.95
5379.95
5209.95
5209.95
5449.95
$239.95
5249.95
$319.95

$87.95
$239.95
$389.95

LIST

~...a.. ::I:»::El
Computer Products

West Rosecrans Ave. Hawthorne, California 90250

ULTRA-VIOLET
EPROM ERASERS

Amdek 300G 5179
Amdek 300A $199
Amdek 310A 5230
Amdek Color 300 5349
Amdek Color 500 $525
Amdek Color 600 $650
Amdek Color 700 5799
PGS MAX-12 5269
PGS HX-12 640x240 5699
PGS SR-12 720x480 5799
PGS Doubler board $299
14 inch Quadchrome II 5599
Comrex CR6800 750x400 5649
Gorilla Green 599
Gorilla Amber 5119
JADE Hi-res Amber 5199
JADE Hi-res Green 5199
JADE Color RGB 640x240 5699
JADE Color RGB 720x480 5799

IBM VIDEO BOARDS LIST

Hercules Color 5245
Hercules Graphic 5499
Plantronics Color plus 5549
Quadcolor I 5295
Quadcolor II 5275
AST Monograph plus 5595
PC Peacock 5299
PC 384K Genie OK 5395
Paradise Graphics card 5395
Paradise Module A 595
Paradise Module B 5275
Everex Graphics Edge 5599

SHUGART SA 801 R $159.
SHUGART SA 801R SS/DD (limited supply)
List 5502 $159.00 ea 2 for $149.00 ea.

SHUGART SA-851R DS/DD
List 5605 $459.00 ea 2 for $455.00 ea

LIST
Spectronics w/o timer 599
Spectronics with timer 5139
Logical Devices 589

Hi-Res MONITORS

JADE
5339.95
5129.95

JADE
$234.95
$275.95
$339.95
$399.95
$595.95
$449.95
$239.95
$389.95
$549.95
$209.95
$199.95
$995.00

$1695.00
$2995.00

$599.00
$399.00
$299.00
$549.00
$189.00
5349.00
$599.00

4901

Los Angeles Area

(213) 973-7707

$1595.

$2995.

OPTION #3
256K expandable to 640K,
10 megabyte hard disk.
parallel port.
serial port,
clock/calendar.
RAM disk/spooler.
color card
Amdek 300G monitor

256K, dual disk drives, and disk controller.

Quadboard No RAM 5269
Quadboard 64K 5395
Quadboard 128K 5495
Quadboard 256K 5595
Quadboard 384K 5795
Quadllnk 5680
Quad 512 plus 64K 5325
Quad 512 plus 256K 5550
Quad 512 plus 512K 5895
Quadcolor I 5295
Quadcolor II 5275
Quad 2 MEG w/512K 51195
Quad 2 MEG w/l mbyte __ $1995
Quad 2 MEG w/2 mbyte __ 53495
Pallelle Master 256 colors 5695
Quadgraph Graphics Card __ $499
Quadvue IS, IP, C, monochrome _ $345
Quad sprint doubler 5645
576K Max PAQ w/64K 5205
516K Max PAQ w/384K 5595
Asher Voice & Data 5695

MICROSOFT for IBM PC
LIST

Mouse with Word 5495
Mouse 5199

QUADRAM for IBM PC

Inside California

(800) 262-1710

JADE
$389.95
$379.95
$249.95
$299.95
$199.95
$399.95

256K.
two disk drives.
disk controller,
PGS color monitor,
color graphics card.
parallel port.

OPTION #2

PC

Call us Toll Free! $2395.
& our experts will custom build
an IBM PC to satisfy your exact needs.

256K.
two disk drives.
Monochrome card.
monitor. and printer port

$1895.

OPTION #1

--- ------ --------- - ---- - - -------------
®

New! from JADE
IBM Multifunction Card
Up to 384K. parallel printer port. RS-232 serial port.
FREE serial cable. clock/calendar, RAM
disk/spooler and diagnostic software package

LIST JADE
OK 5349 $198.95
64K 5449 5243.90
256K 5549 $372.90
384K 5649 $458.90

Glaphics Edge 5499
Graphics Pacer 5489
Ever Graphics 5289
Evercom Modem 5359
Magic card OK 5275
Magic card 384K 5799

The Best from EVEREX

Place Orders Toll Free!
Continental U.S.A.

(800) 421-5500

64K RAM Upgrade Kits

~:~y~~r $2995
High speed RAM upgrade kit with FREEl parity
(error detection) and one year warranty. JADE

128K RAM Kit for AT 5359 5169.95
256K RAM Upgrade Kit 5495 $179.95
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The LITTLE BOARD with
FREE! CP1M 2.2

JADE

$229.95
$269.95
$229.95
$269.95
$149.95

Stand alone Microbuffers LIST

32K parallelm/parallel out __ 5299
64K parallel in/parallel out __ $349
32K serial in/serial out $299
64K serial in/serial out $349
64K add-on board $179

MICROFAZER BU FFERS
Quadram
Expandable to 64K (parallel model expands
to S12K)

8K parallel tn/parallel out $169 5139.95
32K parallel tn/parallel out __ $225 5164.95
128K parallel in/parallel out __ 5445 5269.95

8K senal tn parallel out 5'99 5169.95
32K senal tn parallel auf 5260 5199.95

8K parallel tn senal out 5'99 5169.95
32K parallel In senal alit 5260 5199.95

8K senal tn/senal out $199 5169.95
32K senal In senal out 5260 5199.95

MICROBUFFER
Practical Peripherals

PRINTER ACCESSORIES
JADE

IBM PC style cable $54 528.95
Standard parallel cable $40 $28.95
Apple Card & cable $109 $49.95
RS-232 serial cable $30 $24.95
Ribbons AS LOW AS $4.99
Apple lie cable $39 $27.95

51699.95
$219.95
$999.95

51299.95
$219.95
5399.95
$99.95

5179.95
$199.95
$449.95
5124.95

$1399.95
$229.95

524995List Pnce $399

Hurry Limited Quantity!

MANNESMAN-TALLY
Spirit 80 Printer

High quality 24 pin head. 192 CPS draft mode. 96
CPS letter quality. LIST JADE

P1351 $1895 $1299.95
Tractor $195 $174.95
Sheet Feeder $1095 $899.95

TOSHIBA P1351
High speed & letter qIJality!

LETTER QUALITY
PRINTERS ON SALE!

LIST

Diablo 630 40 CPS $2340
Tractor for 630 $250
Starwriter F·10 40 CPS $1895
Starwriter F·10 55 CPS __ 51995
Tractor for F-10 $250
Comrex CR-II __ $599
Tractor for CR·II $120
Keyboard for CR-II $199
Sheet feeder for CR-II $259
Juki 6100 18 CPS $599
Tractor for 6100 $149
NEC 3550 33 CPS $2250
Tractor for 3550 $265

580.00
5100.00
5250.00
5200.00
5200.00
5300.00
5300.00
5500.00

599.95
539.95
549.95

5399.95

SUPER DISKETTE SPECIAL
perfect for IBM, APple,
Kaypro, etc.
Ultra-high quality diskettes from a premUl

m
U S

manufacturer. certified to be absolutely error
free lor one full year. Buy a bOX of ten thiS month
and we will Include a plastiC storage/library

bOX FREEl
Single-sided, double-density - 534 516.50
Double-sided, double-density - $42 $19.50
Bulk Diskettes as low as - 51.

1
0

Continental U.S.
800·421·5500

Inside California
800·262·1710

For Technical Inquires
or Customer Service call:
213·973·7707

EPSON RX-80 SAVE
EPSON RX-80F/T SAVE
EPSON RX-100F/T SAVE
EPSON JX-80F/T SAVE
EPSON FX-80FIT SAVE
EPSON FX-100F/T SAVE
EPSON LQ-1500 SAVE
EPSON/COMREX 420 CPS _ SAVE
2K Serial Board RX/FX $149
FX-80 Tractor $59
LQ-1500 Tractor $89
LQ-1500 Sheet Feeder $499

EPSON PRINTERS
New Plus Series in Stock!JADE

$299.95
$569.95'
$799.95'
5949.95
5119.95

539.95
$89.95

120 CPS & 200 CPS OKIDATAS LIST

Okidata 82120 CPS 5499
Okidata 83 120 CPS $775
Okidata 84 parallel 200 CPS _ 51395
Okidata 84 serial 200 CPS __ $1495
2K serial board $150
IBM PC ROMS for 82/83 $49
IBM PC ROMS for 84 $99

*FREE! Plug-n-Play option with
purchase of 92, 93, or 84

A-B PRINTER SWITCH

OKIDATA
Prices Slashed
*FREE IBM ROMS
160 CPS, Correspondence Quality LIST JADE

Okidata 92 parallel $599 $389.95'
Okidata 93 parallel FREE tractor! $995 $599.95'
2K serial board 5120 $99.95
IBM PC ROMS for 92 $59 $49.95
IBM PC ROMS for 93 569 559.95
Extra 82/93 Ribbon 5995 54.95
82/92 tractor 589 554.95

Allows YOllr computer to run either of two printers.
standard parallel switch box LIST JADE

Printer switch 5149 589.95
Extra Cable $40 529.95

Mlnature single board CP/M computer deSigned to
mount directly on top of a 5'/," floppy disk drive
(7.75" x 575") Contains Z80A. CPU. 64K RAM.
Boot Eprom, terminal port. modem port, parallel
printer port. floppy disk controller, and CP/M 22
Included FREE' LIST JADE

lillie Board with CP/M __ 5400 5349.95
Support package 550 548.95
Serial cable 513 511.95
Diskless monitor Eprom 530 524.95
190K Disk drive 5249 599.95
350K Disk drive __ _ 5399 5149.95
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We accept cash. checks. credit cards. or purchase orders from qualified firms and institutions.
Minimum prepaid order 515.00 California residents add 6'12°/0 tax. Export customers outside the US or Canada please
add 10% to all prices. Prices and availibility subject to change without notice. Shipping and handling charges
via UPS Ground SOlt/lb. UPS Air $1.00/Ib. minimum charge 53.00
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Computer Products



Lets you Design,
create and run
problem solving
expert systems on
the IBM-PC or
DEC Rainbow. No
programming, uses
English language
knowledge base.

$95.

in:»...... ITM
Advises,
Forecasts,
Simulates,
Tutors,
Decides,
Evaluates,
Solves,
Reports.

4980 S-A1A, Melbourne Bch. FL 32951
305/729-9046

CREDIT CARD ORDERS ACCEPTED

dBASf:'.'~lIl1dlamer1od~·Til.

MS·DOS 5395 AOSIVS 5995

• Sophisticated online manual and
HELP facility

_D-
Interpreter I Compiler

• dBASE II@ source compatible
• Runs 3·20 times faster than dBASE II

• Up to 48 fields per record

• Full type·ahead capabilities

• Provides compact object code and
program security

• Twice as many memory variables
as dBASE II

~~Bi!~~~O~!~~· at
Bowling Green. OH 43402 I 419·354·3981

$90.00
$200.00
$300.00
$125.00
$250.00
$350.00

$35.00

LOW COST UNIYBHSAL
B(B)PROM PROGRAMMER

.< ~

-rr.t C

I

• SUPPORTS: CEPHC»4S) 2516 THRU ~, 2716 THRU 512,
27CI6 TKRU 128, 68732 THHU 66 (REPR<MS) 52BI3
THRU 33, 2816A THRU 64A (MICROS) 8741 THRU 49K

• NO PERSONALITY MODULES, ONBOARD POWER SUPPLY
• RS232C INT8Rt'ACE, XON-XOrt·, RTS, CTS, DTR
• ACCi-:YTS KEYBOARD ENTRY WITH LINE EDITING
• ACCEPTS ASCII, INTEL, AND MOTOROLA fORMATS
• USER FRIENDLY MONITOH FOR I/O DKBUGGJlrKi
• t'AST PHOOR»fltING SUPPORTED; 2764 UNDER 3 MIN.
• LOW/HIGH BYTE PHOORAl+tING t'OH 16 BIT DATA PATH
• BYTE. BLOCK, OR CHIP ERASH (EEPRO'tS ONLY)
• LIST IN INTEL OR MOTOROLA HEX FORMAT
• YERIn PROGRAM AND YERIFY BLANK CCM4ANDS

• 1409-01: 411: t'iIfolliARE. PCB. XFOHHER. DOC
• 1409-02: 1409-01 + fULL SU OF PARTS
• 1409-03: ASSDtBLED AND TESTED UHIT
• l409-ll; 8X rIllr4WAHE, PC8, XFORMER, DOC
• 1409-12; 1409-11 -+ fULL SET Qt' PARTS
• 1409-13; ASSE>I8LED AND TESTED UNIT
• cot+IUNICATION DRIVERS fOR ~T PC'S

D&C MICROSVSTRMS
6322 P«>JAVE DR, SAN JOSE, CA 95120

Tel. (408)997-7685, 'NX 4995363

Inquiry 137 Inquiry 201

INC.

• lowest
Price

• Reliable
Service

• Quality
Products

\f8
fl.. mARVmAC INDUSTRIES

800-231-3680

Radio Shack TRS·80's·
Epson Printers

INTRODUCING

THECYPIB'·

People you Trust to give you the very best!

22511 Katy Fwy., Katy (Houston) Texas 77450
(713) 392-0747 Telex 774132

A COMPLETE 68000 & Z 80
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER SYSTEM
WITH ULTRA-HiGH-RES GRAPHICS!!
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Inquiry 245

• Centronics Parallel
• Handshake SIgnal,
• Compact 3y' x ." )( ,,,

• R$232 serial
• 8 e.ud Rates
• latched Output,

North Hills Corporation
3564 RollLnq View Dr.

While Bear Lake. MN 55110
MN Call Collect 1·612·770·0485

·venlLable; same roduct, same quantltLes

maxsll DISKS
[IHTlMF WARRANTY

Think you're getting the best price
on Maxell Diskettes?
You're right ... BUT ONLY IF

You're buying from
NORTH HILLS CORP.

We will beat any nationally adver
tised price· or give you a 15 disk
library case FREE!

Call us last-TOLL FREE-for our
best shot every time.

1-800-328-3472
Formatted and hard sectored disks in
stock.

Oedler Inqutrles inVited. COD's and charge cards
accepted. All orders shipped from stocK wlthm 24
hours. Why wail 10 days to be shipped?

~_N{

Inquiry 127

(716) 325-5530::=:.OFFICE EOUI_EHT.IIO«EIIS
21' ..LE ....HOEII.TIIEIT

!IOCHE.Tl!"'. HEW "O"'K 1...·0T
TEUJ..U11'.

E><SEb.

SEE OUR AD ON PAGE 32

IBiI
ORDER TOLL FREE

1-800·EEl·PROM
(1-800-331-7766)

TELEVIDEO TPC-1
PORTABLE COMPUTER

PAL, EPROM
PROGRAMMERS
& UV ERASERS
FROMS49.9S

FEATURES:
64K Ram
DualS';." Floppy Disk Drive
(368.6K per drive)
9" Amber Graphic Monitor
Low Profile Keyboard
w/10 function keys
TeleWrite, TeleCalc,
TeleChart CP/M

I!!
LIST PRICE
=:::!:1=;1l81i;t!!:

OUR PRICE
\ 5995.00

I ~Emi! 50% SAVINGS
WHILE THEY LAST

Inquiry 132

Inquiry 207 Inquiry 261 Inquiry 218
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Low Cost EPROM
PROGRAMMER

QUY-T8/2T $97.50
INDUSTRIAL Model

• T18Y Action, • UV Indicator
• eo-mlnut. adlulRtabl. tlm.r

• St••1 .nclo.u.. • Saf.ty .wltch
• Er... 15 EPROMS In 20 mlnut••

UV ERASERS
QUY-T8/1 $49.95

ECONOMY Model

I

The "Shooter" $395.00

• 32K b"IR upg18dabl. to 128K m.mory
• Built-In S.rlal RS-232 Port
• Prog18m "v.rlfy 271 e thru 27256
• Int.lIIg.nt, fa.t programming
• Up/download Hall, BlnIRry, ASCII etc.
• S.rlal RS-232 Int.rfac. compatlbl.

QUY-T8/2N $68.95
(No Timer)

LUY-1 $149.95
PRODUCTION Model

QUY·T8/2 $124.95
FAST Industrial Model

ST-8 $195.00
a-Tray Storage Cabinet

• Er.... 8 EPROMS In 20 mlnut••
• Plaatlc Enclo.u..

GANG PROGRAMMER
GANGPRO-8'" S995.00

• High through-put
• R.llabl., u••r-frl.ndly
• Int.lIlg.nt algorithm
• Prog18m and v.rlfy 271 e thru 27258
• Stand alon. (RS-232 option .185)

OTHER PRODUCTS:
PROMPRO-8 $689.00

e4K V.ralon
• Pow.rful EPROM/Micro d.v.lop-

m.nt prog18mm.r
• K.ypad .Imulatlon
.25eKm.morybulf.ropttonavallabl.

PROMPRO-7 $489.00

• 32K non-.llpandabl. unit
• Built-In 8748, 8749 prog18mmlng

PALPRO-2 $1895.00

Stand-alone RS-232 Unit
• Prog18m. 20 and 24 ••rI•• PAle

PALPRO-1 $995.00

Programs 2o-pln PALs

LOGICAL r:m:Tr'tT:1
DEVICES, INC.~

2 MHZ
6~OZA UO
6522A UO
6mA 10.9~

6545A 26.9~

655lA 10.9~

3 MHZ
65021 8.95

6180 6.95
6812 10.95
887S 6.90
6180 2.20
8883 21.95
81047 23.95
68411.. 18.95

1 MHZ
68100 9.9S
68102 2125
681G1E . 21.9~

68109 21.95
61110. . . . . . . .. 6.90
68121. . . . . .. 6.90
6814~. 11.95
68150. . 5.90

8018 ..... 2~.9~

8019 . ~U~
8155 6.90
11~5-2 7.90
II ~6 1.90
1115 21.95
1185-2 3U5
8741 19.95
8741 3~.95

8755 Z3.9~

4.0 MHZ
l80A-CPU 3.9~

l80A-CTC 3.9~

llnA-OART 1.9~

llnA-OIA U~

lIOA-PIO 3.1~

ZlOA-SIOIO . . .. 11.9~

lIOA-SIOIl . 11.1~

lI0A-S10/2 . . .. 11.9~

lIOA-SIOIO . . .. 11.9~

ZILOG

l6132 33.1~

ll671 31.9~

82~~-~ ~20

8257 7.90
82~7-~ 8.90
82~9 6.8~

82~9-~ 7.4~

8271 7~.00

8272 38.9~

8274 29.9~

827L 2I.9~

8279 8.90
1279-~. . 9.00
8Z8Z. . . . . . . . . 6.4~
8213. . . . . . . . . 6.4~
1284.. .. .. .. . 4.9~

8216. . . . . . . . . 6.4~

1287.. .. .. 6.4~

8211 24.00
1219 13.9~

1292 16.9~

1 MHZ
6~02 4.90
6504 6.90
8505 8.90
8507 9.90
6520 4.30
6522 6.90
6532 .. 9.90
154~ 21.50
6551 10.1~

68000 4~.9~

6800 2.75
6802 7.90
6801 12.90
680ge 13.9~

6109 10.95
6110 2.90
6120 .. . . . . . .. 4.30
612t .. 2.75
6121 13.9~

6840 11.9~

6843 33.95
6844 24.9~

6845 11.9~

6847 10.95
6150 3.20
68~2 . . . .. 4.9~

1031 5.7~

1035 5.90
8039 5.75
INS-1060 16.95
INS·IOH 45.95
8080 3.90
8085 4.75
8085A-2 10.9~

8086 23.95
8017 . 159.95

2.5 ........ MHZ
ZlO-CPU . . . . . .. 2.9~

lIO-CTC .... . .. 2.9~

ZlO-OART . . . .. 1.9~
ZlO-OIA 11.9~

l8D-PIO 2.9~

ZlG-SIO/O . . . .. 1Q.9~
ZlO-SIOIl .. 10.9~
ZlO-SIOIZ .. 10.9~
l8G-S10/9 . . . .. 10.9~

6.0 MHZ
lIOB-CPU . 8.9~

lI08-CTC 8.9~

lIOI-PiO ... 8.9~

ZlOB-OART . I2.9~

MICROPROCESSORS

8000

Z·80

8200

6800

1202. .. . . . . .. 23.95
1203. . . . . . .. . 31.9~

1205. . . . . . 3.4~

1212. .. 1.75
8214.. . 3.80
8216. . 1.70
8224 2.20
8226. . . . . 1.75
8228 3.4~

8237 11.95
8237-& . 20.95
8238. . . . . . . . 4.45
8243. . . . 3.95
1250. . . . 9.95
1251. . . . . . 4.45
82~3. . . . . . 6.90
1253-~. . 7.90
12~~. .. . 4.4~

741100 .%3 HlI1Z5 .41 7411210 .M
741101 .24 HlIl21 .41 HliZII .54
HlI02 .24 74l1UZ .51 Hlim 1.45
HlI03 .24 7411133 .51 74l1n6 UO
HlI04 .%3 HlII38 .31 Hlim .48
741105 .24 7411137 .98 74lUI0 1.95
HliOI .21 7411138 .54 Hll213 .88
741101 .21 7411131 .54 74l1ZH .11
741110 .24 7411145 1.15 Hll213 .11
741111 .34 HlI147 2.45 HlUU .91
74l1lZ .34 7411141 1.30 HlUIi .11
741113 .44 HlI161 .54 Hlim 1.70
741114 .61 HlIlU .54 HlI3U 3.45
HlII5 .34 HlI164 1J5 HlIl24 1.70
HlIZD .24 HlI166 .81 HlI3U 125
HlI21 .21 HlI161 .88 Hlim 125
HliU .24 Hlim .84 HlI313 1.30
HliZI .21 HlI161 .51 Hl8384 1.10
Hlin .21 HlillO .88 HlIM5 .41
HlI2I .34 Hlilil .84 HlI318 .48
741130 .24 HlI112 .88 Hl8387 .44
741132 .21 HlIl13 .84 7418388 .44
741133 .64 HlI114 .88 7411373 1.35
741137 .34 HlI116 .94 HlI374 1.35
HlI31 .34 7411188 1.90 7411377 1.35
741140 .24 HlIl88 1.70 7411371 1.13
HlI4Z .48 7411111 1.70 HlI371 1.30
HlI47 .74 HlII70 1.45 74l13U 1J5
HlI41 .74 HlII73 .81 7411311 .44
HlI49 .74 HlIl74 .54 HlI3H 1.16
741151 .24 Hlim .54 7418313 1.16
HlI54 .21 HlIlll 2.10 74l13U 1.15
741155 .21 HlIllI 1.90 Hlim 1.4~
741113 1.20 HlII90 .81 7411424 2.90
741173 .38 HlI191 .11 7411447 .31
74l1H .34 HlIlIZ .71 Hll4lO 1.90
741176 .31 HlIII3 .71 74l11Z4 3.15
741171 .31 HlIII4 .81 7411840 2.16
741171 .48 HlIII5 .81 7411845 2.15
741113 .69 74l1l" .71 7411111 1.85
741115 .88 7411197 .71 7411811 IJ5
Hlll8 .31 74l1ZZl .11 7411870 1.46
7UII0 .54 7411240 .94 7411174 UO
Hlill .18 74l1Z41 .91 74l181Z 3.15
HlI9Z .64 7411242 .91 Hll183 3.15
74l1U .54 HlIZ43 .91 Hl1884 3.16
HlU6 .74 7411244 125 74l18U 3.15
HlI98 .18 7411245 1.45 7411811 2.35
HlIl07 .31 7411247 .74 74l1l.. 3.15
HlIlGl .31 7411241 .98 Hlim 23.15
HlIl12 .31 74l1Z49 .&1 IllIU 1.45
7411113 .31 74l1Z51 .51 IllIlI 1.45
T4lI114 .31 74l1Z53 .51 IIlII7 1.45
74l1lZZ .44 Hlim .51 Illlil 1.45
74l11Z3 .71 HlI251 .51 25l1ml 2.75
7411124 2.15 7411259 2.70 Z5lSZ511 420

CRT CONTROLLERS
6845 .............. . ..... 11.95
7Z20 ..... · ... 31.95
CRT ~027 ...... ................ · ... IU5
CRT 5037 ........•• ........... · ... 2U5
TIS 9118A ...................... ... 31;95
HO 46505., ...................... ... 11.95

DISC CONTROLLERS
1771 .. lU5 2797 ........ ~4.95

1791 .. ..... 21.95 6843 ........ 33.9~

1793 .... 25.95 1272 ........ 11.95
1795 21.95 UP0765 ...... 11.95
1797 21.9~ 111176 ...... Z3.9~

2791 ........ 4U5 188877 ...... 25.95
2793 .. 4U5 1691 6.95
279~ .... 5U5 2143 .... 6.95

1984
THE Ie MASTER

Your ticket to fast and
easy Ie selections

;/IC~

STATIC RAMS
2101 2~6 I 4 (4~01l) 1.90
~101 2~6 I 4 (4~01l) (.mu) 3.90
2102-1 1024 I 1 (4~Oftl) .88
2102l-4 1024 I 1 (4~0,,) IlP) .98
2102l·2 1024 I 1 (2~0,,) IlP) 1.4~

2111 2~6 I 4 14~0,,' 2.4~

2112 2~6 I 4 14~0,,' 2.9~

2114 1024 I 4 (4~01l' .99
2114-2~ 1024 I 4 (2~01l1 1.10
2114l-4 1024 I 4 14~001(lP) 120
2114l-3 1024 I 4 1300011lP) 1.30
2114l-2 1024 I 4 1200..1(lPI 1.40
212~ 1024 I 1 2.49
2147 4096 I 1 1~~1I1 UO
TIIS4044-4 4096 I 1 14~0"1 3.4~

TIIS4044-3 4096 I 1 1300.., 3.9~

TII14044-2 4096 I 1 1200ul 4.4~

lUI 18 1024 I (2~0,,' 9.90
T1I1I2016-200 2048 I (200"1 4.10
TIIIII2016-1~0 204U I 1160,,) UO
T1III2016-100 2048 I (10011) 8.10
H1I8116-4 2048 I (20011) ('IRu) 4.70
H16116-3 2048 I (1 ~Ou) ('IRu) UO
H16116-2 2048 I (12011) ('IOU) 8.90
H16116lp·4 2048 I (200u) (._, ~.90

HII6116lP-3 2048 I (1 ~Oo) ('IOUIILP) b.90
HII6118lP-2 2048 I 11200) I._IILP) 9.9~

l-6132 4096 I (3000) IOmt) 33.9~

HII6284P-I~ 8192 I (I~Ou, (emu) 32.9~

HII6284lP-l~ 8192 I (1~01l)1'_) 38.9~

~MR2·AlP-12 8191 , (120'.) ,e"..) 48.9~

lP = !". Pl!we~ D.b! =O",I-St.ll.

DYNAMIC RAMS
TIIS4027 4096 I 1 12~01l) 1.9~

UP0411 4096 • I 130001 1.95
1115280 4096 I I 130011) 1.95
IIK4108 8192. I 120011) 1.90
l1li5298 8192 I I (2~00) 1.80
4116-200 18384 I 1 (20011) .79
4116-150 16384 I I (15011) 1.20
2118 16384 I I (150..) (5.) UO
4164-250 65~36 I I (2~00) 2.99
4164-200 6~~36 I 1 (200,,) (5.) 3.33
4164-150 6~536 I 1 (1500) (5.) 3.99
41256 (20011) 29.95
~125~ (1~01l) 3U5

~v =SI.,II ~ v." Su,,t,

EPROMS
1702 2~6 I 8 (111) 4.4~

2708 1024 I 8 (45011) 2.49
2758 1024 I 8 (4~01l11~" 5.90
2716 2048 I 8 (45011) I~') 2.9~
2716-1 2048 I 8 (3~01l) I~') ~.90

TIIS2~16 2048 I 8 (4~01l) (~.) 5.45
TIIS2716 2048 • 8 (45011) 6.9~

TIIS2632 4098 I 8 (4~01l) 15., 5.90
2H2 4096 I 8 (45011) 15.) 4.4~
2732-250 4096 I 8 (2~01l) (5.) UO
2732-200 4096 I 8 (20011) 15V) 10.95
2764 8192 I 8 (45011) (5.) 6.4~

2764-2~0 8192 I 8 (25011) (5~ 7.4~
2764-200 8192 I 1 (200.,) 15~ 16.45
711$2564 8192 I 8 (45011) (5.) 12.9~

2HZA (3~01l) 4.4~

IIC88186 8192 I 8 (4~01l) (~.) 124 ,III 2U5
27128 18384 I 8 (25011) (5.) 24.9~

5. =SI.". ~ V.1t $0,,1,
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STOPS lightening bolts or other
high energy line surges from
damaging your computer's sen·
sitive components.

SURGE SUPPRESSOR $149.00
-EMI/RFI FILTER-

Protect your computer and its
precious data from black'outs or
brownouts. Turns on if the power
goes off at the wall outlet!

SPS0200VA/1I7V $499.00
SPSo4ooVA/1I7V $699.00

SURGE
- SUPPRESSOR -

~0

•

Eliminates line noise caused by
office equipment, printers, flour'
escent lights, switches, etc.

INTERFERENCE FILTER $49.95

LINE
-CONDITIONER-
Isolation transformer is harmon·
ic compensating to hold line volt
age steady, regulated; also sup
presses pulses and line noise.

LINE CONDITIONER $395.00

PRICE
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
8.99
8.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
8.99
6.99

50·,11 ST 4.85

44·,11 ST 2.85

44·,I.WW 4.85

LAMPS
1·99 100+- --
.09 .08
.16 .14
.16 .14

1m .. .. .. .. .. .11
0.1131 2.io
om04 2.U
OSII35 1.94
oSlIn .91

fREQUENCY
1.0000 .Hz
1.8432.Hz
2.0000.Hz
4.0000.H,
8.0000.H,

10.0000.Hz
18.0000.H,
11.4320.Hz
19.8601.Hz
20.0000.Hz
32.0000.Hz

EDGECARD
CONECTORS

S-100 ST 3.85
S·\OO 4.85
72·,11 ST 6.85
72·,11 WW 7.85

LED"
Jumbe RED
Jumbo GREEN
Jumbo YELLOW

CRYSTAL CLOCK
OSCILLATORS

BT28 1.54
8ml 1.14
8Tl5 .11
1m .11
1m ......... .11

PART NO.
1.000
1.843
2.000
4.000
8.000

10.000
16.000
18.432
19.660
20.000
32.000

1.0000 .Hz 3.89 1.0000 .H, 2.89
1.8432 .Hz 3.89 10.0000 .H, 2.89
2.0000 .Hz 2.89 10.7311 .H' 2.81
2.0172 .Hz 2." 12.0000 .H, 2.11
2,4618 .Hz 2.11 1U 112 .H, 2.il
3.2711 .Hz 2.8i 15.0000 .H, 2.11m:: ::: :::::m Ia.oOOO .H, 2.89
4.1943 .Hz 2." 17.4300 .H' 2.11
4.9110 .Hz 2.11 11.0000 .H, 2.89
5.0000 .Hz 2.11 18.4320 .it, 2.89
5.D8I1 .Hz 2.19 11.8101 .H, 2.11
5.1160 .Hz 2.11 20.0000 .H, 2.89
5.U29 .Hz 2." 22.1114 .H, 2.11
5.7143 .Hz 2.19 32.0000 .H' 2.11
1.0000 .Hz 2.11 31.0000 .H, 2.11
8.1440 .Hz 2.19 41.0000 .H, 2.89
8.4000 .Hz 2.81 49.4350 .H, 2.11
8.5538 .Hz 2.81 49.1100 .H, . .. 2.81

32.711 KHz 1.89

- TRANSISTORS -
2H1I1 49 2U613 39 2HU02 U
.P19I1 24 2U686 39 2HU03 24
2H2102 .74 PU686 24 2H4867 99
2H2211 49 .Pl3131...14 PN49I1 U
2HUIIA.. ..49 .P13840 14 lUOIB .24
2H2219 ....49 PN3843 U PI5129 24
2H2219A.. ..49 PU8U U PN5131.. ..24
2H2UL. 14 .P13704.. ..14 2H6209 U
PNUU ....09 .P13708.. ..14 2H8028 34
.P12381...14 2H377!... 1.80 218043...1.70
2HUI4.-. 14 2H3903 ....U 2H8046... 1.70
2H2905 49 2H3104.- ..09 .PH05.. .14
2H2907 U 2H~901 09 .PS-AO&.. ..24
PN2907...110 2UI22 U .,.·A55.. ..U
2H3065 71 2N4I23 U TIPU .....84
3055T 81 2N4U9 U m31 .74
2N3393 11 2H4304 .74 m32 .... .78
2U414.-. 14 2N4401 U

INTERFACE CHIPS

RESISTORS
1/4 WATT 5% CARBON FILM

ALL STANDARD VALUES
FROM 1 OHM-10MEGOHM
50 PCS 1.25
100 PCS 2.00
1,000 PCS 15.00

4.05

.95 1.15 1.15 1.25 1.40 2.00

- - - 2.40

NO. of CONTACTS

NO. of CONTACTS
9 15 25 37 50

.70 .10

.94 .94 1.59 1.79 1.79 1.89 2.39 2.89

ZIF SOCKETS

14 ,I. Zif . .. .. .. . .. . ..... .. . . .. . . .. 5.45
16 ,I. Zif .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. 5.45
24 ,I. Zif .. .. 7.45
28 ,I. Zif 8.45
40 ,I. Zif 10.45
ZIF = TEXTOOL (Zero Insertion Force)

IC SOCKETS
(1 to 99)

I'" IT 12 I'" 0 51
14 1T 14 14'" ft 81
11 IT.. .. .....11 11 ,. wW.. .. .81

"'" 1T 19 "'" ft 91
20 pill ST 28 20'" 0 1.04
U ,10 IT. .. .. ....29 22 ,. 0.. .. .. 1.34
U IT.. . . .29 U ,. .... 1.44
28 IT.. .. .39 28 ,10 0.. 1.84
40'" IT 41 40 pill 0 1.94

ST = Soldertall WW = Wlrewrap

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
7I05T.. . .. .. .74 7905T .. .. .. .84
7I.05C . .. .. .34 790n. .. .. .. .84
7IOBT 74 79m 14

~::rr:::::::::: :~: 7915T 84
78UT .74 7924T 14
7Ion.. .. .. 1.34 7905K.. .. .. I.U
71IU 1.34 79IU I.U
7115K 1.34 7915K 1.44
7IUK. . . . . . . .. 1.34 79UK. . . . . . . .. 1.44
m05 .. .. .. . .81 m06 . . .. . .. .71
78112 81 79112 .71
7I1l5 .. .. .. .81 79116 .. .. .. .78
71H06K UO L.323K , 4.90
78Hl U UO UA78S40 1.90

C,T=TO-220 K=TO-3
L=TO-92

1.36 1.56

.80

.79

.85
..85

.89

.19

ICCII

10PII

HRTIIIT .94

NO. of CONTACTS
ORDER BY 8 14 16 18 20 22 24 28 40

ORDER BY

ORDER BY

CONNECTORS

\ \ \ \ \
\rL1:>l\~~l ~

Ck
.. • 't'

\ \'

DIP
DESCRIPTION

COMPONENT
CARRIERS

(DIP HEADERS)
RIBBON CABLE

DIP PLUGS (IDC)

DESCRIPTION

HIGH RELIABILITY
TOOLED ST
IC SOCKETS

IDC CONNECTORS

HOODS BLACK HOOD·B 1.15
GREY HOOD 1.50 1.50 1.15 2.85 3.40

SOLDER MALE DPxxP 1.98 2.59 2.40 4.70 5.96
CUP FEMALE DBxxS 2.56 3.53 3.15 7.01 9.14

ORDER EXAMPLE: A 14111n High ReI. ST socket would be HRT 14 ST

D-SUBMINIATURE

RT. ANGLE MALE DBxxPR 1.55 2.10 2.90 4.73
PC. SOLDER FEMALE DBxxSR 2.08 2.93 4.32 6.09

DESCRIPTION

10 20 26 34 40 50
SOLDER HEADER IDHxxS .77 1.19 1.58 2.10 2.48 3.14

RT. AN8LE SOLDER HEADER IDHxxSR .80 1.25 1.66 2.21 2.62 3.29
WW HEADER IDHxxW 1.76 2.88 3.74 4.40 5.18 6.53

RT. ANGLE WW HEADER IDHxxWR 1.95 3.18 4.12 4.35 4.70 7.20
RIIION HEADER SOCKET IDSxx 1.05 1.76 2.33 3.05 3.63 4.55

RIIIDI HEADER iDMxx - 5.40 6.15 6.90 7.40 8.40
RIIION EDGE CARD ,1DExx 2.15 2.26 2.55 3.15 3.70 4.64.. ,

IDC MALE IDPxxP 3.27 4.60 6.13 9.12
RIBBON CABLE FEMALE IDBxxS 3.59 5.03 6.74 9.98

SINGLE COLOR COLOR CODED

CONTACTS l' 10' l' 10"

10 .45 UO .71 7.20
16 .50 4.70 .95 1.70
20 .60 5.60 1.15 IUD
25 .70 6.50 1.22 11.50
26 .70 6.50 1.27 11.50
34 .93 1.50 1.55 14.40
40 1.27 11.50 1.82 16.10
50 1.28 12.D0 2.40 21.90

RiBBON CABLE

4 POSITION .
5 POSITION .
6 POSitiON
7 POSITION
8 POSITION.

ORDER EXAMPLE: A S'pln Mel. Solder Cup would be MALE DP 25 P



The Flip Sort PLUSTN

The new Flip Sort PLUS~ adds
new dimensions to storage. Its
smoked acrylic elegance holds
over 100 diskettes with all the
features you expect from the Flip
Sort Family- $18.95

DISKETTES
51/4"

ATHANA
SS/SO 15.90
SS/OO 16.90
OS/OO 22.90

SOFT SECTOR with HUB RING

BULK 51/4" DISKETTES
(NO LABEL)

SS/DD 10for14.90
100 up 139.00

(Lifetime Warranty)

The FLIP SORTTN

The new Flip Sort~ has all the fine
qualities of the original with some
added benefits: a new design
and 50% greater capacity. Holds
75 diskettes and the price is now
lower than ever- $12.95

APPLE or IBM JOYSTICK

$29. 95

Compatible for either:
APPLE II and APPLE lie

OR

IBM-PC, JR., & IBM-XT

MULTIFUNCTION CARD

i
• Full ~1t-ml"ld Color Gn,~lcl

• Prllt,r Port (LPTl, LPT2, LPT3)
• Sirlil Plrt (CIIII, CI..2)
• IBI PC, XT lid P...II~II c,m'ld~I,

• FIll Illmn CD"'IU~1I11y

• C""IU~II w11~ lIllI 1-2-3, lelU'PIIi
lid AI.~I Slmllltlr

• Fill 2'Yllr Wlrnlty I'Irtl lid lI~1r

$249.95
DISK DRIVES

t

• ElJlldl~l. II 5121(
• Felly c...,.II~I, wll~ IBI IlnUn
• Felly c..,.d~1I w/IBI dl"I..ue Idllllli
• Sirlil I'Irt Anlll~11

• I'Yllr Wlrnlly

$199.95

-VUTEK-
Color • Parallel • Serial

Card

• 84K tl 384K RAM • Cleek Clilldir
• I'Inllli Plrt • S,nun 11C11d1d
• SlrI.1 f,rt • I'Yllr Wlrnlty

$249.95

MEMORY CARD

APPLE COMPATIBLE
DISK DRIVE

APPLE COMPATIBLE
POWER SUPPLY
74,95

169.95

• Powers Apple type systems

• +5V @ 5A +12V @ 3A
-5V @ .SA -12V @ .SA

• includes instructions

COOLING FAN
38,95

16K RAM Card - Apple 11+
• 2-Year Warranty

80 Column Apple 11+ 149.95
80 Column Apple liE 119.95
Z80 Apple 11+ . . 89.00
Z80 Apple liE 89.00
16K Card....... . . . .. .. . . 39.95
Cooling Fan............. 38.95
Power Supply........... 74.95
Joystick... 29.95
RF Modulator... . 13.95
Disk Drive 169.95
Controller Card 59.95
Paddles................... 7.95

• Shugart mechanism, made In U S.A

• Directly replaces Apple Disk II

• Fully compatible With Apple Controller
or other Apple compatible controllers

• One Year Warranty

Assembled & Tested .... 39,95

59,95

89,00

99,95

11 9,95

249,00

149,95

,~. . . ~ :
I • , '1 ~
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Z·MAX·80

INNOVATOR51N MICRO·COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

Parallel printer card , Apple II series

• Centronics compatible
• Variable print widths
• Up to 5000 characters/second

MULTIVIEW 80/160
80·160 columns with any monltorl

• Screens: 80x24, 80x32, 80x48,
96x24,132x24,132x30, 160x24

• On-screen BOLD and Underline
• Reverse scrolling
• Easy-to'read Wide'ang/e mode
• Apple II and lie compatible

• Prompt lines
• Upper & lowercase letters

Z·80 card for CP/M on Apple II series

• Softcard and Z·Card compatible
• Full Interrupt and DMA operation

PRINTMAX

VI EWMAX·80e

80-Column card for Apple II series

• Video Soft Switch
• Inverse Video
• VIDEX's Vldeoterm compatible

80-Column extended video card for
Apple lie

• 64K RAM, expandable to 128K
• Double High-resolution circuit
• Compatible with Pascal & CP/M

VI EWMAX·80

Dual High-Res graphics printer card
for Apple II series

• Grappler+ compatible
• Color and Zoom magnification
• Inverse graphics
• 90·degrees Rotation
• Pascal and CP/M compatible

GRAPHMAX



~BASFQ
FlexyOisks® ~

5"A"
Specify 1OIt.
10 or 18 _ Minimum Order 20

Monitor Mover
Gives Back the Desk

Li~11II1I11
P.O. Box 8056

Grand Rapids, MI 49508
(616) 241-4040

• Models.to lit most CRT's
• Rotates 360· on base
• Adjustable height
• Support tray swivels and tilts
• Holds up to 50 Ibs
• Clamp, screw and wall mountings

1.55ea
1.35ea

Double side
double density

IIInI ...... Ie LJmry .. ..., .....11-
CertIlled Check - Money Onler - PII10naI Check. Abt up
1D 2Meks for personal chectls 1D clear. Add $3.00 per 100
or part 1D each onlsr for U.P.S. shipping charges.
NJ Residenls add 6'l4> sales tax.

D4T4-
ii;><l:-H.4NGE. INC:

178 Route 206 South. P.O. Box 993
Department C

Somerville, N.J. 08876 • (201) 874-5050

Single side
double density

PC100 turns your IBM PC/Xl into a Vl1oo/52
terminal. PC102 adds Vl102 printer and file
transfer support. PC102-132 supports true 132
columns. Guaranteed. compatibility with all
Vl100/52 applications incuding: EDT. WORD II.
ALL-IIl-OIlE. DEC-CALC AIIO UIlIX. PRICED
FROMIS9.

• 110 through 9600 baud operations
• Complete keyboard and screen emulation
• Optional 4010 graphics support

GEIlERAL MICROSYSTEMS
6440 Flying Cloud Dr.. Suite 205
Eden Prairie. Minnesota 55344

(612) 944-1)593

CALL FOR FREE IIlFORMATlOIl PACKAGE.

CONNECT YOUR PC
TO YOUR DEC SYSTEM

VT102
,

Inquiry 144 Inquiry 99 Inquiry 203

BLUEBOOK
Prices shown for thousands

of computers. software. and
peripherals.

Each listing includes sug
gested list. avg. retail, whole
sale, and used prices for all the
geographical regions of the
United States.

Send $12.95 + $.50 postage to:

NCDA
National Computer Dealers Association

5420 Hwy. 6 North

Houston. Texas 77084

INVENTORY CLEARANCE!
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

General
DataComm
Dial Modems
103J-L
300 bps,
full duplex. $99.00
113A 300 bps. full duplex. Reliable LSI
design. $149.00
212A 1200 bps full duplex synch or
asynch. 300 bps synch. $ 299.00
We also have quantities of 4800 and
9600 bps modems.
Call Toll Free 1-800-842-3672
General DataComm
Middlebury, CT 06762-1299
Add $5.00 shipping and handling
Conn. res. add sales tax.

INCWDES:

* Cross Assembler *
* Cross Linker *

* Debugger *
* N.S. ISE Support *

* Librarian *
* Pascal Cross Compiler *

* C Cross Compiler *

u.s. prices start at 8500

SOLUTIONWARE
1283 ML VI_-AJvlao Rd.

Suite B
SUJUlYVaie. CaIlf. 94089

.08/7.5-7818 * TLX .9&&2&&

Inquiry 409 Inquiry 143 Inquiry 324

C.D.R. Systems Inc.

Controlled Data Rec:onlin. Systems In<:.
7210 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., s.n Die&o. CA 92111

(619) 560-1272

ZEIITII/Heath
Users
Double Your

5y''' disk storage
capacity without adding a drive.

Get twice as much from your H88 or
H89 microcomputer. Our FDC-880H
floppy disk controller, in conjunction
with your 5Y." drives. for example.
expands memory capacity from 256
bytes to 512 bytes per sector.

And it handles single and double
sided. single and double-density, 8" and
5y''' drives - simultaneously.

ttl

EPSON
Printers

Lowest prices anywhereI
Order by phone. Major credit

cards accepted or C.O.D.
We ship U.P.S.

'Video Dynamics Inc.

in Dlinois 1-312-593-2304
out of state 1-800-233-3472

7301 NW 41 ST.
MIAMI. FL 33166
13051 592-6092

• Serial switch has female RS-232 connectors wilh
gold plated pins. Uses lines 1·7 & 20 or ctIn easily be
reset by user.

" Parallel switch has female centronics connectors.
" All models have an attractive aluminum case.
" 3O-day satisfaction guarantee.
" One year Warranty.
" Send for FREE leaflet that describes its many uses.

PI-SWITCH leu you ••fely ,ha'e your computer
among multiple SERIAL or PARAllEL printer.,
modema, terminals. etc., .. with just • ftick of
tho_I

pj·02·S Serial· Shares 121 devices. . .. $59-.95
PI-03-S SElfia! - Sharfll(3) devices 89.95
PI·()5.S Serial· Shares 151 devices. 109.95
PI·02-P Parallel- Shares (2) devices ... . .. 94.95
PI·04·P Parallel· Shares 141 devices . .184.95
CA-Q5-S Serial Cable 5' .. . .15.00
CA.()5.P Parallel Cable 5' . . 25.00

.
u.Jti

~
Z-~:::;
u.J

inquiry 309 Inquiry 364 Inquiry 408
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* RX80FT
* 100 cps

* Friction & Tractor Feed

$279

IBM
SYSTEM NO. 4* '¥

ONLY $3095
* 256K of Memory * One 360K Drive

* 10 Meg. Hard Disk
\ * AST Six Pac w/64K

\ _* 1200 Baud Modem * Hi-Res Monitor
~ * Pipeline Color Graphics Card

* Epson RX80Printer w/Cable

$169 a set

• Shipping Minimum $5.00
• Purchase Orders Accepted
• This Ad Supersedes all Others

Inquiry 276
Prices Subject to Change

COM PUT E R S

• We Accept MC, Visa, Wire
Transfers, Certified Checks

• COD's Available
• No Surcharge for

Credit Cards

* 300 Baud
* Internal - IBM Compatible
List $199 Our Close Out Price

$59

• All systems come with: 90 day warranty; Burned in and tested for 24 hours; Fully Assembled



We Specialize in IBM & Compatible Products

Call (800) 841-0905 For All Your PC Needs





~--rAWE ARE THE NEW SOURCE
FOR LOW PRICED COMPUTERS



$2B6

CALL

$229
$246

B6 " 5260
B6" 5325
B6" 5163

B6" $390
B6" $390
B6" $488
86"5130

$99
$299

MS-DOS= $120
$246

BO ~ 5195

BO" 5260
BO" 5130

80" $325
80 = 5225
80" $359
80" $130

PERSONAL SPEECH
SYSTEM

"C" LANGUAGE COMPILER-B6
CP/M PLUS (3.01

ACCESS MNGR.
DISPLAY MNGR.
SPEED PROG. PKG.

C BASIC COMPILER
PASCAL MT.
Pl/l WI UTILITIES
ASMBlR • TOOLS

BDS "C" COMPllER-B BIT
COMP, INN. CB6 C COMPilER
COMPUVIEW VEDIT-B6 = $166
SORCIM SUPER CAlC-3 IBM-PC

DATA FLEX MULTI·USER
FILE & RECORD LOCKING DBMS
AVAIL. FOR MOST O/S FORMATS

ISOBAR SUPPRESSOR
& NOISE FILTERS:

IBAR 2-6 2 OUTLETS & 6 FT. CORD $40
IB~R 4,6 4 OUTLETS & 6 FT. CORD $55
IBAR B-15 B OUTLETS & 16 FT. CORD $65

=====SOFTWARE _

lFLUK el ~~U;~~~ER 5119

0.3% DC ACCURACY

FOR NETWORKING MULTIPLE PRT.'S. MODEMS
TERMINALS II</OR SYSTEMS BY MANUAL
OR AUTO WITH SOFTWARE CONTROL

f"'\~

<¢Giltronix SWITCH BOXES
l.''-J

NEW WORD WORD PROCESSOR
WORDSTAR COMPATIBLE BUT
EASIER WI MERGE PRINT IN
SINGLE OR MULTI-USER CP/M BO
OR B6 & MS-DOS FORMATS $169

LATTICE C (CP/M86 & MS/PC-DOS) $29B

CPIMB6 8" $:M6

C FOOD SMORGASBORD OF ROUTINES $99
HALO (1 LANGUAGE) GRAPHICS
SUB ROUTINES FOR PC-DOS ONLY $99
PLINK PC/B6 LINKAGE EDITOR
FOR OVERLAY SCHEMES $276
PANEL PC/86/SO CUSTOMIZED
TERMINAL DISPLAYS $239

SOFTWARE IS NOT RETURNABLE

=POWER SOLUTIONS=.

Litton rn JEFFERSON·

ELECTRIC

TRUE SINE WAVE, 100% BATTERY OPER. WINO
SWITCH-OVER, BYPASS STATIC SWITCH
750 WATTS @ 15 MIN.#370-B11-100 $1,875
3 OMIN. W/AUXILIARY BATTERY $435

__

STAND-BY POWER
I I I WI YUASA BATTERY

EXCELLENT FOR
SWITCHING PIS PC's

SB-400-LVC 1 HR' @ 400 WATTS $396
SB-1000 1/2HR' @ 1000 WATTS $695
BC-426-FC 425 WATTS. 4 OUTLETS,

10 MINUTES $469
BC-1000-FC 1000 WATTS, 4 OUTLETS,

16 MINUTES $ 1,949

$469

5795

$595

$169

$760
$739
5526

$1,295
$300
$460
$436

CPZ 4B006 6MHz MASTER $739
266KMB MEMORY BOARD $709

CPS-B4D 64K RAM SLAVE 6MHz 53B9
CPS·B6A 12BK RAM SLAVE 6MHz 5529
MUTD·E Z80 MULTI-TURBODOS 5556

PRACTICAL
PeRIPHeRALS

MICROBUFFER EPSON "CARDS":

M8S-16K SERIAL 5117

MBS 32K SERIAL $163
MBS 64K PARALLEL $196
MEM 32K EXPANSION MODULE $68

APPLE 1/,11+, /IE MICROBUFFER /I. 16K $1B1
PROCLOCK/APPLE II, II', liE $108
SERIALL/APPLE II, II', liE WI RS232

COMMUNICATIONS II< GRAPHICS $119
GRAPHICARD WI ON-BD S.W. FOR 36 PRT $66

.=-1
:L- -=- 'l:-n-te-rco--n-:tin-e-n-t-a--"',
~_ Micro Systems

(J-=--

~
IIiIJiJiJ1IJI

pe-SLA VEl T6-256K 8MHz
2 SERIAL PORTS - TURN YOUR
PC INTO A HIGH SPEED MULTI-USER
MACHINE WI TODAY'S TECHNOLOGY

SUPER SIX 12B-6MHz
SUPER SLAVE 12B-6MHz

SUPER 1861256K MSTRISLAVE-4 USERS
CPIM 3.0
TURBODOS VER. 1.4 B BIT MULTI-USER
HDC 1001-66'1. H.D. CONTROLLER

DUPLEX 816 8MHz B0186 AND
Z80H,2 SERIAL, 16Mb MMU, 5 & B FlPY.
DMA CTRl., WITH CONCURRENT
CP/M86 SINGLE-USER 51,400

SERIAL OPTION BD. FOR MFIO $26
CENTRONICS PARA OPTION FOR MFIO $39

S8CB/HI DUAL CPU EXECUTES Z80 II<
B08B CODE, 6W' & 8" FlPY CTRl, 2S, 8
VECTORED & REAL TIME INTERRUPTS te89

EXPANDORAM V 266K te62

WI CONCURRENT CP/M86
MULTI-USER 51,675

•

SYNTECH
DATA
SYSTEMS

MICROBUFFER IN-LINE "STAND ALONES":
MBIS SERIAL 64K $244
MBIP PARALLEL 64K $244

MEM-64 EXPANSION MODULE $11B

OUASI-DISK 612K RAM-DISK W/ON-BD. DRV.
STATUS LED'S WRITE PROTECT, DMA
E-Z INSTALL W/SAMPlE CPIM BIOS

512K PIGGY-BACK EXPANSION
BATTERY BACK-UP WIPWR. SUPPLY

MFIO ALL-IN-ONE 110 BD. IEEE S-100/696
8 ASYNCH. SERIAL, 2 PARA., BAUD
RATE GEN., CLOCK-CAL/8ATT., PROG
PRIORITY INTERRUPT W/8 LEVel CTRL
PERSONALITY BDS & CBLS OPTIONAL

$600

CALL

$4,199
$4,899
$6,299

$1,613
$229
$349
$446
$669
$600

51,999

$659

'1.075

5595
5895
5189

$489
$319
$319

5489
$669

$2,695

TO HAVE 2ND 8" FlPY WI H.D,

SYSTEM 816/A SINGLE-USER
SYSTEM 816/8 TWO-USER
SYSTEM 816/C MULTI-USER

CPU 286 A&T WI 287 MATH CHIP
CPU Z 6MHz A&T
CPU 8086/88 AlloT
HUDSON 8087 PIGGY 8ACK FOR 8085/88
CPU 8086 10MHz A&T
CPU 68K 10MHz CSC

RAM 22 256K STATIC 8&16 A&T

RAM 23 - 128K
M-DRIVE/H 512K RAM-DISK
INTERFACER 1 - 2 SERIAL PORTS

INTERFACER 3-8 SERIAL A&T
INTERFACER 4-3 SERIAlI2 PARAllel
SYSTEM SUPPORT 1 A&T

DISK 1A 5'/0" & 8" FlPY CTRl
DISK 2 A&T 8" H.D. CNTRl SET

FUJITSU 23028 20Mb ADD-ON H.D,
DISK 3 A&T 5'1. H.D. CNTRl.

WI CPIM 80&86

MORROW.
PIVO T 9 L8S. DUAL DRVS,

MSDOS, MODEM & MORE

MD3 SYSTEM WI TERMINAL

& EPSON RX80FT PRT.

KONAN
SMC-200 DUAL DRV. SMD VF CTRL 80. 5500

DGC-100 CTRL 80/5'1. H.D., ST-506 VF 5325

FOR 40Mb H,D, OPTION ADD $1.900

PROM BLASTER 2 WI EXTEND MODULE
PROGRAMS 27266 EPROMS @ 45 SEC. $398

KLUGE CARD KIT INCLUDES ALL START-
UP HARDWARE $129

OCTAFlOPPY W/CP/M OBJECT & SOURCE $379

Cromemco
FFP FAST flOATING POINT
MCU MEMORY CONTROl/FOR 512MSU
612MSU ERROR CORRECTING MEMORY

6BOOO CROMIX MULT1·USERITASK DOS

51;"" H.D. SUBSYSTEMS
WI CTRl. 80, CABLES. CA8., FAN, PIS. ETC.
30-45 mSEC AVG, ACCESS

BY ==!~~ FOR ""OmpuPro..,-....., l.~_

MDP-3 PORT. SAME AS MD3
EXCEPT WITH 5XT' SCREEN
& EPSON RX80FT PRT. $1,329

MD5-E WI 1 FLPY & 6Mb H.D. $1,826

MDTT SYSTEM WlllMb H.D., 128K,
lDSDD DRV., TERMINAL, CPIM 3.0,

ALL MD3 SOFTWARE EPSON FX80
160 CPS DOT MATRIX OR BROTHER
HR-1513CPSDAISyPRINTER $2.995

WI CPIM 80 & CP/M86 DRIVERS

40Mb 46mSEC ACCESS TIME $1,.949
65Mb 30mSEC ACCESS TIME $2.695
105Mb 30mSEC ACCESS TIME $3.695
140Mb 30mSEC ACCESS TIME $4.395

SEE ALLOY FOR TAPE BACK-UP

SYSTEM 816/10 H40 40Mb H.D. 55,695



INTEGRAND

It.s:t] U.S. ROBOTICS

1159

$119

1199
$319
$309

$195

$326

$275

$165

$267

$27

1399

1269

$210

$289

$719
11,375
$1.775

$1.995
$2.695
$3.696
14.495

12.429

11.459
12.429
$1.459

SUPER RIO: RAM·IO MULTI-FUNC. WI
64K (UPGRD TO 768K). 2S. 1P (IBM

-COMPAT.llG. CLKI CAL.
STB-SRI0-64
STB-PB:64 PIGGYBK (EXPAND. TO 612KI

MEMORY EXPAN. BD: 64K (EXPAND
TO 3B4K) STB-1-64

---- ----- -- - ---- ---=- -~~~ ®
64K RAM 4164-150 NS

9 CHIPS/SET

HARD DISK SYBSYSTEMS:

10Mb "PC-INSIDER"
21Mb "PC-OUTSIDER"
33.3Mb "PC-OUTSIDER

44Mb "PC-OUTSIDER"
56Mb "PC-OUTSIDER"
90Mb "PC-OUTSIDER"
120Mb "PC-OUTSIDER"

~-~--..-..
RIO PLUS: RS232 S. PliO. G. CLKI

CAL. 64K • PC ACCEL. STB-RI0+64

GRAPHIX PLUS II: RGB. MONOCHROME
PRINTER. LT. PEN PORTS

;Z;""'--N Idatasystems
MICROSOFT WORD WlMAll LIST. MULTI·PLAN
INCLUDED WI ALL ZENITH CPU'S UNTIL JAN. 85.
Z-150 PC THE MOST COMPATI8LE PC $2.095
Z-150 PC (W 10.6Mb H.D.) 12.888
Z-160 PC PORTA8LE $2.249

STANDARD-NET
FOR IBM. Z160 PC'S INCLD'. CABLE.

BD.. SOFTWARE. INSTALL GUIDE $599

~TX
UNIVERSAL 64K BUFFER
"IN" S OR P

"OUT" S OR P .209

IBM-AT/MAESTRO WID RAM TO 2.1Mb
S. P PORT. TREASURE CHEST.
PRINTER. MEM DISK SOFTWARE

CAPTAIN 64K. IS. IP. CLK/CAL

WAVE 'XT' MEMORY BD 64K

DYNAMIC MEMORY-256K

GRAPHICS MASTER· HIGH RES. COL.
(64OX400). MONO 1720X7001. RGB.
NTSC COMPOSITE. IBM MONO.
MON.. 128K. LT. PEN INTERFACE

GRAPHICS TENDER MONOCHROME
• PARALLel PRINTER

jr CAPTAIN 128K P.C. 1 YR BATT. LIFE
jr WAVE 128K
jr CADET 64K ADD ON PIGGYBACK BD

for jr CAPTAINIWAVE
jr 2ND MATE PARA. PRT. PORT. CLOCKI

CAL. WI BATT. BACK-UP

Mac Drive
7301lj 5MbREMOVABLE H.D.
73020 2X· 5MbREMOVABLE H.D.
73200 10Mb FIXED H.D.
73210 10Mb FIXED WI 5Mb

REMOVABLE CARTRIDGE

IBM-AT COMPATIBLE BDS:
RIO GRANDE 128K TO 1.6Mb. S.P

PORT.. OPT. SERIAL. GAME PORT 1367
GRANDE BYTE 128K EXPAND-

ABLE TO 2Mb FOR IBM-AT 1267

TECA1AR~

1169
s179
.399
U99

$498

11.996
$2.996
13.749

11.475

$739
$888

$1.250
$1.395

$1.949

1 YEAR WARRANTY

.149

.359
1449

Qume

11.995

W(fIJ)M Amcodyne

RODIME

ounMum
0540 42.66Mb 46m SEC ACCESS

MIWor
XT-l066 66.99Mb 30m SEC ACCESS
XT-ll06 106.27Mb 30m SEC ACCESS
XT-114O 143.66Mb 30m SEC ACCESS

MP1302 26.9Mb 30MS AVG. ACCESS
MP1303 43.2Mb 30MS AVG. ACCESS
MP1304 61.9Mb 30MS AVG. ACCESS

SA712Y,H~

R0203 20Mb
R0204 27Mb
R0203E 40Mb
R0204E 53Mb

/D5-412 SCSI/SASI17.6Mb
CARTRIDGE TAPE BACK-UP
EXCelLENT FOR COMPUPRO 816/10

Pca/CTAPE IBM-PC BACK·UP
TO 60Mb IN 10 MIN. OR LESS

SANVO
6>,4" 'hHI FLPY. DIRECT DRV. 1 YR. WARR. $119

CALL FOR LOW, LOW

PRICES ON SUBSYSTEMS

~~~D~ISKDRIVES--
WE SERVICE FLOPPY DRIVES
5'1." OR 8" + PARTS + SHIP. $50

Iandon 100-2 614" DSDD 1159

/DXC5-100TTAPE BACK-UP FOR
S-l00 BUS COMPUTERS WI HARD DISK
17.6Mb on 566' CARTRIDGE TAPE
INCLD'S ALL SOFTWARE, CTRL. 80..
CA8INET. DRIVE. AND CABLES $1.949

ST506 5'/0 INCH BARE HARD DRIVES

MICROPOLIS

142 OSDO 5'1... ·Y, HI
242 OSDO 8"'y, HI
842 OSDO 8" STD HI

• MITSUBISHI
" ELECTRONICS

4851 'h HT 5'04" 48TPI
4853 'hHT 614" 96TPI
M2894 STD 8" DSDD
M2896 y, HI 8" DSDD

ARAPAHOE 71 7025Mb FIXED.
REMOVA8LE 8" H.D. W/35 mSEC. AVG. ACC.
FULL CDC LARK COMPATIBLE '3.995
OPTIONAL PIS $285
25Mb 8" DYSAN CARTRIDGE $140

$996

1619

120
140

1476
1639

$375
'649
$849

$469

$769

$79

1129
$145
1169
$469
$469

S89
$86
$86

1376

1295
$396
1289

$419

$519

$325
$389

11.076

HAYES COMMAND COMPATIBLE
WITH HelP MENU

WITH MACPAC

--PRINTERS ====
BROTHER DAISYWHEEL

HR-15 SER. OR PAR. 13 CPS
HR-25 SER. OR PAR 23 CPS
HR-36 SER. OR PAR. 36 CPS

BROTHER DOT MATRIX
2024L 24 PIN HEAD. GRAPHICS.
80 CPS L.O.• 160 CPS DRAFT $925

DAISYWRITER 200040 CPS DAISY $795
CUT SHEET FEEDER $495

EPSON AlL MODELS. ACCESSORIES CALL
OKIDATA ALL MODELS. ACCESSORIES CALL
TALLY MT160L 160 CPS S-OR·P 1660
TEXAS INST. TI855 WI TRACTOR $798

PASSWORD 1200 AUTO ANS.lDIAL
AUTO DIAL 212A (HAYES COMPAT.)

IBM PERSONAL MODEM WI TELPAC
IBM PERSONAL MODel WI 64K.

PRT PORT. CLOCK. TElPAC S.W.

IBM PERSONAL MODEM WI 256K. ETC.

TElPAC MSDOSI CP/M 80

800 DB2F WI NECESSARY OPTIONS 1496
800 OW SAME AS ABOVE

WI PROVISION FOR B" H.D.
11000 WI OAK SIDE PANelS

DUAL 'hHI HORIZ. 5'.4" FLPY $76
SINGLE STD. HI HORIZ. 5'.4" FLPY $69
5'.4" H.D. CA81NET WI P.S.• FAN $226
DUAL8" 'h HI FLPY HORIZONTAL

OR SINGLE STD. 8" FLPY $215

::::::::;::~TERMINALS--
LIBERTY TERMINALS

WI OPTIONAL 14" SCREEN
WI OPTIONAL AMBER SCREEN

LIBERTY FREEDOM 110
LIBERTY FREEDOM 200
LIBERTY FREEDOM 210 GRAPHICS. 14"

SCREEN. TEKTRONIX 4010/4014
COMPAT.• 666X290 RES. WITH
FREEDOM 200 SPECS

LIBERTY FREEDOM 220 DEC VT62.
100 • 220 COMPATIBLE

LIBERTY FREEDOM 240 DEC GRAPHICS
SAME AS FREEDOM 210 EXCEPT
HAS FREEDOM 220 SPECS.

QUME QVT 102G

WYSE-50 14" 132 COLUMN

___ MONITORS _
AMDEK 300 GREEN MONITOR
AMDEK 300A AMBER MONITOR
AMDEK 310 IBM AMBER
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX-12
TAXAN RGB VISION 420
USI 12" HI-RES AMBER
ZENITH ZVM 122A AMBER NON-GLARE
ZENITH ZVM 123A GREEN NON-GLARE

ZENITH CV-1952 19" RGB/COMP.

=INDUSTRIAL QUALlTY=
===CABINETS _



Call for an IBM PC system custom enhanced to meet all your business needs.

Printers:
EPSON JX-80 (l6Ocps. 10". 8 colors) . . . BEST PRICE
EPSON FX-80 (l6Ocps. 10") . . S425
EPSON FX-100 (l60cps. 15") . . 5625
EPSON RX-80 (l00cpS. 10"). . . 5245
EPSON RX-80FtT (l00cps. 10" w/platten) 5295
EPSON RX-80FIT PLUS (100cps.l0"w/platten.near LO) CALL
EPSON RX-l00 (l00cps. 15" while they last) . . .. S425
EPSON LQ·l500 (La dot matrix w/ par interface). .. CALL
OKIOATA ML92 (l60cps. l0"l' . . . NEW·BEST PRICE
OKIDATA ML93 (l60cps. 15" .. . . NEW·BEST PRICE
OKlDATA ML84 (2OOcps. 15') . . 5795
OKIDATA PACEMARK 2410 (35Ocps. 15") $1995
GEMINI lOX {l2Ocps. l0'l' . .5275
GEMINI15X (l2Ocps, 15" $.195
DATAPRODUCTS 8010 (l8Ocps. dot matnx. 10").. .. CALL
DATAPRODUCTS 8020 (l80cps. dot matrix. 15") ..... CALL
DATAPRODUCTS 8050 (2OOcps. dot matrix. 15") . . .CALL
DATAPRODUCTS 8070 (4OOc0s. dot matnx. 15". LOl .. CALL
ffiSHIBA P1340 (La dot matrix. 10"). . 5745
ffiSHIBA P1351 (La dot matnx. 15") . . . $1295
TI-855 (La dot matrix wilon! cart). . .... PRICE REDUCTION
DIABLO 630API (40cps La) . . .. $1595
DIABLO 630ECS (192 chars on wheel) . . . .... $1995
NEC 2050 (Durable. low cost La) BEST PRICE
NEC 3550 (33cps La) . . NEW LOW PRICE
NEC 77'.'IJ (55cps La) . . .. . NEW LOW PRICE
NEC 8850 (Fast LQ from the people setting standards) . CALL
CITOH Al0 (New letter quality) . . . . . . . CALL
C.lffiH STARWRITER (40cps LQ). . . . $1025
ClffiH PRINTMASTER (55cps LQ) $1325
OUME LETTER PRO 20 (New. mce). . . CALL
QUME SPRINT 1140 (4Ocps LQl .CALL
QUME SPRINT 1155 (55cps La ... CALL
BROTHER HR-15 (l3cps LQ. 10") . . $395
BROTHER HR-25 (23cps LQ. 15"l' . . 5675
BROTHER HR-35 (32cps LQ. 15" . .5895
COMREX. DYNAX PRINTERS CALL

CALL FOR AOO·ON TRACTORS & C/IT FEEOER SHEETS

IBMPCS
WE OFFER THE BEST:

• PRICE • SERVICE
• STOCK • SUPPORT

CALL FOR A QUOTE
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Miscellaneous:
ORCHID PC TURBO 180186 coprocessor· runs at 8MHz) CALL
INTEL 8087 (High speed math coprocessor) . . . $169
KEYTRONIC 5151 KEYBOARD (Sep. cursor keys). . $199
MOUSE SYSTEMS (Optical mouse. runs LOTUS) ... $139
MICROSOFT SERIAL OR BUS MOUSE (w/software) .. $139
ISOBAR SURGE PROTECTORS (4 & 8 plug). . S49/569
POWER BACK-UP (200 & 425 watts) 5269/5499
MICROFAZER (8-128K print buHer) . . . from $139
BRET SALTER'S new debug board w/software . . . CALL

Verbatim Diskettes:
SS/DD Box 524- Case .. $199
DS/DD Box. . 529-Case. . .. 5249

Disk Drives For Less:

TANDON TM 100-2 $179

HALF HEIGHTS ea $149

Hard Disk Drives:
PEACHTREE PERIPHERALS 10MB Intemal & extemal . CALL
EVEREX 10MB intemal . . .CALL
MAYNARD 10MB internal. . . CALL
MAYNARD '.'IJMB Internal . . . . . . . . . . .. $2195
MITSUBISHI (10MB & 25MB wltape) CALL
SYSGEN 10MB HARD DISK (wltape back up) . . .52395
SYSGEN 20MB HARD DISK (wl1ape back up) . .52895
SYSGEN IMAGE 10 minute Xl tape back up. . . .5795

CALL FOR TfCMAR, OAVONG, ANO TALLGRASS PRICES

ADD-ONS & UPGRADES

Multifunction Boards:
EXPANDED OUADBOARD

(64K-384K.S.P.G.C.'C.bracket) $269/459
AST 6-PAK (64-384K.S.P.C!C.opt G) $269/459
AST MEGAPlUS (64-512K .S.C1C.opt S.P.G.K) .. from $269
AST 110 PLUS (S.C1C.opt S.P.G) . . trom $139
ORCHID BLOSSOM (64-384K S.P.ClC. opt PC Net}from5249
TECMAR CAPTAIN (64-384K.S.P.C/C) from 5259
BABY BLUE II (64-256K.Z80B.2S.P.C1C) from S429
PERSYST Time Spectrum (64-384K.S.P.etc. 2 yr. wrty) 5279
PROFIT RAM ELITE & PLUS (64-512K.2S or S&P.C/C) .CALL
MAYNARD SANDSTAR MODULAR BOARDS CALL

Modems:
HAYES '.'IJO baud extemal. . . .S209
HAYES 1200 ('.'IJO or 1200 baud ext). . . . .S469
HAYES 1200B ('.'IJO or 1200 baud int w/soft) S399
HAYES Compatibles . . CALL
SIGNALMAN MARK 12 (1200 baud at '.'IJO price) . . .S259
VENTEL HALf CARD. . . ..... BEST PRICE

Display Cards:
EVEREX GRAPHIC EDGE

(Simultaneous color & mono. w/ports). . . . . $399
TSENG UItraPAK

(132 mono, S, P. ClC. opt RAM. FOC. color) ..... S439
PARADISE MODULAR GRAPHICS CARD (Color/graphics in

mono with modular ports options!) from S339
PERSYST BoB (finally clear text on a color monnor) ... CALl
STB GRAPHIX PLUS II (Mono. color. par) . . . . . . .. .5369
PROFIT MULTIGRAPH (Mono. color, opt par) . . . . . S369
TECMAR GRAPHICS MASTER (64OX400 + mono) S489
QUAD COLOR I (Upgrades to hVres wtOuadcolorll) $199
HERCULES COLOR CARD (New from old faithfUl) $189
AST MonoGraphPlus

(LOTUS mono. senal. parallel. clock) . . . . . . . S399
PLANTRONICS Colorplus (HVres w/color magic) $379

HARD
DISKS

• INTERNAL/LOW POWER
• EXTERNAUMASS STORAGE
- ARCHIVE TAPE BACK-UP
• REMOVABLE MEDIA

Inquiry 284



Call for an IBM PC system custom enhanced to meet all your business needs.

NEW IBM PRICES!!
IBM PC w1256K. 2 360K drives. controller,
Monochrome! Printer adapter. Amdek 310A. .S2195

IBM PC w1256K. 2 360K drives, can troller.
Color/Graphics adapter. HX-12 color monitor $2495

IBM PC w/256K, 2 V, hI. 360K drives.
controller. 10MB hard disk w/auto boot. .S2795

(These systems are brand new. fUlly tested and burned in.
fully warranteed for 90 days AND ARE ALWAYS IN
STOCK!)

Monitors:
AMOEK COLOR 110(No glare. no flicker ultra hi/res) .. $579
AMDEK COLOR 700 (New ultra hi/res RGB). . . . . . . $495
AMOEK COLOR 600 (New hi/res RGB w/audio) . . .. $429
AMOEK 300 Aand G(Amber or green) $149/$139
AMDEK COLOR 500. 400. 300 (New hi/res RGB) CAll
AMOEK 31M (Amber, dal1l non-glare lUbe) $169
PGS SR·12 (69Ox480 non·interlaced), . . . S599
PGS HX·12 (69Ox480 interlaced) . . .. $479
PGS MAX·12 (l2OX350 mono) $189
WYSE 50,75,100 TERMINALSIProgram funct keys) CALL
TAXAN, NEC, ZENITH MONITORS CALL

PROGRESSIVE
MICRO 5
OISTRIBUTOR

4 0005 4333

184 68 . ,\100 \0 \0'0 ou'
H M JON ES "s-' 101. an 'appht[\\ cnarge Club,

Pretened A.ttOU

NETWORKS
FOR YOUR

IBMPC
SHARE FILES

SHARE DEVICES
CALL FOR DETAILS

Inquiry 284

Software:
SYMPHONY (New lrom LOTUS) BEST PRICE·CALL
FRAMEWORK (New lrom ASHtON-TATEI. .. BEST PRICE
MULTIMATE (EmUlates WANG dedicated WPI . .5279
SAMNA WORD III ("Ultra·WANG") $295
WORDSTAR PRO-flAK (WS/CS/MM/SliTutor) ., 5279
MICROSOn WORD wlMOUSE (4th generation WPj .S289
VOLKSWRITER DEWXE wiTellmerge $179
BANK STREET WRITER ... , .. . . .. 559
EASYWRITER II SYSTEM (·writer.·speller.·mailer) CALL
SUPERCALC 3 (Better graphs than LOTUS) .. BEST PRICE
PFS Write. File and Graph. .. each 599.Report S79
OPEN ACCESS (Proven Integrated Package) CALL
dBASE II & III (From Ashton-Tate).. . .. 5299/$375
KNOWLEDGEMAN (Version 1.06\ S299
RBASE 4000 &6000(Use w/CLUUT. REPORT WRITER)CALL
POWER BASE (Relational. hierarchical) . .5279
CIP (New and fantastic l ) . . . . CALL
DAYFLO (Enhance with REPORTFLO) . CALL
OZ (from Fox & Geller). . . CALL
NUTSHELL by Leading Edge CALL
LIFEBOAT LATIlCE CCOMPILER (w/808l support) . 5289
LIFEBOAT LATIlCE C·FDOD SMDRGASBORG CALL
MICROSOFT C,BASIC,FORTRAN,PASCAL.CDBDL. .. CALL
BORLAND TURBO PASCAL & TOOLBOX. .CALL
DIGITAL RESEARCH (All products) CALL
DOW JONES (All products). , . CALL
IUS AIR, AlP, Gil 5299
OPEN SYSTEMS ACCOUNTING MODULES BEST PRICE
STATE OF THE ART (G/L.A!R.A!P,INV,PR) BEST PRICE
BPI GENERAL ACCOUNTING AND MODULES CALL
DOlLARS AND SENSE by Monogram $119
MANAGING YOUR MONEY by TobiaS/Meca $129
HARVARD PROJECT MANAGER BEST PRICE
TAX PREPARATION PACKAGES. . . .. CALL FOR PRICE
DECISION RESOURCES CHART MASTER . . .. $259
BPS BUSINESS GRAPHICS . . . $259
Z·SOFT PC PAINTBRUSH w/FRIEZE GRAPHICS 599
PROKEY VERSION 3.0 by Rosesoft 595
SET-FX for your EPSON. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $45
NORTON UTILmES. . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. $59
COPY II PC by CENTRAL POINT. . . . . . . . . .. . .... $35
COPYWRITE by Quaid (Copies all IBM software). . .. $45

COMMUNICATE
WITH YOUR CORPORATE

MAINFRAME
• DOWNLOAD DATA
• TERMINAL EMULATION

WE CARRY THE BEST

COMPUSERVE STARTER KIT ...........•.•...... $35
SIOEWAYS by FUNK SOFTWARE. • . . . . . . .. $49
CROSSTAlK XVI by MICROSOFT. $109
HAYES SMART COM II. . . . . . . . . .. . 595
TRACE 86 by Morgan (Assembly language debug) .. CALL
FLIGHT SIMULATOR $39

Chips (Always in stock):
64K RAM CHIP MEMORY UPGRADE $39
(set of 9)
full 90 day warranty. . . .
WE ARE CHIP BROKERS. ASK FOR QUANTITY PRICES

PROGRESSIVE
MICRO
DISTRIBUTORS
FOR ORDERS ONLY

1·800·446·7995
for further information and technical support

1·404·446·7995
HOURS: 9AM to 9PM EST
(SatiSun-12PM to 5PM EST)

7000 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
Norcross, Georgia 30071
All prices are subject to change.
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.

NO SURCHARGE FOR MCNISA

CHIPS
64K-256K

8087-80287
MEMORY UPGRADES

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
SOUTH'S LARGEST SUPPLY
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Sanyo

875

$ 394

.$ 289

All New
Version

Save
At Least

$150

5%" DISKETTES

PRINTER INTERFACES

Epson
RX-80(120CPS)
RX·80FT
RX-1oo+
FX·80+
FX·1oo+
LQ1500

We are an Authorized Dealer
Okidata

OKI82A, 120cps .... $ 295
OKI92,160cpsw/correspondence. 359
OKI93, 15" car. w / correspondence. 589
OKI84, 200 cps. 669

FREE Plug 'n Play Roms w/92, 93 & 84
JUKI

6100,18 cps Ltr. Quality.
6300,40 cps "New" w/3K Buffer
Letter Quality .

Brother Dist. by Dynax
HR15, 12 cps $ 375
HR25, 25 cps. 659
HR35, 36 cps. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 949

PRINTERS

CCU
SglIDbl reinforced hUb $16 1oofor140
Obi/Obi reinforced hUb. 19 1oofor170

Not BulK PacKed
Dysan

SgiIDbl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $33 1oofor3oo
Obi/Obi 39 1oofor370

Fuji
Sgl/Dbl . ............. . $19 1oofor180
Obi/Obi 25 1oofor230

verbatim
Sgl/Dbl .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . $26 1oofor240
Obi/Obi 36 1oofor340

8" DISKETTES

Dysan
Sgl/Sgl. . ..... $34 1oofor320
Obi/Obi 53 1oofor480

verbatim
Sgl/Sgl. . ....... $30 100for280
Obi/Obi 40 1oofor360

panasonic
1091, 120 cps w / tractor .

Fourth Dimension
Card &Cable $ 49

Microtek
Dumpling GXCGrapplerCompatiblel $ 89
DumplingGXexpto64K ..... ..... 149
DumplingGX16Kw/16Kexpto64K. 169
for each additional 16K 15

Okidata Options
Tractor for 82 &92 . $ 59
Serial Interface . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99

Orange Micro
Grappler + $ 109
Grappler + w/16K 179

star or Epson
EPson Serial Interface $
StarSeriallnterface

... $ 119
249

ALS

Astar
RF Modulator $ 15
Fanw/SUrge. 34

CCU
16K Mem. Card 1 yr war ... $ 49

Hayes
JoysticK. .$ 44

Kraft
JoystiCK ....................... $ 44

Macro
JoysticK. $ 29

zEngine ...
CPM3.0Card

MONITORS

16K Card $ 69
Premium Soft Card liE . 369
Multiplan. 189
Soft Card (Z80l . . . . . . . . . . . . 239

MicrOTek
Serial Interface . . $ 89

TG
JoysticK $ 39
Select-A-Port. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
Paddles. 34

Micro Max
Viewmax 80,80 col. card $ 139
Viewmax80E(FforllEl64K 129

MicrOSoft

APPLE ADD ON'S

MODEMS
Hayes

Micro Modem liE . . . . . . . . ... $ 229
300 Smart Modem 199
12ooSmartModem. 458
12ooB........... 374
2400 Baud "New" . . Call

Anchor Automation
MarK VI, 300 Baud Internal. $ 99
MarK VII 300 Baud External 458
MarKXII,1200Baud . 228

Prometheus
Promodem 1200 External

Amdek - New Monitors
Color 300 w / speaKer. . $ 249
Color600RGB 469
Color 700 RGB (720 x 480) . 589
Color 500 compos. or RGB C560 x 2401 399

Amdek
3OOG, Green Composite $ 129
3OOA, AmberComposite 138
310A, MonochromeAmber . . 168

Taxan
12" Amber or Green composite .... $ 99
425 "New" RGB Color &Green. 499

princton Graphics
PGSMAX12,MonochromeC8oox350l$ 165
PGS HX12, RGB (690 x 240) 449
PGSSR-12,C690X480). 649
Sean Doubler 199

IBM
Monochrome Display. . .. $ 239
Color Display . 589.. zenith ..
ZVM121,Amber40/80col.switch .. $ 94
ZVM122, Green 40/80 col. switch. 94

.$ 185
329

.. $ 229
239

. .. $1195

.. $ 369

... $ 215

.... $1149
1324
1489
3495

29
3595
5295

... $ 79
......... 79

Ast Research
.......... $ 249

265

IBM ADD ON'S

..................... $ 799
.... 1089

69
159

PC 64K, No Drives.
PC 64K, 1 Drive .
PC 64K, 2 Drives .
XTw/10Meg,256K ....
Additional Memory 64K
AT Standard config.
ATw/20meg .

MBC55D-2
MBC555-2
Optional Serial Port.
Optional360K Drive .

Tava
PCCompatiblew/Monitor. . .... $1540

SixPacK+
Mega+

Ports

Hercules
Color card .
GraphicsCard .

Apple
IIECpu 5 690
Macintosh. . . . . . . . . . . 1895
IIc Portable . 899

Compaq
Portable (PC compatible) 2, 360K Drives
256K of Memory 52150

call for all new Compaq's

Kaypro
Kayrpo II. . Call
Kaypro4 1644
Kaypro 4 + 88 2095
Kaypro10 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2295
Kaypro IIX 1389

IBM

STB

Hard Disk
10 Meg. External w/pwr.

IBM
Monochrome Adapter.
Color Card

paradise Systems
MUlti-displayCard. . .. $ 329
NewModularCard 345
ModuleA.. ... . ... ... .... .... 88
Module B . 240

Plantronics
PC+w/Software $ 389

Ouadram
QuadColorCard $ 199

64KUpgrade
64K of Memory . . . 527.95

Graphics Plus II .
PC Products

Parallel.
Serial

PC PeacocK
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El'IINO TED.

. '54900' F.O.a. SANTA ANA
~NIA~ESJoeNTSAQO &'\0 SALES loU:

PC HORIZONS, INC.
1701 E. Edinger. Ste. A6. santa Ana. CA 92680

(714) 1153-5316

Attention:
-SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS
We are interested in receiving
your completed package and
business plan. Hammer Com
puter Systems, Inc. is in the
software publishing business.
Please send inquiries and
complete portfolio to: Thomas
A. Horvath, Vice President of
Sales and Marketing. Hammer
Computer Systems, Inc., 700
Larkspur Landing Circle/Suite
285, Larkspur, CA 94939
415/461-7633.

SHAMMER

Inquiry 156

C Preprocessor

Only UMIFOATH offen fr. ctrr«II01/,
Gl"ClW'llIfJC#IJdlll_l. J()-dt#y .tJJ¥Y-Hri gtJ¥MtI.1

ONlfOATH lSfJ'Ie11fJlllt frr lflO5t p"'u.lcompullruna DEC mlnllXllllput.-"'s ().r pnC85
rt oomDetittve. "itllllllJtP,' MIMIs ~11i1'lQ lOt III1dH' /I()() Clltlrr ..rite frr CU"

fr.20-PGllll ClItelog.

VIrly talc.e ach.ance?
Oraer the best and you won·t De aisappolnled'

UNIfiED SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
PO &lIll2M~,~Clrrllllton,M0207e~

(301) 552-9590

If you have ever found yourself
wishing that C had a more sophis
ticated preprocessor, you will appre
ciate this stand-alone preprocessor
from Hyperon Software.

o Supports Harbison & Steele
Preprocessor

o Preprocessor Variables &
Expressions

o #While & #00 Loops
o Full Macros
o One Pass
o C Source & Documentation

Provided

Designed for portability. Presently
PCDOS diskettes are available; please
inquire about other formats.

Price: $39.95 ICaiitomia"sidontslldd6%1

Hyperon Software
PO Box 3349

Costa Mesa CA 92628

Don't \h'''' of UNlfORTH as Just aoot~
programming lllf9JBgel

It's an tnt~gr~t~d progr~mmln9 ~n,,(rolJl11~nt.

OnoIyou Ilftta-tIliS fOATH-19stRl1rd ~.you,..,..hWetoJeM. All O(ll!ntirIJ
~fi,rdkJl$-filecomll\Cr'dl.Illt'ctl;r""ter""'lI/0- ... _ilelllefr'lJlllhl:
t~ Eo,,-stllfl Il'dlodlis. fllll-ICT_ «Mr. ~DI#r. tnltrprntr.
ClJIfIpllK n~ ~UNlrclRTH •• c:ablllitorrr •• COl\trollinQPl"C'T1Mll
Add(U"~tlonel f'/«:tIM./IfIJcM~. ,4Phics. $1, ..",~I n #tJI"d
pt'f1C:Jn:S1119 ll'IlXt.lll5.rdUNlfORTH "1l1au!De'"formOUW'fCIHH""tIIl!lsr.nJscbrrll

UMlfQATH Is. stlfld, ,rtwM pf"tOd ().r usrs lrelwe~ III tile f~tl6le SOO
lDlIpcrulS......ll es 1uO'1dl1ll5lftwre lla¥t!oPll"s. ql""'rIJ 1MX;rltonfS.
~.......,ltie:sGI"Cil1livilblb. UMifOR1H lS~inprlll:lm~I.liIUttJlIGlllllln

\IIwect~_II"IWnII'\ts.tJut '* ... ~klr ,fvHllM P.t.5CAl comp,Ier .• .::iln/.lflt
wonl~.ttIlld'lW'QITIPhIcsIll'lDllmlA"lltvc:olleQe.rdcesll7llrIJl;llIll8S

Ttli IbN's 11.,.1 Istl:ll.anly ClJIfIp.f,..., t/'ltJrt1llVl. Il's,l., IIIIdrsIMJdtIIJI,
It IJIkBs yw tIlruqlleirnlhJfOAIH III wrltlhJan:lcl!buWIIlQ'rOUt Ilrst Pl"C'T.-n ,hie
Pr'-__"'$ I1Mwl QlVIS yw IflSII1\C \lito thli ~ .....lllllJl 01 fOATH.
Pl"C'TSMllrIJ lD"IYlIllicrts. n /'I!lloful utilities 8lltI'I ~Is rt IIIdt.xId n cont&UI
_cuscllmpJerd'll'lTlirIJon:rTern$.

Inquiry 355

PROM 8200 (FAST
UNIVERSAL 7YPE
EPROM & PROM
PROGRAMMER) Call
EPROM: 2716, 2732,
2732A, 2764, 27128,
27256, 2516, 2532, 2564
Prom: ANY KIND

Apple Compatible
IC Tester Card

$125.00
2-80 Card $40.00
80 Column Cani $50.00
Disk Drive $149.00

(APPLE OR I.B.M.)
14 inch Monitor $89.00

ALL PHONES
CALL NOW (312) 280-7610

DIST. WANTED
CUSTOM PRODUCTS

1.8.M. Compatible
Case $100.00
KeyBoard $149.00
MotherixJani without

BIOS $280.00
Power Supply 130

Watt $150.00
Multi Function Card

$170.00
Color Graphic Board

$185.00
Floppy Disk Control

Card $160.00
CP-80 Printer

$169.00

SIBEC51
8051/52 DEVELOPMENT BOARD
8051-Based Single-Board Computer with
Monitor/Debugger

HOFFMAN INT'L
600 N McClurg CT. STE. 309A

Chicago, Illinois 60611

14 28-pin byte-wide
sockets; monitor will
program EEPROMS.
.Perfect for System
Development and

•
I"l!!P.!"I Educational Applications

~ $335

[J ~~~~:'9~~A~O~E~~~~7:~6031643-2881

Inquiry 40

Inquiry 162 Inquiry 267

IBM PCI VT100
EM100

for IBM PC, XT, AT
APRICOT and VICTOR 9000

VT102 emulation, English
setup menu, 110-9600 BAUD,
ASCII file transfer, Modem 7
binary transfer, 132 columns,
soft keys, and more! Optional
Tektronix 4010 emulation.

Multicopy discounts

Ii: I Diversified Computer
. :"8 :Systems, Inc.

100 Arapahoe. Boulder, CO 80302
(303) 447-9251

Dealer inquiries invited.
Trademarks VT100-Digital EQUipment, IBM PC. Xl ·18M Corp.
VICTOR 9OOO,VIClor Technologies. COMPAQ-COMPAQ Computers, Inc

SUPER "K" BIG BOARD

"It's So Fast It Screams"

* Z80H 80Mhz Processor
* Z80A I/O Processor
* 12 RS 232c Serial Ports
* 2 Parallel Ports
* 360K Bytes RAM
* Hard Disk Controller
* Floppy Disk Controller

(Up to 4 Drives/Contrlr)
* DMA
* Cached Directory
* Seven (7) Users
* Modified Superfast M/PM

Bios
* 15" x 15 1/2"
* Assembled , Tested

$2,495.00

KASCO Systems
11926 Warfield

San Antonio, ~x 78216
Telephone 512-342-5755

3M Diskettes
Lifetime Warranty

Think you're getting the best price
on 3M Diskettes?
You're right ... BUT ONLY IF ...

You're buying from
NORTH HILLS CORP.

We will beat any nationally adver
tised price" or give you a 15 disk
library case FREE!

Call us last-TOLL FREE-for our
best shot every time.

1-800-328-3472
Formatted and hard sectored disks in
stock.

DE:aler mquirles inVited. COD's and charqe card5
accepted. All orders shipped from slocK wlthm 24
hours. Why wall 10 days to be shIpped?

~N{
North Hills Corporation

3564 Rollmq View Dr
White Bear Lake. MN 55110

MN Call Collect 16127700480
·venflable; same product. same quantities

Inquiry 115 Inquiry 193 Inquiry 260



AMERICA'S NO.1

= __ @ Syst~m~
= - -~-=~ Specialists

WE CUSTOMIZE IBM PC SYSTEMS

IBM PC $1699
256K, two disk drives 360K each,
Drive Controller and Keyboard

IBMPC wll OMB
256K, one floppy Drive, Keyboard $2399
10MB Hard Disk with Controller .
BOOTS FROM HARD DISK

All SYSTEMS ARE CONFIGURED
AND TESTED AT NO EXTRA CHARGE

IBMPCw/30MB
256K, one floppy Drive, Keyboard $3499
30 MB Hard Disk with Controller
and Booster Power Supply
BOOTS FROM HARD' DISK

* PRICE WAR * CALLUS LAST WITH YOUR BEST QUOTES *
PRINTERS HARD DRIVES NETW RI<lNG

E
'PSON RX-80 $259 FX-80 $429

RX-80FT $299 FX-l00 $629
lQ-1500 Parallel $1,149 Serial .. $1199
lQ-1500 Tractor .$50 Cutsheet feeder. $399

OKIDATA 92P..... . .. ~399
93P. . . . .. 619

INClUDES PLUG & PLAY 84P . . . .. . .. 749
JUKlltr Quality, 18 CPS, 13" wide $399
6100 Tructor..$129

TALL GRASS TECHNOLOGY
20 MB w/20 MB Backup. . $2,599
35 MB w/45 MBBackup . . $3,999
70 MB w/60 MB Backup $5,999
Controller Card. . . . .. . .. $140 Cartridge. . .. .. $40

QUBIE 10MB $888

ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
PC Net PLUS Starter Kit. .. $899
PC netBlossom, PC turbo, PC netPlusRam .. . CAll

IRMALINE
CAll FOR YOUR BEST PRICES

MUlTI-DISPlAV CARDS

MAX-l 2Amber-Monochrome

PGS
HX-12-Hi-Res ~olor .
SR-12-Super HI-Res Color .
Scan Doubler.. .. .. .

MODEMS

•• ~m HAYES 1200 Standalone .$469
. .$649 SMARTMODEM 1200B w/Software $389

CAll

• • ••
ORCHID TECHNOLOGY

Blossom 64K (to 384K) . $249
PC net/upgrades . . . .. . .. CAll

NEWQUADBOARD (to ~8~Kl $219

MISC. ADD ONS

8087 CHIP •....•.•. $159

3541 OLD CONEJO ROAD, SUITE 102, THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91320

PROMETHEUS

PROMODEM 1200 Standalone $399

P.O. & FOREIGN DEALERS
Call, write or telex for details

•
.~

NO SlIROlAR6l ON coo,VISA Of Me.

Inquiry 66 JANUARY 1985 • BY T E 483
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FEATURES

1.9gea
1.4gea

Minimum Order 20

diskettes

5%"
Specify soft,
10 or 16 seC10r

Single sided
double density

Double sided
double density
Certified Check - Money Order - Personal Check. Allow up
102 weeks lor personal checks 10 clear. Add $3.00 per 100
or part to each order lor U.P.S. shipping charges.
NJ Residents add 6% sales tax.

3M

D4r4
E;Xr-H.4NGE.=. INC

178 Route 206 South, PO. Box 993
Department C

Somerville. N.J. OB876 • (201) 874-5050

-Inlerfaces 10 CP/M
CompulttS for
Program Ikvelopment
-Automatic Baud Rale
-,S Inlerrupls
-14 Bit Prog Counler/
Timer
- Memex Line for
Memory Expansion 10
lOOK

-808,SA CPU
-64K Dynamic RA.'"
-4K Moniior EPROM
with Disas.sembler
- 256 Byt~ Static RAM
- Parallel & smal I/O
-2 S/Bit Prog Pons
-I 6/Bit Prog Pon
-RS232 Serial Pon
-6.144 MHz CrySlal

SID BUS 64K SINGLE BOARD
COMPUTER/CO TROLLER

STOCK. S29S Assembled & Tested,
Single Quantity Visa. M.e.. Amex & COD.
Add 55.00 S & H.
SfD Mother Card & Card Cage. STD Dual Channel
Serial Card/Prolocol Conven~r & olher Product Lines.

Custom Designs & Development
Our Specialty.

SYNALTA SYSTEMS
31-/4 Broadway Astoria, NY 11106

718172U700

= new

features
FREQUENCIES FULL LABELING
CROSSTABS TRANSFORMATIONS

PEARSON CORR - DATA EDITOR
REGRESSION CONDESCRIPTIVE

- ANOVA - BREAKDOWN

STATISTICAL LANGUAGE
for MICROCOMPUTERS

QSC BOX 23056
LANSING, MI 48909

PHONE (517) 641-4428

SL-MICRO

Only $250. Manual $15
Available for IBM PC, CP.'M,

MS-DOS or CP'M-86.

Inquiry 295 Inquiry 340 Inquiry 98

"-O$,-,,"'O<!l'~ ... ~(.orloo.lf· '/\(
8loI""~·'..to(ll'_'."',"""'"~_">"""M.o<""I$1 llO'~'"

~(9)[9)n~®@l ~
200 California Ave" #214
Palo Allo, CA 9430b
14151 125-4800

Design a real system
model by simulation!
TUTSIM allows you the
power to model, con
duct experiments. eval
uate strategies and
much more.
TUTSIM models:

• Conlrol and
Servo Systems

• Robotics
• Fluid Dynamics
• Batch Chemical Processes
• Biological Processes
• Thermodynamics

Write or call for more information.
For the IBM PC's and other micros.
Short form S29.95

BUILD YOUR IDEAS
WITH TUTSIMTM

•

..

You Love Your Wor
Keep It Fun

Let our fast stand alone

Invest $25°° in your future
Send check or money order to:

Meta System Inc. of Alaska
2806 Iris Drive
Anchorage. Alaska 99503
Phone 907-243-8619

take the drudgery out of programming!
Your IBM PC w/128K, DOS 2 O. one disk drive and

our Program,

Will cross reference and/or print Source
Code

Will flag duplicate data names and invalid
references.

Will allow more than 1400 data names and
11,000 references

Will process all verSions of Cobol

Will be "personalized" with your name on
the report heading.

7 FCC Approved
Umls

8 Manual and
Automatic Units

9 Hignesl Quality
PC Board SIN,len
Technology

10 Buy Direct From
G,llronlll. 0' From
Any Aulnonzed
O,strlbutor

PRINTEAI
MODEM

1 senal tRS2321 Of
Parallel
(Cemfomes)

2 Prompt Deliveries
3 Nallonally Adver

IlsOO ProduCIS
4 Broad PrCKlucl

Line
5 Over 30,000 Units

Sold to Date
6 Sales and

Tectlmcal

Support Manual Units-2 to 6 Ports
Automatic Units-3 to 15 Ports

... and here are 10 good reasons why:

IBM PC APPLE

•

CV)
c::-"'G·ltro· r80 F ,,,," w"
"A~ I nix P"lo A", CA 9'lOJ
c.,"'~ 41514g)130J

ORDER HOT LINE 1 800·S31 1300 (Outside of California)

GILTRONIX SWITCHES ARE
THE BEST CHOICE.

Inquiry 149 Inquiry 407 Inquiry 388

25201 La Paz, Laguna Hill•• CA 92653

MASTERCARD/VISA ACCEPTEO
,CALIFI 1-800-982-5800

'OUTSIDE CALIFI 1-80Q,633-4787

UNLIMITED
PERIPHERALS

Disk Trays
Amaray Medra Mate 5
RIng KIng Data Defenoer w/lock

JoystIcks
Hayes Mach II
HClyes Mach III
HClyes PaOQles
WICO Boss
WICO anginal Ba! HanQle

RIbbons
PfQ\,\.rl(erllmagewnrer
OklC1ara 82/Gem,nl IOxll5x
MX'FX 80

10' Colors AvarlaOle! AdO 30%

RAM 64K
ISO nano sec-set of 9

Accessories
Hayes SmartmOdem 1200
Astar RF MOdulator /ApplellBMJ
Astar Fan w/surge proteeuon

Brooks Surge Stopper VC 4-6

SOFTWARE TOOII

"2
16

H.,
30

"17

35

440
25
29

125

*IBM® Compatible

Ope"pepeurEll
L][:===::JI 0 -~

E-PROMS - Call' Lowest PTices Anywhere
*4164-150/200 399

2764-250 .... ,.".... 575

6116-LP3 .. , . , 499

256K , 2650

TTL & HCT Parts - now avail Call
8087-3-6 . , . , , , 8900

*TM-100-2 16995

*Teac Half-Heights , 16495

*MPI DSDD 13995

Excess Inventories Wanted
Add $3.95 shipping 10 all orders - PTices sublect 10
change - po.'s on approval- C.o.D OK - All new. no

surplus. no seconds. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
4920 Cypress SI. Ste. 100, Tampa, FL 33607

In FL and for info, call 813-875-0299
FOR ORDERS ONLY, 800-237-8910

1.1 .,.: TELEX 330690

FREE SOFTWARE
RENT THE PUBLIC DOMAIN!

User Group Software isn't copyrighted. so no fees
to pay! 1000's of CPIM and IBM software
programs in .COM and source code to copy
yourselfl Games. business, utilities! All FREE!

CP/M USERS GROUP LIBRARY
Volumes 1-92.46 disks rental-$45

SIG/M USERS GROUP LIBRARY
Volumes 1-90. 46 disks rental- $45

Volumes 91-172, 40 disks rental-$45
SPECIAU Renr all SIG/M volumes for $85

MOST FORMATS AVAILABLEI SPECIFY.

IBM PC-SIG (PC-DOS) LIBRARY
Volumes 1-135. 5~" disks $135

Public Domain User Group Catalog Disk $ 5 pp.
(CP/M only) (payment in advance. please)
Rental is for 7 days after receipt. 3 days grace to
return. Use credit card. no disk deposit.

Shipping, handling & insurance- $7.50 per library.
(619) 941-0925 inform.tlon.

(619) 727-1015 .nytime ord.r machine
Have your credit card ready!

Public Domain Software Center

•

1533 Avohill Dr.~
t 'Vista, CA 92083~

lAM Exl

Inquiry 358 Inquiry 273 Inquiry 250
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DYNAMIC RAMS
(250ns) 1.99
(200ns) 1.95
(300ns) 1.95
(300nsl 1.95
(300ns) 1.95
(300ns) 1.95
(200ns) .49
(250ns) 49
(300ns) 8 6.95
(250ns) 8 6.95
(200ns) 8 8.95
(150nsl 8 10.95
(120ns) 8 12.95
(150nsI(5v) 4.95
(200nsl 9.95
1200ns)(5v) 9 39.95
(150ns)(5v) 9 44.95
(120ns)(5vl 8.95
1200ns1l5v) 6.95
(200nsI(5V) 6.95
(150nsI(5v) 7.95
(150nsI(5VHREFRESH) 8.95
(200nsI(5V) 8.95
(150ns1l5vl 9.95
(200nsIl5v) 29.95
1150ns1(5v) 31.95

REFRESH=PlIl 1 Refresh

1450n5) 1.95
1450nsllcmosl 3.95
1450ns) .89
(450ns)(LP) .99
1250ns)fLPI 1 45
(45ns) 2.95
(450ns) 2.49
(450ns)(LP) 2.95
(450ns) 299
(450ns) 8 9.95
(250ns) 8 1095
(450ns)(LP) 8 12 95
(300ns)(LP) 8 13 45
(200ns)(LPI 8 13.95
(150ns)(lP) 8 19.95
(650nsHcmos) 4.95
(200ns) 2.95
(55ns) 4.95
POns) 4.95
{450nsl 349
(300nsl 3.99
(200ns) 449
(200ns)(LP) 4.95
(100,,51 395
(250nsl 995
(200nsl 4.15
(150nsl 4.95
(100nsl 6.15
1200nsl(clllosl 4.75
(150nsl(clllosl 4.95
(120nsl(cmosl 6.95
1200nsl(cmosHLP) 4.95
(150nsl(cmosHLP) 5.95
1120ns)(cmosllLPl 8.95
1250ns)(cmos) 9.95
1200ns) 6.95
(300ns)(Qstat) 34.95
1150nsllcmos) 24.95
(150nsllcmosHLP) 27.95
(120nsllcmosHLPl 29.95

Qstilt QuaSI-Stiltlc

1771 15.95

8031 29.95 1791 23.95

8035 5.95 1793 23.95

8039 5.95 1795 23.95
INS-8060 17.95 1797 23.95

INS·8073 49.95 2791 39.95

8080 3.95 2793 39.95
8085 4.95 2795 39.95

8085A·2 11.95 2797 39.95
8086 24.95 6843 34.95

8087 175.00 8272 19.95

8088 19.95 UPD765 19.95

8089 69.95 MB8876 29.95
8155 6.95 MB8S77 34.95
8155-2 7.95 1691 7.95

8156 6.95 2143 7.95

8185 29.95
8185-2 39.95
8741 29.95
8748 24.95
8749 39.95
8755 24.95

'.OMHz 7.95 8.0
1.8432 7.95 10.0
2.0 7.95 12.0
2.4576 7.95 15.0
2.5 7.95 16.0
4.0 7.95 18.432
5.0688 7.95 20.0
6.0 7.95 24.0
6.144 7_95

~
74LSOO

74LSOO .24 74LS189 8.95
74lS01 .25 74lS190 .89
74LS02 .25 74LS191 .89
74LS03 .25 74tS192 .79
74LS04 .24 74LS193 .79
74lS05 .25 74LS194 .69
74LS08 .28 74LS195 .69
74lS09 .29 74LS196 .79
74LS10 .25 74LS197 .79
74LSll .35 74lS221 .89
74LS12 .35 74LS240 .95
74LS13 .45 74LS241 .99
74LS14 .59 74lS242 .99
74lS15 .35 74LS243 .99
74LS20 .25 74lS244 1.29
74LS21 .29 74LS245 1.49
74lS22 .25 74LS247 .75
74LS26 .29 74lS248 .99
74lS27 .29 74LS249 .99
74lS28 .35 74lS251 .59
74lS30 .25 74lS253 .59
74lS32 .29 74LS257 .59
74lS33 .55 74LS258 .59
74lS37 .35 74lS259 2.75
74LS38 .35 74LS260 .59
74lS40 .25 74lS261 2.25
74LS42 .49 74lS266 .55
74LS47 .75 74lS273 1.49
74LS48 .75 74LS275 3.35
74LS49 .75 74LS279 .49
74lS51 .25 74LS280 1.98
74LS54 .29 74LS283 .69
74LS55 .29 74lS290 .89
74LS63 1.25 74LS293 .89
74LS73 .39 74LS295 .99
74LS74 .35 74LS298 .89
74LS75 .39 74LS299 1.75
74LS76 .39 74LS322 5.95
74LS78 .49 74LS323 3.50
74lS83 .60 74LS324 1.75
74lS85 .69 74LS348 2.50
74LS86 .39 74lS352 1.29
74LS90 .55 74LS353 1.29
74LS91 .89 74lS363 1.35
74lS92 .55 74LS364 1.95
74LS93 .55 74lS365 .49
74lS95 .75 74lS366 .49
74 LS96 .89 74LS367 .45
74LS107 .39 74LS368 .45
74lS109 .39 74LS373 1.39
74LS112 .39 74LS374 1.39
74LS113 .39 74LS375 .95
74lS114 .39 74LS377 1.39
14LS122 .45 74lS378 1.18
74lS123 .79 74LS379 1.35
74lS124 2.90 74lS385 3.90
74LS125 .49 74lS386 .45
14LS126 .49 74LS390 1.19
74LS132 .59 74LS393 1.19
74LS133 .59 74LS395 1.19
74LS136 .39 74LS396 1.89
74LS137 .99 74LS399 1.49
74LS138 .55 74LS424 3.95
74lS139 .55 74LS447 .95
74LS145 1.20 74LS490 1.95
74LS147 2.49 74LS540 1.95
74LS148 1.35 74LS541 1.95
74LS151 .55 74lS624 3.99
74LS153 .55 74lS640 2.20
74LS154 1.90 74lS645 2.20
74LS155 .69 74LS668 1.69
74lS156 .69 74LS669 1.89
74LS157 .65 74lS670 1.49
74LS158 .59 74lS674 14.95
74LS160 .69 74lS682 3.20
74lS161 .65 74lS683 3.20
74LS162 .69 74lS684 3.20
74lS163 .65 74LS685 3.20
74LS164 .69 74LS688 2_40
74lS165 .95 74LS689 3.20
74LS166 1.95 81 LS95 1.49
74LS168 1.75 81 LS96 1.49
74lS169 1.75 25lS2S184.13
74lS170 1.49 25LS2521 2.80
74LS173 .69 25lS25383_74
74lS174 .55 25LS2569 2.80
74LS175 .55 26LS31 2.19
74LS181 2.15 26LS32 2.19

CRT
CONTROLLERS
6845 12.95
68845 19.95
6847 11.95
68047 24.95
HD46505SP 15.95
MC1372 6.95
8275 29.95
7220 39.95
CRT5027 19.95
CRTS037 34.95
TMS9918A 39.95
OP8350 49.95

CRYSTALS
32.768 KHz 1.95

'.0 MHz 3.95
1.8432 3.95
2.0 2.95
2.097152 2.95
2.4576 2.95
3.2768 2.95
3.579545 2.95
4.0 2.95
4.032 2_95
5.0 2.95
5.0688 2.95
5.185 2.95
5.7143 2.95
6.0 2.95
6.144 2.95
6.5536 2.95
8.0 2.95

10.0 2.95
10.738635 2.95
14.31818 2.95
15.0 2.95
16.0 2.95
17.430 2.95
18.0 2.95
18.432 2.95
20.0 2.95
22.1184 2.95
24.0 2.95
32.0 2.95

GENERATORS
BIT RATE

MC14411 11.95
8R1941 ".95
4702 12.95
COM5016 16.95
COM8"6 10.95
MM5307 10.95

FUNCTION
MC4024 3.95
LM566 1.49
XR2206 3.75
8038 3.95

1702 256.8 (1usl 4_50
2708 1024x8 (450nsl 3.95
2758 1024x8 1450ns1l5V) 5_95
2716-6 2048x8 (650ns) 2.95
2716 2048x8 (450ns){5V) 3_95
2716-1 2048x8 (350ns)(5V) 4.95
TMS2516 2048.8 (450nsI(5V) 4_95
TMS2716 2048x8 (450115) 7.95
TMS2532 4096x8 (450nsIl5V) 4.95
2732 4096x8 (450ns)(5V) 4.95
2732A-4 4096x8 j450ns)(5V)(21 V PGMJ 4.95
2732A-35 4096x8 (350ns)(5V)(21V PGMI 4.95
2732A 4096x8 (250ns1l5V1l21V PGMI 6.95
2732A-2 4096x8 (200nsH5V)(21V PGMI 10.95
2764 8192x8 (450nsJl5VI 5.95
2764-250 8192x8 (250rl51l5V) 6.95
2764-200 8192x8 (200nsIl5V) " .95
TMS2564 8192x8 1450ns)(5V) 10.95
MCM68764 8192x8 1450nsll5VIl24 pin) 24.95
MCM68766 8192x8 (350nsIl5V)(24 pIn) 42.95
27128-45 16384x8 1450ns1l5V) 16.95
27128·30 16384x8 (300nsIl5V) 18.95
27128 16384.8 1250nsH5V) 19.95

5V=Single 5 Volt Supply 21V PGM:Prograrn at 21 Volts

****HIGH TECH****
NEe jiPD7220 $39.95

GRAPHICS DISPLAY CONTROLLER
* FOUR MEGABIT BIT·MAPPED DISPLAY MEMORY
* DRAWS LINES, ARCS, CIRCLES & RECTANGLES AT

1.2 MILLION PIXELS PER SECOND
* ZOOM, PAN, WINDOWING, AND LIGHT PEN

CAPABILITIES
* DMA TRANSFER WITH 8257 OR 8237
* UP TO 1024 x 1024 PIXEL GRAPHICS OR 256 x 100

CHARACTERS

* * * *SPOTLIGHT* * * *

68000·8
6800
6802
6803
6808
6809E
6809
6810
6820
6821
6828
6840
6843
6844
6845
6847
6850
6852
6860
6875
6880
6883
68047
68488

2.0 MHz
6502A 5.95
6520A 5.95
6522A 9.95
6532A 11.95
6545A 12.95
6551A 11.95

4.0 MHz

2.49
2.95
7.95
8.95
2.95
9.95
9.95
9.95
9.95

2101 256x4
5101 256x4
2102·1 1024x4
2102l·4 1024x1
2102l·2 1024x1
2125 1024x1
2111 256x4
2111l 256x4
2112 256x4
2114 1024x4
2114·25 1024x4
2114l·4 1024x4
2114l-3 1024x4
2114l·2 1024x4
2114l-15 1024x4
TC5514 1024x4
2141 4096xl
2147 4096xl
2148 1024x4
TMS4044-4 4096x1
TMS4044·3 4096x1
TMS4044-2 4096x1
TMS40l44·2 4096xl
UPD410 4096x 1
MK4118 1024x8
TMM2016·200 2048x8
TMM2016-150 2048x8
TMM2016·100 2048x8
HMG11G-4 2048.8
HM6116·3 2048x8
HM611G·2 2048x8
HM61 16lP·4 2048x8
HM6116lP-3 2048x8
HM6116lp·2 2048x8
TC5516 2048x8
TMS4016 2048x8
l-6132 4096x8
HM6264P-15 8192x8
HM6264lP·15 8192x8
HM6264lP-12 8192.8

LP-Low power

TMS4027 4096.1
2107 4096xl
MM5280 4096xl
TMS4050 4096x 1
UPD411 4096xl
TMS40GO 4096x 1
MK4108 8192x1
MM5298 8192xl
4116·300 16384x1
4116·250 16384x1
4116-200 16384.1
4116·150 16384x1
4116-120 16384x1
2118 16384xl
MK4332 32768.1
4164·200 65536x1
4164- 150 65536xl
4164-120 65536xl
MCM6665 65536.1
TMS4164·20 65536xl
TMS4164-15 65536xl
4164·REFRESH 65536xl
TMS4416·20 16384x4
TMS4416- 1 5 16384x4
41256·200 262144xl
41256·150 262144.1

5v Smgle 5 Volt Supply
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VOLTAGE
74500 .32 74$135 .89 745244 2.20 4000 .29 4532 1.95 A new family of high speed CMOS logic featuring REGULATORS74502 .35 745138 .85 745251 .95 4001 .25 4538 1.95 the speed of~w power Schottky (8ns typical gate prop-
74503 .35 74$139 .85 745253 .95 4002 .25 4539 1.95 agation detayl. combined with the advantages of CMOS: TO-220 CASE PACKAGE
74504 .35 745140 .55 745257 .95 4006 .89 4541 2.64 very low power consumption. superior noise immunity, 780ST .75 7905T
74505 .35 745151 .95 745258 .95 4007 .29 4543 1.19 and Improved output drIve. 7808T .75 1908T
74508 .35 745153 .95 745260 .79 4008 .95 4553 5.19 74HCOO 7812T .75 7912T
74509 .40 745157 .95 745273 2.45 4009 .39 4555 .95 7815T .75 7915T
74510 .35 745158 .95 745274 19.95 4010 .45 4556 .95 74HC; Operate at CMOS logic levels and are Ideal 7824T .75 7924T
74511 .35 745161 1.95 745275 19.95 4011 .25 4558 2.45 fOf new. all-CMOS designs.
74515 .35 745162 1.95 145280 1.95 4012 .25 4560 4.25 74HCOO .59 74HC175 .99 TO-3 CASE PACKAGE
74520 .35 745163 1.95 745283 3.29 4013 .38 4569 3.49 74HC02 .59 74HC193 1.25 7805K 1.39 7905K 1.49
74522 .35 745168 3.95 745287 1.90 4014 .79 4581 1.95 74HC04 .59 74HC194 1.04 7812K 1.39 7912K 1.49
74530 .35 745169 3.95 745288 1.90 4015 .39 4582 1.95 74HC08 .59 74HC195 1.09 7815K 1.39 7915K 1.49
74532 .40 745174 .95 745289 6.98 4016 .39 4584 .75 74HC10 .59 74HC238 1.35 7824K 1.39 7924K 1.49
74537 .88 745175 .95 745299 7.35 4017 .69 4585 .75 74HCll .59 74HC240 1.89

TO-92 CASE PACKAGE74538 .85 745180 11.95 745301 6.95 4018 .79 45151 12.95 74HC14 .79 74HC241 1.89
74540 .35 745181 3.95 745373 2.45 4019 .39 4702 12.95 74HC20 .59 74HC242 1.89 78105 .69 79l0S
74551 .35 745182 2.95 745374 2.45 4020 .75 4724 1.50 74HC27 .59 74HC243 1.89 78112 .69 79112
74564 .40 745185 16.95 745381 7.95 4021 .79 74COO .35 74HC30 .59 74HC244 1.89 78115 .69 79115
74565 .40 745188 1.95 745387 1.95 4022 .79 74C02 .35 74HC32 .69 74HC245 1.89 OTHER VOLTAGE REGS74574 .50 745189 6.95 745399 2.95 4023 .29 74C04 .35 74HC51 .59 74HC251 .89
74585 1.99 745194 1.49 745412 2.98 4024 .65 74C08 .35 74HC74 .75 74HC257 .85 78M05C 5voll 'namp TO·220
74586 .50 745195 1.49 745470 6.95 4025 .29 74Cl0 .35 74HC75 .85 74HC259 1.39 lM323K 5voll 3amp TO·3
745112 .50 745196 1.49 745471 4.95 4026 1.65 74C14 .59 74HC85 1.35 74HC273 1.89 lM338K Adj. 5amp TO·3
745113 .50 745197 1.49 745472 4.95 4027 .45 74C20 .35 74HC86 .69 74HC299 4.99 78H05K 5voll 5amp TO·3
745114 .55 745201 6.95 745474 4.95 4028 .69 74C30 .35 74HC93 1.19 74HC367 .99 78H12K lZvol15amp TO·3
745124 2.75 745225 7.95 745570 2.95 4029 .79 74C32 .39 74HC125 1.19 74HC373 2.29 78P05K 5voll 10amp TO·3
745132 1.24 745226 3.99 745571 2.95 4030 .39 74C42 1.29 74HC132 1.19 74HC374 2.29 UA78S40 FAIRCHILD DIP
745133 .45 745240 2.20 745573 9.95 4034 1.95 74C48 1.99 74HC138 .99 74HC393 1.39
745134 .50 745241 2.20 875181 16.25 4035 .85 74C73 .65 74HC139 .99 74HC4017 1.99

875185 16.95 4040 .75 74C74 .65 74HC151 .89 74HC4020 1.39
LINEAR4041 .75 74C76 .80 74HC153 .89 74HC4024 1.59

4042 .69 74C83 1.95 74HC154 2.49 74HC4040 1.39 lM301 .34 lM567 .89
4043 .85 74C85 1.95 74HC157 .89 74HC4049 .89 lM301H .79 NE570 3.95

7400 4044 .79 74C86 .39 74HC161 1.15 74HC4050 .89 lM307 .45 NE571 2.95
4046 .85 74C89 4.50 74HC164 1.25 74HC4060 1.29 lM308 .69 NE590 2.50

7400 .19 7483 .50 74172 5.95 4047 .95 74C90 1.19 74HC166 2.95 74HC4511 2.39 lM308H 1.15 NE592 .98
7401 .19 7485 .59 74173 .75 4048 .69 74C93 1.75 74HC174 .99 74HC4538 2.29 lM309H 1.9S lM709 .59
7402 .19 7486 .35 74174 .89 4049 .35 74C95 .99 74HCTOO lM309K 1.25 lM710 .75
7403 .19 7489 2.15 74175 .89 4050 .35 74C150 5.75 lM310 1.75 lM711 .79
7404 .19 7490 .35 74176 .89 4051 .79 74C151 2.25 74HCT: Direct, drop·in replacements for lS TIL and lM311 .64 LM723 .49
7405 .25 7491 .40 74177 .75 4052 1.99 74C154 3.25 can be intermixed with 7415 in the same circuit. lM311H .89 lM723H .55
7406 .29 7492 .50 74178 1.15 4053 .79 74C157 1.75 74HCTOO .69 74HCT175 1.09 lM312H 1.75 lM733 .98
7407 .29 7493 .35 74179 1.75 4060 .89 74C160 1.19 74HCT02 .69 74HCT193 1.39 lM317K 3.95 lM741 .35
7408 .24 7494 .65 74180 .75 4066 .39 74C161 1.19 74HCT04 .69 74HCT194 1.19 lM317T 1.19 lM741N-14 .35
7409 .19 7495 .55 74181 2.25 4068 .39 74C162 1.19 74HCT08 .69 74HCT195 1.29 lM318 1.49 lM741H .40
7410 .19 7496 .70 74182 .75 4069 .29 74C163 1.19 74HCTlO .69 74HCT238 1.49 lM318H 1.59 lM747 .69
7411 .25 7497 2.75 74184 2.00 4070 .35 74C164 1.39 74HCTll .69 74HCT240 2.19 LM319H 1.90 lM748 .59
7412 .30 74100 1.75 74185 2.00 4071 .29 74C165 2.00 74HCTl4 .89 74HCT241 2.19 LM319 1.25 lMl014 1.19
7413 .35 74105 1.14 74189 2.99 4072 .29 74C173 .79 74HCT20 .69 74HCT242 2.19 lM320 see7900 lM1303 1.95
7414 .49 74107 .30 74190 1.15 4073 .29 74C174 1.19 74HCT27 .69 74HCT243 2.19 LM322 1.65 lM1310 1.49
7416 .25 74109 .45 74191 1.15 4075 .29 74C175 1.19 74HCT30 .69 74HCT244 2.19 lM323K 4.95 MC1330 1.69
7417 .25 74110 .45 74192 .79 4076 .79 74C192 1.49 74HCT32 .79 74HCT245 2.19 LM324 .59 MC1349 1.89
7420 .19 74111 .55 74193 .79 4077 .59 74C193 1.49 74HCT51 .69 74HCT251 1.09 LM329 .65 MC1350 1.19
7421 .35 74116 1.55 74194 .85 4078 .29 74C195 1.39 74HCT74 .85 74HCT257 .99 lM331 3.95 MC1358 1.69
7422 .35 74120 1.20 74195 .85 4081 .29 74C200 5.75 74HCT75 .95 74HCT259 1.59 LM334 1.19 MC1372 6.95
7423 .29 74121 .29 74196 .79 4082 .29 74C221 1.75 74HCT85 1.49 74HCT273 2.09 lM335 1.40 lM1414 1.59
7425 .29 74122 .45 74197 .75 4085 .95 74C244 2.25 74HCT86 .79 74HCT299 5.25 LM336 1.75 LM1458 .59
7426 .29 74123 .49 74198 1.35 4086 .95 74C373 2.45 74HCT93 1.29 74HCT367 1.09 LM337T 1.95 lM1488 .69
7427 .29 74125 .45 74199 1.35 4093 .49 74C374 2.45 74HCTl25 1.29 74HCT373 2.49 LM337K 3.95 LM1489 .69
7428 .45 74126 .45 74221 1.35 4094 2.99 74C901 .39 74HCTl32 1.29 74HCT374 2.49 LM338K 3.95 LM1496 .85
7430 .19 74128 .55 74246 1.35 4098 2.49 74C902 .85 74HCTl38 1.15 74HCT393 1.59 LM339 .99 LM1558H 3.10
7432 .29 74132 .45 74247 1.25 4099 1.95 74C903 .85 74HCTl39 1.15 74HCT4017 2.19 LM340 see7800 lM1800 2.37
7433 .45 74136 .50 74248 1.85 14409 12.95 74C905 10.95 74HCTl51 1.05 74HCT4020 1.59 LM348 .99 lM1812 8.25
7437 .29 74141 .65 74249 1.95 14410 12.95 74C906 .95 74HCT153 1.05 74HCT4024 1.79 LM350K 4.95 1.M1830 3.50
7438 .29 74142 2.95 74251 .75 14411 11.95 74C907 1.00 74HCT154 2.99 74HCT4040 1.59 LM350T 4.60 LM1871 5.49
7439 .79 74143 4.95 74259 2.25 14412 12.95 74C908 2.00 74HCT157 .99 74HCT4049 .99 LM358 .69 LM1872 5.49
7440 .19 74144 2.95 74265 1.35 14419 7.95 74C909 2.75 74HCT161 1.29 74HCT40S0 .99 lM359 1.79 1.M1877 3.52
7442 .49 74145 .60 74273 1.95 14433 14.95 74C910 9.95 74HCT164 1.39 74HCT4060 1.49 lM376 3.75 lM1889 1.95
7443 .65 74147 1.75 74276 1.25 4502 .95 74C911 8.95 74HCT166 3.05 74HCT4511 2.69 LM377 1.95 l.M1896 1.75
7444 .69 74148 1.20 74278 3.11 4503 .65 74C912 8.95 74HCT174 1.09 74HCT4538 2.59 lM378 2.50 UlN2003 1.29
7445 .69 74150 1.35 74279 .75 4507 1.25 74C914 1.95 lM379 4.50 XR2206 3.75
7446 .69 74151 .55 74283 2.00 4508 1.95 74C915 1.19 lM380 .89 lM2877 2.05
7447 .69 74152 .65 74284 3.75 4510 .85 74C918 2.75 lM380N·8 1.10 LM2878 2.25
7448 .69 74153 .55 74285 3.75 4511 .85 74C920 17.95

gSPECTRONICS lM381 1.60 lM2900 .85
7450 .19 74154 1.25 74290 .95 4512 .85 74C921 15.95 lM382 1.60 lM2901 1.00
7451 .23 74155 .75 74293 .75 4514 1.25 74C922 4.49

CORPORATION lM383 1.95 MPQ2907 1.95
7453 .23 74156 .65 74298 .85 4515 1.79 74C923 4.95 lM384 1.95 lM2917 2.95
7454 .23 74157 .55 74351 2.25 4516 1.55 74C925 5.95 lM386 .89 lM3900 .59
7460 .23 74159 1.65 74365 .65 4518 .89 74C926 7.95 EPROM ERASERS lM387 1.40 lM3905 1.25
7470 .35 74160 .85 74366 .65 4519 .39 74C927 7.95 lM389 1.35 lM3909 .98
7472 .29 74161 .69 74367 .65 4520 .79 74C928 7.95 Capacity Intensity lM390 1.95 lM3911 2.25
7473 .34 74162 .85 74368 .65 4521 4.99 74C929 19.95 Timer Chip (uW/Cm1 ) lM392 .69 lM3914 3.95
7474 .33 74163 .69 74376 2.20 4522 1.25 74C930 4.95 PE·14 9 8,000 583.00 lM393 1.29 lM3915 3.95
7475 .45 74164 .85 74390 1.75 4526 1.25 80C95 .85 PE-14T 9 8.000 5119.00 lM394H 4.60 lM3916 3.95
7476 .35 74165 .85 74393 1.35 4527 1.95 80C96 .95 PE·24T 12 9.600 5175.00 lM399H 5.00 MC4024 3.95
7480 .59 74166 1.00 74425 3.15 4528 1.19 80C97 .95 Pl-265T 30 9.600 5255.00 NE531 2.95 MC4044 4.50
7481 1.10 74167 2.96 74426 .85 4529 2.95 80C98 1.20 PR·125T 25 17,000 5349.00 NE555 .34 RC4136 1.25
7482 .95 74170 1.65 74490 2.55 4531 .95 PR-320T 42 17,000 S595.00 NE556 .65 RC4151 3.95

NE558 1.50 lM4250 1.75
NE564 2.95 lM4500 3.25

TRANSISTORS IC INTERFACE DATAAQC 9000 lM565 .99 RC4558 .69
lM566 1.49 lM13600 1.49

8T26 1.59 AOC0800 15.55 9304 .95 lM13700 1.45
2N918 .50 2N3772 1.85 SOCKETS 8T28 1.98 AOC0804 3.49 9316 1.00 H=TO-5 CAN. K=TO-3, T=TO·220
MP5918 .25 2N3903 .25 8T95 .89 AOC0809 4.49 9328 1.49 76477 3.95

RCA2N2102 .75 2N3904 .10 8T96 .89 AOC0816 14.95 9334 2.50 76488 5.95
2N2218 .50 2N3906 .10 1·99 100 8T97 .89 AOC0817 9.95 9368 3.95 76489 8.95 2.75 CA3083
2N2218A .50 2N4122 .25 8 PIN 5T .13 .11 8T98 .89 AOC0831 8.95 9401 9.95 551·263 39.95 1.29 CA3086
2N2219 .50 2N4123 .25 14 PIN 5T .15 .12 OM8131 2.95 OAC0800 4.49 9601 .75 AY3·8910 12.95 1.25 CA3089
2N2219A .50 2N4249 .25 16 PIN 5T .17 .13 OP8304 2.29 OAC0806 1.95 9602 1.50 AY3·8912 12.95 2.90 CA3096
2N2222 .25 2N4304 .75 18 PIN 5T .20 .18 058833 2.25 OAC0808 2.95 9637 2.95 MC3340 1.49 2.90 CA3130
PN2222 .10 2N4401 .25 20 PIN 5T .29 .27 058835 1.99 OAC1020 8.25 96502 1.95 5Pl000 39.00 1.75 CA3140
MP52369 .25 2N4402 .25 22 PIN 5T .30 .27 058836 .99 OAC1021 7.95 1.10 CA3146
2N2484 .25 2N4403 .25 24 PIN 5T .30 .27 OS8837 1.65 OAC1022 5.95 1.65 CA3160
2N2905 .50 2N4857 1.00 28 PIN 5T .40 .32 058838 1.30 MC1408l6 1.95 OPTO-ISOLATORS 1.65 CA3183
2N2907 .25 PN4916 .25 40 PIN 5T .49 .39 MC1408l8 2.95 MCA·7 4.25 TIPN2907 .13 2N5086 .25 64 PIN 5T 4.25CAll
2N3055 .79 PN5129 .25 MCA-225 1.75

4.20 75365
3055T .69 PN5139 .25 5T"'50l0ERTAll Il·l 1.25

1.65 75450ILA-30 1.252N3393 .30 2N5209 .25 IlQ·74 2.75 3.25 75451
2N3414 .25 2N6028 .35 8 PIN WW .59 .49 Hl1C5 1.25 1.49 75452
2N3563 .40 2N6043 1.75 14 PIN WW .69 .52 Tll·l11 1.00 1.49 75453
2N3565 .40 2N6045 1.75 16 PIN WW .69 .58 TIl-113 1.75 1.95 75454
PN3565 .25 MP5-A05 18 PIN WW .99 .90 1.95 75491
MPS3638 .25 MP5-A06 20 PIN WW 1.09 .98 1.95 75492
MP53640 .25 MP5·A13 22 PIN WW 1.39 1.28 1.25 75493
PN3643 .25 MP5·A55 24 PIN WW 1.49 1.35 1.25 75494
PN3644 .25 MPU·131 28 PIN WW 1.69 1.49 81 FETMP53704 .15 TlP29 40 PIN WW 1.99 1.80
MPS3706 .15 TIP31 .99 lF347

TIP32 .79 lF351
1.19 lF353
2.19 lF355

.79 lF356
1.19 lF357
1.19 lF411
2.19 lF412
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T1
T1
T1

DIFFUSED LEOS
'·99
.10
.18
.18
.10

.10

.18

.18

2x5mm .2S
21115mm .30
2x5mm .30

MONOLITHIC
50V .14 .lJ.11 50V
50V .15 .47111 SOV

DISC
50V .05 560 50V
50V .05 680 50V
50V .05 820 50V
50V .05 .001J.1f 50V
SOV .OS .001S SOV
50V .05 .0022 50V
SOV .OS .005 50V
50V .05 .01 SOV
SOV .05 .02 50V
50V .05 .05 50V
50V .05.1 12V

CAPACITORS
TANTALUM

15V .40 .47111 35V
15V .70 1.0 35V
15V .80 2.2 35V
15V 1.35 4.7
35V .40 10

JUMBO RED
JUMBO GREEN
JUMBO YEllOW
MOUNTING HOW

MINI RED
MINI GREEN
MINI YELLOW

RECT RED
RECT GREEN
RECl YELLOW

ELECTROLYTIC
RADIAL AXIAL

'pI 25V .14 'pI 50V
2.2 35V .15 4.7 16V
4.7 50V .15 10 16V
10 50V .15 10 50V
47 35V .'8 22 16V
100 16v .18 47 50V
220 35V .20 100 15V
470 25V .30 100 35V
2200 '6V .60 220 25V

COMPUTER
330 16V
550 16V

GRADE 1000 16V
2200 16V

44.000111 30V 3.9S 6000 16V

.01111

.047J,11

1.011 f
6.8
10
22
.22

.25

.25
25/1.00

1211.00 1.....~~~~~.III•••1IIl10/1.00

.~~ LED DISPLAYS

.5S HP5082-7760 CC .43"
1.39 MAN-72 CA .3"
1.95 MAN·74 CC .3"
2.25 FND-S37(3S91 CC .37S"

.35 FNO·SOO(S03) CC .S"
FNO-5071510) CA .S"
Tll·311 41117 HEX W LOGIC .270"

.35

.35

.95
10/1.00
10/1_00

HEAT SINKS
SCREW ON
CLIP ON
SCREW ON
INSULATOR
INSULATOR

SWITCHES
SPOT MINI-TOGGLE ON-ON 1_25
OPDT MINI-TOGGLE ON-ON 1.50
OPDT MINI-TOGGLE ON-OH·ON 1.75
SPST MINI·PUSHBunON N.O. .39
SPST MINI-PUSHBUTTON N.C. .39
BCD OUT 10 POSITION 6 PIN OIP 1.9S

TO-220
TO-220
TO-3
TO·220
TO-3

EMI FILTER
• MAJOR MANUFACTURER~

: ~?T~ fg~Tp BELOW ./'

$4.95

LINE CORDS
LC·2 2 CONDUCTOR 6 h .39
LC-3 3 CONDUCTOR 6 h .99
LC·HP 3 CONDUCTOR WITH STANDARD

FEMALE SOCKET 6 h 1.49
LC·CIR CIGARETIE LIGHTER

PLUG WITH 6 h COILED CORD 2.95

BYPASS CAPS
.01 j.Jf DISC 100/$6.00
.01 1ft MONOLITHIC 100/$12.00
.1 j.Jf DISC 100/$8.00
.1 j.Jf MONOLITHIC 100/515.00

10pl
22
25
27
33

MUFFIN FANS 47
4.68" SQUARE 14.95 56
3" SQUARE 14.95 68...···~~1.!!~~~··· ..182100

RESISTORS 220
'I. WAn 5% CARBON FILM
All STANDARD VALUES

FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG OHM

50 PIECES SAME VALUE .025
100 PIECES SAME VALUE .02

1000 PIECES SAME VALUE .015

8.95
8.9S
7.9S

$6.95

5~V: •

.. ~

I \ ~ I
AUDIO RF OUT

GROUND

RF
MODULATOR
(ASTECUM1082)
QUANTITIES LIMITED

·PRESETTOCHANNEL3
• USE TO BUILD TV·

COMPUTER INTERFACE

-5 VOLT OPERATION

RIBBON CABLE MALE
RIBBON CABLE FEMALE
SOLDER CUP MALE

IDCENJ6
IDCEN36 F
CEN36

EDGECARD
DIP CONNECTORS

SWITCHES ~:~gg~ ~:~gg ~.~~
4 POSITION .85 72 PIN 51 6.95

~ ~g~:i:g~ ::g ~~ ~:~ ~ IBM PC ~::~ DIODES
7 POSITION .95 50 PIN S1 APPLE 4.95 lN751 5.1 VOLT ZENER
8 POSITION .95 44 PIN S1 2.95 lN759 12.0 VOLT ZENER
10 POSITION 1.29 44 PIN WW 4.95 lN4148 (1N914lSWITCHING

•
.................... lN4001 50PIV lAlN4004 400PIV RECTIFIER

36 PIN CENTRONICS ~~~6~2 ~~::0 ~.~A BRIDGE
KBP04 400PIV 1.5A BRIDGE
MDA801 50PIV 12A BRIDGE
MDA980-1 50PIV 12A BRIDGE
MDA980-2 100PlV 12A BRIDGE
VM48 DIP-BRIDGE

5/1.00

DIP CONNECTORS

SPACED AT .," CENTERS
IDEAL FOR DISK DRIVES

OR ANY.'" HEADER

THESE SOCKE1;S HAVE .SO" LEADS JUST A L1TILE
SHORTER THAN 1=Hi'N THe STANDii'~~tlLeVELWIRE

WRAP SO'¢KETS WITH .6/'" Lt:A05:

100-UP
.35
.39
.39
.59
.39
.75
.75

BARGAIN HUNTERS CORNER
2 LEVEL WIRE WRAP OCKETS

DESCRIPTION ORnER BY CONTACTS

4 '8 20 22 24 28 40
HIGH RELIABILITY TOOLED

AUGATxxST .99 .99 .99 1.69 1.89 1.89 1.99 2.49 2.9951 Ie ~OCKETS

HIGH RELIABILITY TOOLED AUGAT....WW 1.30 1.80 2.10 2.40 2.50 2.90 3.15 3.70 5.40WW Ie SOCKETS

COMPONENT CARRIES
ICC.x .49 .59 .69 .99 .99 .99 .99 1.09 1.49(DIP HEADERS)

RIBBON CABLE
lOP... .95 .95 1.75 2.95DIP PLUGS (lOC)

FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS SEE IDC CQNNECT0RS BELOW

HARD TO FIND
"SNAPABLE" HEADERS

Can easily be snapped apart to make
any size header, all with .," centers
1x36 STRAIGHT LEAD .99
2x40 STRAIGHT LEAD 2.49
2x40 RIGHT ANGLE 2.99

SHORTING BLOCKS

D-SUBMINIATURE
~! -;:~CONTACTSDESCRIPTION ORDER BY

•• n ...9 '5 25 37 50

MALE OBxxP 1.19 '.59 1.90 2.85 4.25 109375SOLDER CUP FEMALE DRuS 1.50 1.85 2.25 3.90 5.25
RIGHT ANGLE MALE DBxxPR 1.65 2.20 3.00 4.83

;;11, f3PC SOLDER FEMALE DBxxSR 2.18 3.03 3.00 6.19
MALE DBxxPWW 1.69 2.56 3.89 5.60

WIRE WRAP EMALE DBxxSWW 2.76 4.27 6.84 9.95 DB37S
MALE IDBxxP 2.95 3.90 4.75 6.95

IDC RIBBON CABLE FEMALE IDBxxS 3.25 4.29 5.25 1.95

HOODS H .89 .99 1.09 1.19

TEXTOOL ZERO INSERTION FORCE
SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES

~~
SCREWDRIVER ClAMP

ECONO ZIF

MOUNTING HARDWARE-$1.00
FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS SEE IDC CONNECTORS BELOW

DB25SR

TYPE

IF
KET

EPTAClE

14

4.9S
8.25

LEVER ClAMP
ZIF SOCKET

CONTACTS

16 24

4. .75
4.95 5_95

WW RECEPTACLES
ZIF RECEPTACLE

28 40

7.75 9.95
6.95 9.95

IDC CONNECTORS RIBBON CABLE
SINGLE COLOR

DESCRIPTION
CONTACTS

ORDER BY r-:'-=0-r--=2::"0-r-::"26:--r-3::"4:-"-4"'0:-"'---;5-:0:-1 CONTACTS ,. '0' l' 10'
SOLDER HEADER IDHxxS .82 1.29 1.68 2.20 2.58 3.24
RIGHT ANGLE SOLDER HEADER IDHxxSR .85 1.35 1.16 2.31 2.
WW HEADER IDHxxW 1.86 2.98 3.84 4.50 5.
RIGHT ANGLE WW HEADER IDHxxWR 2.05 J.28 4.22 4.45 4.
RIBr"')N HEADER SOCKET IDSJOl .79 .99 1. 9 1.

IOH20WR

RIBdON HFA.DER IDMJOl 5.50 6.
RIBB(J N ELGE .ARD IDEn 1.15

ORDERING INSTUC. nONS: INSERT THE NUMBER OF CONTACTS IN THE POSITION MARKED HJO(" OF THE
'ORDER BY" PART NUMBER LISTED. EXAMPLE: A to PIN RIGHT ANGLE HOLDER STYLE WOULD BE IDH10SR
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INS·2428

WSU·30/30M

INS·1416

CABINET #2 $79.00
• Fits one full height 5lJ."disk drive
• Complete with power supply. switch,

line cord, fuse and standard power
connector

• Please specify Grey or Tan

CABINET 113 $89.95
• Fits two half height 5'/."disk drives
• Complete with power supply. switch.

line cord, fuse and standard power
connectors

CABINET #1 $29.95
• Fits one full height 5 1/."disk drive
• Color matches Apple

8" DISK DRIVE CABINETS
ALSO AVAILABLE-PLEASE CALL

PLEASE INCLUDE SUFFICIENT
AMOUNT FOR SHIPPING ON ABOVE ITEMS

OK INDUSTRIES
EX-1 IC EXTRACTION TOOL

• ONE PIECE METAL CONSTRUCTION
• EASILY EXTRACTS 8·24 PIN DEVICES
• LOW COST 52.19

WIRE DISPENSER
• WITH 50' ROLL OF WIRE
• BUILT IN PLUNGER CUTS WIRE
• BUILT IN STRIPPER STRIPES 1"
• REFILLABLE

WD-30 $6.50 WD-30TRI $9.50
Specify Blue, white, With 50' of each:

Yellow or Red Red, Blue and White

SOCKET-WRAP I.D.™
• SLIPS OVER WIRE WRAP PINS
• IDENTIFIES PIN NUMBERS ON WRAP

SIDE OF BOARD
• CAN WRITE ON PLASTIC; SUCH AS IC II

PINS PART# PCK. OF PRICE

8 IDWRAP 08 10 1.95
14 IDWRAP 14 10 1.95
16 IDWRAP 16 10 1.95
18 IDWRAP 18 5 1.95
20 IDWRAP 20 5 1.95
22 IDWRAP 22 5 1.95
24 IDWRAP 24 5 1.95
28 IDWRAP 28 5 1.95
40 IDWRAP 40 5 1.95

PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER OF
PACKAGES IPCK. OF)

EX-2 IC EXTRACTION TOOL
• EXTRACTS 24·40 PIN DEVICES
• HEAVY DUTY METAL CONSTRUCTION
• GROUND LUGS FOR MOS EXTRACTIONS
• EASY ONE HAND OPERATION 512.74

BW-630 WIRE WRAP GUN
• BATTERY POWERED·USES 2 NI-CAD

C CELLSINOT INCLUDED)
+- POSITIVE INDEXING
- ANTI-OVERWRAP DEVICE $41.55

WSU-30 WIRE WRAP TOOLS
• WRAPS, STRIPS, AND UNWRAPS
+- WSU·30M WRAPS AN EXTRA TURN OF

INSULATION

WSU-30 $8.84/WSU-30M $1 0.14

WIRE WRAP TERMINALS
\/VWT-l SLOTTED 25/57.06
\/VWT-2 SINGLE SIDED 25/54.25
V\I'WT·3 IC SOCKET 25/57.06
V\I'WT·4 DOUBLE SIDED 25/2.80
INS-l INSERTION TOOL 53.64

IC INSERTION TOOLS
INS-1416 for 14-16 pin IC's 55.15
MOS·1416 for 14·16 pin IC's 510.92
MOS-2428 for 24-28 pin Ie's 510.92
MOS-40 for 40 pin IC's 512.43
MOS series insertion rooJs have metal constuction
and include grounding lug for CMOS applications.

MULTIMETER PEN

AUTO RANGING. POLARITY & DECIMAL!
" LARGE 3% DIGIT DISPLAY
• DATA HOLD SWITCH fREEZES READING
• FAST. AUDIBLE CONTINUITY TEST
" LOW BATTERY INDICATOR

• OVERLOAD PROTECTION ~~''''RI• ONLY lV,". 6'1.". 'A" J'L. .......
• DC VOLTS .1 mV-500V 'I~ ration
+- AC VOLTS 1mV-500V
" .1 OHM-20 MEG OHMS
"WEIGHS ONLY 2.3 OUNCES
• LOW PARTS COUNT-CUSTOM 80 PIN LSI INSURES RELIABILITY
• INCLUDES MANUAL... BATTERIES. SOFT CASE, 2 PROBE TIPS,

AND ALLIGATOR CLIP

TANDON TM100·2•
•

. -.
;(~.> •

$175.00

$399.95
WITH PROBES

MICROCOMPUTER
HARDWARE
HANDBOOK

FROM ELCOMP $14.95
Over 800 pages of manufacturer's
data sheets on the most commonly
used Ie's

• TTL - 74, 74LS & 74F
+- CMOS
• Voltage regulators
• Memory - RAM, ROM, EPROM
• CPU'S - 6800, 6500, Z80,

8080, 8085 & 8086/8
+- MPU Support & Interface.

6800, 6500, Z80, 8200, etc.

PS-IBM

SWITCHING
POWER SUPPLIES

DISK DRIVEsmTANDON

~~ ~gg:~ ~:;::: :~g= ::~: 6~jgg m~·gg '(.)
MPI

MPI·B52 5 1/." (FOR IBM) 05/00 $139.95
TEAC - --

FD-55B " HEIGHT DS/DD S139.95 TEAC FD-55B
FD·55F Ifl HEIGHT OS/QUAD $200.00

SHUGART
SA 400l 5lf." (40 TRACKl SS/OD $199.95
SA 460 5'1."180 TRACK, DS/QUAD S199.95

8" DISK DRIVES
FD100-8 BY SIEMENS. SHUGART 801 EQUIV.

SS/OO 10/5129.95 ea. $149.95
FD200-8 BY SIEMENS. SHUGART 851 EQUIV,

DS/DO 10/5185.00 ea. $$195.00

JFORMAT-2 $49.95
SUPPORT FOR QUAD DENSITY DRIVES

FROM TALL TREE SYSTE"'lS
PLEASE INCLUDE SUFFICENT AMOUNT FOR SHIPPING ON ABOVE ITEMS

• FOR IBM PC-XT COMPATIBLE
• 130 WATTS
• t5V@15A, t12V@4.2A

-5V@.5A.·12V@.SA
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY

• +5V@5A, t12V@2A
+-12V@2.8A, -12V@.30A

·6.2" x 7.4" x 1.7", 1.6 LBS.

$59.95

PS-A $49.95

~I
J 0'- "USE TO POWER APPLE TYPEI -. SYSTEMS

• . • t-5V@4A, "'12V @2.5A
,. -5V@.5A,·12V@.5A
" " APPLE POWER CONNECTOR

PS-3 $39.95
~ +- AS USED IN APPLE III
~~._~t-5V@4A, t-12V@2.5A

......- -SV@.25A.-12V@.30A,
" 15.5" x 4.5" x 2", .884 LBS.

TRANSFORMERS
FRAME STYLE

12.6V AC 2 AMP 4.95
12.6V AC CT 2 AMP 5.95
12.6V AC CT 4 AMP 7.95
12.6V AC CT 8 AMP 10.95
25.2V AC CT 2 AMP 7.95

PLUG CASE STYLE
12V AC 250ma 3.95
12V AC 500ma 4.95
12V AC 1 AMP 5.95
12V AC 2 AMP 6.95

DC ADAPTER
6,9, 12V DC SELECTABLE WITH

UNIVERAL ADAPTER 8.95

20 MHz DUAL TRACE
OSCILLOSCOPE

FROM
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS

UNSURPASSED QUALITY AT AN UNBEATABLE PRICE

• BAND WIDTH· DC: DC TO 20MHz (·3dbl
AC: 10Hz TO 20MHz 1-3db)

• SWEEP TIME· 2 pSEC TO .5 SEC/DIV ON 20 RANGES
• VERT./HORZ. DEFlECTION: 5mV TO 20V/OIV ON 20 RANGES
• COMPLETE MANUAL AND HIGH QUALITY

HOOK-ON PROBES INCLUDED
• INPUT IMPEDANCE: 1 MEG OHM
• TV VIDEO SYNC FILTER
• X, Y AND Z AXIS OPERATION
• 110/220 VOLT 50/60Hz OPERATION
• COMPONENT TESTER
• LP CONSUMPTION-19 WATTS
• BUILT IN CALIBRATOR
• AUTOMATIC OR TRIGGERED TIMEBASE

EXTENDER
CARDS

IBM
APPLE 545.00
MULTI BUS 586.bo

1000

8.20
8.20
8.90
9.60

10.30
11.00
11.75
12.S0
14.30
15.05
15.85
16.60
17.40
18.15
18.95
19.70

IBM

QUANTITY
500
4.70
4.70
5.00
S.40
5.75
6.10
6.S0
6.85
7.80
8.20
8.55
8.95
9.30
9.80

10.00
10.50

100
1.60
1.60
1.65
1.7S
1.80
1.85
1.90
2.00
2.30
2.40
2.50
2.60
2.65
2.70
2.80
2.90

GENERAL PURPOSE
22/44 PIN EDGE·CARD (.'58" SPACING)
BARE· NO FOil PADS 4.5" x 6.0" ..... 59.45
VERTICAL BUS 4.5" x 6.0" .......•. $13.95
SINGLE FOil PADS 4.5" x 6.0" 514.20
BARE· NO FOil PADS 4.5" x 9.0" 510.40
VERTICAL BUS 4.5" x 9.0" ••.••.... 514.20
SINGLE FOIL PADS 4.5" x 9.0" 513.50

36n2 PIN EDGE-CARD (.'" SPACING)
BARE· NO FOIL PADS 4.5" x 6.0" .•.•• 59.45
VERTICAL BUS 4.5" lC 6.0" 513.2S
SINGLE FOIL PADS 4.5" x 6.0" .•..•. 514.20
BARE· NO FOIL PADS 4.5" x 9.0" .... 510.40
VERTICAL BUS 4.S" x 9.0" .••••.•.• 514.20
SINGLE FOIL PADS 4.5" lC 9.0" 51S.1S

IBM·PR2

APPLE
BARE - NO FOIL PADS ..... . . 515.15
HORIZONTAL BUS ..•.......•... 522.75
SINGLE FOil PADS PER HOLE .•.... 521.80
FOR APPLE lie AUX SLOT ..... 530.00

BARE· NO FOil PADS .. 515.15
HORIZONTAL BUS 521.80
VERTICAL BUS 521.80
SINGLE FOil PADS PER HOLE 522.75

S-100

BOTH CARDS HAVE SILK SCREENED LEGENDS
AND INCLUDES MOUNTING BRACKET
WITH .5V AND GROUND PLANE •... $27.95
AS ABOVE WITH DECODING CIRCUITRY $29.95

,. - I ................

l
.'." -.
, '-,,

• ,v_

FR-4 EPOXY GLASS LAMINATE
WITH GOLD-PLATED EDGE-CARD FINGERS

Note: 1 inch of insulation is stripped on
each end. A 3.5" wire has only 1.5" of insu·
lation.
LENGTH
(INCHES)

2.5
3
3.5

••.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10

BARE GLASS BOARDS
NO EDGE·CARD FINGERS OR FOIL

P2Sx4S 2.S" x 4.S" 52.40
P4Sx6S 4.S" lC 6.5" 54.70
P4Sx8S 4.5" x 8.S" 56.20
P4Sx170 4.5" x 17.0" 511.35
P8Sx170 8.5" x 17.0" 518.95

GE NICKEL-CADIUM
RECHARGABLE BATTERIES
NI-CAD CHARGER PACKAGE

PRICE INCLUDES CHARGER (WALL PLUG),
SArrERIES, & MODULAR BArrERV HOLDER

AAA CELLS OTY.2 511.71
AACElLS OTY.2 511.71
C CELLS OTY.2 513.21
D CELLS OTY.2 513.21
9 VOLT OTY.l 513.21

BATTERIES ONLY
AAA CELLS PKG.2 56.07 pro
AA CELLS PKG.l 53.03 ea.
C CELLS PKG.l 53.78 ea.
o CELLS PKG.l 53.78 ea.
9 VOLT PKG.l 57.57 ea.

SPOOLS
54.30 250 feet 57.25

513.25 1000 feet 521.95
Please specify color:

Blue, Black. Yellow or Red

WIRE WRAP WIRE
PRECUT AND STRIPPED

PRECUT ASSORTMENT
IN ASSORTED COLORS S27.50

100ea: 5.5", 6". 6.5". 7"
250ea: 2.5", 4.5", 5"
500ea: .3", 3.5", 4"
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825995
(64K)

OPTIOIS;

, 28K Maxistack

Game Adaptor

MAXIMIZER
COMPAREI

~ --~SIGMA DESIGNS. INC.

_____-"'Meo.AX"'I"'MI"'-ZE"'-R'---"A""ST'-'6"'.P..=A-"'CK"-'+"--- 2nd Serial Port
Ma.. lrnum Memory 384K /512K' 384K
AS 232 Senal 2' 1
Parallel Port 1 1
ClOCk Calendar YES YES
Game Adaptor Opllon31 OptIonal

, wlt h opllonal128KMAXI$TACK
, seconO serial OOrl ootlonal

MlIllMIZE YOUR IBM PC OR Xli
MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY -Alt of the mosl asked for sup

port features on one card plus SOFT DISK and SPOOL
software to Increase your PC's productivity!

MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE PER DOLLAR -Compare lea·
tures with the best seiling multifunction card and save!

MAXIMUM RELIABILITY - The MAXIMIZER features the
highest quality 4·lAYER board construction, sockets
lor atl RAM. and IS backed by a fulll

ONE YEAR WARRANTY

• LOW COST

• DUPLICATE OR BURN ANY
STANDARD2700SERIES EPROM

• MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE
INCLUDED-NO AODITIONAL
SOFTWARE REQUIREO

• AUTOMATIC SElECTION FOR
2716.2732. 2732A. 2764 & 27128

• LED INDICATORS FOR ACTIVITY

• HIGH SPEED WRITE ALGORITHM

• NO EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY

EPROM PROGRAMMER
FOR APPLE COMPUTERS

RP525 $79.95

'NASHUA DISKETTES WERE JUDGED TO HAVE THE HIGHEST
POLISH AND RECORDED AMPLITUDE OF ANY DISKETTES TESTED.

(SEE 'COMPARING FLOPPY DISKS". BYTE9184j

DISK DRIVES FOR YOUR IBM
MPI52B

(same as Tandon)

$175.00

JDR HAS CAREFULL Y
SELECTED THE HIGHEST

QUALITY FULL Y IBM
CaMPA TlBLE POWER
SUPPLY AVAILABLE.

VERBATIM

COMPARE
THESE FEATURES

* XT COMPATIBLE

• 1VEAR WARRANTY

• HIGH QUALITY
CONSTRUCTION

• PLUG COMPATIBLE
CONNECTORS

• FITS INTO EXSISTING
MOUNTING HOLES

• SOLID 130WATTOUTPUT
+5V@15A +12V@4.2A
-5V @ .5A -12V @ .5A

....BUT DISCOVER
THAT YOUR POWER

SUPPLY CAN'T
HANDLE THE LOAD?

WANT TO ADD
AN INTERNAL

HARD DISK
DRIVETOYOUR

IBM PC?

$1.5gea.
Q1YOO

IF PURCHASEO
WITH 50 OISKETTES

OR MORE

$1.49ea.
Q1Y 100

DISI<ETTE FILE

$8.95

* ATTRACTIVE, SMOKED ACRYLIC CASE WITH
SIX INDEXED DIVIDERS

* RUGGED, HIGH QUALITY
CONSTRUCTION

* HOLDS 70 5'/'"
DISKETTES,
WITH ROOM
TO SPARE

*NASHUA DISI<ETTES
5%" SOFT SECTOR

DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY
WITH HUB RINGS

BULK PACKAGED IN FACTORY SEALED BAGS
OF 50. INCLUDES DISKETTE SLEEVES AND
WRITE PROTECT TABS. IDEAL FOR SCHOOLS,
CLUBS, AND USERS GROUPS. THIS ISA SPECIAL
PURCHASE, QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED.

5 YEAR WARRANTY.

$9.95 IF PURCHASED ALONE

BY DEALING DIRECTWITH THE
FACTORY, WE CAN MAKE THIS

UNBEATABLE OFFER

$1.39ea.
Q1Y250

JDR 161<
RAM CARD

$39.95
BARE PC CARD AND INSTUCTIONS $9.95

* 2 YEAR WARRANTY
* EXPAND YOUR 481< APPLE TO 64K
* USE IN PLACE OF APPLE LANGUAGE

CARD

OTHER ACCESSORIES
BMC BX-80 $249.00
CONTROLLER CARD $49.95
VIEWMAX-80 $159.95
VIEWMAX-80e $129.95
GRAPHMAX $129.95
THUNDERCLOCI< $129.95
I<RAFT JOYSTICI< $39.95
POWER SUPPLY $49.95
ZVM-123 GREEN MON $105_00
BMC AU9191 U COLOR MON $279_00

APPLE ACCESSORIES

~
- '--- =

.. .... • . BAL-525
. (I.. . ...1ll6... $139.95

* '12 HEIGHT-ALPS MECHANISM
* 100% APPLE COMPATIBLE
* FULL1 YEAR WARRANTY

~ BAL-500
~ $169.95

* TEAC MECHANISM- DIRECT DRIVE
* 100%APPLE COMPATIBLE- 35 TRACK
* 40 TRACI< WHEN USED WITH

OPTIONAL CONTROLLER

I
MITAC
AD-1

$179.95
* FULL HEIGHT SHUGART

MECHANISM
* DIRECT REPLACEMENT FOR APPLE

OISI< II
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U·N·C·L·A·S·S·I·F·I·E·D A·D·S

BYTE is concerned about software piracy. Unclassified
ads proposing exdlanges of software must specify that the
software was written by the individual or is in the public
domain. BYTE reserves the right to reject any unclassified
ad that does not meet this criterion.

DONATE: Your used computer equipment to a non
profit organization for tax benefits. I will piace your
equipment with appropriate parties and oversee the
documentation and physical transfer for free.
Richard Hanson. POB 23438. Pleasant Hill. CA
94523,14151932-8856 or (415) 939-1246 modem.

WANTED: lax-deductible donations of business and
educational computer hardware to nonprofit educa
tion center for rural American Indians. Materials will
be used for computer literacy, computer-assisted in
struction, job training, and center administration.
Roundhouse Council. American Indian Education
Center, c/o Michael Guttman, 975 East Ave.. Suite
150, Chico, CA 95926. (9161 895-9131.

WANTED: Nonprofit college seeks tax-deductible
donations of computers, printers, and terminals.
Certified receipts available. Colorado Baptist Col
lege, 11111 East Mississippi Ave.. Aurora. CO 80012,
1303) 363-Q937.

NEEDED: 256K IBM PC or compatible, terminal.
monitor, disk drive, printer, related hardware. lax
deductible donation for CAl by beginning sociology
students. Shipping reimbursed. Dr. Douglas L.
White, Computers in the Sociology Classroom Proj
ect. 307 Reuther Bldg.. Henry Ford Community Col
lege, Dearborn, MI 48128.

WANTED: The Poetry Resource Center of Michigan,
a nonprofit. ta)(-exempt organization serving the
literary community of Michigan, needs donations
of IBM or plug-eompatible equipment for word pro
cessing. record keeping, and office management.
Yonah Karp, PRC. 621 South Washington Ave.. Royal
Oak, MI 48067, (313) 399-3163/865-8513.

WANTED: Nondenominational Christian church seeks
donation of microcomputer and peripherals for use
in Christian school and church administration. Will
pay shipping and give receipt. Glen Gardeski. 233
Lansing SI.. Utica, NY 13501. (315) 724-Q219.

WANTED: Graduate student in exhibit on history of
calculating devices needs anything in hardware rep
resentative of early computer generations, paper
tape, punch cards, slide rules, pictures, etc. Project
unfunded, but willing to pay shipping and discuss
small payment for some items. Donated items will
be credited. Roger Wallace, 2360 Grandview lerrace,
Manhattan. KS 66502.

WANTED: Graduate with knowledge of COBOL. FOR
TRAN, BASIC. etc. and programming experience in
system and application software seeks correspon
dents. Worked on file management utilities, text
editor, spooler. report utility. Developed in C BASIC
(order/invoice/sales/inventory/payroll systems).
Stellus Pereira, Jeffrin Cottage, Opp I.I.T. Main Gate,
Powai. Bombay 400 076, India.

NEEDED: Inexpensive, used, or unwanted material
relating to Z80 and 68000 programming. I've built
a homebrew that needs an assembler and improved
operating system. Any public-domain subroutines
or algorithms printed on paper only would be ap
preciated. Michael Sanders, #228183, Wynne 12T.
Huntsville, TX 77349.

NEEDED: Seminary graduate turned software engi
neer (cowrote landy's ALDS), beginning CHARIS
Christian videotex service, seeks equipment (ex
changed for free advertising) and technical exper
tise in starting this ministry to churches. For free
brochure, send SASE. Christian Helps and Re
sources Information service, Attn: Larry West. POB
79635. Saginaw. TX 76179-Q635.

FOR SALE: Ohio Scientific Inc. hardware. Get on our
mailing list. Walt Thomas. RD # I. Box 135. Linden,
PA 17744.1717) 398-1893.

WANTED: Electronics engineering student needs con
tributions of electronics/computer books. maga
zines. training kits. or equipment. Donation of Apple
peripherals, especially a disk drive. most welcome.
James Y. Kwan. Room 307. Third Floor. 1109
severino Reyes SI.. Santa Cruz. Manila. 2805.
Philippines.

WANTED: BYTE 1975-1982 Soltalk No. I through
September 1982 Nibble No. I-Vol. 2. NO.8 and Vol.
4. NO.7. Junichiro Kida. 1566-220. Nara-eho. Midori
ku. Yokohama 227. Japan.

FOR SALE: Micropolis SSiDD 5~-inch disk drive.
Model 1021-2: 5150. Micropolis 5-IOO-bus disk
controller board. Model 107: 5160. Includes
manuals. J. lYler. Robert Gordon's Institute of lech
nology. School of Mathematical Sciences and Com
puter Studies. St. Andrew St.. Aberdeen. Scotland
ABI IHG. U.K.. 0224633611 ext. 462.

FOR SALE: Vector Graphics 5002 two-user system
with 2x64K RAM monitors. 600K 5~-inch floppy
and 5-megabyte hard-disk drives. Hayes Smart
modem 100. 3-port serial interface. and TI 810
printer. Original cost 512.000+; best offer. Rick
Smith, 9801 Vieux Carre #16. Louisville. KY 40223,
1502) 244-1748

FOR SALE: Osborne 1. two SS/SD floppy-disk drives:
5650. Bob Phalen. 21 Ozone Ave. #21. Venice. CA
90291.1213) 450-9111 ext. 2718.

FOR SALE: Commodore 64 Executive portable. Built
in disk drive and color monitor. modem. joystick.
and KoalaPad: 5950. P D. Bailey. 203 Willow Way.
Vicksburg. MS 39180. 1601) 634-2824.

FOR SALE: Paper Tiger 440 printer plus parallel in
terface card. Includes all information. cables. and
ribbons. excellent condition; 5300 or best offer. Dr.
R. E. Crowder. 460 North lerrace Dr.. Wichita. KS
67208.1316) 684-5184

WANTED: Epson OX-IO system. Hayes 300/1200-bps
modem, and stand-alone hard disks for our users
group's RBBS systems. Fellow OXers are welcome
to send SASE for a sample newsletter. EUG. Box
1076, Lemont. PA 16851. 1814) 237-5511.

FOR SALE: Eagle monochrome monitor and color
card in mint condition; fully compatible with IBM
monochrome monitor and color card. List price over
5600; asking 5400 Kenneth lam. 68 East Broadway,
New York. NY 10002.1212) 226-6248 after 6 p.m.

FOR SALE: Brand new landon TM848-IE and -2E
OEM 8-inch drive service manual in factory binder:
525 plus postage or best offer. Bill Weinel. 139
Pineland Circle. Raleigh. NC 27606.1919) 851-1270.

FOR SALE: HP 82905B dot-matrix printer 10pt 248).
the HPIL version for use with HP 41. HP 75.·or HP
71B. New 5795; will sell for 5350. John Gilby. Site
II. Compartment 175. RR #3. Sydney, Nova Scotia
BIP 6G5, Canada.

FOR SALE: Apple dot-matrix printer used for only
four months. excellent condition: 5280 negotiable.
Joe Genduso, College Station. Lafayette College,
POB 4391. Easton. PA 18042

FOR SALE: First 16 issues of BYTE. Send SASE and
reasonable offer. Henry Shaw. POB 275. Cape May
Point. NJ 08212.

FOR SALE: Public-domain interactive structured Z80
assembly-language compiler and screen editor.
Steve Allen. 5016 48th Sw. seattle. WA 98136.

FOR SALE: landon TM-100-2 double-sided. 5~-inch

drive. never used; 5190. Fred Orkin. 630 South
Bowman Ave.. Merion Station. PA 19066. (21 5)
448-7960.

WANTED: Altair 5-100 case with motherboard and
power supply-just the box. Looks are unimportant.
Gerald Henrici. II Varick St. #5M. New York. NY
10013. (2121 966-0410 days. 1212) 966-4499
evenings.

FOR SALE: Kilobaud No. I-53, except No. 48. All in
good condition: 5100 plus shipping or best offer
Thomas Aulicino. 2014 59th SI.. Brooklyn. NY 11204

FOR SALE: OSI C8PDF 48K static RAM with video
board to interface with TV. Has tone generator with
color/graphics capabilities, and includes modem and
RF interface; 52200 or best offer. I will pay shipping.
M. Chew. POB 32372. Pensacola. FL 32514.

FOR TRADE: PCI401 programs I developed for ham
radio. navigation. electronics. statistics. and memos.
Exchange on noncommercial basis. Goetz Kluge.
Meisenweg 16. 80 II Vaterstetten. West Germany.

FOR SALE: New 5-100 12-slot motherboard. power
supply. and cabinet by XOR. two 8-inch Siemens
FDD 100-8 floppy-disk drives: 5550. Amber monitor
(zenith ZVM-1221: 585. Ken Skelps. 39 Holly Ave..
Shalimar, FL 32579. 1904) 651-5826

FOR SALE: A Bell Data 2400-bps type modem with
serial inputs, power input. 2400/1200/300 switchable

data rates. originate. answer. auto-answer. full/halt
duplex, synchronous or asynchronous. Worth
53200; sell for 51200. Lyle Jackson. 1120 Pine Hill
Rd.. Mclean. VA 22101. 1703) 356-5215.

WANTED: Single-sheet feeder for NEC 5530 printer.
Gregory Grover. 3558 Mandeville Canyon Rd.. Los
Angeles. CA 90049.

FOR SALE: 5-100 computer system, IMSAI 8080 com
puter. 20-slot motherboard. 64K RAM. four SIO
ports. disk controller. front panel card. cabinet.
power supply. two ICOM disk drives. Hazeltine
Espirit I terminal. and documentation: 51500 or best
offer. R. L. Dalzell. c/44th Signal BN, APO NY 09175.
IFederal Republic of Germany) 6151-68315

WANTED: lechnical information for TI 99/4A, inter
facing information, schematics, etc. Also, used HP
41cv calculator. loseph Walker. Rt. 3, Box 287,
Ruston. LA 71270.

WANTED: Users/owners/operators. I'm starting an in
ternational bulletin-board system listing; if inter
ested. please send description of your BBS and
phone number. Moore & Co.. 301 Nottingham Dr..
Brick lbwn. Nl 08724.

FOR SALE: Brand new green DEC Rainbow 100 moni
tor: 5275. Joyce Goodrich. 315 East 68th SI.. New
York. NY 10021. (212) 879-9771.

WANTED: High school student needs IBM PC
compatible equipment: disk drives. disk controller.
video controller. monitor. keyboard. power suppJy.
and case. Donations or discounts welcome; I will
pay postage. Daniel Miller, 6349 County Rd. !IA.
Garrett. IN 46738. 1219) 357-3710.

WANTED: College student seeks donation of hard
ware and software documentation for the HP 3000.
Also, a terminal for timesharing on the HP 3000.
I will pay shipping. Christopher M. Heim. 6431 Valley
Hi Dr.. Sacramento. CA 95823. (916) 456-3661.

WANTED: lelecomputer for telemarketing. Unit is a
dedicated microprocessor with two tape decks.
Automatically dials every tenth number in a tele
phone exchange and dials numbers prepro
grammed into memory. Capable 50 calls per hour.
Give manufacturer's name. when bought. condition.
and your price. Art Rein. 32 New York Ave.. Freeport.
NY 11520. 1516) 379-6421.

WANTED: High school student needs donated com
puters and peripherals to pursue career in program
ming or electronics. Apples, TR5-80s. zeniths. 5-100,
or CP/M preferred. Will pay postage. Scott Lawler.
1700 lampico Court. Petaluma. CA 94952.

FOR SALE: landon CDC 5~-inch SS/DD disk drives.
Limited quantity of used B: drives in excellent con
dition: 575'. Larry Furman. 81 Holly Ave.. Staten
Island, NY 10308.1718) 317-6803.

FOR SALE: DEC PRO-350. 512K. P/OS. DCL. and
LA 50 printer: 54500 or best offer Mike Saltz. 606
EI Redondo, Redondo Beach. CA 90277. 1213)
379-Q891. .

FOR SALE: BYTE July 1976--june 1981. Book Best 01
BYTE #1. Kilobaud september 1977-september 1981
lexcept OCtober 1977. January. February. and May
1978). Dr. Dobbs Journal February 1977-January 1981.
Mark lait. 5395 Burford SI.. San Diego. CA 92111.

.......................................· .· .
: UNCLASSIFIED POLICY: Readers who have :
: computer equipment to bu~, sell, or trade or whO :
: are requesting or giving advice may send a notice :
: to BYTE for inclusion in the Unclassified Ads :
: section. 10 be considered for publication. an adver- :
: tisement must be noncommercial and nonprofit :
: (individuals or bona fide computer dubs), t~ped :
• double-spaced. contain 60 words or less. and in- :

clude name and address. 'This is a free service: •
notices are printed as space permits. Your con- •
firmation of placement is appearance in an issue :
of BYTE as We engage in no correspondence. :
Please allow at least four months for your ad •
to appear. Send your notices to BYTE. Un
classified Ads. POB 372. Hancock. NH 03449. :· .. .
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B·O·M·B
BYTE's ONGOING MONITOR Box

PC AT Preview Wins

The product description of "The IBM PC
AT' compiled by BYTE staff members Rich
Malloy, G. Michael Vose, lbm Clune, and
George Bond, is the winning article in the
October BYTE. Steve Ciarcia's "An Ultrasonic
Ranging System" wins second-place
mention. Computing at Chaos Manor
encountered only "Minor Problems" this
month and wins Jerry Pournelle third place.
"Database Types" by Rich Krajewski is
fourth. And fifth in the winning lineup is
"Generating and 1esting Pseudorandom
Numbers" written by Charles A. Whitney.
Mr. Whitney is also the winner of the first
place award of $100, for his was the first
non-staff-written article that placed in the
top five. Therefore, the winner of the
second-place award of 550 is actually sixth
in the lineup: Edward A. Rothchild, author
of "Optical Memory: Data Storage by
Laser:' Congratulations. gentlemen.

AUTHOR(S)

... Williams,
Moore

.. Rynone

. .Pournelle
.Pountain

... Markoff.
Robinson

..... Raike

ARTICLE

BYTE Japan: The New and the Old.

Uninterruptible Power Supplies
An Introduction to Fiber Optics,
Part 2: Connections and Networks Shuford
Algorithms for a Variable-Precision
Calculator. . Nilson
Audio-Frequency Analyzer Banes
Font Design for Personal Workstations Bigelow
Expert Systems-Myth or Reality? D'Ambrosio
The HP 110 Portable Computer . Haas
Gifford's MP/M 8-16 Strom
Lotus's Symphony Pountain
MagicPrint Miller
The Hewlett-Packard Thinkjet Printer Haas
The TI Omni 800/Model 855 Printer Haas
Computing at Chaos Manor:
The Fast Lane .
BYTE U.K.: The Amstrad CPC 464.
BYTE West Coast: Light Touches.

Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar:
Understanding Linear Power Supplies Ciarcia
The Visual Mind and the Macintosh Benzon
A Glimpse into Future Television Nadan
Microsoft Macintosh BASIC Version 2.0 Williams
The Apple Story, Part 2:
More History and the Apple III

ARTICLE# PAGE

I 98

2 113
3 135
4 155
5 167

6 183
7 197

8 211

9 223
10 255
II 275
12 290
13 305
14 317
15 329
16 337
17 345
18 363

19 401
20 415

21 429

BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF:
J. Peter Huestis, Advertising Sales Manager, 70 Main Street, Peterborough, NH 03458, tel. (603) 924-9281

NEW ENGLAND
ME. NH. VT. MA. RI
Paul McPherson Ir. (617) 262-1 160
McGraw-Hili Publications
575 Boylston Street
Boston. MA 02116

SOUTHEAST
NC. SC. GA. FL. AL. TN
Maggie M. Oorvee (404) 252-{)626
McGraw-Hili Publications
4170 Ashford-Dunwoody Road
Suite 420
Atlanta. GA 30319

SOUTHWEST. ROCKY MOUNTAIN
UT_ CO. WY. OK. TX. AR. MS. LA
Dennis Riley (214) 458-2400
McGraw-Hili Publications
Prestonwood Tower-Suite 907
51 51 Beltline
Dallas. TX 75240

NORTH PACIFIC
HI. WA, OR. ID. MT. NORTHER CA.
NV (except LAS VEGAS). W. CANADA
David lern (415) 362-4600
McGraw-Hili Publications
425 Battery Street
San Francisco. CA 941 I I

ATLANTIC
NY. NYC. CT
Dick McGurk (212) 512-3588
Leah Goldman (212) 512-2096
McGraw-Hili Publications
1221 Avenue of the Americas
39th Floor
New York. NY 10020

EAST
PA (EAST). I (SOUTH).
MD. VA. W.VA. DE. D_C.
Daniel Ferro (2151 496-3833
McGraw-Hili Publications
Three Parkway
Philadelphia. PA 19102

MIDWEST
IL. MO. KS. IA. ND. SD. MN, WI. NB
Bob Denmead (312) 751-3740
McGraw-Hili Publications
Blair Building
645 North Michigan Ave.
Chicago. IL 6061 I

GREAT LAKES. OHIO REGION
MI. OH. PA (ALLEGHENY). KY. IN.
EASTERN CANADA
Mike Kisseberth (313) 352-9760
McGraw-Hili Publications
4000 Town Center-Suite 770
Southfield. MI 48075

SOUTH PACIFIC
SOUTHERN CA. AZ. NM. LAS VEGAS
lack Anderson 1714) 557-6292
McGraw-Hili Publications
3001 Red Hill Ave.
Building # I-Suite 222
Costa Mesa. CA 92626

Karen Niles (213) 480-5243. 487-1160
McGraw-Hili Publications
3333 Wilshire Boulevard 8407
Los Angeles. CA 900 10

Bill McAfee (415) 964-{)624
McGraw-Hili Publications
1000 Elwell Court-Suite 225
Palo Alto. CA 94303

WEST COAST SURPLUS
AND RETAIL ACCOUNTS
Tom Harvey (805) 964-8577
3463 State Street-Suite 256
Santa Barbara. CA 93105

Post Card Mailings
National
Bradley Browne (603) 924-6166
BYTE Publications
70 Main Street
Peterborough. NH 03458
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R·E·A·D·E·R S·E·R·V·I·C·E

Inquiry No. Inquiry No. Inquiry No. Page No. Inquiry No. Page No.

ro GET FURTHER information on the products advertised in BYTE. either
pick up your touch-tone telephone and use AIMS or fill out the reader
service card. Either way full instructions are provided follOWing this reader
service index which is provided as an additional service by the publisher.
who assumes no liability for errors or omissions. 'Correspond directly
with company.

I Is, PLACE SYSfEMS . . . 240
2 800 SOfTWARE 134
3 A.S.T. RESEARCH 19
4 A.ST. RESEARCH . . 19
5 AB COMPUTERS . 254
6 ABC DATA PRODUCTS 408
7 ACL INC. . 158
8 ADDMASfER CORP. . . 322
9 ADV. COMPo PROD. . 463

10 ADV. COMPUTER SYS. . .421
II ADV. SYS. CONCEPTS. . 92
12 ADVANCED MEMORIES. 369
13 ALF PRODUCTS. INC .396
14 ALL ELECTRONICS CORP. . 67
15 ALLOY COMI' PROD.. .152. 153
16 AMARAY CORP 175
17 AMBER SYSTEMS 46. 47
18 AMBER SYSfEMS . 277
20 AMPERE INC. . .283
21 AMpRO COMPUTERS INC .. 436
23 ANCHOR AUTOMATIO 374
24 ANTEX DATA SYS 237

APPLE COMPUTER I C Cli. I
388 APPLIED I. . 486

25 APPLIED COMPUTER PROD 208
26 APPLIED COMPUTER PROD 209
27 APPLIED SOfTWARE TECH 93
28 APROPOS TECHNOLOCY 460
29 ARCTEC SYSfEMS 18
30 ARTIFICIAL INT'L. RESEARCH 351
31 ARTISOfT. .76
32 ARTISOfT. 76
33 ASHTON·TATE. . . 398. 399
34 AVERY LABEL . . 130
35 AVERY LABEL. . 130
36 AVIS RENT-A-eAR SYSfEMS. . 395
37 AVOCET. . 368
38 B&B ELECTRONICS 388

B&C MICROSYSfEMS 467
400 BASF SYSfEMS. . .. 281

39 BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC 23
40 BINARY TECHNOLOCY . . .. 482
41 BLAISE COMPUTING INC ..... 262

BORLAND INTL. . 28. 29
42 BORLAND INTL. .. 41
43 BOTTOM LINE. THE. . .. 141

BYTE pUBL. INC 412
BYTE BACK ISSU ES 403
BYTE SUBSCRIBER NanCE 439
BYTE SUBSCRIBER SERVICE 268
BYTE SUBSCRIBER SERVICE . 439

44 BYTEK COMp SYS CORP . 178
C WARE/DESMET C 173
C·SYSTEMS. . .. 340

47 CS.D. INC. . ... 431
CALIF DIGITAL. . 448. 449
CALIF. MICRO COMI'. . ..... 340

50 CA DELARIA WORKS. . 324
51 CAPITAL EOUlpMENT CORP.... 219

408 CDR. .. .. 471
52 CHIPSOfT. I C .... 356
53 CHORUS DATA SYSfEMS. ..154
54 CHRISLIN I D. INC. . 222
55 CITIZEN AMERICA. . ... 326. 327
56 CIVIL COMPUTING CORI' 404
57 CLINICAL MICROSYSfEMS INC 408
58 CMA MICRO COMI' DIV .. 94

401 COGITATE 403
59 COMMERCIAL BUSINESS SYS.. 454
60 COMMUNICATION CABLE CO 382
61 COMPo COMpNTS. UNLTD. 480. 481

COMpAO COMPUTER CORI'264. 265
62 COMPETITIVE EDGE. . . .... 86
64 COMpUCART. . 202
66 COMpUMAIL. . .... 483
67 COMpUpRO. 191
68 COMpUSERVE. . II
69 COMPUTER AFFAIRS INC 382
70 COMPUTER BROKERAGE SERVo . 50
71 COMPUTER CHANNEL. . .. 220

COMPUTER CHRONICLES 16
COMPUTER CHRONICLES 424

72 COMPUTER CONNECTION INC. 461
73 COMPUTER DISCOUNT PROD.. 453

74 COMPUTER EDITypE SYS 246
75 COMPUTER EXPO INC 322
76 COMPUTER MAIL ORDER. 132. 133
77 COMPUTER OVELTY CORI'. 382
78 COMPUTER PARTS MERCHANT 458
79 COMPUTER SWAP SHOP. . .. 340

COMPUTER WAREHOUSE. 157
80 COMpUTERBANC. . .60
81 COMpUTERLANE. . .. 351
82 COMPUTERS AND MORE. 181
83 COMPUTERS FOR LESS. .74
84 CONROY·LAPOINTE. 228. 229
85 CONROY·LAPOINTE. 228. 229
86 CONROY·LAPOINTE 228. 229
88 CORVUS SYS INC ... 299
89 COSMOS. 316
90 CROMEMCO 5
91 CUESfA SYSfEMS 373
92 CUsroM COMI' TECH 450
93 CUsroM COMI' TECH. . .. 451
94 CYMA CORPORATIO 205
95 CYMA CORPORATION 205
96 DATA ELECTRONICS INC 323
97 DATA ELECTRONICS INC 323
99 DATA EXCHANGE. .471
98 DATA EXCHA GE .. 486

376 DATA GENERAL CORI' 20. 21
101 DATA SPEC 76
102 DATA SPEC. . .76
103 DATA TRANSLATION INC. . 84
104 DATASOUTH COMI' CORP. . 210
105 DIGI DATA CORP. . 38
106 DIGITAL ELECT. SYS. 242
107 DIGITAL PRODUCTS INC. . 171

DIGITAL RESEARCH COMp 78
108 DIGITALK. . 405
109 DIRECT-eONNECT DEVICES 462
110 DISCOUNT COMPUTER. . 148

DISCOUNT COMPUTER CENTERSI79
87 DISK IOCKEY . . 388
III DISKETTE CO ECTIO .437
112 DISKS PWS 404
113 DISKWORLD. INC 457
114 DISPLAY TELECOMMNCTNS.484. 485
115 DIVERSIFIED COMPUTER SYS.. 482
116 DOKAY COMI' PROD INC. 468. 469
117 DOKAY COMI' PROD. INC .... 470
118 DOW 10NES SOfTWARE.. .200
119 DOW 10NES SOfTWARE 201
120 DOW 10NES SOfTWARE. 259
121 DWIGHT Co.. INC 460
122 DYSAN CORI' 71

ECONOMY SOfTWARE 354
123 EDUCATIONAL MICROCOMp 351

ELLIS COMPUTING INC 77
EMPIRICAL RESEARCH GROUP. 217
ENCHA TED FORESf . . .. 408

126 ENFIN RESOURCES. INC .... 170
128 ERICSSO COMPUTER CO.. 56. 57
130 EXPCYfEK 260
131 EXPRESS BUSINESS SOfTWARE 203
132 EXSEL I C ....... 467
133 FLAGSfAFF E GINEERING. 402
134 FORTRON. INC .452
135 FORTRON. INC. .452
136 FOX & GELLER INC .... 216
137 FOX SOfTWARE INC. 467
138 FRIENDLY COMPUTER 90
139 FUJITSU AMERICA. . 248
140 FUIITSU AMERICA 249
141 GENERAL DATACOMM. . 284. 285
143 GENERAL DATACOMM. . .471
144 GENERAL MICROSYSfEMS ... 471

145 GENERAL TECHNOLOCY . . 245
146 GENESIS MICROSYSfEMS. . 119
147 GENICOM.. . 79
148 GIFFORD COMI' SYS1ZITEL CORI'352
149 GILTRONIX. INC .. 486
150 GOLD HILL COMPUTERS ..... 112
151 GOLDEN BOW SYSfEMS. . .. 462
152 GREAT SALT LAKE COMp.. .. 456
153 GTEK INC. . .. 70
154 H&E COMpUTRONICS. ..215
155 HADAX ELECTRONICS. 356
387 HALLOCK SYS 180
156 HAMMER COMPUTER SYSfEMS 482
157 HANDWELL CORI' . 459
158 HARMONY VIDEO & COMI' 74
159 HARMONY VIDEO & COMI' 436
160 HERCULES COMPUTER TECH... 25
161 HEWLETT-PACKARD .. 390. 391
389 HEWLETT·pACKARD.. . .. 35
162 HOFFMAN INTL. .... 482
163 HooLEON CaMPA Y. . 189
164 HOUsroN INSfRlBAUSCH&LOMB271

HYPERON SOfTWARE 482
165 IBM - IISC) SERVICES 304
166 IBM CORI' . .. 109. 110. III
168 IBM CORI' . . .. 334. 335
410 ILWMINATED TECH 16

INDEPENDENT BUSINESS SYS.. 266
169 INFOCOM 36. 37
170 INMAC 171
171 INNOVATIVE SOfTWARE .. 422.423
172 INOVION CORI' 160
173 INTEGRAND 417
174 INTELLIGENT DATA SYS. INC 53
175 INTERACTIVE SfRUCTURES 26
177 INTERACTIVE SfRUCTURES 66
176 INTERACTIVE SfRUCTURES 85
178 INl'ERFACE. INC.. 145
179 INTERFACE. INC. 145
180 INTERFACE TECH. CORP... 410.411
181 INTERTEC DATA SYS... .15
182 IOMEGA. . . 193
403 ITT INFORMATION SYSfEMS .. 163
404 ITT INFORMATION SYSfEMS .. 163
185 lADE COMPo PROD.. 464. 465
186 lADE COMPo PROD 466
187 JAMECO ELECTRONICS .. 252. 253
381 JDR MICRODEVICES INC. 487
382 IDR MICRODEVICES INC .. 488
383 IDR MICRODEVICES INC. .. 489
384 IDR MICRODEVICES INC 490
385 IDR MICRODEVICES INC ... 491
386 JDR MICRODEVICES INC 492
191 KADAK PRODUCTS. . 460
192 KAMERMAN LABS. . .383
193 KASCO SYSfEMS. . .. 482
194 KENSINGTO MICROWARE. .. 58
195 KEYWORD OFFICE TECH. . ..257
22 KIMTRON. . 288

196 LA PLATA RESEARCH. . 324
197 LABORATORY MICROSYS. 18
198 LATTICE. INC. . 162
199 LEADING EDGE PROD. . . 49
200 LEADING EDGE PROD. . ..... 355
201 LEVEL 5 RESEARCH . 467
202 LINDE TECHNOLOGY INC .. 407
203 L1NTEK INC. 471
204 LION HEART PRESS . 356
205 LIVING VIDE0fEX . . 328
206 LOCICAL DEVICES. 32
207 LOCICAL DEVICES. . 467
208 LOCITECH INC. . 269
209 LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS. . .. 366

210 LYBEN COMI' SYS 460
211 LYCO COMPUTER. . 387

MACMILLA BOOK CWBS 272. 273
214 MAG UM I'c.. 270
215 MANX SOfTWARE SYS.. . 54
216 MANX SOfTWARE SYS.. .55
217 MARK WILLIAMS co. 75
218 MARYMAC I DUSfRIES 467
219 MASfERBYTE COMI' OF NY .403
220 MAXELL DATA PRODUCTS. 51
221 MAYNARD ELECTRONICS .64

MCGRAW·HILL CES 321
405 MEGATEL .. 268
224 MERRITT COMI' PRODUCTS. .460
407 META SYSTEM INC 486
225 MFJ ENTERPRISES INC. 235
226 MICRO AGE COMI' sroRES INC 251
228 MICRO DATA BASE SYS 243
227 MICRO DATA BASE SYS 358. 359
229 MICRO DESIG INTL. 207
230 MICRO MART. INC .. 72. 73
231 MICRO PRODUCTS. INC ..... 447
232 MICRO TASK. .86
233 MICROCOMPUTER ACCESSORIES313
234 MICROMINT I C. . 406
235 MICROpRO INTL 12. 13
236 MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD.. .460

MICRORIM INC. . 121
237 MICROSHOp .. 455
238 MICROSHOp .. 455

MICROSOfT CORI' . . 225
MICROSOfT CORP. . . 302. 303

239 MICR0fIME. . 4
240 MICROWAY 147

49 MICTRO. . 439
241 MIDWEsr MICRO-PERIPHERALS. 108
242 MIMIC SYSfEMS INC . 231

MINORITY INDUSfRIES 34
243 MITCHELL MANAGEMENT SYS. 236

MOlJfECH INTERNATIONAL 360
244 MODULA SYS. CORP 30
245 M0fEL COMPUTERS LTD. . .467
246 MOUNTAI VIEW PRESS. 261
247 MTI SYSfEMS CORI' . . 52
248 MULTFfECH SYSfEMS. .24
249 N.B.5.. 67
250 NATL. PUBLIC DOMAIN SfTW . 486
251 NATIONAL COMPUTER GRApHICI66
252 NATIONAL INSfRUMENTS. 161

NAVAL UNDERWATER SYS. CTR. 392
409 NCDA. . 471
254 NEC HOME ELECTR. USA. 129
255 NEC INFORMATION SYS. . . CIII
256 NETWORX INC 263
257 NEW SfAR SOfTWARE. . 94
258 NIBBLE NarcH COMI' PROD 91
259 NICOLET pARATRO ICS 52
261 NORTH HILLS CORI' 467
260 ORTH HILLS CORI'. . 482

NRI SCHOOLS ELECTR. DIV 385
262 OPEN SYSfEMS'UCCEL 17
263 ORCHID TECHNOLOCY 233
265 ORION INSfRUMENTS 416
378 ORYX SYSTEMS. . .. 432. 433
379 ORYX SYSfEMS 432. 433
380 ORYX SYSfEMS. .432.433
267 PC HORIZONS. 482
268 PACIFIC EXCHANGES

322.351.460.462
269 pANASONIC. 213
270 pANASONIC SENIOR PARTNER 131
271 PARAGON COURSEWARE ..... 404
272 PC NETWORK 164. 165
273 PC pipELI E. . 486
274 pE SYSfEMS. . 92
402 pERKI ·ELMER 239
275 pERITEK CaRl'. 149
377 pERSOfT INC. . .. 82
276 pipELI E COMPUTER ... 472. 473
277 POCKET TECHNOLOCY. . .... 347

POLAROID CORI' . . .88
279 POLAROID CORI'. .89
280 PRIME FINANCIAL ANALYSIS .. 258
281 PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS.. 80. 81
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READER SERVICE

Inquiry No. Page No. Inquiry No. Page No. Inquiry No. Page No. Inquiry No. Page No.

282 PRIORITY ONE. 362 312 SAV·ON COMPUTERS 474.475 340 SYNALTA SYSTEMS. .486 364 VIDEO DYNAMICS INC 47\

283 PROGRAMMERS SHOP. 364 390 SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH .434 SYSGEN INC .241 365 VIDEX .. .27

284 PROGRESSIVE MICRO DISTR.478. 479 SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS. 95 342 SYSTAT INC 125 VLM COMPUTER ELECTR . 324

285 PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS. 333 313 SEEOUA COMP CORP .8 343 SYSTEMS MANAGMNT. ASSOC. 139 366 VOTRAX. INC 196

286 PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS. 199 314 SEMI DISK SYSTEMS. 341 SYSTEMS STRATEGIES .. .90 367 WADSWORTH PROF. SFTW . 182

287 PROTECTO ENTERPR 194. 195 315 SHAPE MAGNETRONICS 310 344 TALLGRASS TECH. .62.63 368 WALLING COMPANY ..... 462

289 PURPLE COMPUTING 462 316 SHARP ELECTRONICS 123 345 TAPE WORLD 382 WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS 365
290 OIC RESEARCH. .. 336 317 SHEPHERD MARKETING. 382 346 TATUM LABS .462 369 WESTERN AUTOMATION LABS. 130

291 OUARK INCORPORATED. 127 SILICON SPECIALTIES 384 347 TDI SYSTEMS. INC. 370 370 WESTERN VIDEO. .419

292 OUBIE DISTRIBUTING. .. .. 159 SILVER FOX . 267 411 TEKTRONIX INC 377 371 WINTEK CORP. 409

293 OUBIE DISTRIBUTING. 247 318 SLICER COMPUTERS 174 348 TELEBYTE TECHNOLOGY INC 437 372 WINTEK CORP. 460

294 OUELO . 462 SOFTCRAFT 381 349 TELETEK ENTERPRISES. INC. 43 373 WORKMAN & ASSOCIATES. .462

295 OUESTIONAIRE SERVICE CO.. 486 SOFTLINE CORP. 87 TELEVIDEO SYSTEMS. 325 374 Z-SOFT . ...... 31

RACAL-VADIC ... 378. 379 322 SOFTWARE SERVICES. 382 TEXAS INSTRUMENTS. 389 375 ZSTEM COMMUNICATIONS DIY. 462

296 RADIO SHACK . CIV 323 SOFTWARE SOWTIONS INC342. 343 350 THREE M COMPANY .314. 315
297 RAIMA CORP. 162 324 SOWTIONWARE CORP 471 127 TIGERTRONICS. .467 • Correspond directly with company
298 RAINBOW TECH INC 351 325 SOURCE TELECOMP CORP .117 TINNEY. ROBERT GRAPHICS 357
299 RCA .69 327 SPEAR SECURITIES. 371 351 TOSHIBA AMERICA INC 279

301 RELAX TECHNOLOGY. 221 328 SPECTRUM SOFTWARE. . 115 352 TRANSTECTOR SYSTEMS INC. 297

302 RICKERDATA. 189 329 STANDARD MICROSYS. CORP... 143 354 U.S. ROBOTICS .. 176, 177

303 ROGERS LABS 30 330 STARBUCK DATA CO.. .460 355 UNIFIED SOFTWARE SYS.. 482

304 ROGERS LABS 30 331 STRAWBERRY TREE COMPo . 372 356 UNISOURCE .. .61 INTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING SECTION

305 ROLAND CORP. . 375 332 STRIDE MICRO. 150 357 UNIVERSAL DATA SYS . .... 45

306 S. C DIGITAL. 388 333 STRIDE MICRO 151 358 UNLIMITED PERIPHERALS. 486 501 AMERICAN BUYING & EXPORT. 32C

307 5-100 DIY. 696 CORP 476. 477 336 SUMMIT SOFTWARE TECHN. INC380 359 UNLIMITED PROCESSING INC. 400 BYTE 328

308 5-100 DIY. 696 CORP ... 476. 477 406 SUNNY INTL. .454 360 VAULT CORP . 169 502 CASIO COMPUTER Co. . 32A

309 SAB-L1NK. INC 471 337 SUNTRONICS CO INC. .452 361 VEN-TEL I C 311 503 HIGH TECH. ELECTRONICS. .320

310 SAFEWARE 351 338 SUPER COMPUTER INC . 344 362 VIA WEST. 282

311 SATELLITE SOFTWARE. 7 339 SUPERSOFT 274 363 VICTORY ENT. TECHNOLOGY .. 68 No domestic h1quiries. please.

-.11'5 SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!
AI.l.~.L Use BYTE'S Automated Inquiry Management System

Available 24 Hours, 7 Days a Week

GET PREPARED 1) Write your Subscriber Number, as printed on your Subscriber LD. Card,
in boxes in Step 4 below. (Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes)

2) Write numbers for information desired in boxes in Step 6b below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes.)

CALL AIMS 3) Now, on a Thuch-Thne telephone dial: (413) 442-2668 and wait for voice
commands.

ENTER YOUR
SUBSCRIBER AND
ISSUE NUMBERS

4) When AIMS says: "Enter Subscriber Number"
(Enter by pushing the numbers and symbols [# or * enclosed in the
boxes] on telt!phone pad igrlOriJ!g blank boxes)
Enter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 [ID [ID

5) When AIMS saJ's "Enter magazine code & issue code"
Enter [] 00 [] [5] 00 00

14.0000000
15. 0 0 0 00 [ID
16.00000 00
17.00000 00

When AIMS says "Enter (next) Inquiry Number"
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes)

b) Repeat 6a as needed (maximum 17 inquiry numbers)

1. 0 0 0 00 00 6. 0 0 0 00 00 10. 0 0 0 00 00
2. 0 0 0 00 [ID 7.000 [ID 00 11. 0 0 0 00 00
3. 0 0 0 00 00 8. 0 0 0 00 00 12. 0 0 0 00 00
4. 0 0 0 00 [ID 9. 0 0 0 00 00 13. 0 0 0 00 00
5.0000000

6a)ENTER YOUR
INQUIRIES

END SESSION 7) End session by entering [!] [!] lID [] 00 00
8) Hang up after hearing final message

If you are a subscriber and need assistance, call (603) 924-9281.

If you are not a subscriber fill out the subscription card found in this issue or, call BYTE Circulation 800-258-5485.
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models,just call NEC Inform
tion Systems at: 1-800

343-4419; in Massachu
setts call (617)264-8635.

Also available at:
Entre, 1-800-HI

ENTRE: Sears
Business Sys-

tem Cen
ters, 1
800-228
2200;
and

Comput
erland
stores, (In

California)
1-800-321
1101; (Out
side Califor
nia) 1-800

423-3008.
Find out why

more and more
IBM PC users

are saying,
"NEC and me."

THE 8850 PLUGS RIGHT
I TO THE IBM PC

CHANGE FORMS LENGTH
AT THE PRESS OF A BUTTON

years without a failure is not unusual.
No wonder there are more Spinwriter
printers hooked up to IBM PC's than
any other letter-quality printer.
How to get up to speed.

For more information
on the Spinwriter 8850 ,_
or our two companion ~...

r.._..iii

printer available for
the IBM® Pc. It's
still one of the few
that works with all
IBM PC software,
as well as all other
popular packages.
You'll notice
even its
looks are
com
patible.

Spinwriter
printers also
give you capa
bilities you won't
find on other prin
ters. Like a selection
of 80 different print
styles.

And, nine easily
installed forms han
dling options that
can accelerate your
printed output even
more. Spinwriter
printers also have
an enviable record
for reliability.

In fact, several

THE 8850
JOINS THE

HIGHLY-RELIABLE
SPINWRITER LINE

II L~ II

II i~ II

one at the touch
of a button. It also

has a unique control panel.
With large, legible alphanumeric
LED's to indicate the specific opera

ating status.
And make it
simple for
even an un-

UNI UE LED DISPLAY TELLS familiar oper-
USER EVERYTHING FROM THE ator to use.

FACT THAT PAPER IS OUT And, of

course, the
8850 has all
the features,

TO THE FACTTHE quality and
COVER IS OPE reliability that

make a Spinwriter a Spinwriter.

The first choice of IBM PC
users.
The Spinwriter printer was the first
totally plug compatible letter-quality

Splnwnter IS a registered trademark 01 NEG Corp IBM's a registered
trademark of International BUSiness Machines Corp

Inquiry 255

Introducing the
Spinwriter 8850.
Our newest, and fastest, Spinwriter®
printer operates at over 550 words
per-minute. And is extraordinarily
easy to operate.

For one thing the Spinwriter 8850
takes care of basic settings such as
pitch and forms length automatically.
Of course you can also change either

NO OTHER LETTER-QUALITY
PRINTER CAN TOUCH OUR
NEWSPINWRITER fOR SPEED
ANDEASE·
Of·USE.
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